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HEAD-ON VIEW - WHAT IS IT? Number 31 
Attractive-looking 1934 tourer with Gipsy Six, retractable undercarriage, flaps and leading edge 
slots. Mass balanced ailerons also clearly visible. Details next time. (via JM Collection) 

In this issue 
Welcome to readers, new and old, to the 30th 
year of Archive. Little did this editor suspect, 
when agreeing to take on the concept when 
planning started in 1979, that he would still be 
experimenting with it thirty years later. The 
idea was, of course, to mimic the success of 
Aeromilitaria which had started in 1975 and to 
provide a vehicle for the publication and 
sharing of civil aviation data and research that 
might otherwise not see the light of day. The 
internet had not even been conceived in 1980, 
neither had the Sinclair Spectrum, let alone the 
home computers with multi-terabyte memories 
and the tiny memory sticks that can store 
several books at once. 

Those initial editions were of course typed and 
pasted up, with spaces for photos carefully 
marked and measured, and the whole 
package sent to a printer - usually by post or 
by Red Star Parcels. We will never forget the 
parcel that was stolen during a train journey, 
the disappointed thief, having looked inside for 
something of value, then threw it out onto the 
railway verge. It was found some weeks later 
and returned to the editor as soggy, stained 
photos and manuscript - but issue no.3 of 1980 
did eventually appear! 

Since then the gradual transition (and associ-
ated learning curve) through electric typewriter 
to word processor and eventually to complete 
publishing package has enabled the size and 
sophistication of all of our quarterly magazines 
to grow and grow. The only jobs that do not 
fall to the editor these days are the actual print-
ing and distribution of Archive\ While this has 
the advantage of keeping costs down it does of 
course require a semi-professional approach 
to an essentially volunteer role. 

Hopefully however, the original concept has 
remained intact. The internet has not replaced 
Archive as we might once have feared, but 
instead has introduced us to new contacts and 
sources. Requests for information or photo-
graphs from almost anywhere in the world can 
be responded to on a same-day basis and, 
while all sources need to be carefully evaluat-

ed for veracity, this is really no different to the 
days when everything that appeared in print 
was accepted as true fact. Now organisations 
like Air-Britain have members with outstanding 
research skills who will routinely question any 
facts and will seek out original sources to verify 
them. The benefits of this approach for the 
membership and to the aviation-minded public 
at large are immense. This editor is often 
completely in awe of some of the material 
received, whether small items or long-term 
research projects. We trust that even if style 
and content have changed over the years, the 
original concept still holds true. 

Of course, if anyone would like to volunteer to 
take over for the next thirty years it might leave 
this editor with a little more time to carry out 
some research of his own - or even to deco-
rate the landing and stairs! 

Feedback 
- has returned! Well, at least a limited amount 
of it has. Many items have gathered over the 
last couple of years and the editor is deter-
mined to try to clear this backlog over the next 
few editions. While reluctant to push new 
material aside we must remember that 
Feedback is seen as an essential part of the 
Archive experience. Apologies therefore to 
contributors who may still be waiting for their 
nugget of truth to be published. To recent new 
subscribers, if a piece of Feedback points you 
towards back issues that you might otherwise 
not have looked at, that must be good. Most 
back issues are available (see panel on left) 
and if you are not sure what has been pub-
lished in the past then take a look at the 
Archive Index available on ab-ix or from the 
editor as a pdf file or hard copy. 

One item in this issue - concerning the Miles 
Mohawk - points to the fact that we should 
shortly be publishing a long-awaited book on 
the history of Miles Aircraft pre-war. Here 
again many old myths, legends and pure 
untruths can be set aside as a result of years 
of research using primary sources by our 
acknowledged expert Peter Amos. Details of 
price, content and availability should be made 
known in late March/early April. 
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The Brunner-Winkle Bird 
HEAD-0|N VIEW No.30 

The Brunner-Winkle Bird was a late 1920s design of three-
seat biplane reminiscent of the Waco and Travelair series of 
that period. It took advantage of the availability of war surplus 
Curtiss OX-5 engines initially but later Kinner-engined ver-
sions were produced in greater numbers. It was produced by 
the Brunner-Winkle Aircraft Corp. of Glendale, Long Island, 
NY and waas designed by a Russian, Michael Gregor. The 
company name derived from secretary and financial backer A 
Brunner and the president William E Winkle. 

The basic design of the Bird changed little through various 
models. The fuselage was of welded steel tube with wood 
formers and fabric cover except for the top decking which was 
of duralmin sheet. The front cockpit housed two passengers 
side-by-side and could be fitted for dual control. The pilot sat 
in the rear cockpit behind which was a streamlined headrest 
covering a large luggage compartment. The wings had a 30 
degree stagger and were of unequal span and chord, with 
tapered tips. They were constructed of spruce spars and 
plywood ribs, the upper wings joined with no separate centre-
section and linked to the lower wings and fuselage by N struts 
and bracing wires. Ailerons were fitted to the top wings only 
and the leading edges were of duralmin sheet. It was calcu-
lated that nearly 70% of the lift was provided by the upper 
wing in normal flight conditions. 

The tailplane was of fabric-covered tubing and was adjustable 
from the rear cockpit and the undercarriage consisted of main-
wheels on V struts with crossed axles and a sprung steel tail-
skid. When production began, the 90 hp Curtiss OX-5 water-
cooled 8-cyl engines were plentiful and cheap. They were 
fitted with close-cowling and had a 'tunnel' radiator below, a 
very neat installation. This appearance was enhanced in 
many cases by fitting a spinner to the wood propeller. 
Between the engine firewall and the front cockpit was a 40 US 
gallon fuel tank (33 Imp gal/ 150 I). 

Principle dimensions were: 
Span: top wing 34ft Oin (10.36m) bottom wing 25ft Oin (7.62m) 
Chord: top wing 5ft 9in (1.75m) bottom wing 4ft Oin (1,22m) 
Length: 22ft 3in (6.78m) 
Height: 8ft Oin (2.44m) 
Wing area: 266 ft2 (24.5m2) 
Weights: empty 950 lb (432 kg), loaded 1,750 lb (796 kg) 
Max speed: 105 mph (169 kph), cruise 80 mph (129 kph), 
landing 37 mph (60 kph) - but the company advertised figures 
of 120, 100 and 35 mph respectively! 
Take off run was estimated 100ft (30m) and ceiling 20,000ft. 

Above: The prototype Brunner-Winkle Bird model A c/n 1000 with experimental 
marks X7878 made its first appearance in September 1928. (via JM Collection) 
Below: A side view of NC832W. a production model A, showing the smooth lines 
of the cowling around the OX-5 engine, the good visibility from the rear cockpit 
and the line dividing the fuselage aluminium top-decking from the fabric-covered 
sides, (via JM Collection) 

ONE BIRD A D A Y . . . a production schedule 
assuring dealers p rompt delivery . . . adds 
to BIRD leadership in the popular priced class 
which sound design and practically tested 
p e r f o r m a n c e h a v e a l r e a d y e s t a b l i s h e d . 
Dealers' fttinebises for this plane are still lUtiiLihle in sntm ttrritorus. 

Department of Commerce Approval 101 

Safety and Performance 

Brunner -Winkle Aircraft Corporation 
J Haverkamp St. Glendale, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Above: Part of a company advertisement for the Bird, optimistically suggesting a 
production rate of one per day should demand require it. (via JM Collection) 
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The Bird A was unveiled in about September 1928 in the form of pro-
totype X7878 c/n 1000, and was soon recognised for its good handling 
qualities, excellent climb rate and low landing speed. A preliminary 
batch of nine was built and type approval quickly followed in January 
1929. The type soon claimed records - Elinor Smith establishing an alti-
tude record for OX-5 powered aircraft, followed by a solo endurance 
record of 13 hours in February 1929 although the latter was beaten 
after only two weeks. William Winkle himself entered one in the 
National Air Races at Cleveland, OH and came second on the pylon 
course at 100.74 mph (162 kmh). 

Speed was a selling point, indeed one specially-prepared example was 
said to have achieved 110 mph (177 kph) in level flight. However the 
Bird had other important attributes, amongst them the excellent visibil-
ity for the pilot, aided by the small lower wing and stagger which 
allowed a pilot to see the mainwheels at all times - a bonus when 
landing and taxying. The aircraft was also extremely difficult to spin -
allegedly even failing a spin recovery test because sufficient spin could 
not be induced to prove that recovery was possible! Perhaps its only 
vice was that the big upper wing and relatively narrow undercarriage 
track made ground loops a potential problem. 

A modified version was unofficially highly-rated in the final three of the 
1929 Guggenheim Safe Airplane competition. This was the Ford-Leigh 
Safety Wing' which had, amongst other non-standard features, an aux-
iliary aerofoil above and ahead of the full span of the top wing. Its per-
formance however was deemed sluggish by some observers. 

The model A continued in production until 1931 but the supply of war 
surplus OX-5s was already running out by late 1929 and, as an option, 

Left: An early production Bird 
A being demonstrated at 
Roosevelt Field in 1929. 
Start-up appears imminent, 
with the tail being held down 
and wingman at the (almost) 
ready! (via JM Collection) 

Below: The Bird A T was fitted 
with a 115 hp Tank model 73 
(V-502) air-cooled engine, 
note the cooling slots cut into 
the cowling above the pro-
peller and the scoop below. 
Type approval for this model 
was obtained by the 
Milwaukee Parts Co, their 
engine being based on a 
much-modified OX-5. This 
example appears to be 
NC83K. (via JM Collection) 

Bird customers could supply their own engine and propeller for a 
factory-built airframe. Once the Kinner-powered model B was approved 
this became the standard production model. At least 85 examples of 
the Bird A were built, with c/ns up to 1095 being identified. 

An uprated version with a Curtiss OXX-6 of 102 hp was tried, as was 
the model AT which used a 115 hp air-cooled Tank V-502 engine 
developed by Milwaukee Parts Corp from the OX-5 design. Neither of 
these seems to have been successful. 

Meanwhile, the Bird B was introduced, receiving its Type Certificate on 
26.9.29. This had the same basic airframe but was powered by the 
Kinner K5 5-cyl air-cooled radial of 100 hp. The prototype of this series 
was X221E c/n 2000. Production was slow at first due to the economic 

Left: As seen in our original 
Head-on View image, this is a 
Bird BK, showing clearly the 5-
cyl Kinner radial with sesqui-
plane wing layout. Reference 
to the photo opposite reveals it 
to be Lee Gelbach's NC768Y. 
(via JM Collection) 

Left: The prototype Bird B, 
registered X-221E, was c/n 
2000. Although just 9 inches 
longer than its predecessor it 
retained the same basic 
dimensions, as did the later 
models, even as performance 
levels increased, 
(via JM Collection) 
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Right: N758Y was a long-term 
restoration project by Andy 
Stinson in the 1960s. Originally 
NC728Y. c/n 1092. an OX-5 
powered model A, it was rebuilt 
with the nose section of a model 
BK but fitted with a Kinner B5, the 
engine usually found in a CK I 
First flight after 31 years in store 
was on 28.8.69 and it is currently 
owned by Jean Hill of Harvard. 
Illinois., (via JM Collection) 
Below: Another current Bird is 
the sole model C c/n 5001 
NC876WC ex X876W, seen here 
at Broadhead, Wl in 9.03. (Dave 
Welch via JM Collection) 

slump of 1929-30 but at least 75 are known to have been built. Sales 
were doubtless improved when Charles Lindbergh tested a Bird B and 
as a result bought one for his wife Anne. 

Two versions of the Bird B were produced. The BK was the standard 
Kinner-powered model, almost identical to the A but slightly longer at 
23ft Oin (7.0m). In performance terms the empty weight was 1,199 lb 
(544 kg) and gross weight 1,980 lb (899 kg); maximum speed 110 mph 
(177 kph), cruise 92 mph (148 kph) and landind speed 35 mph (56 kph). 
Range was quoted as 500 miles at 6 USgal/hr and the factory price was 
$4,995 which dropped to $3,895 in late 1930, by which time the 
Brunner-Winkel company had been reorganised as the Bird Aircraft 
Corporation. Over and above the standard fit, the Bird BK was offered 
with options such as metal propeller, internal starter, navigation lights 
and wheel brakes. 

One Bird BK was registered, second hand, in the Netherlands. This 
being NC73V c/n 2057-37 which became PH-AJS on 2.12.32 with A J 
Sprakel. It did not survive the war. Another example NC10367 c/n 2023-
07 was sold in Canada becomingCF-AUB on 2.5.33 but this was dbr in 
a mid-air collision with an RCAF Tiger Moth 4075 on approach at 
Vancouver 30.3.41. 

The second version was the BW model with a Warner Scarab 7-cyl 
radial of 110 - 125 hp which offered improved performance with a 
Townend Ring-type speed cowling, giving 117 mph (188 kph) max, 98 
mph (157.6 kph) cruise and 36 mph (58 kph) landing speed. The Bird 
BW received its Type Certificate on 24.11.30 but sales were limited by 
the higher price, included in which were many of the former options as 
standard fit, only the metal propeller and the speed ring being extras. 
Four were factory-built new aircraft, c/ns 3001 to 3004 (respectively 
X892W and NC723N to 725N) and three converted from earlier models 
with c/ns 1024, 1084 and 2043. One of the best known was NC724N 
which was frequently displayed in public by Melba Beard. 

Above: Bird BK NC768Y with 100 hp Kinner K5 was the aircraft flown 
by Lee Gelbach in the 1931 National Air Tour, (via JM Collection) 
Below: Resplendent in sunburst colour scheme, this Bird BK believed 
to be N9184, was frequently displayed by Melba Beard. In this view the 
split axle undercarriage strut is clearly visible and the rear skid has 
been replaced by a tailwheel. (via JM Collection) 
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Left: Only seven examples 
of the Bird BW are known to 
have been produced, com-
bining the basic model B with 
a 110 - 125 hp 7-cyl Warner 
Scarab engine, seen here 
with a 'speed ring' fitted for 
optimum performance, 
(via JM Collection) 

Left: The model C NC876W 
was high-powered with its 
165 hp Wright J6 and is 
shown in its original form as a 
potential mailplane with the 
front cockpit faired over and 
the landing lights visible 
under the upper wing, 
(via JM Collection) 

Below: X787Y was the pro-
totype Bird CK with a 125 hp 
Kinner B5 and an enlarged 
front cockpit for three pas-
sengers, 
(via JM Collection) 

Bird Corporation's next model was the Bird C of 
1930-31 which was powered by a 5-cyl Wright J6 
Whirlwind radial (R-540) of 165 hp. This resulted in a 
slight weight increase but produced and improved 
performance with a max speed of 125 kmph (201 
kph), cruise of 105 mph (169 kph) and landing speed 
of 38 mph (61 kph), ceiling of 18,000 ft and all at a 
price of $5,870. The front cockpit could be faired 
over, leading to speculation that the Bird C was 
intended as a mailplane, in fact this modification 
resulted in a 5 mph increase in top speed, and further 
evidence may have been the retractable landing 
lights fitted under the top wing. The prototype and 
only known example was c/n 5001 registered 
X876W, becoming NC876W and currently 
NC876WC. 

At the same time the model CK was introduced, fitted 
with a 125 hp Kinner B5, as a four-seater. This was 
achieved by making the front cockpit opening wider 
to accommodate three passengers side-by-side, or 
alternatively up to 540 lb (245 kg) of cargo. This 
made the CK more suitable for use as an air taxi or 
mailplane. Offered on either wheels or floats, this 
model received its Type Certificate on 26.12.30. 

Some 42 examples were built, starting with c/n 4001, 
the prototype X787Y. Two of them were flown in the 
1931 National Air Tour, taking 6th and 7th places and 
averaging over 100 mph. On wheels the performance 
was very similar to the Bird BW, max 118 mph, cruise 
100 mph and landing speed 38 mph; while on Edo 
floats the figures were max 112 mph (180 kmh), 
cruise 95 mph (152.8 kph) and landing 42 mph (67.5 
kph). The floatplane version cost nearly $2,000 more 
than the $4,395 landplane. 

Two examples of the CK are known outside the USA 
(there may be others?), one in Brazil as PP-TAU and 
one in Sweden as SE-AHB. The latter is of interest 
because it appears to have been built locally by B 
Eriksson and partners at Linkoping between 1935 
and 1938. It was given c/n 1 but was short-lived, 
being written off in 1939. 

Above: Water bird - model CK NC791Y c/n 4003 on Edo floats. Below: Bird CK c/n 4004 
NC914V seen during the 1931 National Air Tour, (both via JM Collection) 
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Above: N850W is Bird CK 
c/n 4012, seen here at Old 
Rhinebeck and painted to 
commemorate the first night 
airmail flight of 22.2.21. 

Right: The larger cockpit of 
the model CK made it ideal 
for air taxi work. NC818W c/n 
4010 with cockpit door 
showing clearly. 

Below, right: NC854W was 
Bird CL c/n 7002 with White 
Label Beer advertisments. 
Jacobs LA-1 engine and 
Townend Ring fitted, 
(all via JM Collection) 

A further development of the model C emerged in 
1931. This was the Bird CJ and it was destined to be 
the company's last production model. It was powered 
by a Jacobs LA-1 7-cyl radial initially of 150 hp but 
soon uprated to 170 hp. The Type Certificate was 
dated 15.4.31 and only six examples are known, c/ns 
7001 to 7006, starting with the prototype NC851W. 
Apart from the engine this model was recognisable 
by the long rearward extension of the headrest 
fairing. All the 'extras' were supplied as standard on 
this model, so again the price increased, now to 
$4,995 - perhaps not a good move in times of hard-
ship. The higher cost did result in a higher perfor-
mance however, a maximum speed of 126 mph 
(202.7 kmh), cruise of 109 mph (175 kmh), coupled 
with a traditional Bird landing speed of 38 mph (61 
kph). Range was 490 miles (788 km) at 9 USgal/hr, 
considerably less economical than the BK but with a 
higher payload. 

Meanwhile, the Bird company was still developing further models, 
bearing in mind that even the model A was still available, a snip at only 
$1,995 ! The first of these was a move away from the basic Bird open 
cockpit design, the model E being a 4-5 place cabin biplane. This again 
relied on the 125 hp Kinner B5 and was said to have an "unbelievable" 
performance. It was shown in public at the 1931 Detroit Air Show in pro-
totype form as NR855W c/n 6001. After that it took part in the National 
Air Tour but had to withdraw following engine failure on the second day. 
The concept then seems to have been abandoned, possibly through 
lack of finance, and no other examples were built. 

At the same time the model F appeared, similar in appearance to the CJ 
this was intended as a 2-seat sports or mailplane. It was different in that 
power was provided by a 225-300 hp Packard Diesel engine. Only one 
example, X-790N c/n 8001, was built before that project too was quietly 
dropped. 

C/n 9001 was allocated to another new model, this being X-789N, a Bird 
CC which was built for the Curtiss-Wright Flying Service and was 
powered by a 185 hp Curtiss R-600 Challenger 6-cyl engine. Again it 
was the only example of the type. 
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Left: A late production 
Bird CK NC726N c/n 
4037 is seen on a visit to 
the EAA Fly-in at 
Oshkosh, Wl on 27.7.99. 
(Charles N Trask via 
JM Collection) 

In 1932 the Bird Aircraft Co finally had to admit 
defeat as the depression took its toll. Production 
ceased and the company was sold to the Perth-
Amboy Title Co of New Jersey and as a result 
some surviving examples go by that name instead 
of Bird. On the positive side, in 1933 the Speed Bird 
Corp. was formed as a spares and maintenance 
organisation for Bird owners and they actually 
developed a 2-seat 'Speed Bird' Sport trainer 
version with many of the characteristic features 
married to a 90 hp Lambert engine, but without 
much sales success. 

Post-war, Birds were in demand as restoration pro-
jects and a number are still flying, often re-engined 
for ease of maintenance and for increased perfor-
mance without loss of their inherent stability and 
good looks. 

Above: The Bird model E NR855W, shown here unmarked, was an attempt to abandon the 
open cockpits in favour of a 4-seater cabin while still maintaining the basic structure of the 
earlier models, (via JM Collection) 
Below, left: X790N was the Bird model F, a Packard diesel-powered two-seater or 
mailplane which, like the E above, seems to have vanished without trace when the Bird 
company closed down, (via JM Collection) 

Above: In more recent times a 
number of surviving Birds have 
been converted to take modern 
engines. This example, N914V 
originally a CK c/n 4004, has a 
225 hp Lycoming R-680 fitted to 
improve performance, 
(via JM Collection) 

Left: Surely the oldest surviving 
Bird? N9739, now fitted with a 
220 hp Continental R-670 and a 
glider-towing hook, is quoted as 
a BK, but with c/n of 1002 it must 
originally have been a model A. 
(via JM Collection) 
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COMPLETE CIVIL REGISTERS: 15 

X- UN- YU- YUGOSLAVIA 
With thanks to the follow-
ing for their contributions: 
John Wegg, Jack Meaden, 
Malcolm Fillmore, Vojislav 
Jereb, Ognjan M Petrovic, 
Predrag Miladinovic and 
LET/Flight magazine. 

Fourth Series 1933-1941 YU- (continued) 
Prefix changed officially in 9.33 to YU-PAA (to YU-PFZ) series for 
private and club aircraft and to YU-SAA (to YU-SDA) series for Aeroput 
aircraft. Yugoslavia surrendered to German occupation on 17.4.41. 
(See earlier notes for comments on the re-regd aircraft) 

YU-SAI DH.60M Moth 3028 9.33 
Ex G-ABXM, UN-SAI. CofR No.31. CofA No. 29. Aeroput, Belgrade. 
To VV 4.41, destroyed 4.41. 

YU-SAJ not used 

YU-SAK DH.83 Fox Moth 4014 9.33 
Ex (ZS-ADE), G-ABZA, UN-SAK. CofR No.32. CofA No. 30. Aeroput. 
To VV 4.41, destroyed 4.41. 

YU-SAL, YU-SAM not used 

YU-SAN Spartan Cruiser II 5 9.33 
Ex G-ACJO. Aeroput. CofR No.55. CofA No.53. Named 'Ljubljana' 9.33 
To W 4.41, damaged 6.4.41 at Zemun aerodrome during Luftwaffe air 
raid. Captured.. 

YU-SAO Spartan Cruiser II 6 5.34 
Ex G-ACMW. Aeroput. (Wfu 1937) CofR No.58. CofA No. 56. Named 
'Susak' 15.7.34. To VV 4.41, damaged 6.4.41 at Zemun aerodrome 
during Luftwaffe air raid. Captured.. 

YU-SAP Zmaj Spartan Cruiser II 1 5.35 
Built by ZMAJ. Aeroput. CofR No.71. CofA No.69. Named 'Nis' 5.35 
Crashed, Hrusce, near Ljubljana 17.7.36. 

YU-SAQ not used 

YU-SAR Aeroput (Mitrovich) MMS.3 (M-3) 1 5/6.36 
Aeroput, Belgrade. CofR No.87. CofA No.85. Wfu 10.38. To VV 4.41, 
(with 603 Sqn at auxilliary airstrip Divce) destroyed 4.41 at auxilliary 
airstrip Grab, Hercegovina. 

Right: YU-SAR was the only 
example of the Mitrovich MMS.3 
designed for Aeroput in 1936 by the 
company's technical director 
Milenko Mitrovich Spida. It was 
intended as a 3-seat suppod air-
craft, used for air taxi work, carriage 
of mail and other general duties -
but it was repoded to have flown 
only 66 hrs by October 1938. It had 
two Aeroput-built 90 hp Pobjoy 
Niagara 7-cyl radials mounted at 
the front of the tail booms and, 
unusually, only one central fin and 
rudder on the tailplane. 
(via JM Collection) 

Above: YU-SAO was Aeroput's second Spadan Cruiser and featured 
a new design of windscreen. The pitot assembly under the pod wing 
was a standard feature on the Cruiser II, as was the absence of wheel 
fairings. (Aeroplane via JM Collection) 
Below: Aeroput's first Lockheed 10A Electra YU-SAV was delivered in 
1937 and followed by seven fudher examples., three of which escaped 
the German invasion of Yugoslavia, flying out to Heliopolis on 19.4.41 
and subsequently serving in No.267 Sqn, RAF. 

YU-SAS DH.89 Dragon Rapide 6332 27.8.36 
Ex G-AEKF. Regd in UK 6.36 to Thomas Mapplebeck, DH agent in 
YU, delivered to Yugoslavia 7.36. Aeroput. CofR No.90. CofA No. 88. 
To W 4.41, captured by Germans at Zemun aerodrome 4.41. 

YU-SAT Caudron C.449 Goeland 27/7506 29.4.37 
Ex F-APKT, ex Caudron C.448 c/n 3/7506. Aeroput. CofR No.106. 
CofA No.105. To VV 4.41. Captured and used by Luftwaffe 5.41 (Code 
CJ+XM incorrectly quoted in some sources). 

YU-SAU Caudron C.448 Goeland 28/7507 22.7.37 
Ex F-APKU. ex Caudron C.448 No.4/7507. Aeroput. CofR No.108. 
CofA No.114. Damaged during crew training and wfu 1939. Listed as 
'Destroyed' by 25.6.39 BV Supplement. Cancelled .39. 

YU-SAV Lockheed 10A Electra 1097 26.7.37 
Delivered 3.5.37. Aeroput. CofR No. 109. CofA No.106. To VV 4.41, 
escaped invasion 4.41 and impressed as AX699, 2.5.41. Crashed 
Ismailia, Egypt 23.12.41 (with 267 Sqn RAF), struck off charge 
13.12.42. 

YU-SAW, YU-SAX, YU-SAY not used 
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Above: YU-SBC was the fifth Electra forAeroput but it survived for only 
seventeen months, (via JM Collection) 

YU-SAZ Lockheed 10A Electra 1098 26.7.37 
Delivered 4.5.37. Aeroput. CofR No.110. CofA No.107. To VV 4.41, 
force-landed and heavily damaged 5.4.41 near Belgrade. 

YU-SBA Lockheed 10A Electra 1123 1.6.38 
Delivered 25.3.38. Aeroput. CofR & CofA unknown. To VV 4.41 and 
destroyed at Niksic aerodrome 15.4.41 during 'air bridge' operations 
between Niksic and Greece. 

YU-SBB Lockheed 10A Electra 1124 1.6.38 
Delivered 5.4.38. Aeroput. CofR & CofA unknown. To VV 4.41, 
escaped invasion 4.41 and impressed as AX701 , 2.5.41. Damaged at 
Matariya, Egypt 25.8.44. Struck off 22.2.45. 

YU-SBC Lockheed 10A Electra 1135 20.3.39 
Delivered 20.3.39. Aeroput. CofR & CofA unknown. Crashed 22.8.40 
on Velebit mountain. 

YU-SBD Lockheed 10A Electra 1136 4.4.39 
Delivered 3.4.39. Aeroput. CofR & CofA unknown. To VV 4.41, shot 
down 7.4.41 over Greek coast by British AA fire. 

YU-SBE Lockheed 10A Electra 1137 29.4.39 
Delivered 29.4.39. Aeroput. CofR & CofA unknown. Crashed 22.10.40, 
near Borovo. 

YU-SDA Lockheed 10A Electra 1139 4.39 
Government of Kingdom of Yugoslavia, also used by Aeroput. To W 
4.41, escaped invasion 4.41 and impressed by RAF as AX700, 2.5.41. 
Served with 267 Sqdn, 173 Sqdn, No.228 Group Comm.Flight, 3rd 
TAF Comm.Sqdn, then No.3 (India) Group Comm.Flight. Crash-landed 
on Barrackpore racecourse 14.6.46 following engine failure. Struck off 
11.7.46. 

YU-SEI Avia Fokker F.39 101 4.40 
Ex VV. CofR & CofA unknown. Unconfirmed registration, aircraft wore 
last two letters El. Interim 'civil' registration used for flights outside 
Yugoslavia. To VV as Br. 3211. 

YU-SEJ Avia Fokker F.39 102 4.40 
Ex VV. CofR & CofA unknown. Unconfirmed registration. Interim 'civil' 
registration used for flights outside Yugoslavia. To VV as Br. 3212. 

In February 1940 regns YU-BAA to BAT were used for ferrying 20 
Bristol Blenheim Is to Yugoslavia. The aircraft were from the Air 
Ministry production contract built by AV Roe at Woodford and were 
delivered 2.40 and 3.40 to Zemun via Aston Down, Bordeaux and Milan 

YU-BAA exL6825 to 43 to 3543 late 1940 
YU-BAB ex L6826 to 44 to 3544 
YU-BAC ex L6827 to 45 to 3545 
YU-BAD ex L6824 to 46 to 3546 
YU-BAE ex L6823 to 47 to 3547 
YU-BAF exL6817 to 48 to 3548 
YU-BAG exL6813 to 49 to 3549 
YU-BAH ex L6814 to 50 to 3550 

Right: Serial "160" is believed to be the first of 
two Blenheim Is supplied to Yugoslavia in late 
1937. It was not one of the batch delivered in 
'civil' marks in 1940 as listed above, 
(via JM Collection) 

to 3551 
to 3552 
to 3553 
to 3554 
to 3555 
to 3556 
to 3557 
to 3558 
to 3559 
to 3560 
to 3561 
to 3562 

(the 4-figure VV serials were introduced in late .40) 
NB: Blenheims 01 / 3501 and 02 / 3502 were pattern aircraft ex G-
AFCE, G-AFCF. Serials 03 / 3503 to 42 / 3542 were built in Yugoslavia 
by Ikarus. 

Pre-war Certificate of Registration Numbers-cross-check: 
As CofR numbers are quoted in sources such as the pre-war Bureau 
Veritas registers, a cross check of those known may be helpful: All 
CofR dates appear to be consecutive. A small number of entries correct 
data in earlier register sections. 

YU-BAI 
YU-BAJ 
YU-BAK 
YU-BAL 
YU-BAM 
YU-BAN 
YU-BAO 
YU-BAP 
YU-BAQ 
YU-BAR 
YU-BAS 
YU-BAT 

ex L6833 
ex L6834 
ex L6830 
ex L6828 
ex L6829 
ex L6831 
ex L6832 
ex L6820 
ex L6821 
ex L6818 
exL6819 
ex L6822 

to 
to 
to 
to 
to 
to 
to 
to 
to 
to 
to 
to 

51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 

5.27 
2.28 
2.28 
2.28 
3.28 
6.28 
5.29 
5.29 
7.29 
10.29 
.29 
.30 
6.30 
6.30 
6.30 
2.31 
.31 
4.31 
4.31 
4.31 
5.31 
6.31 
6.31 
8.31 
8.31 
10.31 
10.31 
10.31 
12.31 
12.31 
7.32 
8.32 
8.32 
11.32 
1.33 
8.33 
8.33 
8.33 
8.33 
8.33 
8.33 
8.33 
8.33 

X-SABC, (UN-ABC) 
X-SEBC, UN-EBC, UN-SAB, YU-SAB 
X-SECD, UN-ECD, UN-SAC, YU-SAC 
X-SEDF, UN-EDF, UN-SAD, YU-SAD 
X-SEFG, UN-EFG, UN-SAE, YU-SAE 
X-SLUB, UN-LUB, UN-LOD 
UN-EGH, UN-SAF, YU-SAF 
UN-EHI, UN-SAG, YU-SAG 
UN-KPS 
(UN-AVI), UN-PAD, YU-PAD 
UN-FIZ 
UN-SLA, UN-PAP 
UN-PAK, YU-PAK 
UN-PAL, YU-PAL 
UN-PAM, YU-PAM 
UN-PAT, YU-PAT 
UN-SLO, UN-PAO, YU-PAO 
UN-SAA, (YU-SAA?) 
UN-PAU 
UN-PAS, YU-PAS 
UN-PAV, YU-PAV 
UN-PAI, YU-PAI 
UN-PAH 
UN-PAX , YU-PAX 
UN-PAF, YU-PAF 
UN-PAZ, YU-PAZ 
UN-PBC, YU-PBC 
UN-PBD, YU-PBD 
UN-PAY, YU-PAY 
UN-SAH, (YU-SAH) 
UN-SAI, YU-SAI 
UN-SAK, YU-SAK 
UN-PBF, YU-PBF 
UN-PBG 
UN-PBE, YU-PBE 
YU-PBI 
YU-PBK 
YU-PBL 
YU-PBM 
YU-PBO 
YU-PBP 
YU-PBR 
YU-PBS 
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44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 

8.33 
8.33 
8.33 
8.33 
8.33 
8.33 
8.33 
8.33 
8.33 
8.33 
8.33 
9.33 
1.34 
.4.34 
5.34 
7.34 
8.34 
8.34 
8.34 
8.34 
8.34 
8.34 
9.34 
9.34 
11.34 
11.34 
11.34 
5.35 
.35 
4.35 
.35 
5.35 
.35 
.35 
.35 
8.35 
.35 
.35 
.35 
.35 
.35 
.35 
.36 
6.36 
2.36 
.36 
8.36 
7.36 
8.36 
7.36 
8.36 
.36 
9.36 
.36 
.36 
3.37 
5.37 
5.37 
5.37 
5.37 
6.37 
8.37 
4.37 
8.37 
7.37 
7.37 
7.37 
.37 
8.37 
8.37 
8.37 
8.37 
8.37 
8.37 
8.37 
8.37 
8.37 
8.37 
.37 

YU-PBT 
YU-PBU 
YU-PBV 
YU-PBX 
YU-PBY 
YU-PBZ 
YU-PCA 
YU-PCB 
YU-PCD 
YU-PCE 
YU-PCF 
YU-SAN 
YU-PCG 
YU-PCH 
YU-SAO 
YU-PCJ 
YU-PCI 
YU-PCK 
YU-PCL 
YU-PCM 
YU-PCN 
YU-PCO 
YU-PCP 
YU-PCR 
YU-PCS 
YU-PCT 
YU-PCU 
YU-SAP 
YU-PCV 
YU-PCY 
YU-PCZ 
YU-PDA 
YU-PDB 
YU-PDC 
YU-PDD 
YU-PDE 
YU-PDG 
YU-PDH 
YU-PDI 
YU-PDJ 
YU-PDK 
YU-PDL 
YU-PDM 
YU-SAR 
YU-PDP 
YU-PDR 
YU-SAS 
YU-PDT 
YU-PDN 
YU-PDU 
YU-PDS 
YU-PDV 
YU-PEA 
YU-PDY 
YU-PDX 
YU-PEB 
YU-PEC 
YU-PED 
YU-PEE 
YU-PEF 
YU-PEG 
YU-PEH 
YU-SAT 
YU-PEI 
YU-SAU 
YU-SAV 
YU-SAZ 
YU-PDZ 
YU-PEJ 
YU-PEK 
YU-PEL 
YU-PEM 
YU-PEN 
YU-PER 
YU-PES 
YU-PET 
YU-PEO 
YU-PEP 
YU-PDF 

Remainder of CofRs unknown from YU-PEX. 
UN-MJM, YU-PDO also unknown. 

Certificate of Airworthiness Numbers 
cross-check: 

1 
2 
3 

5 

X-SEBC, UN-EBC, UN-SAB, YU-SAB 
X-SECD, UN-ECD, UN-SAC, YU-SAC 
X-SEDF, UN-EDF, UN-SAD, YU-SAD 
X-SEFG, UN-EFG, UN-SAE, YU-SAE 
UN-KPS 
UN-FIZ 
UN-EGH, UN-SAF, YU-SAF 
UN-EHI, UN-SAG, YU-SAG 

9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 

UN-PAF, YU-PAF 
UN-PAK, YU-PAK 
UN-PAL, YU-PAL 
UN-PAM, YU-PAM 

UN-PAO 
UN-PAT 
UN-SAA 
UN-PAU 
UN-PAS, YU-PAS 
UN-PAV, YU-PAV 
UN-PAH 
UN-PAI 
UN-SAH 

UN-PAX, YU-PAX 
UN-PAZ, YU-PAZ 
UN-PBC, YU-PBC 
UN-PBD, YU-PBD 
UN-PAY, YU-PAY 
UN-SAI, YU-SAI 
UN-SAK, YU-SAK 
UN-PBF 
UN-PBG 
UN-PBE, YU-PBE 
YU-PBI 
YU-PBK 
YU-PBL 
YU-PBM 
YU-PBO 
YU-PBP 
YU-PBR 
YU-PBS 
YU-PBT 
YU-PBU 
YU-PBV 
YU-PBX 
YU-PBY 
YU-PBZ 
YU-PCA 
YU-PCB 
YU-PCD 
YU-PCE 
YU-PCF 
YU-SAN 
YU-PCG 
YU-PCH 
YU-SAO 

YU-PCI 
YU-PCK 
YU-PCL 
YU-PCM 
YU-PCN 
YU-PCO 
YU-PCP 
YU-PCR 
YU-PCS 
YU-PCT 
YU-PCU 
YU-SAP 
YU-PCV 
YU-PCY 
YU-PCZ 
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73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 

YU-PDY 
YU-PDB 
YU-PDC 
YU-PDD 
YU-PDE 
YU-PDG 
YU-PDH 
YU-PDI 
YU-PDJ 
YU-PDK 
YU-PDL 
YU-PDM 
YU-SAR 
YU-PDP 
YU-PDR 
YU-SAS 
YU-PDT 
YU-PDN 
YU-PDS 
YU-PDV 
YU-PEA 
YU-PDY 
YU-PDX 
YU-PDU 
YU-PEC 
YU-PED 
YU-PEE 
YU-PEF 
YU-PEG 
YU-PEH 
YU-PEB 
YU-PEI 
YU-SAT 
YU-SAV 
YU-SAZ 
YU-PDZ 
YU-PEJ 
YU-PEK 
YU-PEL 
YU-PEM 
YU-PEN 
YU-SAU 
YU-PET 
YU-PER 
YU-PES 
YU-PEO 
YU-PEP 
YU-PDF 

Later CofAs not known, also: 
(UN-AVI), UN-PAD, YU-PAD; 
UN-SLA, UN-PAP; 
UN-MJM; 
X-SABC 
Two of these must be CofAs 13 
and 23. 

This concludes the Pre-War 
Registration series, the Post-War 
series will commence following the 
completion of the review below. 

Meanwhile, we are most grateful to 
Ognjan M Petrovic, the author of 
the article in LET Magazin No1 of 
1998 on which much of the pre-war 
register material was based, for 
reviewing what we have published 
and for providing detailed com-
ments, together with additional 
data which has come to light since 
1998. 

On the following page we have 
begun this review which we are 
sure will add a great deal to our 
knowledge of aviation in 
Yugoslavia. 



The Yugoslav Civil Aircraft Register 
by Ognjan M Petrovic 

General Notes 
Unofficial terms 
Four series of Yugoslav registrations (the First, Second, Third and 
Fourth Series) are colloquial terms which entered in text published in 
Serbian Let/Flight Magazine No1/1998 by O M Petrovic. These terms 
were not officially used in pre-WWII period but are used here for ease 
of reference. 

Official terms and appropriate translations to English 
Land-based aviation was simply known as Aviation or 
Vazduhoplovstvo, the name was later changed to Military Aviation or 
Vazduhoplovstvo vojske (abb VV) - this service was colloquially known 
to the West as Royal Yugoslav Air Force. 
Maritime aviation, the part of the Royal Yugoslav Navy, was known as 
Naval Aviation or Pomorsko vazduhoplovstvo (PV). 

DH Moths 
All Yugoslav DH Moths were bought via DH's Belgrade representative 
T G Mapplebeck. 

Baptised or named? 
In pre-WWII period, many Yugoslav civil machines were actually bap-
tised (christened) as a custom by a priest; names usually applied on the 
front fuselage sides in Cyrillic or Latin alphabets (depending on which 
part of the country they were in). 

Power units 
Yugoslavia officialy used a unit of engine power called Konjska snaga 
(KS), literally Horse Power. This unit was identical to German PS and 
French CV (1 KS = 75 kgm/s = 735,5 W). The British unit of horse 
power (HP) has a different definition (1 HP = 33000 lbs ft/min = 745,7 
W) and in consequence, we have two conversion ratios (1 KS = 0,9863 
HP; 1 HP = 1,014 KS) for calculating one from the other. In this text, 
Yugoslav aircraft engine power is given in KS (not in British HP) while 
British-built engines are shown in HP (BHP). 

Numerical presentation 
The normal Yugoslav (and W ) manner of writing numbers does not 
incorporate a full stop or space. Eg: No1 (without space) not No 1, 
No.1, No. 1 or no 1. 

Additions and corrections 
Archive page 2007/159: 
First Series 1919-1928 X-S (not X-) 
According to official CINA records X-S was allocated to the Kingdom of 
Serbs, Croats and Slovenes (as the first two letters in the 5-letter regn). 

DZvS A.D. Aeroput (not DZvSAD) - Drustvo za Vazdusni Saobracaj A. 
D. Aeroput (Aerial Transport Company Ltd. Aeroput) ie pre-WWII 
Yugoslav Air Lines. 

X-SABC Sv. (Sveti) Djordje, ie St. (Saint) George 
The first civil Yugoslav registration. Aircraft name/designation comes 
from St. George, religious patron of Vlajkovic family (Svetozar Vlajkovic 
was owner of the Vlajkovic company). 

X-SEFG 
Baptised "Skoplje" (not "Skopje"). 
Word "Skoplje" (name of town) officially used in the Kingdom of 
Yugoslavia;the version "Skopje" was introduced much later in 
Communist Yugoslavia. 

X-SLUB "Ljubljana" 
Daimler-Klemm (not Klemm) L.20a c/n 27 baptised "Ljubljana" .27 
(name carried on fuselage side in place of registration). German CofA 
number D-2618. Used for a short time without registration as X-LJUBL-
JANA. Regd. X-SLUB in the First series. 

Second Series 1928-1931 UN-
Note: registration consisted of UN-prefix and three letters which were 
initially the last 3 from the First Series (eg: X-SEFG became UN-EFG). 

UN-ABC 
Registration definitely not used. 

UN-AVI 
German CofA number D-1714. 

Archive page 2007/160 
There is an additional entry to this Second Series, UN-FIZ, used by the 
same aircraft in two different forms: 
UN-FIZ UN Prototype I (Mercedes), c/n 1, .29 
UN (Univerzalni Nastavni or Universal Trainer), the first prototype. 
CofR No11, CofA No6. Designed by engineers Fizir and Rukavina as a 
private venture, built by Fizir Workshop at Nov Sad. Originally 120 HP 
Mercedes D.ll engine. Used as prototype for future Zmaj series pro-
duction of military FN-M (FN-Mercedes). Later modified and re-
equipped with Walter radial engine. 

UN-FIZ UN Prototype II (Walter) (Fizir Skolski), c/n 1, .30 
The second prototype (conversion of the first prototype), Zmaj-modified 
to 120 HP Walter NZ-120. The same registration used for a short time. 
The same CofR and CofA re-issuued 21.02.30 to Walter-equipped 
model. Prototype for the first series of Zmaj-built FN-V (ie V for Valter 
= Walter). Became the first military example (VV No1) of FN-V (ie FN), 
mid .30. 

UN-KPS Ikarus L.1 
CofA No5 confirmed. 
Designed by engineer Josef Mickl, ex Lohner designer in Austro-
Hungarian Empire. Designer's designation L.1 (Laki 1 or Light the 
First); factory designation Ikarus Mikl; generally known as Sivi Soko. 
Underpowered and unsuccessful design. Damaged (not destroyed) 
8.29, then repaired. Last known flight 5.31. The Third series registration 
definitely not used. 

UN-LUB 
Formerly X-SLUB, later re-regd as UN-LOD at the end .30 within the 
same (Second) series set, see below. 

A further new entry is: 
UN-LOD Daimler-Klemm L.20a, c/n 27, late .30 
Ex UN-LUB, ex X-SLUB. Re-regd. UN-LOD as sole example of using 
two different registrations for the same machine in the Second Series 
set. The same CofR No6 and CofA D-2618. 

UN-MJM 
Privately owned, not the (then non-existant) OO Maribor. CofR and 
CofA unknown (German CofA maybe?). 

UN-SLA 
CofR most probably No12. CofA unknown (German D-589 suggested 
but this was previous identity?). 

UN-SLO 
Short lived regn. To UN-PAO 10.30. 

Third Series 1931-1933 UN-
Note: Used the same prefix (UN) as with the Second Series regns, but 
three last letters given in blocks -Pxx (private, manufacturers and flying 
club machines) and -Sxx (air transport companies' aircraft). 

UN-PAA, 'B, 'C 
Definitely not used. 

UN-PAH 
CofA No20 (not No22). Not re-regd as YU-PAH. 

UN-PAI 
In Yugoslav Register stated as c/n 2017 (probably a transcription error 
for 2071). ICAN says 2071 (31.12.31) and then 2017 (31.12.34). 
However, c/n 2071 is correct, 2017 went to Canada 1930 being assem-
bled there as CF-AGU - see Puss Moth complete histories in Archive, 
1997-2000. 

UN-PAK, 'L, 'M 
Small series (practically pre-series) of the first three Zmaj-built FN 
known as Fizir AK (Fizir Aero-Kluba, ie. Fizir of Flying Club). Equpped 
with 120 HP Walter NZ-120 engines. 

UN-PAO B.XV c/n 1, 18.10.30. 
Ex UN-SLO. To UN-PAO (according ICAN) 18.10.30; believed applied 
just late .32(7). 

To be continued. . . 
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CallAir Production 
COMPILED BY BARRY COLLMAN & RAYMOND DEERNESS 

SMALL IMCO CALLAIRS- (CONTINUED) 

Continuing the production listing begun in a previous issue we again 
remind readers of the proviso that only the actual aircraft's file ought to 
enable the truth to be ascertained with any degree of accuracy. 

PART 5 

IMCO CALLAIR A9 / A9A / A9B 
C/n Model Regn Dates 

1218 
1219 
1220 

1221 

1222 

1223 
1224 
1225 
1226 

1227 
1228 
1229 
1230 
1231 
1232 
1233 
1234 

1236 
1237 
1238 
1239 

1240 

1241 

1242 
1243 
1244 
1245 
1246 

1248 
1249 
1250 

1251 

1252 
1253 

1254 
1255 

1257 
1258 

1259 

1260 

A9A 
A9A 
A9 

A9 

A9 

A9 
A9 
A9 
A9 

A9 
A9 
A9 
A9 
A9 
A9 
A9A 
A9 

VH-KKZ 
VH-MPQ 
LV-PED 
LV-IPF 
N3582G 

N3570G 
VP-HBT 
N3292G 
N3558G 
N3561G 
N8235H 
YV-E-KPH 
N8237H 
N8242H 
N8243H 
N3590G 
XB-CEM 
N8290H 
VH-MPR 
N8256H 

1235 A9 N7201V 

A9 
A9 
A9 
A9 

N3576G 
N7202V 
N7303V 
N7204V 

A9 N7205V 

A9 N7206V 

A9A VH-MPS 
A9 N7207V 
A9 N3581G 
A9 N7208V 
A9 N7209V 

1247 A9 N7210V 

A9 N7211V 
A9 N7212V 
A9A (N7213V) 

CF-UNE 
A9 N7214V 

A9 
A9 

A9 
A9 

1256 A9 

A9 
A9 

A9 

A9 

N7215V 
N7216V 
CF-ESK 
N7217V 
N7218V 

N7219V 

N7220V 
N26B 
TC-BEK 
N7222V 

N7223V 

1265-0166 
1265-0170 
0166-

xx-280483 

0965-090371 
0371-1174 
xx-211273 
xx-071071 
xx-220673 

1066-xx 

xx66-

xx-0888 
0266-

0267-
xx-280175 

xx-250673 

xxxx-260670 

xxxx-201081 

xxxx-090676 

0169-

xx66-1194 
xxxx-071271 
xxxx-300876 

xxxx-091167 

0466-1173 
xxxx-220777 

Fate/notes 

w/o 020166 
w/o 160170 

w/o 110979 
nr Johnsonville, SC 

w/o 261073 Hooks, TX 
w/o 020871 Nyssa, OR 
dbr 220570 Bradley AR 

w/o 280674 
Maricopa, AZ 
w/o 250872 
Pendleton, OR 

w/o 040469 
Great Falls, MT 
w/o 010879 nr 
Mountain Home, ID 
dbr 230775 
Hebron, ND 

w/o 230567 Cash, 
dbr130776 
Stromsburg, NE 
w/o 010667 
American Falls, ID 

AR 

dbr 060776 
Grandview, ID 

xxxx-050572 
080672-171172 w/o 
xx66-0504 
xxxx-020272 

xxxx-120975 

w/o 080871 
w/o 200770 
Camilla, GA 
w/o 090875 
Kenansville, NC 

050566-290567 
xx66-240670 w/o 080667 

Belvidere, SD 

Above: LV-IPF is A9 c/n 1220, seen here at Don Torcuatro Airport. 
Buenos Aires in July 1977. Although this photo appeared in the last 
issue, the entry was squeezed out by the late addition of other photos! 
(Michael Magnusson) 

1261 

1262 

1264 
1265 
1266 
1267 
1268 
1269 
1270 
1271 
1272 

1274 
1275 
1276 
1277 
1278 

1279 
1280 

1281 
1282 

1283 
1284 
1285 
1286 

1288 
1289 
1290 
1291 
1292 
1293 

1295 
1296 
1297 

A9 N7224V 

A9 

1263 A9A 

A9 
A9 
A9 
A9 
A9 
A9 
A9 
A9 
A9 

1273 A9A 

A9 
A9 
A9 
A9 
A9 

A9 
A9 

A9 
A9 

A9 
A9 
A9 
A9 

1287 A9 

A9 
A9 
A9 
A9 
A9 
A9 

1294 A9 

A9 
A9 
A9B 

(N7225V) 
N26B 
OH-CAA 
N7226V 
CF-WFS 
N7227V 
N7228V 
N7229V 
N7230V 
N7231V 
N7232V 
N7233V 
N7234V 
N7235V 

N7236V 
CF-VVVG 
N7237V 
N7238V 
N7239V 
N7240V 
(N7241V) 
XB-KOR 
N7242V 
N7243V 

N7244V 
(N7245V) 
TC-NET 
N7246V 
N7247V 
N7248V 
N7249V 

N7250V 
XB-JUI 
N7251V 
XB-COM 
N7253V 
N7275V 
N7276V 
N7278V 
TC-NAD 
N7280V 
N26B 
TC-NAC 
N7282V 
N7284V 
N7286V 

xxxx-021080 w/o 190779 nr 
Shatter, CA 

0266-0978 w/o 211173 Sakyla 

xx66-

xxxx-111177 regn revoked 
211277- reinstated 

0667-0668 

xx-1004 

0866-
xxxx-080468 
xxxx-240970 

wfu 

w/o 010969 

w/o 030368 Gait, CA 
w/o 010868 
Osgood, ID 

130766-xx70 wfu 

xxxx-040880 w/o 230377 nr 
Lodi, CA 

xxxx-230568 

1066-

xxxx-260670 dbr 030969 Yale, IA 
061066-150268 
100269-xx75 wfu 

200268-230773 cr 

xxxx-040171 w/o 120469 
Pendleton, OR 
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1298 
1299 
1300 

1301 

1302 
1303 
1304 
1305 

1306 
1307 

1308 
1309 

1310 
1311 
1312 
1313 

1314 

1315 

1316 

1317 
1318 

1319 
1320 
1321 
1322 
1323 

1324 
1325 

1326 
1327 
1328 

1329 
1330 
1331 
1332 
1333 

1334 

1335 
1336 

1337 

1338 

1339 
1340 
1341 
1342 

1343 
1344 
1345 
1346 
1347 
1348 
1349 
1350 
1351 

1352 

A9 
A9A 
A9A 

A9 

A9 
A9 
A9 
A9 

A9 
A9B 

A9B 
A9B 

A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 

A9B 

A9B 

A9B 

A9B 
A9B 

A9B 
A9B 
A9 
A9 
A9B 

A9B 
A9A 

A9 
A9 
A9B 

A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 

A9B 

A9B 
A9B 

A9B 

A9B 

A9B 
A9B 
A9 
A9B 

A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 

A9B 

N7288V 
N7290V 
(N7292V) 
CF-WR 
N7294V 
TC-NAB 
N7296V 
N7298V 
N7213V 
N7225V 
TC-NAA 
N7245V 
N7252V 

N265GC 
N375MC 

N7258V 
N7254V 
N7255V 
N7259V 

N7261V 

N7263V 

N7264V 

N7265V 
N7267V 
(VH-MPT) 
VH-MPU 
N7268V 
N7270V 
N7271V 
N7273V 
CF-VVB 
N65042 

N7293V 
CF-VUV 
C-FVUV 
N7257V 
N7291V 
N7225V 

N7601V 
N7602V 
N7603V 
N7604V 
N7605V 
HC-ANX 
N7606V 
HC-ANT 
N7607V 
N7608V 
HC-ANU 
N7609V 
HC-ANV 
N7610V 

N7611V 
N7612V 
N7613V 
N7614V 

N7615V 
N7616V 
N7617V 
N7618V 
N7619V 
N7620V 
N7621V 
N7622V 
N7623V 
HC-ANY 
N7624V 

xxxx-030272 

xx66-0870 
xxxx-090367 
200268-080577 

xxxx-090367 
210467-xx74 

xxxx-280385 

xxxx-010890 

230591 ? 

dbr 150571 Philip, SD 

wfu 
w/o 150875 
w/o 010684 
Maringouin, LA 

dbr 260289 
El Paso, TX 
reinstated 

eld, date unknown 
(damaged 290569 nr Miller, SD) 
xxxx-241275 

xxxx-040182 

xxxx-050271 

xx67-141172 

170682-

0567-0775 
0775-220777 

xxxx-090675 
0467-
xxxx-0998 

xx67-130471 

xxxx-061187 

xxxx-040468 
0168-x 
xxxx-170168 
0168-x 

xxxx-170168 
0168-x 
xxxx-170168 
0168-xxxx 
xxxx-250573 

xx67-0190 
xxxx-110967 

xxxx-120874 
xxxx-1092 

xxxx-1192 

xxxx-170168 
0168-xxxx 
xx67-211271 

w/o 041175 nr 
Hamilton, MT 
w/o 130678 
Stephen, MN 
dbr310869 
Ithaca, NE 

dbr 220476 
Atchison, KS 
dbr 050872 Colusa, CA 

w/o 150792 

w/o 010767 
Power, MT 

w/o 160672 
Unadilla, GA 
w/o 200873 

w/o 100767 
Fox Park, WY 
dbr 300767 Meigs, GA 

w/o 230870 
Kettleman City, CA 

1353 

1354 

1355 

1356 

1357 
1358 

A9B 

A9B 

A9B 

A9B 

A9B 
A9B 

N7625V 
HC-ANZ 
(N7626V) 
AN-BDE 
(N7627V) 
AN-BDF 
(N7628V) 
AN-BDG 
N7629V 
N7630V 

Sparrow/Quail begins 
1359 
1360 
1361 

1362 
1363 
1364 

1365 

1366 
1367 

1368 

1369 
1370 
1371 

1372 
1373 

1374 
1375 
1376 
1377 
1378 
1379 
1380 

1381 
1382 

1383 
1384 

1385 
1386 

1387 
1388 
1389 
1390 
1391 

1392 

1393 

1394 
1395 
1396 
1397 
1398 

1399 

1400 
1401 
1402 
1403 

2009/014 

A9B 
A9B 
A9B 

A9B 
A9B 
A9B 

A9B 

A9B 
A9B 

A9B 

A9B 
A9B 
A9 

A9A 
A9 

A9 
A9 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 

A9B 
A9B 

A9B 
A9B 

A9B 
A9B 

A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 

A9B 

A9B 

A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 

A9B 

A9B 
A9 
A9 
A9 

N7631V 
N7632V 
N7633V 

N7634V 
N7635V 
N7636V 

(N7637V) 
N29A 
TC-NAE 
N7638V 
N7639V 
CF-GSU 
N2851F 
N7640V 

N7641V 
N7642V 
N7643V 

CF-XFT 
N7645V 
TC-NAH 
N7646V 
N7647V 
N7648V 
N7649V 
N7650V 
N7651V 
N7652V 

N7653V 
N7654V 
TI-441F 
N671W 
N7655V 
N7656V 

N7657V 
N7658V 

N7659V 
N7660V 
N7661V 
N7662V 
N7663V 

N7664V 

N7665V 
XB-WUM 
N7666V 
N7667V 
N7668V 
N7669V 
N7670V 

N7671V 
TG-JEH-F 
N13FK 
N7672V 
N7673V 
N7674V 
N7675V 

xxxx-170168 
0168-xxxx 
xxxx-171067 
0967-xxxx 
xxxx-171067 
0967-xxxx 
xxxx-171067 
0967-xxxx 

020268-

xxxx-1192 
xxxx-281271 
xxxx-300371 

xxxx-100675 

0468-031068 
100269-240569 

xx68-130773 
010873-180576 
0776-xxxx 
xxxx-040970 

xx68-1192 
xxxx-250584 

xx68-xx69 
xxxx-020784 
090768-xx78 

0468-

xxxx-280385(?) 

xxxx-090469 
0668-
xx74-

xxxx-050774 

xxxx-1192 
xxxx-070676 

xxxx-0504 
xxxx-0398 
xxxx-0204 

xxxx-130968 

xxxx-191273 

xxxx-130372 
xx72 

xxxx-031172 

xxxx-150771 

0868-0576 
0576-0492 
xxxx-0204 

xxxx-140872 

w/o 011172 

w/o 030870 Coy, AR 
dbr021070 
Dos Palos, CA 

w/o 190874 
Monroe, GA 

w/o 151068 
Meigs-Luke Apt, GA 

dbr 230384 
Woodbridge, CA 

wfu 

dbr 200877 
St Paul, NE 

Export Cert 040668 

w/o 220574 
Baldwin, KS 

w/o 290475 
Brunswick, MO 
w/o 190976 

w/o 200873 

w/o 240768 
Fairfax, SC 
w/o 220973 
Jordan, GA 
Export Cert 0572 

w/o 280871 

w/o 280569 
Holly Bluff, MS 

w/o 101181 
w/o 111068 

w/o 070672 
Weslaco, TX 

To be continued. 



F-1922 The French Civil Aircraft 
Register from 1922 Part 21 
By Bernard Martin, Dave Sparrow and Robert Esperou 

We continue with the updates to our published August 1922 French 
register on a month-by-month basis, recording all the New 
Registrations, Cancellations and Changes of Ownership together with 
any further reports of interest. 
NOTE: 
Unfortunately the monthly ICAN Bulletins for May 1927 to May 1928 are 
not available. We have instead reconstructed the New Registrations 
section for this period using a current 1931 register, further published 
information, the Pascal Brugier Le Trait d'Union register and Malcolm 
Fillmore's records. Dates are not always available and a few CofR 
numbers remain unidentified as noted below. We will treat this period 
as one entry and thus continue with the new registrations. 

F-Update 5.27 to 5.28 (continued) 

New Registrations 
1784 F-AIMS CAMS51/3R 001 
Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris ( 2.28) "La Fregate" 

1785 F-AIMT Latecoere 26-2R 
Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris (23.2.28) 

1786 F-AIMU Latecoere 26-2R 
Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris ( .2.28) 

1787 F-AIMV Breguet 14.A2 

673 

674 

5209 
Cie Francaise d'Aviation, Boulogne-s-Seine ( 2.28) 

1788 F-AIMX Farman F.180 7101/1 
Ste Avions H-M & D Farman, Billancourt (27.2.28) "Oiseau Bleu" 

1789 F-AIMY Latecoere 26-6 
Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris (27.2.28) 

675 

1790 F-AIMZ CAMS 51/3 R 02 
Serv. Techn. de I'Aeron., Paris (27.2.28) - based Senegal 

1791 CofR allocated to Potez 29-2 c/n 1215 for Drusttvo za 
Vazdusni Saobracaj AD / Aeroput as X-SEDF (21.3.28) 

1792 Presumed issued to aircraft for export 

1793 CofR allocated to Potez 29-2 c/n 1214 for Drusttvo za 
Vazdusni Saobracaj AD / Aeroput as X-SEFG (21.3.28) 

Above: Latecoere 26-6 F-AIMY was the prototype for the 500 hp 
Renault 12Jb engine, this example being finished off with an elegant 
pointed spinner. Mechanics are adjusting the fitting of a large landing 
light on the wing strut, (via JM Collection) 
Below: Farman F. 170 Jabiru. as operated by the Farman Line /SGTA. 
(via JM Collection) 

Note: From this point the Register, which had largely followed a jointly 
alphabetical and chronological order, begins to become much more 
irregular, particularly after CoR No. 1800. For ease of reference we will 
retain the alphabetical order of registrations, but please note that 
these will no longer be in perfect CofR order! 
1798 F-AINA Caudron C. 159 6174/2 
R Caudron, Issy-les-Moulineaux (8.3.28) 

1794 F-AINB Latecoere 26-2R 676 
Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris (6.3.28) 

1795 F-AINC Latecoere 26-2R 677 
Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris (6.3.28) 

1796 F-AIND Latecoere 26-2R 678 
Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris (7.3.28) 

1797 F-AINE Latecoere 26-2R 679 
Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris (7.3.28) 

1799 F-AINF Latecoere 26-2R 680 
Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris ( 3.28) 

1847 F-AING Farman F. 170 Jabiru 15 
Ste Generale de Transports Aeriens, Le Bourget (4.6.28) 
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Left: Mails from Africa being unloaded 
from Aeropostale Late 26/2R F-AINF at 
Toulouse, (via JM Collection) 

Below: Another view of F-AINF. with 
sacks of mail stacked in front as they are 
unloaded and one container clearly 
marked 'Rio de Janeiro', 
(via JM Collection) 

Bottom: The prototype Nieuport-Delage 
391 light transport F-AIOA which was 
fitted with a 200 hp Armstrong Siddeley 
Lynx engine, (via JM Collection) 

1800 F-AINH Morane-SaulnierMS.137 30 
Mme Jeanne de Sonchein nee Doppler, Paris (13.3.28) 

1801 F-AINI Nieuport81 10681 
Cie Frangaise d'Aviation, Boulogne-s-Seine ( .28) 
[This has same c/n and owner as F-ADCM] 

1802 F-AINJ Nieuport81 10365 
Cie Francaise d'Aviation, Boulogne-s-Seine ( .28) 
[This c/n was quoted, possibly in error, for Nieuport 10 F-AFBO] 

1810 F-AINK Nieuport 81 9449 
Cie Frangaise d'Aviation, Boulogne-s-Seine ( .28) 
[This has the same c/n as F-AEBT] 

1811 F-AINL Nieuport 81 9763 
Cie Frangaise d'Aviation, Boulogne-s-Seine ( .28) 
[This has the same c/n as F-AFBM] 

1826 F-AINM Hanriot HD.14 354 
Aero-Club de I'Helice du Haut Rhin, Mulhouse (20.4.28) 

1803 F-AINN CaudronG.3 10010 
Aero-Club de la Sambre, Aulnoye (26.3.28) 

1804 F-AINO CaudronG.3 
Ste d'Aviation de Lyon, Lyon ( .28) 

1820 F-AINP Hanriot32 138 
Hanriot, Carrieres-sur-Seine (14.4.28), based Strasbourg. 

1821 F-AINQ Hanriot 32 139 
Hanriot, Carrieres-sur-Seine (14.4.28), based Bourges. 

1822 F-AINR Hanriot 32 140 
Hanriot, Carrieres-sur-Seine (14.4.28), based Strasbourg. 

1823 F-AINS Hanriot 32 141 
Hanriot, Argenteuil (14.4.28), based Chalons-s-Saone. 

1812 F-AINT Potez35 1225 
Ste des Aeroplanes H Potez (?) ( .4.28), for export. 

1815 F-AINU Caudron60 
R Caudron, Issy (13.4.28), based Rochefort. 

47/6182 

1816 F-AINV Caudron 60 48/6183 
Club d'Aviation Legere Wright Leon Bollee, Le Mans (13.4.28) 

1817 F-AINX Caudron 60 
R Caudron, Issy (13.4.28), based Rochefort. 

1818 F-AINY Caudron 60 
R Caudron, Issy (13.4.28), based Rochefort. 

1819 F-AINZ Caudron 60 
R Caudron, Issy (13.4.28), based Rochefort. 

1824 F-AIOA Nieuport-Delage 391 

49/6184 

50/6185 

51/6186 

1 
Cie Aerienne Frangaise, Suresnes (17.4.28), based Mindouli. 

167 1805 F-AIOB Zodiac Ballon libre 1260m3 
M. A Languedoc, Paris (3.4.28), based Puteaux. 

1806 F-AIOC Zodiac Ballon libre 630m3 
Ste Zodiac, Puteaux (3.4.28) 

1807 ? F-AOID? Presumed issued to aircraft for export. 

170 1808 F-AIOE Zodiac Ballon libre 945m3 
Ste Zodiac, Puteaux (3.4.28) 

1809 F-AIOF Zodiac Ballon libre 630m3 
Ste Zodiac, Puteaux (3.4.28) 

172 

168 

18xx? F-AIOG Bleriot-SPAD 56/4 11/4383 
Cie Internationale de Navigation Aeriennes, Paris-Le Bourget (8.30) 

1837 F-AIOH Bleriot-SPAD 56/5 12/4384 
Cie Internationale de Navigation Aeriennes, Paris-Le Bourget (14.5.28) 

18xx F-AIOI Bleriot-SPAD 56/5 13/4385 
Cie Internationale de Navigation Aeriennes, Paris-Le Bourget ( .8.30) 

1825 F-AIOJ Hanriot 32 142 
Hanriot, Carrieres-sur-Seine (18.4.28), based Chalons-s-Saone. 

1992 F-AIOK Hanriot 32 143 
Hanriot, Carrieres-sur-Seine (13.12.28), based Chalons-s-Saone. 

1814 F-AIOL Latecoere 25-2R 637 
Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris (7.4.28), based Rio de Janeiro. 

1993 F-AIOM Hanriot 32 144 
Hanriot, Carrieres-sur-Seine (13.12.28), based Chalons-s-Saone. 

1994 F-AION Hanriot 32 145 
Hanriot, Carrieres-sur-Seine (13.12.28), based Chalons-s-Saone. 

1829 F-AIOO Latecoere 25-2R 638 
Cie Generate Aeropostale, Paris ( .4.28), based Rio de Janeiro. 

To be continued.. . 
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The Whole Truth: 
THE de HAVILLAND LEOPARD MOTH PART 3 

Compiled by Malcolm Fillmore 

7071 Regd G-ACSU [CofR 5066] 15.6.34 to Guy L Prendergast, 
Folkestone (based Lympne, but operated Khartoum, The 
Sudan 8.34-7.35). CofA 4346 issued 3.8.34. Regd [CofR 
6493] 15.11.35 to Gerald Fitzgerald, The Marquis of Kildare, 
Lympne. Regd [CofR 7112] 6.6.36 to Brooklands Aviation Ltd, 
Brooklands. Regn eld 12.5.40 as sold. Impressed as AV984 
12.5.40. To 110 (AAC) Wing Ringway 13.5.40. To 8 AACU 
Filton 1.6.40 (later Weston Zoyland). Wrecked in gales St Eval 
31.10.40; to DH Witney but soc 15.1.41. 

7072 To Herr KT Roechling with CofA 4414 issued 26.7.34. Regd 
D-EGYV 8.34 to Karl Theodore Roechling, Ahlsdorf, Krs. 
Aachen. CofA renewed 4.7.35. [Sold & exchanged for Miles 
Falcon c/n 256, which took up same regn] Regd G-ADUL 
[CofR 6352] 10.35 to Airwork Ltd, Heston. Regd [CofR 6488] 
12.11.35 to Miss Elizabeth A [Betty] Malcolm, Brooklands. 
Crashed into hangar on take-off Alicante, Spain 23.1.36 and 
dbf; owner killed. Regn eld 12.36. 

Above: Leopard Moth G-ACSU, c/n 7071, being refuelled at Brooklands 
presumably during its ownership by Brooklands Aviation 1936-40. It did 
not survive long after wartime impressment unfortunately. 
(Aeroplane via Mike Hooks) 

7073 Regd G-ACTG [CofR 5086] 15.6.34 to Morris Motors Ltd, 
Witney (and Stanton St John, Beckley). CofA4342 issued 
3.8.34. Regn eld 10.5.40 as sold. Impressed as BD140 
12.5.40. To 110 (AAC) Wing, Ringway 12.5.40. To 6 AACU 
Ringway. To 8 AACU Filton 20.5.40 (later Weston Zoyland). 
Wrecked by bomb damage St Eval 17.5.41; to DH Witney 
22.5.41 but soc 11.6.41. Possibly converted to instructional 
airframe? 

Below: Another evocative pre-war airport scene, this time showing 
D-EGYV c/n 7072 at Heston after purchase by Airwprk 10.35 before 
repainting as G-ADUL.. Centre is apparently Parnall Pixie III mono-
plane G-EBJG and on the left a DH.86B, possibly a Misr-Airwork 
example from the dark painted engine cowlings, (via JM Collection) 
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Above: Morris Motors' G-ACTG c/n 7073 in its special 
one-aircraft hangar, shared with what must presum-
ably be a Morris car. The Leopard Moth is fitted with 
mudgauards on the mainwheels. (via JM Collection) 

Left: G-ACTG flies overhead to show the Morris 
advertising under the fuselage. Also clearly visible is 
the underwing fairing on the port side, thrown into 
relief by the angle of the sunlight. It had no other civil 
owners and as BD140 was wrecked by bomb damage 
at St Eval in 1941. (via JM Collection) 

Below: After a 12-year civil and military career, c/n 
7075 G-ACTJ returned to civil use with Graviner, the 
fire extinguisher manufacturers. Reading from the fin. 
the slogan read "In case of fire fit Graviner & fly 
safef'and doubtless the appropriate eguipment would 
be found inside the aircraft, (via JM Collection) 

7074 Regd G-ACTH [CofR 5087] 12.7.34 to Mrs Edith Riley, Tripoli, 
Libya; almost certainly as nominee for Italian, Antonio 
Varaschini, Tripoli. CofA 4392 issued 23.8.34. Regn eld 3.36 
as sold abroad. Regd in Italy as l-ACIH [CofR 1819] 21.2.36 
to Antonio Varaschini, Tripoli. Regd 9.5.36 to Carlo Felice 
Trossi, Milan-Gaglianico. Regd 2.8.37 to Arturo Ferrarin, 
Milan. Regd (55) to Aero Club Varese, Venegono. Parts to 
Caproni private museum, Milan and presumed still stored [05] 
at owners' house near Milan pending display at Trento. 

7075 Regd G-ACTJ [CofR 5089] 20.8.34 to John A A Henderson, 
Brooklands. CofA 4468 issued 23.8.34. Badly damaged on 
landing Shoreham 2.9.34. Regd [CofR 5527] 7.1.35 to 
Brooklands Aviation Ltd, Brooklands. Regd [CofR 6621] 
9.1.36 to Thomson & Taylor [Brooklands] Ltd, Woodley. Regd 
[CofR 6875] 1.4.36 to Silentbloc Ltd, Croydon. Damaged 
when hit hedge on take-off after forced landing Castle Hill, 
Ipswich 13.5.37. Regd [CofR 8340] 7.2.38 to Thomas W 

Shipside, Tollerton. Regn eld 26.7.40 as sold. Impressed as 
BD146 28.7.40. To 6 AACU Ringway 28.7.40. To 26 Squadron 
11.5.41. To Gatwick for overhaul 14.3.43; to Hawkers and operated by 
Grp Capt RH Homiman, MAP overseer for Hawker Aircraft Ltd .43. 
DH Witney to Langley by air 9.9.44 (Horniman transferred to 
Hawker Group company Graviner 5.45 and retained aircraft). 
Allotted to Graviner Ltd 2.5.45 for their use based with 
Haewkers at Langley. Sold 24.3.46 to Graviner Ltd. Regd 
G-ACTJ 26.4.46 to Graviner Manufacturing Co Ltd, Langley. 
CofA renewed 25.6.46. Rebuilt (prior to CofA renewal?) at 
Langley .47 using major components from G-ACLZ, c/n 7040, 
and officially became c/n 7040 .47. Regd 9.6.48 to Arthur R 
"Buster" Frogley, t/a Herts & Essex Aero Club, Broxbourne. 
Regn eld 31.5.50 as sold to Switzerland. Regd HB-UAB 5.6.50 
to Max Hertsch, Bem-Belp. Regd (56) to Aero Club de Suisse, 
Sektion Bemer-Oberland, Thun. Crashed after take-off near Lac 
Noir, Canton of Fribourg, 25.2.59; pilot and 1 passenger killed, 1 
passenger injured; aircraft destroyed. Regn eld 25.2.59. 
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Right: C/n 7078 VP-YAT operat-
ed for over 20 years in Africa 
including wartime spells with the 
SRAF as 251 and postwar as 
SR22. Back on the civil register 
again as VP-YAT it survived until 
1955. (via JM Collection) 
Below: DH director Alan Butler 
owned and raced several of the 
company's designs including 
Leopard Moth G-ACUO c/n 7081, 
seen here pre-war as race no. 35. 
(via JM Collection) 

7076 Regd G-ACTL [CofR 5111] 12.7.34 to Alan Rees Colman, 7080 
Thickthorn Hall, Hethersett, Norwich [also based Mousehold]. 
CofA 4391 issued 24.8.34. Crashed Chipstead, Surrey 
25.9.37, being flown Paris-Heston by Alfred D Jaffe with Leslie 
Stanynought [L C Lewis] & Mrs Winifred Stanynought - all 
injured; aircraft repaired. Regd [CofR 8567] 18.6.38 to Richard 
Ince, Heston. Regd [CofR 8731] 31.8.38 to Phillip J 
Urlwin-Smith, Heston. Regn eld 17.6.40 as sold. Impressed as 
AW125 23.6.40. To 110 (AAC) Wing, Ringway 23.6.40. Soc 
3.12.40, possibly as result of accident. 

7077 Regd G-ACXH [CofR 5280] 4.9.34 to Graham Mackinnon, 
Croydon. CofA 4483 issued 31.8.34. Regd [CofR 6103] 
23.7.35 to John R Bryans, Croydon. Sold 1.8.37 & regd [CofR 7081 
8088] 25.8.37 to Samuel Reid, Macmerry [used for aerial fish 
spotting from Sumburgh, summer .38]. Regd [CofR 8955] 
29.12.38 to Douglas K & The Hon Mrs Margaret Fairweather, 
Renfrew (& Castle Farm, Newton Mearns). Regn eld 10.9.40 
as sold. Impressed as BD173 29.8.40. To 6 AACU, Ringway 
4.9.40. To 7 AACU Castle Bromwich 2.9.41. Converted to 
instructional airframe 2993M 3.42. Issued to 1342 ATC Sqn, 
Wakefield 29.5.42, fate unknown. 

7078 To DH South Africa with CofA 4493 issued 7.9.34. Regd 
VP-YAT 1.11.34 to Rhodesia & Nyasaland Airways Ltd, 
Salisbury. Regd 9.39 to Southern Rhodesia Air Services and 7082 
operated by SRAF Communications Squadron as 251. 
Operated '45 by FIS/Communications Squadron at 
Cranbourne. Regd 1.6.46 to Central African Airways Ltd 
[probably nominal only]. New serial SR22 issued 6.11.46 
Regd VP-YAT 1.1.54 to D O Anderson, Salisbury. Regd .55 to 
W J Hudson, Salisbury. CofA lapsed 19.2.55. Regn eld 
1.10.56. 

7079 Regd G-ACUJ [CofR 5147] 10.8.34 to Brooklands Aviation 
Ltd, Brooklands. CofA 4462 issued 11.9.34. Regd [CofR 
5624] 19.2.35 to Epidaurus Trust Ltd, operated by London Film 
Productions Ltd [Anthony Downing], Heston/Denham. Regn 
eld 12.37 as sold abroad (after CofA renewed 14.9.37). Regd 
in India as VT-AJP [CofR 335] 30.8.37 to Delhi Flying Club. 
Impressed locally as DD818 14.2.41. To 1 FTS Ambala 
(41/42). Soc 28.2.43. 

Regd G-ACUK [CofR 5148] 12.9.34 to Richard Tredenham 
Fox-Carlyon, Brooklands. CofA 4496 issued 15.9.34. Regd 
[CofR 5756] 2.4.35 to British-American Air Services Ltd, 
Heston. Regd [CofR 7709] 23.2.37 to LHG Ltd, Heston 
[nominal change only - LHG was MDs wife. Lilian H Gibbs and 
the company was formed after BAAS went into receivership]. 
Regd 26.6.39 to [new] British-American Air Services Ltd, 
Heston. Regn eld 11.4.40 as sold. Impressed as X9295 
10.5.40. To 1 Camouflage Unit, Baginton (later Hendon and 
Stapleford). To 1 Group Communications Flight, Finningley 
26.1.43; unit moved to Bircotes 13.4.43. Crashed on landing 
Wickenby 28.9.43; to DH Witney and soc 16.12.43. 

Regd G-ACUO [CofR 5154] 3.9.34 to John M Barbour, of 
Linen Thread Co Ltd, Renfrew. CofA 4476 issued 18.9.34. 
Sold 19.5.36 to Northern & Scottish Airways Ltd, Renfrew. 
Regd [CofR 8236] 24.11.37 to Alan S Butler, Hatfield (& 
Studham Hall Farm, Dunstable). Regn eld 23.7.40 as sold. To 
Station Flight Ringway 11.7.40 and impressed as AX865 
15.7.40. To 6 AACU, Ringway. To HQ Army Co-operation 
Command Communications Flight, White Waltham .41. To 
Technical Training Command Communications Flight, White 
Waltham 31.5.43. Crashed on landing Hooton Park 6.6.44; 
soc 26.7.44. 

Regd G-ACUS [CofR 5158] .34 but allocation not taken up. 
To Mme A Dufaux, Switzerland with CofA 4546 issued 
15.10.34. Regd HB-OXA [CofR 406] 17.10.34 to Ariane 
Dufaux, Geneva-Cointrin. Regd 1.37 to Topsy Club, Cointrin. 
Regd 4.38 to Aero Club de Suisse, Section Geneve, Cointrin. 
Badly damaged on landing 8.8.49. Regn eld 1.10.51. Wings 
recovered from Switzerland .77 by Ron Souch. Regd G-ACUS 
17.11.77 to Ron I & Mrs Joan O Souch, Hedge End, 
Southampton. Sold 7.79 and regd 6.8.79 to Cliff W Annis [of 
Lines Aerial Spraying], Wyberton; rebuilt .82-.85 comprising 
the wings of c/n 7082 and parts from HB-OXO (c/n 7045) com-
bined with a completely new fuselage built by Lines Aerial 
Spraying. CofA issued 8.1.86. Regd 17.6.86 to Torquil P A 
Norman, Panshanger, later Rendcomb. Regd 8.7.97 to 
Alexander J Norman, t/a Norman Aeroplane Trust, Rendcomb. 
Regd 11.7.00 to Ron A & Valery A Gammons, Letchworth 
[based RAF Henlow]; dd 12.7.00. Current. 
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Above: The registration G-ACUS was allocated 
to c/n 7082 but instead it became HB-OXA until it 
was badly damaged 8.8.49. Based on the wings 
and a new fuselage it was rebuilt in the UK and 
finally took up the marks G-ACUS as seen here 
at the Great Vintage Flying Weekend at 
Hullavington 22.5.05. (Dave Partington) 
Left: VH-USK c/n 7084 seen under long term restora-
tion at the Challinor brothers' workshop at 
Murwillumbah, NSW during October 1990. 
(Mike Madden via Tony Arbon) 
Below: C/n 7085 was an engineless airframe delivered 
to DH in India. Registered VT-AGB in 1934 and initially 
based at Calcutta, it is seen here at Bahrein in 1949 
with Gulf Air Anson G-AIXU behind prior to be w/o at 
Basra on 1.8.49. (Tom Scrivener via John Havers) 

7083 To Lt Humberto da Cruz, Portugal with CofA 4523 issued 
28.9.34 and delivered via Heston 10.10.34 to Portuguese Air 
Force as 30; painted all red and named "Dili". Flown by 
Humberto da Cruz & mechanic Antonio Lobato from Amadora, 
Lisbon to Dili, Portuguese Timor, departing 25.10.34 and arriv-
ing 7.11.34. Returned to Portugal, departing 13.11.34 & 
arrived Lisbon 21.12.34, via other Portuguese overseas pos-
sessions, incudingl Macau (18.11.34), Portuguese India/Goa, 
Portuguese East Africa, Angola and Sao Tome Is. Flown 4.39 
by Sergio da Silva from Portugal on delivery to Servicos 
Aereos da Colonia for operation by Aero Club da Guine. Regd 
in Portuguese Guinea as CR-GAA. 

7084 To DH Australia with CofA 4521 issued 27.9.34. Regd 
VH-USK [CofR 498] 4.12.34 to J J Thorpe, Maylands. Regd 
2.37 [or 4.2.39] to P H Moody, Brisbane [based Archerfield]. 
Regd 16.2.39 to Air Taxis Pty Ltd, Rockhampton, Qld. Regd 
13.3.39 to Eric P Beresford, Cunnamulla, Qld. Regd 31.8.45 
to R L Beresford, Eulo, Qld [based Cunnamulla]. Regd to 
Colin H Young, Cunnamulla, Qld [unconfirmed and possibly 
only sold after accident]. Crashed Curragh Station, 
Cunnamulla, Qld 26.9.50. Regn eld 13.9.51. Trucked to 
Caboolture, Qld 17.4.75 for rebuild. Stored [.79]. On rebuild 
[.96-.04] by Nick/Greg Challinor, t/a Mothcair, Qld. Regd 
18.1.01 to Greg P Challinor, Murwillumbah, NSW. 

7085 To DH India without engine or CofA issued. Regd VT-AGB 
[CofR 243] 29.12.34 to Indian Air Survey & Transport Ltd, Dum 
Dum. Regd 1.7.49 to J T K Crossfield, Alipore. Crashed Basra 
1.8.49; no casualties. Regn eld 5.10.50. 

7086 First flown Stag Lane 27.10.34 and to DH Australia with CofA 
4561 issued 2.11.34. Assembled and reflown in Australia 
24.12.34 and regd VH-USM [CofR 502] 2.1.35 to John W F 
Collins, Nindoonbah Station, Beaudesert, Qld [based 
Archerfield]. Sold 21.11.36 & regd 30.12.36 to Clive A 
Knudsen, Bonna Station, Bundaberg, Qld [based Archerfield]. 
Sold 25.6.48 & regd 15.7.48 to Robert Lauder, Melray Station, 
Cunnamulla, Qld. Regn eld 17.8.49 as wfu. Regd 19.8.49 to 
same owner. CofA lapsed 19.8.50; stored Melray Station and 
deteriorated. Regn eld 20.8.55. Sold .72 to George 
Sutherland, Gympie, Qld (owner of VH-BAH, c/n 7016). Front 

fuselage, wings and tail trucked to Gympie 1.73 for rebuild and 
stored. To Greg P Challinor, Burleigh Heads, Qld [.81] for 
rebuild. 

7087 Regd G-ADAA [CofR 5467] 12.12.34 to Charles A 
MacDonald, Hatfield. CofA 4639 issued 2.1.35. Regn eld 
13.1.39 as sold abroad. Regd in India as VT-AKX [CofR 369] 
17.2.39 to HEH The Nizam's State Railway, Air Transport 
Dept, Begumpet, Hyderabad. Regn eld 11.3.48 as wfu. 

7088 To E Henry, Belgium with CofA 4655 issued 16.1.35. Regd 
OO-APS [CofR 322] 5.2.35 to Emile Henry, Courtrai (based 
Antwerp) and flown on illegal tobacco smuggling between 
Belgium & France. Regd 3.10.35 to Jules M Provost, Courtrai 
[based Oostende-Stene]. "Found" in hangar at 
Courtrai/Wevelghem and given by owner 19.5.40 to two RAF 
pilots from 2 Squadron to escape German advance; flown via 
Berck to Lympne 20.5.40 [reportedly as "OO-APP"]. Regn 
only eld 31.12.51. Impressed into Royal Navy as ES945 
10.7.41. Op by Comm Flight, Worthy Down 4.42. To 700 
Squadron, Worthy Down [5.45]. To 6 Ferry Pool, Worthy 
Down [1.46]. To 799 Squadron 1.46. Last reported 4.46. 

7089 To Airwork Ltd without engine or CofA issued. Regd SU-ABM 
.35 to Misr Airwork Ltd, Almaza. Entered by Ahmed Salem in 
International Circuit of the Oases 2.37. Regd in Iraq as YI-ABI 
.45 to unknown party in Baghdad. Regd G-AIYS 16.12.46 to 
George Fellowes, London SW1. CofA 9031 issued 4.3.47. 
Regd 8.3.47 to Birkett Air Service Ltd, Croydon. Regd 25.6.49 
to Herbert F Buckmaster, White Waltham. Regd 13.11.50 to 
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Above: C/n 7088 OO-APS arriving at the Airwork hangar. Heston Air 
Park, with the control building seen in the background. It is being met 
by the AA man on the right, part of the pre-war aviation service provid-
ed by the AA. (via JM Collection) 
Right: OO-APS hangared with other touring aircraft in the Zeppelin 
hangar at Frankfurt in July 1937 during a flying meeting. In 1940 the 
Leopard Moth was used by 2 RAF pilots to escape to Britain, 
(via JM Collection) 

Above: C/n 7089 was also delivered without an engine and became 
SU-ABM with Misr Airwork . as such being entered in the 1937 Circuit 
of the Oases, (via John Havers) 
Below: The wartime activities of c/n 7089 have not come to light but in 
1945 it was entered in the Iraqi register as YI-ABI and is seen here with 
a military guard. The old Gipsy has an extra oil tank fitted behind the 
cowling, (via JM Collection) 

Below: C/n 7089 adopted a non-standard bright red colour scheme 
and Air Taxi titles when operated by Chrisairin 1961. It was still in those 
colours, but without the Air Taxi titles below the cabin windows, when 
seen at Ramsgate on 20.4.62. (Mike Hooks) 

Above: G-AIYS had changed to a smart maroon and gold colour 
scheme by the Sywell PFA Rally 6.7.75. (Dave Partington) 
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Two further views of the varied 
colour schemes of G-AIYS: 
Above, left: In a completely plain 
scheme in 1947 on a rather wet 
Croydon apron. (John Havers) 
Above right: Being towed by a 
Mini through Lightwater on 
2.10.71, presumably en route to 
Ted Gardner, 'IYS had mean-
while adopted a two-tone scheme 
as found on 1930s Puss Moths. 
(E T Wilson via John Havers) 

Left: Spotless c/n 7090 G-ADAP 
newly-delivered at Castle 
Bromwich 4.35 to first owner 
Alfred Ellison who is posing as if 
swinging the prop, not normally 
done with the door held open! 
(via JM Collection) 

7090 

Charles O Everton, Shoreham. Regd 16.7.51 to Autowork 
(Winchester) Ltd, Eastleigh. Regd 21.7.52 to Torquil P A 
Norman, White Waltham. Regd 10.6.54 to Lux Lux Ltd, 
Croydon. Regd 1.5.56 to Surrey Aviation Ltd, t/a Surrey Flying 
Club, Croydon. Damaged on landing Caborne, Lines 10.6.56; 
repaired. Damaged on landing Biggin Hill 23.9.59; repaired. 
Regd 28.12.59 to Surrey & Kent Flying Club Ltd, Biggin Hill. 
Regd 3.2.61 to Claire & Chris M Roberts, t/a Chrisair, 
Panshanger. Sold 27.8.61 & regd 3.11.61 to James Hay 
Stevens, Elstree; later Headcorn; also at Stevens' strip at 
Bottle Farm, Charing, Kent. Last flight 4.7.65 (prior to CofA 
lapse 28.2.66) and stored Headcorn. Roaded .67 to Sywell. 
Regd 29.11.71 to Barry P (Ted) Gardner, Blackbushe. Rebuilt 
and re-flown 18.6.74; CofA renewed 26.6.74. Regd 9.5.77 to 
Sir William J D Roberts, t/a Strathallan Aircraft Collection, 
Strathallan. Sold at auction 14.7.81 to M V [Victor] Gauntlett 
and regd 20.10.81 to M V Gauntlett, Booker, later Goodwood. 
Regd 17.12.84 to Wessex Aviation & Transport Ltd [Brian 
Woodford], Chalmington Manor, Dorchester. CofA lapsed 
5.5.88; renewed 11.6.91. CofA lapsed 10.6.94; renewed 
8.5.97. Regd 21.3.01 to Ron A & Valerie A Gammons, 
Letchworth [based Henlow]. Current. 

Regd G-ADAP [CofR 5501] 10.4.35 to Alfred Ellison, Castle 
Bromwich. CofA 4672 issued 8.4.35. Regn eld 10.35 as sold 
abroad. Regd in Kenya as VP-KBU 17.9.35 to P C Langlands, 
Nyeri. Regn eld 8.36 as sold to UK. Regd G-ADAP 17.11.36 
to Wing Cdr Frank O Soden, c/o 7 Squadron, RAF Finningley. 
CofA renewed 31.7.36. Regn eld 20.5.40 as sold. T06AACU, 

Ringway 25.5.40 and impressed as AV989 26.5.40. To 
Station Flight Biggin Hill 6.5.41. To 56 OTU Sutton Bridge 
12.8.41 (later Tealing wef 3.42). To 81 Group 
Communications Flight, Worcester 29.4.43 [or possibly 9 
GCF?]. Blown over whilst taxying Sealand 14.11.43; to DH 
Witney for repair 15.11.43 but soc 13.12.43. 

7091 Regd G-ADAR [CofR 5502] 2.1.35 [or 1.2.35] to Birkett Air 
Service Ltd, Heston. CofA 4671 issued 6.2.35. Crashed 
Bennetts Bridge, Co Kilkenny, Ireland 10.7.35 and dbf, no 
casualties. Regn eld 7.35. 

7092 To Mile S Lippens, Belgium with CofA 4686 issued 13.2.35. 
Regd OO-AVD [CofR 324] 22.2.35 to Mile Suzanne Lippens, 
Bruxelles. Regd 9.12.37 to Robert Fester, Antwerp. Flown 
1.38 by Fester and Jean Stampe in Rallye du Hoggar, Algeria. 
Regn eld 7.5.46. Believed regd OO-CAF 25.6.40 to M Fischer, 
Boma, Congo. Regd 9.10.40 to Koloniaal Bestuur. Impressed 
into Force Publique and painted in military c/s as "CA-F". 
Later given serial L51; in service until .54. Regd 7.10.54 to 
Aero Club du Congo Beige, Leopoldville. Regn eld 27.6.58. 

7093 Regd G-ADCO [CofR 5605] 20.2.35 to Airwork Ltd, and oper-
ated by Airwork School of Flying, Heston. CofA 4700 issued 
27.2.35. Regd [CofR 6575] 6.12.35 to Birkett Air Service Ltd, 
Heston. Regn eld 27.5.40 as sold. To 6 AACU Ringway 
27.3.40 and impressed as X9383 31.3.40. Crashed on 
take-off after forced landing Askern, York 11.8.41; to DH 
Witney but soc 23.8.41. 

Left: C/n 7094 PH-FDK was first reg-
istered to J E F de Kok, a director of 
the Royal Dutch Shell company, and 
was based at Waalhaven. Although 
damaged by bombing after being 
impressed into the Royal Netherlands 
Army Air Corps (LVA), it survived to 
be transferred to Germany in 1941. 
(via JM Collection) 
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7094 To J E F de Kok, Netherlands with CofA 4712 issued 4.3.35. 
Regd PH-FDK [CofR 217] 12.3.35 to J E F de Kok, [director of 
Royal Dutch Shell], The Hague (based Waalhaven). Regd 
7.9.37 to NV National Luchtvaart School, Ypenburg. 
Impressed into LVA as 963 9.39. Badly damaged in bombing 
Ypenburg 10.5.40; regn eld 7.9.40. On rebuild by NLS 8.40-
4.41. Shipped to Germany 5.41. 

7095 To Tanganyika Diamond & Gold Development Co and deliv-
ered to Eric Wyllie. CofA 4741 issued 18.3.35. Regd ZS-AFI 
3.6.35 to Tanganyika Diamond & Gold Development Co Ltd. 
Regn eld 25.6.38 as sold Kenya. Regd VP-KCO [CofR 66] 
25.6.38 to South & Central African Gold Mines Ltd, Mara 
Mines, Musoma, Tanganyika. Later to Wilson Airways Ltd[?]. 
Impressed into KAAU as K-12 9.39. Transferred to SAAF as 
2036 10.43. Regd ZS-BKE 12.4.47. Regn eld .53. Regd 4.55 
to J E Hobson, Somerset East. Regd 1.59 to J B Janik, Eerste 
River. Regd 6.59 to M H Oettle, Cape. Crashed Bethulie 
23.6.59; regn eld 12.59. 

7096 To Jules Hartog, Belgium with CofA 4762 issued 28.3.35. 
Regd OO-JFC [CofR 328] 8.4.35 to Jules Hartog, Brussels. 
Regd 6.6.36 to Gaston Roelandts, Brussels. Impressed by 
Aeronautique Militaire/Estafette Escadrille 26.8.39. Destroyed 
Het Zoute/Knokke airfield 5.40. 

7097 To AB Basel, Switzerland with CofA 4773 issued 9.4.35. Regd 
HB-ABA [CofR 416] 11.4.35 to Aviatik Beider Basel, Basel-
Birsfelden. Regd .53 to Balair AG, Blotzheim. Regd .59 to 
Hans & Peter Bucher, Thun. Regd .65 to M Wiget, Ascona. 
Active Berne (6.67) but subsequent incident and later burned. 

7098 To J Heymans, Netherlands with CofA 4805 issued 3.5.35. 
Regd PH-JUH [CofR 222] 2.5.35 to J Heymans, Schiphol. 
Impressed into LVA as 968 17.10.39. Regn eld 2.5.41. 

7099 To DH Acft of South Africa with CofA 4801 issued 30.4.35. 
Regd ZS-AET 10.6.35. Regn eld 7.47. 

Above: HB-ABA c/n 7097 was Swiss-registered from start to finish, first 
as a business aeroplane and then with private owners covering over 30 
years, (via JM Collection) 

7100 Regd G-ADFG [CofR 5729] 11.5.35 to George L Harrison, 
Sale, Cheshire (based Hooton Park). CofA 4831 issued 
18.5.35. Regn eld 7.38 as sold abroad. CofA renewed 10.8.38 
and to P Cingenbre. Regd in France as F-AREP [CofR 6005] 
26.8.38 to Compagnie Generale des Phosphates de 
Constantine, Paris. Regd 10.38 to Claude Perchot, Paris 
[based Buc], Regn eld post.39. 

7101 To DH South Africa with CofA 4799 issued 3.6.35. Regd 
VP-YAY 20.7.35 to Rhodesia & Nyasaland Airways Ltd. 
Salisbury. Crashed Novo Lusitania, nr Beira, Portuguese East 
Africa 2.7.39 [or 22.7.39], 

7102 To Maharajah of Jodhpur with CofA 4918 issued 20.6.35. 
Regd VT-AGG 11.2.35 to HH The Maharajah of Jodhpur, 
operated by Jodhpur Flying Club, Jodhpur; dd 14.9.35. 
Crashed 20 ml NE of Jodhpur 16.11.36; Robert A Tarleton 
[Superintendent of Jodhpur Railway] killed, probably after 
being taken ill in flight. Regn eld 17.10.37. 

7103 Regd G-ADFJ [CofR 5732] 10.5.35 to The Hon Brian Lewis, 
t/a Brian Lewis & Co Ltd, Heston (but not taken up). Regn eld 
6.35 as sold abroad. To Andre Bailly, France with CofA 4825 
issued 18.6.35. Regd F-AOCS [CofR 4216] 28.6.35 to Andre 
Bailly, Paris. Re-regd F-AOHS. Regd 1.37 to Henri 
Engernich, Versailles; flown 2.37 in Intl Circuit of the Oases, 
Egypt. Regd 2.39 to Compagnie des Phosphates de 
Constantine, Le Kouif, Constantine. Regn eld post.39. 

7104 Regd G-ADHB [CofR 5806] 24.5.35 to Brooklands Air Taxis 
Ltd, Brooklands. CofA 4864 issued 2.7.35. Regd [CofR 7140] 
22.6.36 to James A M Henderson [director of Brooklands Air 
Taxis Ltd], Heston. Regd [CofR 7436] 5.11.36 to Brooklands 
Aviation Ltd, Brooklands. Regd [CofR 7783] 24.3.37 to Aidan 
F Wigram, Brooklands. Regn eld 15.12.39 as sold. Impressed 

Right: VP-KBP c/n 
7107 parked out on 
the brakes in 
company with Puss 
Moths VP-KAK and 
VP-KAY at Lindi 
Beach. Tanganyika, 
in early 1937. At the 
time all three were 
owned by Wilson 
Airways, 
(via JM Collection) 
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Left: Still extant in Australia after 74 
years as VH-UUE, c/n 7109 was pho-
tographed at an unknown location on 
16.11.76 shortly after transfer to Joe 
Drage. (Mike Madden via Tony Arbon) 

Below: Another view of VP-KBP c/n 
7107, with Wilson Airways pilot Capt 
Soltav complete with pith helmet, and 
a native mechanic keeping a propri-
etorial hand on the wood propeller, 
(via JM Collection) 

into Royal Navy as W9371 31.3.40. To 759 Squadron, 
Eastleigh [4.40]. To St Merryn 8.40. Transferred to RAF .41 
and reported at Ringway 6-8.41. To 24 ML) Ternhill (at census 
31.12.41). To Eighth Army Squadron, RAF Turnhouse 
24.4.42. To 3 Group Communications Flight, Mildenhall 
4.1.43. To DH Witney for major inspection 14.12.43 and soc 
2.2.44. 

7105 To Aero Club de Suisse with CofA 4938 issued 5.7.35. Regd 
HB-OKO [CofR 421] 19.7.35 to Aero Club de Suisse, Section 
Geneve, Genva/Cointrin. Regd .38 to N M Weber, Cointrin. 
Regd .38 to Baron Von Lilienkrin, Zurich-Dubendorf. Regd .39 
to Aero Club de Suisse, Section Zurich, Dubendorf. Crashed 
in field nr Zurich Airport on landing 13.3.57; pilot Vikar Waleter 
Naegeli killed, 2 passengers badly injured. Regn eld 18.3.57 

7106 Regn G-ADHD [CofR 5808] reserved .35 but not taken up. 
Supplied to DH South Africa without engine or CofA and pre-
sumably used in rebuild. 

7107 To Wilson Airways, Kenya with CofA 4973 issued 25.7.35. 
Regd VP-KBP 5.8.35 to Wilson Airways Ltd, Nairobi. Crashed 
into hedge on take-off Iringa, Tanganyika 25.1.39; passenger 
badly injured. 

7108 To Direccion General de Seguridad, Spain with CofA 4985 
issued 2.8.35. Ferried as EC-W49. Permanent regn or serial 
not known. Reportedly w/off during Spanish Civil War. 

7109 Ff 20.8.35 and to DH Australia with CofA 5019 issued 21.8.35. 
Regd VH-UUE [CofR 550] 25.10.35 to G W Sawtell, Mascot. 
Regd 27.3.39 to Air Taxis Pty Ltd, Rockhampton, Qld. Regd 
28.6.39 to R S White, Esk, Qld. Sold 14.9.43 & regd 15.11.43 
to R R Lauder, Cunnamulla, Qld. Crashed Cunnamulla 
15.9.46. Regn eld 19.12.47. Regd 14.8.50 to same owner. 
Regd 1.6.51 to Harold Lauder, Cunnamulla, Qld. Regd 6.6.56 

7110 

to Walter Schulz, Hughenden, Qld. Regd 3.7.61 to Peter K 
Dart, Aramac, Qld. Regd 12.9.63 to Dart Pastoral Co, 
Hughenden, Qld [later Aramac, Qld], Regd 4.11.67 to William 
H [Harry] Taylor & R McCartin, Mundingbarra, Qld. Regn eld 
10.5.74. Regd 27.11.74 to William H Taylor (only); rebuilt by 
him at Townsville. Regd 10.9.76 to Joe G Drage, Wodonga, 
Vic. Regd 3.4.85 to City of Wangaratta; on display at Drage's 
Aero World, Wangaratta, Vic. Sold 11.96 & regd 30.1.97 to 
CGC Bureau Services, Altona, Vic [based Geelong]. Regd 
14.5.99 to Briar Hall Pty Ltd, Highton, Vic [later Melbourne]; 
stored Moorabbin [4.01]. Regd 8.5.02 to Murray Rockes, 
Melbourne. Regd 27.8.02 to Briar Hall Pty Ltd, Altona, Vic. 

To DH Australia with CofA 5076 issued 13.9.35. Regd 
VH-UUG [CofR 558] 18.11.35 to Miss Nancy de Low Bird, 
Mascot; named "The Conqueror". Regd 4.8.38 to G W Young, 
Cunnamulla, Qld. Crashed following stall turn at low altitude 
Cunnamulla, Qld 17.2.40; pilot killed & passenger injured. 
Regn eld 19.8.40. 

To be concluded 

ICK 
LTD 

Left: What's all this then? This 
Leopard Moth is wearing the reg-
istration VH-UQO, race number 
16 and name "My Hildegarde" of 
Puss Moth c/n 2089 - see page 
98/68. Full details in the final part 
of the Leopard Moth story in the 
next issue! 
(Mike Madden via Tony Arbon) 
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FMA: from 1945 
The story of Fabrica Militar de Aviones, Argentina 
Michael Magnusson Part 5 

Right: The only surviving 
IAe-33 Pulqui II of five built 
is now displayed at the 
Museo Nacionale de 
Aeronautica at Moron 
where it was photo-
graphed in April 2005. 
(Michael Magnusson) 

The Kurt Tank Era 

As mentioned in the previous article, the Argentine government worked 
to attract talent from Europa after the war. The biggest talent they 
attracted was undoubtedly Kurt Tank, while another was Reimar Horten 
(to be covered next time). 

Kurt Tank was born in Bromberg, Germany 1898. He studied at the 
technical university of Berlin and began working 1924 at Rohrbach 
Flugzeugwerke. From 1929 to 1931 he worked at Messerschmitt, and 
then he joined Focke-Wulf in Bremen. It was here that his talent came 
to light. He designed the Fw 44 (which was licence-built in Argentina), 
the Fw 190 and the large Fw 200 Condor. 

Towards the end of the war, in April 1945, Kurt Tank was captured by 
British forces but was soon released. Kurt then went job hunting. He 
was approached by several countries but finally accepted the invitation 
from the Argentine Government to come to Argentina. In 1947 he first 
went to Denmark together with a group of his engineers: He received a 
false Argentine passport under the name "Pedro Matties" and soon 
arrived to Buenos Aires. The American government was not too happy 
to se Kurt Tank go to Argentina with all his skills and experience, and 
bringing with him a core group of about 60 engineers, amongst them 
was also an experienced German pilot, Otto Behrens. 

Meanwhile, the famous British engine designer, Sir Stanley Hooker of 
Rolls-Royce visited Argentina. In his memoirs he describes this visit, 
and how pleasant it was for him to be in Buenos Aires filled with luxu-
rious goods and food, compared with the austere post-war England. At 
this time RR was hoping to sell the Merlin engine and Sir Stanley went 

to Cordoba to visit FMA. The proposed Merlin sale was obviously for 
the Calquin which never took place (as described in Part Four) although 
Sir Stanley was treated to a flight in the Calquin. A Derwent engine was 
shipped out for an aeronautical exhibition and licence discussions were 
held at which time Sir Stanley showed the engine to General Peron 
himself. In September 1946 Sir Stanley left for New York on a Panagra 
DC-4. 

At the end of 1947 Kurt Tank signed a contract to develop a new jet 
fighter, later named the "Pulqui II", officially known as the IAe-33. 

The Pulqui II has its origin in a project at Focke-Wulf called the 
"Huckebein", later known as the "Ta 183". Some of this work ended up 
in Russia and was used in the development of the Mig-15. The other 
part on microfilm came with Kurt Tank to Argentina. This basis of the 
Ta 183 was further developed in Cordoba into the Pulqui II. In 1948 
much work was done in the wind-tunnels to finalise the design concept. 

This led to a full-scale glider with a 55 degrees wing sweep made out 
of wood to test the flying capabilities of the design. Reimar Horten 
was involved in this work as well. It was first flown on October 30th 
1948 by Otto Behrens after having been towed by a Martin 139. It 
showed some dangerous characteristics and a redesign was neces-
sary. A second glider, with 35 degrees sweep, was constructed and it 
flew on January 29th, 1949. It completed over 50 flights, mostly by 
Otto Behrens, with a few by Kurt Tank himself who was an experi-
enced pilot as well. The FMA pilot Edmundo Weiss also made some 
flights. Some of the problems were resolved but the Pulqui II was to 
remain tricky in cross-winds and controllability at low speeds was not 
good. 

Right: The second 
prototype of the IAe-33 
Pulqui II was the first 
example to fly. It is 
seen here with only the 
name as external iden-
tity, (via JM Collection) 
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Left: This view of Pulqui II 
"02" at the FMA factory, 
Cordoba, shows the 40 
degree sweepback on the 
wings to good advantage, 
(via Horacio Gareiso) 

Below: Either "02" or "03" is 
seen here on the ramp at the 
FMA factory. As the nose-
wheel doors are open, in 
contrast to those on the 
photo above, this may well 
be the modified "03". 
(Archivo General de la 
Nacion) 

During 1949 the first real prototype 
was constructed, it was known as 
"01". It was used for static tests and 
never flew. Instead, this honour fell 
to "02". It was equipped with a Rolls 
Royce Nene II engine, and it flew for 
the first time on June 16th 1950, 
piloted by Edmundo Weiss. This his-
toric flight lasted some 25 minutes. 
Obviously for the Peron government, 
it was important that an Argentine 
pilot flew the aircraft, however 
Edmundo Weiss would not make 
any more Pulqui II flights. The 
second flight was done by Otto 
Behrens, who was Kurt Tank's origi-
nal preference. 

The Pulqui II suffered from lack of power, Kurt Tank wanted to buy the 
Pratt & Whitney J-45 engine but the US government would not allow 
this to be offered. 

The prototype was flown to Buenos Aires by Kurt Tank and shown to 
the public at Aeroparque on February 8th 1951. General Peron and 
other senior government officials were also present. Thousands of 
people had come to see the new aircraft. Shortly afterwards, the Dutch 
Prince Bernhard made an official visit to Argentina and Kurt Tank 
brought the Pulqui back to Buenos Aires to be shown to the prince. 
Apparently he was not happy doing this but followed instructions from 
the government. In total, Kurt Tank flew the Pulqui 28 times up until 
May 1951. 

After this the prototype was flown by two other Argentine Air Force 
pilots, both with experience from the Gloster Meteor now in service in 
Argentina. The 2nd of these, Captain Vedania Mannuwal initiated 
various aerobatic manevoures with the aircraft producing a structural 
failure in the wing. Even though he ejected, he was killed and the air-
craft destroyed, on its 28th flight. The project was at a stand-still. 

But with the renewed support of the government, work begun on a third 
prototype, it had some modifications introduced to the wing and gear. It 
also carried another 900 litres of fuel. It was first flown on September 

23rd 1951 by Kurt Tank himself. In January 1952 it was exhibited in 
Mar del Plata at the "Alas Argentinas" exhibition. This aircraft continued 
its test-flying, now strictly flown by Kurt and Otto Behrens only. But on 
October 9th 1952, Otto Behrens went up to practice a flying display that 
was planned for a visit by General Peron to Cordoba. He lost control at 
low altitude, crashed and was killed. He was buried in Cordoba with full 
honors. 

Some technical facts about the Pulqui II. It had a 40 degree wing 
sweep. The wing went through various modifications, especially at the 
leading edge to improve stall characteristics. Later it was fitted with a 
wing fence. Inside it had four fuel tanks on each side, as well as one in 
the centre section,with a total capacity of 1,940 litres. This gave it 
almost 3 hours of endurance. Span 10.6m, wing area 25.1 sq.m, length 
9.5m. The RR Nene II engine had 2,315 kg thrust and a dry weight of 
725 kg. Empty weight was 3,600 kg and max take off 5,550kg. It was 
equipped with a Martin Baker Mk 1 ejection seat. The cannon was a 
Hispano Suiza HS-804 20mm cannon (same as in the Meteor). 

Compared with other aircraft of similar vintage, namely the MiG-15, F-
86 Sabre and J-29 Tunnan, the Pulqui II was smaller and lighter. The 
MiG-15 was the closest in size and weight, not a coincidence has they 
originated from similar design work in Germany. 

Left: The unfinished 
fourth aircraft outside 
the factory with the 
Nene engine in place 
but still lacking the 
rear fuselage and 
tailplane assemblies. 
(A Marino collection) 
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Above, left: The Puiqui II number "05" was painted white with red trim 
while the earlier prototypes were silver. Here the aircraft is being refu-
elled, with the nose of a Meteor just visible behind. (A Marino collection) 

Above, right: The Puiqui II "05" gets airborne from a grass runway on 
another test flight. (A Marino collection) 

Right: Gear up. the Puiqui II returns for a low run across the airfield. 
(A Marino collection) 

Again the government allowed for another prototype, the fourth, to be 
constructed and this was finished at the end of 1953. This has some 
minor exterior modifications. It would perform an extensive number of 
test flights for three years, mostly flown by Jorge Conan Doyle, Nelio 
Gonzalez and Rogelio Balado. The cockpit was pressurized. It also had 
for the first time, 20mm cannons in the nose. Another modification was 
the introduction of air brakes at the rear of the fuselage. It first flew in 
August 1953. In September 1953 it flew to Buenos Aires to for a local 
exhibition. It was also exhibited in Mendoza in December 1953. It con-
tinued its flight tests in 1954, and soon Kurt Tank felt comfortable to 
recommend the launch of series production. The aircraft had exceeded 
1000 km/h in speed, reached 45,000ft altitude and handled well. Its 
only remaining vice was in low speed handling qualities during 
approach and touch down. 

In 1954 an Egyptian delegation visited Cordoba and inspected the 
Puiqui II. However, political forces soon intervened in the fate of the 
design. The Peron government fell in September 1955 and the General 
left the country and settled in Paraguay (later Spain). Kurt Tank had lost 
his main supporter and now felt it was time to leave Argentina himself. 
This he did, moving to Hindustan Aircraft in Bangalore, India. Here he 
worked on the HF-24 Marut. His team of engineers were dispersed, a 
few stayed in Argentina, others went to Republic, Boeing, Martin and 
Lockheed in the USA. 

In order to continue to get political support for the project, a record flight 
was prepared with the 4th prototype in 1956. The intention was to fly 
from Cordoba to Buenos Aires, pass over Moron airport, fire its guns, 
and return without refueling. It would fly at 35,000ft and for this flight 
needed an extra oxygen tank for the pilot, so a suitable tank was bor-
rowed from a Meteor. The pilot was Rogelio Balado, who successfully 

reached Moron, fired his guns, and began to fly back to Cordoba. By 
this time however he was not receiving enough oxygen. On touching 
down at Cordoba at 300km/h the speed and force of the landing broke 
the gear, the aircraft left the runway and was destroyed. Balado sur-
vived the accident, but the incident was blamed onhis suffering from 
oxygen starvation. 

Apart from this, the flight was a success; they had demonstrated the 
capability to fly 1,600km in under two hours. The possibility of launch-
ing production of 100 aircraft was further investigated, FMA already 
having a licence agreement in place for the Nene engine. Soon after-
wards, the Argentine Air Force was offered used F-86 Sabres from the 
US in direct competition to the Puiqui II. The F-86 negotiations strug-
gled forward in 1957 and the Puiqui II program also faced difficulties. 
Some opinion within the Argentine AF strongly favoured importing a 
proven aircraft rather than risking large sums of money to launch the 
Puiqui program. 

However, a fifth prototype was completed and flown on September 18th 
1959 by Roberto Stare. It was painted in an attractive all white scheme 
with a red arrow (all previous Puiqui II were in metallic colors with a red 
line). In May 1960 it flew to Buenos Aires, and remained flying until the 
end of 1960. Meanwhile the negotiations for the F-86 were completed 
and the Argentine Air Force received 28 Sabres in 1960. This of course 
was the final death-blow to the Puiqui II project and the 5th prototype 
was stored at Cordoba. 

In February 1964 it was moved to the new museum at Aeroparque. 
After 36 years in the open, it was taken to Rio Cuarto for complete 
refurbishment in 1999. It was then briefly exhibited at its place of birth, 
Cordoba until it was moved to Buenos Aires. Here, it is now exhibited 

Right: The fifth 
Puiqui II seen in the 
outdoor display at 
the Aeroparque in 
Buenos Aires in 
1964 shortly after 
its arrival there, 
(via Nery 
Mendiburu/ Michael 
Magnusson) 
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in the new indoor museum in Moron wheretoday it is one of the 
most important aircraft in the collection, the only Pulqui II to 
survive. 

Kurt Tank returned to Gemany from India as a technical consul-
tant to MBB. He died in 1983 in Munich. After cremation, his 
remains were distributed over Rio de la Plata according to his 
final wishes. 

Another minor activity along with the Pulqui II program was the 
assembly of Percival Prentice aircraft. In 1947 or 1948 a 
Prentice was brought to Buenos Aires for demonstrations, either 
G-AKLF or G-AKLG (does anyone know for sure?). The 
Argentine Air Force needed a basic trainer to replace the Fw-44 
and prepare the students for the DL-22. It was quickly decided in 
1948 to acquire 100 Prentices as basic trainers. These were 
delivered 1949 and 1950 disassembled in large wooden crates 
by ship to Buenos Aires. All were new airframes. From Buenos 
Aires the containers were taken to Cordoba by train for assem-
bly at FMA. They remained in service, as E-300 to E-399, until 
1960 when they were replaced by the Beech Mentor (also 
assembled at FMA). 

References: 
"Historia de la Industria Aeronautica Argentina" Part 1, by 
Fransisco Halbritter 2004. 
"Alas del Peron' By Ricardo Burzaco 2007 
"El IAe-33 Pulqui II, la primera opportunidad perdida" by Ricardo 
Burzaco Aeroespacio Jan/Feb-96. 
"A 50 anos del Pulqui II" by Dr.Atilio Marino, Aeroespacio 
Jul/Aug 2000 
"Not much of an engineer", Sir Stanley Hooker 1984. 
"Kurt Tank, Focke-Wulfe's designer and test pilot" by Wolfgang 
Wagner 1998. 

Above: Rear view of the fifth Pulqui II in the museum at Moron. The inscription 
on the rear fuselage reads 'Instituto Aerotecnico IA 33' and the airbrake and flaps 
are clearly seen deployed. Ironically it stands next to an F-86 Sabre, the type 
which prevented the Pulqui II from entering production. (Michael Magnusson) 
Below: The first of the batch of 100 Percival Prentices for the Argentine Air Force 
built at Luton packaged for delivery by sea and final assembly by FMA. 
(A Marino collection) 

To be continued 

Left: An example of one of 
the Percival Prentices deliv-
ered to Argentina, wearing 
serial E.e-363. 
(A Marino collection) 
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The Development of Commercial 
Aviation in China PART? 

Chinese Government and VIP Aircraft 
BY MARTIN S BEST, CHINA HISTORY RESEARCH GROUP 

Introduction 
Captain Moon Chin's fleet list for China National 
Aviation Corporation (CNAC) includes a number of 
aircraft on loan from the "Aviation Commission", 
i.e. the Commission on Aeronautical Affairs 
(CoAA). A fleet list for the CoAA in 1936 shows an 
eclectic mix of American, German and Italian air-
craft, some of which may have been supplied 
direct to the Chinese Air Force or taken over from 
Chinese warlords and provincial air forces. This 
article considers mainly airliners in government or 
VIP service, although the demarcation line 
between civil and military is blurred by the use of 
VIP aircraft by the Chinese Air Force. 

An earlier draft of this article described the various 
sources of supply of Chinese government (military) 
aircraft, i.e. the British, American (Jouett), Italian 
and Soviet missions. As these are arguably 
outside the scope of this article on commercial avi-
ation, these sections have been deleted. Readers 
interested in this subject are recommended to 
consult "A history of Chinese Aviation", by Lennart 
Andersson, "War Wings", by Guangqui Xu, and 
pages 61 to 68 of "The Dragon's Wings", by 
William Leary. (See list of references.) 

Generally the China History Research Group has focused its attention 
on Chinese civil aircraft in general and commercial aircraft in particular. 
Inevitably, many government aircraft have military connections, so the 
focus of this article is mainly on airliners in government and VIP use. 
Once again the author would welcome feedback from more knowl-
edgeable readers. 

Commission on Aeronautical 
Affairs 
The Nationalist Chinese Commission on Aeronautical Affairs existed 
under various names and organisations at different times. For 
example, the headquarters of the Aviation Bureau (Bureau of 
Aeronautics) moved from Hangchow to Nanchang in April 1934 and 
was reorganised into the National Commission on Aeronautical 
Affairs (Chung Kuo Hang K'ung Wei Yuan Hui) with Chiang Kai-
shek as chairman. The functions of the Aeronautical Affairs 
Commission were completely revised in 1936. An Air Committee, 
directly responsible to the President of the Commission (Marshal 
Chiang Kai-shek), took over the direction and control of Air Force 
affairs. The Secretary General was Madame Chiang Kai-shek, 
Chiang's third wife and the former Meiling Soong, sister of Finance 
Minister T V Soong. [Andersson pp. 117, 126] 

Later (in about 1937) military aviation was organised into two separate 
units. Under the Commission on Military Affairs (Chairman Chiang Kai-
shek) was the Chinese Air Force (CAF) and the Commission on 
Aeronautical Affairs (CoAA). The CoAA (Acting Chief T V Soong), with 
Technical/Air Supply, School and Administrative Divisions, was 

Above: Junkers Ju 52/3m D-ABAN c/n 4044 was purchased by the 
Chinese Government in 1935 for the use of Chiang Kai-shek. In this 
photograph it wears the Chinese Air Force sun insignia under the 
wingtip but still carries the German registration on wings and fuselage-
and a swastika on the fin. (Ian D Johnson collection) 

charged with procurement, maintenance, instruction and administration 
of aviation matters. [Andersson p. 142] 

"In 1942 the Commission on Aeronautical Affairs consisted of 
Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek (chairman), Dr H H Kung, Dr T V 
Soong, Madame Chiang Kai-shek, Generals Lung, Hsu, Ho, Fung, Pei, 
Chan, and Chou." [Andersson p.159] "In January 1943 the CAF 
Headquarters were reorganised and moved from Chengtu to 
Chungking. Major General Chou Chih-jou was placed in command of 
the entire CAF as Director of the Aeronautical Commission." 
[Andersson p. 162] 

CoAA fleet list 1936 
Type 

Ju52 
S.72 
Condor 
Ford 
Ford 
Ford 
DC-2 
Ca.101 

number 

n/a 
n/a 
n/a 
One 
Two 
Three 
n/a 
n/a 

sears 

18 
18 
n/a 
14 
14 
14 
18 
8 

payload 
(kg) 
2800 
2800 
n/a 
2600 
2600 
2600 
2800 
800 

status 

ready 
ready 
repairing 
ready 
ready 
ready 
ready 
ready 
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Ca.101 
Ca.111 
Ca.111 
Ca.111 
Ca.111 
Ca.111 
Ca.111 
Ryan 
Ryan* 

n/a 
901 
903 
904 
905 
906 
n/a 
207 
Six 

8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
6 
6 

800 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
500 
500 

repairing 
ready 
repairing 
awaiting repair 
ready 
repairing 
awaiting repair 
awaiting repair 
repairing 

Aero Measure Group 
Ryan* Three 
Spartan* Eight 
W33* Seven 
Committee of Economic Affai 
W34 n/a 
Recently defected Cantonese 
Northrop Alpha One 
Northrop Alpha One 
Ryan Chiangsi (Province) 
Ryan 307 
Ryan Tserliang 
Stearman n/a 
Stearman 625 
Stearman 618 
* Tserliang (= Measure) 
[CF 6Nov2003, Transport list in 
later half of 1936. 
Please see Andersson pp.125-1 
Aero Survey. 

6 500 ready 
6 500 ready 
6 600 repairing 

rs (operated by CoAA) 
8 700 ready 
aircraft (all belonging to CoAA) 
n/a 
n/a 
6 
6 
6 
n/a 
n/a 
n/a 

n/a 
n/a 
500 
500 
500 
n/a 
n/a 
n/a 

ready 
ready 
ready 
ready 
repairing 
ready 
ready 
repairing 

1936] Note: this list is applicable to the 

26 for details of the Survey Bureau and 

CoAA fleet list by aircraft type 

Caproni Ca 101 
"In early 1930 Caproni produced the Ca 101, which was an enlarged 
version of the Ca 97. The Ca 101 was a high-wing strut-braced mono-
plane built of steel-tube and fabric-covered. It was produced in civil and 
military versions and with a variety of engines. Most Ca 101s were 
three-engine aircraft, but there was a version with a single Jupiter. 
There were versions with three 240 hp Walter Castors, three 200 hp 
Alfa Romeo built Lynx and with three 370 hp Piaggio Stella Vlls. A 
number of Ca 101s had a central 420 hp Alfa Romeo Jupiter and two 
200 hp Alfa Romeo Lynx. There was a bomber version with two Alfa 
Romeo Jupiters." [Stroud p.407] 

"The book "/ monoplani Caproni degli anni trenta" states that a few 
Ca 101 were delivered to China." [SJ 15Oct07] A Caproni Ca 101 was 
sent to China in the autumn of 1933 and was taken to Hangchow for 
demonstrations. It was later purchased by the Chinese Air Force. 
[Andersson pp.253-254] 

Caproni Ca 111 
"A single-engined long-range reconnaissance development of the Ca 
101, the Ca 111 originally fitted with a 750 hp Fiat V-12-cylinder engine 
and featured a larger wing at 75 ft 5 in span, the wing area becoming 
914.6 sq ft. In this early form performance was low, with a maximum 
speed of 134 mph and a service ceiling of 19,680 ft. Weights were 6600 
lb empty and 9900 lb loaded. 

"In 1934 the Ca 111 reverted to a wing only slightly longer than that of 
the Ca 101, but of higher aspect ratio, giving a marginally smaller area 
of 661.7 sq ft. This model employed an 830 hp Isotta-Fraschini Asso 
750 RC 18-cylinder water-cooled engine and weighed 7700 lb empty 
and 12,100 lb loaded. Maximum speed became 180 mph, cruising 

speed 158 mph, landing speed 61 mph, range 807 miles, and service 
ceiling 21,976 ft. The Ca 111 climbed to 3280 ft in 5 min 22 sec and to 
9840 ft in 14 min 32 sec. Either 3-bladed or 4-bladed wooden airscrews 
were fitted. When the Italian Air Mission aided China in 1935, a number 
of Ca 111s equipped as bombers were among the aircraft supplied. 

"The Ca 111 idro was built concurrently and differed little from the land 
version other than in the adoption of twin floats. Weights increased to 
8,140 lb empty and 12,540 lb loaded, and maximum speed dropped to 
174 mph. Service ceiling was also slightly diminished at 21,320 ft. The 
range of the seaplane was only 621 miles. Some Ca 111 idro transports 
were sent to Peru in 1936 in addition to a few land-based models, nick-
named 'Panchos' by the Peruvians. The landplane was also used by 
the Regia Aeronautica in Ethiopia and was still in service, although pri-
marily as a trainer, in 1940." [Italian Military & Civil Aircraft, Jonathan 
Thompson, Aero Publishers, 1963, via Terry Murphy] 

"There were three production batches of the Ca.111C landplane 
version. The first fifty aircraft were powered by the Asso 750 RC40 
engine, the next 24 by the Asso 750 RC37, and the final 24 by the Asso 
750 RC35. The total production run amounted to 137 machines, at least 
two of which were built against a Chinese contract. Despite the exis-
tence of photos in Chinese markings ['903' shown on the page, taken 
at Vizzola Ticino], these aircraft remained undelivered." [Aeroplani 
Caproni 1910-1983, Abate/Alegi/Apostolo, 1992, via Frank McMeiken] 

"Ca.111RC: an example of this type [c/n 3567] was offered to the 
Government of the Chinese Republic. Sent by sea to the distant 
country, the aircraft was demonstrated in flight by Mario de Bemardi but 
despite this effort the Undersecretary for Air, Soong-Mei-Ling, the 
consort of General Ch'ang Kai-Shek, did not show any serious interest 
in the Caproni aircraft and the episode remained fruitless." (The book 
has a picture of '906', which wears a similar scheme to '903') 
[Dimensione Cielo No.7, 1975, translated by Frank McMeiken] 

"/ monoplani Caproni degli anni trenta" states that six Ca 111s were 
delivered to China with c/n 3567 to 3572 and received codes 901 to 906 
indicating use by 9 Sq in China." [SJ 15Oct07] 

In January 1934 two Ca 111 RC monoplanes were shipped to China on 
board the SS "Comte Verdi"'. One of them was l-ABIC (MM10534). One 
was assembled at Hungjao and flown to Nanking on 8th July by Mario 
Bernardi, who demonstrated the bomber at Kuling in Kiangsi and other 
places. The Compagnia Italiana d'Estremo Oriente agreed a contract 
with the Nationalist Government in 1934 for six Ca 111RC (c/ns 3567-
3572) and these were delivered to the 9th Squadron as s/ns 901-906 in 
1935. [Andersson p.254] See also VIP aircraft below. 

Curtiss BT-32 Condor II 
Frank Monroe Hawks was an American aviator who travelled to China 
in 1934 as a demonstration pilot for Curtiss-Wright. He took with him an 
export version of the Curtiss Condor T-32 Transport modified as the 
BT-32 Bomber, c/n 52, with three machine gun turrets (nose, dorsal 
and floor with two guns each) and bomb racks in the fuselage and 
below the wings for up to 1,680 lb of bombs. The major demonstration 
of the Condor took place on 17th April 1934 at Nanchang in front of 
Chiang Kai-shek. Unfortunately this demonstration ended with Hawks 
landing the aircraft with the undercarriage retracted, which damaged 
the propellers and belly of the rugged aircraft. Surprisingly the Chinese 
Air Force bought the Condor bomber on 2nd September after it was 
repaired. It was used as a personal transport for Chiang Kai-shek. 

The aircraft was damaged again on 31st March 1935 when "Tommy" 
Taylor tried to take off in the heavily overloaded Condor from the small 

Left: A Savoia-Marchetti SM.72 tri-motor 
serial 1002 in the foreground, with a 
Caproni CA-111 serial 905 behind, circa 
1936. (Ian D Johnson collection) 
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Right: The Curtiss-Wright Condor BT-32 
looking immaculate at St Louis, USA, prior 
to shipment to China. 
(Ian D Johnson collection) 

field at Chungking but hit a pile of rocks 
and tore off the tail wheel. Taylor and the 
mechanic worked all day to improvise a 
skid out of scrap iron and a short section 
of fence post. The fate of this aircraft is 
unknown but a "Condor" was reportedly 
destroyed on the ground during a grass 
fire at Hungjao in April 1936. [Andersson 
pp.118, 259; RSApp.3-4, 10] See Archive 
pages 2007/065-067 & 2007/070. For 
further photograph see Andersson p.111. 

Douglas DC-2 
The DC-2 is one of the following: 

"c/n 1560 DC-2-192 Nanking Govt., China 27Jun36. This aircraft is 
believed to have been converted into a luxury transport for 
Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek and nicknamed the "Flying Palace". 
This has been reported to have been destroyed in a Japanese air raid 
on Chungking, possibly in May 1939." [JMG p.302] 

"c/n 1598 DC-2-193 Canton AF (China) D28May36. It is uncertain if 
this or c/n 1560 was the aircraft used by the Ministry of 
Communications during 1937 and 1938 and probably used to check 
mercenary pilots hired in late 1937. Possibly crashed at Taohsien 
07Feb41."[JMGp.303] 

"There should have been two other DC-2s in China by late 1936. The 
first is DC-2-192, serial number 1560, that was ordered by the Nanking 
Government (Dr H H Kung) and delivered on 27th June 1936. The 
second is DC-2-193, serial number 1598, ordered by the Kwangtung 
Government and delivered on 28th May 1936. According to reports, 
one was used by the Chinese Air Force and the other by Chiang Kai-
shek." [MM 20Mar2003] 

"When Canton was visited by British officers in January 1937 Lam Wai-
shing was second in command. Among the aircraft observed at 
Shoukouling was the Douglas DC-2 that was purchased by Canton, 
which was then used by the 4th Route Army for liaison flights." [LA 
22Mar2003] 

"An American officer visited the CAF in June 1939 and flew in a CNAC 
DC-2 to Chungking (pilot Hugh L Woods). Three DC-2s were on the 
field. One of them belonged to the CAF, but was operated at all times 
by CNAC personnel and was used four days a week by the 
Commission on Aeronautical Affairs and three days by CNAC." [LA 
24Mar2003] 

"According to the memoir of Gen. I Fu-en, who was Chiang Kai-shek's 
personal pilot, the Abyssinia government had ordered a DC-2 but the 
aircraft later went to Kwangtung Government. That should be DC-2-
193. After the Kwangtung air force merged into Central Air Force in 
Nanking in 1936, the DC-2 was borrowed by CNAC as No. 36 because 
no CNAF pilot could fly it. Later the DC-2 was back to the CNAF and 
flown by Mr. I. It was destroyed in a Japanese raid." [CF 21Mar2003] 
(Note: no evidence of an order from Ethiopia has been found; other 
members have questioned the lack of CNAF pilots.) 

"More about the DC-2 #36 from General I's memoir. In the winter of 
1939, he was the deputy commander of 9th Squadron, which flew 
SB-2 at the time. One day General Chou Chi-ro ordered him to go to 
Chungking to take back that DC-2 from CNAC. That plane was previ-
ously ordered by Abyssinia as King Sai La Si's (Chinese transcription 

I-Ji 
Above: The Curtiss Condor at Nanchang in 1934. the figures under the 
nose of the aircraft are probably Frank Hawks and his wife. 
(Ian D Johnson collection) 

for Haile Selassie) VIP plane. Because the country was defeated by 
Italy, the plane could not be delivered. It was then bought by the 
Kwangtung Province Governor Yu Han-mo. Kwangtung Air Force was 
ordered to take care of this plane. It later went to central government 
together with other defecting Kwangtung planes. No one in CNAF could 
fly or maintain that DC-2, so it was leased to CNAC. In the early 
morning of 11th August 1941, the DC-2 was parked in Chengtu. Usually 
it stayed in remote airfields to escape Japanese air raids, but the big 
brass said there was no need because the weather was not good and 
the Japanese would not come. But four Zeros did appear and finished 
that poor #36." [CF 27Mar2003, 12Nov2006] 

Given this evidence, there can now be little doubt DC-2-192 c/n 1560 
was Chiang Kai-shek's VIP aircraft "Chung Mei", nicknamed the "Flying 
Palace", and DC-2-193 c/n 1598 was transferred from Kwangtung to 
the CAF in 1936 and then leased by the CoAA to CNAC as fleet 
number 36 "Kwangtung" before return to the CoAA. It was destroyed at 
Chengtu on 11th August 1941. It has been suggested that Chiang Kai-
shek might have used c/n 1598 as a VIP aircraft after his c/n 1560 was 
lost and before he received a C-53. See VIP aircraft below, Archive 
pages 2007/070-072, and Andersson p.264. 

Ford Tri-Motor 
Two Ford Tri-Motors transport monoplanes were acquired second-
hand from American Airlines via the Aviation Manufacturing 
Corporation for the Central Aviation School, Hangchow and arrived in 
April 1936. These were 5-AT-C c/n 5-AT-79A (formerly 6-AT-A & 7-AT 
c/n 6-AT-2) ex NC-8485 and 5-AT-C Special c/n 5-AT-94 (formerly 6-
AT-A c/n 6-AT-3) ex NC-8486. In 1936 three Fords with the Chinese Air 
Force were numbered 1, 2 and 3. Perhaps one of these came from the 
Young Marshal (c/n 5-AT-99). Two of these may have been transferred 
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Left: Said to be the second Ford Tri-
Motor to arrive at Shanghai, this air-
craft has no visible identity. 
(Ian D Johnson collection) 

Below: The name "Chung Mai" in 
English and Chinese characters 
clearly identifies this as General 
Chiang Kai-shek's "Flying Palace". 
DC-2 c.n 1560. 
(Ian D Johnson collection) 

to CNAC in January 1937 and December 1939. Moon Chin's CNAC 
fleet list shows fleet number 27 "Shanghai" destroyed in Aviation 
Commission service in November 1937. [Andersson pp.124, 268; 
Larkins pp.137, 213, 215] See VIP aircraft below and Archive pages 
2007/072-073. 

Larkins (p. 138) shows a Chinese Army Ford 5-AT-D s/n '1801' at 
Chungking in 1938. This would be #1 aircraft of the 18th Squadron and 
might be one of the two aircraft from the Aviation School or Young 
Marshal. [CF 13Nov2002] If the caption (5-AT-D) is correct, this can 
only be ex NC-432H c/n 5-AT-99. [IDJ 13Nov2002] Note: the FAA files 
for NC-8485 c/n 5-AT-79A and NC-8486 c/n 5-AT-3 were requested in 
December 2006 but the FAA reported these files as missing in May 
2007. 

c/n 
2790 
2826 
? 
? 
3341 

date 
Jan35 
Feb35 
1935 
1935 
Sep37 

Junkers W 33 
Possibly from c/ns 2530, 2531 or 2532 (ex Honan). [AE55; Andersson 
p.272] 

Junkers W 34 
Four examples of the W 34hi version were acquired for aerial photog-
raphy and used by Aero Survey. These aircraft were probably used by 
the Chinese Air Force. 

fate / notes 
crashed 11May35 purchased by Shensi 
purchased by Chinese Railway Ministry 
purchased by the Council of Military Affaires 
purchased by Kiangsu 

[AE55 p.5; Andersson p.273] 

Junkers Ju 52 
"Von Gablenz, the Lufthansa Director, had come to China with Untucht 
and Kirchhoff when they delivered a Ju-52 to Shanghai ... The first Ju-
52 delivered to China was presented to Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek 
after its arrival in Shanghai. Whether it was sold or given to him, I don't 
know. Even then, as later, it was customary to give large gifts to gov-
ernments in order to secure a good reception for an import business. 
"The newly arrived Ju52 was supposed to be shown off to the various 
governors in the provinces of Kiangsu, Shensi, Kansu, Ningsia, and 
Hopeh, however, it resulted in a technical fiasco. The plane's wheel 
assembly used air shock absorbers. The pistons used in them were not 
thick enough and before landing had to be assisted by injecting com-
pressed air into the cylinders." [Spingweiler pp.78-79] 
This was probably D-ABAN c/n 4044, del Apr35. See VIP aircraft 
below. 

Northrop Alpha 
These are probably the two Alphas purchased from Transcontinental & 
Western Air, Inc. (TWA) by Hong Kong aircraft broker James W Fisher 
on 22 July 1935. [LA 8Nov2003] 
c/n d/d p/i fate 
5 Jul35 NC-933Y WFU 27Jan37 
8 Jul35 NC-961Y WFU 27Jan37 
[Allen p.135] 

Ryan 
These may be Ryan Broughams formerly operated by the Canton 
Government and/or Wuhan Aeronautical Association. Ryan B-1 
Brougham c/ns 139, 143 and 168 to 172 were exported to China in 
1928. They arrived at the end of January 1929. Five Ryan B-1 5-place 
cabin monoplanes were ordered from L E Gale & Co in November 
1928. In April 1929, all civil aircraft at Hankow were commandeered 
and incorporated into the Nanking Air Force. 
model c/n p/i d/d owner 
B-1 139 NC-6654 Oct28 Canton Govt 

143 
168 
169 
170 
171 
172 
178 
? 
233 
236 
243 
244 
? 
246 
? 

NC-6958 
7720 
7721 
7722 
7723 
7724 
7730 
? 
NC-733M 
NC-736M 
NC-543N 
NC-544N 
? 
NC-246Y 
? 

Nov28 
Jan29 
Jan29 
Jan29 
Jan29 
Jan29 
Feb29 
1929 
Feb30 
Feb30 
Apr31 
Apr31 
1931 
Jun32 
1932 

fate 
? 
? 
Nanking AF 
Nanking AF 
Nanking AF 
Nanking AF 
Nanking AF 

Canton Govt 
Wuhan CAC 
Wuhan CAC 
Wuhan CAC 
Wuhan CAC 
Wuhan CAC 
Yunnan "Kunming" ? 
Yunnan "Ching-ma" ? 
Canton ? 
Canton ? 
Canton ? 
Canton ? 
Canton ? 
Hunan Avn Bureau?? 
Hunan Avn Bureau ? 

[Andersson p.281; Archive page 2007/172; AB-IX/Files/POM; caf17; IT 
24Oct2007] 

"Three of the Ryan B-5s, of which one was among three taken over 
from the Canton Air Force in 1936, were assigned to Aero Survey for 
photographic work, two of them being numbered "Tse Liang 3" and 
"Tse Liang 6". [Andersson p.281] 

Savoia S 72 
"The S.72 prototype bomber/transport flew in 1932. Powered by three 
410kW Pegasus II radials, it followed the popular high-wing, fixed 
landing-gear formula of the time. An altitude record with 5,000 kg 
payload was established in June 1934. The Nanking Chinese govern-
ment bought 20 production aircraft with defensive dorsal turret and 
ventral step machine-gun posts, but nothing was heard of them in 
action against the Japanese." 
[www.aviastar.org/air/italy/savoia_s-72.php] 
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The "caf21" web site shows SM.72s 
with serial numbers '1001, 1002' 
and '1003'. '1005' has also been 
reported. [IT 20Oct2007] See also 
VIP aircraft below. 

Spartan C5-301 
A Spartan C5-301-P five-place air-
craft was sold to China in 1935. It 
was used by Aero Survey for photo-
graphic work. A very similar model 
C4-301, c/n F-1, ex NC-988N, was 
also acquired at some time. 
[Andersson p.284; Burnett p.22] 

The Spartan 7W Executive c/n P-1, 
which belonged to the Aviation 
Commission, was exported to 
China in July 1937, so would not be 
included in a fleet list for 1936. This 
aircraft was probably operated by 
CNAC as f/n 33. (See Archive 
pages 2007/073-074.) "A single 
Spartan 7W-P1 Executive fitted out 
as a reconnaissance aircraft was 
purchased and delivered about 
September 1937. It was assigned to 
the 13th Squadron." [Andersson 
pp.128-129, 284-285] 

Stearman 
The Stearmans are probably the three ex-American Airways Model LT-
1s that were exported to China in 1934: 
ID 
? 
9 
9 
618 
625 

c/n 
2001A 
2002 
2003 
? 
? 

d/d 
1934 
1934 
1934 

p/i 
NC-8829 
NC-8832 
NC-8833 

fate 
? 
? 
9 

[IT 13Feb2003; LA 8Nov2003] See also Archive pages 2007/074-075 
and Andersson p.285. 

VIP Aircraft 
The following sections consider Chinese VIP use of commercial air-
craft. Some aircraft have already been considered within the CoAA 
fleet. 

Chang Hsueh-liang ("The Young Marshal") 
One of the most powerful and influential war lords was Marshal Chang 
Hsueh-liang (b. 1902), Governor of Manchuria. Known as "The Young 
Marshal", Chang was a friendly looking man in his late twenties with a 
well-deserved reputation for ruthlessly crushing Communist activities in 
his regions of Honan, Hupeh, and Anhwei. He was the eldest son of 
Chang Tso-Lin ("The Old Marshal"), who was assassinated by a 
Japanese bomb placed beneath his private railway carriage. [Linden 
p.152; RSAp.2] 

Above: An unidentified Junkers F 13 owned by "The Young Marshall" 
Chang Hsueh-Liang seen on a visit to General Guan at Yuen Cheng. 
Standing on the aircraft are the owner, the pilot von Vioten and 
mechanic Hartmann. (via JM Collection) 

Chang, like other war lords, built a large private army to protect his 
interests. He was enthusiastic about flying and soon acquired planes 
for his newly formed Manchurian Air Force, including French Farmans, 
Breguet and Potez types, a Fokker D-XVI fighter and a Junkers F-13. 
He learned to fly at Mukden's Aviation School but never soloed. 
Although Chang was wealthy enough to buy aircraft, it was harder to 
find experience pilots. 
Make/model 
Junkers F13 
Ford 5-AT-C 

Tri-Motor 

Ford 5-AT-D 
Tri-Motor 

Boeing 247D 

Boeing 247Y 

ID c/n d/d fate 
? ? no details 
NC-406H 5-AT-65 Jul30 Transferred to 
Nationalist Government c.1933, see below. 
Destroyed by Japanese bombing, Hankow 
240ct35 
NC-432H 5-AT-99 14Mar32 Transferred to 
Nationalist Government c.1933, see below 
Bai Ying (White Eagle) 

1955 9Nov34 Seized by 
Nationalist Govt., Jan37, see below 
NC-13366 1952 Mar37? Delivered to 
Nationalist Govt., see below 

[CF 1Nov2002; IT 1Nov2002; RSA] 

Right: Ford Tri-Motor 
NC432H being manhan-
dled towards the hangar 
at Nanyuan air base 
south of Peking. This de 
luxe model served with 
both the Young Marshal 
and the Nationalist 
Government. 
(Ian D Johnson 
collection) 
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Left: Boeing 247D c/n 
1955 was delivered to 
The Young Marshal in 
December 1934 and 
was known as "Bai 
ying" (phonetically 
'Boeing') which trans-
lates as "White Eagle". 
It was later used by 
Chiang Kai-shek but 
was destroyed in a 
Japanese air raid. 
(Ian D Johnson 
collection) 

Ford Tri-Motor 
In 1926 Perry Hutton was working for the Ford Motor Company, flying 
freight, passengers and mail on Ford's Chicago-Detroit-Cleveland 
airline. He was chosen as pilot/salesman for a planned six month 
demonstration tour of the Ford Tri-Motor in Asia, starting in February 
1930. Pilot Edward Hamilton and mechanic Andrew Christian accom-
panied him. No sales were forthcoming in Japan but Manchuria 
appeared to be a better prospect. Ford Tri-Motor NC-406H c/n 5-AT-65 
was crated at Long Beach, CA and left San Francisco for Tokyo on 15 
February 1930. The sale to Marshal Chang Hsueh-liang, Mukden was 
not notified until July 1930. Perry Hutton was hired as Chang's person-
al pilot and flew him and his entourage over the Great Wall to Tientsin, 
Shanghai and Nanking. Chang had recognised Chiang Kai-shek's gov-
ernment in Nanking in November 1928. In 1931 Andrew Christian went 
home and was replaced by Carl Kjos, another mechanic supplied by 
Ford. 

On 18th September 1931, Japanese forces attacked Mukden and 
within a few weeks occupied all of Manchuria. Chang Hsueh-liang with-
drew the main body of his provincial army into the Tientsin - Peking 
area of north China. In September 1931, Hutton flew the Lytton 
Commission of the League of Nations on flights over Manchuria. One 
of the VIP passengers in the Tri-Motor was T V Soong, the Chinese 
Minister of Finance and Chiang Kai-shek's brother-in-law. It is possible 
that Chang transferred this Tri-Motor to Soong. An entry in Perry 
Hutton's log book for 22nd April 1932 shows him in Hong Kong to take 
delivery of a new Ford. [Larkins p.210; RSA pp.2, 10] 

Ford 5-AT-D NC-432H c/n 5-AT-99 was a Club Model demonstrator, 
with luxury interior and special decor, light fixtures, swivel chairs and 
dining room furnishings. It was sold to Marshal Chang Hsueh-liang, 
Peiping on 14th March 1932. Carl Kjos had the new Ford assembled in 
24-hours and it was flown out of Kai Tak on 23rd April 1932. One three-
week journey with the Young Marshal took Hutton and Kjos to Hankow, 
Nanking, Shanghai and Hangchow. By May 1933 the Young Marshal 
left for Europe and the Ford was turned over to the Nanking govern-
ment. Perry Hutton continued as pilot. Hutton's last recorded flight in 
the second Ford was Nanking to Shanghai on 24th September, 1934. 
He left China in 1935. 

Perry Hutton's place at the control of the second Ford was taken by 
Harry G Smith, who was personal pilot for both Chiang Kai-shek and T 
V Soong, having previously worked for CNAC as operations manager. 
The Young Marshal's second Ford was utilised by the Nanking gov-
ernment during the period 1933-1938. The ultimate fate of the first and 
second Fords is uncertain. One report has a Ford destroyed in a 
Japanese air raid on Hankow "on October 24th 1935" but the date is 
more likely to be 1938, when a decrepit Ford was at Hankow and the 
city's airfield was being bombed regularly. [Andersson p.268; Larkins 
p.215; RSA pp.3, 10] 

Note: the FAA files for NC-406H c/n 5-AT-65 and NC-432H c/n 5-AT-
99 were requested in December 2006 buy had not been received by 
January 2009. 

Boeing 247 
"Impressed by the Boeing 247, Chang managed to purchase a new D 
model, c/n 1955, through his personal pilot, American Julius Barr. As 
ordered, the aircraft was delivered with a modified interior to suit the 
marshal's needs. The cabin was divided into two compartments. The 

forward area was equipped with a bolstered bunk in place of the two left 
seats, while the rear compartment contained six standard airline seats. 
Thus modified, the aircraft was shipped to China on 9th November 
1934, arrived in Shanghai in December, flew on the 16th and was deliv-
ered soon thereafter." [Linden p.152] "... it was obviously prearranged 
that Barr consign a new Boeing 247D to himself at Shanghai and 
accompany the airplane to China for delivery to Marshal Chang Hseuh-
Liang, 11/9/34" (i.e. 9Nov34). [RSA p.4] 

"The distinctive appearance of the Boeing 247 attracted much attention 
throughout Chang's provinces. The aircraft was generally known as the 
White Eagle (Bai Ying) because the Mandarin transliteration of 
"Boeing" sounded like "bai ying", which meant "white eagle". So named, 
the aircraft set several speed records over the course of Chang's 
travels and was a frequent item in the Chinese press. In addition to 
normal transport duties, Chang's Boeing dropped supplies to his belea-
guered troops during action against the Communists and was fre-
quently punctured by enemy bullets." [Linden p.152] 

"In October 1935, Barr asked his friend Royal Leonard to come to 
China and help keep the Marshal's Boeing airborne. Leonard initially 
received $1,100 a month from Chang. Leonard's first work with the 
'White Eagle' was to fly out of Sian and Hankow to drop the pay for the 
Marshal's troops at besieged Kwanchuen. Almost as important was 
precision bread-dropping inside the city walls. Sometimes a thousand 
pounds a day were dropped from 3,000 feet. During the winter of 1935-
36, Leonard flew the Boeing on a military reconnaissance flight over 
north-eastern Tibet and was assigned a White Russian co-pilot named 
Tarantin." [RSA p.6] 

"By the late autumn of 1936, Chang was becoming disenchanted with 
the unwillingness of Chiang Kai-shek and the Nationalist government in 
Nanking to fight the Japanese. The Young Marshal was anxious to end 
the bloody civil war that was paralysing China and to unify against the 
Japanese. Seeking a way to persuade Chiang to change his mind, he 
arranged the kidnapping and arrest of the Nationalist leader at Sian 
(Xi'an) on 12th December 1936. When word spread of the event, 
Chang Hsueh-liang received wide support from the troops in the north-
west. Communist forces also lent encouragement. [Linden pp.152-153] 
(The story of Chiang Kai-shek's kidnapping is told in the Prologue to 
Generalissimo. [Fenby pp.1-13]) 

"Chang quickly called a meeting of all interested parties. Three of the 
delegates, including Red Army Vice-Chairman Zhou En lai, were flown 
by Chang in his Boeing 247-D to Sian to decide Chiang's fate and the 
fate of China. After lengthy discussion, Chiang agreed to refocus the 
Nationalists' efforts against the Japanese and halt, for a time, the civil 
strife, thus earning his release. Shamed by his extraordinary actions in 
kidnapping his superior, Chang Hseuh-liang flew to Nanking in his 
Boeing and surrendered himself to Chiang Kai-shek. He was subse-
quently placed under house arrest and has spent the rest of his life 
under guard, even on Taiwan, until as late as the 1990s. His 247-D was 
seized and flown by the Nationalists until it was destroyed in a bombing 
raid at l-ch'ang later in 1937." [Linden p.153] 

"In April 1936, Hseuh-liang ordered Leonard to Hankow, and put the 
Boeing 247D at the disposal of his ally, Chiang Kai-Shek." [RSA p.6] 

"About May 1936 the Boeing was put at the disposal of Chiang Kai-
shek. Royal Leonard started to fly the Boeing for Chiang in April 1937, 
but it was destroyed during the first Japanese raid on Ichang in 1937." 
[Andersson pp.118, 127, MM 12Nov2006] 
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Right: Not an early aircraft 
carrier but one of the Nationalists' 
Beech D17Rs which escaped the 
bombing of Chungking in 1939 by 
being ferried up the Yangtze River 
on a lighter. 
(Ian D Johnson collection) 

"At 4 p.m. the Chiangs arrived at Xi'an airport, the Marshal riding in the 
front of their car beside the chauffeur. The main actors took time to 
pose for a group photograph. Zhang, ..., asked to fly out with the 
Chiangs, ... They went first to Luoyang. After they landed, the 
Generalissimo insisted the Marshal ride in his car to the military 
academy where they spent the night, ...The next day, the Chiangs flew 
to Nanking ... The Young Marshal flew to Nanking in a separate plane. 
At the airport, there was only one official to accompany him to T V 
Soong's ochre-coloured villa in the city, but secret police followed them, 
and Zhang was quickly put on trial." [Fenby pp. 11-12] See also RSA 
pp.6-9. 

"Before Chang Hsueh-liang's arrest and imprisonment, he had ordered 
a second, highly modified 247-D as his personal transport. This unique 
aircraft was converted from a United Air Lines transport, which was 
returned to Seattle for modifications. Reflecting the deteriorating politi-
cal situation of China, this 247-D, unlike the White Eagle, was armed. 
In place of the forward baggage compartment, Boeing installed two Colt 
Model-53 50-calibre, fixed machine guns. A flexible, 50-calibre 
machine gun was mounted dorsally, two-thirds of the way down the 
fuselage, just behind the main cabin door where the lavatory would nor-
mally have been. The gunner was protected from the air-stream by a 
sliding glass "greenhouse". The six rear seats remained unchanged 
but, in the area forward of the rear spar, the four front seats were 
replaced by four extra fuel tanks that had originally been fitted to 
Roscoe Turner's MacRobertson Racer. This increased the fuel load to 
699 gallons and gave the 247-Y, as the transport was re-designated, a 
range of 1,800 miles. Larger oil tanks were also added. In conse-
quence, the gross weight of the aircraft rose from 13,650 lb to 15,684 
lb with a slight reduction in its top speed to 190 mph and its service 
ceiling to 20,700 ft." [Linden pp. 152-155] 

NC13366 c/n 1952 was built in October 1934, registered on 23rd 
October 1934 and delivered to United Air Lines on 28th October 1934. 
It remained in service with UAL until sale to J C Elder, financial advisor 
to Chiang Hsueh-liang, on 30th September 1936. Without checking the 
FAA file, we do not know if the sale was from United or via Boeing. 
[JMD 20Nov2006; LA 18Nov2006] 

"By the time the 247-Y was delivered in March 1937, the Young 
Marshal was in prison. The aircraft was taken by Julius Barr and turned 
over to the Nationalist government. Little else is known, except that the 
247-Y was reportedly destroyed when it flew into a mountain not long 
afterwards." [Linden p. 155] See VIP aircraft below. 

Nationalist Government VIP flight 
The following aircraft were used by the Nationalist Government VIP 
flight. (Aircraft in roughly chronological order.) It is not clear where the 
VIP flight fitted into the CoAA/CAF organisation. 
Make/model 
Sikorsky S-38B 

Caproni Ca 111 

ID 
NC-5V 

or NC-307N 
? 

Curtiss BT-32 Condor ? 
Ford 5-AT Tri-Motor (2) 

NC-8485 
NC-8486 

c/n 
314-9 
or 414-5 
? 

52 

5-AT-79A 
5-AT-94 

d/d 
1931 

1934 

1934 

Apr36 
Apr36 

notes 
see below 

see above & 
below 
see above 

see below 

Savoia S 72 
Junkers Ju 52/3m 
Douglas DC-2-192 

Flying 
Douglas DC-2-193 
Boeing 247D 

Boeing 247Y 

Sikorsky S-43W 
Douglas C-53 

l-AMBO 
D-ABAN 

Palace 
? 
Bai Ying 

1 
4044 
1560 

1598 
1955 

NC-13366 1952 

NC-16929 4320 
26500 

&/or 26501 
Douglas C-47B 
Douglas C-54 
Douglas DC-6B 
Boeing 720 

C-51219 
C-72424 
C-43536 
18351 

4952 
&/or 4953 
26067 
10529 
43536 
18351 

Aug35 
Apr35 
27Jun36 

Jul36 
Jan37 

Jan37 

Jan37 
Jun/Jul42 

Jan45 
Dec46 
19Mar62 
05Dec71 

see below 
see below 
see above & 
below 
see above 
see above & 
below 

see above & 
below 

see below 
see below 

preserved 
see below 
preserved 
preserved 

[Andersson pp.127, 142; 
12Nov2006] 

CF 23Mar2005; LA 22Mar2003; MM 

"About September 1937, most of the VIP aircraft had been moved to 
Ichang and two Junkers W 33 photographic aircraft, two Ford Tri-
motors, a Boeing 247 and a Douglas DC-2 were reported to be there. 
By September the VIP Junkers Ju 52/3m and the Sikorsky S-38 had 
arrived as well." [Andersson p. 142] 

In June 1939 "Chiang Kai-shek had several aircraft available for his 
personal use: a Beech at Chungking, and a DC-2 and a Sikorsky at 
Kunming." [Andersson p. 143] 

VI Ps 
Chiang Kai-shek (CKS) (1887-1975): Chinese statesman and military 
leader of Nationalist China. 
Kung Hsiana-hsi (H H): Banker who became Finance Minister and 
Prime Minister. Married to Chiang's sister-in-law, Ailing Soong. 
Soong, Meiling: American educated youngest Soong sister. Married 
Chiang in 1927. 
Soong Tzu-wen (T V): Eldest Soong brother who became Nationalist 
Finance Minister before falling out with Chiang, his brother-in-law. 
Envoy to Washington in Second World War. Returned as prime minis-
ter in 1944. 
Zhang Xueliang (The Young Marshal): Inherited control of Manchuria 
from his father. Allied with Chiang, and commanded army in north 
China. Lost Manchuria with the Mukden Incident in 1931. Kidnapped 
Chiang at Xi'an in 1936. Sentenced to house arrest which lasted for 
fifty-five years. 

Beech D17R 
A fleet of eleven Beech D17R fitted out with ambulance equipment was 
built for the Chinese Government (c/ns 181/182, 217, 235/237, 239, 
325/326, 328/329). D17R c/ns 181 and 182 were delivered to the 
Military Council of the Nationalist Government of the Republic of China 
on 14 September 1937, with other aircraft following later in 1938 and 
1939. The first few "hospital planes" were painted white, with a large 
red cross either side, and on top and underneath but later aircraft were 
camouflaged, as the Japanese used red crosses as aiming points. 
Their role was not so much for carrying wounded or sick persons as for 
transporting doctors and nurses rapidly from place to place. [Andersson 
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pp.133-134; Archive p.84/5-6; IT 04Mar2003; SCMP 4Feb38/IDJ 
04Mar2003] 

One of a pair of aircraft delivered in 1938 was flown by an American 
pilot named Cornelius Burmood. When he arrived at Chiang Kai-shek's 
headquarters to sell the aircraft as VIP transports, delivery was taken 
by Madame Chiang herself, who offered him a job as her personal pilot 
if he would fly for China. He agreed but was soon assigned to more 
dangerous missions than simply chauffeuring Madame Chiang. For two 
years he ferried China's top brass into and out of combat areas in the 
speedy D17R. In 1939 he had to sneak his aircraft out of Chungking by 
boat while Japanese bombers pounded the city. He left China in 1940. 
[IDJ 05Mar2003; IT 04Mar2003] 

Boeing 247 
Royal Leonard flew Chiang Kai-shek out of Sian in the Boeing 247D on 
25 December 1936. He also flew Chiang Kai-shek to Kiukiang in April 
1937 still using the 247D. He flew the 247 again in August 1937, though 
we don't know if Chiang Kai-shek was aboard. The 247D was 
destroyed during the first Japanese air strike on l-Chang in July 1937. 
[LA 18Nov2006; MM 12Nov2006] "This airplane was bombed to 
destruction at l-ch'ang, China by the Japanese a few months after full-
scale war broke out in July 1937." [Linden p.191] It was replaced by a 
Curtiss-Wright BT-32 Condor II as new personal transport. [Wikipedia] 
See sections above. 

When Leonard flew CKS out of Sian in December 1936, the Boeing 247 
was still owned by Chang Hsueh-liang. Leonard wondered at that time 
why Chiang and his wife did not fly out of Sian in their own Junkers, 
which was parked at the same airfield. After Leonard flew the Young 
Marshal to Nanking, the Boeing was hidden by General Ho Ying-chin, 
who wanted to use it as his personal aircraft, but CKS later remem-
bered this aircraft and asked for it back. [CF 13Nov2006] 

Boeing 247D c/n 1955 was used by Chiang Kai-shek after the Young 
Marshal was arrested in late December 1936. It was destroyed in an air 
raid in Yichang, possibly in 1938. [CF 18Nov2006] Ichang is further 
inland than Hankow. The first air raid happened on 24th January, 1938, 
when six CNAF aircraft were destroyed. On 24th June many more 
CNAF aircraft were destroyed. Those are the only two cases mention-
ing bombing of Ichang's airfield. Perhaps the Boeing 247D was 
destroyed on one of these two dates. [CF 20Nov2006] 

Boeing 247Y c/n 1952 was delivered to China "for Madame Chiang Kai-
shek" via Hong Kong in July 1938, after the Young Marshal's arrest. 
The three guns were removed in Hong Kong. It crashed into a moun-
tain 125 miles south-east of Yunnanfu (Kunming) on 27th December, 
1938, killing pilot Jack A Johnson, a Russian co-pilot and mechanic Bo-
ming Pan. [CF 18Nov2006; LA 18Nov2006] "Reportedly flown into a 
mountain soon after delivery to China."[Linden p.190] 

"Chang Hsueh-liang ordered a second aircraft, Boeing 247D c/n 1952 
(ex NC13366), through his financial advisor J C Elder on 30th 
September 1936. It was modified into the armed Model 247Y and was 
shipped in the summer of 1937. This aircraft, which was now "for 
Madame Chiang Kai-shek", arrived in Hong Kong, where assembly was 
permitted in July 1938 after removal of the machine gun fittings. It was 
flown to Hankow on 23rd July. Early in January 1939 a "10-seat Boeing 
transport" was found near the Indochina border and this was probably 
the Boeing 247Y." [Andersson pp.251-252] 

"Right after Christmas in 1938, Madame Chiang gave Johnson permis-
sion to fly to Yunnanfu to visit his wife. He was accompanied by "a 
Russian co-pilot", who was probably Tarantin, and a Chinese radio 
operator. They left Chungking on December 27th. Two days later their 
charred bodies were located on a mountain, "125 miles southeast of 
Yunnanfu". It was theorised that iced-up wings caused the crash." [RSA 
p. 10] 

Boeing 720 
Boeing 720-051B c/n 18351 was delivered to Northwest Airlines as 
N721US in June 1961 and sold to Templewood Aviation ten years later 
in September 1971. It was then delivered to the Government of the 
Republic of China on 5th December 1971 as s/n 18351 "Chung Mef, 
replacing the DC-6B. This aircraft is now preserved at the Republic of 
China Air Force Museum at Kangshan. [ABm, WAFD5 p.489] 

A ladies5 man 
recruited by charm 
When an amiable American mercenary 
named Cornelius Burmood arrived in 
China with two Beechcraft D-17R bi-
planes in 1938, he anticipated noth-
ing more dangerous or time-consuming 
than a business deal. But Burmood, a 
man who was highly susceptible to femi-
nine charm, was to meet one of the most 
famous charmers of the 20th Century -
and as a result he would stay and risk his 
life flying in China's war with Japan. 

When the flier reached Chiang Kai-
shek's headquarters to sell the planes as 
VIP transports, delivery was taken by 
Madame Chiang herself, who offered 
him a job as her personal pilot if he 
would fly for China. Dazzled, he agreed. 

Soon, however, Burmood was as-
signed to more dangerous missions than 
simply chauffeuring Madame Chang. 
For the next two years he dodged Jap-
anese fighters and flack in one of the 
speedy D-17Rs as he ferried China's top 
brass into and out of combat areas. In 
1939 he had to sneak his plane out of 
Chungking by boat while enemy bomb-
ers pounded the city. By 1940, he had 
had enough of China and went home. 
He flew as a bush pilot and prospected 
for gold before his colourful career ended 
in a plane crash in Mexico in 1970. 

Above: Facsimile of a later account of the activities of Cornelius 
Burmood and the Nationalists' VIP Beech D17Rs. 

Caproni Ca 111 
One Ca 111, fitted out as a transport, was given as a present from 
Mussolini to Chiang Kai-shek, probably in 1934. [Andersson p.254] See 
CoAA aircraft above. 

Douglas DC-2 
A single Douglas DC-2-192 c/n 1560 was sold to the Nanking 
Government (Dr H H Kung) on 27th June 1936. It was fitted out with a 
luxury VIP interior and was intended for Chiang Kai-shek's growing 
fleet of VIP aircraft. It was called "The Flying Palace". [Andersson 
p. 124] This DC-2 was named "Chung Mef. (There is a photo of 
"CHUNG MAY" on RSA p.5 - see above.) The interior was described as 
'red plush', lined with a veneer of black wood and red floor carpet. It had 
upholstered chairs, two full-length lounges, a small radio, food box and 
an ornate writing desk. The exterior was natural silvery duralumin skin, 
unmarked except for Douglas logos. The Flying Palace was destroyed 
at Chungking as a result of a Japanese fire bomb. [MM 12Nov2006; 
RSA p.4] 
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Right: The DC-2 of 
Chiang Kai-shek 
which was known as 
The Flying Palace. 
The marks below the 
cockpit window and 
on the fin are 
believed to be the 
Douglas logo loca-
tions but the name 
"Chung May" is not 
visible on the rear 
fuselage - see earlier 
photo. 
(Ian D Johnson 
collection) 

Some photographs show four DC-2s at Shanghai. Three CNAC DC-2s, 
#24, #26 & #28, were DC-2-118 models with a narrow chord fin. The 
fourth aircraft, an unmarked DC-2, had several distinguishing features: 
broader fin, two extra small circular windows in the rear fuselage, some 
kind of logo on the fin and the nose. This may have been Chiang Kai-
shek's DC-2-193, c/n 1560. The small marks on the nose and fin of the 
unmarked DC-2 are the Douglas logo: an earth surrounded by words. 
It is very unlikely that the Canton DC-2-193 would have been shipped 
to Shanghai, so we can assume that the unmarked DC-2 is Chiang's 
c/n 1560. [CF 25Mar2003(x2), 26Mar2003; LA26Mar2003; MM 
26Mar2003] 

"There is an interesting article on the life of Elwyn Gibbon in AAHS 
Journal Volume 23, Number 1. This includes his time in China. There 
is a photo of an unmarked DC-2 at Hankow in 1938. The caption simply 
states probably serial number 1560. Gibbon arrived in October 1937. 
After passing his physical, he was checked out in a DC-2. The article 
mentions at the same time the "Flying Palace" but doesn't relate it to 
the DC-2 being used for check rides. There were several other pilots 
who arrived at the same time who may have been checked out in the 
DC-2 also. A report by Julius Barr, dated 9th November 1937 lists nine 
names." [MM 26Mar2003] "Barr and Leonard also checked out pilots on 
the DC-2 for CNAC, and would-be foreign mercenary flyers who were 
being recruited for the abortive 14th squadron, based at Hankow early 
in 1938." [RSAp.9] 

"A large Douglas DC-2 15-passenger plane arrived in Hong Kong 
shortly before noon yesterday from Canton and is now in the hangar at 
Kai Tak. The plane is the property of Marshal Chiang Kai-shek and has 
been in Canton for the last six months undergoing repairs following an 
accident there, when a wing was damaged. Yesterday the plane was 
ordered by Nanking to proceed to Hong Kong and await instructions 
here." [SCMP 20Aug1937/IDJ 27Mar2003] 

"Chiang Kai-shek's plush DC-2 was finally destroyed, probably some-
time previous to October 1938, at the island airport at Chungking. "The 
Flying Palace" took a direct hit, dead centre, from a Japanese fire 
bomb." [RSA p.10] See CoAA aircraft above and Archive pages 
2007/070-072. 

Douglas DC-3 (C-47 & C-53) 
In March 1941, China's non-military aviation requirements up to June 
1942 were placed at 18 DC-3s, three for passenger service and 15 for 
cargo operations. First priority was for three passenger aircraft, one for 
use by Chiang Kai-shek and two for CNAC. [Leary p. 136] It therefore 
seems likely that Chiang Kai-shek would have received one of the first 
lend-lease C-53s delivered to China. Two lend-lease Douglas C-53 
were delivered to the CoAA in 1942: 42-6500 c/n 4952 and 42-6501 c/n 
4953 (see Archive p.2008/185) and perhaps Chiang Kai-shek received 
one of these. [MM 11Mar2003] 

Shortly after C-53 26500 arrived, it was piloted by Moon Chin, not a 
CNAF pilot, to test the Shingkiang-lndia line. He had taught General I 
to fly the DC-2 and General I flew it until it was destroyed. [CF 
23Mar2003] 

After five lend-lease C-47s reached China in mid-July 1943, Chiang 
Kai-shek notified CNAC on 2nd August that the Aviation Commission 

(CoAA) would operate the aircraft. Four of the Commission's lend-lease 
aircraft crashed during the next six months. [Leary p.184] Looking at 
Table 13, Archive page 2008/185, it is hard to identify these five air-
craft, as most lend-lease C-47s were delivered to CNAC. The CoAA's 
DC-3s appear to be C-53 c/ns 4952 & 4953; C-47 c/ns 6025 & 6038, 
and C-47A c/n 9292. 

Madame Chiang's personal transport was C-47B 43-48806 c/n 26067, 
s/n C-51219 ('219') 'Meiling', later renumbered s/n 7219, which was 
delivered on 26th January 1945. This is now on display in the RoCAF 
Museum at Kangshan, Taiwan. [CF 2Jan2005; LA 24Nov2003; MM 
25Nov2003] 

Douglas DC-4 (C-54) 
General George C Marshall was sent to China in December 1945 as 
President Truman's special envoy. He took his assigned C-54B 43-
17126 c/n 18326 (ex RAF EW999) with him and sometimes lent this to 
Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek, notably during the period May - June 
1946. The home station of this plane was 2nd AAFBU, Boiling Field, 
Washington, DC. It was assigned to Air Division, Nanking 
Headquarters Command. This VIP aircraft was previously used by 
Winston Churchill until it was returned to the USAAF in November 
1945. (The interior was far superior to President Roosevelt's C-54.) It 
had an accident at Tai Chiao Chang Airport, Nanking, China on 13th 
October 1946. The accident occurred during taxi after landing on a 
flight from Kiangwan, Shanghai. The pilot was Col. Homer Munson. 
After landing, the plane had entered a narrow taxiway that was under-
going repair. The pilot attempted to turn around when he couldn't 
proceed any further. To do this he had to leave the taxiway surface and 
move onto the grass verge. The left main gear sank into soft ground. 
This caused the nose gear to collapse, resulting in damage to the 
forward fuselage. [MM 8Nov2004, 16Jan2005] 

In the Central News Agency, Taiwan, there is a photo of Chiang Kai-
shek arriving at Changchun in Manchuria in June 1946. In the back-
ground there is a C-54 with s/n 317126 on the fin. Above the serial 
number there is a small square with five stars in it. This is General 
Marshall's C-54. [CF 7Nov2004] 

Some time after VE Day, 8th May 1945, EW999 was returned to 
Douglas at Santa Monica for installation of new fuel tanks and other 
updating. The cost of the work has been given as $100,000. After the 
General Election on 5th July, 1945 and the appointment of Clement 
Atlee as Prime Minister, the Treasury suggested that, given Britain's 
dire financial position, $100,000 could be better spent on anything other 
than modifying the Prime Minister's transport. At that stage EW999 was 
returned to the US Government. [JMD 18Jan2009] 

Later Chiang acquired his own C-54 via CNAC. This was C-54B s/n C-
72424 c/n 10529 ex 42-72424 and XT-T01. CNAC acquired six or 
seven C-54s, registered XT-T01 to XT-T07, in 1946 but the first of 
these was transferred to Chiang Kai-shek (either 'bought' or 'donated'). 
Chiang named the C-54 "Chung MeT, 'Chung' from one of his names 
and 'Mei' from the name of his wife. This VIP aircraft was replaced by 
a DC-6B. [CF 7Nov2004, 23Mar2005] 

The following article was published in the New York Times on 19th 
December 1945: 
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Left: is evocative view of a 
Ford Tri-Motor was taken at 
Wuadukwuadu in Yunnan 
province, southwest China. 
The man with a beard in front 
of the port engine is explorer 
and botanist Joseph Rock 
who lived in the area for over 
25 years. Just visible on the 
Ford's rudder is the number, 
apparently '23', which makes 
this one of the CNAC fleet. If 
so, then this aircraft crashed 
in Yunnan on 5.3.36. 
(Ian D Johnson collection) 

"Allocation of fifty-three more four-motored transports to United States 
and foreign airlines was announced today by the Surplus Property 
Administration. Thirty-eight planes went to eleven domestic lines and 
six were sold to the China National Airways Corporation, the SPA 
reported." 

On 24th May 1946 a New York Times article gave the following infor-
mation: 
"The War Assets Administration announced today the sale of a surplus 
Douglas C-54D four-engined transport plane to the Chinese 
Government for use by Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek. A spokesman 
said China had bought the plane for $90,000 cash, with Pan American 
Airways acting as fiscal agent. The plane with a capacity of fifty-five 
passengers, is now at Baltimore and is to be converted by the Martin 
Aircraft Company before delivery." 

This evidence suggests that CNAC's C-54B c/n 10529 was transferred 
to the Chinese Government and was replaced by the Government's 
C-54D, c/n 10748. All seven aircraft were converted by the Glenn L 
Martin Company. It seems that CKS was impatient to receive a C-54, 
so exchanged his C-54D with one of CNAC's C-54Bs. [MM 6Nov 2004] 
David Lucabaugh, who was in China in 1946, says that XT-T01 c/n 
10529 was probably Chiang Kai-shek's aircraft, and was delivered on 
18th January, 1945 (sic, probably 1946). He photographed it on 2nd 
December, 1946 as XT-T01, in what could well be a "military" not 
"airline" colour scheme. No export CofA has been found for this aircraft, 
so presumably it was a direct government to government deal. (Export 
CofAs were issued for all the CNAC C-54s.) [JMD 4Nov2004] 

According to General I Fu-en's autobiography, the first Chinese pilot of 
this C-54, the Chinese management of CNAC wanted to donate it to 
Chiang, to celebrate victory in the war, but the American member of the 
board rejected this suggestion, so T V Soong asked the Ministry of 
Finance to pay the bill of 1,800,000 USD. General I went to Shanghai 
to receive this C-54, possibly on 18th January, 1946. [CF 5Nov2004] 

Thursday, December 1st, 1949: "Chiang Kai-shek and his Govt, moved 
to the new provisional capital of Chengtu while Chungking was falling 
to the communists. The General flew to Chengtu in his personal C-54." 
[SCMP 1Dec49/CM 23Apr2003] He left Chungking Peishiyi Airfield at 
first light aboard his personal Skymaster on Tuesday, 29th November. 
[NYT 30Nov49/MM; SCMP 3Dec49/CM 23Apr2003] "On 8th December 
(1949), the Executive Yuan voted to remove the Capital of China to 
Taiwan. On the 10th, ..., Chiang went to the airfield (at Chengdu) to fly 
to Taiwan. The DC-4 plane flew ...". [Fenby p.497] Chiang Kai-shek left 
Chengdu for Taipei in his Skymaster, piloted by I Fu-en, in December 
1949. [CF 7Nov2004; NYT 10Dec49/MM] 

There is a photo of a CAF C-54 with 'C-72424' painted on the fin. There 
is another photo with the same number but with the China Airlines style 
markings and without CAF roundels. [CF 5Nov2004] Some reports say 
that c/n 10529 later served with China Airlines as B-1801 and Royal Air 

Lao as XW-PGE but the Republic of China Civil Aeronautics 
Administration say that 42-72424 became B-1815, registered to CAL 
on 17Dec57 and cancelled on 24Mar62. Another mysterious C-54 is 
42-72367 c/n 10472, once N90446 with United States Overseas 
Airlines from 4th June 1954 until sale to S E Spicher in late 1957. This 
was used for clandestine missions in Indochina and was later assigned 
to Foshing Airlines as B-1406 before passing to the RoCAF on 
18Aug58. Later it was assigned to CAL, founded in December 1959, as 
its first C-54, B-1801. One possibility is that there were two different 
C-54s registered B-1801. The history of the CNAC and CAL C-54s will 
be discussed in later articles. (Much of the information published to 
date is known to be suspect.) 

The RoCAF has called Chiang's C-54 '001', which may be the 'last 
three' of C-54001, which has been reported as ex 41-37284, i.e. C-54A 
c/n 3074. This would be consistent with reports of another RoCAF 
C-54, C-54002, of which there is photographic evidence. [CF 
30Apr2003, 6May2003; MM 18May2003, 19May2003] A TV documen-
tary has shown Chiang Kai-shek's C-54. There is a band in dark colour 
on the side. The band turns into a lightning shape at the front end. 
There is another band on the fin, with big digit '001' and a ROC nation-
al flag under it. [CF 5Nov2004] 
s/n 
C-72424 

C-54001 
C-54002 

5401 
5402 
5403 
5404 
5405 
5406 

? 

? 

p/i 
42-72424 

41-37284 
42-72367 

45-0624 
45-0520 
42-72545 
? 
44-9106 
42-72747 

45503 

45-571 

model 
C-54B 

C-54A 
C-54B 

C-54G 
C-54G 
C-54D 
? 
C-54E 
C-54D 

C-54G 

C-54G 

c/n 
10529 

3074 
10472 

36077 
35973 
10650 
? 
27332 
10852 

35956 

36024 

d/d 
1946 

18Aug58 

29Jan74 

10Apr78 

notes 
To or ex C-54001/ 
001?; to B-1801 (2)? 

Ex B-1406; 
To B-1801 (1)? 

Donated by US milit-
ary advisors 29Jan74 
Photo, s/n 5404?; ex 
FAB 2402, FAC 640? 
Acquired 10Apr78; 

ex FAC 697, FAC 1105? 
[CF 6May2003, WAFD5 p.490] 
A detailed study of RoCAF C-54s is outside the scope of this article. 
Hopefully the forthcoming Air-Britain book on the Douglas DC-4 will 
resolve some of these mysteries. 

Douglas DC-6B 
The Republic of China Air Force (RoCAF) acquired DC-6B C-43536 c/n 
43536 "Chung Mef from Panagra on 19th March 1962. This was 
replaced by the Boeing 720 and is now preserved at the Air Force 
Academy Museum at Kangshan, Taiwan. (The RoCAF also operated 
R6D-1/C-118A c/n & s/n 43682 but not as a VIP aircraft. This aircraft is 
stored at Sung Shan, Taipei.) [CF 23Mar2005, WAFD5 p.492] 
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Ford Tri-Motor 
Seven Ford Tri-Motors were exported to China: 
two to Marshal Chang Hsueh-Liang; three to 
CNAC, and two to the Central Aviation School, 
Hangchow. At least five of these served with 
CNAC as fleet numbers 23, 25, 27, 29 and 42. The 
Chinese government VIP aircraft were also possi-
bly those transferred from the Young Marshal (see 
above) via the CAF. [Larkins pp.137, 213, 215] 
See Archive pp.2007/ 072-073. 

Junkers Ju 52/3m 
One example of the Ju 52/3m was acquired by the 
Chinese Air Force. After the German Foreign 
Ministry had decided to release a Ju 52/3m for a propaganda flight to 
China, D-ABAN c/n 4044 ex D-3382 of Deutsche Lufthansa was sent to 
China. It left Germany on 29th August 1934 and arrived in Shanghai on 
6th September 1934. After a tour to Canton, Nanking, Peking, Tientsin, 
and Tsingtao, it was sold to the Chinese Government in April 1935 for 
use by Chiang Kai-shek as a VIP transport. [Andersson p.273, LA 
15Mar2005] 

"Junkers Ju 52/3m D-ABAN was purchased for Chiang Kai-shek's VIP 
unit. It flew for some time with dual German registration and Chinese 
national insignia." [Andersson p.122 caption] 

There is a picture of D-ABAN with swastika markings in Springweiler 
(Photo 29, p.212). The caption says: "The first JU-52 for China was 
brought out to Shanghai by Freiherr von Gablenz, the Director of 
German Lufthansa, Flight Captain Untucht, Haensgen, and Kirchhoff. 
They made an intermediate landing here in Hanoi." The picture of 
D-ABAN on page 48 of Morgenstern & Plath still shows a swastika on 
the fin but there are Chinese markings (12-pointed star) under the wing. 
The swastikas were removed after complaints from the Chinese. The 
registration D-ABAN was not cancelled after its departure for China and 
reports state that it later returned to Germany. "It is recorded in the 
'flugbuch' of Fritz Harder (Junkers Werke pilot), this flight was 2/7/35 at 
Dessau and he recorded the c/n and the registration in his flugbuch. 
The aircraft appeared in the AIR Registers for 1937 and 1938." After 
the test flight it was delivered back to DLH and was active in 1937. 
[Archive pp.2007/136-137; PMG; TJ 13Mar2005] 

Savoia S 72 
Savoia S-72 l-ABMO c/n 1 (ex MM219) took off from Rome on 6th July 
1935 to fly to China. It arrived in Hong Kong on 28th July, continued to 
Shanghai on 4th August and then flew to Nanchang, where it was pre-
sented to Chiang Kai-shek. [Andersson p.282] [caf21] suggests that 
SM-72 (sic) l-AMBO was presented to Chiang Kai-shek as a gift and 
this was allocated for the use of Madame Chiang with I Gaza as pilot. 

Sikorsky S-38B 
"A pair of Sikorsky S-38B twin-engine passenger transport amphibians 
were ordered and shipped from the USA in July 1931. One of them was 
for the personal use of Chiang Kai-shek and it was assembled in 
Shanghai by Chinese mechanics under the supervision of a United 
Aircraft mechanic named Haines and the first test flight was made on 
14th September. It was then taken to Nanking, where Chiang and 

Above: This photograph of Ju 52/3m D-ABAN shows it prior to the 
application of Chinese markings - see earlier photo. 
(Ian D Johnson collection) 

Finance Minister T V Soong used it frequently. Former CNAC employ-
ee Harry Smith normally flew it." Julius Barr flew the Sikorsky to 
Hangchow in December 1931. [Andersson p.104] 

According to Andersson (p. 112) the Nanking (Chinese Nationalist) Air 
Force had two Sikorsky S-38s in December 1933. The S-38 used by T 
V Soong crashed on the banks of the Whangpoo River at Lungwha 
near Shanghai in the hands of Christy Mathewson, on 8th January 
1933 (p. 112). Christopher Mathewson Jr was a member of the Jouett 
Mission and was an instructor at the Central Aviation School in 
Hankow. [MM 17Nov2006] An article in the New York Times dated 9th 
January 1933 describes an accident to Mathewson on 8th January. 
Mathewson was injured and his wife was killed. The aircraft, described 
as belonging to T V Soong, the Minister of Finance, was wrecked. [MM 
14Nov2006, 18Jan09] Andersson (p.110) lists T V Soong's S-38 on the 
inventory of the Central Aviation School in September 1933. 

Above: Believed to be the first aircraft purchased for Chiang Kai-shek, 
this Sikorsky S-38B poses as a backdrop for Nationalist officers. 
(Ian DJohnson collection) 
Below:: The Savoia S 72 l-ABMO seen hangared at Kai Tak, Hong 
Kong, on delivery to Nanchang, July/August 1935. 
(Ian D Johnson collection) 
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Above: Two of these 
Sikorsky S-38Bs were 
acquired in 1931 for the 
use of Chinese Nationalist 
officials including Chiang 
Kai-shek. 
Left: Crudeiv camouflaged, 
the VIP Sikorsky S-43W 
was used by Meiling 
Soong. Chiang Kai-shek's 
wife who was in charge of 
the Chinese Air Force. 
(Both - Ian D Johnson 
collection) 

The National Government VIP flight used a number of aircraft through 
the years including a Sikorsky S-38B. [LA 21Mar2003] The questions 
are: which of the two non-CNAC aircraft was used and what happened 
to the other one? One S-38 was used by Chiang Kai-shek in early 
1930s but this is probably the same aircraft. [CF 23Mar2005] "Dr T V 
Soong also had had an S-38 plane which was occasionally flown by 
one of CNAC's pilots, Capt. Cecil G Sellers." [Bond p.94] 
[See Archive pp.2007/073, 2007/190] Note: FAA files for NC-5V and 
NC-307N were requested in April 2007 but had not been received by 
January 2009. 

Sikorsky S-43W 
The first Sikorsky S-43W, probably NC-16929 c/n 4320, was delivered 
and assembled in January 1937 but was requisitioned for permanent 
use by Chiang Kai-shek as a VIP aircraft. It was erected at Lunghwa 
and was then handed over to the Chinese Air Force and only the 
second aircraft went into CNAC service. [CF 16Nov2006; LA 
26Mar2003] See Archive p. 2007/073. 

"The CNAC airline company had ordered two Sikorsky S-43W amphib-
ians, but when the first one arrived in January 1937 it was requisitioned 
for permanent use by Chiang Kai-shek as a VIP aircraft. It was erected 
at Lunghua and was then handed over to the CAF." [Andersson p. 128, 
144 (photo), 283] 

In 1936 General Chiang Kai-shek put his capable wife, Meiling Soong, 
in charge of the Chinese Air Force. She soon had a Sikorsky S-43 
amphibious aircraft put at her disposal. CNAC had ordered two via Pan 
American Airways and immediately turned one over to Madame 
Chiang. She occasionally visited Hankow in this aircraft during 1937-
38. According to Lyman Voelpel, an American mercenary pilot at 
Hankow early in 1938, her pilot was an American named Shermerson 

Above: Meiling Soong's Sikorsky S-43 surrounded by a cluster of 
ladders and mechanics, probably at Hankow. 
(Ian D Johnson collection) 

(sic) and Harold Welch was co-pilot at one time. According to Voelpel 
the Sikorsky was lost when Schermerson force-landed on a little lake in 
bad weather. The hull was punctured by a log and the aircraft sank. 
[RSA p.4] 

One of the two CNAC S-43 was transferred to the Service Office of the 
Chief of Military Committee, because of its superior performance and 
comfort. It was damaged on 26th October, 1940 in an air raid in Loiwing 
while waiting for repair. When CAMCO withdrew from Loiwing in April 
1942, the S-43 was not fully repaired but it managed to take off and hit 
a mountain. The exact date of this accident is not known. [CF 
17Nov2006] "When CAMCO at Loiwing was bombed on 26th October 
1940 a Sikorsky amphibian, which was "in final assembly", was 
damaged, but it was estimated that it could be rebuilt." [Andersson 
pp.283-284] 
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Other VIP aircraft 
Some other smaller aircraft types were used as VIP aircraft in China, 
such as DH 60 Moth and DH.80 Puss Moth, but these are not consid-
ered here. See instead Andersson page 260, for example. 

Pilots 
American: 

Italian: 
German: 

Julius A Barr, Perry Hutton, Royal Leonard, Harry G Smith 
& Ed Winegerter; 
Enrico Cigerza 
Eric Just, Martin 

[Andersson pp. 127, 142; LA21Mar2003] 

Abbreviations 
AAHS American Aviation Historical Society 
CAF Chinese Air Force 
CAL China Airlines 
CKS Chiang Kai-shek 
c/n constructor's number 
CNAC China National Aviation Corporation 
CNAF Chinese Nationalist Air Force 
CoAA Commission on Aeronautical Affairs 
C of A Certificate of Airworthiness 
d/d delivery date 
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ID identity 
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RAF Royal Air Force 
RoCAF Republic of China Air Force 
SCMP South China Morning Post 
s/n serial number 
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VIP Very Important Person 
WFU Withdrawn From Use 
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Right: Not the greatest of quality 
photos but this does show the DC-2 
"Chung May" and the Ju 52/3m 
D-ABAN together. 
(Ian D Johnson collection) 
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The Development of Commercial Aviation in 
China Feedback : 2 

Feedback on Part 1 (Spring 2007) 
Loening Air Yacht 
John Davis has written: "The earliest reference I can find on the 
probable tie-up for c/ns 217 and 218 with the two XHL-1s A-8275 
and A-8276 is correspondence between John Barbery and Richard 
Sanders Allen in 1986. Although apparently never confirmed no 
one has ever doubted the link." 

"C/n 234. Have never seen a registration report of this Loening in 
Venezuela. Its US operator was Standard Oil Co of Louisiana. This 
later became part of Standard Oil Co of New Jersey, but I do not 
know which oil development group it was with in Venezuela. There 
were complex partnerships." [JMD 02Jan2008] See also Archive 
pages 2007/187-188. 

The FAA report that the file for Loening C2C N7770 c/n 211 is 
missing but the file for Keystone K-85 N769W c/n 300 has been 
supplied. The following precis has kindly been compiled by Steve 
Darke: 

16Jul31 
06Jul31 

16Jul31 

Cancelled as "sold". Owner was Keystone Aircraft Corp. 
Letter stating that N10588 (c/n 299) and N769W (c/n 
300) had been sold to Curtiss-Wright Export Corp, and 
thence to China Airways Federal (Canton). 
Cancelled as "exported". 

Feedback on Part 2 (Summer 2007) 
China National Aviation Corporation 
The early history of CNAC is given in Andersson at pages 191 to 
204 with a fleet list at pages 204 & 205. 

A search of the National Archives (PRO) online catalogue has 
identified file reference CO 323/1458/50: Shanghai Hong Kong 
service: details of inauguration of service by China National 
Aviation Corporation (1937). This file contains a despatch from the 
Office of Air Attache to H M Embassy, Shanghai, dated 6th Nov, 
1936: 

"I have the honour to inform Your Excellency that the China 
National Aviation Corporation Shanghai-Hong Kong air service 
was inaugurated on the 5th November. A thrice weekly service will 
be maintained in accordance with the enclosed schedule. It will be 

Above: A unique photograph of the Handley Page 0/7 "HP-6" flying 
from the Nanyuan airfield, Peking - probably early 1920. 
(Ian D Johnson collection) 

observed that the Southbound service leaving Shanghai on 
Thursday connects with Imperial Airways' Friday service to 
Europe. 

"Air mail letters from China to Europe will be charged $1.05 per unit 
of 5 grams. Passenger fares Shanghai-London have not yet been 
announced, as it is understood Imperial Airways are considering 
reducing their existing rates to Europe. Fares Shanghai-Hong 
Kong are $200 single and $360 for the return trip. 

"I have to add that the China National Aviation Corporation are 
shortly taking delivery of a Sikorsky S-43 amphibian capable of 
carrying 15 passengers. This aircraft will be able to complete the 
journey Shanghai-Hong Kong in 5 to 6 hours and will be used, it is 
understood, twice weekly on this route." 

China National Aviation Corporation, 
Service. Time Table. 
06.30 a.m. Dep. 

08.25 a.m. Arr. 
08.45 a.m. Dep. 

10.05 a.m. Arr. 
10.25 a.m. Dep. 

11.35 a.m. Arr. 
11.55 a.m. Dep. 

12.55 p.m. Arr. 
13.15 p.m. Dep. 

14.45 p.m. Arr. 
15.05 p.m. Dep. 

15.45 p.m. Arr. 
Every Tuesday, 
Thursday and Saturday 

Shanghai 

Wenchow 

Foochow 

Amoy 

Swatow 

Hong Kong 

Canton 

Shanghai-Canton Air 

Arr. 15.45 p.m. 

Dep. 13.50 p.m. 
Arr. 13.30 p.m. 

Dep.12.10 p.m. 
Arr. 11.50 a.m. 

Dep. 10.40 a.m. 
Arr. 10.20 a.m. 

Dep. 09.20 a.m. 
Arr. 09.00 a.m. 

Dep. 07.30 a.m. 
Arr. 07.10 a.m. 

Dep. 06.30 a.m. 
Every Wednesday, 
Friday and Sunday. 

Vultee V-1A 
The FAA files for NC13771 c/n 9 and N17326 c/n 23 have been 
supplied. The following precis have kindly been compiled by Steve 
Darke: 

*&7&-r\ Left: Vultee V-1A 
NC13771, c/n 9, 
was originally built 
for American 
Airlines but was 
purchased off the 
line by E L Cord 
who controlled the 
Airplane Devel-
opment Corp. Six 
years later it found 
its way to China. 
(JM Collection) 
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NC13771 c/n 9 
04Sep34 Arrived Washington-Hoover Airport 
10Sep34 Sold by Airplane Development Corp (Glendale, CA) 

to Dr Carl P Jones (Grass Valley, CA) 
10Dec34 Bill of Sale for this sale. 
18Jun35 Cancelled as "sold". 
01Jul36 Sold by Carl P Jones to Idaho Maryland Mines Corp 

(San Francisco, CA). 
03Sep36 Cancelled as "sold". 
1937 Sold by Idaho Maryland Mines Corp (San Francisco, 

CA) to Vimalert Co (Jersey City, NJ). 
02Jan40 Sold by Vimalert Co to Inter-Continent Corp (New 

York, NY), with NC16000 c/n 23 and NC17326 c/n 
26 - for export to China. 

30Jan40 Cancelled as "sold". 
03Feb40 Sold by Inter-Continent Corp to National 

Government of China (Chungking). 
27Feb40 Cancelled as "sold". 
02Dec40 Letter to confirm that NC13771 had been registered 

in Burma as XY-AAI (also Condor NX12390 became 
XY-AAF). Both to Intercontinent Corp (Burma 
Branch). Condor was wrecked during the bombing 
of the aircraft factory of Central Aircraft Manufac tur-
ing Co at Loiwing, China on 26Oct40. 

NC17326c/n26 
02Dec36 Manufacturer's Affidavit of Conformity. 
16Mar37 Sold by Aviation Manufacturing Corp to Vimalert Co 

(Jersey City, NJ). 
08Jul37 Cancelled as "sold". 
02Jan40 Sold by Vimalert Co to Inter-Continent Corp (New 

York, NY), with NC13771 c/n 9 and NC16000 c/n 23 -
for export to China. 

30Jan40 Cancelled as "sold". 
03Feb40 Sold by Inter-Continent Corp to National Government 

of China (Chungking). 
27Feb40 Cancelled as "sold". 

Feedback on Part 3 (Autumn 2007) 
Eurasia Aviation Corporation 
Denys Voaden has kindly sent the following comments: 
"There are a few remarks, geographical really: on topography, 
"ordos" is not a word for grassland. The Ordos is the region of Inner 
Mongolia (incorporated into China itself, and far away to the south) 
inside the loop of the Huang Ho as it turns north, then east and 
back south again. 

"I do not understand the reference to the Greater Khingan 
Mountains as this range is in Manchuria far to the east of Mongolia. 
There are larger lakes than Buir Nuur in the far west and north of 
Mongolia, but Buir Nuur can hardly be called "little" (especially 
several times!). It is some 35 km from NE to SW and about 21 km 
wide, so with an area of over 700 sq km it is not negligible." [DJV 
via DP 03Nov2007] 

The history of Eurasia is given in Andersson at pages 207 to 217 
with a fleet list on page 219. 

A search of the National Archives (PRO) online catalogue has 
identified the following file references: 

CO 323/1458/74: British service between Burma and China: pos-
sibility of extension of Imperial Airways services over Burma fron-
tier to link up with Eurasia Corporation (1937) (small file). 
Telegram No.25 from Mr Gage, Hankow, 15th December 1937: 
"Vice Minister of Communications enquired today about the possi-
bility of extension to Burma frontier of Imperial Airways services to 
link up with Eurasia Corporation. 
"He asked that his enquiry should be treated as unofficial. I 
promised to pass it on to the proper quarter." 

This despatch was forwarded to the FO from Shanghai as telegram 
No.757 on 20th December, 1937 with a request for instructions and 
the following note: 

Above: Junkers W 33d Eurasia V with a strong military presence at 
Urumichi near the Russian border. (Ian D Johnson collection) 

"Something similar to proposals was made two years ago but 
rejected by His Majesty's Government. 
"Reason for present approach is undoubtedly to obtain a line of 
communication comparatively safe from Japanese attack." 

A subsequent handwritten FO note states: 
"This would apparently mean a branch service to Yunnan, which is, 
I believe, the furthest point to which Eurasia operate. 
"Now that an agreement has been concluded with the Siamese for 
a service to Hong Kong via Bangkok the A.M. and Imperial Airways 
will presumably be less interested in the Shan States route. In any 
case the moment is not ideal for thinking of operating to H.K. via 
Yunnan and Canton, and unless such a service were contemplat-
ed this proposed link with Eurasia seems to be unattractive." 
This discussion in FO file ref. 3192 (1937) is then continued in FO 
fileref. 3156(1938). 

CO 323/1559/3: Proposed service between Shanghai and Burma 
by Sino-German company, Eurasia (1938). This big file (3156, 
1938) is the continuation from the previous file, CO 323/1458/74. 

Telegram No. 88 from British Consulate-General, Saigon dated 
23rd December, 1937: 
"The local press announces the inauguration as from today of an 
air service between Hanoi and Yunnanfu which will be operated by 
the Eurasia Aviation Corporation. 

"2. According to these reports only one flight per week in each 
direction is at present contemplated. This will be made each 
Thursday, when an aeroplane of the new service is scheduled to 
arrive in Hanoi from Yunnanfu at 9.45 a.m., leaving again for 
Yunnanfu the same morning at 10.15 a.m. The duration of the flight 
between the two air ports is estimated at two and three quarter 
hours. The report adds that from Yunnanfu the aeroplane will 
proceed the same day to Chengtu, the capital of Szechwan, 
whence air connexion may be obtained the following day in the 
direction of Sian and Hankow. 

"3. The machines employed by the Eurasia Aviation Corporation 
for this service are stated to be equipped with three motors of the 
BMW Hornet type of 650 horse-power developing a maximum 
speed of kms 270 and with a cruising speed of kms 230 per hour. 
Apart from their crew they have accommodation for 15 passen-
gers. ... (The Junkers Ju 52/3m - ed.) 

"4. It is pointed out that the new service will not only provide Tonkin 
with a convenient and rapid means of communication with Yunan, 
but will also produce a considerable acceleration in the transport of 
passengers, mail and merchandise for central China (Sian, 
Hankow and Changsha), while important towns in the Yangtze 
valley will be brought within two days distance of Hanoi. It is con-
sidered that the new line will also confer great benefits on tourism, 
opening up, as it will, parts of china which have hitherto been 
largely inaccessible to travellers. It is also claimed that the con-
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nexion with the Air France services made by the new line at Hanoi 
will confer upon china than is at present possible via Hong Kong." 

The proposed air service between Yunnanfu and Rangoon by 
Eurasia Aviation Corporation was the subject of discussion by the 
Inter-Departmental Committee on International Air 
Communications (IDCIAC), as reported below: 

FO telegram No. 171 to Shanghai, February 16th, 1938: 
"Possibility of extension to Burma frontier of Imperial Airways ser-
vices to link up with Eurasia Corporation. 

"2. In my immediately succeeding telegram I repeat report received 
from Governor of Burma of discussion with Chinese Vice-Minister 
of Communications from whom this project emanated. Wang left 
Rangoon on 26th January for Yunnanfu, which he expected to 
reach about 15th February. 

"3. Following were the conclusions reached by HMG before receipt 
of Governor's telegram:- The particular suggestion which Wang 
originally made, namely, an extension of Imperial Airways to a 
point at or near Burma-Yunnan frontier could not at present be 
entertained for following reasons:-
Imperial Airways would reguire financial assistance for such a 
purpose and there could have been no question of HMG at present 
spending money on a short extension of that kind in addition to 
existing route via Bangkok and projected route via Southern Shan 
States, neither of which could be abandoned on account of it. 
The suggestion originally put forward appeared to involve 
exchange of traffic at or near frontier and this cuts across accept-
ed policy of developing air routes on an international rather than a 
sectional basis. 

"4. In considering Wang's original suggestion, however, HMG 
examined also the wider question of desirability of securing an 
opening for air communication with China by the direct inland route 
and any other means which might be considered towards that end, 
and on this wider question they reached the following conclusions:-
In view of importance of our relations with China at present time it 
would be undesirable to return negative reply without suggesting 
an alternative. 
Moreover, establishment of a route from Burma to Yunnanfu might 
become strategically important for us as providing only safe air 
route to Hongkong in event of Japanese hostile activity. 
The possibility has also been considered that if such a route were 
established it would become international and the Germans would 
have some claim to equal treatment for continuation to China of 
their service across India and Burma. It is felt, however, that it 
would be impossible and indeed undesirable to object, as to do so 
might force them to fall back again on the Central Asia route via 
Afghanistan. 

"5. In view of these considerations HMG were of opinion that reply 
to original Chinese suggestion should be to the effect that while the 
actual suggestion for an extension of Imperial Airways to the 
Burma frontier was not one which could be entedained as such, 
any proposals which Eurasia Corporation might wish to put forward 
for an extension of their service into Burma by this route to link up 
the existing air lines would be given sympathetic consideration, 
subject to the understanding that reciprocal facilities would be 
made available for a British line to operate to China by the same 
route when so desired. 

immediate step, however, would be for the Chinese to organise the 
routes referred to in the Rangoon telegram. 

"7. You should therefore arrange for the discussions to be contin-
ued with Wang or the Central Chinese Government on the basis 
explained above. You should state that HMG attach considerable 
importance to the suggestions which emerged from Wang's dis-
cussions in Burma. In the course of the discussion you should 
suggest that the first step is for the Chinese to organise the sug-
gested routes in China, and should state that any proposal that 
Eurasia Corporation, or such other Chinese company as operates 
these routes, should be allowed an extension from Yunnanfu to 
connect with existing air lines at Rangoon, will be referred for sym-
pathetic consideration to the Government of Burma and HMG, 
subject to recognition of the right of reciprocity on the Chinese 
routes when it may be desired to exercise it. It could be explained 
that, though the application which the Chinese themselves made in 
1936 for an extension of the Eurasia service to Rangoon was 
refused at the time, HMG in their desire to meet the Chinese 
request in any possible way, have recently had the matter under 
review as a result of which they would be willing to consider a 
similar proposal now provided that the understanding as to reci-
procity is obtained." 

IAC Paper No. 415, 3rd March, 1938, covered telegrams Nos. 321 
and 322 dated 16th February, 1938 and No. 355 dated 23rd 
February, 1936, from HM's Charge d'Affaires, Shanghai to the 
Foreign Office on this subject. 

Shanghai telegram No.321, 16th February, 1938. (Following from 
Hankow No.153 of February 12th.): 
"General manager of Eurasia called today on same subject and ... 
clear as Vice Minister for Foreign Affaires ... air service was to 
extend to Eurasia services. I replied I had already referred matter 
to you. 
"He left with me a letter copy of which is being sent by air mail." 

Shanghai telegram No.322, 16th February, 1938. (Following from 
Diplomatic Mission Hankow No. 148 of February 11th.): 
"Vice Minister for Foreign Affaires told me today that Ministry of 
Communications were considering establishment of air line 
between Yunnanfu and Rangoon in furtherance of their general 
policy of improving communications with Burma and the Chinese 
Government would be grateful if Government of Burma would 
grant facilities similar to those extended to Eurasia Corporation by 
Government of Hong Kong. I promised to recommend request to 
your sympathetic consideration. Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs 
would be glad to hear whether you have felt able to transmit it to 
HMG with a favourable recommendation." 

Shanghai telegram No. 355, 23rd February, 1938: 
"You will have seen from Diplomatic Mission telegrams Nos. 148 
and 153 that Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs has already put 
forward proposal envisaged in last sentence of paragraph ? of your 
telegram No. 171 namely for extension of Eurasia service from 
Yunnanfu to Rangoon. If I understand your instructions correctly 
HMG desire if possible to link such request with the wider schemes 
propounded by Vice Minister of Communications and would prefer 
not to give simple answer that proposal will receive sympathetic 
consideration subject to understanding that reciprocal facilities will 
be given for a British line to operate the same route when so 
desired. 

"6. As a result, however, of discussions with Wang and Miao 
reported in Rangoon telegram dated 29th January, Chinese sug-
gestions have been developed in a form which HMG feel will be of 
great importance if Wang's personal suggestions are taken up by 
the Chinese Government. These new suggestions not only 
strengthen the possibility of building up a connexion between 
Burma and China, but might also be used as a lever to ask for rec-
iprocal rights not merely Yunnanfu (which would not by itself be of 
much value) but also on the routes beyond Yunnanfu to Hongkong 
and Shanghai. It might even become possible to visualise a Sino-
British company employing British machines and personnel. The 

"Past experience leads to the assumption that Chinese 
Government would be unwilling to give such an assurance regard-
ing reciprocity even if it was expressly limited to Burma frontier -
Yunnanfu; but it may be that in altered circumstances they would 
agree to reciprocity in these or even more general terms. 

"A Yunnanfu-Shanghai Air Service is of course out of the question 
at present and a Yunnanfu-Hong Kong service would even now be 
precarious and may soon be impossible. I fear therefore that any 
discussions which presuppose organisation by Chinese of these 
Services will get us nowhere. I suggest that our best practical 
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course is to reply to Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs (a) that we are 
prepared to allow Eurasia to fly from Yunnanfu to Rangoon on con-
dition that we can use same route when we are ready to do so, and 
(b) that it is our hope that this service will eventually form a section 
of trans-continental services between Rangoon, Shanghai, and 
Rangoon and Hong Kong and if and when such services are 
organised by Chinese, we will expect to receive permission to 
operate through services over the same routes. But we should 
make it clear that (a) is not conditional on any assurances in 
respect of (b). 

IAC Paper No. 422, Air Ministry, 14th March, 1938: Proposed Air 
Service between Yunnanfu and Rangoon by Eurasia Aviation 
Corporation [1/3156 1938] 
"Following upon the discussions at the 53rd and 54th meetings of 
the Interdepartmental Committee on International Air 
Communications on the subject of an enquiry made informally by 
the Chinese Vice-Minister of Communications as to the possibility 
of Imperial Airways extending their service to the Burma - Yunnan 
frontier with a view to providing at Yunnanfu a link between the 
Burma coast and new air lines between Shanghai, Chungking and 
Hong Kong which might be established by the Chinese in the near 
future, H.M. Charge dAffaires at Shanghai was instructed on the 
18th February to inform the Chinese Authorities that while the pro-
posal could not for financial and operational reasons be enter-
tained any proposals which the Eurasia Corporation might wish to 
make for an extension of their own service into Burma via 
Yunnanfu would receive the sympathetic consideration of HMG 
subject to recognition of the rights of reciprocity for a British 
company to operated over the same route. Agreement to the 
extension of Eurasia's service into Burma would, however, be con-
ditional upon the Chinese first organising the suggested new air 
lines in China and according reciprocal rights to a British company 
to use the routes, if and when it was ready to do so. 

"2. H.M. Charge d'Affaires, in reply to these instructions, 
telegraphed on 23rd February to the effect that as the organization 
of services between Yunnanfu and Shanghai and Yunnanfu and 
Hong Kong was impracticable at present, he feared that any dis-
cussions on the basis of organisation of these services in China 
would prove of little avail. 

"3. He suggested, as an alternative, that the Chinese Authorities 
should be informed (a) that HMG is prepared to allow Eurasia 
Corporation to fly from Yunnanfu to Rangoon subject to reciprocal 
rights, and (b) that HMG hope that this service will eventually form 
a section of trans-Continental services between Rangoon and 
Shanghai, and Rangoon and HK, and that, if and when such ser-
vices are organised by the Chinese, HMG will expect to receive 
permission to operate through services over the same routes. He 
suggested, however, that it should be made clear that (a) is not 
conditional on any assurance in respect of (b). 

"4. At an Interdepartmental meeting held at the Air Ministry on 18th 
February, attended by representatives of the Air Ministry, the 
Foreign Office and the Burma Office, the question of the most suit-
able route to be followed from Yunnanfu to the Burma coast was 
discussed. The view was reached that there might be important 
advantages, both from a civil and Service point of view, in devel-
oping the route via the Northern Shan States. It had to be borne in 
mind that the route via the Southern Shan States which had been 
surveyed last November (see IAC Paper No, 416) had been 
planned at a time when direct entry into China was precluded, and 
before the present hostilities in China had begun. Different consid-
erations now prevailed. The coastal route to Hong Kong and 
Shanghai appeared insecure. In these circumstances the direct 
landplane route through the centre of China might be extremely 
valuable and in any event the Northern route through Yunnanfu to 
Shanghai was the shortest. Another point which emerged was hat 
the development of the road communications through Lashio - the 
capital of the northern Shan States, would facilitate the creation of 
an air route and there would be advantages in seizing the present 
opportunity to obtain for the Chinese concessions which their 
needs might make them ready to grant now. Lashio, being a rail-

head, would be a suitable location for an intermediate aerodrome. 
"The general conclusion was reached that it would be preferable to 
organise the Northern route via Lashio. The southern route could 
be developed later, if required. 

"5 It was accordingly decided to arrange for Mr Bailey, Inspector of 
Landing Grounds, RAF HQ, Singapore, to carry out an inspection 
of aerodrome sites at Mandalay and Lashio. It is understood that 
Mr Bailey arrived at Mandalay on 2nd March and his report on his 
survey is at present awaited. As soon as it is forthcoming a defini-
tive decision should, in consultation with the Govt of Burma, be 
taken regarding the route to be developed and the Chinese Govt 
informed of it. In the meantime, the Air Ministry are exploring with 
Imperial Airways the possibility of their undertaking a reconnais-
sance flight to Yunnanfu. The Company's estimate for this flight 
has not yet been received. 

6 "It is for consideration by the Committee whether the Chinese 
Government should be informed in the sense of paragraph 3 
above, as suggested by Mr Howe, and should also be told that the 
necessary reconnaissance of the route in Burma for use by the air 
service is now being undertaken." 

IAC Paper 425, 19th March, 1938: Extract from a letter from Col. 
Burchall of Imperial Airways Ltd. Is circulated for information:-
[8/3156]: 
"You may be interested to know of a report received a few days 
ago from our Hong Kong Office to the effect that Eurasia intends to 
extend its service from Hanoi to Bangkok and connect there with 
the service operated between Bangkok and Berlin by Messrs 
D.L.H." Eurasia has apparently connected Hanoi with its network 
of services in China. "If Eurasia is extending to Bangkok, which of 
course cannot be prevented, I suggest that there is no reason to 
consider an Eurasia service to Akyab in the event of a British 
service going to Yunnanfu." 

[5/3156 1938] Minutes 
"7. Report of Reconnaissance of an Air Route through the 
Southern Shan States of Burma. 
"8. Proposed Service of the Eurasia Aviation Corporation between 
Yunnanfu and Rangoon. 
The Committee had under consideration Papers IAC 415, 416 and 
422 on these subjects which they agreed should be considered 
together. 

"With regard to Paper IAC 416 MrBurkett explained that the recon-
naissance flight had shown that the Shan States route was feasi-
ble; on the other hand, since that survey was undertaken, the 
question of a possible route via Yunnanfu had intervened, and it 
was now thought that possible Japanese occupation of the 
Chinese seaboard made it unwise to develop at the moment the 
route via the Southern Shan States. It was accordingly felt that the 
Chinese application offered an opportunity of securing a route via 
Yunnanfu; as to this it was for consideration whether the recom-
mendations contained in paragraph 3 and 6 of Air Ministry memo 
of 14th March, circulated as Paper IAC 422, should be adopted. 

"Speaking on behalf of the Burma Office, Sir Cecil Kisch pointed 
out that, whereas it had been previously proposed that the route 
should be to Akyab, it was understood that the Chinese now 
desired to fly to Rangoon, and in view of the Irrawaddy Flotilla 
Company's interests he would desire to consult the Government of 
Burma before a decision was reached. 

"I was agreed that it was desirable as a matter of principle to ask 
for reciprocal facilities from the Chinese, even though there is no 
present intention of utilising them. It would be most undesirable if, 
in return for facilities for the Chinese to fly to Rangoon, the United 
Kingdom found itself with facilities to fly only to Yunnanfu." 

For more on the Irrawaddy Flotilla and Airways Ltd., see Davies 
pages 120 & 121. 

Editor's note: Further Feedback on the China series will con-
tinue as appropriate space is available. Meanwhile other 
recent topics are covered on the following page. 
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An extract from the 'Wartime Diaries of Charles A. Lindbergh', published in 1970, dates the picture: 
"Tuesday, 7th June 1938 : Finished final arrangements. Anne and I took the 10.37 train to London 
(they were living at Long Barn at the time), en route to Reading. Mohawk was waiting in the hangar but 
no one was in the hangar - all the workmen were away to lunch not even a guard left. We packed in 
our bundles and looked over the plane and engine. Finally one man sauntered in the door and very 
obligingly helped us push the plane out onto the field. We warmed up the engine and took off immedi-
ately. Landed at Lympne and St Inglevert to clear customs. Then set course for Morlaix, detouring 
along the coastline. The weather was good and we made good time. Our new Menasco engine and 
controllable-pitch airscrew had been installed a few days before we left England. The propeller seemed 
to increase our cruising speed by about ten knots." 
They retuned to Reading the next day, via Lympne. 

THE MILES MOHAWK 
As seen on the cover picture of the 
last issue of Archive, the Miles 
Mohawk G-AEKW has been 
restored to its pre-war Lindbergh 
colour scheme. In our articles of 
2003 and even during the late 
stages of restoration there was 
much discussion of the Mohawk's 
markings, or lack of them. Only 
when this photograph was recently 
discovered could it be proved that 
the registration was carried in black 
outline letters on the orange wing 
surfaces. Taken during a visit to 
Morlaix, France, almost certainly 
that described in Lindbergh's diary 
for 7th June 1938, it clearly shows 
the 'A' on the port wing and on the 
original the orange outline letters on 
the fuselage are also visible, 
(photo via John Gregory) 
This and much more Miles nostal-
gia will be found in Peter Amos' 
new book "Miles Aircraft, the early 
years" (1925-1939) to be published 
by Air-Britain this spring. 

EP.9 / PROSPECTOR 
Following on from the original EP.9 article in 1992 and Feedback 
92/112, 93/27, 93/84, 96/60 & 97/27, Ian Callier offers the following 
update and additions: 
21 Initial construction of the prototype was carried out in a 
factory in London and moved to Stapleford in May55. 
26 D-EDUV was returned to Stapleford and kept for spares by 
ADS Aerial. 
27 VH-SSX When operating with the Cheetah engine this was 
flown without cowlings to aid cooling. During 2006 it was announced 
that an EP.9 had been found' in Australia - it is believed to be the 
remains of this aircraft. 
28 Registered in July98 as VH-EPN Todd Miller, Derrinallum, 
West Victoria. Being rebuilt by Western Aerial Crop-spraying. 
30 CF-NWI had an incident 12Aug68 at Whitehorse Manitoba 
where during a heavy landing the undercarriage was damaged and air-
craft flew around for 3 hours using up fuel then landed on left wheel & 
right wingtip. It is now in Reynolds Museum, Wetaskiwin regional 
airport, Alberta. 
36 In SAAF Museum at Lanseria marked as 'XM797' 
37 F-BIEG Registered to Fenwick Aviation 25July58. Appeared 
at Paris Salon 1959 with very large tank bulged out either side of rear-
doors. Regd 6May60 to SA.Gyrafrique, Alger/Houari Boumediene. 
Cane from French register 15Sept60 by DGAC as Sold Abroad. 
Subsequently the BV issued on 15Dec60 a 'Convoyage' from Tit-Mellil 
(Casablanca) to Alger. It appears not to have been re-reg F-OAxx and 
Algerian independence was not until 1962. 
40 As VH-DAX this was fitted with unique spray bars barely 
6inches beneath wings from fuselage to wingtip (pic P92/112). 
42 Whilst operated by the West Essex Flying Club G-APWZ 
made a heavy landing at Biggin Hill on 8Sept70 removing the under-
carriage and damaging the propeller. Then, on 27Sept70 it force-
landing at Pole Hill Nurseries, Badgers Mount, north of Sevenoaks 
Kent. This time a stall at fifteen feet caused the collapse of the under-
carriage and aircraft to nose-over onto it's back. By 1971 it was back in 
use with Yellowbird Air taxis at Blackbushe. 
G-APWZ was restored to G B E Pearce 05Nov93 and rebuilt in time to 
fly at the AAC Air Day on16June98. It was then operated as 'Prospector 
Flying Group' Shoreham. 
In May2002 G-APWZ (+spare wings) exported to Hallet Griffin of 
Kairanga, Palmerston North, NZ as ZK-PWZ. He has a collection of ag 
planes including Transland CX-AYC and a Travelair 4000 N8192. 
43 G-APXW This dismantled aircraft moved from Lympne to 
Ford (March-Aug71) then to Blackbushe later in 1971 and was rebuilt 
by G B E Pearce t/a Yellowbird Air Taxis. Yellowbird also had G-AOZO 
& GAPWZ at the time. Following the crash in Sept 73 & acquisition by 

AAC Museum it was rebuilt and placed on display as 'XM819' in 1994. 
44 as G-47-1 this flew into Lympne on 12Mar61 (shortly after 
first flight at Salmesbury). Registered G-ARLE to LAC on 3Aug61. Sold 
ADS Aerial 12Sept61& crashed Oct64 but only PWFU 14Mar66. 
45 Airframe - Stapleford to Squires Gate to Samlesbury, at 
Stansted by 19July61. By road to Lympne 30Sept62. Sold as spares 
between June & Nov 71). Likely to Australia. 
46 Airframe - Stapleford to Squires Gate to Samlesbury, at 
Stansted by 19July61. Shipped to Australia late 61 and rebuilt with 
parts from c/n 32 as VH-SSR damaged 240ct63, regd VH-DAV Aug64. 
47 The rear fuselage of G-ARDG which had been one of three 
aircraft in AAC ownership was used to repair G-APWZ following its 
1984 incident. During March 2005 the fuselage pod was moved to 
Redhill for the Wings Museum. During Aug2008 this pod was for sale 
on Ebay but secured no bids. Sold to RAF Millom Aviation & Military 
Museum, and moved Sept08. 
48 Frame recognisable at Stapleford, moved to Squires Gate 
but not completed. 

THE FOKKER SUPER UNIVERSAL 
C/n 825 was sold to Hernan Lopez in Colombia as C-46 (third use?) 4 
June 1945, not August 1940, but, oddly, registered as such 7/8/44. This 
suggests of couse that he was not the original operator. 
C/n 836, R 128 was of course an Argentine civil registration. 
C/n 846 X-BAHR is given in some Mexican documents as c/n "8461" 
which may support it as having c/n 846 in fact. It was registered to 
Federico T. Mancilla. Likewise, X-BAHS is cited as c/n "8501", initially 
with the same owner c.1934 but later Aeronaves de Mexico. X-BAHT is 
suggested as c/n 852, as shown. 
C/n 879 remained on the Order of Battle for the Argentine Navy as late 
as August 28 1942. It was also coded as 1-Gt-1 at one point and is 
known to have operated on both wheels and floats. Thanks to Michael 
Magnusson we now have a photograph of it as T-201 taken in 1936. 
Additions: Dan Hagedorn, photo: M Magnusson collection. 
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Casualty Compendium PART 110 

Right: Tupolev Tu-134A HA-LBA 
of Malev which crashed on 
approach to Kiev from Budapest 
on 16.9.71 with the loss of all 49 
occupants. 
(Wim Zwakhals collection) 

As usual we detail below the identities of the aircraft and circumstances involved in the accidents listed last time, but first a small correction. 

23.1.71 The name of Air India Boeing 707-437 VT-DJI should be "Nanda Devi". 
29.7.71 Aeroflot An-12B SSSR-12993 c/n 00347307 on evacuation mission undershot the runway at Calcutta Airport by 198 metres on a PAR 

approach in heavy rain, disintegrated and caught fire. Four of the 7 crew were slightly injured. The aircraft had been too low to initiate a 
go-round when the forward visibility became extremely poor. 

30.7.71 All Nippon Boeing 727-281 JA8329 c/n 20436 en route Sapporo - Tokyo collided C14.05 over Shizukuishi with F-86F 92-7932, which hit 
the left horizontal stabiliser of the 727. Capt Saburo Kawanishi, 6 crew and all 155 passengers in the 727 were killed, but the F-86 trainee 
pilot Sgt Yoshimi Ichikawa, ejected safely. His instructor, Capt Tamotsu Kuma, in another F-86, had told him to break left, but too late, 
and as a result Kuma was jailed for 3 years for involuntary homicide having failed to provide adequate supervision. 

9.8.71 Indian Airlines Viscount 768D VT-DIX c/n 292 made its third approach for a down-wind landing and overran the runway at Jaipur. Touching 
down at 1,800 ft along the runway at high speed it was unable to stop. Of the 4 crew and 23 passengers on board, all survived with just 
minor injuries to two cabin attendants. 

17.8.71 Postale de Nuit Fokker F.27-200 F-BPUJ c/n 10390 force-landed with undercarriage retracted 3 km from Poitiers airport after both engines 
stopped on base leg. Capt Birnard Biras was unhurt, co-pilot Jean-Pierre Paga slightly injured; one of the crew being presumed to have 
cut the engines at between 1,200 and 1,500 ft. 

28.8.71 Malev 11-18 HA-MOC c/n 181992903 from Oslo struck the sea near Saltholm five miles short of runway 22L at Copenhagen Airport d 9.05 
local time while on instrument approach in high winds and rain, 9(10) crew and 23 (21) of 25 (24) passengers killed (LI, a-s-n, "Times") 

4.9.71 Alaska Airlines Boeing 727-193 N2969G c/n 19304, leased from Hughes Air West, crashed into the Chilkoot Mountains at 2475 feet 
c12.15 PDT, making a premature descent when on instrument approach to Juneau Municipal Airport. Capt Richard Adams, 6 crew, 104 
passengers killed and accident blamed on insufficient use being made of all available navigation aids. 

6.9.71 Paninternational BAC 1-11 515FB D-ALAR c/n 207 crashed at Hasloh at 18.21 when both engines failed due to the water injection system 
being polluted with kerosene. Attempting to force-land on an autobahn, it struck a bridge which ripped both wings off. One of 6 crew and 
21 of 115 passengers killed, with 42 seriously injured. 3 people on the road were also injured. The aircraft was on a Hamburg to Malaga 
non-scheduled flight and the unlabelled containers, supposedly of de-mineralised water.had been loaded at Dusseldorf. 

16.9.71 Malev Tu-134A HA-LBD c/n 9350801 suffered a generator failure, causing the crew to switch to battery power. The Tu-134 crashed after 
making 2 approaches to Kiev inbound from Budapest in fog. All 8 crew, 41 passengers killed. 

16.9.71 Yemen Airlines DC-3 4W-ABI c/n 9334 crashed c04.00 local time near Presevo, Yugoslavia, the 2 crew and 3 passengers were killed. 
The crew had reported icing conditions shortly after take-off from Belgrade. 

28.9.71 Cruzeiro DC-3 PP-CBV c/n 4977 crashed at Sena Madureira when the port engine failed on climb out and the wing hit a tree in the turn 
during a low level circuit to return. Capt Luis Antonio Dutra de Menezes, 3 crew, 28 passengers killed. 

2.10.71 BEA Vanguard 951 G-APEC c/n 706 en route London - Salzburg crashed at 10.10 GMT at Aarsele, Belgium. The rear pressure bulkhead 
failed at 19,000 ft due to corrosion, probably caused by seepage from a toilet. This caused the tail unit to fail and detach, the aircraft enter-
ing a steep, slowly roatating , dive into farmland. Capt Ed Probert, 7 crew, 55 passengers killed. 

17.10.71 Date possibly 18.10? Aerolineas Taxi Aereo Opita DC-3 HK-595 c/n 19238 made a steep left turn at low speed after take-off from San 
Vicente del Caguan, Colombia, stalled and crashed into trees. The 4 crew and 15 of 17 passengers killed, 2 children survived. The air-
craft's CofA was for 3 crew and cargo only, and it was 311kg overweight. There was no qualified dispatcher at the airport. 

20.10.71 Gulf Export-Import 1049H Constellation N564E c/n 4834, leased from Balair Inc, en route from San Domingo, Dominican Republic with a 
cargo of processed meat for Miami, was seen to explode and descend into the sea at 22.05 local time, 10 miles south of Grand Inagua, 
Bahamas, killing the 4 crew (3 Hondurans and a Mexican). Possibly due to a lightning strike igniting leaking fuel. 

10.11.71 Merpati Nusantara Viscount 828 PK-MVS c/n 448, ex G-ARWT crashed into the sea after starting the descent for Padang, Sumatra. Capt 
Sudarto, 6 crew, 62 (56) passengers killed. Some wreckage was located 3 days later, 60 miles south of Padang. 

20.11.71 China Airlines Caravelle III B-1852 c/n 122 en route Taipei to Hong Kong lost over Formosa Strait. Capt PS Wei, 7 crew and 17 passen-
gers killed, accident believed to be due to a bomb at c21.40 local time. Small parts were found on Wang An islet in the Pescadores Islands. 
Some reports quote 21.11.71 but departure from Taipei was at 9.02pm local time on 20th and last message at 9.33pm. 

23.11.71 Malaysia/Singapore Fokker F.27 9V-BCU c/n 10463 on a training flight overran the runway at Kota Kinabalu when No.2 engine failure was 
simulated on a touch and go at 15.20 local time. The pilot under check did not abort the take off as expected so the instructor decided to 
do so, reduced power on No.1 engine and applied full brakes, but overran into a runway extension work site. Both crew survived. 

4.12.71 Eastern Airlines DC-9 N8943E c/n 47166 on finals at Raleigh-Durham Airport, NC descended into Cessna 206 N2110F c/n U206-0310 at 
13.46 EST. Although the underside of the DC-9 fuselage was ripped open, the 4 crew and 27 passengers survived without injuries, but 
the Cessna owner Willis Smith Jr and his passenger were killed. The accident was blamed on poor ATC facilities, the Cessna having been 
cleared on 3-mile finals, but the DC-9 overtook it from above, with neither pilot seeing the other aircraft. 

5.12.71 Rousseau Aviation Nord 262 F-BNMO c/n 27 overshot the runway from 200 feet after a night ILS approach at c22.15 and hit a tree 1500 
metres beyond the runway at Lannion Airport. The Nord lost almost two metres of its right wing, crashed and was destroyed. Two of the 
3 crew were killed. 

6.12.71 Sudan Airways Fokker F.27 200 ST-AAY c/n 10238 failed to receive the NDBs at both Malakal and Juba successively and force-landed 
out of fuel at Kapota. Capt Westwood and 9 of 37 passengers killed but the other 4 crew also survived. The survivors were held by 
Sudanese rebels, but released via Kenya. Some reports suggested a suspected hi-jack. 
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Left: V.952 Vanguard G-APEC of 
BEA crashed in Belgium 2.10.71 
when a pressure bulkhead failure 
caused the tailplanes to detach in 
flight en route to Salzburg. 
Below, left: Merpati Nusantara 
Viscount PK-MVS crashed into 
the sea on approach to Padang, 
Sumatra on 10.11.71 and is seen 
here at Tokyo in 1970. 
Below, right: Rousseau Aviation 
Nord262 F-BNMO, here wearing 
Renault advertising at Gatwick in 
1968. crashed into trees on 
approach to Lannion airport. 
(All.- Wim Zwakhals collection) 

9.12.71 Indian Airlines Hindustan Aeronautics-built HS 748-224 Srs 2 VT-DXG c/n 512 crashed C12.30 local time at 5200 feet near Chinnamanur, 
29 miles off course on Trivandrum to Madurai flight. Capt K.L. Reddy, 3 crew and 17 of 27 passengers killed. The pilot had apparently 
descended without first establishing the aircraft's position accurately. 

24.12.71 LANSA L.188A Electra OB-R-941 c/n 1086 "Mateu Pumacahu" crashed at Pachita on approach to Puerto Inca from Lima at 12.36 when 
the right wing failed after a double lightning strike at FL210 and an overstressed recovery attempt, followed by part of the left wing. 6 crew, 
85 of 86 passengers killed. A German girl, Miss Juliane Margaret Koepcke, survived and was found on 3.1.72 floating down a river on an 
improvised raft but the wreckage was not discovered until 5.1.72. 

26.12.71 Swissair DC-9-32 HB-IFR c/n 47112, which had been cleared for take-off at 09.36 local time in fog, collided with Baron HB-GCY c/n TE-
338 which was apparently also taking off. The Baron pilot, Konrad Glatz was killed, but Capt Paul Frei, 4 crew and 69 (76?) passengers 
on board the DC-9 survived. 

With thanks to Tony Beales. Tom Long, Michael Ody. Peter Quade, Vic Smith. John Withers and Pirry Midd' of Oxford.. 

Now for 
6.1.72 
7.1.72 
21.1.72 
26.1.72 
1.2.72 
3.2.72 
5.2.72 
11.2.72 
3.3.72 
14.3.72 
19.3.72 
6.4.72 
6.4.72 
13.4.72 
16.4.72 
18.4.72 
20.4.72 
5.5.72 
18.5.72 
29.5.72 
30.5.72 
14.6.72 

15.6.72 
18.6.72 
24.6.72 
29.6.72 
29.6.72 

a new batch of casualties to be identified all details of which will be revealed next time: 
Turboprop airliner of SAESA crashed on fire after departing Chetumal for Mexico City. 
Iberia aircraft on approach to San Jose Airport, Ibiza crashed into Rocas Atlas hills and destroyed. 
Airliner of THY en route from Damascus to Ankara lost cabin pressure and crashed during attempted emergency landing at Adana. 
JAT aircraft from Copenhagen exploded in flight in the Hermadorf area of Czechoslovakia. 
German airliner crashed during flight test programme near Bremen Airport. Two of the three crew baled out safely. 
Lao Airlines flight from Singapore ran out of fuel and crashed in attempted forced-landing near Tegal in mid-Java. 
Aircraft of Transportes Aereos del Cesar, Colombia, reported missing on Bogata - Valledupar service. Wreck found on 7.2.72. 
Royal Air Lao flight from Saigon to Vientiane with 6 crew and 17 passengers on board failed to arrive. No trace found. 
Mohawk Airlines aircraft reported propeller pitch problem and crashed into house when attempting to land at Albany Airport, NY. 
Sterling Airways flight to Dubai crashed onto ridge 50 miles from destination, off course and too low. 
Airliner leased to Egyptair crashed into mountains 4 miles from Aden International Airport, South Yemen. 
Delta Air Transport aircraft damaged but repairable when nosewheel was retracted during take-off run at Ostend Airport. 
Non-scheduled freight flight by Avensa, Venezuela, crashed shortly after take-off from San Fernando. 
VASP airliner on Sao Paulo to Rio de Janeiro service off course and descended onto high ground when initiating approach to Rio. 
Airliner of ATI, Italy, destroyed in crash on high ground near Frosinone en route from Rome to Foggia. 
East African Airlines aircraft struck object on runway at Addis Ababa, abandoned take-off but failed to stop and crashed off the runway. 
Freighter of SATCO, Peru, crashed on mountains between Chiclayo and Tarapota, believed flying low to make use of VFR conditions. 
Alitalia aircraft flew into Mount Lunga, Sicily while approaching to land at Palermo inbound from Rome. 
Eastern Airlines airliner made heavy landing at Fort Lauderdale, FL, main gear collapsed, tail separated from aircraft which caught fire. 
Empresa Amazonense freight aircraft crashed in jungle near Cruzeiro do Sul on a flight from Rio Branco. 
Delta Airlines airliner on training flight crashed while attempting a go-around at Fort Worth, broke up and destroyed by fire. 
Aircraft of Japan Airlines on Bangkok - Delhi sector of Tokyo - London service descended below minimum approach altitude and crashed 
near village of Basantpur on the outskirts of Delhi. Only one crew member and four passengers survived. 
Cathay Pacific airliner blown up in mid-air over South Vietnam en route from Bangkok to Hong Kong with 81 on board. 
BEA flight from Heathrow to Brussels crashed near Staines by-pass shortly after take-off with no survivors. 
Aircraft of Prinair crashed on Mercedita Airport, Ponce, Puerto Rico while attempting a go-around. 
Inter-City Flug aircraft failed to rotate on take-off run at Blackpool Airport, UK, and crashed into holiday camp beyond runway. 
Aircraft of North Central Airlines and Air Wisconsin collided over Lake Winnebago near Appleton, Wl and both destroyed. 

To be continued.... 
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HEAD-ON VIEW - WHAT IS IT? Number 32 
This one has a distinctly British feel to it, from the background to the recognisable Pobjoy Niagara, 
this attractive wooden 2-seater went through a number of metamorphoses but without success. 
Details next time, (via JM Collection) 

In this issue 
The cover of this issue may have taken a few 
readers by surprise as this is the first time that 
we have featured a detailed piece of aviation 
artwork by an accomplished illustrator. Not 
only that, but there are two more examples 
inside and these feature far less well-known 
types than the Potez 29 airliner on the front. 
We have to thank Ognjan Petrovic for these 
and also for sharing with us his detailed 
research into pre-war civil aviation in 
Yugoslavia. There will be more to come in the 
next issue too. 

Astute readers may have noticed that Archive 
covers are always aimed at illustrating items 
which actually appear in each issue, with 
maybe a couple of slips over the years, but 
hopefully it may be a useful aide-memoire to 
help in finding specific items. The alternative 
is to get hold of a copy of the subject index -
readilly available on-line or by post! 

Our Head-on View featured type this quarter is 
the Hendy (later Parnall) Heck. Designed by 
Basil Henderson, who of course played a sig-
nificant part in the development of the Percival 
monoplanes but we won't go into that particu-
lar discussion here, the Hecks were really 
three different aircraft united by a common 
wing design. Unfortunately the Men from the 
Ministry failed to recognise their potential (a 
tale repeated in the Miles Aircraft book along-
side!) and so wartime pilots were trained on 
Tiger Moths to fly Spitfires and Lancasters. 

We could have filled the whole issue with the 
number of Heck photos available from the late 
Jack Meaden's collection - an invaluable 
resource which we continue to use. Do not tire 
of reading the same credits under many of our 
illustrations, just be grateful that Jack put in 
immense time and effort to save all this mate-
rial and allow us to benefit from it. 

The FMA series does look a bit military as we 
work through the company's output - but there 
are more civil times ahead! The same might be 
said of the China topics but this time we had to 

stop just short of the detailed fleet list for 
CATC and we are of course approaching the 
rebirth of civil aviation in China in the post-war 
period. Malcolm Fillmore's Whole Truth 
feature on the DH Leopard Moth comes to an 
end this time to be followed by a new subject -
the Handley Page Herald - in the next issue. 
Thanks are due to all our contributors this time, 
named or not, for their efforts on our behalf. 

Miles out! 
Yes, this was the one that everyone was 
waiting for, Peter Amos' masterclass on Miles 
Aircraft 1925-39 is the first major publication 
on the subject since Don Brown's Putnam 
book of almost 40 years ago. All the early 
flying activities are described, the designs 
themselves from Satyr to M.18, the individual 
histories of all pre-war production aircraft, 
numerous appendices and enviable photo-
graphic coverage are all included in this 448 
page hardback. An absolute must for all those 
of you with the slightest interest in our avaition 
heritage. Full details may be found on the 
Sales List or on the Air-Britain website - what 
are you waiting for now? 

MILES AIRCRAFT -
The Early Years 

Hie story of ICMiles uiKlliis Aeroplanes 
m - ma 
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COMPLETE CIVIL REGISTERS: 15 

X- UN- YU- YUGOSLAVIA 
With thanks to the following for their con-
tributions: 
John Wegg, Jack Meaden, Malcolm 
Fillmore, Vojislav Jereb, Ognjan M 
Petrovic, Predrag Miladinovic and 
LET/Flight magazine. 

The Yugoslav Civil Aircraft Register -
We continue with this review of the pre-
war registration series from extensive 
research by Ognjan M Petrovic. 

Third Series 1931-1933 UN- (continued) 

UN-PAP (ex UN-SLA, D-589) Dietrich DP.IIa 
Most probably CofR No12. CofA not known but not No20 as suggest-
ed. Note: Numbers of CofAs for two machines not known (X-SABC 
CofR No1 and UN-SLA/UN-PAP CofR No12). On the other hand, there 
are just two CofA Nos in the series (1 to 120) not known, these being 
Nos 13 and 23. Is a logical conclusion possible? 

UN-PAT 
Designer was engineer Rudolph Fizir. Constructors were Fizir and 
Rukavina. Machine built by privately owned Fizir Workshop, Novi Sad. 

UN-PAU 
CofR No19. CofA No17 not CofA No32 (our tabular data on 
p.2009/011was compiled later that the register material) 
Cancelled .33. Not operational and not re-regd .9.33 (YU-PAU not 
used). To VV in 1934 as conversion trainer under new military desig-
nation P.1. 
Rogozarski AZR UN-PAU designed by Wilhelm Schuster, a German 
engineer employed in Belgrade's First Serbian Aeroplane Factory 
Zivojin Rogozarski (Z. Rogozarski was the owner of the company). AZR 
= Avion Zivojina Rogozarskog (Aircraft of Zivojin Rogozarski). 

UN-PBC 
Milutinovic (not Vlajkovic) built. First flight 20.8.31. Regd to S. 
Milutinovic 30.10.31. 
Originally designated as Sim VII, later (c.32) changed to Sim VIII. 
Engineer Sima Milutinovic was designer (creator of plans and draw-
ings), constructor (who organized and led process of manufacturing) 
and owner (his name is written in Register). Two machines (c/n 1, 2) 
built and completed in leased workshops of Progress Furniture 
Workshop, Belgrade. 
Note: "SU Beograd, completed early .32" is totally wrong (bad transla-
tion); this text refers to the time of entering SU service, not to the com-
pletion of the aircraft. 

UN-PBD 
Milutinovic (not Ikarus) built. Regd. to S. Milutinovic 15.12.31 (not 
30.10.31). The same notes as given for YU-PBC apply. 

UN-PBE 
Correct designation was Gerner G.I (not G.ll Rb). Originally delivered 
with 30 HP Anzani 3A2, almost immediately replaced with more pow-
erful 75 HP Pobjoy R. 

UN-PBF 
Zmaj-built FP-1 prototype damaged 9.2.33 and not repaired; neverthe-
less, new registration YU-PBF accepted .9.33 for non-operational 
(practically destroyed) aircraft; one of the possible explanations lay in 
Zmaj's intention to repair the plane... 

Above: UN-PAP Dietrich DP.IIa WNr 165 of 1930. Note the V on the 
rudder as the first nationality letter of the registration and the black 
competition number '4' on the fuselage. (Vazduhoplovni glasnik [Air 
Herald] No. 6. 1931) 
Below: Zmaj FP. 1 UN-PBF c/n 1 crashed on 9.2.33 at Zemun - and no 
doubt there is a good story attached to its situation! Designed by Fizir 
and Stankov as a 2-seat training biplane intended for the VV, it was not 
successful and the ptototype was never rebuilt. It was powered by a 
320 hp Walter Pollux II. (M Herelja via O M Petrovic) 

UN-PDH 
Registration definitely not used. 

UN-SAA 
Originally ordered by Aeroput (directly from DH) 
not No5 as suggested. 

CofA No 16 confirmed, 

UN-PBG 
CofA confirmed as No32 and not "German CofA of late 32" 

UN-SAH 
Ordered as new aircraft directly from Farman Company as c/n3/7243 
YU-SAH. This machine had no French registration and the earlier ref-
erence to c/n 2/7242 F-ALHP "L'Azalee" was incorrect as this was not 
a Yugoslav aircraft. 
Arrived .5.31 for Aeroput, promptly registered (not 31.12.1931) and 
then named "Podgorica" 15.6.31. CofA No22 and CofR No30. Regn 
YU-SAH not used. 

UN-SAI, UN-SAK 
Re-regd. YU-SAI, -SAK in 9.33 (not .35) 

Note at the end of page 2008/004: CofR No11 (to UN-FIZ not to UN-
MJM) and No12 (most probably to UN-SLA, later UN-PAP). 
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Ognjan M. PETROVlt 

Above: Farman F.306 UN-SAH "Podgorica" of Aeroput, Belgrade 
1931. This was c/n 3/7243, not 2/7242 as quoted earlier. (Muzej 
Vazduhoplovstva / Aviation Museum, Belgrade) 
Below: DH.83 Fox Moth UN-SAK c/n 4014, ex G-ABZA, also with 
Aeroput, Belgrade 1932. (Historic Archive, Nis) 

YU-PAH 
Intended but not used. UN-PAH crashed 1.8.33 before YU-registrations 
(Fourth Series) were introduced in 9.33. 

YU-PAK, YU-PAL 
Were not in servicewith AC Kraljevo. 

YU-PAO 
Ex UN-SLO, ex UN-PAO. Only one Bloudek B.XV was built, c/n was 
No1. 

YU-PAS 
Damaged on 19.8.35 and then airframe (not fuselage) broken up. 

YU-PAU 
Registration not used. 

YU-PAV 
DH.60G Moth. To W early 1941; destroyed by Luftwaffe 4.41. 

Above: Jocic & son Resava biplane c/n 1 UN-PAY which was designed 
by engineer Nikola M Zudenko whose initials NMZ appear in Cyrillic on 
the side of the fuselage and in the inset. The name Resava is on the 
rudder, also in Cyrillic. The aircraft was powered by a 120 hp Walter 
NZ-120 radial and is shown as with the Savezna Uprava, Belgrade in 
early 1933. (Ognjan M Petrovid) 
Below: DH.80A Puss Moth c/n 2184 YU-PAX of Bata seen at an FAI 
airshow at Gruda aerodrome near Dubrovnik, 8.9.35. In the back-
ground is Aeroput Potez 29-2 YU-SAF. (Muzej Vazduhoplovstva) 

YU-PAX 
Left Kingdom of Yugoslavia 3.8.36 and sold in UK; re-regd G-AEOA 
1.10.36; later RAF ES921 and G-AEOA again. Still regd as such. 

YU-PAY 
Cancelled .37 (not "reported to AC Rudnik"); Rudnik is Serbian word for 
"Mine" and obviously refers to Resava Mines Co, the first owner of air-
craft (Aero Club Rudnik did not exist). 120 HP Vlajkovic-built Walter NZ-
120 engine. See also colour profile above. 

YU-PBC, YU-PBD 
Both originally Sim VII, redesignated Sim VIII c.34 in order to conform 
with two new Sim VIII. A series of four machines received the common 
designation Sim VIII. 

YU-PBE 
Type was Gerner G.I (not G.ll Rb). 

YU-PBG 
Registration not used. Schwalbe UN-PBG did not take up a YU- regn. 

YU-PBH 
Definitely not used. 

YU-PBI 
Originally a Poppenhausen hydro-sailplane modified in Yugoslavia to 
land-operated sailplane and equipped with two different powerplants. 
The first engine was 30 HP Anzani 3A2 (retrieved from the crashed 
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Above: A Rogojarsky-built RWD-8 c/n 3 YU-PCZ "Prizren", of MO 
Prizren, 00 Skoplje, 1936. Note the Mickey Mouse emblem and the 
name "Prizren" in Cyrillic capital letters on the fuselage side. 
(Ognjan M Petrovic) 

Gerner G.I YU-PBE); the second was 34 HP ABC Scorpion, built by the 
Rogozarski factory (unofficial designation Rogozarski-Scorpion). Osijek 
(or Osek)based. 

YU-PBK, 'L, 'M, 'O, 'P, 'R 
Six ex-VV machines, Salmson-equipped Hanriot-built H.320 models of 
1926 (Hanriot-Salmson), correct c/ns 1018, 1019, 1022, 1013, 1020 
and 1029 (respectively). Note: YU-PBR c/n 1029 was modified to 
Siemens engine. 

The Hanriot machine illustrated on page 2008/052 is a Hanriot H.32 
(not Hanriot 320) with 80 hp Le Rhone 9C (not Salmson) engine. The 
Le Rhone-equipped H.32 did not serve with the W and was never used 
in Yugoslavia. The type imported into Yugoslavia was the Salmson-
equipped Hanriot H.320 model of 1926, developed from H.32. 

YU-PBS onwards 
Mali and Srednji Brandenburg were locally modified (re-designed and 
improved) and built copy (without licence). Yugoslav-built Mali 
Brandenburg is similar to Austrian B.I; equipped with 100 or 120 HP 
Mercedes and 100 HP B&D Blesk. Srednji Brandenburg generally 
based to design and structure of Hansa-Brandenburg C.I (not 369 
series only); powered with 160 or 185 HP Austro-Daimler AD.6 
engines. 

YU-PCB really was Mali Brandenburg No27. 

YU-PCF withdrawn from use 5.35 (not broken up). 

Notes regarding the possibility of mistakenly changing types Mali and 
Srednji Brandenburg are not correct. Serials (or c/ns or Nos) applied to 
early military aircraft of the VV (especially Brandenburg types) are very 
complicated and not really understood even to-day. For example: Mali 
Brandenburg 3-57 was simultaneously known as 357 or 57. 

YU-PCG 
Registration used exclusively for W 's FAK-built Breguet Bre 19-9 (Bre 
199) prototype c/n 1263 (860 HP Hispano Suiza 12Ybrs engine); this is 
absolutely confirmed information. A licence-manufacturer of Breguet 
recce/bomber biplanes, FAK (Fabrika aviona Kraljevo or Breguet 
Kraljevo) was located at Kraljevo, Central Serbia. 
Note that YU-PCG was not used for the Tvrtko Paskijevic aircraft. This 
aircraft was unregistered; all data about Paskijevic's registration are 
incorrect). 

YU-PCJ 
W owned Kraljevo-built Breguet Bre 19-10 (19-X) prototype c/n 1246 
(720 HP Lorraine Petrel) - information confirmed. The aircraft was used 
for flights to France. 

Above: Hanriot H.320 YU-PBL c/n 1019 with Siemens engine being 
manoeuvred with the help of a ground-handler. In the background is 
YU-PDD c/n 1039 with Salmson radial; both with the Savezna Uprava, 
Belgrade, c.1934. (M Hrelja via O M Petrovic) 
Below: 'Baptism' ceremony at Nis on 4.6.39 for DH.60G-III Moth Major 
c/n 5057 YU-PCH "Timok". (Historic Archive, Nis) 

YU-PCK 
Transferred .36 from OO Novi Sad to SU; overhauled and then deliv-
ered to OO KV (named "Kraljevo"). 

YU-PCM 
Destroyed 2.6.36 (not 7.36) near Banja Luka. 

YU-PCO, 'P, 'R, 'S, 'T 
Hanriot-built Hanriot H.320 Model 1926 (120 hp Salmson 9Ac) c/ns 
1037, 1034, 1045, unknown, 1015 (resp). All c/ns incorrectly stated in 
Register as two-digit number. No 1008 mistakenly quoted for YU-PCS, 
but this c/n confirmed as belonging to YU-PEM; YU-PCS's c/n remains 
uknown. Note: YU-PCP c/n 1034 modified to Siemens engine. 
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Above: The newly-completed Vlajkovic-built Sim II c/n 1 designed by 
Sima Milutinovic, seen at Belgrade in 1930. The aircraft carried no 
marks but was registered YU-PCV in 1934. It was a side-by-side two-
seater with a 110 hp Siemens Sh 14. (Muzej Vazduhoplovstva) 

>*!V 
• 

Above: DH.60G c/n 1338, formerly G-
AAFF "Miss Dalmacija" was in service 
with the VV when it crashed into the 
River Ibar near Kraljevo in June 1932. 
It was repaired to become YU-PDH 
later. (Muzej Vazduhoplovstva) 

Left: Rogojarsky RWD-8 YU-PDM c/n 
1 "Vitez" of 00 Novi Sad in mid-1936 
on loan from SU Beograd. 
(O M Petrovic collection) 

YU-PCU 
Zmaj-built Hanriot H.320 of 1928, c/n 2 (120 hp Salmson 9Ac). Note 
that c/ns applied to Zmaj-built H.320s began from 1. 

YU-PCV 
Vlajkovic-built Sim 11(110 hp Siemens Sh 14) first flew 29.5.30. Aircraft 
was the first design of young engineer Sima Milutinovic to be built. 
Rejected for VV service and transferred to SU early .34. 

Fizir FN (photo p.2008/099) 
This example exhibited in the Belgrade Air Museum was manufactured 
in early 1945. No pre-WWII Fizir FNs survived. 

YU-PCZ 
Crashed in late 1930s (unknown pre-war date) at Skoplje aerodrome. 
Not used by VV. 

YU-PDB, 'C, 'D 
Hanriot-built H.320 Model of 1926 c/ns 1011, 1038, 1039. These 
machines were entered in the Register as 320-1011 (ie Type 320 
No1011)etc... 

YU-PDE 
Captured by Germans (as VV military machine). 

YU-PDH 
Demo flights in Yugoslavia during 5.29 as "Mss Dalmacija" (not "Miss 
Dalmatia"). Used for some (probably short) time as G-AAFF by DH 
Belgrade representative Mapplebeck. Marks UN-PDH not used. Found 
way (sold or loaned?) to VV; used with standard military VV markings 
(Kosovo cross); crashed into River Ibar near Kraljevo 6.32. Sold later to 
SU Beograd, repaired and transfered to Sarajevo OO; regd. YU-PDH 
late .35. 

YU-PDI 
Correct c/n was 47; mistakenly stated as 74 in original Registar. Used 
by acrobat (ie. athlete, not acrobatic pilot) D Aleksic, a brave Serb who 
hung under the flying plane, holding the rope in his teeth. 

YU-PDK 
Named (baptised) "Krusevac" 1.6.36 in OO Krusevac. 

YU-PDM 
Licence-built RWD-8 high-wing two-seater with a 120 hp Vlakovic-built 
Walter NZR-120. First flight was made 20.3.35 but the type was reject-
ed by the VV. A total of three were built and these were used by the 
Savezna Uprava (SU) Beograd. 

Above: Ikarus SM two-seat biplane floatplane c/n 14 YU-PDU "Susak" 
with OO Susak in 1936. Designed by engineer J Mickl and built by 
Ikarus, it first flew on 10.1.24. Used by the Naval Air Arm (PV) with 3 
different powerplants: Mercedes D.I, D.I I and D.111. Two were gifted to 
SU with 120 hp D.I I giving a maximum speed of 126 km/hr (78 mph) 
and landing speed of 55 km/hr (34 mph). (via M Milosavijevic) 
Below: Fizir-built FT. 1 c/n 1 "Nebojsa" of OO Novi Sad, August 1935, 
was regd YU-PDV in early 1936. (Muzej Vazduhoplovstva) 

YU-PDR 
Correct c/n was 12; mistakenly stated as 21 in Register list. 

YU-PDV 
Fizir-designed, completed in first half of .35; baptised "Nebojsa" 
("Fearless") 6.9.35; registered YU-PDV early .36 (not mid .39) and f/f 
summer .36. Three-seater with 120 hp Vlakovic-built Walter NZR-120, 
max speed 200 km/hr (124 mph), cruise 180 km/hr (111 mph), 
minimum 76 km/hr (47 mph). Badly damaged autumn .39 and regn eld. 
Later repaired and seized by VV 1st Army Co-operation Group, proba-
bly as No331. Abandoned at Ruma auxilliary strip in April 1941 war and 
later broken up by German troops. 

To be continued. . . 
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The Hendy Heck No.31 
H E A D - O N VIEW 

to ' ' ' "t 

Right: The Hendy 
Heck prototype as 
G-ACTC seen at 
Han worth in May 
1935. (Aeroplane 
via JM Collection) 

In 1933 Whitney Straight, the wealthy American bisinessman and diplo-
mat, commissioned a 2-seat aircraft with a high cruising speed and very 
low landing speed. To meet this specification, Basil Balfour Henderson, 
joint founder with Horace Miles of the Hendy Aircraft Company of 
Shoreham, designed the Hendy 3308. 

This was an all-wood, tandem enclosed cockpit, low-wing monoplane 
powered by a 200 hp DH Gipsy Six with a metal DH propeller. It was 
fitted with HP leading-edge slots, Fowler-type flaps and a retractable 
undercarriage in order to meet the high cruise and short-field perfor-
mance requirements. When first announced it was intended to fit a 165 
hp Napier Javelin to give 190 mph (305 km/hr) top speed, but this was 
never installed. 

The prototype was constructed by Westland Aircraft at Yeovil and first 
flew in early July 1934 simply as "P" (the Class B registration of 
Westland Aircraft Works) in all-over red primer. It had been officially 
registered G-ACTC on 23.5.34 to Mrs Leonard Knight, the mother of 
Whitney Straight who could not register it himself as a US citizen, but it 
was some time before these marks were actually worn. It was intended 
to enter the aircraft, now known as the Hendy Heck, in the King's Cup 
of July 14th 1934. However, when en route to Martlesham Heath for 
CofA trials it had to make a forced landing in a field due to poor visibil-
ity, collided with a cow and was damaged. It did not reach Martlesham 
Heath for trials until March 1935. 

The design consisted of an oval-section fuselage of ample width for 
touring comfort, with plywood formers and spruce longerons, the whole 
covered with plywood. Seating was in tandem inside an enclosed 
cockpit, the extensively-glazed canopy of which was hinged in two 
panels, front and back on the port side. Power was provided by a 200 
hp DH Gipsy Six inverted air-cooled 6-cyl engine driving a two-blade 
DH metal Propeller and spinner. Exhaust was gathered to one curved 
pipe which ended just behind and below the leading edge of the wing. 

The wings were also plywood covered, of constantly reducing taper, 
terminating in oval tips. They were fitted with Handley Page automatic 
slots on the outer half of the leading edge. The trailing 
edge had a two-part slotted flap mounted on outriggers 
beneath the wing, the outer half acting as an aileron. 
The large root fairings were a prominent feature. Two 
fuel tanks totalling 40 gallons capacity (182 litres) were 
located in the wings. 

A conventional tailplane, with horn-balanced rudder, 
was fitted. The main undercarriage retracted outwards 
manually and a spatted tail wheel was fitted below the 
rudder and the slightly cut-away fuselage stern post. 

Above: The designer of the Heck, Basil Henderson, seen with the pro-
totype during its retractable undercarriage phase. (Aeroplane via JM 
Collection) 
Below: Head-on view of the prototype, retractable mainwheels and 
spatted tailwheel are visible. (Aeroplane via JM Collection) 
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The Heck achieved a speed range of between 40 mph and 170 mph 
and remained fully controllable even when throttled back at the lowest 
margins of the range using 40° flap. Extremely steep glide approaches 
of the order of 12° were possible, 9.5° being considered standard 
without any significant increase in angle of attack. Using slots the Heck 
proved impossible to spin from the stall; with slots closed a gentle spin 
was easily recovered. The controls were also effective at the higher end 
of the speed range, at which the Heck was dived at up to 260 mph. 

Reports in The Aeroplane were highly complimentary but the 
Martlesham test reports were critical of the aircraft's handling with flaps 
down, particularly as the positioning of the trim and flap controls on the 
right and throttle on the left of the cockpit made handling in the 
approach a more complex task for the pilot. 

In May 1935 Parnall Aircraft Ltd was formed, as successor to George 
Parnall & Co of Yate, from the merger of the Hendy Aircraft Company 
and Nash & Thompson Ltd. Now known as the Parnall Heck, the design 
was subjected to various measures to clean up the airflow, with limited 
success. 

Above: The prototype making an early 
demonstration flight on a low, slow pass 
with slots and flaps deployed. The 
Westland-built aircraft wears that 
company's Class B mark P without a 
numerical suffix. (Aeroplane via JM 
Collection) 

Left: Henderson seated in the front cockpit 
of the Heck, showing the large glazed area 
with very generous access to both seats 
by means of the hinged transparencies. 
(Aeroplane via JM Collection) 

Below: Close-up of the Heck wing, 
showing leading edge slots open, flaps 
deployed on outriggers and aileron with 
mass balance weight. The well for the 
outward-retracting undercarriage is clearly 
visible and there is a wind-driven genera-
tor below the cabin, (via JM Collection) 

In July 1935 the Heck was demonstrated at Hanworth and at the SBAC 
at Hendon, while Aircraft Exchange & Mart were appointed as sales 
agents for Parnall in the expectation of production commencing. Entry 
in the King's Cup on 6-7th September 1935 was withdrawn when the 
aircraft made a wheels-up landing at Hanworth. G-ACTC was then 

Leff: The Heck G-ACTC shown 
after conversion to fixed undercar-
riage prior to the attempt to break 
the UK - Cape Town record 
(via JM Collection) 
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Right: F/0 Llewellyn 
poses with G-ACTC in 
front of South African 
Airways Ju 53/3m ZS-AFD 
at Wingfield, Cape Town 
after arrival from the UK 
and prior to the record-
breaking return flight. It can 
clearly be seen that the 
Heck had the fixed, 
trousered undercarriage 
fitted before the record 
attempt was made, 
(via JM Collection) 
Below: The first Heck IIC 
G-AEGH seen at Yate in 
autumn 1936. The lower 
decking and cabin 
changes including side 
entrance door with fixed 
step, the fixed and spatted 
undercarriage, longer 
exhaust and reduced wing 
fairing are all visible fea-
tures of this model, 
(via JM Collection) 

fitted with a fixed, trousered, Dowty undercarriage, partly because of 
the problems with the retractable version and also perhaps to reduce 
pilot workload in the approach phase. 

An attempt to set a new record time from Hanworth to Cape Town was 
made commencing 8th October 1935 but this journey was dogged by 
problems and the Heck did not reach Cape Town until 29th October. 
The return journey was far more successful. Flown by F/O David 
Llewellyn and Mrs Jill Wyndham G-ACTC left Cape Town on 4th 
November and landed at Lympne on the 11th, six days 12 hours and 
17 minutes later, breaking Amy Mollison's record by over 18 hours. 

Meanwhile Whitney Straight had lost interest in the Heck and had nego-
tiated a new design, which was to bear his name, from F G Miles. The 
Heck was again entered in the King's Cup on 10-11th July 1936 but suf-
fered damage to the port undercarriage at Whitchurch on 10th and 
again failed to take part. By this time the speed range had been 
increased to 40-182 mph. 

The existence of successful Miles and Percival monoplane tourers by 
now confirmed that this format was to be the accepted pattern for the 
future, so Parnalls decided to revise and develop the Heck design. The 
result was the Heck IIC, the prototype of which, G-AEGH, was revealed 

Right: The new design 
had an altogether more 
pleasing appearance. 
Note the new style under-
carriage and the wind 
driven generator which 
has been moved to the 
starboard wing leading 
edge due to the rearward 
extension to the exhaust, 
(via JM Collection) 
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Above: Two Parnall Heck 
IICs lined up at the start of 
the King's Cup air race at 
Hatfield on 2.7.38. In the 
foreground J A C Warren's 
G-AEGI and behind it 
Hubert Broad's G-AEGH. 
(Aeroplane via JM 
Collection) 

in June 1936 wearing Aircraft Exchange & Mart's two-tone blue 
colours. 

There were immediate visual differences: the undercarriage was fixed 
and spatted, the fuselage depth decreased and the cabin lowered. 
Most obvious was the conversion to 3-seat cabin with an entry door on 
the port side and side windows instead of all-round glazing. The 200 hp 
Gipsy Six was retained, with the exhaust lengthened below the cabin. 

When G-AEGH went to Martlesham it was found to still possess the 
trim-change problems but was more stable than its predecessor. In 
total six Parnall Heck IICs were built commencing in 1936 but antici-
pated demand never materialised. 

One, G-AEGL, was said to be used as a test-bed for the Wolseley Aries 
225 hp 9-cyl radial engine, but no photographic evidence of this has 
been found. G-AEGH and G-AEGI both took part in the 1938 King's 
Cup and, flown respectively by Hubert Broad and J A C Warren, were 
placed 14th and 10th, both at 159 mph average speed. The unsold 
examples were used by Parnalls as company communications aircraft 
in civil marks during the war but only one, G-AEGI, flew into the 1950s. 

G-AEGH was actually impressed, as NF749 in March 1943, and served 
for a time with No.17 Group Com Flight. G-AEGI was used by the 
British Parachute Co, Cardiff, as was G-AEMR. The former took part in 
its second King's Cup on 29.7.49, fitted with a 200 hp Gipsy Queen 3, 

Left: The Heck IIC in close-
up showing the wide access 
door with step. On this 
occasion the seating in the 
rear of the cabin appears to 
be quite rudimentary! 
(Aeroplane via JM 
Collection) 

coming 13th at 145.5 mph. The 1950 race was to be its last as, having 
finished 7th, again at 159 mph, it was damaged on the ground when 
Spitfire G-AISU ran into it. 

The final Heck IIC was ordered by the Air Ministry as K8853 for 
machine gun and gun-sight trials with A&AEE and Farnborough. As a 
variation from standard this Heck had a Gipsy Six Srs 2 engine and 
variable-pitch propeller. It later became an RAF communications air-
craft at Andover, Heston and Hucknall. While this aircraft's activity is 
well-publicised there is still debate as to whether it was in fact wholly or 
partly a re-work of G-AEGL. 

Henderson's final version of the Heck was the Parnall 382 Heck Mk.lll 
of 1938. This was a response to the RAF requirement Spec T.1/37 for 
an ab-initio trainer and one example was built in competition with the 
Miles M.15 and the Heston JA.3. All were tandem open-cockpit low-
wing monoplanes and all were rejected in favour of continued Tiger 
Moth and Magister production, despite the excellent performance of the 
Heck. 

The Heck III used the same wing with slots and flaps as the IIC, the 
same engine, tail unit and undercarriage were also employed. First 
flown as J1, the sole example was fitted with an enclosed rear cockpit 
after the trials and was registered G-AFKF to Parnalls in 1939. 
Impressed the following year as R9138, it ended its days in Wales as 
an instructional airframe. 
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Above: G-AEGI was the second Heck IIC and one of only two still flying post-war. It was entered in two more King's Cup races and is seen here at 
the 1949 event with stub exhausts for its Gipsy Queen replacing the single long pipe of the Gipsy Six. (Aeroplane via JM Collection) 

Dimensions and performance 

Engine: 
Wing span: 
Length: 
Height: 
Wing area: 
Empty wreight: 
Maxiumum weight:: 
Maximum speed: 
Cruising speed: 
Stalling speed: 
Range: 

Hendy 3308 Heck 
200 hp DH Gipsy Six 
31 ft 6 in (9.6 m) 
26 ft 11/2in (7.86 m) 
8 ft 6 in (2.59 m) 
102.2 ft2 (9.77 m2) 
1,811 lbs (821.47 kg) 
2,600 lbs (1,179 kg) 
170 mph (273.5 km/hr) 
155 mph (249.4 km/hr) 
44.8 mph (72 km/hr) 
600 miles (965 km) 

Parnall Heck IIC 
200 hp DH Gipsy Six 
31 ft 6 in (9.6 m) 
26 ft 1 Vi in (7.86 m) 
8 ft 6 in (2.59 m) 
102.2 ft2 (9.77 m2) 
1,750 lbs (793.8 kg) 
2,700 lbs (1,224.7 kg) 
185 mph (297.7 km/hr) 
160 mph (257.5 km/hr) 
40 mph (64.4 km/hr) 
605 miles (973 km) 

Parnall 382 Heck III 
200 hp DH Gipsy Six 
33 ft 6 in (10.21 m) 
28 ft 8 in (8.74 m) 
7 ft 9 in (2.36 m) 
155 ft2 (14.4 m2) 
1,655 lbs (750.7 kg) 
2,450 lbs (1,111.3 kg) 
155 mph (249.4 km/hr) 
135 mph (217.25 km/hr) 
43 mph (69 km/hr) 
620 miles (998 km) 

Hendy 3308 Heck 

G-ACTC c/n 34/1 Built Yeovil and f/f 7.34 as P. Regd (CofR 
5082) 23.5.34 to Mrs Leonard Knight (Dorothy Whitney) 
Elmhirst; as nominee for son and US citizen (at time) Whitney 
Willard Straight; based Teignmouth/Hanworth. Entered in 
King's Cup Air Race in July 1934 but withdrawn. CofA 4740 
issued 18.3.35. Sold 7.35 & regd (CofR 6342) 26.9.35 to 
Aircraft Exchange & Mart Ltd, Hanworth. Converted to fixed 
undercarriage. Broke Cape Town - Lympne record 4-11th 
November 1935. CofA lapsed 29.4.37. Stored during war and 
reported in Watford garage [7.46]. Regn eld 15.7.46 as wfu. 

Parnall Heck IIC 

G-AEGH c/n J.10 Regd (CofR 6922) 29.4.36 to Parnall 
Aircraft Ltd, Yate. CofA 5733 issued 9.12.36. CofA lapsed 
7.10.43. Regn eld 23.11.45 at census. Impressed as NF749 
8.3.43. To 17 Group Comm Fit, Turnhouse 12.3.43. To 5 MU 
Kemble 21.1.44. Scrapped and soc 5 MU Kemble 27.5.44. 

G-AEGI c/n J.11 Regd (CofR 6923) 29.4.36 to Parnall 
Aircraft Ltd, Yate. CofA 6153 issued 30.11.37. Cld & regd 
27.9.44 to British Parachute Co Ltd, Cardiff. MAP Permit No.9 
issued 29.10.43; lapsed 26.9.45. Cld 28.9.46 & regd 29.10.46 
to John Crammond, Sevenoaks & Alistair Gibb, London W 
(based Rochester). Fitted with 200hp Gipsy Queen 3 & CofA 
renewed 27.2.48. Cld 7.1.49 & regd 13.5.49 to John 
Crammond (only). Struck by Spitfire G-AISU at 
Wolverhampton 17.6.50 after King's Cup Air Race & stored in 
damaged state. CofR No changed to R644, .50. Regn cld 
19.6.51 as sold (to unknown party and not repaired). 
Scrapped and burned Wolverhampton summer .53. 

G-AEGJ c/n J. 12 [mk IIC] Regd (CofR 6924) 16.9.36 to 
Parnall Aircraft Ltd, Yate. CofA 6397 issued 6.9.38. Engine 
failure and crashed Duke's Farm, Astley, nr Nuneaton 
23.5.39; en route Bristol to Yorkshire; pilot John Crosby-
Warren and one passenger injured. Regn cld 23.11.45. 

Above: The last Heck IIC K8853 was fitted with wing-mounted Browning machine 
guns and reflector gunsight for trials with the A&AEE. (via JM Collection) 
Below: K8853 later adopted wartime camouflage and became a communications 
aircraft with various Station Flights, (via JM Collection) 

G-AEGK c/n J.13 [mk IIC] CofR 6925 reserved 4.36 for Parnall Aircraft Ltd, 
Yate; NTU due to clerical error. Regd G-AEMR (CofR 7286) 4.7.39 to Parnall 
Aircraft Ltd..CofA 6684 issued 23.8.39. Cld & regd 27.9.44 to British Parachute 
Co Ltd, Cardiff. CofA lapsed 26.9.46. Cld 28.5.47 & regd 10.6.47 to Cambrian 
Air Services Ltd, Cardiff. Scrapped .48. Regn cld 14.1.49 as wfu. Some parts to 
Wolverhampton 2/51 for intended use in rebuild of G-AEGI. 
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Above: Another view of Heck IIC 
K8853 on communications duties 
in 1941. From this angle it is 
clear that the front of the canopy 
windscreen had been altered 
from standard to a more upright 
shape and a landing light 
installed in the port wing leading 
edge, (via JM Collection) 
Left: The Parnall 382 Heck III in 
Class B marks asJ1. In side view 
it is particularly Magister - like but 
for the shape of the fin and 
rudder, (via JM Collection) 

G-AEGL c/nJ.14 CofR 6926 reserved 4.36 for Parnall Aircraft 
Ltd, 
Yate; NTU. Reportedly used as 225hp Wolseley Aries test-bed. 
Later to RAE Farnborough. 

K8853 c/n J.15 [mk IIC] To RAF under Contract 486334/36 
& toe A&AEE Martlesham Heath 1.4.37 for trials of Browning 
machine guns. To AFDE. Returned to A&AEE 2.7.37 for gun-
sight trials. To RAE Farnborough 26.4.39 (or 9.5.39) for stalling 
tests. To Hucknall Station Flight 26.6.39. To AFEE 6.41. To 
Andover Station Flight. To Heston Station Flight. To instruction-
al airframe 3126M 16.6.42 & issued 342 ATC Squadron, Ealing. 

Note: It is possible that the last two above are actually one and 
the same aircraft. 

G-AFKF c/nT20 [382 Mk.3] F f .38asJ1. Regd (CofR 8756) 
14.9.39 to Parnall Aircraft Ltd, Yate. CofA 6762 issued 14.9.39. 
CofA lapsed 13.9.40. To RAF as R9138 16.6.41 & toe by 24 
Squadron. To 5 ML) Kemble 30.4.42. To instructional airframe 
3600M & issued 19.2.43 to 637 ATC Squadron, Pontypool at 
Abersychan Secondary School, West Monmouth. Civil regn eld 
1.12.46 at census. 

(With thanks to Malcolm Fillmore for individual histories.) 

Above: Basil Henderson with the Parnall 382 J1 which was the first primary 
trainer to be fitted with automatic slots and flaps. Despite its different appear-
ance it shared many of the characteristics of the Heck design, in particular the 
very low stalling speed, but unfortunately neither it nor its competitors pleased 
the men from the Ministry. (Aeroplane via JM Collection) 

Left: Following the Air 
Ministry trials the Parnall 
382 was fitted with an 
enclosed rear cockpit. It is 
seen here, still registered 
as J1, at a pre-war meeting 
at Brooklands probably in 
1939. It was to take up the 
marks G-AFKF and coinci-
dentally was parked next to 
Wicko G-AFKK when this 
photograph was taken! 
(via JM Collection) 
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F-1922 The French Civil Aircraft 
Register from 1922 Part 22 

By Bernard Martin, Dave Sparrow and Robert Esperou 

Our August 1922 French register has been amended on a month-by-
month basis, recording all the New Registrations, Cancellations and 
Changes of Ownership together with any further reports of interest, up 
to May 1927. Unfortunately the monthly ICAN Bulletins for May 1927 to 
May 1928 were not available so instead we reconstructed the New 
Registrations section for this period using a current 1931 register, 
further published information, the Pascal Brugier Le Trait d'Union reg-
ister and Malcolm Fillmore's records. Dates are not always available 
and a few CofR numbers remain unidentified as noted below. 
Having now reached the mid-1928 period we are continuing with the 
New Registrations in alphabetical order as they no longer correspond 
to CofR Number order. Other data will be listed in monthly batches in 
each issue. Readers are reminded that the F-Alxx series continued 
until F-AIZZ in April 1929 instead of ending after one year on 31.12.26 
as earlier series had. 

F-Update 5.27 to 5.28 (continued) 

Above: Aeropostales first CAMS 56 F-AIOX captured 'on the step', 
(via JM Collection) 
Below: Breguet 19GR F-AIPB which was to be sold to Greece where 
it became simply "Hellas" as the first registrations were not recorded 
there until 1931. Note the twin radiators below the Renault 12Kd 
engine, (via JM Collection) 

New Registrations 
1982 F-AIOP Caudron 157 
R Caudron, Issy (26.11.28), based Le Crotoy. 

1/6175 

1981 F-AIOQ Caudron 57 2/6176 
R Caudron, Issy (26.11.28), based Le Crotoy. [IRCA has c/n 1/6176] 

1983 F-AIOR Caudron 157 3/6177 
R Caudron, Issy (26.11.28), based Le Crotoy. [IRCA has c/n of 2/6177] 

1984 F-AIOS Caudron 157 4/6178 
R Caudron, Issy (26.11.28), based Le Crotoy. [IRCA has c/n of 3/6178] 

1985 F-AIOT Caudron 157 6/6179 
R Caudron, Issy (26.11.28), based Le Crotoy. [IRCA has c/n of 4/6179] 

1987 F-AIOU Caudron 157 7/6180 
R Caudron, Issy (3.12.28), based Le Crotoy. [IRCA has c/n of 5/6180] 

1988 F-AIOV Caudron 157 8/6181 3.12.28 R 
Caudron, Issy (3.12.28), based Le Crotoy. [IRCA has c/n of 6/6181] 

2030 F-AIOX CAMS 56 03 
Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris (1.3.29), based Marignane. 

2031 F-AIOY CAMS 56 04 
Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris (1.3.29), based Alger. 

1830 F-AIOZ Latecoere 25/2R 639 
Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris (26.4.28), based Toulouse. 

1856 F-AIPA SPCA Meteore 63 3 
Ex F-ESEM. Cie Air Union Lignes d'Orient, Paris (20.6.28), based La 
Ciotat. 

1827 F-AIPB Breguet 19 1554 
Ste Breguet, Paris (.28), based Velizy-Villacoublay. 

1901 F-AIPC Hanriot321 3 
Ste des Avions Hanriot, Carrieres s/Seine (17.8.28), based Bourges. 

1902 F-AIPD Hanriot 321 4 
Ste des Avions Hanriot, Carrieres s/Seine (17.8.28), based Bourges. 

1903 F-AIPE Hanriot 321 5 
Ste des Avions Hanriot, Carrieres s/Seine (17.8.28), based Bourges. 

1904 F-AIPF Hanriot 321 6 
Ste des Avions Hanriot, Carrieres s/Seine (17.8.28), based Bourges. 

1905 F-AIPG Hanriot 321 7 
Ste des Avions Hanriot, Carrieres s/Seine (17.8.28), based Bourges. 

1947 F-AIPH Hanriot 321 8 
Ste des Avions Hanriot, Carrieres sur Seine (27.9.28), based Chalon 
s/Saone. 
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Above: Latecoere 25/3R F-AIPL was one of several operated by 
Aeroposta in Argentina, (via JM Collection) 

1906 F-AIPI Hanriot321 9 
Ste des Avions Hanriot, Carrieres s/Seine (17.8.28), based Chalon 
s/Saone. 

2050 F-AIPJ Hanriot 321 10 
Ste des Avions Hanriot, Carrieres s/Seine (28.3.29), based Chalon 
s/Saone. 

1828 F-AIPK Zodiac 945m3 Ballon 
Leon Poullet, Tours (26.4.28), based Puteaux. 

171 

1859 F-AIPL Latecoere 25/3R 640 
Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris (21.6.28), based Toulouse. 

1831 F-AIPM Morane 137 31 
Ste des Aeroplanes Morane Saulnier, Puteaux (4.5.28), based Velizy. 

1841 F-AIPN Schreck FBA.17HT4 1205/78 
Cie Aerienne Francaise, Suresnes (22.5.28). 

?? F-AIPO Nieuport62C1 50 
Ste Nieuport-Astra, Issy. 

1832 F-AIPP Nieuport-Delage 390 2 
Ste Nieuport-Astra, Issy (9.5.28). 

1835 F-AIPQ Nieuport62C1 61 
Ste Nieuport-Astra, Issy (11.5.28), based Velizy. 

2018 F-AIPR Caudron59 685/5968 
R Caudron, Issy (25.1.29), based Rochefort s/Mer. 

1846 F-AIPS Caudron 59 457/5701 
R Caudron, Issy (30.5.28), based Rochefort. (C/n also quoted as 
457/5700 ?) 

2019 F-AIPT Caudron 59 862/6187 
R Caudron, Issy (25.1.29), based Rochefort s/Mer. 

2020 F-AIPU Caudron 59 
R Caudron, Issy (25.1.29), based Le Crotoy. 

863/6188 

1880 F-AIPV Caudron 161 1/5957 
M Caudron, Issy (29.6.28). (C/n also reported as 1/5967) 

1833 F-AIPX Morane AR.35C 18/2392 
Ste des Aeroplanes Morane Saulnier, Puteaux (9.5.28), based Velizy. 
[Note - same c/n quoted for F-ABEG.] 

1840 F-AIPY Schreck FBA.17.HMT2 56/1200 
Schreck, Argentuill (22.5.28). 

1842 F-AIPZ Schreck FBA.17HT4 79/1206 
Cie Aerienne Frangaise, Suresnes (22.5.28). 

1839 F-AIQA Bleriot-Spad 56/4 14/4386 
Cie Internationale de Navigation Aerienne, Paris/Le Bourget (14.5.28). 

1843 F-AIQB Bleriot-Spad 56/4 15/4387 
Cie Internationale de Navigation Aerienne, Paris/Le Bourget ( .5.28). 

1844 F-AIQC Bleriot-Spad 56/5 16/4388 
Cie Internationale de Navigation Aerienne, Paris/Le Bourget ( .5.28). 

Above: A Nieuport-Delage 390, probably F-AIPP unmarked. This 
model used a 180 hp Hispano Suiza 8Ac. (via JM Collection) 
Below: The unusual Nieuport 62C1 F-AIPQ featured V struts to the 
undercarriage legs and the one-off Lorraine Courtis engine, (via JM C) 

Above: Caudron 109 F-AIQI, with 40 hp Salmson 9AD was a long-dis-
tance tourer which survived to become F-PFLN post-war and is now in 
the Musee de lAir collection, (via JM Collection) 

1861 F-AIQE Latecoere 25/3R 642 
Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris (21.6.28), based Toulouse. 

1862 F-AIQF Latecoere 25/3R 643 
Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris (21.6.28), based Toulouse. 

1980 F-AIQG Caudron 114 
M Caudron, Issy (26.11.28). 

1/6191 

1845 F-AIQD Potez 29 
Ste H Potez, Paris (.28), based Meaulte. 

1128 

1882 F-AIQH Caudron 129 1/5641 
M Delattre, Billy-Montigny, Pas de Calais (31.7.28), based La Brayelle, 
Douai. 

1872 F-AIQI Caudron 109 6/6192 
Cie Internationale de Navigation Aerienne, Paris/Le Bourget (26.6.28), 
based La Brayelle, Douai. [Later to F-PFLN, see photo] 

1860 F-AIQJ Latecoere 25/3R 641 
Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris (21.6.28), based Toulouse. 

1863 F-AIQK Latecoere 25/3R 644 
Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris (21.6.28), based Toulouse. 

1864 F-AIQL Latecoere 25/3R 645 
Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris (21.6.28), based Toulouse. 

1865 F-AIQM Latecoere 25/3R 646 
Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris (21.6.28), based Toulouse. 

?? F-AIQN Unknown, issued to aircraft for export? 
To be continued... 
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FMA : from 1945 
The story of Fabrica Militar de Aviones, Argentina 
Michael Magnusson Part 7 

Right: The prototype IA-35 
just before first engine runs 
in August 1953. 
(AMarino Collection) 

The IA-35 Huanquero 

The story of the IA-35 is unfortunately full of contradicting information 
and gaps so this is an attempt to piece it together. When there is con-
flicting information, this will be pointed out. 

The IA-35 twin engined light transport aircraft was launched by the Kurt 
Tank team whilst still active in the early 1950s. The main designer of 
the aircraft was Paul Klages and the project began in 1950 but pro-
gressed slowly due to priority being given to the Pulqui II programme. 
The first prototype was finished in 1953 and first flown by Jorge Connan 
Doyle in August or September that year. Ricardo Burzaco claims in his 
book that it was flown on August 7th and shows a copy of an internal 
memo which supports this fact. Other sources quote September 7th. 
At a ceremony at the factory on September 21st, the aircraft was pre-
sented to General Peron and named "Justicialista del Aire". The name 
was very political, "Justicialismo" was the title given to Peron's policies 
and hence this was his "policy in the air". At the same time the IA-35 
gave aerial demonstrations together with both the Pulqui I and Pulqui 
II. General Peron was very pleased and congratulated the team behind 
the IA-35. 

From the beginning, various versions wrere planned as follows: 
IA-35-la trainer for pilots, navigators and photographers. 
IA-35-lb trainer for bombing crews. It would have a bomb-aimer and 
could carry four 50kg or two 100kg bombs. It would also have 12.7mm 
Browning machine-guns. 
IA-35-II light transport for 3 crew and 7 passengers. 
IA-35 III Ambulance versions with space for four stretchers and one 
nurse. 
IA-35 IV photo-versions with Fairchild 225 camera. 

During 1954 a second IA-35 was built and used for destructive testing. 
But the IA-35 was soon caught up in the political turmoil of 1955 when 
General Peron was forced to flee to Paraguay to his old friend General 
Stroessner. As has been described earlier, this also led to the depar-
ture of Kurt Tank and most of his team, hence the project stalled. But 

Above:The prototype IA-35 in flight - compare the cockpit windows with 
other examples. (Michael Magnusson collection) 

the need for the IA-35 remained and once the turmoil settled down, the 
project was re-launched in 1956 by an all Argentine design team. By 
then the IA-35 prototype had only completed 300 hours of flying. 

A second prototype was begun together with a pre-series of four pro-
duction aircraft, which were completed in 1957. But the factory suffered 
shortage of materials so a DC-4 (T-43) was dispatched to the US to 
pick up necessary material in order to complete initial production batch. 
The first four production aircraft that were completed in 1957 were 
given registrations "Ea-001" to "Ea-004" and many publicity photos 
were taken of these four flying together. One, Ea-003, had a solid nose 
and was the transport version. It was later named "Constancia". 
Obviously the aircraft could no longer be called "Justicialista del Aire" 
so it was given the Indian name "Huanquero". 

The IA-35 was of all metal construction, with fully retractable gear. Its 
span was 19.6m, length 14m, and height 4.3m. Wing area 42 sq.m. 
Empty weight was 3,500kg (Pandora was 4300kg) and max take off 
weight 5,800kg (Pandora was 6,200kg). It was equipped with two "El 
Indio" IA-19 engines of 620 hp each driving three bladed Rotol metal 

Right: Possibly the 
second prototype, 
painted in an attractive 
livery. 
(G Areiso via A Marino) 

^Qflli 
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Left: Marked IA 35 II this is probably the 
second prototype in flight. Note the rockets 
underwing. (via JM Collection) 

Below, left: Ea.001 on display in the city of 
Montevideo, Uruguay in August 1957. 
(Michael Magnusson collection) 

Below, right: E-503 at Aeroparque in the 
late 1960s. Note the solid nose, observation 
window and the antennae on the top of the 
fuselage. (Alberto Marino) 

propellers. It had two internal wing tanks of 600 litres each. Later air-
craft (from E-526?) were equipped with El Indio 750hp engines, some 
of the older ones were later re-equipped with this engine as well. Max 
speed was 360 km/h (380 with 750hp), cruise speed 350 (355) km/h 
and landing speed 120 km/h. Range 1200-1500km (almost 5 hours). 
At this time, FMA began flying with an IA-35 which carried the titles "IA-
35 II", which leads me to believe this was the second prototype. FMA 
used the same style to describe the IA-45 program (to be described 
next time). A few years later, an IA-35 was registered LQ-GMF and the 
c/n given is "P2" which tends to support this assumption. Meanwhile, 
the prototype, which I assume was called "P1", was rebuilt into a trans-
port aircraft after briefly sporting a solid nose. This was soon named 
"Pandora" and was later handed over to the Air Force (as T-550). 
Pandora first flew on 28th May 1960 and had a cabin for 10 passengers 
and thus a third window on each side of the fuselage. It also had two 
wheels on the nose-strut. One FMA document refers to the Pandora 
as "IA-35-P-1" which tend to again confirm its true identity and the fact 
that it was called "P1". 

Unfortunately we now come into the production phase of the IA-35 
which is full of conflicting info so I will do my best to explain the 
sequence of events as I understand it. 

The Argentine Air Force supposedly ordered 100 IA-35s in 1956 but 
needless to say, production did not reach this level. The number actu-

ally produced is not clear but was probably around 40 including the two 
prototypes. Fransisco Halbritter in his book claims 4 were built in 1957, 
11 in 1958, 10 in 1959, 8 in 1960, 5 in 1961 and 3 in 1962 making a 
total of 41 plus prototypes but I do not believe the last 3 where actual-
ly completed. By then the IA-50 program had been launched. Angel 
Arreguez claims 42 including prototypes. Ricardo Burzaco in his book 
claims #039 was rebuilt with turboprop engines as the "Constancia If 
and this was so successful that #040 and #041 were used as the two 
prototypes of the IA-50 program to be described later. This seems 
logical and thus total production of the IA-35 including two prototypes 
would most likely be 40 aircraft, or possibly 41 if one assumes that 
LQ-FMA was a separate airframe, which brings me to another 
"mystery". 

On October 10th 1959 another flew, appropriately registered LQ-FMA 
and named "Constancia / I " . In the register, the c/n quoted is "Ea-043" 
and there is photographic evidence that such a registration was used 
but its c/n has never been confirmed. LQ-FMA was registered 27th May 
1960 after an Aeronca with the same registration had been reassigned 
LV-GJW in May 1960 so presumably it flew as "Ea-043" until LQ-FMA 
had been "cleared". LQ-FMA was lost in an accident at Missiones on 
July 21st, 1963 with great loss of life, 8 killed and 1 seriously injured. 
This was the only fatal Huanquero accident. The accident report unfor-
tunately does not give the c/n of the airframe. Its true identity and how 
it fits into the production list remains unclear. At the time it flew as 
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Left: The first four 
production IA-35 
Huanqueros flying 
together in 1957. 
Ea-002 is leading 
the group, with Ea-
004 in the fore-
ground, Ea-001 in 
the background and 
Ea-003 with solid 
nose above the 
others, 
(via JM Collection) 
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Above, left: Probably the 38th and last IA-
35 to be built, E-532 with ventral airstair 
extended. (E Ferretti via A Marino) 

Above, right: One of the ambulance ver-
sions of the Huanquero, S-13 is shown 
during the early 1960s. (E Ferretti via A 
Marino) 

Right: T-524, ex E-524, of the II Brigade 
during the mid-60s. (G Areiso via A Marino) 

"Ea-043", FMA had been assigned a Fiat G46 as a light communication 
(and possibly chase) plane and this was Ea-443, any connection? 

Subsequently another 6 were completed and given serials "Ea-005" to 
"Ea-010". Argentine AF documents show these ten as part of its inven-
tory as off August 1958, they were all assigned to the IV Brigade in 
Mendoza. By June 1959 they had all be re-serialed as E-501 to E-510. 
At the same time four ambulance versions were delivered and serialed 
"S-12" to "S-15". There is brief mention of a "S-11" but there is no pho-
tographic evidence of this so I am not sure it was finished but I assume 
it was. By June 1959 the Air Force inventory shows E-511 to E-519 as 
well, all except E-511 also assigned to IV Brigada in Mendoza. By 
October 1960 inventory shows E-520 up to E-538 but E-533/538 are 
only mentioned for two years and then 'disappear', there is no photo-
graphic evidence of these aircraft hence I believe they were planned 
but cancelled. E-531 was finished in June 1962 and E-532 in July 1962. 
In February 1962, the prototype of the IA-50 Guarani had already flown. 
As "S-11 "disappeared" quickly (perhaps damaged although it does not 
appear in accident statistics) this then gives 36 airframes as listed in 
the Air Force as active. These 36 will remain active for most of the 
1960s with a few lost in accidents. 

As mentioned, the first unit to receive the Huanquero was IV Brigada in 
Mendoza, but I Brigada in Buenos Aires did receive E-511 in 1959 and 
this was re-serialled T-552 in 1961 to better represent its main transport 
role. This may have been the aircraft used by President Frondizi as it 
was the only IA-35 assigned to a Buenos Aires unit at this time. It was 
named "Patria" and used by President Frondizi, who was president 
1958-62. 

By 1960, the Huanqueros were split between IV Brigada, II Brigada in 
Parana as well as Reconquista and Mar del Plata units. By 1961 V 
Brigada in Villa Reynolds also received some Huanqueros. By 1963, 
the Huanqueros were assigned only to II and V Brigada and it would 
remain like that until 1968. Meanwhile 10 aircraft were converted to 
photographic versions and given serials "F-20" to "F-29". A few more 
were converted to transports and thus the "E" was simply changed to 
"T-" (for example E-508 to T-508 etc). 

The Huanquero was an easy aircraft to fly and robust in its construc-
tion. Very few were lost in accidents, the main accidents were E-519 on 
May 31st 1963, E-521 on August 23rd 1962 and E-523 on January 12th 
1964. A few others "disappear" from the records for unknown reasons, 
for example S-15, and E-518. According to one source, E-530 was 
changed to LQ-GMF which would make it "P2", E-530 does indeed dis-
appear from the Air Force records by 1962 so the timing seem correct. 
LQ-GMF was registered 11th January 1961 and assigned to flight test 
department at FMA in Cordoba. It was cancelled 17th April 1968 and 
according to the civil register it was assigned T-510 with the Air Force. 

In 1968, with the introduction of A4 Skyhawk to V Brigada, all 
Huanqueros were assigned to II Brigada in Parana. At the same time, 
all were assigned new serials from "A-301" to A-328" and this is a 
source of confusion as it is not clear how they were re-assigned. One 
document claims the photographic aircraft F-20 to F-29 were assigned 
A-301 to A-310. The same source claims all E-registered aircraft were 
given serials between A-311 and A-320. One then assumes the T-reg-
istered Huanqueros are given A-321 to A-328. The ambulance versions 
were given serials "TS-11" to "TS-14" and it seems logical to assume 

Right: A-317 of the II Brigada 
in camouflage, possibly c/n 
22, ex E-517, climbing away 
from Aeroparque in the late 
60s/early 70s. 
(AlexReinhard) 
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Left: LQ-GMF, the 
origins of which are still 
unclear. Is it the P2 
second prototype or 
does it fit in c/n position 
36?(V Cettolo collection) 
Below: Believed to be 
the former Ea-043, pos-
sibly c/n 25, LQ-FMA 
was named "Constancia 
II". (V Cettolo collection) 

that S-12/13/14 were assigned TS-12/14, but TS-14 has 
a solid nose which S-14 did not!!. And where did TS-11 
come from ?, it may be ex T-510 which according to the 
civil register is ex LQ-GMF !!. Many questions... 

These 32 Huanqueros (A-301 to A-328 plus TS-
11/12/13/14) were now all based in Parana but their 
numbers declined steadily. By 1970 24 remained and by 
1971 only 18. As II Brigada now began receiving the 
Canberra, it was decided to move all Huanqueros further 
north to Reconquista. This was the last unit to operate 
the Huanquero. By 1973 8 remained and the type was 
officially withdrawn from service on December 31st. 
(Reconquista would soon re-equip with IA-58 Pucaras). 

Fortunately some examples were preserved, A-305 at 
Reconquista, A-320 in Parana and A-316 at the Air 
Force Museum in Buenos Aires. A-316 conducted the 
last Huanquero flight when it was ferried to Buenos Aires 
in March 1974. At this time it had about 1200 hours on 
its airframe and 1020 cycles. Another, A-322, ended up 
as training airframe for the fire department at Santiago 
del Estero. Most of the Huanqueros ended up in the 
grave-yard at Reconquista and were soon broken up. 

The Huanquero was flown extensively whilst in service. 
Originally it was meant to cover a wide array of missions, 
from light bomber, trainer, transport to ambulance and it 
flew in all of these roles. In the early 1960s, the 
Huanquero fleet was assigned over 10,000 flying hours 
per year but by the mid-1960s this had dropped to 5-
6000 hours/year. By 1971 it was down to 3000 hours 
and in its last full year of service, 1973, it was assigned 
1500 hours. 

The paint scheme did not have a lot of variations. Initially 
they were mostly flown in all metal with white top. Once 
they were assigned their "attack" roles, they were all 
repainted in camouflage colors, except the four 
Ambulance aircraft which remained metallic & white. 

As has been mentioned, the Huanquero would lead 
directly to the IA-50 Guarani program. But before I 
describe that, I will detail the story of IA-45 and IA-46 in 
the next issue. 

References: 
Vladimiro Cettolo Historical Archives. 
"Historia de la Industria Aeronautica Argentina" by 
Fransisco Halbritter 2004. 
"FMA Cronica y Testimonies" by Angel Cesar Arreguez 
2007. 
"Las Alas del Peron" by Ricardo Burzaco 2007. 
"IA-35 Huanquero" Aeroespacio May-June 2005. 
"La culminacion de una era, el IA-35 Huanquero", 
Aeroespacio Jul/Aug-2003. 

Right: One of the photographic reconnaisance conver-
sions, F-26, formerly E-526, shows off its collection of 
camera ware. (A Marino collection) 

Above : The prototype IA-35 following its 1960 conversion to "Pandora" transport. The 
nosewheel is modified to a two-wheel unit. (Michael Magnusson collection) 
Below: "Pandora" now carrying its new serial T-550. In this view the three cabin 
windows of the conversion can be clearly seen. (Alberto Martin) 
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IA-35 Huanquero Production 
Prototype (P1) FF7-9-52, named "Justicia del Aire", flew as "IA-35P". 

Converted to transport and named "Pandora", FF as such 28-5-60, reg 
T-550 With / Brigada -62/63. V Brigada 64/66, // Brigada 67/68. 
Incident 12-8-68 Aeroparque (BsAs) 5% dam, not repaired ?? 

2nd Prototype (P2?) FF -57 as "IA-35-II". To E-530 ? Reg LV-GMF 
11-1-61, based Cordoba and used by FMA for testing and general 
transport duties. Cld 17-4-68. To T-510 II Brigada Aereas. To A-321?? 
// Brigada 69/70, Reconquista 71/73. Seen Reconquista June-73 no 
engines. 

Structural test specimen, built in 1954 (did it have a c/n?, the struc-
tural specimen for the subsequent IA-50 program did have a c/n) 

#01? Ea-001 (mfd March-57?), IV Brigada -58. Incident Mendoza 
23-1-59, 10% dam. To E-501 -59 Incident 11-10-61 Gral Urquiza 7% 
dam. (IV Brigada -59,60, // Brigada 61/62), to F-21 -62. Incident 25-10-
66 Gral Urquiza 4% dam. // Brigada -63/68),To A-302? (// Brigada 
69/71, Reconquista 72), Ace 4-8-72 Reconquista 15% damage, wfu, 
seen 6-73. 

#02? Ea-002 (FF 29-3-57) IV Brigada -58, to E-502 -59. Accident 
18-10-61 due to poor runway at La Granja (Cdba) 95%! dam, 1 killed 
(I). NOTE: seems odd that it was repaired if it was 95% destroyed. (IV 
Brigada -59/60, // Brigada 61), F-22? -62 (// Brigada -63/68). Incident 1 -
4-65 Gral Urquiza, 1% dam. To A-303???? (// Brigada 69). Accident 
due to gear problems Escuela SubOff Cordoba 23-8-68 45% dam, w/o? 

#03? Ea-003 (FF 10-10-57?) at IV Brigada -58. To E-503 -59. 
Accident due to faulty brakes at Marcos Juarez 31-7-57, 10% dam. IV 
Brigada -59/60, Mar del Plata 61, IV Brigada 62/63), V Brigada 64/66, 
// Brigada 67/68. To A-311?. // Brigada 69/71, Reconquista 72/73. 
Seen i/s AEP May-72. Seen Reconquista June-73. Wfu-73. 
NOTE: E-503 and A-311 share a unique antenna arrangement which 
would indicate it's the same aircraft. No other IA-35 had this arrange-
ment, unclear why. 

#04? Ea-004 (FF -57). at IV Brigada -58. Accident 3-2-59 
Tucuman 40% dam, rep. F-504? E-504 (IV Brigada -59,60, // Brigada 
61,62), F-23? -62. Incident 19-12-63 Gral Urquiza 4% dam. (// Brigada 
-63/67?. V Brigada 67, // Brigada 68), A-304???. (// Brigada 69). Wfu-
70, fuselage seen Reconquista Sep-73. 

#05? Ea-005 (FF -58), at IV Brigada -58. To E-505 (IV Brigada 
-59,60), T-551 Incident 22-3-63 V.Reynolds 7% dam. (-60, / Brigada 
62/63, V Brigada -64/66, // Brigada 67/68) A-322?? // Brigada 69/71, 
Reconquista 72/73 (seen i/s AEP 11-73). Seen Reconquista hangar 
June-73. To Santiago del Estero, fuselage still in existence, used for 
fire-training. 

#06? Ea-006 (mfd -58) Accid due to pilot error at San Martin (Mdz) 
2-8-58, 10% dam. IV Brigada -58. To E-506 (IV Brigada -59,60, // 
Brigada 61,62) (conv foto -59), F-506?, F-24? ? Incident 23-4-64 Gral 
Urquiza 6% dam. (// Brigada -63/68), A-305? (// Brigada 69/71). 
Reconquista 71/73. Exhibited Rural-68. Incident 23-4-70 Gualuguay 
3% dam. Wfu-73. Preserved III Brig.Aerea. 

#07? Ea-007 (mfd -58) at IV Brigada -58. Incident San Martin 2-8-
58 10% dam. To E-507 (IV Brigada -59,60, Cuartel Gral def -61, / 
Brigada 62,MdelPlata 63) F-20??? (II Brig -65/68), A-301???. (// 
Brigada 69/70) Wfu-70 

#08? Ea-008 (mfd -58). IV Brigada -58. To E-508 (IV Brigada -
59,60, Reconquista 61/63,// Brigada 64) T-508?? (// Brigada -65/68) 
A-323?? // Brigada 69/71, Reconquista 72/73, Wfu-73. 

#09? Ea-009 (mfd -58), IV Brigada -58. To E-509 (IV Brigada -
59,60, Reconquista 61/63, // Brigada 64) T-509 Accident 20-9-65 
Pergamino 305 dam. (// Brigada -65/66, V Brigada 67/68) Gear col-
lapse AEP 16-7-67,14% dam, rep? A-324?? // Brigada 69/70, 
Reconquista 71. Wfu -71? Seen Reconquista abandonded June-73. 

#10? Ea-010 (mfd -58) at IV Brigada -58. Accident Mendoza 6-5-
59, 95%!!!damaged. E-510 (IV Brigada -59/60, Reconquista 61/63, V 
Brigada 64/66, // Brigada 67/68), T-510 (// Brigada 68) A-312??? // 
Brigada 69/71, Reconquista 72. Seen AEP i/s Jan-72, Wfu-72. Seen 
Reconquista no engines June-73. 
#11? S-12 (mfd -58?) Accident 23-8-60 Reconquista 15% dam. 

Incident 6-9-61 Gral Urquiza 10% dam. Incident 25-3-66 AEP & 29-4-
66 Gral Urquiza. (IV Brigada -59/60, // Brigada 61/65, V Brigada 66, // 
Brigada 67/68) TS-12?? (// Brigada 69/70, Reconquista 71). Seen 
Reconquista wfu June-73. 
#12? S-13 (mfd -58?) Incident 23-8-60 Gral Urquiza 7% dam. (IV 

Brigada -59,60, Reconquista 61/63, V Brigada 64/66, // Brigada 67/68) 
TS-13?? (// Brigada 69,70). Seen Reconquista abandonded June-73. 

#13? S-14 (mfd -58?) Accident nr Reconquista 25-9-62 27% 
dam. (IV Brigada -59/60, Reconquista 61/63, V Brigada 64/67) S-514? 
TS-14?? (solid nose) (// Brigada 69/70) . Accident 16-2-71 AEP, hit 
obstacle 14% dam. Seen AEP i/s Aug-71. Exhibited Rural-72. Fate ?? 

#14? S-15 (mfd -58?) (IV Brigada -60/61, V Brigada 62, IV 
Brigada -63) what happened to this a/c ? 

#15? S-11 (mfd -58?), IV Brigada -59/60, (manufactured??, acci-
dent ??, no more record of S-11 after 1960, nor any photographic evi-
dence) To TS-11???? (// Brigada 69). Seen i/s AEP Nov-1969. wfu -
69. Seen Reconquista abandonded June-73. 

#16? E-511 (mfd -59?) (Based / Brigada 59/61). Accident 
Fisherton 26-2-60, gear problems, 10% dam. T-552 (-60 / Brigada 
62/63, // Brigada 64/65, V Brigada 66, // Brigada 67/68) A-325?? // 
Brigada 69. Wfu-70? 

#17? E-512 (mfd -59?) Accident 20-5-60 Tandil, 5% dam. (IV 
Brigada -59, Mar del Plata 60/63, V Brigada 64/66, // Brigada 67/68), 
A-313??? // Brigada 69. Accident due to long landing Chajari (E.Rios) 
60% dam, not rep ? 

#18? E-513 (mfd -59?) (IV Brigada -59,60, // Brigada 61,62) (conv 
foto) F-25? ?(// Brigada -63/68), A-306? // Brigada 69/71, Reconquista 
72. incident 8-3-72, emerg landing 40km SE Resistencia 5% dam. wfu-
73. 

#19? E-514 (mfd -59?). Accident Mendoza 2-10-60, 30% dam. (IV 
Brigada -59/61, V Brigada 62/66, // Brigada 67/68), A-314??. // Brigada 
69. W/o Parana 28-1-69. 

#20? E-515 (mfd -59?). Incident 18-10-60 Mar del Plata 5% dam. 
Incident 16-4-65 V.Reynolds 3% dam. (IV Brigada -59, Mar del Plata 
60/66, // Brigada 67/68), A-315??. // Brigada 69/70, Reconquista 71/72. 
Seen abandonded Reconquista June-73. 

#21 E-516 (mfd -59?) Accident 20-7-64 V.Reynolds 12% dam. 
(IV Brigada -59/61, V Brigada 62/66, // Brigada 67/68), A-316. // 
Brigada 69/71, Reconquista 72/73, to Museum Aeroparque March 3-
74. Moved to Moron. C/n confirmed by inspection. 

#22? E-517 (mfd -59?) (IV Brigada -59/61, V Brigada 62/67, // 
Brigada 68), A-317 // Brigada 69/71, Reconquista 72. Incident 24-3-70 
Puiggari (E.Rios) 5% dam. Seen i/s AEP Jan-72. Accident Reconquista 
18-4-72 17% damage, not repaired ? 
#23? E-518 (mfd -59?) (IV Brigada -59, Mar del Plata 61,62, / 

Brigada 63), Fate ??? 
#24? E-519 (mfd -59?). Incident 26-7-60 Santa Fe. (IV Brigada -

59, Mar del Plata 61/62). Accident 31-5-63 Chamical (Prov la Rioja) 
hard landing 70% dam. 

#25??? Ea-043, Reg LQ-FMA 27-5-60 (c/n quoted in register as 
"043" !) "Constancia IT. W/o 21-7-63 El Dorado (Misiones) NOTE: c/n 
pure guesswork !!! 

#26? E-520 (Mar del Plata 61,62,63) Incident 20-5-64 Mar del 
Plata 3% dam. .(V Brigada 64/66), Incident 16-6-66 AEP 1% dam. 
Incident 21-11-66 V.Reynolds 3% dam.( // Brigada 67/68), A-318?? // 
Brigada 69. Accident, hit ground 30-4-69 Parana, 49% dam, not 
repaired ? 

#27? E-521 (Mar del Plata 61,62). Accident Moron 23-8-62 90% 
dam, w/o? 

#28? E-522 Accident Santa Fe 29-9-60, 40% dam. (IV Brigada 
61, V Brigada 62/65). Accident 20-7-64 V.Reynolds 12% dam. T-522 (// 
Brigada 64) Fate ??? 

#29? E-523 (IV Brigada 61, V Brigada 62/63) T-523 Incident 12-1-
64 Aeroparque 8% dam. Coll with T-508 Parana 6-4-68 13% dam. (// 
Brigada 65/66, ComRiv 67, // Brigada 68) A-326??. // Brigada 69. Hard 
landing 7-7-69 Parana 18% dam, not rep ? 

#30? E-524 Incident 13-10-60 Mar del Plata 5% dam. (Mar del 
Plata 61/63, // Brigada 64) T-524 (// Brigada 65/68), A-327??. // Brigada 
69/70. Seen Reconquista abandonded June-73. 

#31? E-525 Incident 2-12-64 V.Reynolds 3% dam. (Mar del Plata 
61/63, V Brigada 64/66, // Brigada 67/68), A-319??. // Brigada 69/71, 
Reconquista 72. Accident 18-4-72, hit ground Reconquista, 17% dam, 
not repaired ?. Seen abandonded June-73. 

#32? E-526 (// Brigada 61,62) Coll with E-531 on ground Gral 
Urquiza 2-8-62, 3% dam. F-26?? (// Brigada -63/68), A-307?. (// 
Brigada 69/71, Reconquista 72/73). Exhibited EZE show Oct-72. Seen 
i/s Reconquista June-73.Wfu -73 
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Left: Now looking rather weathered, A-305 (c/n 06?) is 
seen 7.08 preserved on a plinth at III Brigada base, 
Reconquista. (Michael Magnusson) 

Below: A-311 seen at Aeroparque in mid-1972 shows 
the same arrangement of antennae as E-503. It may 
be the same aircraft although our photo of E-503 
shows a solid nose at an earlier date.(H Gareiso) 

Lower: Another preserved Huanquero is A-320, for-
merly E-532, which is shown displayed at Parana in 
October 2004. (Michael Magnusson) 

#33? E-527 (// Brigada 61/62) Minor coll with E-529 at Gral 
Urquiza 4-11-62. F-27?? (// Brigada -63/68), A-308?. // Brigada 69/70, 
Reconquista 71. Wfu-72. Seen abandonded Reconquista June-73. 

#34? E-528 (// Brigada 61) Accident 24-10-61 4km S Cordoba 
100% dam !! F-28?? Incident 19-8-65 Resistencia 2% dam. (// Brigada 
-63/68), A-309?. // Brigada 69. Wfu-70? Seen Reconquista June-73. 

#35? E-529 (// Brigada 61,62). Minor coll with E-527 at Gral 
Urquiza 4-11-62. F-29?? (// Brigada -63/68), A-310?. // Brigada 69/71, 
Reconquista 72. Seen i/s June-72. In hangar June-73. Wfu. 

#P2? E-530 (// Brigada 61,62) LQ-GMF (FF 2-61, quoted in 
register as "P-2" I) T-510?? A-321?? 

#37 E-531 (mfd 6-62) Coll with E-526 on ground Gral Urquiza 
2-8-62, 15% dam. (// Brigada 61,62, V Brigada 64/66). T-531?? 
Accident 5-1-67 Dolores 13% dam. (// Brigada 67/68), A-328?? // 
Brigada 69/70. Seen Reconquista abandonded June-73. 

#38 E-532 (mfd 7-62) (Reconquista 61/63, V Brigada 64/66, 
// Brigada 67/68), A-320?? // Brigada 69/71, Reconquista 72, Seen in 
hangar Reconquista June-73. Preserved II Brigada Aerea 
#39 
#40 
#41 
#42?? 
#43?? 
#44?? 

not built 

Orig planned as E-533? became IA-50 Guarani I LQ-HER? 
Orig planned as E-534?. Converted IA-50 Guarani II C/n P1 
Orig planned as E-535?. Converted IA-50 Guarani II C/n P2 
Orig planned as E-536?, not built 
Orig planned as E-537?, not built 
Orig planned as E-538?, 

Type officially withdrawn from use 
31 Dec 1973. 

Main remaining questions: 
Exact tie-up with A-registrations. 
One Air Force document states 
that all F-reg became A-301 to A-
310, and all E-reg became A-311 to 
A-320. No word of T-reg so I have 
assumed all T-reg became A-321 
to A-328 which works out fine. 
Problems with TS-11 to TS-14 
identities as well as LQ-FMA. 

To be continued. . . 

Above: A-306. formerly F-25 
and E-513, seen here taxying 
at Aeroparque in December 
1968. (Michael Magnusson 
collection) 

Left: TS-14 was exhibited at 
Rural in September 1972 but 
its fate is unknown. Here it 
has a solid nose, but the orig-
inal S-14 ambulance version 
did not so they may possibly 
be different aircraft. 
(H Gareiso) 
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The Whole Truth: 
THE de HAVILLAND LEOPARD MOTH PART 4 

Compiled by Malcolm Fillmore 

7111 To DH Australia with CofA 5116 issued 21.9.35. Regd 
VH-UUL [CofR 560] 29.11.35 to Allan K Lawson, Narracoorte, 
SA [based Parafield]. Regd 26.6.60 to J L Langan & A A 
Napper, Sans Souci, NSW. Regd 2.6.66 to K R Hutchens, 
Brighton, Vic. Regd 1.3.67 to Cecil M Long, East Malvern, Vic. 
Regd 10.4.68 to Col L K [Keith] Hatfield, Park Orchards, Vic. 
Regn eld 26.3.70. Regd 10.4.70 to same owner. Regn eld 
14.3.78 and to store with owner at Casey Airfield, Berwick. 
Rebuilt and painted as DH.80A "VH-UQ07"My Hildegarde" for 
filming (10.91). Regd 7.5.92 to same owner. Ferried 11.9.95 
to Point Cook for op by National Air & Space Museum [last acft 
out of Berwick on airfield closure]. Owned by and registered to 
Leslie Hatfield, Park Orchards since 2.6.06. 

7112 To DH South Africa with CofA 5151 issued 1.10.35. Regd 
ZS-AFS 12.9.35. Impressed as SAAF 1412 .40. Crashed en 
route Durban 16.10.41. 

7113 To Wilson Airways, Kenya with CofA 5171 issued 21.10.35. 
Regd VP-KBV .36 to Wilson Airways Ltd, Nairobi. To Njoro 
Country Club, Kenya. Regn eld as sold Italy .36. Regd 
l-NENO [or l-MEMO?]. For sale [as VP-KBV] by Gabriel 
Prudhomme, Paris [3.37]. Regd G-AEZI [CofR 7962] 26.6.37 
to The Yorkshire Aeroplane Club Ltd, Yeadon; named "Easy" 
and operated by [parent coy] Yorkshire Airways Ltd. CofA 
renewed 17.12.36? Regn eld 8.7.40 as sold. Impressed as 
AW122 16.6.40. To 110 (AAC) Wing, Ringway; later to 6 
AACU Ringway. To 7 AACU Castle Bromwich 2.8.40. 
Converted to instructional airframe 2992M 3.42 and issued 
29.5.42 to 1160 ATC Sqn, Edmonton, Middlesex. 

7114 To Wilson Airways, Kenya with CofA 5181 issued 24.10.35. 
Regd VP-KBX .36 to Wilson Airways Ltd, Nairobi. Regd 
2.4.36 to Mrs H Wynne-Eyton, Nairobi. Impressed into KAAU 
as K6 9.39. Transferred to SAAF as 2038 10.43. Regd 
ZS-DDK 22.9.49. Regd to H A [Classie] Botha, Benoni. 
Destroyed by arson in hangar fire Benoni 10.11.56, with four 
other aircraft; regn eld 8.57. 

7115 To DH South Africa with CofA 5216 issued 13.11.35. 
Regd VP-YAZ 7.1.36 to Rhodesia & Nyasaland Airways 
Ltd, Salisbury. Regd 9.39 to Southern Rhodesia Air 
Services; possibly operated as 250. Regd 11.44 to J H N 
Hobday, Mazabuka, N Rhodesia. Regd in N Rhodesia as 
VP-RBR .49 to J H N Hobday, Mazabuka. Regd [12.50] to 
Director of Veterinary Services. Regn eld .54. 

Above: Leopard Moth VH-UUL c/n 7111 hangared at Point Cook, Vic, 
in 2007. (Dave Welch) 

Above and Below: Two further viewsofc/n 7111 in the Australian sun! 
Above, in green, at Point Cook in 12.74; and below repainted following 
its film work as "VH-UQO" (see p.2009/024), date and location 
unknown. (Both: Mike Madden via Tony Arbon) 

Above: A rare, if rather strongly-lit, photograph of Leopard Moth c/n 
7115 as VP-RBR in Northern Rhodesia. (John Havers collection) 
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Left: An Interesting view of G-ADWY c/n 
7117 undergoing airflow investigations 
around September 1936. The wool tufts 
attached to the wing surface show that in 
straight and level flight at low speed the 
airflow is breaking away near the wing 
roots, indicating the approach of a stall. 
(Aeroplane via Mike Hooks) 

Below: A pair of identically-painted 
Leopard Moths with c/n 7116 VP-KER in 
the foreground. (John Havers Collection) 

7116 To DH South Africa with CofA 5230 issued 28.11.35. 
Regd ZS-AHA 25.3.36. Impressed as SAAF 1405. Restd 
as ZS-AHA (unconfirmed). Regd VP-KER 30.9.47 to 
Caspar Air Charters Ltd, Nairobi. Regd 13.8.54 to Wing 
Cdr H L Dawson, Entebbe. Regd 31.3.55 to Wing Cdr P B 
Elwell, Entebbe. Regd 12.6.56 to J R L Covey, Nairobi. 
Regd 12.10.57 to Kagia Farms Ltd, Nairobi. Regd 
5Y-KER .64 and operated by Eastleigh Flying Group. 
Damaged on landing Serengeti Game Park, Tanganyika 
5.6.64. Rebuilt 68/69 by RCAF member at Wilson Airport, 
Nairobi. Regn eld as sold Canada .69. Regd CF-ZJP 
12.11.70 to F G Maclntyre, Barrie, Ont. Re-regd C-FZJP 
5.2.78 [or 2.5.78] to Ed Zalesky, Crescent Beach, 
Vancouver; intended initially for Canadian Museum of 
Flight & Transportation [of which the Zaleskys were 
founder members] but plans withdrawn .95. Wfu due to 
bad rigging etc and on long-term overhaul by [son] Mark 
Zalesky [last reported, 11.04]. 

7117 Regd G-ADWY [CofR 6465] 20.11.35 to Job 
Langson-Wild, Croydon. CofA 5220 issued 14.12.35. 
Regd [CofR 8554] 15.6.38 to Air Taxis Ltd, Croydon. 
Loaned to ATA White Waltham. Regn eld 29.3.40 as sold. 
To 6 AACU Ringway 30.3.40 and impressed as X9385 

31.3.40. To 7 AACU Castle Bromwich 3.5.40. Converted 
to instructional airframe 2991M 3.42. Issued 29.5.42 to 
1121 ATC Squadron, Wetherby, Yorks. 

7118 To DH Australia with CofA 5295 issued 1.1.36. Regd 
VH-UVD [CofR 591] 19.6.36 to A S Van Goes, Rose Bay, 
NSW. Re-regd VH-AAG 13.11.36 to same owner 
(because of "last two"). Regd 29.6.37 to R T Perry, 
Narromine, NSW. CofA lapsed 9.6.38 [renewed?]. Regd 
18.6.39 to Air Taxis, Rockhampton, Qld. Regn eld 3.9.41. 
Delivered to Kuala Lumpur Flying Club 10.41 but no local 
regn known (VR-RAX possibly allotted). Impressed into 
"C" Flight, MVAF as "40" 1.12.41. Destroyed in air raid 
Kallang, Singapore 20.1.42. 
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Right: C/n 7120 was 
re-registered G-AFDVin 
1938 but in 1940 was 
impressed as W5783. A 
year later it hit a brazier 
on landing at Ringway in 
poor weather, caught fire 
and was destroyed, 
(via JM Collection) 

Below: G-AEFR c/n 
7125 was Brooklands-
based and rather appro-
priately is seen here 
alongside an attractive 
Alfa Romeo tourer, 
(via John Havers) 

7119 To Tata Sons Ltd, India with CofA 5312 issued 21.1.36. 
Regd VT-AHA [CofR 268] 27.11.35 to Tata Iron & Steel Co 
Ltd, Jamshedpur. Regd 5.1.44 to Indian Air Survey & 
Transport Co Ltd, Dum Dum. Crashed Dum Dum 7.12.47. 
Regn eld 26.4.49. 

7120 To DH Australia with CofA 5320 issued 3.2.36. Regd 
VH-AHB [CofR 576] 31.3.36 to Harry F [Jim] Broadbent, 
Cootamundra, NSW. Flown by Broadbent Darwin-Lympne 
in 6 days 8 hrs 25 min 27.4.37-3.5.37 [solo record flight]. 
Departed Lympne 22.10.37 on return flight to Australia but 
forced landed nr Baghdad 24.10.37. Regn eld 20.5.38. 
Sold 7.38 by W S Shackleton Ltd to S Harris. Regd 
G-AFDV [CofR 8280] 26.7.38 to Samuel Harris (of Cinema 
Press Ltd), Redhill. CofA issued 13.8.38. Regd 24.7.39 to 
Yorkshire Aeroplane Club Ltd, Yeadon. Regn eld 20.2.40 
as sold. Impressed as W5783 20.2.40. To 110 (AAC) 
Wing, Ringway; later to 6 AACU Ringway. Hit brazier on 
landing in bad weather Ringway 19.4.41 and dbf. 

7121 To Dalmia Jain & Co, India with CofA 5367 issued 25.2.36. 
Regd VT-AHG 16.1.36 to Dalmia Jain & Co Ltd, 
Delhi/Shahbad. Crashed and w/o; regn eld 13.5.36. 

7122 To F de Gournay, France with CofA 5470 issued 30.4.36. 
Regd F-AOUH 14.5.36 to Francois de Gournay, 
Villacoublay. Regn eld post .39. 

7123 To R B Gopaldass, India with CofA 5507 issued 15.5.36. 
Regd VT-AHK [CofR 278] 19.3.36 to Rai Bahadur 
Gopaldass [Gopal Das?], Lahore. Regd [CofR 278/2] 
12.38 to unnamed party. Impressed as AX805 8.12.41. 
To 155 MU, Setif, Algeria (by 5.44). Crashed on take-off 
from field SW of Setif Aerodrome, Algeria 23.11.44; written 
off. 

7124 To Maharaja Bahadur of Jodhpur, India with CofA 5535 
issued 12.6.36. Regd VT-AHH [CofR 275] 21.2.36 to HH 
The Maharaja of Jodhpur; operated by Jodhpur Flying 
Club, Jodhpur; dd 5.8.36. To 2 EFTS Jodhpur 8.3.41. 
Regn eld 26.5.41. Impressed as AX804 .41. Soc 
30.11.44. 

7125 Regd G-AEFR [CofR 6881] 23.4.36 to Lt Home R A 
Kidston, Builth Wells (based Brooklands). CofA 5447 

Above: A poor photo, but it identifies c/n 7127 late in its existence as it 
is parked next to an ex-RAF Valetta with the roundels painted over. 
Registered HB-XAM in 1936 the Leopard Moth survived as a civil air 
craft until 1960. (via JM Collection) 

issued 22.4.36. Regn eld 12.5.40 as sold. Impressed as 
AV985 12.5.40. To 110 (AAC) Wing, Ringway 13.5.40. To 
6 AACU Ringway. To DH Witney for major inspection 
12.2.41 and soc 1.3.41. 

7126 To DH Australia with CofA 5591 issued 20.7.36. Regd 
VH-UVF [CofR 614] 3.11.36 to Colin H Young, Curragh 
Station, Cunnamulla, Qld. Regn eld 19.12.47. Regd 
3.3.50 to same owner. Regn eld 23.4.59 and stored by 
owner. Ferried 27.4.76 to Caboolture for rebuild. Regd 
18.1.01 to Greg P Challinor, Murwillambah, NSW. 

7127 To Robert Mussard, Switzerland with CofA 5670 issued 
25.9.36. Regd HB-XAM [CofR 464] 20.7.36 to Robert 
Mussard, Cointrin, later Port Lyautey, Maroc. Regd .48 to 
L Flory, Cointrin. Regd .49 to J D Grobet, Geneva-
Cointrin. Regd .55 to Georges Borgeaud, Geneva. Regn 
eld as beyond economical repair 18.8.60. 

7128 Regd G-AENB [CofR 7303] 4.9.36 to Thomas H A Tucker, 
Grays (based Hatfield and nominee for Bata Shoe Co). 
CofA 5648 issued 5.9.36. Regn eld 9.36 as sold abroad. 
Regd in Yugoslavia as YU-PEA 9.36 to Bata Shoe Co, 
Borovo. To Vazduhoplovstvo Vojske (Army Air Arm) 4.41; 
damaged 7.4.41 at Valjevo, presumed destroyed during 
Balkan war. 

7129 To DH South Africa with CofA 5664 issued 17.9.36. Regn 
not known (but possibly ZS-AIV). Fitted Gipsy Major 
No. 8612. 

7130 To DH India without UK CofA. Regd VT-AIL [CofR 305] 
31.10.36 to The Madras Flying Club Ltd; named "The Lady 
Marjorie" 11.1.37 (after the Governor's wife). Regn eld 
3.7.42. Impressed as MA922 17.7.42 and loaned to 82 
Squadron, Madras. To 1 Flight, Madras (10.42). Crashed 
whilst flying through squall Poonthandalan, 1 mile SW 
Nandanparban 11.10.42; 2 killed incl 82 Sqdn pilot. 

7131 Officially regd with c/n "PPS.85/1/DH.7131", which identity 
was authorised by DH 15.1.58 to overcome the paperwork 
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Above: C/n 7130 VT-AIL being refu-
elled from cans during its 6-year civil 
activity in India with the Madras 
Flying Club. Impressed in 1942, it 
served less than 3 months as MA922 
before crashing in a squall, 
(via JM Collection) 
Left: C/n 7131 G-APKH was built from 
parts of two other aircraft in 1958. Seen 
here in April 1966, it was fitted with a 
wind-driven generator on the port wing 
strut and had wheel spats. (Mike Hooks) 
Below: G-APKH was later based in 
Switzerland but visited the Moth Club rally 
at Woburn 22.8.99 along with Moth Major 
HB-UPE. (John Havers) 

problems of the rebuild of G-ACLZ and G-ACGS by 
Personal Plane Services Ltd at White Waltham. See com-
ments under c/n 7040 and 7075. Regd G-APKH 23.1.58 
to Peter Franklin, White Waltham. Flown after rebuild 
7.8.63. CofA issued 31.10.63. CofA lapsed 11.11.72; 
renewed 1.10.74. Franklin died .83 and the aircraft was 
sold early .83 to Denis E Wood, Goodwood [but not so 
regd]. Regd 15.11.90 to Igor Lemanski, Neil McDermot & 
Denis E Wood, Goodwood. Regd 5.8.91 to R G [Gerald] 
Grocott, Banbury; based in Switzerland with co-owner 
Ernst Sonderegger. Regd 1.12.99 to Antony R Tarleton, 
Bournemouth [based Konstanz, Germany 5.00]. Regn eld 
9.9.03 as sold in Switzerland. Regn HB-ODD reserved for 
Benno Tissi; on rebuild by Andreas Romback, Hauptwil 
[05-06]. 

7200 Regd G-ACKP [CofR 4464] 16.11.33 to Capt Geoffrey de 
Havilland, Hatfield (and used engine from prototype 
G-ACHD). CofA 4220 issued 19.3.34. Operated by 
Geoffrey de Havilland [2.40/4.40] on communications 
flights. Regn eld 5.11.40 as sold. Impressed as BK867 
27.10.40 and used by 3 FPP Hawarden, later based White 
Waltham. Allocated to 20 MU but crashed on delivery on 
landing Aston Down 10.5.41; soc 5.6.41. 

Above: G-ACKP c/n 7200 was fitted with the engine from the prototype 
G-ACHD and remained with DH on communications duties until 
imprressed in 1940. (DH via JM Collection) 

7209 Regd VT-AFJ 14.4.34 to De Havilland Aircraft Co Ltd, 
Karachi; described as a DH.85A. Not delivered and further 
details not known. Regn and C of R No were reallotted to 
DH.60Gc/n 1915 30.5.34. 

REGISTRATION INDEX 
CHINA 
Major Learmount of Shanghai took delivery of c/n 7063. 

CANADA 
CF-ZJP 7116 
C-FZJP 7116 

PORTUGAL 
Portuguese Air Force 
30 7083 

PORTUGUESE GUINEA 
CR-GAA 7083 

PORTUGUESE WEST AFRICA 
CR-LAI 7048 

GERMANY 
D-EABC 7062 
D-EGYV 7072 
See also c/n 7094 
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Above: Pilot's station in the Leopard Moth. On the left wall the two 
knobs are throttle and mixture control, below these is the tailplane trim 
wheel and on the opposite side is the airbrake lever. On the panel, top 
to bottom, left to right, are the inclinometer, turn & slip, clock; rpm indi-
cator, airspeed, altimeter, ignition switches: oil pressure (behind throt-
tle box), compass. Bottom left and right there are map clips. The wheel 
aileron control in place of a stick was available only to special order, 
(via JM Collection) 

SPAIN 
EC-5E 
EC-W49 
EC-CAA 

see also 

FRANCE 
F-AMUP 
F-AMXN 
F-AMXO 
F-AMXP 
F-AMXQ 
F-AMXR 
F-AMXS 
F-AMYS 
F-AMYT 
F-ANBS 
F-AOCS 
F-AOHS 
F-AOUH 
F-AQRU 
F-AREP 

7047 
7108 
Reported as being 
ex EC-5E prior to 
crash 20.8.36. 

7044 

7018 
7029 
7037 
7035 
7006 (& 7043) 
7030 
7034 
7069 
7041 
7053 
7103 
7103 
7122 
7017 
7100 

UNITED KINGDOM 
G-ACGS 
G-ACHB 
G-ACHC 
G-ACHD 
G-ACKJ 

7002 
7001 
7003 
7000 
7006 

G-ACKK 7008 
G-ACKL 7009 
G-ACKM 7026 
G-ACKN 7013 
G-ACKO 7014 
G-ACKP 7200 
G-ACKR 7023 
G-ACKS 7033 
G-ACKY 7016 
G-ACLK 7027 
G-ACLL 7028 
G-ACLM 7032 
G-ACLN 7044 
G-ACLO 7048 
G-ACLW 7046 
G-ACLX 7036 
G-ACLY 7012 
G-ACLZ 7040 
G-ACMA 7042 
G-ACMN 7050 
G-ACMS 7024 
G-ACMV 7025 
G-ACNN 7011 
G-ACOJ 7035 
G-ACOL 7045 
G-ACOO 7054 
G-ACOS 7038 
G-ACOT 7057 
G-ACPF 7049 
G-ACPG 7051 
G-ACPK 7056 

Above: All 45 Leopard Moths on the British register in September 1939 
were impressed for official use and an RAF silhouette was already in 
use. However, The Aeroplane's silhouette as shown here was more 
accurate, (via JM Collection) 

G-
G-
G-
G-
G-

G-ACRC 
G-ACRJ 
G-ACRV 
G-ACRW 
G-ACSE 
G-ACSF 
G-ACSG 

-ACSH 
-ACSI 
-ACSJ 
-ACSU 
-ACTG 

G-ACTH 
G-ACTJ 

(& 
G-ACTL 
G-ACUJ 
G-ACUK 
G-ACUO 
G-ACUS 
G-ACVS 
G-ACXH 
G-ADAA 
G-ADAP 
G-ADAR 
G-ADBH 
G-ADCO 
G-ADFG 
G-ADFJ 
G-ADHB 
G-ADHD 
G-ADUL 
G-ADWY 
G-AEFR 
G-AENB 
G-AEZI 
G-AFDV 
G-AFZG 

7058 
7052 
7060 
7061 
7062 
7065 
7066 
7067 
7068 
7070 
7071 
7073 
7074 
7075 
7040) 
7076 
7079 
7080 
7081 

7082 
7064 
7077 
7087 
7090 
7091 
7030 
7093 
7100 
7103 
7104 
7106 
7072 
7117 
7125 
7128 
7113 
7120 
7062 

G-AIYS 7089 
G-APKH 7131 
G-ATFU 7007 

E.1 7000 

T1775 
T1776 
W5783 
W9370 
W9371 
X9294 
X9295 
X9380 
X9381 
X9382 
X9383 
X9384 
X9385 
AV975 
AV983 
AV984 
AV985 
AV986 
AV988 
AV989 
AW117 
AW 120 
AW121 
AW 122 
AW 123 
AW125 
AW156 
AW165 
AW166 
AW 168 
AW 169 
AX801 

7015 
7068 
7120 
7027 
7104 
7023 
7080 
7032 
7050 
7056 
7093 
7067 
7117 
7013 
7030 
7071 
7125 
7060 
7051 
7090 
7070 
7033 
7040 
7113 
7049 
7076 
7062 
7028 
7012 
7058 
7026 
7011 
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AX802 
AX804 
AX805 
AX858 
AX861 
AX862 
AX865 
AX873 
BD140 
BD144 
BD146 
BD147 
BD148 
BD167 
BD169 
BD172 
BD173 
BK867 
DD818 
ES945 
MA922 

2778M 
2991M 
2992M 
2993M 

7024 
7124 
7123 
7002 
7011 
7046 
7081 
7061 
7073 
7001 
7075 
7065 
7042 
7003 
7009 
7054 
7077 
7200 
7079 
7088 
7130 

7056 
7117 
7113 
7077 

An all-grey but unmarked 
DH.85 was found by 167 
ML) abandoned in a hangar 
at Sidi Ahmed Airfield, nr 
Bizerta, North Africa 6.43; 
probably ex French. It was 
impressed and repainted in 
RAF c/s (serial unknown but 
included "4"). Made service-
able and flown by the CO, 
Wing Cdr White and possi-
bly damaged taxying. 
Abandoned when 167 MU 

ARGENTINA 
R271 7039 
LV-ACA 7039 
LV-FBG 7039 

AUSTRIA 
A-145 7062 
OE-ABC 7062 

BELGIUM 
"OO-APP" 7088 
OO-APS 7088 
OO-AVD 7092 
OO-BOB 7038 
OO-CAA 7038 
OO-CAF 7092 
OO-GEJ 7014 
OO-JFC 7096 
OO-NAD 7031 

Belgian AF 
L51 7092 

NETHERLANDS 
PH-ALM 7002 
PH-FDK 7094 
PH-HJP 7043 
PH-HSC 7043 
PH-JUH 7098 
PH-NCP 7037 
PH-VYG 7037 
961 7037 
963 7094 
964 7043 
968 7098 
ML101 7037 

see also G-ACLX c/n 7036 

posted to Italy 4.44. 
Possibly c/n 7006 ex F-
AMXQ. 

SWITZERLAND 
CH-290 
CH-366 
CH-367 
CH-368 
CH-388 
HB-ABA 
HB-ALI 
HB-ARI 
HB-ODD 
HB-OKO 
HB-ORU 
HB-OTA 
HB-OXA 
HB-OXO 
HB-UAB 
HB-XAM 

ITALY 
l-ACIH 
l-NENO 

7059 
7007 
7017 
7045 
7022 
7097 
7059 
7022 
7131 
7105 
7017 
7007 
7082 
7045 
7075 
7127 

7074 
7113 

Note: l-NENO has also been 
reported i 
error?] 

JAPAN 
? 

as l-MEMO -

7010 

NORWAY 
LN-TVT 7061 

SWEDEN 
SE-BZM 

POLAND 
SP-BSZ 

EGYPT 
SU-ABM 

7061 

i 

7064 

7089 

AUSTRALIA 
VH-AAG 
VH-ADV 
VH-AHB 
VH-AJN 
VH-BAH 
VH-RSL 
VH-UQO 
VH-URK 
VH-USK 
VH-USM 
VH-UUE 
VH-UUG 
VH-UUL 
VH-UVD 
VH-UVF 

7118 
7016 
7120 
7021 
7016 
7016 
7111 
7021 
7084 
7086 
7109 
7110 
7111 
7118 
7126 

Note: A DH.85 was found 
complete 
Australia 

KENYA 
VP-KBE 
VP-KBP 
VP-KBU 

in a barn in 
.99 [VH-UVF?] 

7055 
7107 
7090 

Above: With the door held open, a good view is provided into the cabin 
of an early Leopard Moth showing the pilot's seat front centre and the 
2 passenger seats side-by-side behind. (Aeroplane via JM Collection) 

VP-KBV 7113 
VP-KBX 7114 
VP-KCO 7095 
VP-KER 7116 
VP-KFM 7005 
5Y-KER 7116 
5Y-KFM 7005 
K-6 7114 
K-12 7095 

NORTHERN 
RHODESIA 
VP-RBR 7115 

SOUTHERN 
RHODESIA 
VP-YAT 7078 
VP-YAY 7101 
VP-YAZ 7115 
VP-YCB 7008 
VP-YCH 7019 
250 Possibly 7115 
251 7078 
252 7019 
SR-22 7078 

MALAYA 
VR-RAE 7063 
VR-RAX? 7118 
VR-SAM 7063 
MVAF 7118 

It was reported that Mr Ong 
Ee Lim of Kuala Lumpur 
owned a DH.85 in early 8.35; 
this may have been 7063 but 
was more likely DH.80A VR-
RAF, c/n 2207. 

INDIA 
VT-AEP 7015 
VT-AFJ 7209 
VT-AGB 7085 
VT-AGG 7102 
VT-AGN 7024 
VT-AHA 7119 

VT-AJC 
VT-AJP 
VT-AKH 
VT-AKX 

7068 
7079 
7052 
7087 

See also 7004, 7011 

IRAQ 
YI-ABI 7089 

YUGOSLAVIA 
YU-PEA 7128 

NEW ZEALAND 
ZK-ARG 7007 

SOUTH AFRICA 
ZS-AEE 
ZS-AEJ 
ZS-AEK 
ZS-AEP 
ZS-AET 
ZS-AFI 
ZS-AFN 
ZS-AFS 
ZS-AFX 
ZS-AHA 
ZS-AIV 
ZS-ALL 
ZS-BKE 
ZS-DDK 

1405 
1407 
1410 
1411 
1412 
2036 
2038 

ZS-AFX 

7004 
7005 
7019 
7020 
7099 
7095 
7057 
7112 
note 
7116 
note 
7008 
7095 
7114 

7116 
7005 
ZS-AFX 
ZS-AIV 
7112 
7095 
7114 

Regd 12.9.35 (or 
12.35). Impressed as SAAF 
1410, .4C i. Ditched in sea 
54 miles south of Mossel 
Bay 19.12.41 after running 
out of fuel. (C/n ?) 

VT-AHG 
VT-AHH 
VT-AHK 
VT-AHO 
VT-AIL 

7121 
7124 
7123 
7066 
7130 

ZS-AIV Regd 1.12.36. 
Impressed as SAAF 1411, 
.40 (possibly c/n 7129). 
See also 7106. 
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The Development of Commercial 
Aviation in China PARTSA 

Central Air Transport Corporation 
EDITED BY MARTIN S BEST, CHINA HISTORY RESEARCH GROUP 

Introduction 
We continue the history of the Chinese Nationalist airlines with a 
description of Central Air Transport Corporation (CATC), about which 
relatively little has been written before. Also included is a brief descrip-
tion of an even more obscure airline, Great China Aviation Corporation 
(GCAC), written by Matt Miller, and a short section on an attempt to 
revive the Southwestern Aviation Corporation (SWAC) after the war, by 
Ian Johnson. 

The background to some previous articles has been the 8-year Sino-
Japanese war (1937-1945), including the Second World War in the 
Pacific (1941-1945), whereas the background to this article is the 
Chinese civil war (1945-1950), which will also be the case for the next 
few articles. This article will therefore describe the civil war in some 
detail, whereas only the relevant details will be included in the later arti-
cles. 

The Chinese civil war 
The origin of the Chinese civil war was described in Part 1 (Archive, 
Spring 2007, p.2007/004). Chiang Kai-shek's ambition was to unify 
China and he initially chose to fight the Communists and warlords 
rather than the Japanese, e.g. during the Japanese invasion of 
Manchuria in 1931. This policy eventually resulted in the Young 
Marshal kidnapping Chiang Kai-shek in Sian in 1936, with the aim of 
persuading him to combine the Nationalist and Communist forces in the 
fight against the Japanese, as described in Part 7. (Archive, Spring 
2009, pp.2009/033-035) 

Full-scale fighting lasted from April 1927 to December 1936, with 
clashes from January 1941 until resuming full conflict from August 1945 
to May 1950. The Republic of China declared the war over in 1991 but 
no official Peace Treaty has been signed by the two sides. 

During the Sino-Japanese war, Chiang Kai-shek should have concen-
trated on fighting the Japanese but he was suspected of stockpiling US 
Lend-Lease arms and conserving his best troops for the fight against 
the Communists instead of using them to fight the Japanese. 

Japanese surrender 
The Japanese surrender came so quickly in August 1945 that it created 
an extremely critical military situation for the Chinese Nationalist 
Government, which was unprepared for the sudden end of the war. The 
Communists, enjoying a distinct geographical advantage, began to 
move on a large scale to Manchuria, and to the Yellow, Yangtze, and 
Pearl River valleys. The Communist Army started to seize cities under 
Japanese occupation, receiving Japanese surrender and military sup-
plies. On 11th August 1945, 100,000 Communist troops began to pen-
etrate Manchuria. To overcome the Communist geographical advan-
tage, Chiang requested that the US government airlift his troops from 
Southwest China to the Japanese-occupied areas. [Xu p. 197] 

The situation in Manchuria has been described in Part 5a (Archive, 
Spring 2008, pp.2008/017-021). The Soviet Army invaded occupied 
Manchuria on 9th August 1945 and they did not start to leave until the 
spring of 1946. Under the Potsdam Declaration, the Japanese were 
due to surrender to the Nationalist Chinese, who were not present in 
Manchuria at this time, so, inevitably, the Japanese surrendered to the 
Russians and vast quantities of arms were then passed on to the 
Chinese Communists. 
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A similar situation existed in the Japanese-occupied areas of China, so 
there was an urgent need to deploy Nationalist Chinese troops to these 
areas to accept the Japanese surrender and prevent the Communists 
from filling a vacuum. 

The coming of peace did not stop the arrival of men and material no 
longer required. They were all en route and no one had thought to order 
them to stop and return home. For a while confusion reigned. China got 
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the word direct from Washington to start evacuation, and ATC were 
faced with long lines of soldiers laden with equipment and souvenirs, 
and with valid tickets to fly to the United States. The reverse airlift over 
the Hump had started. [White pp.249-250] 

US troops stationed in China still had to be supplied until they could be 
brought out from the hundreds of small detachments in all parts of 
China. In August and September 1945, forty-seven thousand US troops 
were flown from China into India and on to Karachi, from there to return 
by ship and air to the United States. 

ATC and the 10th Air Force were also called to move Chinese troops 
into areas previously occupied by the Japanese. By 22nd September, 
over forty thousand troops had been moved from Liuchow to Shanghai 
and Chihkiang to Nanking. By 1 st November 1945, four Chinese armies 
numbering over 140,000 men and equipment were transported to 
various parts of China. [Spencer p.172] 

The first American flights into Shanghai, on 20th August, were volun-
teer missions by two crews of the 11th Combat Cargo Squadron from 
Liuchow to bring aid to Allied prisoners of war there. [Spencer p. 173] 

The role of the US Marines in North China is well described in "The 
United States Marines in North China 1945- 1949", by Henry I Smith Jr. 
The III Amphibious Corp (IIIAC) was ordered to deploy to North China 
to accept the surrender of Japanese troops for the Chinese Central 
Government and to supervise the repatriation of Japanese military and 
civilians. The corps headquarters and corps troops together with the 1 st 
Marine Division were to occupy positions in the vicinity of Tangku, 
Tientsin, Peiping, and Chinwangtao in Hopeh Province and the 6th 
Marine Division (less the 4th Marines) would move into Tsingtao in 
Shantung Province. The 1st Marine Aircraft Wing moved its planes and 
men to airfields in the Tsingtao, Tientsin, and Peiping areas. 

The Hopeh occupation force got underway first. The corps embarkation 
order was issued on 8th September, and loading of the corps troops 
began at Guam on the 11th. Loading was completed on 19th 
September 1945. [Shaw p.2] 

The headquarters of the 1st Marine Aircraft Wing was set up on 6th 
October at the French Arsenal near the airfield east of Tientsin. 
Headquarters and service squadrons of the wing and its air groups 
(MAGs) arrived in China with their equipment throughout the month, 
and flight echelons staged into their assigned airfields at Tsingtao, 
Peiping, and Tientsin as facilities were readied for them. 

The first extensive use of the airfields under Marine control was made 
by the Chinese Central Government. The 50,000 men comprising the 
Ninety-second and Ninety-fourth Chinese Nationalist Armies (CNA) 
were airlifted to Peiping from Central and South China by the US 14th 
Air Force between 6-29th October. The 92nd CNA remained in the 
Peiping area while the 94th moved to Tientsin, Tangku, Tangshan, and 
Chinwangtao. [Shaw p.4] 

Clashes between the Communists and the Japanese and former 
puppet troops were frequent in Shantung during October, so planes of 
MAG-32 started regular reconnaissance patrols on 26th October to 
check the status of the rail lines and their Japanese guards and to 
ensure adequate warning of any Communist move against Tsingtao. 
The flight echelon of MAG-32 reached Tsingtao on 21st October, and it 
was followed soon after by the planes of MAG-12 staging up from the 
Philippines to their base at Peiping. By the end of October, elements of 
all the wing's major units had landed in China. MAGs-12 and -24 were 
stationed at Peiping's airfields and MAGs-25 and 32 were stationed at 
Tsingtao. [Shaw p.6] 

General Wedemeyer, in his capacity as military advisor to Chiang Kai-
shek, had warned the Chinese leader early in November that he should 
first consolidate his grip on North China before attempting to occupy 
Manchuria. Despite the Nationalists' marked superiority in men and 
equipment, Wedemeyer felt that the CNA had neither adequate forces 
not transport to ensure appropriate logistic support and security for the 
long and vulnerable supply route. The effective suppression of 
Communist guerrilla activity in North China required the commitment of 
overwhelmingly superior CNA forces. When large numbers of these 
troops were drained off for the Manchuria drive, vast areas in the inte-
rior of Shantung and Hopeh fell to Communist control. The Nationalists' 
premature Manchuria operation contained within it the seeds of 
Nationalist destruction. [Shaw p.7] 

The primary responsibility of the 4th Marines became that of support-
ing American naval activities at Tsingtao, which was an important base 

for the Seventh Fleet and the location of the training centre where 
Nationalist crews were taught to man and maintain the ships trans-
ferred to the Central Government under US naval aid programmes. 
[Shaw p. 12] 

The USAAF helped to transfer the Nationalist ground forces to North 
China and Manchuria in 1945 to prevent the Communist forces from 
taking over the big cities. Under the Lend-Lease programme, mass 
transportation for the Nationalist Army from West China to East and 
North China started immediately because the war ended so abruptly 
that the Nationalist forces were not adequate to secure the surrender of 
the Japanese forces. In early September, the US 10th Air Force trans-
ported three Nationalist armies to big cities, such as Shanghai, Beiping 
and Nanjing. In just November 1945, 235 C-47 cargo planes flew 
35,000 flying hours in four major airlift operations to transport 100,000 
Nationalist army troops to North China. These elite troops, equipped 
and trained by Americans, extended Chiang's military influence to 
Manchuria. 

With American assistance, for example, the Second Air Transport 
Group used 14 C-46s to fly approximately 708 hours within 12 days, 
airlifting 35,000 troops and 900 tons of cargo from Suzhou to Jinan 
without any accidents. [Xu pp. 199-201] 

During the Sino-Japanese war, the Communists unceasingly built a 
mass peasant army and expanded their bases in North China. In 1937, 
they commanded only a few thousand square miles, a million people, 
and an army of 80,000, but by 1945, they controlled one-fourth of 
China, 100 million people, and boasted one million troops. Immediately 
after the surrender of Japan, Mao Zedong ordered his troops to seize 
the Japanese-occupied territory. Within two weeks of the collapse of 
Japan, the Communists expanded their territories from 116 to 175 
counties. With American air aid and Japanese cooperation, however, 
Chiang Kai-shek regained control of all major cities in South, East and 
Central China while the Communists controlled only a few cities but 
much of the vast countryside in North China. In Manchuria, the 
Nationalist Army clashed with the Communist Army, to whom the 
Soviets had turned over considerable quantities of surrendered 
Japanese arms. 

American mediation 
During the Sino-Japanese war, the Americans tried to get the 
Nationalists and Communists in China to unite against the Japanese. 
For example, Vice-President Henry Wallace flew to Chungking in June 
1944 for a four-day stay after visiting the Soviet Union. He had been 
impressed by what he saw in Russia and pushed Chiang to work with 
the Chinese Communists. Chiang wondered why the Americans were 
not pressing the Communists to come to terms with the Nationalists but 
he did agree to let American observers go to Mao's headquarters in 
Yan'an so long as they travelled under government auspices. This 
became known as the Dixie Mission. [Fenby p.418] 

Ambassador Clarence Gauss retired in the autumn of 1944 and was 
replaced by Patrick Hurley, who first flew to the Communist headquar-
ters in Yan'an on 7th November 1944 in a Dixie Mission aircraft. Hurley 
was ill-equipped for this job. "The main Communist base region had 
evolved from the original haven round Yan'an into an area of some 
135,000 square miles which was run without reference to the 
Nationalists. Its two main military units - the Eight Route Army and the 
reconstituted Fourth Army - numbered half a million men plus auxil-
iaries: a massive recruitment drive would double the size of the armies 
by the following spring. In addition, the Communist militias were 2 
million strong. Chiang was as much the enemy as the Japanese." 
[Fenby p.438-439] 

Although the US government continued military aid to the Nationalists, 
the US China policy after the war was to encourage the Communists 
and Nationalists to establish a coalition government to end the strife. As 
early as November 1944, Ambassador Patrick J Hurley began to 
mediate between the Kuomintang (KMT) and the Chinese Communist 
Party (CCP) for fear that civil war would expand Soviet influence in 
China. [Xu p.201] 

To avoid an enlarged confrontation, Chiang invited Mao to conferences 
in Chongqing, and American envoy Patrick Hurley himself went to 
Yan'an and encouraged Mao to talk with Chiang Kai-shek. Mao arrived 
in Chongqing on 28th August 1945. After one month of negotiation, 
both parties reached an agreement on 10th October, stressing the 
importance of peaceful reconstruction. But the conference did not 
produce any concrete results. 
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Right: China at the end of World 
Warll, 1945. 

The Communist representative, 
Zhou Enlai, left Chongqing on 25th 
November. To add to this crisis, 
Ambassador Patrick Hurley went to 
Washington in November 1945 to 
see President Truman to complain 
about his colleagues in the State 
Department. After the meeting he 
resigned, blaming diplomats (like 
himself) who had sympathised with 
the Communists. This stimulated 
support from anti-communists in 
Washington, so Truman acted 
immediately to appoint General 
George C Marshall to take over as 
his special envoy in China. 
"Marshall had the double task of 
stemming Soviet influence and of 
getting the Nationalists and 
Communists to cooperate to build a 
strong China." [Fenby p.459] The 
official goal of Marshall's mission 
was to secure an immediate cease-
fire, to broaden the basis of the 
one-party KMT government, and to 
help create a strong, united and 
democratic China. [Xu p.201] 
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General Marshall set out for China in December 1945. President 
Truman said that American policy aimed to produce 'a strong, united 
and democratic China'. But his envoy's "claims to be an honest broker 
were undermined by US military supplies pouring in to the Nationalists, 
and the use of US ships and planes to move Chiang's soldiers to the 
north. Washington set itself the aim of keeping out of the internal 
Chinese conflict. But this was specious reasoning." [Fenby pp.463-464] 

Apart from 60,000 US troops sent to hold ports, industrial centres and 
mines as the Japanese left, Truman was determined to hold back 
Soviet influence, and saw the Chinese Communists as part of a world-
wide movement orchestrated from Moscow. He feared that Stalin was 
aiming to establish authority over Manchuria, and one of Marshall's 
main aims was to ensure that Nationalists were strong enough to check 
this. American aid to Chiang's regime was clearly one-sided, and pro-
duced growing alienation among the Communists. [Fenby p.464] 

Marshall's high reputation, the great power of the United States, and 
the anti-civil war sentiment in China contributed to Marshall's early 
success. Encouraged by Marshall, the KMT and the CCP agreed to a 
political consultative conference in January 1946 and to stop fighting 
immediately. The January conference produced two major agreements. 
One was a political agreement to establish constitutional government; 
the other was a military reorganization agreement that demanded 
massive troop reduction on both sides and the integration of the 
Communist forces into a united national army. The KMT, however, did 
not grant the CCP equal political power, whereas the CCP resisted the 
integration of their armies. Large-scale fighting occurred in April 1946, 
and the resolutions of the Political Consultative Conference remained 
dreams on paper. In June, Marshall's last cease-fire arrangement 
expired, and the CCP demanded the withdrawal of American troops 
from China. [Xu p.202] 

In 1945, shortly after Japan surrendered, fighting broke out between 
Communist and Kuomintang troops over the reoccupation of Dongbei. 
A temporary truce was reached in 1946 through the mediation of 
General Marshall. Although fighting was soon resumed, Marshall con-
tinued his efforts to bring the two sides together. In August 1946 the 
United States tried to strengthen Marshall's hand as an impartial medi-
ator by suspending its military aid to the Nationalist government. 
Nevertheless, hostilities continued, and in January 1947, convinced of 
the futility of further mediation, Marshall left China. The conflict quickly 
blossomed into full-scale civil war, and all hope of political rapproche-

ment disappeared. In May 1947, US aid to the Nationalists was 
resumed. However, the government forces were wearied by two 
decades of nearly continuous warfare, the leadership was rent by inter-
nal disunity, and the economy was paralysed by spiralling inflation. In 
1948 military initiative passed to the Communists, and in the summer 
of 1949, Nationalist resistance collapsed. The government, with the 
forces it could salvage, sought refuge on the island of Taiwan. [Encarta] 
At their last substantive discussion, Marshall had warned Chiang that 
the Red Army was too strong to be defeated. The Generalissimo would 
have none of it. His foes had to be dealt with militarily, he insisted, fore-
casting victory within ten months. On 7th January 1947, Marshall went 
home. Washington's aid to Chiang disqualified its envoy as an impar-
tial mediator; the two truces he had engineered had enabled the 
Communists to escape from the enormous Nationalist pressure in the 
spring and summer of 1946, and given them vital time to regroup. 
[Fenby p.471] 

After George Marshall's departure at the beginning of the year, 
Nationalist General Hu Zongnan launched the offensive from Xi'an. 
Aided by Muslim cavalry, he had taken Yan'an without a fight - the 
Communist leadership had already trekked out. Chiang Kai-shek flew 
to Yan'an on 7th August 1947. The place was of no importance in itself, 
and the bleak countryside of northern Shaanxi offered no benefits for 
the Nationalists. But that meant little beside the symbolism of having 
forced Mao and his colleagues to flee once more. 

A combination of huge forces, American supplies and transport, plus 
some good generalship in the north had put Chiang in what looked like 
an unassailable position in the first eighteen months after the end of the 
war with Japan. But, as so often, Chiang's position was weaker than it 
appeared. [Fenby pp.473-474] 

Civil war in Manchuria 
In late 1945 Chiang Kai-shek recognised that he lacked the resources 
to prevent a Communist takeover of Manchuria following the scheduled 
departure of Soviet troops. He therefore made a deal with the Russians 
to delay their withdrawal until he had moved enough of his best-trained 
men and modern material into the region. Nationalist troops were then 
airlifted by the USAAF to occupy key cities in north China, while the 
countryside was already dominated by the Communists. The Russians 
spent the extra time systematically dismantling the extensive 
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Manchurian industrial base and shipping it back to the Soviet Union. 
[Wikipedia] 

Stalin agreed to delay the withdrawal of Soviet troops until the 
Generalissimo had enough men in Manchuria to take over properly. 
Chiang sent troops and southerners to run major cities. He pointedly 
ignored local figures, and rejected out of hand a suggestion that Zhang 
Xueliang (the Young Marshal) might be freed from captivity to help 
establish the Nationalists in his former domain, Manchuria. The 
Communists, on the other hand, used Zhang's brother to recruit 
Manchurian support. To strengthen the Nationalist position, the Central 
Army won a big battle against heavily outnumbered Communist troops 
on the route north of the Great Wall. 

With Mao forced to accept the reality of his position and go along with 
Soviet policy, Chiang appeared to have his best prospect ever of estab-
lishing his authority from the South China Sea to the Manchurian-Soviet 
border, achieving a reach not enjoyed by any ruler since the fall of the 
Manchu empire. Stalin went as far as to tell Washington that he would 
not object if the United States kept troops in China. In fact, as General 
Wedemeyer warned Washington, Chiang lacked the means to occupy 
all Manchuria against Communist opposition. His apparent strength at 
the end of 1945 rested on the collusion of the Soviet Union, and his 
ability to retain backing from both Washington and Moscow. 

This was soon thrown into doubt by the development of the Cold War. 
Policy-makers in Washington grew increasingly concerned at the 
prospect of Stalin asserting himself in Manchuria. The ultimate night-
mare was of Moscow taking control of China through a fatal combina-
tion of pressure from the Chinese Communists and a weak, overex-
tended central government that had not recovered from the damage of 
the war with Japan. [Fenby p.458] 

The support for the Communists was not as widespread and automat-
ic as subsequent propaganda would assert. The party demonstrated 
great skill in organising the peasantry, but its revolution was often 
imposed rather than being the result of spontaneous popular uprising. 
This was particularly true in Manchuria where the end of the 
Manchukuo system had left a power vacuum. Chiang had appointed 
trusted figures to run the region, but they were foreign to it, as were the 
troops he drafted in from the south. Moving into the gap, the 
Communists used the time given to them by the George Marshall 
truces to purge class enemies, introduce land reform, mobilise the 
peasants and build up a strong rural support mechanism for the 
People's Liberation Army (PLA). Harbin and other towns and cities in 
the far north served as political and economic centres. Communication 
links were rebuilt, administrative cadres formed, and resources chan-
nelled into strengthening Lin Biao's forces. 

Chiang's lines were hugely extended while the size of the territory he 
sought to control depleted his reserves. His armies were largely con-
fined to cities and dependent on rail links which could be sabotaged -
between 1945 and 1947, the Communists destroyed 10,250 miles of 
track, and the Nationalists rebuilt only 3,700. Instead of pursuing the 
aggressive blockhouse strategy of the mid-1980s, government troops 
preferred safety, staying put behind urban walls, and leaving the coun-
tryside to their enemy. 

Nationalist generals feuded among themselves as much as ever, and 
Chiang went on appointing commanders for their perceived loyalty 
rather than their skill, such as in the decision to send the incompetent, 
corrupt - but faithful - Du Yuming to Manchuria. Their inability to 
manage big forces led to bungling, confusion and inefficiency. Chiang 
issued instructions without consultation, or after meeting only a few 
close aides. Orders sent to the field following his 9 p.m. military confer-
ence in Nanking were often out of date when they arrived the next day. 
[Fenby p.475] 

Left: The main protago-
nists in the Chinese Civil 
War. From the left, Mao 
Zedong, leader of the 
Chinese Communists; 
Chiang Kai-shek, the 
Nationalist leader; Zhou 
Enlai who became the 
first Premier and Foreign 
Minister of the Peoples' 
Republic in 1949; US 
mediator Gen George C 
Marshall. 

Although the Communist base at Yan'an was destroyed by the 
Nationalists in March 1947, Communist forces were able to outma-
noeuvre the Nationalists on the crucial battle ground of Manchuria. 
Three great battles were fought in 1948 and 1949 in which the 
Kuomintang were defeated and thousands of Nationalist troops joined 
the Communists. The USA, which from being a hero during the war had 
become an object of popular vilification in China, was disheartened by 
the inadequacies of the KMT leadership and refused it further support. 
The Soviet Union played a two-faced game of alliances early in the 
post-war period, recognising the Nationalist government but eventually 
facilitating CCP ambitions. [China p.33] 

In May 1947, confronted by the Communists' attack, the Nationalists 
were forced to abandon the Laiodong Peninsula and concentrate their 
force around Shenyang. The Nationalists succeeded in the re-supply 
and reinforcement of their encircled garrisons, and finally managed to 
re-establish a precarious link between Shenyang and Changchun. [Xu 
p.209] 

The first Communist counter-attack came in Manchuria at the start of 
1947 when Lin Biao staged three successful short-term PLA raids 
across frozen rivers in the bitter north-eastern winter. These victories 
were important not only for the Nationalists they destroyed but also for 
the arms seized. Success led to an overconfident frontal attack in the 
early summer that was beaten back. However, a fresh offensive in the 
autumn isolated government armies by surrounding the cities they held 
and cutting railway lines, yielding more weapons. Chiang replaced Du 
Yuming as commander in Manchuria with Chen Cheng, and sent rein-
forcements north. He was getting more American arms after Truman 
decided the situation merited lifting the embargo imposed by Marshall 
the previous autumn. [Fenby pp.475-476] 

There was also heavy fighting in Shandong where the Nationalists lost 
nearly 100,000 men in two battles. Communist forces crossed the 
Yellow River in the summer of 1947, marching to the old base area of 
Oyuwan above the Yangtze which they occupied the following spring. 
Chiang changed the path of the Yellow River for a second time, build-
ing dykes to return it to its artificial course to divide Communist forces 
on either side. The water rose above the barriers, causing flooding 
which affected 500 villages, as well as displacing 400,000 people who 
had settled in the river bed after the diversion of 1938, further increas-
ing the regime's unpopularity in the region. 

It was in Manchuria that the first decisive stage in the civil war unfold-
ed. Both the Nationalists and the Communists fielded their best trained 
and best equipped armies. Divisions formed by the Americans faced 
units Lin Biao and his colleagues had prepared for a major convention-
al campaign. In the summer of 1948, the Communists launched 
700,000 troops on a new offensive. Reduced by death, wounds and 
desertion, Chiang's men were outnumbered almost two-to-one. Lin 
Biao also had the support of a mass of peasants, well-drilled and moti-
vated by land reform. In addition, he and his subordinates proved them-
selves masters of swift movement, feints that unbalanced the enemy 
and sheer fighting ability, using modern equipment taken from the 
Japanese and Nationalists. 

Chiang recalled Chen Cheng, who was increasingly ill, and sent Wei 
Lihuang to take command in Mukden. This brought no improvement. 
Three airlines (CATC, CNAC and CAT) flew in supplies, but they could 
not carry enough weapons and food. Though the Nationalists had 
command of the air, poor maintenance and losses had reduced the 
number of usable planes in the air force from 1,000 in 1945 to a fifth of 
that number. For safety's sake, bombers tended to stay so high that 
their attacks lacked any precision. [Fenby pp.476-477] 

The Nationalists held three major cities - the Manchurian capital of 
Mukden, the former Manchukuo capital of Changchun and the industri-
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alised centre of Jinzhou on the cor-
ridor up from the Great Wall. When 
Lin Biao advanced towards 
Jinzhou, Chiang flew to Mukden to 
order almost half of the city's 
230,000-strong garrison to march 
south-west to help save the other 
city. He then moved to Peiping to 
direct operations from there, 
without keeping the War Minister or 
the general staff informed of what 
he was doing. As the 100,000-
strong column moved slowly down 
from Mukden, the PLA took Jinzhou 
after a siege and a heavy bombard-
ment - a blockhouse defensive 
system planned for the city had 
been left incomplete as the contractor had sold building materials on 
the black market. Chiang ordered the column to continue, only for it to 
be surrounded and badly defeated. That was a disaster for the defence 
of Mukden, which was cut off. After the garrison commander defected, 
the PLA entered the city. 

Changchun, the most northerly Manchurian city held by the 
Nationalists, fell after a siege that deprived it of electricity, gas and 
water. After a Yunnanese unit in the garrison defected, the Communist 
captured the city. The death toll was estimated at anywhere from 
120,000 to 300,000. 

Across the north-east, the Nationalists had suffered 400,000 casual-
ties. General Du Yuming, who had been sent back to the region to 
replace the hapless Wei, withdrew at the head of 140,000 men. The 
Communists captured more than 2,000 trucks, 200 tanks and armoured 
vehicles, plus a large array of guns. They absorbed huge numbers of 
defecting Nationalist soldiers who had heard tales of the good treat-
ment the Communists gave prisoners. 

By mid-November, the Communists controlled all Manchuria with its 
rich mineral deposits, agriculture, and what industry was left behind 
after the Soviet looting. The PLA moved down towards Peiping and the 
major port of Tianjin, where refugees had swollen the population to 
nearly 2 million; a 15-mile moat was dug and municipal officials pre-
pared to sue for peace. [Fenby p.478] 

By the beginning of 1948, Lin Biao's army had inflicted losses of 
150,000 Nationalist troops. The remainder were pressed into a small 
triangular area among Shenyang, Changchun, and Jionzhou, which 
represented less than one percent of Manchuria. In March 1948, the sit-
uation in Manchuria was desperate. The garrisons of Shenyang and 
Changchun were being re-supplied only by air. [Wikipedia] 

The smashing military success of the Communists in late 1947 and 
early 1948 shocked many Americans and some of them tried to use air 
power to save the Nationalists. As the military situation in China 
became critical, the Truman administration realized that the Nationalist 
government would collapse without American military and economic 
aid. [Xu p p.204-205] By early 1949, the Communists had occupied 
Manchuria and North China, and the Nationalist government seemed to 
break down rapidly. [Xu p.206] 

Communist advances in China 
Other Communist armies had recaptured Yan'an, and were advancing 
on big cities in central China showing tight discipline under standing 
orders to respect property and civilian welfare. Chen Yi launched a 
400,000-man force on an offensive in Shandong which took the provin-
cial capital of Jinan after heavy fighting. West of Peiping, the Nationalist 
general Fu Zuoyi tried to regain control of rail links, but his armies were 
surrounded and defeated. He pulled his remaining troops back inside 
the city wall as the Communists took the airport and the Summer 
Palace outside the city, along with the power plant. [Fenby pp.478-479] 

Sitting at the junction of north-south and east-west lines and with a pop-
ulation of 300,000, the railway city of Xuzhou was the vital junction 
between north China and the rich Lower Yangtze. Two Communist 
armies totalling more than half a million men, with twice as many peas-
ants as bearers and helpers, advanced towards Xuzhou in the late 
autumn of 1948, establishing themselves in a triangle between the 
Yangtze and Yellow rivers. The East China Field Army, led by Chen Yi, 
fought its way through southern Shandong while the Central Plain Army 
advanced from the west under Liu Bocheng. [Fenby pp.482-483] 

L.-

Above: The American mediator Gen George C Marshall used this 
C-54B 43-17126 in China. It had previously been loaned to the RAF for 
use by Winston Churchill as EW999 and is seen here at A&AEE in 
August 1944 - with censored background, (via JM Collection) 

The Nationalists built up an equivalent force for what became known as 
the Huai-Hai battle because it took place between the Huai River and 
the parallel Longhai railway line. Chiang could have pulled back south 
of the natural defensive line of the river, but he chose to fight on the flat 
countryside outside Xuzhou rather than relinquish the rail junction. One 
Nationalist army group was positioned to the west, one inside the city, 
and two to the east. Chiang's forces controlled the air and enjoyed 
supremacy in artillery, vehicles and tanks. But they had few planes left, 
and proved incompetent in using heavy guns and motorised equip-
ment. Their generals were badly coordinated, and subject to the usual 
instructions from Chiang in the capital. 

The PLA won a first victory when they took a town defended by 90,000 
troops, only a few thousand of whom escaped. The victory was won 
with a final tank assault against a double defensive ring of walls and 
moats. Caught in a huge pincer movement, three Nationalist armies 
totalling 300,000 men were swiftly surrounded and subjected to intense 
bombardment. Their motorised units bogged down in the mud, while 
their pilots flew too high for accurate bombing. Their intelligence was 
poor compared to what the Communists learned from peasant sup-
porters. Static defensive tactics left the government divisions as sitting 
ducks in face of the PLA's speed and manoeuvring skill in attacking 
weak spots one by one with massive force in pursuit of Mao's doctrine 
of annihilation. 

One Kuomintang general was killed in action. Another shot himself after 
sending Chiang a farewell message following the defeat of his army. 
Xuzhou airfield was abandoned as the PLA formed a 20-mile arc north 
of the city. Soldiers and officials fought to board the last planes. Fuel 
dumps were blown up, sending smoke 8,000 feet into the air. [Fenby 
pp.483-484] 

The overall Nationalist commander, General Liu Chih, had flown out to 
the safety of the town of Bengbu, standing on the Huai River and the 
railway line from Nanking. Armies which had withdrawn from the battle 
concentrated there with their American trucks and armoured vehicles. 
At the beginning of December, Liu sent two armies back to relieve a 
unit surrounded by the PLA. But the counter-attack failed under heavy 
Communist artillery fire, and a Nationalist division defected. On 16 
December government tanks and trucks rattled across the Bengbu 
bridge, followed by long lines of infantry, to establish a new defensive 
line 30 miles closer to Nanking. 

The Xuzhou garrison of more than 100,000 men under General Du was 
cut off. Abandoned American vehicles lay in fields, and long lines of 
Nationalist troops were marched off to prisoner-of-war camps. 
Landlords were purged, and land distributed to the peasants. The PLA 
impressed the villagers by behaving well, and paying for supplies. Local 
people turned into guerrilla fighters. [Fenby p.484] 

On 15th January, after looting the shops, the last Nationalist crossed 
the Huai River, blowing up the main bridge and killing thirty civilians 
who were on it at the time. The campaign cost the Nationalists 
200,000 casualties. Even more men surrendered or defected. Victory 
opened the road for the Communists to the Yangtze, Nanking and 
Shanghai. In the north, the Communists took Tianjin. The northern 
commander, Fu Zuoyi, was negotiating to surrender Peiping. [Fenby 
pp.486-488] 
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Nationalist defensive line, April 1949 

Communist advances, 1949 

Nationalist withdrawal, Oct 1949 

miles 

Right: The final stages of the 
Civil War, 1949. 

On 21st January 1949, Chiang 
Kai-shek went to a meeting of the 
Kuomintang Central Committee to 
announce that he was handing 
over to the Vice President, Li 
Zongren. As soon as Chiang was 
gone, Li Zongren put out peace 
feelers to Mao Zedong. Two days 
later, Peiping was handed over to 
the Communists. Under the sur-
render deal, General Fu's name 
was taken off the list of war crimi-
nals, and his troops integrated into 
the PLA. Chiang was still intent on 
pulling the strings of what 
remained of the Nationalist admin-
istration. His resignation had been 
ambiguous. Chiang was still the 
Generalissimo and Director of the 
Kuomintang. Keeping in touch 
with loyal commanders and offi-
cials, he issued orders that under-
cut Li Zongren, whose hopes of 
peace were dashed by stern 
Communist terms and opposition 
from General Bai, who wanted to 
go on fighting. [Fenby pp.488-489] 

As the victors of the Huai-Hai 
battle moved towards Nanking 
and Lin Biao's troops sliced south-
wards, a major disagreement 
arose over defending the heart-
land. Li and his team wanted to 
use the Yangtze as a defensive 
moat, holding out on the southern 
bank, but they needed the participation of Tang Enbo's army based in 
Shanghai. Tang refused to join in, because Chiang was telling him to 
remain in Shanghai. Chiang wanted to hold on to Shanghai so that he 
could extract as much of its wealth as possible to be transferred to 
Taiwan. He also wanted to take trusted troops to Taiwan rather than 
have them destroyed by fighting along the Yangtze. [Fenby p.491] 

In a final bid to win Chiang's support, Li Zongren flew to Hangzhou for 
a meeting at the air force college there. When Li got back to the capital 
(Nanking), he found that the government had left for Canton. The fall of 
Nanking was symptomatic of the collapse of the regime: looting, chaos, 
panic and mayhem. The PLA crossed the Yangtze without opposition 
on 20th April 1949. The defenders melted away or defected; one unit 
turned its guns on the nationalist boats in the river and protected the 
Communist craft. Nanking was formally taken three days later by steel-
helmeted troops in mustard-brown uniforms accompanied by tanks. 
[Fenby pp.490, 492] 

Communist forces fired at a British naval vessel, HMS Amethyst, which 
had been sent up the river to take supplies to the embassy. Three 
British ships tried to go to its aid, but were shelled in their turn. In all, 
forty-four sailors were killed and eighty injured, and the Amethyst 
remained trapped for 100 days - the ship eventually escaped under 
fire, using a passing boat as cover. (This ship was made famous by the 
film The Yangtze Incident.) 

To the east, Hangzhou was taken, isolating Shanghai. To the west, Lin 
Biao's army surged to Wuhan, then marched south. Other Communist 
units drove into Jiangxi to take Nanchang. The Guangxi Muslim 
general, Bai Chongxi, tried to organise resistance in Hunan, but 
Chiang, anxious to check independent-minded commanders, denied 
him supplies. [Fenby p.492] 

Tang Enbo swore to make Shanghai a second Stalingrad. He had 
coolies dig a large moat and build a 10-foot-high bamboo barrier. 
Frantic crowds besieged banks as the value of the currency spiralled 
down even further and outgoing ships charged extortionate prices for 
berths. Most of the defenders melted away. The business community 
paid them to go quietly and made a placatory offer of funds and medi-
cine to the PLA. Tang Enbo headed for Canton, awaiting further orders 
from Chiang Kai-shek. On 24th May 1949 the Communist vanguard 

TAIWAN 

marched up the Avenue Edouard VII in the old French Concession 
area. A few Nationalist soldiers tried to hold out but then fled. [Fenby 
p.493] 

The political, economic and military situation grew even more chaotic 
for the Nationalists as their military defeats rolled on. Tang Enbo's con-
centration in Shanghai had left no troops to defend the region to the 
south, so the Communists moved swiftly down from the Yangtze. 
Chiang repeatedly intervened to undo defensive plans worked out by 
the Guangxi generals. Defections sapped the government's position; 
General Bai was forced to retreat from Hunan after the provincial gov-
ernor switched sides. [Fenby p.494] 

Chiang moved hundreds of thousands of troops, his bureaucracy and 
the gold and silver reserves to Taiwan. In July, he flew through bad 
weather to Canton and laid out plans for military operations. Without 
consulting the Prime Minister in advance, he appointed Tang Enbo as 
Governor of Fujian, across the Strait from Taiwan. But it was too late 
for recovery. Hu Zongnan was forced to retreat from Shaanxi to 
Sichuan. Gansu province and the city of Lanzhou were lost in the north-
west. The huge territory of Xinjiang went over to the Communists. On 
1st October, Mao Zedong proclaimed the People's Republic in the 
restored capital of Peking. At the end of the month, Canton fell. The 
Nationalists moved to the safest city they could identify, Chungking, 
though Chiang headed in the opposite direction, to Taiwan. 

On 11th November Chiang Kai-shek received a letter from the Model 
Governor, writing as Prime Minister, which asked the Generalissimo to 
join the government in Chungking. He flew there three days later. 
Guizhou province fell after General Bai decided to conserve his troops 
across the border in his native Guangxi and a local general was exe-
cuted for purloining money meant for his soldiers. By the end of 
November, the Communist forces were closing in on Chungking. 
Chungking fell on 1st December 1949. The Communists also took 
Guangxi, as Bai was forced to retreat. In Chengdu, Kuomintang 
members who remained called on Chiang to resume the presidency, 
and Hu Zongnan organised his troops to defend the city. Many of the 
inhabitants were trying to flee and looters were grabbing whatever was 
left behind. On 8th December, the Executive Yuan voted to remove the 
capital of China to Taiwan. On the 10th Chiang went to the airfield to fly 
to Taiwan in his DC-4. [Fenby pp.496-497] 
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The civil war had taken perhaps 5 million lives, on top of the 10 million 
more that perished in the conflict with Japan and up to 3 million in 
Chiang's earlier campaigns. Small-scale fighting continued as Hu 
Zongnan's army conducted rearguard action in the far west and 
General Bai held out on Hainan Island. Other Kuomintang troops 
stayed in the Burmese border region, becoming big players in the 
opium trade of the Golden Triangle region. [Fenby pp.497-498] 

By April 1948 the city of Loyang fell, cutting the Nationalists off from 
Xi'an. Following a fierce battle, the Communists captured Jinan and 
Shandong province on 28th September 1948. The Huaihai Campaign 
of late 1948 and early 1949 secured east-central China for the CCP. 
The outcome of these encounters was decisive for the military outcome 
of the civil war. The Beiping-Tianjin Campaign resulted in the 
Communist conquest of northern China lasting 64 days from 21st 
November 1948 to 31st January 1949. The PLA suffered heavy casu-
alties from securing Zhangjiakou, Tianjin along with its port and garri-
son at Dagu, and Beiping. The Communists brought 890,000 troops 
from the Northeast to oppose some 600,000 Nationalist troops. There 
were 40,000 Communist casualties at Zhangjiakou alone. They in turn 
killed, wounded or captured some 520,000 Nationalists during the cam-
paign. [Wikipedia] 

The National Government's official estimate of the relative strengths 
was as follows: 

September 1945 June 1948 
Government Communist Government Communist 

Forces Forces Forces Forces 
Men 3,700,000 320,000 2,180,000 2,600,000 
Rifles 1,600,000 160,000 980,000 970,000 
Artillery 6,000 600 2,100 2,280 
The Communist statistics on the same account are: 

Government Forces Communist Forces Ratio 
July 1946 4,300,000 1,200,000 3.58:1 
June 1947 3,730,000 1,950,000 1.9:1 
June 1948 3,650,000 2,800,000 1.3:1 
June 1949 1,490,000 4,000,000 0.3:1 
[Liu p.254] 

On 23-24th September 1948 the strategic city of Tsinan, key to the 
Nationalist position in northeast China, fell to the Communists, follow-
ing the surrender of Chinchow on 15th October. By the end month, 
however, Mukden capitulated and Taiyuan could be supplied only by 
air-drops. Late November 1948 brought the crucial battle of Hsuchow. 
Chiang Kai-shek committed the last of his troops in a vain effort to stop 
the advancing Communists. [Leary TDW p.213] 

Meanwhile, the struggle in China reached its denouement. Tientsin fell 
to the Communists on 15th January 1949. Chiang Kai-shek "retired" the 
next week, transferring the government's gold, silver, and foreign 
exchange to Taiwan. The Communists occupied the old Imperial capital 
of Peking on 31st January. Taiyuan surrendered on March 24th. The 
Red Army crossed the Yangtze River on 20th April; Hankow and 
Shanghai fell in May. [Leary TDW p.217] 

"On 21st April Communist forces crossed the Yangtze River, capturing 
Nanjing, capital of the KMT's Republic of China. In most cases, the sur-
rounding countryside and small towns had come under Communist 
influence long before the cities. By late 1949, the People's Liberation 
Army was pursuing remnants of KMT forces southwards in southern 
China." [Wikipedia] 

In September 1949 the Communists convened the Chinese People's 
Political Consultative Conference, an ad hoc quasi-constituent body of 
662 members, which adopted a set of guiding principles and an organic 
law for governing the country. The conference elected the Central 
People's Government Council, which was to serve as the supreme 
policy-making organ of the state while the conference was not in 
session. Mao Zedong, who served as chairman of this body, was, in 
fact, head of state. In accordance with the powers delegated to it by the 
conference, the Central People's Government Council set up the 
various organs of the central and local governments. At the national 
level, the Government Administrative Council headed by Zhou Enlai 
(Chou En-Lai) performed both the legislative and executive functions of 
government. Subordinate to the council were more than 30 ministries 
and commissions charged with the conduct of various aspects of state 
affairs. The new regime, called the People's Republic of China 
(Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo), was officially proclaimed on October 
1st, 1949. [Encarta] 

Airline support for the civil war 
As the civil war escalated, air transport became increasingly important 
because the Sino-Japanese war had already destroyed most of China's 
transportation network, and transport aircraft provided mobility. [Xu p.203] 

Due to the close relations of the civil and military aviation in China, the 
civil airlines made a substantial contribution to the Nationalist military 
forces in the movement of military and supplies into battle areas. The 
commercial airlines also assisted other agencies of the Nationalist gov-
ernment in the evacuation of government personnel and their families 
from besieged areas. When the Communists besieged Shenyang in 
May, for example, the Chinese Air Force called upon CAT, CNAC, and 
CATC to undertake the evacuation of 7,000 Nationalist personnel and 
their families from the area and to provide food to the city. CAT made 
22 flights daily; CNAC, CATC and the Chinese Air Force made up to 50 
flights each day. Flying food and other supplies into the city, these air-
lines and the Chinese Air Force effectively and successfully accom-
plished the task. CAT had airlifted 17,208 tons of goods to Shenyang 
before the Communists occupied it in October 1948. 

In late 1948, when the Communists were attacking the city of Suzhou, 
CNAC, CATC, and the Chinese Air Force provided paramilitary support 
for the Nationalists. CNAC carried rice into the city and took wounded 
Nationalist soldiers from the city to Nanjing. The airline made 33 flights 
with 46 to 60 casualties per trip in a single day. CAT airlifted or air-
dropped 37,136 troops, 135 tons of ammunition, and 1,500 tons of food 
to the city. 

In November 1948, when the Communist forces were besieging the city 
of Taiyuan, Shanxi province, CAT, CNAC, and CATC airdropped mili-
tary supplies and food to the city. CAT flew more than 45 trips a day, 
delivering one million pounds of food to the Taiyuan people within two 
weeks. Between 1946 and 1949, CAT evacuated about 100,000 
Nationalist personnel from besieged cities. The Chinese civil airlines 
played a role in helping the Chinese Air Force in the civil war. [Xu 
p.212] 

Late November 1948 brought the crucial battle of Hsuchow. Chiang 
Kai-shek committed the last of his troops in a vain effort to stop the 
advancing Communists. CNAC, CATC, and CAT provided paramilitary 
support for the Nationalists at this critical time. [Leary TDW p.213] 

Chinese Nationalist Air Force 
airlift capability 
Prior to V-J Day the US turned over to the Chinese Government on 
lend-lease 72 C-47s, 24 C-46s and 14 C-53s for use by CNAC and 
CAF. (See Part 6.) From V-J Day to December 15th, 1945, 68 C-47s 
were transferred to the Chinese Government for use of the CAF under 
lend-lease. An additional 40 were to be transferred when the Chinese 
had crews available. [JMD 11Nov2004] 

The most important CNAF training programme in the USA during 1946 
was the training of about 500 Chinese pilots and technicians in the 
C-46. The USAAF at Bergstrom Field, Austin, Texas, provided 60 C-
46s; each Chinese aviator received more than 150 flying hours. The 
success of this extensive ground and transition flying programme 
enabled the Chinese to fly the C-46 reliably when they returned home 
in late 1946. [Xu p.204] 

In 1948 the CNAF purchased 150 Curtiss C-46s from the US govern-
ment and asked Transocean Airlines to bid on the "de-mothballing" of 
the stored surplus aircraft, the overhauling of the aircraft and the 
engines, and their delivery to Shanghai, China. 

Transocean lost the contract for overhauling the engines but was given 
the contract for delivering the aircraft to Shanghai. Transocean's pro-
posal was to fit the C-46 aircraft with auxiliary long-range fuel tanks and 
to fly them across the Pacific to China, instead of dismantling the over-
hauled aircraft for shipment by sea and then reassembling them in 
China. The auxiliary tanks extended the aircraft's range from 1,500 to 
2,600 miles. 

The overhauling of the aircraft was performed in Los Angeles. (Where 
and by whom?). The special cabin tanks were installed at Transocean's 
maintenance base at Oakland and the aircraft then flew to Shanghai via 
Honolulu, Wake Island, Guam, and Okinawa, Japan. Arrangements 
were made to station mechanics at these intermediate points with 
spare parts, engines, and fuel. The C-46s were dispatched in groups of 
five and a Transocean DC-4 was also flown to China to bring the ferry 
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crews back to Oakland. The ferry crews logged over 
one and a half million miles over the Pacific Ocean en 
route to China. There was only one incident; the 148th 
C-46 lost an engine 400 miles offshore from Oakland 
but returned on its remaining engine for repairs before 
resuming its delivery flight. [Edited extract from 
"Folded Wings", by Arue Szura via WTL 01 Aug2007] 

In the autumn of 1948, Americans advised the 
Chinese pilots on airlift procedures and parachute 
drops when they were using 150 C-46 transports to 
provide supplies to such beleaguered cities as Xi'an in 
West China and Shenyang in Manchuria. With US 
assistance, the Nationalist transport groups success-
fully flew 7,700 hours or 4,000 missions. [Xu p.204] 

The C-46s had CNAF serial numbers in the C-46nnn 
sequence, written in quite small characters on the rear 
fuselage. Further work is required to identify all 150 
aircraft and their construction numbers. 

Above: One of the 150 refurbished C-46Ds delivered from Transocean's Oakland base to 
Nationalist China, C-46289 c/n 33077 ex 44-77681 awaits its ferry flight on 17.8.48. 
Below: This C-46D, CNAF C-46356 c/n 33418, ex 44-78022, arrived in Hong Kong for fuel 
in October 1949, carrying refugees from Canton en route to Hainan. (Both: JM Collection) 

Evacuation flights 
The civil airlines of China and Hong Kong were heavily involved in the 
evacuation of civilians and foreigners before the fall of the Nationalists 
on mainland China. The following examples are quoted from Dr Joe 
Leeker and Ian Johnson: 

A summary prepared by Ed Souter of CAT's Public Relations Office in 
August 1950 notes: 

"November 29, 1949: CAT evacuates Chungking at last minute. Due to 
the earlier defection of CNAC and CATC, CAT carried a tremendous 
evacuation burden during the final days of the city, chartering extra 
planes from POAS, Hong Kong Airways and CPA to help out." 
"December 12, 1949: CAT charters POAS DC-4 for evacuation of gov-
ernment officials from Chengtu to Taipeh." 
[JFL 02Apr2005] 

"In May 1949, with the Shanghai situation becoming critical, Hong Kong 
Airways was operating eight round trips per day evacuating refugees 
who could afford the fares. By now the only acceptable payment was 
silver or gold. At the booking office, slivers of the precious metals were 
being shaved off passenger's bullions bars equivalent to the value of 
the fares. ... On 16th May all flights were withdrawn due to the battles 
around Shanghai, but resumed days later after the situation quietened 
down. At this time 2,500 Britons still remained in Shanghai as well as 
several thousands of other westerners. Evacuation by sea was taking 
place parallel to the aerial exodus." [IDJ/HKA] 

"Hong Kong Airways services to Canton ceased on 9th October with 
three round trips made by Captain Ballantine in VR-HDO. Canton fell to 
the communists on 16 October (1949)." [IDJ/HKA] 

We will discuss some other evacuation flights in later articles. 

Chronology of the Chinese civil war 
Major city: Date fell to Source 
Wade-Giles Pinyin Communists 

Begbu 
Canton Guangzhou 

Jan 1949 
9 Oct 1949 
16 Oct 1949 

Fenby map 
Fenby map, PM p.86 
IDJ/HKA, Liu p.269 

Changchun 

Changsha 
Chengdu 

Chinan 
Chinchou 

Chungking 

Chengtu 

Jinan 
Jinzhou 

Chongqing 

Hainan Island 
Hangchou 
Hankow 
Harbin 
Hsuchou 
Jinzhou 
Kaifeng 
Kalgan 
Kirin 
Kunming 

Kweilin 
Kweiyang 
Lanchou 
Linfen 
Loyang 
Mengste 
Mukden 

Nanchang 
Nanking 

Nanning 
Peking 

Shanghai 

Taiyuan 
Tientsin 

Tsinan 

Hangzhou 

Xuzhou 

Zhangjiakou 
Jilin 

Guiyang 
Lanzhou 

Luoyang 
Mengtze 
Shenyang 

Nanjing 

Beijing 

Tianjin 

18 Oct 1948 
20 Oct 1948 
Aug 1949 
10 Dec 1949 
Nov 1949 
26 Sep 1948 
15 Oct 1948 

1 Dec 1949 
30 Nov 1949 
April 1950 
May 1949 
May 1949 
Apr 1946 
Jan 1949 
15 Oct 1948 
Jun 1948 
Dec 1948 
Jan 1948 
Autumn 1949 

10 Dec 1949 
22 Nov 1949 
? 
24-25 Aug 1949 
Mar 1948 
Apr 1947 
15Jan 1950 
End of Oct 1948 
2 Nov 1948 
Oct 1949 
24 Apr 1949 

Autumn 1949 
22 Jan 1949 
31 Jan 1949 
May 1949 

24 Mar 1949 
15 Jan 1949 

23-24 Sep 1948 

Fenby map, Xu p.209 
Liu p.259 
Fenby map 
Fenby map, Wikipedia 
Liu p.269 
Fenby map, Xu p.309 
Fenby map, Liu p.259, 
TDWp.213 
Fenby p.407, Fenby map 
Liu p.269, PM p.89 
Fenby map, Wikipedia 
Fenby map 
TDWp.217 
Fenby map 
Fenby map, TDWp.214 
Xu p.209 
Fenby map 
Fenby map 
Fenby map 
Fenby map, 
Smith p.167 
PM p.90 
PM p.89 
Fenby map 
PM p.81, Fenby map 
PM p.40 
Fenby map 
PMp.101, Smith p.172 
TDWp.213, Xup.212 
Fenby map, Xu p.209 
Fenby map 
Fenby map, p.489, 
Liup.267, Xu p.211 
Fenby map 
Rosbert p.51 
Fenby map, TDWp.217 
Fenby map, PM p.91, 
TDWp.217 
TDWp217 
Fenby map, Liu p.264, 
TDWp.217 
TDWp.213 
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Right: Eurasia XIX 
was the sole surviv-
ing Junkers Ju 
52/3m in 1943 when 
the company was 
declared bankrupt 
and as a result it was 
passed on to CATC 
becoming their first 
aircraft, later regis-
tered XT-ATA. 
(Ian D Johnson 
collection) 

Weihsien 
Wuhan 
Sian 
Yenan 
Xuzhou 

Xi-an 
Yan'an 

Apr 1948 
May 1949 
Aug 1949 
1948 (retaken) 
15 Dec 1948 

PM p.41 
Fenby map 
Fenby map 
Fenby map 
Xu p.210 

[Fenby; Leary PM, TDW; Liu; Xu] 

Central Air Transport Corporation 
The Central Air Transport Corporation (CATC) traced its lineage back 
to Eurasia, the pre-war Sino-German airline. Eurasia had been taken 
over by the Chinese government on 1st August 1941, following the 
break in diplomatic relations between China and Germany. Eurasia 
was made bankrupt on 26th February 1943 and formally liquidated on 
1st June 1943. [Andersson p.217; Leary p.196] (See Part 3a, Archive 
pp.2007/121-138) 

On 3rd March 1943 (1), the Chinese Ministry of Communications estab-
lished the Central Air Transport Corporation, a wholly-owned Chinese 
corporation under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Communications. 
For a while, pending delivery of American transport aircraft, CATC took 
over the few Junkers aircraft that were still flyable. [Davies pp.354, 362] 
Only one (sic) of Eurasia's aircraft, a single-engine six-passenger 
Junkers W-34, had survived the Japanese attack on Hong Kong in 
December 1941. The Ministry of Communications had operated spo-
radic service inside China with this single aircraft for more than a year, 
during which time it logged more than 150,000 miles. By the end of the 
war, the airline had three Lockheed Hudson twin-engine transports in 
addition to the venerable Junkers, four pilots, ten co-pilots, and four 
radio operators." [Leary p. 196] 

Junkers W 34 EU II was taken over by the Chinese Air Force, so Ju 
52/3m EU XIX became the first aircraft in CATC's fleet. It was regis-
tered XT-ATA in May 1943. [Andersson pp.217-218] 

CATC had hoped to receive aircraft from the United States but these 
did not materialise and it had to make do with what was left of Eurasia's 
fleet, which, at the nadir of its fortunes, consisted of this one Junkers Ju 
52/3m, plus a Japanese AT-2 captured somewhere in the north of 
China. So bereft was it of aircraft that on 28th March 1945 their com-
petitor, CNAC, opened a service to Hami to connect with the Soviet 
supply route via Hamiata, thus encroaching into territory that was in the 
area of responsibility traditionally claimed by Eurasia or CATC. [Davies 
p.362] (See Part 3b, Archive pp.2007/138-140) 

CATC only managed to obtain old aircraft retired by the Chinese Air 
Force. On 25th June 1943 it took over four aircraft of different types: a 
captured and re-engined Nakajima AT (Ki 34), a Heinkel He 111A and 
two Vultee V-1As, which received fleet numbers Chung-1 to Chung-4. 
The Ju 52/3m became Chung-5. By August the only serviceable aircraft 
were the old Ju 52/3m and the Nakajima AT; the Ju 52/3m became 
unserviceable in January 1944. On 26th June 1944 ten Lockheed A-29 
Hudsons were transferred from the Chinese Air Force and these trans-
ports were gradually put into service as Chungs 6 to 17 (less 13 & 16). 
The old Junkers W 34 was returned to CATC on 8th September 1944 
and was numbered Chung-16. [Andersson p.218] Andersson also says 
that CATC had received three Mitsubishi MC-20s and three Japanese-
built DC-3s (ex-China Airways), but they were worn out and ended up 
as spare parts. [Andersson p. 178] There is no mention of the MC-20s 
in the CATC fleet lists and another report suggests that these were 
operated by a different, unidentified airline in northern China. 

When the Second World War came to an end in August 1945, CATC 

was able to secure a loan from a private banker to purchase twelve (2) 
Douglas C-47s from the USAAF in India. With these, it participated with 
CNAC in an airlift for the Nationalist Government to transfer govern-
ment personnel and freight from the wartime capital in Chungking to the 
former capital, Nanking, and to the coastal cities, particularly Shanghai. 
[Davies p.362] 

CATC entered a new era in August 1945, when the government sold 
20% of its interest in the airline to private Chinese financial groups for 
$500,000 (3). CATC purchased 12 C-47s from USAAF surpluses in 
India at the end of 1945 and it acquired some 150 war-surplus aircraft 
from the FLC in July 1946, most of which were cannibalised for spare 
parts. CATC averaged 15.4 planes in service during 1946. "The airline 
served 26 cities in China, partly in competition with CNAC. In 1946, 
CATC carried more than 45,000 passengers and nearly 4,000 tons of 
freight; by comparison, CNAC carried 202,510 passengers and 8,826 
tons of freight." [Leary p.196] 

CATC: 
Passengers 
Freight (tons) 
Mail (tons) 

1946 
> 45,000 
< 4,000 
? 

1947 
116,080 
14,050 
1,377 

CATC had sufficient aircraft to establish a network of routes, mostly in 
northern China. At the end of 1947 the airline invested in five passen-
ger-carrying DC-3s (not the military C-47 cargo- and troop-carrier) and 
was able to offer regular service over 27 routes, from Shanghai to 
Sinkiang in the far northwest. [Davies p.362] 

Commercially, if not politically, the prospects seemed good for the new 
airline, as it could at least fly without the danger of being attacked by 
Japanese aircraft. Such was CATC's confidence that, on 15th July 
1947, it signed a contract to purchase six new Convair 240s, with which 
it planned to reinforce its main routes and to begin service on some 
overseas and trans-border routes to neighbouring countries. The first 
Convairs entered service early in 1949, and, for a few short months, 
were the pride of China's air fleet. Both airline and aircraft suffered the 
same fate: to become part of a new airline, Civil Air Transport (CAT), 
which evacuated to Taiwan, after the ignominious defeat of the 
Nationalists by the Communist forces in the civil war. One of the 
Convairs defected and became part of the new airline that was quickly 
formed after Mao Tse-Tung announced the formation of the People's 
Republic of China (PRC) on 1st October 1949. [Davies p.362] 

The first of the six Convairliners was due to arrive at Hong Kong on 
delivery in late May 1949. The Convair left the Consolidated Vultee 
factory at San Diego on 15th May and was taking a route via Canada, 
Greenland, Iceland, England (4), France, Italy, Cyprus, Iraq, India, and 
Kunming on its way to Hong Kong. Each airliner cost US$520,000. 
CATC paid US$3,120,000 for the six Convairs plus another 
US$1,000,000 on spare parts, US$150,000 training a crew of 12, and 
US$15,000 on delivering the planes to China. They were expected to 
be put into service on domestic and international routes; the latter at 
present include only the Hong Kong and Rangoon route. [SCMP 
22May1949/ IDJ 24March2009] 

Note (1): Leary p. 196 gives the date as 1st March 1943. 
Note (2):The CA-number fleet list suggests that only eleven C-47s were 
acquired. 
Note (3):This statement is inconsistent with other sources. Legal 
papers say that CATC was never incorporated in China and in fact 
operated as a department of the Chinese Government. 
Note (4):Actually reported at Prestwick, Scotland. 
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Left: Convair 240-14 XT-606 c/n 
129 seen at San Diego prior to 
delivery. This would seem to 
have been the first of the six to 
arrive at Hong Kong, via Europe, 
probably on May 29th 1949. The 
aircraft c/n may be seen still 
applied on the nose and on the 
rear fuselage. 
(Ian D Johnson collection) 

"CATC was owned entirely by the government and administered by a 
board of governors under the control and direction of the Ministry of 
Communications." [Leary CAT p.655] "The transfer of CATC shares 
and assets had previously been previously ratified at a directors' 
meeting held in Formosa." [Donovan, CO537/5630 #242] Because 
CATC was seen to be a department of the Chinese Government it was 
treated differently to CNAC in the legal context of sovereign immunity. 
Facts presented here, however, suggest that the differences were not 
as clear cut. The Judgement of an appeal in late 1951 suggests a 
middle position: 
"In the judgement appealed from it is stated that it was agreed that the 
defendant (CATC) is unincorporated and a department of the 
Government of China. That it had in fact been so agreed in an earlier 
action appears from the judgement of Sir Leslie Gibson, CJ, in Original 
Jurisdiction Action 6/1950, but according to the record, in the present 
proceedings the appellant's submission was that the defendant was 
more in the nature of a state-owned enterprise - it was described as an 
"emanation of Government'. There appears to be little difference: the 
highest that the two experts in Chinese law, whose affirmation was read 
on behalf of the appellants, could put it, was that "ft was not a 
Government Department in a strict sense but was a Government-
owned enterprise." It was however "directed and controlled by the 
Minister of Communications through a Board of Governors." I see 
nothing in the judgement appealed from which appears to turn on this 
distinction - nor did counsel for the appellants submit anything should 
turn upon it. Different considerations would have arisen had the defen-
dant been an incorporated entity, but as it was not I do not think it nec-
essary to pursue the matter further." [FO 371/99718 GA73/4] 

There were four serious air crashes at Christmas 1946. Three involved 
CNAC aircraft but one belonged to CATC. "Lincoln Reynolds, former 
diplomat in China during the 1930s and now assistant to Harold Bixby 
in Pan American, was in Shanghai on Christmas Day, 1946, awaiting 
transportation to Nanking. He went out to the airport in the morning, but 
heavy fog caused all flights to be cancelled. He had lunch with Hugh 
Woods, who had replaced Sharp as operations manager, and spent the 
remainder of the day at Woods' house. At about 6:45 p.m., the airport 
called with news that a CATC plane had crashed on approach to 
Kiangwan field." [Leary TDW pp.200-201] This was CATC C-47 CA-48. 

In the wake of these accidents, a group of pilots from CNAC and CATC 
presented a petition to the government in which they outlined the 
"minimum requirements" for safe operations in China. The pilots 
demanded improved airport facilities, adequate lighting for night opera-
tions, equipment for instrument landings, expanded weather reporting, 
qualified dispatchers and air traffic control personnel, and additional 
ground and airborne radio facilities. "The recommendations", the pilots 
concluded, "are offered solely for the future safety of passengers and 
the sound development of China's airways." The pilots were no doubt 
right: inadequate facilities did contribute to the rash of accidents in 
December 1946-January 1947. [Leary TDW p.203] 

CATC had a good year in 1947. CATC operated 32 DC-3s and C-46s 
and carried 116,080 passengers, 14,050 tons of freight, and 1,377 tons 
of mail. [Leary p.208] 

In CNAC foreign pilots were paid significantly more than local Chinese 
pilots. As a result, many highly qualified Chinese pilots left CNAC after 
the war and joined CATC "where democracy was practiced." [Leary 
TDW p. 199] 

Quentin Roosevelt also came under pressure from the Chinese man-
agers to eliminate living allowances paid to CNAC's American employ-

ees. "It is their contention", Gordon Tweedy advised Roosevelt, "that 
this causes trouble among the Chinese personnel and also with CATC 
and the maintenance of comparable wage scales in the two compa-
nies." [Leary TDW pp.209-210] 

"Chennault and Willauer, operators of CAT, sought to assist the 
Nationalist government. Willauer flew from Hong Kong to Taipei on 
November 10th for discussions with Chiang Kai-shek. He offered the 
Generalissimo a scheme which would involve transfer of ownership of 
CNAC and CATC from the Nationalist government to an American 
company to be incorporated by Chennault and Willauer. The aircraft 
then would be registered under American law. In this way, they 
believed, the aircraft could be recovered; at a minimum, litigation would 
keep the planes out of Communist hands for a long time. Chiang Kai-
shek welcomed this proposal." [Leary TDW p.221] 

CATC fleet inventories 
Type 

C-46 
C-47 
C-53 
Convair 240 
Hudson Mk III 
Junkers 
Type 97 
Vultee 
Total: 

March 1943 
[MM] 

11 
1 
1 
2 
15 

End 1945 
[MM] 

10 
1 

4 

15 

end 1949 

6 
-
-
-

49 

Kai Tak 
Nov49 
17 
17 

5 

39 
[MM 29Dec2003] 
Notes: 
1. "CATC purchased 10 C-47 from the FLC in Calcutta in December 
1945. Prior to then it had been operating 14 Japanese transport aircraft 
similar to the DC-3." [JMD 11Nov2004] 
2. CATC buying five C-47s and three C-46s from the USAF in 
November 1945. [CB&PT p.6] 
3. Twelve C-47s and three C-46s arrived from the USAF, April - July 
1946. [CB&PT p.6] 
4. Another five C-47s arrived in 1947. [CB&PT p.6] 
5. The airline had taken delivery of six Convair CV-240s in August 
1949, giving a fleet of 42 airliners. [CB&PT p.6] 
6. By mid 1949, CATC and CNAC operated 99 airliners comprising C-
46s, C-47s, C-54s and the six Convair 240s. [CB&PT p.6] 
7. "CATC purchased 10 C-47s from the FLC in Calcutta in December 
1945. Prior to then it had been operating 14 Japanese (sic) transport 
aircraft similar to the DC-3." [JMD/DL] 
8. "CATC operated 32 DC-3s and C-46s ..." [Leary p.208] 

Defections to Communist China 
Many of the crew members of CNAC were not politically minded, and 
many were prepared to take their chances with the Communists as 
much as with the Nationalists. They were disenchanted with the 
rampant corruption at all levels, and they were dissatisfied with the 
unfairly low pay scales. The all-Chinese CATC paid four times the rate 
of the US-controlled CNAC. A group of these aircrew decided that, pol-
itics and civil war apart, they were Chinese, and so were the aircraft, 
and the capital of China was Peking. 

"On November 9th, Colonel C Y Liu, CNAC's managing director, and 
Colonel C L Chen, general manager of CATC, declared for the 
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Above and right: Further examples of CATC 
advertising from the South China Morning 
Post, Hong Kong, which clearly concentrate on 
local routes and the encouragement of busi-
ness passengers, with connections implied for 
other parts of China. Dated, left to right, 
19.10.49, 24.3.48 and 27.1.49. 
(Ian D Johnson collection) 
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Communists and left Hong Kong for Peking with eleven (5) aircraft and 
crews." [Leary TDW p.220] "... the general managers of both airlines 
defected to Peking with 12 aircraft on 9th November 1949. Seventy-one 
aircraft remained on the ground in Hong Kong, ..." [Leary CAT p.655] 
On 9th November 1949 eight C-47s, three C-46s, and one Convair 240, 
pride of the CATC fleet, were surreptitiously fuelled up, and, led by Pan 
Guaoding, flown to Tientsin, the port city for Peking. Later on, no less 
than 2,800 crew and technicians followed, bring with them valuable 
spare parts, maintenance manuals, and other items to support the aircraft, 
which had been loaded up with as much equipment as they could carry. 
Many tons of spare parts were shipped to China from Hong Kong. 

Somewhat apprehensive as to the reception they would receive, the 
little civil armada arrived in triumph. Chinese Premier Chou En-lai wel-
comed the group and hosted a great banquet at the Peking Hotel (then 
still called the Grand Hotel de Pekin des Wagon Lits), and the next 
month, Chou ordered the formation of an airline for the People's 
Republic. The lone Convair 240 became the flagship of the line, and 
was named Beijing, with Chairman Mao himself writing the stylized cal-
ligraphy for the aircraft's paint scheme. [Davies p.383] 

"Eleven commercial aircraft (nine owned by CNAC and two by CATC), 
which left Kai Tak yesterday morning between 6 and 8 a.m. have 
according to reliable information defected to the Chinese Communists. 
Among those on board were Mr Liu Ching-yi and Mr Chen Cheuk-lin 
managing directors of CNAC and CATC respectively. The planes were 
destined for Kweiyang, Taipeh, Liuchow and Nanning, areas under 
Nationalist control. They are believed headed either to Peking or 
Shanghai. Both CNAC and CATC have suspended all flights indefinite-
ly." [SCMP 10Nov49/CF 14Apr2003] SCMP 11Nov49 corrected the 
numbers to twelve commercial aircraft (one more than previously 
stated), ten owned by CNAC and two by CATC. [CF 14Apr2003] 

"Twelve airliners (from CATC and CNAC) fled Hong Kong to China on 
09Nov49: one Convair 240 XT-610, three C-46s, and eight C-47s. They 
left seven deliberately destroyed (sic) aircraft on the ground and the 
remaining 70 C-46s and C-47s were impounded. Both airlines had 
another 17 other airliners on the mainland." [Chinese Airliners, p.6] 

Comments: (1) we agree that 12 aircraft defected on 9Nov49 but some 
others defected previously; (2) seven aircraft were damaged by time 
bombs/sabotage but all were repairable, not destroyed (see above); (3) 
we have not yet been able to identify 17 aircraft on the mainland unless 
these include all the defecting aircraft; (4) we agree that 70 aircraft 
remained at Kai Tak (39 CATC and 31 CNAC) but '71' is often quoted. 
Even '70' includes XT-543, which was not a CATC-owned aircraft and 
it was not detained. 

The two CATC aircraft that defected to Communist China on November 
9th 1949 were CV-240 XT-610 and C-47 XT-525. C-47 XT-501 had 
defected from Canton to Nanking on 25th August 1949 and C-47 XT-
507 defected from Hong Kong to Canton on 27th October 1949. Neither 
of these two aircraft is included in the MOC sales list. [CF 01 Apr2002] 
C-46 XT-512 and C-47 XT-533, included in the MOC sales list, are not 
accounted for on any list and may have remained on the mainland. 

"Already on August 25 a CATC Chinese co-pilot, flying one of the 
airline's C-47s, had defected to mainland China. And on October 27 a 
CATC pilot deserted to the Communists, absconding with a CATC DC-
3. On November 9, 12 commercial aircraft, two belonging to CATC and 
10 to CNAC, defected to mainland China (11 arrived safely, one turned 
back to Hong Kong). Aboard the planes, all crewed by Chinese, were 
the managing directors of both airlines." [Wright p.304] 

The fate of the aircraft that defected to the PRC or remained on the 
mainland or Hainan Island will be considered in a later article but we 
need to consider one of these in detail here, as it may be an ex-CATC 
aircraft. 

A photograph, dated 01Jul51, of a Chinese Communist C-46 shows 
that Guangzhou is numbered Civil Aviation 214. The USAAF identity is 
shown as #7915, which was presumably 44-77915 c/n 33311. [MM 
18Apr2005] "Then a 66-man team was sent to the Shanghai Second 
Repair Shop to repair C-46 Number 7915. This ex-CATC C-46 was 
abandoned when CATC evacuated from Shanghai and received no 

Note (5): Twelve aircraft have been identified. A Whitehall document 
also says 9 CNAC anfd 2 CTAC, ie. a total of 11. [CO 537/5628#150] 
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CATC 
Route Map 

Right: CATC route map, 1948 prior to 
Communist advances. 

attention for 5 years. After 40 more days of 
struggle, the work completed on June 15th and 
the C-46 was flown back to Tien Ho on July 1st. 
It was named Canton." [CF 19Apr2005] This ID 
is not quoted for any of the CATC C-46s listed 
below but this could have been one of the ex-
FLC aircraft that CATC used for spares. 

Aircraft sold to Chennault & 
Willauer 
After the defections to China on 9th November 
1949, Chennault and Willauer were concerned 
about the implications of both the remaining 
fleets defecting to China or being handed over 
to the Communist Government on recognition 
by HMG. Willauer flew from Hong Kong to 
Taiwan on 10th November and had a meeting 
with Chiang Kai-shek the next day. They agreed 
on a plan for Chennault and Willauer to buy the i 9 4 8 
two airlines from the Nationalist Chinese 
Government for $4.75 million. [Leary PM p.94] i n j | e s 300 
According to the Chinese Ministry of 
Communications (MOC), the CATC fleet of 46 
aircraft was due to be sold to Chennault & 
Willauer on 12th December 1949. [Archive p.96/111] 

The following 46 CATC aircraft are listed in a MOC document: 

XT-502 (37-6), XT-503 (37-18), XT-505 (37-110), XT-508 (37-5), XT-
509 (37-17), XT-510 (37-7), XT-511 (37-19), XT-512 (37-102), XT-513 
(37-26), XT-514 (37-104), XT-515 (37-131), XT-516 (37-105), XT-517 
(37-20), XT-518 (37-106), XT-521 (37-112), XT-522 (37-8), XT-523 
(37-21), XT-524 (37-9), XT-525 (37-113), XT-526 (37-103), XT-527 
(37-23), XT-528 (37-108), XT-529 (37-24), XT-530 (37-10), XT-531 
(37-25), XT-532 (37-109), XT-533 (37-22), XT-534 (37-11), XT-535 
(37-72), XT-536 (37-12), XT-537 (37-114), XT-539 (37-133), XT-540 
(37-14), XT-541 (37-134), XT-542 (37-15), XT-543 (6) (37-27), XT-544 
(37-135), XT-600 (38-1), XT-602 (38-2), XT-604 (38-3), XT-606 (38-4), 
XT-608 (38-5), XT-610 (38-6), XT-701 (37-1), XT-702 (37-49), XT-703 
(37-50). [Archive pp.96/111-112] 
Numbers in brackets are Chinese Certificate of Airworthiness numbers. 
Prefix 37- is for 1948 and 38- is for 1949. 
Aircraft types were not included but are postulated in the fleet lists 
given below. 

The Nationalist Chinese Government did not want any more Chinese 
aircraft to defect to Communist China, so temporarily suspended the 
aircraft registrations on 13th November 1949. (The Communists 
showed the authorities in Hong Kong that the Chinese registration cer-
tificates had not been cancelled. Clearly the Chinese civil aircraft reg-
ister had remained in mainland China, probably at Nanking.) On 13th 
November 1949, George Yeh, the Chinese Nationalist Minister of 
Foreign Affairs informed the Governor of Hong Kong that: 
(i) registration certificates of the aircraft of CATC and CNAC were "can-
celled" (sic), and 
(ii) air crew licenses of all pilots were also of no effect until further 
notice. 
[CO 537/5628 #150] 

Following the sale of CATC and CNAC aircraft to Chennault and 
Willauer (C&W) on 12th December 1949, a new company was incor-
porated in the State of Delaware, USA, called Civil Air Transport, Inc. 
(CATI) and these aircraft were all to transferred to CATI and registered 
on 19th December 1949 in two blocks: N8300C to N8342C (43 aircraft, 
all ex CATC) and N8343C to N8393C (51 aircraft, all ex CNAC). In due 
course, all of these registrations were cancelled. The dates of cancel-
lation are indicative of the fates of these aircraft: registrations cancelled 
in 1950 were for aircraft located in Taiwan, which were re-registered in 
the Republic of China (ROC); registrations cancelled in 1952 or 1953 
were for aircraft detained at Kai Tak and then shipped to the USA in 
1952 for resale, whereas the final group of registrations, cancelled in 
1965, were for aircraft not accounted for, such as those aircraft that 

Note (6): XT-543 was owned at this time by the Lutheran World 
Federation, so should not have been included in this sale. 

Peking 

Soochow Taiyuan / / T s i n a n 

Chengchow 
Lanchow 

Chengtu • 
Chungkin 

Kunming 

INDO-CHINA 

defected to the Communist China or had remained on the mainland, i.e. 
the registrations were allocated but not formally taken up. (The alloca-
tions were more than just reservations, however. They were included in 
the USCAR for 01 Jan64, for example.) 

In this case, no ex-CATC aircraft registrations were cancelled in 1950, 
so no CATC aircraft were in Taiwan in late November 1949. Four ex-
CATC aircraft registrations were cancelled in 1965 but only two of these 
are known defectors. This leaves 39 aircraft shipped to the USA and 
cancelled in 1952-53. (The C-47s were probably shipped to Manila in 
1952 and on to the USA in 1953.) Note that the number of aircraft for 
sale in the MOC list (46) is not the same as the number of aircraft reg-
istered in the USA (43), which seems to be a closer match with reality. 
A detailed analysis of the CATI fleet will follow in a later article, after we 
have considered the post-war histories of CNAC and CAT. The CATC 
fleet is considered in more detail below. 

The author has ordered FAA files for all the ex-CATC US registration 
(N8300C to N8342C) and most of these have been examined. 
Generally these files do not include any information on previous 
Chinese identities, which means that c/ns are not known for most of the 
CATC Chinese registrations in the XT-500 series. Files in The National 
Archives (TNA) at Kew refer to a bill of sale from CATC to Chennault & 
Willauer but this refers to assets at a high level and does not identify 
specific aircraft. These aircraft were transferred from Chennault & 
Willauer to Civil Air Transport, Inc but these aircraft are only identified 
by their US registrations on a Certification and Recordation Work Sheet 
(form ACA-172) dated 19th December 1949. No individual bills of sale 
are included in the FAA files. Thus there is currently no way to corre-
late the Chinese XT-5nn registrations with the US N83nnC registra-
tions. The (Nationalist) Chinese civil aircraft registers remained in main-
land (Communist) China and have not yet been published. These may 
be in the government archives in Nanking that are reportedly now open 
to the public. 

Aircraft detained at Kai Tak airfield, 
Hong Kong 
Following the defections of aircraft from Kai Tak to Communist China, 
measures were taken to prevent further defections. Information is avail-
able in TNA files on the identity of most of the CATC aircraft detained 
at Kai Tak airfield. To start with, the aircraft were detained under Article 
4 of the Air Navigation (Colonies, Protectorates and Mandated 
Territories) Order, given that Chinese registrations were suspended, 
not cancelled, and therefore no other nation's registrations could be 
applied. This order did not prevent the Communist Chinese from ship-
ping many tons of spare parts to China. Later the aircraft were detained 
under Article 60 of the Air Navigation Order, 1949, and Article 18 of the 
Convention on International Civil Aviation (Chicago Convention), which 
provides that an aircraft cannot be validly registered in more than one 
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Right: The transfer of 43 aircraft 
from Chennault & Willauer to 
Civil Air Transport, Inc on 19th 
December 1949 is recorded on 
this Department of Commerce 
form. The aircraft, identified only 
by US registrations N8300C to 
N8342C, consisted of Convairs, 
C-46s and C-47s. • 

Below: A view of some of the 
impounded Chinese aircraft 
clustered around the HAEC 
hangar at Kal Tak. Two Convairs 
can be seen in the centre, with 
C-46s and C-47s also identifi-
able. All the aircraft have had 
their outer wings removed and 
many also lack tail surfaces. 
(Ian D Johnson collection) 
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8336C 
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8338C 
R3S9C 
8340C 
S341C 

8300C 

CAA NO. 

8310C 

8342« 

22682 

state but allows of registration being changed from one state to 
another. [DCA letter, 27th March 1950] Later in 1950 an Order in 
Council was issued that prevented removal of the aircraft and spares 
until the question of rightful ownership had been determined by the 
courts. 

Article 4 of the Air Navigation (Colonies, Protectorates and Mandated 
Territories) Order states that aircraft shall not fly unless registered and 
consequently it will be an offence against this Order for any of the air-
craft listed below to take off from Hong Kong Airport. Article 11 of the 
Order gives a person authorised by the Governor authority to take 
steps, by way of detention or otherwise of aircraft, to prevent flight in 
contravention of the Order. 

The following 39 CATC aircraft were stationed at Kai Tak Airfield on 
16Nov49 and were detained there until September 1952: 
C-46 
XT522 
XT542 
XT528 
XT502 
XT540 
XT544 
XT526 
XT534 
XT512 

XT536 
XT510 
XT508 
XT530 
XT518 
XT524 
XT516 
XT532 

C-47 
XT513 
XT515 
XT527 
XT517 
XT529 
XT509 
XT541 
XT511 
XT537 

XT523 
XT505 
XT521 
XT503 
XT531 
XT539 
XT533 
XT543 

Convair 
XT600 
XT602 
XT604 
XT606 
XT608 

[HK DCA letter 16Nov49, CO537/5730 #208] 
As listed, 17 C-46 + 17 C-47 + 5 CV-240 = 39 aircraft. ("C-47" may 
include C-53 and DC-3.) The somewhat random order of these regis-
trations may indicate their disposition on Kai Tak airfield. This listing 

appears to include only the CATC airliners and unfortunately other, 
smaller training aircraft are not listed, potentially excluding any AT-6, L-
5 and UC-64 aircraft. 

"At Kai Tak yesterday it was ascertained that CATC have 39 planes of 
all types on the airfield while CNAC's fleet numbers 29 (sic) planes." 
[SCMP 10Nov49/CFM 14Apr2003] 

"Police guards have been ordered to protect all planes, equipment and 
other installations of CNAC and CATC against sabotage or removal. 

"The Governor of Hong Kong stated as long as full diplomatic recogni-
tion had not been extended to the Communists, none of the planes at 
Kai Tak will be given clearance to fly into Communist territory. Any 
attempts by Communist elements to register the planes will be reject-
ed. He further added that the action by the Nationalist Government in 
cancelling the registrations of all planes of the two companies has 
effectively grounded them at Kai Tak. It will be therefore necessary to 
re-register the fleet and re-negotiate all flight schedules. 

"A spokesman for the (Nationalist) Chinese Foreign Minister called on 
the Hong Kong Government to establish guarantees that none of the 
planes will be moved until the matter is finally settled. In the meantime, 
the fuel tanks of the aircraft will be emptied, screening of all employees 
will take place and preparation of necessary legal action will begin." 
[SCMP 17Nov49/CFM 15Apr2003] 

"Seven of the 71 communist controlled planes were damaged by home-
made time-bombs. The bombs planted in the engine cowlings and tails 
of the aircraft shortly after 5:30 a.m. and continued going off at 15-20 
minute intervals for nearly 3 hours. The seven sabotaged planes were 
all owned by CNAC, 3 C-47s had their starboard engines wrecked while 
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Left: CATC Convair 240 XT-602 
c/n 126 seen at Kai Tak in 1949. 
Of note are the clamshell-type 
cowlings of the 2400 hp Pratt & 
Whitney R-2800 Double Wasp 
radial engine, fully open to allow 
ease of servicing, and the integral 
airstair, partly extended, at the 
main passenger entrance on the 
starboard side of the front fuse-
lage. The pressurised Convairs 
with tricycle undercarriage were 
clearly a step forward in airliner 
design in comparison with the pre-
war and war-surplus types that 
were still available, 
(via Ian D Johnson collection) 

the other 4 C-46s sustained damage to their tails. It has not been pos-
sible to estimate the amount of damage caused. It is believed that cul-
prits got in through a barbed-wire fence separating the roadway and the 
aircraft. The aircraft were parked only 40 yards from the fence!" [SCMP 
3Apr50/CFM 23rdApr2003] "At about 5.30 this morning, Sunday 6 
C.N.A.C. planes of old types were sabotaged by light explosive charges 
strategically placed. None of the planes has been destroyed, but they 
have been put out of action, probably indefinitely. Last explosion was 
about 8 a.m." [HK telegram no.351, 2nd April 1950, CO 537/5629 #199] 

"The concern of the Nationalist government over the fate of the aircraft 
was made clear on the morning of 2 April when Nationalist agents 
planted time bombs which damaged seven aircraft." [Leary CAT 
pp.660-661] The bombs were planted by the Nationalist side, not the 
Communist side, in reaction to the shipment of spares to the mainland. 
[MM 08Sep2002] One report says that these seven aircraft were 
'destroyed' but photographic evidence shows that the bombs caused 
relatively minor damage. A photograph in Wright (p.306) shows 
damage to a starboard engine nacelle. The caption (on p.307) confirms 
that all the aircraft damaged belonged to CNAC. The aircraft involved 
have not been identified. 

Some reports give 70 aircraft detained at Kai Tak, whereas others say 
71. The HK DCA lists 39 + 31 = 70 airliners. (Lighter aircraft were not 
listed.) Some legal documents quote 40 + 31 =71 . 
Reference(s) 
MoC sales lists [Archive p.96/111-112] 
HK DCA Kai Tak letters, 
TNA CO 537/5629 #208 
SCMP 10Nov1949 
US registrations [FAA] 
TNA CO 537/5632 #322, 
FO 371/84783 GA81/54 
TNA CO 1023/170 
Note: Ex-CATC aircraft were registered from N8300C to N8342C (43 
aircraft); ex-CNAC aircraft were registered from N8343C to N9393C 
(51 aircraft). 

The Hong Kong Government prevented officials of the US CAA from 
painting US civil registrations on the aircraft, as that would prejudice the 
cases before the courts in Hong Kong. Clearly somebody in the CAA 
had a list but where is that list now? (The FAA file for N8300C, which 
may include some original papers, has not yet been inspected.) 
Chennault asked Felix Smith to meet an arriving US CAA inspector. 
"He opened his briefcase and I gaped at stacks of registration and air-
worthiness certificates tumbled onto my desk. Although many of the C-
46s - those with hydraulic flight controls - were illegal under the US 
flag, the entire menagerie, without any inspection whatsoever, had 
been certified airworthy by heady names in the CAA. ... the FAA 
inspector accompanied me to the airplanes while a safari followed with 
stencils of Old Glory and buckets of red, white and blue paint." A British 
official, flanked by two policemen, prevented the group from entering 
the airport. [CO 537/5628 #150; Smith pp.164-165] 

A different version of these events is given by General Donovan: 
"On January 4 two officials of the United States Civil Aeronautics 
Authority (sic), Mr Asher and Mr Carpenter, were refused permission by 

CATC 
46 

39 
39 
43 

39 
40 

CNAC 
48 

31 
29 
51 

31 
31 

Total 
94 

70 
68 
94 

70 
71 

the Director of Civil Aviation to inspect the airplanes in order to deter-
mine their airworthiness in accordance with American law. On the fol-
lowing day the Director wrote giving them permission to enter the 
airport, provided they did not "enter or in any way tamper or interfere 
with" these planes. These conditions made any worthwhile inspection 
impossible." 
Clearly General Donovan was not aware that the requirements of US 
law had been set aside on this occasion. 

The legal ownership of the ex-CATC aircraft was disputed by the 
Communist Chinese Government and was finally resolved by an 
appeal to the Privy Council in London in July 1952, which decided in 
favour of CATI, reversing an earlier decision by the Supreme Court of 
Hong Kong in December 1951. The legal procedure was that CATI's 
lawyers put their case to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, 
who then advised the Queen. Her decision was announced in an Order 
in Council dated 29th July 1952. (Queen Elizabeth II succeeded to the 
throne in February 1952.) The Communist Chinese Government did not 
attend this hearing of CATI's appeal. We will discuss the legal argu-
ments over the rightful ownership of ex-CATC and CNAC assets in 
more detail in a future article. 

Shipments of aircraft to the USA 
Chennault & Willauer had undertaken to remove the ex-CATC aircraft 
by 1st October 1952, which did not give them time to restore the aircraft 
to flying condition. This meant shipping the aircraft out and Chennault 
& Willauer called upon the US Navy for assistance to do this. (By this 
time, CATI was owned by the CIA, so, in effect, the aircraft were owned 
by the US Government.) General William Donovan, acting for CATI, 
undertook not to export the aircraft to Taiwan but said they would be 
removed to Manila. [FO 371/99720 GA73/41] 

6th August 1952: The USG is in process of acquiring all the aircraft in 
Hong Kong belonging to CAT Inc. It is expected that title to the aircraft 
to be transferred on 7th August. The US Embassy in London was to 
seek the agreement and cooperation of HMG for an US Navy non 
combat carrier to go to Hong Kong to remove five Convair and five 
C-54 aircraft with spare parts and engines. [Washington telegram 
No.1499, CO 1023/170 #31] 

7th August 1952: The US Government is in the process of acquiring the 
entire lot of Central Air Transport, Inc. aircraft in Hong Kong. It expect-
ed that the title to these aircraft would be passed to the USG today. 
[There is no evidence of such a change of title in the FAA files.] 

8th August 1952: The USG would be removing the aircraft on its own 
account. Incidentally, the State Department said in their telegram to the 
US Embassy in London that they wanted to keep the official purchase of 
these aircraft by the USG secret for the time being. [For USG read CIA?] 

8th August 1952: Of the ten aircraft mentioned in Washington telegram 
No.1499, the five Convairs formerly belonged to CATC but the five C-
54s belonged to CNAC. If that is in fact the case, ownership of the later 
has not yet been finally determined and there can be no question of 
their removal with other aircraft covered by decision of Privy Council. 
[CO 1023/170 #35] 
9th August 1952 (HK): The facts stated in your telegram are correct. 
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Five Convairs have been handed over to CATI. Five C-54s have not 
been handed over and remain in the Governor's custody pending deter-
mination of ownership. Mr James Brennan was in Hong Kong for CAT 
Inc. A representative of CATI (Mr Brennan?) officially received custody 
of (ex-CATC) aircraft and equipment on 31st July 1952. [HKG telegram 
No.675, CO 1023/170] 
Note: these documents were marked TOP SECRET. This file was 
closed (retained) until 2003, so not released under the 30-year rule. 
Similar FO files were retained until even later. 

The Hong Kong Government wanted the US Navy carrier to arrive at 
Hong Kong after the freighter and barges had been loaded, as the sight 
of the carrier might be provocative to the Chinese Communists in Hong 
Kong, but the ship's schedule could not be changed. At one stage, 
CATI had proposed flying the Convairs out but the governor insisted 
that CATI should accept the additional risk of employing Chinese 
workers at Kai Tak, whereas the governor was keeping the Chinese 
well away from the aircraft. CATI were unwilling to accept this risk and 
accused the governor of being uncooperative. 

The following tentative programme was drawn up by CATI: 
A. 25th - 27th September inclusive. Loading on to lighters of aircraft 
and stores for carrier. 
B. 28th - 30th September inclusive. Loading of above on to carrier from 
lighters. 
C. 1st October. Loading of lighters for freighter. 
D. 2nd - 4th October inclusive. Loading of lighters for freighter and 
loading of aircraft on to barges. 

1st October is Anniversary of Foundation of Chinese Peoples Republic. 
If work is stopped on that day programme would finish on 5th October. 

The procedure was as follows: 
A. Aircraft and stores at Kai Tak are to be loaded on to lighters by float-
ing crane, and lighters are then moored at buoy at Kowloon Bay, one 
and quarter miles from Kai Tak. 
B. Stores at Dundas Street, Godown are to be loaded on lighters, which 
moor at same buoy. 
C. Carrier will moor alongside Hong Kong Whampoa Dock and lighters 
will be brought to same point from buoy. 
D. Aircraft and stores will be loaded aboard carrier, either direct or first 
to dock and then to carrier. 
E. Freighter will load alongside dock in same way as carrier. 
F. Barges will moor alongside Kai Tak and ... (will?) load there. 

The governor was doubtful whether this programme could be adhered 
to. By 9 a.m. on 27th September one lighter had loaded cases at Kai 
Tak. Other lighters had loaded at Dundas Street and proceeded to ... 
(buoy?). No aircraft had been put on lighters. General efficiency of 
arrangements was far from impressive and it seemed likely that there 
would need to be a shuttle service of lighters between Kai Tak and 
carrier if latter came in as scheduled at 15.00 hours on 28th 
September. [Some words are off the edge of the photographed page.] 

The security measures were as follows: 
Kai Tak was already protected by 300 men, providing adequate secu-
rity coverage at loading point. Dundas Street was also covered, with the 
loading area cordoned and entry restricted only to CATI personnel con-
cerned in the operation. The lighters and crane barge carried Police 
guards. The buoy was policed by two armed Police launches. Lighters 
en route were escorted by Marine Police guard. When the carrier 
arrived the dock area adjacent to berth would be cordoned and cleared, 
with entry restricted to personnel engaged in loading. By arrangements 
with the US Consul General, no US Naval personnel would be allowed 
ashore. Arrangements had been made for wandering craft to be kept 
clear of the carrier and all points affected. All lighters, barges, cranes 
and equipment were searched before going into use, and all coolies 
were searched before going on and after coming off duty. [CO 
1023/170 #96] 

The carrier arrived at 16.00 hours 26th September and left at 07.15 
hours on 1st October with 14 aircraft including five Convairs. Freighter 
Flying Cloud (7) was then lying at the buoy having loaded some of the 
stores from Dundas Street. She was scheduled to go alongside dock at 
8 a.m. on 2nd October to load aircraft; exact number unknown, but at 
least three, and perhaps six. Loading of aircraft should be completed 
within 24 hours, after which ship may load remainder of Dundas Street 
stores. Manila barges for remaining aircraft were expected early on 2nd 
October to load direct from Kai Tak. There had been no untoward reac-
tion or incident. [CO 1023/170 #100] 
On 28th September 1952 (8), the light escort carrier USS Cape 

Esperance (CVE-88) arrived in Hong Kong to load aircraft for CATI on 
a "reimbursable basis." Cape Esperance sailed two days later in 
company with the Pacific Far East Lines freighter Flying Dragon, and 
arrived in Long Beach on 19th October. [Leary CAT p.665] Both 
vessels were unloaded on 20th October. One report says that "five 
Convairs and 18 C-46s were loaded on board the carrier" [Wright 
p.310] but this is probably too many aircraft for the carrier alone. 
Analysis suggests that the combined load on these ships was probably 
five Convair 240s and 17 C-46s, all ex-CATC. Indeed, the first shipment 
consisted of 22 aircraft: five Convair 240s and nine C-46s on the carrier 
and six C-46s on the Flying Dragon; two further planes were en route 
on another ship. [MM 05Apr2009] The ex-CATC C-47s were initially 
shipped to Manila. 

All CATC aircraft and connected equipment awarded to CATI had been 
completely removed by 11.00 pm on 7th October. [CO 1023/170 #101] 
Presumably the C-47s were taken to Manila on the barges. Seventeen 
CATI DC-3s were known to be at Langley Point, Manila on 26th March 
1953. These aircraft were reported by USAAF serial and all were ex-
CATC C-47s. Later in 1953 they were shipped to California for resale. 

These shipping details are subject to confirmation. Different arrange-
ments were made for the ex-CNAC aircraft. We do not know yet where 
in California these aircraft were stored and later restored to airworthi-
ness. Further research is required. 

Aircraft transferred from Hong Kong 
to Taiwan 
"CAT attempted to send all 16 of its planes at Kai Tak to Taiwan. Due 
to a shortage of crews, only 8 departed. As the CAT planes were reg-
istered with and under the control of the Chinese Ministry of 
Communications, it was feared that there would be a possible seizure 
of the aircraft by the Hong Kong authorities." [SCMP 16Dec49/CFM 
23Apr2003] 

"In Taipeh, the military authorities handed over 4 planes belonging to 
CNAC and CATC (9) to CAT on a loan basis. CAT will use its own crew 
to man the aircraft but the original CNAC insignia will remain." [SCMP 
27Nov49/CFM 15Apr2007] 

"Chennault and Willauer arrived at Taipeh with 10 CAT aircraft." [SCMP 
17Dec49/CFM 23Apr2003] 
"An airport employee was sent to prison for severing the hydraulic cable 
of XT-810 which was about to leave for Taipeh with Chennault." [SCMP 
18Dec49/CFM 23Apr2003] 
"The last 3 CAT planes left Kai Tak for Taiwan." [SCMP 19Dec49/CFM 
23Apr2003] 
We will discuss the CAT aircraft in a later article. 

CATC fleet list 
# make/model 
1 Nakajima Type 97 

(AT-2, Ki-34?) 
2 
3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

Heinkel He-111A-i 
VulteeV-1A 

VulteeV-1A 

Junkers Ju 52/3m 
c/n5472 
Lockheed A-29 

Lockheed A-29 

Lockheed A-29 

Lockheed A-29 

Lockheed A-29 

Lockheed A-29 

Lockheed A-29 

by Chung number (#) 
c/s? reg. date p/i fate 
XB XT-ATB 3May43 

Cr 26Mar44 
XC XT-ATC - Cr25Sep43 
XD XT-ATD -

Damaged 25Dec44, w/o 
XE XT-ATE 15Mar43 C-2333 

Fate unknown 
XA XT-ATA Mar43 Eurasia XIX 

W/o in 1945 
XF XT-ATF 25Jun44 B-31011 

Cr 20Oct44 
XG XT-ATG 25Jun44 B-31004 

Cr10Nov44 
XH XT-ATH 10Aug44 B-31011' 

Fate unknown 
XI XT-ATI 17Sep44 B-31008 

Fate unknown 
XJ XT-ATJ 17Sep44 B-31005 

Fate unknown 
XK XT-ATK 17Jan44 B-31019 

(Oct or Nov?) Fate unknown 
XL XT-ATL 27May45 B-31009 

Note (7): Other reports refer to Flying Dragon. 
Note (8): Cape Esperance actually arrived on 26th September and 
sailed on 1st October 1952. 
Note (9): There were no CATC aircraft in Taipeh, so these were all 
CNAC aircraft. 
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13 Not used 
14 Lockheed A-29 

15 Lockheed A-29 

16 Junkers W 34gi 
c/n 2739 

17 Lockheed A-29 

Fate unknown 

XM XT-ATM 27May45 B-31010 
Fate unknown 

XN XT-ATN 27May45 B-31017 
Fate unknown 

? 01Mar43 Eurasia ll(2) 
probably w/o in 1945 

XO XT-ATO 28Aug45 B-31015 
Fate unknown 

[Andersson p.219; CF 30Mar2002, 22Mar2003; LA 27May07; 
MM 11Jan2004;SCAH] 
Notes: 
1) Chung 1 is described as a Japanese Type 97. Presumably "Type 97" 
refers to the Nakajima AT-2, Ki-34, Army Type 97 Transport [Archive 
p.2008/029]. (Type 97 is an ambiguous description.) Col. Huang said 
this was an early version of Type 97 heavy bomber, not a transport. [CF 
23Mar2003] 
2) The table of Chung numbers in Shanghai sources is not correct, as 
Heinkel He 111 XT-ATC is Chung-2 XT-ATC in photographs. The 
Shanghai sources give "Voltee" (sic) at Chung-2 & -3, 'XC & 'XD'.[LA 
27May2007] 
3) 25th June 1943: COAA allocated to CATC one Type 97 as Chung 1, 
one Heinkel as Chung 2, one Tu Fu (Vultee) as Chung 3, one Chun Fu 
(Vultee) as Chung 4. The original Eurasia Junkers (Ju 52/3m) became 
Chung 5. Chung 2 lacked radio. Chung 1, 3 and 4 could not land in 
Chungking because they needed a runway of at least 800m, so Chung 
I and 3 were transferred to Lanchow to replace Chung 5 flying the 
Lanchow-Dihua line; Chung 4 flew the Chengdu-Kunming line for mail 
and cargo only. [CF 22Mar2003/ Chronicle] 
4) 5th July 1943: Chung 1 was not suitable to land in Shuchow airfield 
because its tail was fabric covered. It landed at Chiayuguan airfield 
instead. [CF 22Mar2003/Chronicle] 
5) 26th March 1944: Chung 1 flew from Kunming to Kweilin. Force-
landed in Kweiyan due to malfunction. Airframe heavily damaged. All 
survived but pilot Lu Chin-hsien got a head injury. [CF 22Mar2003/ 
Chronicle] 
6) Two Lockheed A-29 Hudson are quoted in Shanghai sources with 
the previous identity of 'B-3101T, a CNAF serial number (see below). 
7) Registrations are taken from Andersson (p.219), which uses the 
assumption that the Xx codes are the first and last letters of the regis-
tration, XT-ATx. There is photographic evidence that the Heinkel was 
XT-ATC. 

Fleet list by CA- number (#), 1 October 1947 
Translated from Chinese web site. 
# make/model c/n date p/i fate/notes 

4483 21Dec45 41-18421 XT-T23 
4781 21Dec45 41-18620 

Damaged 03Mar46 at Jinan, Shandong 
3 Douglas C-47A 20388 21Dec45 43-15922 XT-T24 
4 Douglas C-53 7313 1946 42-47371 XT-T21 
5 Douglas C-47A 13410 29Dec45 42-93492 Has been 

destroyed, 26Jan46 at in the vicinity of Macheng, Hankow 
6 Douglas C-47A 13236 29Dec45 42-93336 

Has been destroyed, 31Mar46 in Zhenyuan County, Guizhou 
7 Douglas C-47A 10229 5Jan46 42-24367 ("42-42367") 

Not use demolition 
8 Douglas C-47A 13186 5Jan46 42-93291 XT-T10 
9 Douglas C-47 6133 2Mar46 41-19490 

Not use the grounding 
10 Douglas C-47 4246 2Mar46 41-7759 

Not use the grounding 
I I Douglas C-47 4214 12Mar46 41-7738 

Not use the grounding 
12 N American AT-6F ? 44-81935 

Senior trainer available 
13 Not used 
14 N American AT-6F ? 44-81780 

Senior trainer has been sold, to VR-HDC (flight tested 6Aug46) 
15 CurtissC-46F 22429 28Feb46 44-78606 

Has been destroyed, 12Jul46 at Jinan, Shandong 
16 CurtissC-46F 22417 28Feb46 44-78594 XT-T27 
17 CurtissC-46F 22407 28Feb46 44-78584 

Private aircraft has been recovered origin 

1 Douglas C-47 
2 Douglas C-47 

18 CurtissC-46F 22409 15Mar46 44-78586 
Private aircraft has been recovered origin, to VR-HFA, N9995F 

19 CurtissC-46F 22437 15Mar46 44-78614 
Has been destroyed 08Oct46 at Xu Jia Peng, near Wuhan, Hubei 

20 CurtissC-46F 22431 15Mar46 44-78608 
Has been destroyed, 29Mar46 in Guiyang County, Guizhou 

21 CurtissC-46F 22452 30Apr?46 44-78629 XT-T28 
22 CurtissC-46F 22416 15Mar46 44-78593 XT-T9;W/o 

22Jul47 at Jinan, Shandong 
23 CurtissC-46F 22413 15May46 44-78590 

Not use demolition 
24 CurtissC-46F 22419 15May46 44-78596 XT-T62 
25 Noorduyn UC-64a 697 44-70432 

"Minicom available for", possibly XT-702 
26 Noorduyn UC-64a 262 43-5271 

"Minicom available for", possibly XT-702 
27 CurtissC-46F 22436 X1Aug46 44-78613 XT-T29 
28 Stinson L-5C 44-17411 

Contact for small planes available; XT-701 
29 Douglas C-47B 32588 X28Feb45 44-76256 XT-T22 
30 N American AT-6D ? 42-85666 

Senior trainer aircraft belonging to (CHT) Relief Department 
31 Douglas C-47B 32574 15Feb46 44-76242 

CoAA 
Has been destroyed, 14Dec46 in Changxing County, Zhejiang 

32 Douglas C-47 ? ? GCAC aircraft 
33 Douglas C-47 ? ? GCAC aircraft 
34 Douglas C-47 ? ? GCAC aircraft 
35 Douglas C-47 ? ? GCAC aircraft 
36 Douglas C-47 ? ? GCAC aircraft 
37 CurtissC-46F 22410 X1Aug46 44-78587 XT-T30 
38 Douglas C-47B 32769 X1Aug46 44-76437 

Borrowing, has been returned 
39 Douglas C-47A 13296 X1Aug46 42-93390 XT-T31 
40 CurtissC-46D 33674 X1Aug46 44-78278 XT-T63 
41 Douglas C-47B 20894 ? 43-16428 "Sold 31May46" 

"American Christian faith were all General Assembly" = LWF? 
42 Douglas C-47B 26704 X1Aug46 43-49443 XT-T32 
43 Douglas C-47B 32578 X1Aug46 44-76246 XT-T33 
44 CurtissC-46A 26848 X1Aug46 42-60973 

Not use the grounding 
45 CurtissC-46D 33641 X1Aug46 44-78245 XT-T64 
46 CurtissC-46D 33595 X1Aug46 44-78199 XT-T65 
47 Douglas C-47A 20387 1946? 43-15921 XT-T34 
48 Douglas C-47B 32986 X1Jun46 44-76654 

Has been destroyed, 25Dec46 2 miles N of Kiangwan, Shanghai 
49 CurtissC-46D 33484 X1Aug46 44-78088 XT-T66 
50 Douglas C-47A 20160 X1Aug46 43-15694 XT-T36 
51 CurtissC-46F 22439 X1Aug46 44-78616 XT-T38 
52 CurtissC-46A 449 X1Aug46 43-47379 XT-T39 
53 CurtissC-46F 22422 X1Aug46 44-78599 XT-T40 
54 Douglas C-47B 26906 X1Aug46 43-49645 XT-T37 
55 CurtissC-46F 22453 X1Aug46 44-78630 XT-T61 
56 Douglas C-47B 20891 X1Aug46 43-16425 XT-T67 
57 Douglas C-47B 20817 X1Aug46 43-16351 XT-T68 
58 CurtissC-46F 22415 X1Aug46 44-78592 XT-T69 
59 Douglas C-47B 25888 X1Aug46 43-48627 XT-T70 

(converted airliner) 
60 CurtissC-46F 22423 X1Aug46 44-78600 XT-T71 
61 CurtissC-46F 22445 X1Aug46 44-78622 XT-T73 
62 Douglas C-53 4859 Sep47 41-20089 XT-T74 
63 CurtissC-46F 22435 15Apr46 44-78612 XT-T75 
64 CurtissC-46F 22455 15Apr46 44-78632 XT-T76 
65 CurtissC-46 ? ? ? XT-T77 
[Andersson p. 178; JMD 27May2007; LA 27May2007; MM 18Oct2003; 
MSB 20Nov2006; SCAH] 
Notes: 
X = Excluded (USAAF) 
'CA' means Civil Aviation 
Re C-47 CA41 another translation says "belongs to American Christian 
Lutheran Convention", i.e. Lutheran World Federation (see later), so 
this aircraft is XT-T72 "St Pauf. [CF 25May2007] 
CA63, 64 Date from CAF 

Lockheed A-29 Hudson IIIAs 
Clearly the Lockheed A-29s were obtained from the Chinese Air Force, 
so we can analyse these Lend-Lease aircraft to identify possible can-
didates for use by CATC. 
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Right: An anonymous 
Lend-Lease Lockheed A-29 
Hudson MIA photographed 
in USAAF markings. This 
photograph appears in a 
number of sources, vari-
ously captioned as being 
over China or over 
California prior to delivery 
to the RAF. 
(Lockheed via 
JM Collection) 

The RAF Lend-Lease batches were: 
BW361/777 (417) ex 41-23223/23639 ; 
FH167/466 (300) ex 41-36968/37267 ; 
FK731/813 (83) ex 42-47287/47369. 
Total : 800. Many of these were transferred to the air forces of 
Australia, Canada, China and New Zealand. BW361/380 went to the 
USN as PBO-1 Bu 03842/03861; and BW461/613 were repossessed 
by the USAAF. [Andrade p.243] 

"Thirty-three are stated to have been delivered (to China). BW385 to 
BW398, BW420, BW422, BW424 to BW429 and BW725 to BW735 
were handed over to the Chinese between December 1941 and July 
1942, but a number of these crashed in the USA or elsewhere on their 
delivery flights. FH387 and FH450 were delivered in replacement for 
two aircraft that crashed in the USA. FH409 of the RAF, which became 
unserviceable in China, was later handed over to the Chinese as a 
source of spares." [Butler & Hagedorn p.223] 

The Lockheed Twins book says that the CNAF "received 35 Hudsons 
on lend-lease from RAF batches; the aircraft flew bombing sorties 
between 1942 and 1945 in central China but few details have 
emerged." 
"Hudsons IMA serials: BW385 to BW398 c/n 414-6012 to 6025; BW420 
414-6099; BW422 414-6101; BW424 to BW429 414-6103 to 6108; 
BW721 414-6400 (unconfirmed); BW725 to BW735 414-6404 to 6414; 
FH387 414-6677; FH450 414-6740." [Marson p.197] 

The BW... aircraft were part of a batch BW361 to BW777, all of which 
were diverted before delivery. 
Royal Air Force Aircraft FA100 to FZ999 gives: 
FH387 to China 25 May 1943; 
FH409 to China 29 March ?? from 353 Squadron; 
FH450 to China 25 May 1943. 
[MM 09Oct2002] 

Royal Air Force Aircraft BA100 to BZ999 gives BW386 - BW398: 13 
Lockheed Hudson III As diverted to China. [CL 17Apr2005] 

The British Air Commission and Lend-Lease (p.99) shows: 
BW361 - BW777 Hudson MIA, ex USAAF A-29 41-23223 - 41-23639. 
[CL 17Apr2005] 
49 to Australia and China: BW413^19; BW421; BW661-681; BW736-755. 

RAFs/n USAAF s/n C/n CAF s/n Fate 
BW385 41-23247 414-6012 ? To China 30Jul42; 

condemned 18Sep42 
BW386 41-23248 414-6013 Accident at Lowry Field, 

CO 22Apr42; to China 30Jul42, received 1Sep42 
BW387 41-23249 414-6014 ? To China 30Jul42, 

received 1Sep42 
BW388 41-23250 414-6015 Accident, destroyed at 

March Field, CA 2Apr42; condemned 5Apr42 
BW389 41-23251 414-6016 Accident at Lowry AAF, 

CO 31May42; condemned 1Sep42 
BW390 41-23252 414-6017 Accident 7 miles from 

Peckham, CO 29 May42, condemned Uun42 
BW391 41-23253 414-6018 Accident, badly 

damaged landing at Pamamirim Field, Brazil, 26Apr43; 
to China 19Oct42/20Oct42 (?); condemned 4Masy43 

BW392 41-23254 414-6019 ? To China 30Jul42, 
received 1Sep42 

BW393 

BW394 

BW395 

41-23255 

41-23256 

41-23257 

414-6020 

414-6021 

414-6022 

BW396 

BW397 

BW398 

BW420 

BW422 

BW424 

BW425 

BW426 

BW427 

BW428 

BW429 

BW721 

BW725 

BW726 

BW727 

BW728 

BW729 

BW730 

BW731 

BW732 

BW733 

BW734 

BW735 

FH387 

FH409 

Accident at Lowry AAF, 
CO 3Jun42; condemned 6Jun42 

Accident, to China 
30Jul42, received 1Sep42 

? To China 30Jul42, 
received 210ct42 

or with ATC, Casablanca, Jul45, 
declared excess overseas 15Dec45 

Accident as BW396; to 
China 30Jul42, received 1Sep42 

? To China 30Jul42, 
received 1Sep42 

Accident, destroyed at 
Lebanon, OH 28Jun42; condemned 2Jul42 

414-6099 Accident, destroyed at 
Lakphat, India 7Aug42 or to China 30Jul42, 

received 1Sep42 
414-6101 ? To China 30Jul42, 

received 1Sep42 
414-6103 Accident at Burbank 

24Jan42; Accident at Curtiss-Steinberg Field, IL 24Jun42; 
to China 30Jul42, received 11Sep42 

41-23258 414-6023 

41-23259 414-6024 

41-23260 414-6025 

41-23282 

41-23284 

41-23286 

To China 30Jul42, 
received 1Sep42 

To China 30Jul42, 
received 1Sep42 

To China 30Jul42, 
received 1Sep42 

To China 30Jul42, 
received 10Oct42 

Crashed into the Atlantic 

41-23287 414-6104 ? 

41-23288 414-6105 ? 

41-23289 414-6106 ? 

41-23290 414-6107 ? 

41-23291 414-6108 
about 1 mile from shore shortly after takeoff from Natal, 

Brazil, 28Jul42; condemned 25Aug42 
41-23583 414-6400 Accident, destroyed at 

Borinquen, PR 20Jul42; condemned 25Jul42 
41-23587 414-6404 ? To China 4Aug42, 

received 1Sep42 
41-23588 414-6405 Accident, destroyed at 

Lowry Field, CO 22May42; condemned 27May42 
41-23589 414-6406 Accident, destroyed at 

Lowry Field, CO 27Apr42; condemned Uun42 
41-23590 414-6407 ? Accident at Lowry AAF, 

CO 26Apr42; to China 30Jul42, received 1Sep42 
41-23591 414-6408 Accident, destroyed at 

Lowry Field, CO 13Jun42; condemned 15Jun42 
41-23592 414-6409 ? To China 30Jul42, 

received 1Sep42 
41-23593 414-6410 To China 30Jul42, 

crashed at Kano, Nigeria 30Jul42; condemned 1Aug42 
41-23594 414-6411 ? To China 30Jul42, 

received 1Sep42 
41-23595 414-6412 ? To China 30Jul42, 

received 1Sep42 
41-23596 414-6413 Accident at Lowry AAF, 

CO 9Apr42; condemned 15Apr42 
41-23597 414-6414 ? To China 30Jul42, 

received 1Sep42 
41-37188 414-6677 To China 30Jul42; 

condemned 18Sep42 
41-37210 414-6699 ? RAF; to China 29Mar45; 

or diverted to China 11May45 (note date) 
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FH442 41-37243 414-6732 ? To China 30Jul42, 
received 1Sep42 

FH450 41-37251 414-6740 ? To China 25May43; or to 
China 30Jul42, received 1Sep42 

[MM 09Oct2002, 13Feb2004(x2), 03Nov2004, 02Feb2009] 
Notes: 
FH387 et seq were model A-29A. 
There are no tie-ups with CAF serial numbers B-31001 to B-31019+. 
Some details differ between sources. 

It is apparent that many A-29s diverted from the RAF to the USAAF did 
not fly directly from Lockheed Burbank to China but several of them 
spent some time in Colorado in 1942, presumably for transition training 
at Lowry Field, which would explain many of the accidents in Colorado. 
The delivery route appears to be much the same as for C-47 deliveries 
to China (Archive p.2008/133), i.e. from Florida to Natal, Brazil, across 
the Atlantic to Africa via Ascension Island, across Africa to Sudan and 
India, and finally across the Hump to China. [MM 13Feb2004] 

Only 19 Hudsons arrived in China. The CAF had 14 on hand in 
November 1944 in three squadrons. At least nine machines were later 
salvaged. The CAF had 11 A-29s on strength on 15Jan44, of which 7 
were operational. The 2nd Squadron used all the Hudsons shipped 
from the USA in August 1942, 11 serviceable. [LA 14Feb2004] 

"The A-29s were to have been shipped to Rangoon in December 1941 
and were originally intended for the 2nd AVG, which was not formed. 
After arrival in India in August 1942 they were instead assigned to the 
2nd Bomb Group, CAF. The CAF had 14 on hand in three squadrons 
in November 1944, but at least nine machines were later salvaged and 
added to the inventory. Ten were transferred to CATC in June 1944." 
[Andersson p.296] 

A total of 38 Hudsons was allocated to China, consisting of 34 A-29 and 
four A-29A. The original allocation consisted of 33 A-29. Four replace-
ments consisting of three A-29A and one A-29 were allocated in May 
and June 1942. A final A-29A was supplied from the Royal Air Force in 
1945. There were three aircraft destroyed in accidents in April 1942, 
three in May 1942, three in June 1942, and at least three in July 1942. 
Two or three others appear to have been destroyed in the August 1942 
timeframe. One aircraft appears to have been diverted to a USAAF unit 
in Brazil and never reached China. Initially 19 Hudsons arrived in China 
of which only two were A-29A, so some of the replacements for earlier 
crashes also crashed before arrival in China. Two more replacements 
arrived in mid-September and October to give 21 that reached China in 
1942. [MM 03Dec2005] 

Operational 
? 
9 
8 
6 
? 
7 
11 [MM2Feb2009] 

The CAF A-29s were given serial numbers from B-31001 to B-31019 
(possibly more) and technical numbers on the fuselage from 11-01 to II-
19 (possibly more). After transfer to CATC some of these became 
Chung 6, Chung 7/C, Chung 8/K, Chung 9/E (II-08), Chung 10/Q and 
Chung 11/Q on the tail. [GL 20May2005] 

Stinson L-5 Sentinel 
Butler & Hagedorn (p.285) do not list any L-5s supplied to China as 
Lend-Lease aircraft but James Gray says that the following USAAF 
L-5 Sentinel aircraft were supplied to China, mostly after WWII: 

Date 
Nov42 
1Feb43 
19Feb43 
Jun43 
1 Dec43 
15Jan44 
14Apr44 

On charge 
15 
? 
? 
7 
14 
11 
? 

s/n 
42-98037 
42-98044 
42-98045 
42-98105 
42-98381 
42-98387 
42-98388 
42-98414 
42-98791 
42-98809 
42-98834 
42-98887 
42-99330 

c/n? 
277 
284 

621 
627 
628 

76-1128 
76-1571 

date 
31Dec45 
7May46 
31Dec45 
7May46 
7May46 
7May45? 
7May46 
7May46 
31May45 
9Dec45 
7May46 
7May46 
7Feb46? 

doc ref 
X 
SU-A-135 

SU-A-135 
SU-A-135 
SU-A-135 

ToCoAA 
To CoAA 
ToCoAA 
SU-A-135 
SU-A-135 

Above: Stinson L-5C Sentinel VR-HEQ, formerly XT-701, seen at 
Hong Kong, later went to Japan. (Aeroplane via JM Collection) 

42-99342 76-1583 7May46 
42-99383 76-1624 7May46 
42-99384 76-1625 7Sep45 
42-99385 76-1626 7May46 
42-99395 76-1636 7May46 
42-99397 76-1638 7May46 
42-99401 76-1642 7May46 
42-99406 76-1647 7May46 
42-99413 76-1654 7May46 
42-99414 76-1655 7May46 
42-99417 76-1658 7May46 
42-99423 76-1664 7Sep45 
42-99426 76-1667 7May46 
42-99437 76-1678 7May46 
42-99438 76-1679 7May46 
42-99445 76-1686 7May46 
42-99573 76-1814 29Dec45 
[AB-IX; JG 27Jun2007] 
In addition, a few L-5Bs were sold to the 
14th Air Force in China: 
s/n 
42-99622 
42-99627 
42-99629 
42-99634 
42-99638 

c/n 
76-1863 
76-1868 
76-1870 
76-1875 
76-1879 

date 
7May46 
7May46 
7May46 
7May46 
7Sep45 

SU-A-135 
SU-A-135 
x 
SU-A-135 
SU-A-135 
SU-A-135 
SU-A-135 
SU-A-135 
SU-A-135 
SU-A-135 
SU-A-135 
x 
SU-A-135 
SU-A-135 
SU-A-135 
SU-A-135 
x 

CoAA, Chungking from the 

to 
CoAA 
CoAA 
CoAA 
CoAA 
Div to China 

[ABIX/POM; JG 02Jul2007] 

One hundred L-5s were delivered directly to the RAF Air Command 
South-East Asia (ACSEA) in India and Burma. These were L-5 Sentinel 
I KJ368-KJ407 and L-5B Sentinel II KJ408-KJ467. [Butler & Hagedorn 
p.285] 

Vincent Wong, c/o Far East Flying Training School, Hong Kong, and 
others brought in a number of Stinson L-5s: 
Reg. Model C/n P/i 
VR-HDD L-5 76-1738 42-99497, KJ378 

VR-HDE L-5B 76-1733 42-99492, KJ373 
VR-HDF L-5 76-1735 42-99494, KJ375 
VR-HEO L-5B 76-3322 44-17035, XT-703 

or 76-3312 44-17025 
VR-HEQ L-5C 76-3698 44-17411, XT-701 
VR-HEW L-5C 3714 44-17427, XT-411 
VR-HFD L-5 76-1738 VR-HDD as above 

Date 
Nov46 

Nov46 
Nov46 
Jul49 

Jul49 
Dec49 
Nov51 

Fate 
Rebuilt as 
VR-HFD 
Dbr 25May48 
To PI-C334 
To VH-BEN 

To Japan 
Cld 9Dec50 
To JA3338 

[ABIX/POM; IDJ 24Feb2009; SEA79 pp.136-137] 
Note: HCARA gives VH-BEN(1) as L-5B c/n 76-3312 ex 44-17035, VR-
HEO; AHSA earlier quoted ex 44-17025. 

The number stamped on the fuselage frame is not the MSN; it is simply 
the sequence number of the fuselage. The MSN was imprinted on a 
separate ID plate affixed to the metal shroud ("boot cowl') around the 
forward end of the cockpit. Hidden behind the instrument panel, this 
plate is easily missed. It is not to be confused with the USAAF identifi-
cation tag that was affixed to the fuselage at the starboard wing root. In 
rare cases the MSN is also stamped there, but usually the space for it 
was left blank. Sometimes the fuselage number matches the MSN and 
sometimes it does not. The disparity can be as much as two dozen 
digits. 44-17021, 17025, 17028, 17029, and 17033 were all sold to 
China as flyable aircraft and not salvage heaps. Of these, only 17021, 
17025 and 17029 went to the CoAA. At least 25 L-5s went to the CoAA 
and another 25 were sold in or to China. The search of L-5 record cards 
is not yet complete. [JG 26Feb2009] 
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CallAir Production 
COMPILED BY BARRY COLLMAN & RAYMOND DEERNESS 

SMALL IMCO CALLAIRS- (CONTINUED) 

Continuing the production listing begun in a previous issue we again 
remind readers of the proviso that only the actual aircraft's file ought to 
enable the truth to be ascertained with any degree of accuracy. 

IMCO CALLAIR A9 / A9A / A9B SPARROW / QUAIL 
C/n Model Regn Dates Fate/notes 

PART 5 

1404 
1405 

1406 

1407 

1408 

1409 

1410 

1411 

1412 

1413 
1414 

1415 
1416 
1417 
1418 

1419 

1420 
1421 

1422 
1423 
1424 
1425 
1426 
1427 

1428 
1429 

1430 
1431 
1432 
1433 
1434 
1435 

1436 
1437 
1438 
1439 
1440 
1441 

1442 

1443 
1444 
1445 

A9 
A9 

A9B 

A9B 

A9B 

A9B 

A9B 

A9B 

A9B 

A9B 
A9B 

A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 

A9B 

A9B 
A9B 

A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 

A9B 
A9B 

A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 

A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 

A9B 

A9B 
A9B 
A9B 

YV-594A 
N7677V 
VP-HDL 
N7678V 
N276S 
N7679V 

N7680V 

(N7681V) 
AN-BDY 
N7682V 

N7683V 
AN-BDZ 
N7684V 
AN-BEA 
N7685V 
N7681V 

AN-BEB 
AN-BDX 
N7676V 
YS-592A 
N17338 
YS-593A 
N17339 
CP-856 
(YV-T-WTN) 
AN-BEO 
CP-865 
YS-595A 
N7696V 
N7700V 
AN-BEP 
AN-BEQ 
HP-525FP 
N7649V 
N7671V 
AN-BER 
N7279V 
N7683V 
N7684V 
AN-BES 
N7688V 
N7693V 

N7687V 
N7292V 
N7698V 
N7644V 
N7699V 
N7686V 

N7689V 

N7690V 
N7691V 
N7692V 
YS-601A 

0968-1279 
xx68-0780 

xx72-xxxx 
xxxx-250679 

xxxx-100675 

1068-xxxx 
xxxx-090670 

1068-xxxx 

1068-xxxx 

xxxx-211075 

1068-xxxx 
1068-xxxx 

1168-
xx74-xxxx 
1168-
xx74-xxxx 
0369-xxxx 

0369-
0469-0272 
1168-
1168-
1268-
0369-
0369-
xxxx-0288 

xxxx-120569 
0369-

0369-x 

xxxx-180283 

xxxx-100675 

xxxx-250584 

xxxx-290769 
1269-x 

Dbf051279 

w/o 280772 
Cottondale, FL 

w/o 090674 near 
Idaho Falls, ID 

dbr 050769 near 
Mountain Lake, MN 

w/o 191174 

w/o 030975 near 
Roseburg, OR 

w/o 130076 

w/o 211073 
w/o 280272 

w/o 091275 

dbr 280680 near 
Bridger, MT 

dbr 230674 near 
Newdale, ID 
w/o 290881 
Maringouin, LA 

Above: YS-599A, A9B c/n 1483 hangared with others at llopango, El 
Salvador in September 197C 

1446 

1447 

1448 

1449 

1450 

1451 

1452 
1453 

1454 
1455 
1456 
1457 
1458 
1459 
1460 
1461 
1462 
1463 
1464 
1465 
1466 

1467 
1468 
1469 

1470 
1471 
1472 

1473 
1474 

1475 

1476 

1477 
1478 
1479 
1480 
1481 
1482 
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A9B 

A9B 

A9B 

A9B 

A9B 

A9B 

A9B 
A9B 

A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9 
A9 
A9 
A9 
A9 
A9 
A9 

A9 
A9 
A9 

A9B 
A9B 
A9B 

A9B 
A9B 

A9B 

A9B 

A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 

N17531 
TC-NAJ 
N7697V 

N17532 
TC-NAL 
N7694V 

N17533 
TC-NAK 
N17534 
ET-ADL 
N7701V 
N7702V 
HK-357E 
N7703V 
N7704V 
N7705V 
N7706V 
N7707V 
N7708V 
EP-AHH 
EP-AHI 
N7709V 
N7710V 
N7712V 
N7713V 
N7714V 
(EP-AHJ) 
N7714V 
N7715V 
N7716V 
N7717V 

N7718V 
N7719V 
N7720V 

N7721V 
N7723V 

N7724V 

N7725V 

N7726V 
N7727V 
N7728V 
N7729V 
N7730V 
YS-598A 

. (GaryKuhn) 

280569-xx77 
xxxx-150770 

110270-xx74 
xxxx-290272 

280569-

0369-1270 

xxxx-290769 
0769-1273 

xxxx-110980 
xx 69-0404 

0369-
0369-

xx 69-1289 

0369-0369 
xx69-

150983 

xxxx-060974 

xxxx-031271 
xxxx-031077 

xxx-041076 

xxxx-220371 

xx 69-0787 

0769-

wfu 
w/o 290569 
Smithville, GA 

wfu 
w/o 100870 near 
Orovada, NV 

dbr 090777 Rigby, ID 

w/o 220784 

w/o 290683 Lytton 
Springs, Lockhart, TX 

w/o 020774 near 
Hawkinsville, GA 
w/o 15.9.71 Melfa, VA 
w/o 260877 near 
Nolan, TX 
dbr 030676 
Bridgeport, NE 
w/o 080670 
Leesburg, GA 



Leff: Another A9B in El 
Salvador, this time c/n 
1553 YS-612-A (note the 
use of the second hyphen in 
the registration applied) 
also at llopango, September 
1970. This example was 
written off in December 
1979. (Gary Kuhn) 

1483 
1484 

1485 
1486 

1487 
1488 
1489 
1490 

1491 

1492 

1493 
1494 

1495 
1496 

1497 
1498 
1499 
1500 
1501 

1502 
1503 
1504 
1505 
1506 
1507 
1508 
1509 
1510 

1511 
1512 
1513 

1514 
1515 
1516 
1517 

1518 
1519 
1520 

1521 
1522 
1523 

1524 

1525 
1526 
1527 
1528 

A9B 
A9 

A9 
A9 

A9 
A9 
A9 
A9 

A9 

A9 

A9 
A9 

A9B 
A9B 

A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 

A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 

A9B 
A9B 
A9B 

A9B 
A9B 
A9 

A9B 
A9B 
A9B 

A9B 
A9B 
A9B 

A9B 

A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 

YS-599A 
N7731V 

N7732V 
N7733V 
N267S 
N7734V 
N7735V 
N7736V 
LV-PNZ 

N17531 
TC-NAP 
N7738V 

N7739V 
N7754V 

N7742V 
N7743V 

N7740V 
N7744V 
N7741V 
N7755V 
N7756V 

N7745V 
N7757V 
N7746V 
N7747V 
N7748V 
N7750V 
N7758V 
N7751V 
N7737V 
C-GEDE 

N7737V 
N7759V 
N7752V 
N7770V 

TG-JIY-F 
N7772V 
N7753V 
N7760V 

N7761V 
N7762V 
N7763V 

N7764V 
N7765V 
N7766V 

N7767V 
CP-937 
N7768V 
N7769V 
N7773V 
N7774V 

0969-
xxxx-131070 

1269-xx70 
xx70-0301 

250570-xx77 
xxxx-280977 

xxxx-0904 
xxxx-130874 

xxxx-250573 

xxxx-0302 

xxxx-250573 

xxxx-130571 

xxxx-110185 

xxxx-020272 

140375 
-080775 

xxxx-300982 
xxxx-290781 

xxxx-250573 

0669-

xxxx-280771 
xxxx-220371 

xxxx-080977 

xxxx-031077 
xxxx-1004 
xxxx-021080 

xxxx-070171 
0271-xxxx 

w/o 100769 
Smithville, GA 

wfu 
w/o 030877 
Canadaigua, NY 
w/o 130877 
w/o 280674 
Bishopville, SC 

dbr 160672 near 
Sebring, FL 

w/o 260572 
Mountain Lake, MN 

w/o 110869 Gough, 
w/o 010974 
destroyed 

w/o 040970 Ruskin, 

temporary register 
no CoA, cancelled 
w/o 290778 Dunbar 
w/o 060681 Hector, 

dbr100772 
Greensboro, AL 

w/o 230470 Aurora, 
w/o 080271 
Red Top, CA 

w/o 100777 near 
Stockton, CA 
w/o 190777 Adrian, 
w/o 150874 
dbr 020679 
Yates Center, KS 

w/o 140674 

GA 

FL 

NE 
MN 

NB 

OR 

1529 
1530 
1531 
1532 
1533 
1534 

1535 

1536 
1537 

1538 

1539 
1540 
1541 

1542 
1543 
1544 
1545 
1546 

1547 

1548 

1549 
1550 

1551 
1552 
1553 
1554 
1555 

1556 

1557 
1558 

1559 
1560 
1561 

1562 
1563 
1564 

1565 
1566 

1567 
1568 
1569 
1570 
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A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 

A9B 

A9B 
A9B 

A9B 

A9B 
A9B 
A9B 

A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 

A9 

A9B 

A9B 
A9B 

A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 

A9B 

A9B 
A9B 

A9B 
A9B 
A9B 

A9B 
A9B 
A9B 

N7775V 
N7776V 
N7778V 
N7779V 
YS-612A 
N7781V 
VP-HCF 
N7781V 
N17533 
TC-NAM 
N7783V 
N17532 
TC-NAN 
N7785V 

N7786V 
N7787V 
N7788V 
HK-567 
N7789V 
N7790V 
N7791V 
N7792V 
N7793V 

N7794V 
HK-568 
N7795V 
TC-ZSN 
PT-DJX 
N7797V 
PT-DJY 
N7798V 
N7799V 
PT-DJZ 
N7902V 
N7906V 

N7908V 

N7909V 
N7913V 

N7919V 
N7920V 
N7922V 
VP-HCB 
N7922V 
N7923V 
N7924V 
N7927V 

rep asr A9? 
A9B 
A9B 

A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 

A9B 
A9B 

N7941V 
(N7943V) 
XB-NIR 
N7946V 
N7948V 
N7949V 
OH-ACF 

N7952V 
N7956V 

xxx-151183 
xxxx-1101 

xxxx-290272 
1269-

1173-

1269-
170670-XX71 

1269-
020571-xx78 
xxxx-020382 

0370-

xxxx-140872 

xx70-xxxx 
xxxx-260572 
010672-xx75 
0170-0371 

0170-

0170-

xxxx-171281 

xxxx-130574 

xxxx240474 

0473-

xxxx-0398 

xxxx-050182 

xxxx-250389 

140571-150872 
280574-240481 

dbr 270775 Palmer, NE 
w/o 060484 

dbr 110870 Hardy, IA 
Dbf051279 

wfu 

wfu 
w/o 180680 
Minneola, FL 

w/o 110772 
Demopolis, AL 

wfu 
w/o 290371 

w/o 150878 near 
Stockton, CA 
w/o 150374 
Beaverton, OR 

dbr 040673 
Walkerville, Ml 

w/o 130777 near 
Raymondville, TX 
destroyed 

damaged 140671, eld 
w/o 250575 Padasjoki 

w/o 240273 
To be continued.. . 



Casualty Compendium PART 111 

Right: The Iberia Caravelle 
EC-ATV which crashed on the 
island of Ibiza on 7.1.72. 
Below, right: Turkish Airlines 
lost DC-9. TC-JAC in an 
attempted emergency landing 
atAdana on 21.7.72. 
(Both: Wim Zwakhals 
collection) 

As usual we detail below the identities of the aircraft and circum-
stances involved in the accidents listed last time. 

6.1.72 HS 748-2A XA-SEV c/n 1598 of SAESA crashed on fire 
some 40 km away after departing Chetumal for Mexico 
City. Capt Orlando de Cardenas Garrat, 4 crew, 16 (18?) 
passengers killed. Cause of fire not established. 

7.1.72 Iberia Caravelle Vl-R EC-ATV "Maestro Victoria" c/n 163 
struck Sierra de Atalayasa 30 metres below the 415 metre 
summit during a visual straight-in approach to San Jose 
Airport, Ibiza at 12.10 local time. Capt Luis Ballester, 5 
crew, 98 passengers killed, aircraft destroyed. 

21.1.72 DC-9 TC-JAC "Marmara" c/n 47213 of THY en route from Damascus to Ankara lost cabin pressure and crashed during the downwind leg 
of a second attempted emergency approach at Adana. Although said to have been a scheduled flight there were apparently no passen-
gers on board but one of the five crew members died and three were seriously injured. 

26.1.72 JAT DC-9 YU-AHT c/n 47482en route Copenhagen to Belgrade broke up in mid-air c16.05 GMT when a bomb planted by the Croation 
"Ustashi" group exploded in the forward cargo hold. Four of the 5 crew and all 23 passengers killed, stewardess Miss Vesna Vulovic sur-
vived falling from FL 330 (or FL 150 in some sources) in the tailplane, but was seriously injured. Wreckage fell near Hermsdorf in 
Czechoslovakia. 

1.2.72 The German airliner which crashed during a flight test programme near Bremen Airport was VFW-Fokker 614 D-BABA c/n G001 which 
went into a vertical dive from 300 metres due to tab flutter c14.55 local time. The 3 crew bailed out, but the parachute of the co-pilot, Hans 
Bardill, failed to open. Aircraft total time was only 30 hours. 

3.2.72 Lao United Airlines DC-6 XW-PEH c/n 43126 from Singapore was off course due to a compass error and ran out of fuel and crashed 
c2100 local time during an attempted forced-landing nearTegal in mid-Java. One of 3 crew, and 5 of 6 passengers killed. Date of the acci-
dent is confirmed from contemporary reports as 1.2.72. 

5.2.72 Transportes Aereos del Cesar Fairchild F-27 HK-1139 c/n 75, reported missing on Bogata - Valledupar service, had crashed near 
Valledupar within the last half-hour of the flight. Wreck found on 7.2.72, the four crew and fifteen passengers all lost their lives.. 

11.2.72 Royal Lao Air DC-4 XW-TDE c/n 3098 en route from Saigon to Vientiane via Savannakhet with 6 crew and 17 passengers on board failed 
to arrive. No trace found but the aircraft was believed to have been shot down. 

3.3.72 Mohawk Fairchild FH-227 N7818M c/n 541 was on approach to Albany, NY when the crew reported a propeller pitch problem on the port 
engine. While the captain was occupied with trying and failing to feather the port propeller, the first officer failed to monitor altitude and 
the aircraft crashed 3.5 miles short of the runway c20.50 local time demolishing a house. Capt Robert McAdams and one other of 3 crew 
and 14 of 45 passengers killed plus one on ground. The remaining passengers and 4 on the ground were seriously injured. 

14.3.72 Sterling Airways Super Caravelle 10B OY-STL c/n 267 en route from Colombo to Copenhagen via Dubai crashed onto a mountain ridge 
at 1,600ft some 20 km west of Kalba and 50 miles from Dubai airport. The aircraft was off course and too low due to an outdated flight 
plan and the misidentification of visual references by the crew. Capt Ole Jorgensen, 5 crew, 106 passengers were killed. 

19.3.72 Egyptair were operating DC-9-32 YU-AHR c/n 47503 leased from Inex-Adria when it struck the Shamsan mountains 4 miles southwest of 
Aden International airport c23.15 local time during a visual approach. All nine crew and 21 passengerswere killed. 

6.4.72 Delta Air Transport DC-6 OO-FVG c/n 45478 was taking off from Ostend for Southend when the flight engineer retracted the undercar-
riage too soon. The 6 crew and 26 passengers were unhurt.The DC-6 returned to service on 5.7.72. 

6.4.72 Avensa C-46 YV-C-EVF c/n 22577 was carrying a cargo of petrol on a non-scheduled freight flight but crashed shortly after take-off from 
San Fernando for southern mining settlements. Capt Carlos Fidel Gonzales Barreat and co-pilot killed. 

13.4.72 VASP YS-11A PP-SMI c/n 2059 on Sao Paulo to Rio de Janeiro service off course and descended onto high ground when initiating 
approach to Rio. The aircraft crashed near Petropolis, 50 km north of Rio at c20.30 local time. Capt Zenobio Torres, 3 (4?) crew and 20 
passengers were all killed. Date of the accident was evening of 12.4.72. 

16.4.72 ATI Fokker F-27 l-ATIP c/n 10251, destroyed in crash on high ground in thunderstorm c2300 GMTat Ardinellodi Amaseno near Frosinone 
en route from Rome to Foggia. Capt Paolo Lombardino, 2 crew and 15 passengers killed. 

18.4.72 East African Airways Super VC-10 5X-UVA c/n 881, aborted take-off after hitting a jacking pad which had fallen from a Cessna 185 at 
Addis Ababa Airport. With two burst tyres, the Captain abandoned take-off but failed to stop the aircraft which crashed off the runway onto 
lower ground due to an incorrectly assembled braking system. On the way it struck an approach lighting tower, rupturing a fuel tank and 
starting a fire. Capt John "Paddy" Vale, 7 of 11 crew, 35 of 96 passengers killed. 

20.4.72 SATCO DC-3 OB-R-653 c/n 17102/34369 crashed on Mount Killukichu, near intermediate stop Moyobamba between Chiclayo and 
Tarapota, believed flying low to make use of VFR conditions and to make up time after a late departure. Capt Jorge Pongo Huaman, the 
3 crew, and both passengers on board were killed. 

5.5.72 Alitalia DC-8-43 l-DIWB c/n 45625 "Antonio Pigafetta" crashed 300 feet below the top of Mount Lunga, 5 km southwest of Palermo, Sicily 
while approaching to land at Palermo's Punta Raisi airport inbound from Rome in bad weather at night. Capt Roberto Bartoli, 6 crew, 108 
passengers were all killed. 

18.5.72 Eastern Airlines DC-9-31 N8961E c/n 45870 made heavy landing in a storm at Fort Lauderdale, FL, main gear collapsed, tail separated 
from aircraft which caught fire and was destroyed. Minor injuries sustained by two of the 4 crew and one of the 6 passengers on board. 
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Left: L049 Constellation 
freighter PP-PDG wearing 
Arruda titles at Rio de Janeiro 
in 1969, was written off in a 
fuel-related crash on 29.5.72. 
Below, left: Japan Airlines 
DC-8-53 JA8012 at Tokyo in 
1970, was written-off at Delhi 
on 14.6.72. 
Below, right: Cathay Pacific 
CV-880 was the unfortunate 
victim of a n in-flight bomb on 
15.6.72. 
(All :- Wim Zwakhals collec-
tion) 

29.5.72 Empresa Amazonense L049 Constellation PP-PDG c/n 2037 had been held up for several days due to a lack of fuel at Cruzeiro do Sul 
airport. Once fuelled, directly from the trucks without allowing time for the fuel to settle, it took off for Rio Branco with three crew and fifteen 
others on board. One engine failed during the climb-out and another shortly afterwards. Unable to maintain height the pilot attempted a 
forced landing on the Cruzeiro do Sul - Taranoca highway, hit trees and crashed in flames, c. 1300 local time, killing the Capt Luis Gonzaya 
Filho, 2 crew and 6 of the other occupants, including the owner of Amazonense Senor A S L Arruda. 

30.5.72 Delta Airlines DC-9-14 N3305L c/n 45700 on a training flight crashed while attempting a go-around at Fort Worth, hit the wake turbulence 
of a departing DC-10 and crashed at 08.23 EDT. Aircraft broke up and was destroyed by fire; three pilots and an FAA observer killed. 

14.6.72 Japan Airlines DC-8-53 JA8012 c/n 45680 "Akan" on Bangkok - Delhi sector of Tokyo - London service descended below minimum 
approach altitude and crashed near village of Basantpur 20 miles east of Delh at 1446 GMT. Capt Kayoshi Igarashi and 9 of 11 crew and 
75 of 78 passengers killed, together with 4 people on the ground. The Japanese investigators blamed a false glide path, while the Indian 
authorities blamed the crew. 

15.6.72 Cathay Pacific Convair 880 VR-HFZ c/n 22-7-1-53 en route from Bangkok to Hong Kong crashed c14.00 local time 55 km southeast of 
Pleiku, South Vietnam when a bomb exploded in the cabin. Capt Henry N. Morison, 9 crew and 71 passengers killed. The bomb was in 
a suitcase under a seat occupied by the common-law wife and the daughter of a Thai police officer Lt Somchai Chaiyasut and he was 
accused of planting the bomb, but acquitted for lack of evidence in May 1974 despite having insured the two women for $HK3 million as 
soon as the flight departed. 

18.6.72 BEA Trident 1C G-ARPI c/n 2109 from Heathrow to Brussels crashed at 17.11 local near Staines by-pass shortly after take-off from a 
deep stall when the leading edge droop flaps were raised too soon. Capt Stanley Key, all 8 crew and 109 passengers were killed. 

24.6.72 Prinair DH 114 Heron 2B N554PR c/n 14085, ex G-ASUY, crashed at 23.17 EST when it over rotated in a go-around due to a vehicle on 
the runway at Mercedita Airport, Ponce, Puerto Rico while attempting a go-around. Two crew and 3 of the 18 passengers were killed. 

29.6.72 Inter-City Flug HFB 320 Hansa D-CASY c/n 1029 failed to rotate on take-off run at Blackpool Airport, UK, when taking off with the eleva-
tor gust locks still in place and overran into the holiday camp beyond runway. Capt van Laak, one crew and 5 of 6 passengers died. 

29.6.72 North Central Airlines Convair 580 N90858 c/n 83 and Air Wisconsin DHC-6 N4043B c/n 13 collided over Lake Winnebago 81 miles south 
of Appleton, Wl, both VFR at 2,500 feet in poor visibility. Capt James Cuzzort, 2 crew and 2 passengers in the Convair and two crew and 
6 passengers in the DHC-6 were killed. 

With thanks to Ian D Johnson, Tom Long, Peter Quade, Vic Smith, John Withers, Wim Zwakhals and Pirry Midd' of Oxford.. 

Now for a new batch of casualties to be identified all details of which will be revealed next time: 
5.7.72 Aviaco aircraft on approach to Las Palmas fell into the sea 14 miles off the coast. 
9.7.72 Indian Airlines turboprop landed down-wind on wet runway at Belgaum (India) and seriopusly damaged in resulting ground loop. 
12.7.72 Ansett PNG aircraft fell into ditch at Wapenamanda airstrip when starboard undercarriage failed on landing. 
14.7.72 Privately-owned DC-3 on cargo flight failed to take off at Roxas, Philippines, and crashed into fields and houses beyond the runway. 
19.7.72 British Caledonian airliner failed to take off from Corfu airport, Greece, and over-ran into lagoon. 
20.7.72 Freighter of Aero Transportes Entre Rios reported missing on flight from Montevideo, Uruguay to Santiago, Chile with a cargo of cattle. 
21.7.72 Cargo aircraft of Acme Leasing made emergency landing on short runway at El Paraiso, Colombia with suspected fire. Destroyed. 
29.7.72 Northeast Airlines aircraft landed Belfast with one undercarriage leg unlocked, badly damaged but without injuries to occupants. 
11.8.72 Indian Airways Gwaliorto Delhi service descended too low and crashed near Delhi after a missed approach. Destroyed. 
13.8.72 Airliner of JATcrashed and caught fire after take-off was aborted at JFK, New York but all 186 occupants escaped. 
14.8.72 Interflug aircraft crashed when tail unit broke off while crew were attempting to return to Schonefeld with control difficulties. 
16.8.72 Passenger aircraft of Burma Airways lost when it took off from coastal strip near Sandoway and then fell into the sea. 
21.8.72 Vintage airliner operated by Travelair Taxi lost power in one engine on take-off at Port Clinton and crash-landed in nearly field. 
27.8.72 Aircraft of LAV had engine failure shortly after take-off from Canaima, Venezuela and crashed during attempted return. 
1.9.72 Ansett PNG twin engined passenger aircraft flew into Mt Giluwe, PNG while apparently in straight and level flight in good weather. 
10.9.72 Ethiopian airliner on internal flight between Axum and Gondar crashed after apparently losing all or part of a wing. 
13.9.72 Airliner of TWA with only three crew on board over-ran runway after aborted take-off run and ran into San Francisco Bay. 
17.9.72 Bolivian airliner crashed and burned at La Paz as result of failure to reach take-off speed when one engine failed. 
24.9.72 Air Vietnam flight from Vientiane to Saigon crashed in marshland 23 miles from destination for reasons unknown. 
26.9.72 Garuda aircraft on training flight from Kemajoram dived inand destroyed immediately after becoming airborne. To be continued.... 
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COVER PHOTO 

Prototype HPR.3 Herald G-AODE displaying at 
Farnborough in Queensland Airlines colours, 
September 1955. This issue sees the start of a 
Whole Truth series which covers the Herald 
and Dart Herald in detail. (Photo: Mike Hooks) 
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HEAD-ON VIEW - WHAT IS IT? Number 33 
A distinctly watery theme to this selection but beware, this particular coastal dweller was not 
always this shape! Details next time, (via JM Collection) 

In this issue 
This time we are able to begin the promised 
Whole Truth feature on the Handley Page 
Herald / Dart Herald series, compiled for us 
by Derek King with the able assistance of a 
worldwide band of contributors. Indeed it is 
worth mentioning that the choice of topic came 
about because of a number of questions and 
responses on abix (Air-Britain Information 
Exchange) concerning the early production 
arrangements for the airliner. Clearly both 
author and editor have gained from the subse-
quent exchange of data and we trust that 
readers will find the series engaging. 

Only 48 Heralds were completed which may 
not have been a true reflection of the airliner's 
worth and capabilities. It was unfortunate that 
the Handley Page company lacked the 
backing enjoyed by the big players in the UK 
aircraft industry at the time and that the switch 
from Leonides to Dart power came too late to 
compete with the marketing of the Fokker 
Friendship. 

Colour photos of the prototype seem hard to 
find, so we are particularly grateful to Mike 
Hooks for allowing us access to his collection 
and we have to remind ourselves that our 
cover image was actually taken 54 years ago. 
One might assume that Mike was in short 
trousers at the time but of course you can 
still find him at airshows and fly-ins today, still 
taking record shots and keeping detailed notes 
that would put many modern spotters to 
shame! 

A newcomer to our list of contributors is 
Michael West who has researched for us the 
story of Operation Sonnie. This involved the 
very brief use of the registration G-AFYO on a 
Liberator making wartime flights between the 
UK and Sweden during WWII. Although these 
marks were intended as a call sign only, the 
Swedes did not take kindly to unmarked aero-
planes dropping in on them in wartime and so 

G-AFYO was writ large externally for the first 
repatriation service, only to be superceded by 
US civil marks on later flights and other aircraft 
used for the same purpose. We are indebted 
in particular to Bo Rydelius and to the 
Goteborg-Torslanda authorities for their help 
in compiling this story. Parts of the tale have 
previously appeared about ten years ago in 
the What Do You Know feature in Air-Britain 
Digest - another link to Mike Hooks!! 

Otherwise the mixture is much as before. The 
pre-war section of the Yugoslav Civil 
Register is now complete thanks to the addi-
tions, artwork and photos supplied by Ognjan 
M Petrovic, to whom we are most grateful for 
sharing the results of many years of research. 
We should start to progress through the post-
war registrations in the next issue. Research 
on Civil Aviation in China has benefitted 
greatly from the attentions of Martin Best's 
research group. This time we are able to take 
a closer look at the CATI fleet and its disposi-
tion post-war. In work of this nature problems 
naturally emerge, but some also get resolved. 
Like much of Archive this series is an ongoing 
research project rather than a last word - con-
tributions are of course to be encouraged! 

The Moss Monoplane was another of those 
excellent British designs of the 1930s that 
simply ran out of time. If it had not been for the 
war we might all be flying Moss derivatives 
even today. Less likely however, would be the 
chance of flying around in Horten tail-less 
designs. Nevertheless the German architect of 
the flying wing did persuade the Argentinians 
that this was where the future lay - though in 
practice the opposite was the case. 

Our features on the French pre-war register 
and CallAir production continue, though the 
latter is nearing the end. So too may be 
Casualty Compendium - very few contribu-
tors of late, perhaps a result of the growth of 
internet sources, may mean that we have to 
reconsider our decision to keep the series 
running at least in its present form. 
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COMPLETE CIVIL REGISTERS: 15 

X- UN- YU- YUGOSLAVIA 
With thanks to the following for their 
contributions: 
John Wegg, Jack Meaden, Malcolm 
Fillmore, Vojislav Jereb, Ognjan M 
Petrovic, Predrag Miladinovic and 
LET/Flight magazine. 

The Yugoslav Civil Aircraft Register -
We now conclude this review of the 
pre-war registration series from exten-
sive research by Ognjan M Petrovic. 

Fourth Series 1933-1941 YU- (continued) 

YU-PDY 
To VV as No1 (original c/n); changed to 301 in mid .40. 

YU-PDZ 
To VV as No2 (original c/n); changed to 302 in mid .40. 

YU-PEH, 'I, 'J 
Hanriot-built H.320s, 1926 model. 

YU-PEK, 'L 
Zmaj-modified H.320 with new powerplant 120 hp Walter NZR-120 (R 
for reduction gear); introduced new set of c/ns (1001, 1002 respective-
ly) intended for new type known as Hanriot-Walter. 

YU-PEM, 'N, 'O, 'P 
French-built Hanriot H.320s. 
Note: YU-PEP c/n 1036 served briefly with OO Cetinje late .37. 

Abbreviations page 2008/147: 
AAK - Akademski aero klub or Aero Club for (University) Students (ie 
Student AC) 
JRV - Jugoslovensko (not Jugoslavensko) ratno vazduhoplovstvo 
MO - Mesni (not Mjesni) odbor (Local Committee) 
SU - Sredisna (not savezna) uprava, ie Central (not Federal) 
Commitee 

Above: Rogojarsky Sim VI YU-PDX of SU Belgrade, summer 1937. 
Milutinovic-designed, 50 HP Walter Mikron I eguipped. Light sport low-
winged two-seater. Max speed 150 km/h, min speed 60 km/h (both at 
sea level), cruising speed 115 km/h. (Muzej Vazduhoplovstva) 
Below: Rogojarsky-built Fizir FN c/n 54 YU-PEX of SU Belgrade, April 
1938. Standard military (VV) and civil (Aero Club) pre-war primary 
trainer. Pre-war production took place in three Serbian factories, Zmaj, 
Rogozarski and Albatros; 193 Fizir FN were built including 3 civil and 
190 military machines (130 with Walter NZ/NZR-120 and 60 with 
Mercedes D.ll). First deliveries to VV in 1931; 17 former VV Walter-
equpped machines gifted to Aero Club (1934-38). Zmaj company deliv-
ered a further 14 new FNs (3 to German ally Croatia and 11 to post-war 
Yugoslav AF). Max speed 148 km/h, min speed 62 km/h. (MV) 

YU-PER, YU-PET 
Zmaj-built Hanriot H.320 1928 model, c/ns respectively 25, 21. 
Zmaj licence-built first series of 25 Salmson-engined H.320s were 
given c/ns 1-25. 

YU-PES 
Zmaj-built Hanriot H.320 1929 model, c/n 31. 
Zmaj licence-built second series of 20 Siemens-engined H.320s; were 
given c/ns 26-45. Powerplant was 108 HP Siemens Sh12. 

YU-PEX Fizir FN c/n 54 
To SU Belgrade 4.38, to OO Kragujevac .39, to Smederevska Palanka 
Pilot School .39-40. To VV 4.41. 
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Above: ZLAS Zlin Z-XII c/n 218 YU-PFU, Auxiliary Air Force, VV, April 
1941. Impressed civil machine owned by Bata Co. Full para-military 
markings shown. (Artwork by O.M. Petrovic) 
Left: Messerschmitt Bf-108B-1 YU-PFC c/n 1669, 00 Nis, summer 
1938. (M. Hrelja via O.M. Petrovic) 
Below: Zmaj H.41H (Hanriot Skolski/Walter) YU-PFI, Boka Kotorska 
Bay, 1941. Licence-built two-seat military floatplane. Used by PV. 
Originally 120 HP Salmson-equpped; modified 1931 to 145 HP Walter 
Mars I, as one of six converted seaplanes for use in PV service; known 
as SH/V (Skolski Hanriot/Valter) ie Walter-equipped Hanriot Trainer. 
Max speed 140 km/h. YU-PFI was captured by the Italians in 4.41. 
(R. Gentilli via P. Miladinovic) 

YU-PEZ 
The sole Sim Via prototype was developed from the earlier Sim VI. 

YU-PFC 
Werke Nummer (ie: c/n) was 1669, not 1699. To W autumn .39. 

New entry: 
YU-PFD ZLAS Zlin Z-XII (open cockpits) c/n 222 .39 
Ex OK-LZM (regn eld 17.8.39), "Bata" Factory, Borovo .38 (with 0K-
regn). Seized by W 4.41. Flown to Nis 7.4.41; fate unknown, possibly 
damaged/destroyed or survived/captured by Germans? 
(ZLAS = Zlinska letecka akciova spolecnost, Otrokovice, CSR) 

YU-PFE 
ToWasNo751. 
New entry: 
YU-PFI Zmaj Hanriot H-41H floatplane c/n unknown 5-6.38 
Ex PV machine. To SU Belgrade .37 (without regn); to OO Cetinje mid 
-38. CofA and CofR not known. Used and stored at PV hydro-base 
Kumbor (Boka Kotorska Bay). Captured by Italians 4.41; not used by 
Regia Aeronautica. 

YU-PFJ, 'K, 'L 
Ex W machines (last three of 21 Rogojarsky Sim X built). To SU 
Belgrade 6.38 for sport planes' Petite Entente Challenge (29.8 to 
5.9.38); carried competition nos: 15, 16, 17. 

YU-PFO 
To W as No752. 

New enfryv 
YU-PFT ZLAS Zlin Z-XII (with canopy) c/n 248 8.39 
Ex OK-LZQ; "Bata", Borovo 8.39; CofR and CofA not known. To W 
4.41. Flown to Ni§ 6.4.41; fate unknown. (OK-LZQ presented during 5-
6.38 at the First International Aviation Exhibition in Belgrade). 
Note: The registration of the fourth Yugoslav Z-XII for Bata in addition 
to 'PFD, 'PFU, 'PFV is unconfirmed, but YU-PFT is believed correct. 

Left: Rogojarsky 
licence-built RWD-13 
c/n 1 YU-PFE, ofSU 
Belgrade, 1938. 
A high-winged three-
seater powered by a 
120hp (max 130hp) 
Walter Major 4. Six 
examples were built 
by Rogojarsky. Max 
speed 210 km/h, 
cruising 180 km/h, 
min speed 67 km/h. 
The first two ('PFE 
and 'PFO) were used 
by SU Belgrade in 
1938-39. 
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jUrUvorb bti 
Ognjan M. PETROVIC 

Left: Mitrovic-designed, Aeroput Workshop-
built MMS-3 c/n 1 YU-SAR, Aeroput 
Airlines, Belgrade, ca 1937. This was the 
first indigenous aero taxi. 

Below: Lockheed 10A c/n 1097 YU-SAV, Transport Air Group, VV, April 1941 
(impressed Aeroput machine). The first of seven Electras purchased by Aeroput. 
Note para-military markings (blue-white-red stripes) introduced at the end of 1940. 
(Artwork by O.M. Petrovib) 

/Jrtworli IHJ 
Ognjan M. PETROVIfJ 

New entry: 
YU-PFU ZLAS Zlin Z-XII (with canopy) c/n 218 8.39 
Ex OK-LZG (regn cancelled 18.8.39); "Bata", Borovo 8.39; CofA and 
CofR not known. To W 4.41. Flown to Ni§ 6.4.41. Survived Luftwaffe 
air raid at the same day; captured intact by Germans. 

YU-PFV ZLAS Zlin Z-XI I (open cockpits) 
Flown to Nis" 6.4.41; fate unknown. (Exhibited in Belgrade show 5-6.38) 

YU-SAB to YU-SAG 
Potez 29-2s were all withdrawn from use (not broken up). Three Potez 
29s in non-operational condition were captured by the Germans. 

YU-SAD was used for military parachutist training 1938. Intended for 
future museum collection and saved for National Museum, Belgrade. 

Above: ZLAS Zlin Z-XI I c/n 213 YU-PFV (ex OK-ZLZ) of the Bata Co., 
Borovo, 1939. One of two Yugoslav examples with open cockpits. 
(Muzej Vazduhoplovstva) 

AE R O P U T 
J U G O S L A V I J 

Aeroput 
A selection of Aeroput timetables from (left to right) c.1933, 1934, 1938, 1939. (Dacre Watson collection) 
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Above: Lockheed 10A Electra c/n 1098 YU-SAZ and DH.89A Dragon 
Rapide c/n 6332 YU-SAS of Aeroput Airlines standing in front of 
Belgrade aerodrome's main building.(Muzej Vazduhoplovstva) 

YU-SAH 
Not used. UN-SAH Farman F.306 c/n 3/7243 (not 2/7242) cr 12.9.33 
and intended new regn of Fourth Series never used. (See p2009/051) 

YU-SAI de Havilland DH.60M Moth c/n 3028 9.33 
Ex UN-SAI, G-ABXM; CofR No31. CofA No29. Aeroput Belgrade. To 
VV4.41. Lost 4.41. 

YU-SAJ 
Registration not used. 

YU-SAK de Havilland DH.83 Fox Moth c/n 4014 9.33 
Ex UN-SAK, G-ABZA. CofR No32. CofA No30. Aeroput. To VV 4.41. 
Lost 4.41. 

YU-SAL, YU-SAM 
Confirmed as not allotted. 

YU-SAN Spartan Cruiser Mk.ll c/n 5 2.10.33 
Ex G-ACJO. CofR No55. CofA No53. Aeroput. Baptised "Ljubljana" 
9.33. To VV 4.41. Damaged 6.4.41 during Luftwaffe air raid on Zemun 
aerodrome. Captured. 

YU-SAO Spartan Cruiser Mk.ll c/n 6 9.5.34 
Ex G-ACMW. CofR No58. CofA No56. Aeroput. Baptised "Susak" 
15.7.34. To VV 4.41. Damaged 6.4.41 during Luftwaffe air raid to 
Zemun aerodrome. Captured. 

YU-SAP Zmaj Spartan Cruiser II c/n 1 24.5.35 
Zmaj licence-built machine. CofR No71. CofA No69. Aeroput. Baptised 
"Nis" 5.35. Crashed 17.7.36 near Ljubljana. 

YU-SAQ 
Registration not used. 

YU-SAR Aeroput (Mitrovic) MMS-3 (M-3) c/n 1 5-6.36 
CofR No87. CofA No85. Aeroput, Belgrade. To VV (603 escadrille at 
auxilliary war strip Divce) 4.41. Destroyed at auxilliary war strip Grab, 
Hercegovina 4.41. Designed by Milenko Mitrovic Spirta, chief-engineer 
of Aeroput Workshop. Aeroput-built two-motor (two 90 HP Pobjoy 
Niagara I) three-seat aero taxi; very unconventional design with two 
tail-booms, single vertical tail and central cabin-gondola. 

YU-SAS de Havilland DH.89A Dragon Rapide c/n 6332 27.8.36 
Ex G-AEKF. CofR No90. CofA No88. Aeroput, Belgrade; To VV 4.41. 
Captured by Germans at Zemun aerodrome 4.41. 

YU-SAT Caudron C.449 Goeland c/n 27/7506 29.4.37 
Ex F-APKT Caudron C.448 c/n 3/7506. CofR No106. CofA No105. 
Aeroput, Belgrade. To W 4.41. Captured and used by Luftwaffe 5.41 
(Luftwaffe code CJ+XM incorrect). 
Note: Originally built as C.448 c/n 3, modified to C.449 c/n 27; retained 
common Caudron No7506. 

YU-SAU Caudron C.449 Goeland c/n 28/7507 22.7.37 
Ex F-AKPU Built as Caudron C.448 c/n 4/7507, modified to C.449. 

CofR No108. CofA No114. Aeroput, Belgrade. Damaged during crew 
training and withdrawn from use .39. 

YU-SAV Lockheed 10A Electra c/n 109 26.7.37 
CofR No109. CofA No106. Aeroput, Belgrade. To VV 4.41. To RAF 
2.5.41 as AX699. Damaged at Ismailia 23. 12. 41. 

YU-SAW 
Registration not used. 

YU-SAX, YU-SAY 
Not allotted. 

YU-SAZ Lockheed 10A Electra c/n 1098 26.7.37 
CofR No110. CofA No107. Aeroput, Belgrade. To VV 4.41. Force-
landed and heavy damaged near Belgrade 5.4.41. 

YU-SBA Lockheed 10A Electra c/n 1123 1.6.38 
Unknown CofR and CofA. Aeroput, Belgrade. To VV 4.41. Destroyed at 
Niksic aerodrome 15.4.41 (during VV service organized "air bridge" 
Niksic - Greece). In some earlier published texts incorrectly noted as 
RAF AX700. 

YU-SBB Lockheed 10A Electra c/n 1124 1.6.38 
Unknown CofR and CofA. Aeroput, Belgrade. To VV 4.41. To RAF 
2.5.41 as AX701. Damaged at Matariya, Egypt 25.8.44. 

YU-SBC Lockheed 10A Electra c/n 1135 20.3.39 
Unknown CofR and CofA. Aeroput, Belgrade. Crashed on Velebit 
mountain (near Adriatic coast) 22.8.40. 

YU-SBD Lockheed 10A Electra c/n 1136 4.4.39 
Unknown CofR and CofA. Aeroput, Belgrade. To VV 4.41. Shot-down 
over Greek coast by British AA fire 7.4.41. 

YU-SBE Lockheed 10A Electra c/n 1137 29.4.39 
Unknown CofR and CofA. Aeroput, Belgrade. Crashed near Borovo 
22.10.40. (The last regn. in YU-SBx set) 

YU-SDA Lockheed 10A Electra c/n 1139 4.39 
Unknown CofR and CofA. Government of Kingdom of Yugoslavia. Also 
used by Aeroput. To VV 4.41. To RAF 2.5.41. as AX700. Forced-
landed and crashed near Barrackpore, India 14.6.46. (In some texts 
incorrectly referred to as machine that crashed at Niksic but this was 
YU-SBA not YU-SDA). 

New entry: 
YU-SEI Avia Fokker F.39 c/n 101 4.40 
Ex VV machine. Unknown CofR and CofA. Interim regn for external 
flights. To VV as Br. 3211. Confirmed two last digits (El), seen on pho-
tograph. Assumed regn to be YU-SEI. 
(Most probably new YU-SEx series intended as interim regns.) 

New entry: 
YU-SEJ Avia Fokker F.39 c/n 102 4.40 
Ex W machine. Unknown CofR and CofA. Interim regn for external 
flights. To W as Br. 3212. Unconfirmed. Assumed regn as above 

End of pre-war registrations. 
Series to be continued with post-war registrations .. . 
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The Development of Commercial 
Aviation in China PARTSB 

Central Air Transport Corporation 
Fleet Lists _ 

EDITED BY MARTIN S 
BEST, CHINA HISTORY 
RESEARCH GROUP 

Left: CATC Convair 240-14 XT-606 
seen at Hong Kong Kai Tak Airport, 
(via Ian D Johnson collection) 

We continue from Part 8A with a detailed analysis of the CATC 
fleet by type. 

Foreign Liquidation Commissioner 
David Lucabaugh sent John Davis 20 pages of documents he copied at 
the US National Archives the best part of 20 years ago and these were 
forwarded to the author in 2008. This is correspondence related to the 
disposal by FLC of the last 157 ex-USAAF aircraft at Kiangwan airfield 
in June 1946. 152 were sold to CATC but the fate of the other five is 
not in these papers. No aircraft identities are listed. [JMD 02Apr2008] 

This correspondence refers to an inquisition during 1946, between the 
Director, Aircraft Division, of the Foreign Liquidation Commissioner, 
Department of State, Washington and the FLC Field Commissioner, 
China, over the value of the sales made in China. The following notes 
are taken from this correspondence. 

The FLC Shanghai Office was opened on 1st December 1945. Aircraft 
declarations were slow in coming in, and the bulk of these declarations 
did not reach the FLC office until the first three or four months of 1946. 
The FLC immediately started making sales to CNAC and CATC. A 
standing, blanket waiver from UNRRA was secured before these sales 
were made. 

The recovery on aircraft and parts peculiar to aircraft up until the time 
of the bulk sale compared favourably with that recorded by any FLC 
office elsewhere; in fact they consistently obtained several thousand 
dollars above the worldwide price on most of these sales. CATC and 
CNAC, for example, paid from $25,000 to $35,000 for each flyable 
C-46 plane purchased prior to the bulk sale. The worldwide price for 
this type of plane averages $20,000. They were able to get this excel-
lent price because their two customers desperately needed the planes 
and had no other ready source of supply. 

The planes on Contract #458, the bulk sale to CATC, were declared 
surplus during the first four months of 1946. They had been in open 
storage for a period of several months, and the majority were in a very 
questionable condition. They were not being properly guarded even 
while the USAAF were in Kiangwan. The planes were being constantly 
cannibalized because the USAAF had insufficient personnel to guard 
them and protect them from pilferage. The Provost Marshall Officer at 
Kiangwan explained that he was unable to do a better job of guarding 

due to his shortage of personnel. Thus the surplus planes were no 
longer in the condition ascribed to them at the time declarations were 
made out and, even then, the planes were over-classified. 

During the latter part of May 1946, the FLC were advised of the 
impending deactivation of the USAAF in this area. Considerable pres-
sure was brought upon the FLC office to make prompt disposition of the 
remaining aircraft and equipment surplus on Kiangwan airfield. On 1st 
June, with deactivation imminent, FLC was left with approximately 152 
unsold planes in poor condition. The Chinese Air Force was also 
demanding prompt removal of these planes from Kiangwan airfield. 
The FLC officer suspected that the CAF expected the USAAF to 
abandon the planes at Kiangwan and gift them all to the CAF. 

The attitude of the CAF Commander is further substantiated by the 
request of CATC, dated 24th June 1946, asking to cancel the contract 
because the Chinese Government was not in favour of the transaction. 
Strong pressure was brought by the CAF against CATC for purchasing 
these aircraft, because the CAF felt that they would eventually acquire 
these aircraft gratis. The FLC refused to cancel the contract. 

On 6th June 1946 the Chinese Commission on Aeronautical Affairs 
(CoAA), Nanking wrote to the FLC, Shanghai requesting that FLC 
dispose of 157 decommissioned planes located at Kiangwan airfield. 
These were as follows: 

91 
48 
2 
11 
3 
2 
157 

The FLC Shanghai office consulted higher authorities and it was 
agreed that the aircraft would need to be sold at any price. A minimum 
price of $1,000 per plane was suggested. As civilian aviation was not 
permitted in China, their only potential cash customers were the two 
Chinese Government-controlled airlines, CNAC and CATC. CNAC 
refused outright to bid, but CATC indicated they would probably give 
FLC a reasonable bid later after consulting with other officials. After 
negotiations of several days CATC raised their original offer from 
"something like $100,000" to a firm offer of $500,000 for the balance of 

Transports 

Medium bombers 
Training planes 

Total: 
[CoAA 6Jun46] 

C-46 
C-47 
C-87 
B-25 
BT-13 
AT-6 
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Left: One of 
CATC's Convair 
240s still survives 
in China. XT-610 
is shown at the 
Chinese Air Force 
Museum at Beijing 
- Datang Shan. 
(John Yu via Ian D 
Johnson collec-
tion) 

the planes left on Kiangwan. This offer was predicated on their being 
able to make satisfactory arrangements with the FLC to purchase the 
necessary balance of the technical supplies to be left on Kiangwan 
when the USAAF pulled out. The USAAF officers were keen to transfer 
the technical supplies to FLC for disposal but no clerks were available 
to complete the paperwork. 

CATC agreed to pay the FLC $500,000 for the surplus planes plus 
approximately $145,000 for the technical supply material they had 
received, giving a total of $645,515.42 for contract #458. As paperwork 
was not available for the balance of the technical supplies, CATC 
accepted the addition of $25,000 to the contract as additional compen-
sation for items not on SPB-3 forms. In other words, FLC agreed to sell 
CATC all the aircraft and technical supplies they desired for a total of 
$670,616.00. Later they discovered that additional technical supplies 
were available that neither CATC nor FLC had known were still in exis-
tence. CATC agreed to pay an additional $5,000, later raised by FLC to 
$7,052.27 as the final instalment. [FLC 220ct46] [page 6 missing] 

CATC did not wish to buy either the B-25 or the C-87 type of aircraft 
and would have preferred to purchase only a proportion of the other air-
craft, due to the cost involved in moving the planes from Kiangwan, but 
at this stage the FLC would only consider a bulk sale. The aircraft sold 
to CATC were not in flyable condition and it was a stipulation of the con-
tract that they would not be made flyable but only used as a source of 
spare parts. Thus we should not expect to see any of these aircraft 
appearing in the CATC fleet lists given below. Aircraft had previously 
been sold to CNAC and CATC, however, before this bulk sale and 
these aircraft should appear in fleet lists, e.g. those aircraft excluded by 
the USAAF on 1st August 1946. 

"Mr J Mobley, a veteran representing Hong Kong interests, expressed 
interest in this equipment and was urged to make a bid. However, due 
to the Chinese Air Force's attitude of demanding immediate removal 
from the field, he felt he could not risk purchasing the planes at any 
price. At any rate he indicated $500,000 was more than he would be 
willing to pay, even if permitted to keep the equipment at Kiangwan. 
CNAC was at the time tied up in a serious strike and had been taken 
over by the Chinese Air Force, therefore they were not interested in 
giving any sort of bid." [FLC 2Aug46] 

Air Transport, October 1946, quotes from the July 31st report of the 
FLC on various sales: "CATC Shanghai bought 47 C-47s and 92 C-46s 
for $500,000, although all labelled by surplus as 'non-flyable'." [JW 
10Jan2008] 

CATC fleet list by aircraft type 

XT-604 127 

Convair CV-240-14 
/fate reg. c/n d/d US export CofA CofA 

XT-600 100 22Apr49 E-13760, 23Jun49 38-1 
impounded at Hong Kong Nov49, to N8300C 

XT-602 126 28Feb49 E-13633, 10Jun49 38-2 
impounded at Hong Kong Nov49, to N8301C 

XT-606 129 

XT-608 130 

XT-610 131 

28Feb49 E-13758, 23May49 38-3 
impounded at Hong Kong Nov49, to N8302C 

28Feb49 E-13759, 6May49 38-4 
impounded at Hong Kong Nov49, to N8303C 

23Apr49 E-13763, 27Jul49 38-5 
impounded at Hong Kong Nov49, to N8304C 

26Aprl49 E-13761, 12Jul49 38-6 
Defected from Hong Kong to PRC 9Nov49, to 
401, preserved Beijing Datang Shan; 
(N8305C, 19Dec49, eld. 70ct65 'NTU') (see 
note 10) 

[Andersson p.179; CF 01Apr2002; FAA files; JMD 05Feb2009; JMG 
pp.76, 141-145] 
Notes: 
1. These aircraft were sold at a unit price of $US 315,000 giving a total 

price for 6 aircraft and spares of $US 2.11 million. In Chinese cur-
rency, this mounted to 85 billion yuan. The Executive Yuan autho-
rised the national banks to advance this money to CATC in July 
1948. The delivery of the aircraft (via Europe and Kunming) was 
repeatedly delayed. Dates of May 29, June 9, June 27 & July 12 are 
mentioned. (The translation of a Chinese article is difficult to under-
stand.) 

2. The following were noted on delivery at Prestwick on the dates given: 
XT-600 (5Jul49), XT-608 (26Aug49), XT-610 (28Jul49). [Archive 
p.96/112] Delivery dates (d/d) given above, from JMG, are not con-
sistent with US Export CofA dates or spotting reports. 

3. Between 10Jun49 and 23Jun49, CATC's address was changed from 
Shanghai to Hong Kong. The physical move may have been in late 
April or May 1949. 

4. Aircraft impounded at Kai Tak are listed in a letter from the Acting 
DCA, Hong Kong, dated 16Nov49. 

5. Chinese CofA numbers are given in the MOC list of CATC aircraft to 
be sold to Chennault & Willauer on 12th December 1949. 

6. The airline had taken delivery of six Convair CV-240s in August 
1949, giving a fleet of 42 airliners. 

7. Note that the N-numbers are allocated in the same order as the XT-
6## registrations. 

8. "XT-610" preserved in Chinese Air Force Museum. 
9. Master documents for ex-CATC aircraft transferred from Chennault 

& Willauer to Civil Air Transport, Inc. will be in the first FAA file, i.e. 
for N8300C, which has not yet been received from the FAA. 

The term 'not taken up' (NTU) usually implies that a registration 10 
number has been allocated to a specific aircraft but a certificate of 
registration has not been issued. In the case of the Chinese aircraft, 
the N-numbers were allocated and presumably the registration cer-
tificates were issued to CATI but could not be applied to the aircraft 
that had defected to Communist China. Generally these N-numbers 
are given in brackets, which is the normal notation for NTU, although 
they were listed in the USCAR until 1965. 

Curtiss C-46 Commando 
These aircraft are listed in three different ways to allow ease of refer-
ence (and cross reference) to the CA- numbers, the XT-Txx sequence 
and the XT-5xx sequence, data having been acquired from different 
sources. 
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f/n 
CA-15 

CA-16 
CA-17 
CA-18 
CA-19 

CA-20 

CA-21 
CA-22 
CA-23 
CA-24 
CA-27 
CA-37 
CA-40 
CA-44 
CA-45 
CA-46 
CA-49 
CA-51 
CA-52 
CA-53 
CA-55 
CA-58 
CA-60 
CA-61 
CA-63 
CA-64 
CA-65 

regn. 
XT-T9 
XT-T27 
XT-T28 
XT-T29 
XT-T30 
XT-T38 

XT-T39 
XT-T40 
XT-T61 
XT-T62 
XT-T63 
XT-T64 
XT-T65 
XT-T66 
XT-T69 
XT-T71 
XT-T73 
XT-T75 
XT-T76 
XT-T77 
? 
? 
? 

regn. 
XT-500 
XT-502 

XT-504 

XT-506 
XT-508 
XT-510 
XT-512 
XT-514 
XT-516 
XT-518 
XT-520 

XT-522 
XT-524 
XT-526 

model 
C-46F 

C-46F 
C-46F 
C-46F 
C-46F 

C-46F 

C-46F 
C-46F 
C-46F 
C-46F 
C-46F 
C-46F 
C-46D 
C-46A 
C-46D 
C-46D 
C-46D 
C-46F 
C-46A 
C-46F 
C-46F 
C-46F 
C-46F 
C-46F 
C-46F 
C-46F 
C-46 

model 
C-46F 
C-46F 
C-46F 
C-46F 
C-46F 
C-46F 

C-46A 
C-46F 
C-46F 
C-46F 
C-46D 
C-46D 
C-46D 
C-46D 
C-46F 
C-46F 
C-46F 
C-46F 
C-46F 
C-46 
C-46F 
C-46F 
C-46D 

model 
? 
C-46F 

C-46 

? 
C-46F 
C-46F 
C-46F 
C-46D 
C-46D 
C-46D 
C-46 

C-46A 
C-46F 
C-46F 

c/n 
22429 

22417 
22407 
22409 
22437 

22431 

22452 
22416 
22413 
22419 
22436 
22410 
33674 
26848 
33641 
33595 
33484 
22439 
449 
22422 
22453 
22415 
22423 
22445 
22435 
22455 
? 

c/n 
22416 
22417 
22452 
22436 
22410 
22439 

449 
22422 
22453 
22419 
33674 
33641 
33595 
33484 
22415 
22423 
22445 
22435 
22455 
? 
22442 
22418 
22265 

c/n 
? 
22417? 

? 

? 
22419 
? 
? 
33674 
? 
? 
? 

449 
22422 
22453 

d/d 
28Feb46 

28Feb46 
28Feb46 
15Mar46 
15Mar46 

15Mar46 

30Apr46? 
15Apr46 
15May46 
15May46 
X1Aug46 
X1Aug46 
X1Aug46 
X1Aug46 
X1Aug46 
X1Aug46 
X1Aug46 
X1Aug46 
X1Aug46 
X1Aug46 
X1Aug46 
X1Aug46 
X1Aug46 
X1Aug46 

p/i 
44-78606 

44-78594 
44-78584 
44-78586 
44-78614 

44-78608 

44-78629 
44-78593 
44-78590 
44-78596 
44-78613 
44-78587 
44-78278 
42-60973 
44-78245 
44-78199 
44-78088 
44-78616 
43-47379 
44-78599 
44-78630 
44-78592 
44-78600 
44-78622 

CAF15Apr46 44-78612 
CAF15Apr46 44-78632 
? 

p/i 
CA22 
CA16 
CA21 
CA27 
CA37 
CA51 

CA52 
CA53 
CA55 
CA24 
CA40 
CA45 
CA46 
CA49 
CA58 
CA60 
CA61 
CA63 
CA64 
? 
? 
? 
? 

d/d 

? 

? 

fate 

fate 
Destroyed 12Jul46 in Jinan, Shandong. Lost control after engine failed on flight 
from Shanghai to Beijing (17k) [MM] 
W/O 13Jul46 crashed on take-off, Tsinan (Jinan), China (13k) (see note 1) 
to XT-T27 
private aircraft returned 
private aircraft returned, to VR-HFA, N9995F 
Destroyed near Hankou 80ct1946. 
Crashed due to engine failure, Xu Jia Peng, near Wuhan, Hubei. [MM] 
Destroyed 29Mar46 in Guiyang County, Guizhou, near Langdai. 
Lost control in bad weather. 
to XT-T28 
to XT-T9; or crashed at Jinan, Shandong 22Jul47 due to pilot error [MM] 
"not use demolition" 
to XT-T62 
to XT-T29 
to XT-T30 
to XT-T63 
"not use the grounding" 
to XT-T64 
to XT-T65 
to XT-T66 
to XT-T38 
to XT-T39 
to XT-T40 
to XT-T61 
to XT-T69 
to XT-T71 
to XT-T73 
to XT-T75 
to XT-T76 
to XT-T77 

Fate unknown 
> XT-502, N8306C (19Dec49), N4872V 
Fate unknown 
> XT-5.., N8313C (19Dec49), N4874V 
> XT-5.., N8316C (19Dec49), N4871V 
Has been destroyed in the crash at Baoding, Hebei; 
shot down 
> XT-522, 
> XT-524, 
> XT-526, 
> XT-5 . ., 
> XT-5 . ., 
> XT-5 . ., 
> XT-5 . ., 

Shijiahuang, Hebei 170ct47 (3k) [MM] 
N8323C (19Dec49), N2050A 
N8307C (19Dec49), N4875V 
N8311C (19Dec49), N4879V 
N8310C (19Dec49), N4861V 
N8319C (19Dec49), cancelled 70ct65 
N8320C (19Dec49), N1383N 
N8321C (19Dec49), N2049A 

Fate unknown 
> XT-5 . ., 
> XT-5 . ., 
> XT-5 . ., 
> XT-5 . ., 
> XT-5 . ., 

N8314C (19Dec49), N4873V 
N8317C (19Dec49), N4862V 
N8308C (19Dec49), N4878V 
N8312C (19Dec49), N4876V 
N8315C (19Dec49), N4870V 

Fate unknown 
> XT-5 . ., 
> XT-5 . ., 
> XT-5 . ., 

N8309C (19Dec49), N4877V 
N8318C (19Dec49), N4869V 
N8322C (19Dec49), N1386N 

CofA p/i fate 
nothing known, possibly not allocated 

37-6 44-78594 impounded at Hong Kong, Nov49, to N8306C (19Dec49) 

? 
(TBC-see note 10) 
Crashed on landing, Xu Jia Peng Airport, Wuhan, Hubei 1Aug48, 
pilot error. 
nothing known 

37-5 44-78596 impounded at Hong Kong, Nov49, to N8310C (19Dec49) 
37-7 
37-102 

impounded at Hong Kong, Nov49 
impounded at Hong Kong, Nov49 

37-104 44-78278 left behind on mainland? to (N8319C) 19Dec49, cld.70ct65 (see note 2) 
37-105 
37-106 
? 

impounded at Hong Kong, Nov49 
impounded at Hong Kong, Nov49 
W/O 2Jun49 200 miles N of Chungking (Chongqing) (3k); 
or N of Zhijiang, Hunan, fuel tank caught fire and plane exploded [MM] 

37-8 43-47379 impounded at Hong Kong, Nov49, to N8323C (19Dec49) 
37-9 43-75899 impounded at Hong Kong, Nov49, to N8307C (19Dec49) 
37-103 44-78630 impounded at Hong Kong, Nov49, to N8311C (19Dec49) 
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XT-528 
XT-530 
XT-532 
XT-534 
XT-536 
XT-538 

XT-540 
XT-542 
XT-544 
XT-546 

XT-502 
XT-524 
XT-5 . . 
XT-5 . . 
XT-508 
XT-526 
XT-5. 
XT-5 . 
XT-5 . 
XT-5 . 
XT-5 . 
XT-5 . 
XT-5 . 
XT-514 
XT-5 . 
XT-5. 
XT-5 . 
XT-522 

C-46F 
C-46F 
C-46F 
C-46F 
C-46F 
C-46 

C-46D 
C-46F 
C-46F 
C-46 

C-46F 
C-46F 
C-46F 
C-46F 
C-46F 
C-46F 
C-46F 
C-46F 
C-46F 
C-46F 
C-46F 
C-46F 
C-46F 
C-46D 
C-46D 
C-46D 
C-46D 
C-46A 

? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
'? 

22417 
22422 
22445 
22442 
22419 
22453 
22435 
22436 
22415 
22455 
22410 
22423 
22418 
33674 
33641 
33595 
22265 
449 

? 
? 
? 
20Aug47 
15May46 

15Apr46 
? 
? 
15Apr46 
? 
? 
15Apr46 

X1Aug46 
15Apr46 

37-108 
37-10 
37-109 
37-11 
37-12 
? 

37-14 
37-15 
37-135 
? 

impounded at Hong Kong, 
impounded at Hong Kong, 
impounded at Hong Kong, 
impounded at Hong Kong, 
impounded at Hong Kong, 

XT-T27 
XT-T40 
XT-T73 
ExFLC 
XT-T62 
XT-T61 
XT-T75 
XT-T29 
XT-T69 
XT-T76 
XT-T30 
XT-T71 
ExCAF 
XT-T63 
XT-T64 
XT-T65 
ExCAF 
XT-T39 

Nov49 
Nov49 
Nov49 
Nov49 
Nov49 

W/O 5Dec48 overshot & DBF, Kiangwan, Shanghai (9k); diverted from 
Lungwha due to low cloud, crashed 500 metres N of runway [MM] 
impounded at Hong Kong, Nov49 
impounded at Hong Kong, Nov49 
impounded at Hong Kong, Nov49 
Crashed at Yong Wu Village, Hua County, 32 km from Baiyun Airport, 
Guangzhou, 29Jul49. Left engine went into reverse during test flight [MM] 

to N8306C 
to N8307C 
to N8308C 
to N8309C 
toN8310C 
toN8311C 
to N8312C 
toN8313C 
to N8314C 
toN8315C 
to N8316C 
toN8317C 
toN8318C 
toN8319C 
to N8320C 
to N8321C 
to N8322C 
to N8323C 

(19Dec49) 
(19Dec49) 
(19Dec49) 
(19Dec49) 
(19Dec49) 
(19Dec49) 
(19Dec49) 
(19Dec49) 
(19Dec49) 
(19Dec49) 
(19Dec49) 
(19Dec49) 
(19Dec49) 
(19Dec49) 
(19Dec49) 
(19Dec49) 
(19Dec49) 
(19Dec49) 

N4874V 
N4875V 
N4878V 
N4877V 
N4861V 
N4879V 
N4876V 
N4874V 
N4873V 
N4870V 
N4871V 
N4862V 
N4869V 
cancelled 70ct65 
N1383N 
N2049A 
N1386N 
N2050A 

[Andersson p.179; Archive pp.96/111-112; ASN; 
WDAC] 

HK DCA; JFL; LA 27May2007; MM 02Nov2003; MSB 24May2009, 26May2009; SEA79; PCI; 

Notes: 
1. The C-46 (CA15) was piloted by Walter Y B Shin, who held a US 

passport. He and the other two crew, C C Hoo (co-pilot) and S C Li 
(radio operator), together with 13 passengers died in the crash. Thus 
the death toll was 16, not 13. On takeoff from Tsinan there were 52 
passengers and the three crew members. Shortly after takeoff the 
left engine failed, and Shin returned to the airport. He overshot on 
the first landing, and then on the go-around turned the aircraft into 
the dead engine, the left wing dipped and hit telegraph lines and 
poles, and was torn off. The survivors credited Shin's capable pilot-
ing on their survival. [JMD 23Jan2008] 

2. Comparing the MOC list of CATC aircraft to be sold to C&W with the 
HK DCA list of aircraft detained at Kai Tak in November 1949, there 
is only one registration missing from the latter: XT-514. N8319C c/n 
33674 was cancelled in 1965 with the defectors although XT-514 
was not a reported defector. Presumably it was left behind on the 
mainland. This suggests that XT-514 was probably c/n 33674. [MSB 
01Nov2004, 28Jun2007] 

3. It has been suggested that US registrations were allocated in the 
order of the XT-5.. numbers. This hypothesis works for the Convair 
240s but not for C-46s, unless the c/ns usually quoted for XT-522 
and XT-526 are incorrect (see below). [MSB 01Nov2004] 

4. There is no information on XT-500 and XT-506. Presumably these 
were also C-46s. 

5. Aircraft impounded at Kai Tak are listed in a letter from the Acting 
DCA, Hong Kong dated 16Nov49. 

6. The first letter in the HK DCA file is from Far East Flying Training 
School Ltd dated 23rd June, 1950, subject: "2 C46 Aircraft (unregis-
tered) Parked at Kai Tak". "On behalf of Dr W L Wen we beg to 
inform you that he has disposed of one of his C46 aircraft and he 
requests that the parking fees for this aircraft as from and including 
the month of June should be charged to the new owner. The new 
owner is:- Mr Eric Aylward, c/o JAMCO, Kai Tak." A hand-written 
note says: "This is one of the Commandoes left by the American 
Army in 1946 when Mr P N Chung of the Bank of Communications 
was charged the accommodation fees. Dr Wen was responsible for 
the charges after 1/10/49." Eastern Air Associates Ltd said on 4th 
July 1950 that: "We have acquired this aircraft from the owners 
whom we have been given to understand purchased it from the 
American Disposals Commission." The DCA said on 7th July, 1950: 
"This aeroplane appears at present to be in a state of permanent 
disuse ..." C-46F VR-HFA was registered to Eastern Air Associates 
Ltd., Hong Kong as c/n II6-I709 on 17th August, 1950 (C of R No. 

129). The aircraft was overhauled by Hong Kong Aircraft 
Engineering Co., Ltd. in March, 1951. A Certificate of Airworthiness 
was issued on 21st March, 1951. The registration was cancelled on 
28th August, 1953 on sale to Aircarrier Service Corpn., Washington 
by 16th May1951. A cable dated 15-5-51 from Aircar Washington to 
Aireng says: "Please advise Eastair aircraft VRHFA has wrong Curtis 
Wright name plate showing C46D-15CU serial number AC44-78318 
33714 stop Advise by urgent cable first where is original plate 
showing aircraft to be C46F serial number II6-I709 as per C of A 
Nr.66 Second request air registration board Hongkong to cable us as 
follows quote aircraft VRHFA C46F airworthiness certificate number 
66 sold by Eastair to Aircar corresponds to constructor number II6-
I709 signed air registration board Hongkong unquote Will greatly 
appreciate above in as much airplane grounded until clarified." An 
undated cable from the DCA to Aircar, Washington, DC says "C46F 
VRHFA airworthiness certificate number 66 sold by Eastair to Aircar 
corresponds to constructors number II6-I709 stop Original panel to 
which affix makers name plate not available stop Replaced by new 
panel from other aircraft stop Further check can be made with 
USAAF records relating to aircraft AC78586 being Army registration 
stop As far as can be determined here makers serial number II6-I709 
corresponds to above USAAF number". This aircraft became 
N9995F. The Bill of Sale dated 22nd March 1951 identifies this air-
craft as C-46F VR-HFA serial number "II6-I709" but N9995F was 
registered as N9995F on 21st May 1951 with aircraft serial number 
"116-1709" and this s/n remained in use until cancellation by the 
Flying Tiger Line on 20th May 1965. 

7. "Then a 66-man team was sent to Shanghai Second Repair Shop to 
repair C-46 Number 7915. This ex-CATC C-46 was abandoned 
when CATC evacuated from Shanghai and received no attention for 
5 years. After 40 more days of struggle, the work completed on June 
15 and the C-46 was flown back to Tien Ho on July 1. It was named 
'Canton': [CF 19Apr2005] (C-46D 44-77915 c/n 33311?) 

8. The date of the crash of CA19 is given as "194 years on October 8". 
As this date must be after 15Mar46 and before 10ct47, this can only 
be80ct1946. 

9. The registration N4880V, C-46 c/n 120, is within a block of ex-CATI 
aircraft (N4869V to N4884V, etc.) but the history of c/n 120 shows no 
connection with China. Perhaps this c/n is incorrect? 

10. The FAAfile for N4872V includes a CAA memo dated 26Feb53 with 
handwritten notes that are poorly photocopied. These include "CAT 
XT502 (or XT512?) C-46F AAF 44-78594 Mfgs# 22417 FTL, LAT, 
BUR". On first sight, this looks like 'XT512' but could be 'XT502'. 
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There is a similar memo in the FAA file for XT-524/N8307C. The 
CAA obviously knew the Chinese previous identities. 

11. Some lines in this table are repeated to preserve XT-5## and 
N83nnC sequences. 

12. Of 18 C-46s listed, 1 is a C-46A, 4 are C-46D, and 13 are C-46F. 
Model designations are copied from the schedule of CATC aircraft 
(see below). 

Above Left: A C-46 wearing CATC insignia being loaded onto a 
barge at Hong Kong for transfer to the USA - see page 2009/089. 
(via Ian D Johnson Collection) 
Above: Ex CATC /CATI C-46s prepared for departure from Hong Kong 
in September/October 1952. The carrier appears to be USS Windham 
Bay (T-CVE-92) but we can find no record of its taking part in this par-
ticular exercise, (via Ian D Johnson Collection) 

Douglas DC-3/C-47/C-53 
f/n 
CA-1 
CA-2 
CA-3 
CA-4 
CA-5 
CA-6 

CA-7 
CA-8 
CA-9 
CA-10 
CA-11 
CA-29 
CA-31 

CA-32 
CA-33 
CA-34 
CA-35 
CA-36 
CA-38 
CA-39 
CA-41 
CA-42 
CA-43 
CA-47 
CA-48 
CA-50 
CA-54 
CA-56 
CA-57 
CA-59 
CA-62 

regn. 
XT-T10 
XT-T21 
XT-T22 
XT-T23 
XT-T24 
XT-T31 

XT-T32 
XT-T33 
XT-T34 
XT-T36 
XT-T37 

model 
C-47 
C-47 
C-47A 
C-53 
C-47A 
C-47A 

C-47A 
C-47A 
C-47 
C-47 
C-47 
C-47B 
C-47B 

C-47 
C-47 
C-47 
C-47 
C-47 
C-47B 
C-47A 
C-47B 
C-47B 
C-47B 
C-47A 
C-47B 
C-47A 
C-47B 
C-47B 
C-47B 
C-47B 
C-53 

model 
C-47A 
C-53 
C-47B 
C-47 
C-47A 
C-47A 

C-47B 
C-47B 
C-47A 
C-47A 
C-47B 

c/n 
4483 
4781 
20388 
7313 
13410 
13236 

10229 
13186 
6133 
4246 
4214 
32588 
32574 

? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
32769 
13296 
20894 
26704 
32578 
20387 
32986 
10160 
26906 
20891 
20817 
25888 
4859 

c/n 
13186 
7313 
32588 
4483 
20388 
13296 

26704 
32578 
20387 
20160 
26906 

p/i 
41-18421 
41-18620 
43-15922 
42-47371 
42-93492 
42-93336 

42-24367 
42-93291 
41-19490 
41-7759 
41-7738 
44-76256 
44-76242 

44-76437 
42-93390 
43-16428 
43-49443 
44-76246 
43-15921 
44-76654 
43-15694 
43-49645 
43-16425 
43-16351 
43-48627 
41-20089 

p/i 
CA8 
CA4 
CA29 
CA1 
CA3 
CA39 

CA42 
CA43 
CA47 
CA50 
CA54 

fate 
to XT-T23 
Damaged 3Mar46 Jinan, Shandong. Engine failed, no casualties 
to XT-T24 
to XT-T21 
Destroyed 26Jan46 Wuhan, Hubei. Lost control in bad weather (3k) 
Destroyed 31Mar46 over Hunan en route Shanghai to Kunming. Engine failed, couldn't maintain 
altitude, crew bailed out. 
"not use demolition" 
toXT-T10 
"not use the grounding" 
"not use the grounding" 
W/O 14Dec46 missing over Chang Xing, Zhejiang en route Beijing to Shanghai 
to XT-T22 
Destroyed 14Dec46 Changxing County, Zhejiang. Missing on flight from Beijing to Shanghai; 
lost due to bad weather (6k) 
GCAC, fate unknown 
GCAC, fate unknown 
GCAC, fate unknown 
GCAC, fate unknown 
GCAC, fate unknown 
"borrowing has been returned" 
to XT-T31 
LWF, to XT-T72 
to XT-T32 
to XT-T33 
to XT-T34 
Destroyed 25Dec46, crashed in fog on approach to Kiangwan, Shanghai (11 or 12k) 
to XT-T36 
to XT-T37 
to XT-T67 
to XT-T68 
to XT-T70 
to XT-T74 

fate 
> XT-5 . ., to N8325C (19Dec49), N4660V 
> XT-5 . ., to N8336C (19Dec49), N1794B 
> XT-5 . ., to N8329C (19Dec49), N4663V 
fate unknown 
> XT-5 . ., to N8324C (19Dec49), N1795B 
Crashed due to pilot error Jinan, Shandong 13Dec47, repaired, > XT-5 
(19Dec49), N4660V 
> XT-5 . ., to N8330C (19Dec49), N4661V 
> XT-5 . ., to N8331C (19Dec49), N1799B 
fate unknown 
> XT-5 . ., to N8328C (19Dec49), N1797B 
> XT-5 . ., to N8332C (19Dec49), N4662V 

to N8326C 
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XT-T67 
XT-T68 
XT-T70 
XT-T74 
? 
? 
? 

C-47B 
C-47B 
C-47B 
C-53 
C-47A 
C-47B 
C-47 

Ex Northwest Airli 
W-# 
NC21715 
NC25608 
NC25609 
NC25610 
NC33324 

20891 
20817 
25888 
4859 
20346 
26704 
? 

nes Douglas 
model 
DC-3A-269 
DC-3A-269B 
DC-3A-269B 
DC-3A-269B 
DST-A-207 

CA56 
CA57 
CA59 
CA62 
43-15880 
43-49443 
? 

DC-3s 
c/n 
2130 
2183 
2184 
2185 
1954 

> XT-5.., to N8333C (19Dec49), cancelled 
> XT-5.., to N8334C (19Dec49), N1789B 
> XT-5.., to N8335C (19Dec49), N68780 
> XT-5.., to N8337C (19Dec49), N1793B 
> XT-5.., to N8327C (19Dec49), N1796V 
> XT-5.., to N8330C (19Dec49), N4661V 
W/O 15Dec46 near Changsing, China 

dare 
ex 20May48, 30Aug48 [JMD]; Apr48 [JMG] 
Apr48 [JMG] 
cx8Apr49; 1948 [JMG] 
no ex; 1948 [JMG] 
cx19Dec49; Jul48 [JMG] 

XT-# 
XT-5. 
XT-5. 
XT-5. 
XT-5. 
XT-5. 

.7 

.? 

.? 

.? 

.7 

fate 
N8340C 
N8338C 
N8339C 
N8341C 
N8342C 

None of these aircraft had US Export Certificates of Airworthiness. [JMD 20Aug2007] 

regn. 
XT-501 
XT-503 
XT-505 

XT-507 
XT-509 
XT-511 
XT-513 
XT-515 
XT-517 

XT-519 
XT-521 
XT-523 
XT-525 
XT-527 
XT-529 
XT-531 
XT-533 
XT-535 
XT-537 
XT-539 
XT-541 
XT-543 

XT-5.. 
XT-5.. 
XT-5.. 
XT-5.. 
XT-5... 
XT-5.. 
XT-5.. 
XT-5.. 
XT-5.. 
XT-5.. 
XT-5.. 
XT-5.. 
XT-5.. 
XT-5.. 
XT-5.. 
XT-5.. 
XT-5.. 
XT-5.. 
XT-5.. 

model 
C-47 
C-47A 
C-53 

DC-3 
C-47D 
C-47A 
C-47A 
C-47B 
C-47D 

? 
C-47A 
C-47B 
C-47B 
C-47B 
C-47B 
C-47/DC-3 
C-47/DC-3 
C-47/DC-3 
C-47/DC-3 
C-47/DC-3 
C-47/DC-3 
C-47A 

C-47A 
C-47A 
C-47A 
C-47A 
C-47A 
C-47B 
C-47B 
C-47B 
C-47B 
C-47B 
C-47B 
C-47B 
C-53 
C-53 
DC-3A-269B 
DC-3A-269B 
DC-3A-269 
DC-3A-269B 
DST-A-207 

c/n 
? 
? 
? 

? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 

? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
19932 

20388 
13186 
13296 
20346 
20160 
32588 
26704 
32578 
26906 
20891 
20817 
25888 
7313 
4859 
2183 
2184 
2130 
2185 
1954 

CofA 
? 
37-18 
37-110 

? 
37-17 
37-19 
37-26 
37-131 
37-20 

? 
37-112 
37-21 
37-113 
37-23 
37-24 
37-25 
37-22 
37-72 
37-114 
37-133 
37-134 
37-27 

p/i 
? 
? 
? 

? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 

? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 

XT-T24 
XT-T10 
XT-T31 
? 
XT-T36 
XT-T22 
XT-T32 
XT-T33 
XT-T37 
XT-T67 
XT-T68 
XT-T70 
XT-T21 
XT-T74 
NC25608 
NC25609 
NC21715 
NC25610 
NC33324 

fate 
Defected from Canton (Guangzhou) to Nanking, 25Aug49 
Impounded at Hong Kong, Nov49 
Tyre burst on landing at Yi Xiu Airport, Fuzhou, Fijian, 3Dec48, 
swerved off runway into ditch; impounded at Hong Kong, Nov49 
Defected from Hong Kong to Canton, 270ct49 
Impounded at Hong Kong, Nov49 
Impounded at Hong Kong, Nov49 
Impounded at Hong Kong, Nov49 
Impounded at Hong Kong, Nov49 
Landed long at Sanhupa Airport, Chongqing, 23Nov48, undercarriage 
collapsed, damaged; impounded at Hong Kong, Nov49 
Nothing known (see note 10) 
Impounded at Hong Kong, Nov49 
Impounded at Hong Kong, Nov49 
Defected from Hong Kong to PRC, 9Nov49 
Impounded at Hong Kong, Nov49 
Impounded at Hong Kong, Nov49 
Impounded at Hong Kong, Nov49 
Impounded at Hong Kong, Nov49 
Fate unknown 
Impounded at Hong Kong, Nov49 
Impounded at Hong Kong, Nov49 
Impounded at Hong Kong, Nov49 
Impounded at Hong Kong, Nov49, to N8399C, VR-HEX 

To N8324C (19Dec49), N1795B 
To (N8325C) (19Dec49), cancelled 70ct65 
To N8226C (19Dec49), N4660V 
To N8327C (19Dec49), N1796B 
To N8328C (19Dec49), N1797B 
To N8329C (19Dec49), N4663V 
To N8330C (19Dec49), N4661V 
To N8331C (19Dec49), N1799B 
To N8332C (19Dec49), N4662V 
To (N8333C) (19Dec49), cancelled 70ct65 
To N8334C (19Dec49), N1798B 
To N8335C (19Dec49), N68780 
To N8336C (19Dec49), N1794B 
To N8337C (19Dec49), N1793B 
To N8338C (19Dec49), N1791B 
To N8339C (19Dec49), N1792B 
To N8340C (19Dec49), N1789B 
To N8341C (19Dec49), N1790B 
To N8342C (19Dec49), N1788B 

[Andersson p.179; ASN; CF 01Apr2002; JFL/Japan; Springweiler p.367; WDAC] 

Notes: 
1.12 C-47s bought ex USAAF (1945) + more in 1946 (for spares) > 20 

by 1948, registered to CATI as N8324C to N8342C (19Dec40). [The 
Douglas DC-3 and its predecessors, p. 132] 

2. "CATC purchased 12 C-47s from American Army surpluses in India 
at the end of 1945; it acquired some 150 surplus C-47s and C-46s 
in July 1946, most of which were cannibalised for spare parts. CATC 
averaged 15.4 planes in service during 1946." [Leary TDW p. 196] 

3. "CATC purchased 10 C-47s from the FLC in Calcutta in December 
1945." [JMD 11Nov2004] 

4. "A C47 transport plane of CATC had landed safely in a certain air-
field of the People's Government after a long flight from Hong Kong 

on October 27. CATC reported last Thursday that one of its planes 
was missing." [SCMP 1Nov49/CFM 14Apr2003] (XT-507) 

5. Aircraft impounded at Kai Tak are listed in a letter from the Acting 
DCA, Hong Kong, dated 16Nov49. 

6. It has been suggested that US registrations were allocated in the 
order of the XT-5xx numbers. This hypothesis works for the Convair 
240s but not for C-47s (see below). One odd thing is that XT-507 and 
XT-525 both defected to the PRC on 9Nov49 but XT-525 is included 
in the MOC sales list but XT-507 and XT-535 are not. [MSB 
01Nov2004] 

7. CA41 was almost definitely XT-T72 "St PauT of the Lutheran World 
Federation. [MM 25Jan2004] 
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Right: A copy of a CATC list showing the 
company fleet number, registration and call 
signs of their aircraft. The hand-written addi-
tions do show some errors, XT-T75 was not 
CA-59 and XT-601 was not a C-46A, 
however much confirmatory and additional 
information can be derived from the list, 
(via Dr Joe Leeker) 

8."... while the smaller Central Air Transport 
Corporation (CATC), entirely owned by 
the government, had a dozen C-47s in 
service." (1946) [Leary PM p.11] 

9. Of the 5 ex-Northwest DC-3s, the first, 
NC33324, was priced at $US52,500 
dollars and the remaining 4 at $US50,000 
in August 1947. These extra aircraft were 
required to open up international routes to 
the northwest and to maintain competi-
tion. There were delays in receiving 
approval for spending this amount of 
foreign exchange and this and other 
reasons caused the contract to lapse. 
CATC re-signed the contract in early 
1948, perhaps on March 15. (The English 
translation of this Chinese text is difficult 
to understand.) 

10. So far, no evidence has been found of C-
47 XT-519, perhaps because there was a 
CAT Stinson L-5 registered XT-T519. 

11. Of 19 DC-3s listed, 5 are C-47As, 7 are 
C-47Bs, 2 are C-53s, and 5 are DC-
3s/DST. Model designations are copied 
from the schedule of CATC aircraft (see 
below). 

Heinkel He-111A-0 

i n t 
Company a 

i l l r a d i o c 
l i s t e d below: 

CA-22 
CA- 8 
CA- h 
CA-29 
CA- 1 
CA- 3 
CA-16 
CA-21 
CA-27 
CA-37 
CA-39 
CA-42 
CA-lfi 
CA-V7 
CA-50 
CA-f/'f 
CA-51 
CA-52 
CA-53 
CA-55 
CA-24 
CA-4-0 
CA-45 
CA-46 
CA-49 
CA-56 
CA-57 
CA-53 
CA-60 
CA-1*! 
CA-61 
CA-62 
CA-59 

<1&-U 

NOTE: 

i r c r a f t s h a l l 
ommunications 

AIRCRAFT NUMBER 

XT-T09 
XT-T10 
XT-T21 
XT-T22 
XT-T23 
XT-T24 
XT-T27 
XT-T28 
XT-T29 
XT-T30 
XT-T31 
XT-T32 
XT-T33 
XT-T34 
XT-T36 
XT-T37 
XT-T38 
XT-T39 . 
XT-T40 
XT-T61 
XT-T62 
XT-T63 
XT-T61* 
XT-T65 
XT-T66 
XT-T67 
XT-T68 
XT-T69 
XT-T71 
XT-T72 
XT-T73 
XT-T71* 
K7-T75 
XT-T7t 
Y.T- h>b\ 

we 

see 

The MOC f i v e 1 
w i t h any s t a t i 

VOICE 

CATC 
CATC 
CATC 
CATC 
CATC 
CATC 
CATC 
CATC 
CATC 
CATC 
CATC 
CATC 
CATC 
CATC 
CATC 
CATC 
CATC 
CATC 
CATC 
CATC 
CATC 
CATC 
CATC 
CATC 
CATC 
CATC 
CATC 
CATC 
CATC 
CATC 
CATC 
CATC 

e t t e r ca 
on u s i n g 

CALL SIGNS 

be add 
. The i 

CALL 

T09 
T10 
121 
T22 
T23 
T2lr 
T27 
T28 
T29 
T30 
T31 
T32 
T33 
T3^ 
T36 
T37 
T38 
T39 
TH-O 
T6l 
T62 
T63 
T64 
T65 
T66 
T67 
T68 
T69 
T71 
T72 
T73 
T 7 l f 

T7S 
T7t 

11 s i g n 
CW. E 

number as s t a t i o n of o r i g i n . 

possed by the 
j a i l s i g n s fo r 

CW MX CALL 

XTBPL 
XTBFtf 
XTBPV 
XTBPY 
XTBPT 
XTBPU 
XTBPJ 
XTBPK 
XTBPM 
XTBPN 
XTBPB 
XTBPD 
XTBPE 
XTBPF 
XTBPH 
XTKPF 
XTKPB 
XTKPE 
XTKPC 
XTKPD 
XTBPI 
XTBPO 
XTBPQ 
XTBPR 
XTBPS 
XTKPG 
XTKPB 
XTKPA• 
XTKPJ 
XT3PC 

w i l l be used 

p rope r r a d i o c a l l s i gn 
each a i r c r a f t a r e 

TYPE OF AIRCRAFT 

C->+6F 
C-»+7 
C-53 
C-lf7B 
C-l+7 
C-lt7A 
C-"+6F 
C->+6F 
C-lf6F 
C-*f6F. 
C-1+7A 
C-»+7B 
C-!+7B 
C-4-7A 
C-1+7A 
C-!+7B 
C - 4 6 F 
C-1+6F 
C - ^ F 
C-1+6F 
C-I+6F 
C-!+6D 
C-1+6D 
C-4-6D 
C-1+6D 
C-l+TB 
C-^7B 
C-l*6F 
C-^oF 
C-k? 
C-1+6F 
OC-5H 
C-46-F 
C-AU'r 
C-4V& 

when cpmmunicating 
ach message w i l l use a i r c r a f t 

regn 
XT-ATC 

f/n 
Chung 2 

c/n 
? 

d/d 
? 

/fate c/s p/i 
XE ex CNAF 

Crashed 25Sep43 or DBR 25Dec44 Kunming 
[CF 23Oct2002; IDJ 28Sep2002; MM 10Jan2004] 

Notes: 
1. See CNAC web site re history and change of engines. 

www.cnac.org/aircraft05.htm . 
2."... operations flown by the fleet of He111A-0s, which were serialled 

White 1901 to 1906 by the Central Govt AF 1905 was shot down 
on 23Aug37, 1904 crashed by River Yang-tse nearChang-chou later 
the same day, 1901 and 1903 were cannibalised for spares and to 
repair 1906 that had been damaged. 1906 subsequently f/l near 
Wang Jia Chuang near River Yang-tse on 220ct37 and, although 
only slightly damaged, was abandoned. This left just 1902 flying. The 
unit was disbanded in March 1938. [CF] 

3. "The last He 111 survivor was transferred from CNAF to CATC as 
Chung No. 2. It was DBR and w/o around Xmas 1944." [CF] 

Japanese Type 97 
f/n d/d c/s fate 
Chung 1 03May43 XB crashed 26Mar44 

[CF 22Mar2003, 30Mar2002; MM 10Jan2004] 

regn 
? 

Notes: 
1. Captured Japanese aircraft. Possibly a Nakajima AT-2 (Ki 34). 
2. CATC Chung 1: 25Jun43: CoAA allocated to CATC one Type 97 as 

Chung 1; Chung 1 could not land in Chungking because it needed a 
runway at least 800m long, so Chung 1 transferred to Lanchow to 
replace Chung 5 flying the Lanchow-Dihua line; 05Jul43: Chung 1 
was not suitable to land in Shuchow airfield because its tail was 
fabric covered. It landed at Chiayuguan airfield instead; 26Mar44: 
Chung 1 flew from Kunming to Kweilin. Force-landed in Kweiyan due 
malfunction. Airframe heavily damaged. All survived but pilot Lu 
Chin-hsien got a head injury. [CF 22Mar2003/Chronicle] 

XT -,->Y t ft ? -i ?J. X 7 -S/2 (3?- t+Q /r'J/3/'37-26j/T--&*£ht*e) 

TJ~&*M&>-/3'XXT--r'*(J7-'OS),*T-SOfd?"^) '7-'</>{it-"*) 

fj-Jltfj?-,/j; / T-3-X3 fey-X).X7- - 23/3?-20, xj-Sxt'l-, - y) 

/r-j2::/3?-/,3^ tT~3*bte?~/*sX*T-'£<*7{'jt-*Zjt <T~jStU.-;u, 

//• **?(* 1?* *U r'--** ° «•* /-to) XT- SJ/ (3 7 -is% x '-J i.'/3? - ,Y>?) 

/r-s.n ('j 7 -2 J ) JT y-jsefA 7-t ij //-sjs/s > - 7i), *r*S**{4 > - u) 

X7-ZS?f.i>->t*?Ji-*3j(3?-t33)tXT-S+»(3J'i<tJ/J'J*X(37- . 
% ?} /r- J 4-s (3 ? - /s)t sr-j«3 (>? -j ?), XT- sw{*7 '/styxr-*** 

(3n-s0 ,<7 -**4($* -*J.*7- 73//j?- fjf *T-/6i{3>-*f) /7-7*3 

vy&ZT 

. '••:•• 
'A-V.- '.A 

is. 

Above: Hand-written document from China CAA-MOC showing the list 
of CATC aircraft impounded at Hong Kong which were later sold to 
General Chennault, giving XT- regn and CofA number. Two, XT-502 
and -503 were listed at the foot of the previous page, 
(via China Project Group/Martin Best) 
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Junkers W 34gi Noorduyn UC-64 Norseman 
regn 
? 

c/n d/d p/i fate 
2739 01Mar43? Eurasia'II' w/o 1945 
CF 30Mar2002; IT 30Aug2002; Leary TDW 

f/n 
Chung 16 

[Archive p.2007/136; 
p.196] 
Notes: 
1. "Only one airplane, a single-engine, six-passenger Junkers W-34, 

had survived the Japanese attack on Hong Kong in December 
1941." [Leary TDW p.196] 

2. Eurasia W 34 'II' was taken over by the CAF in March 1943 and was 
transferred to CATC later, hence the high Chung number. 
[Andersson p.217] 

Junkers 52/3m 
f/n c/n d/d p/i 
Chung 5 5472 Mar43 Eurasia'XIX' 

[Archive p.2007/136; CF 30Mar2002; IT 30Aug2002] 

regn 
? 

fate 
w/o mid -45 

Lockheed 414 / A-29 Hudson 
regn 
XT-ATF 

XT-ATG 

XT-ATH 
XT-ATI 
XT-ATJ 
XT-ATK 
XT-ATL 
XT-ATM 
XT-ATN 
XT-ATO 

f/n 
Chung 6 

Chung 7 

Chung 8 
Chung 9 
Chung 10 
Chung 11 
Chung 12 
Chung 14 
Chung 15 
Chung 17 

d/d 
25Jun44 

25Jun44 

10Aug44 
17Sep44 
17Nov44 
17Nov44 
27May45 
27May45 
27May45 
28Aug45 

c/s? 
XF 

p/i 
B-31011 

fate 
Damaged at 

Hsuchow, 20Oct44 (no injuries) 
XG 

XH 
XI 
XJ 
XK 
XL 
XM 
XN 
XO 

No c/ns are known for these aircraft 

[Anderssc in p.219; CF 30Mar2002, 

B-31004 Crashed near 
Kunming, 10Nov44 (w/o) 

B-31011' 
B-31008 
B-31005 
B-31019 
B-31009 
B-31010 
B-31017 
B-31015 

IOOct2002; 

unknown 
unknown 
unknown 
unknown 
unknown 
unknown 
unknown 
unknown 

MM 05Jan2004, 
11Jan2004, 02Feb2009; MSB 16Apr2005] 

Notes: 
1. 26Jun1944: CATC borrowed ten A-29s from Aviation Committee 

(CoAA). The first two were received in Chengdu. According to July's 
flight record, they were assigned at Chung No.6 and Chung No.7. 
("Chung" is an abbreviation for Central, i.e. CATC.) [CF 10Oct2002] 

2. 10Aug1944: CATC received the third A-29 from CoAA. [CF 
10Oct2002] 

3. 17Sep1944: CATC received the fourth and fifth A-29s from CoAA in 
Chengdu. [CF 10Oct2002] 

4. 190ct1944: CATC assigned Chung No.8 to the third A-29, Chung 
No.9 to the fourth and Chung No. 10 to the fifth one. [CF 10Oct2002] 

5. 20Oct1944: Chung No.6 was damaged while landing in Shuchow. 
No people injured. [CF 10Oct2002] 

6. 10Nov1944: Chung No.7 crashed near Kunming. Flight director Lin 
Chin-dai was killed. [CF 10Oct2002] 

7. 17Nov1944: CATC received the sixth A-29 from CoAA in Hsingchin. 
It was assigned Chung No.11. [CF 10Oct2002] 

8. 27Feb1945: CATC had only two aircraft that were constantly airwor-
thy: Chung No.9 and Chung No. 10. [CF 10Oct2002] Only two were 
airworthy on 27 February 1945, namely Chung 9 and 10. [MM 
29Dec2003] 

9. Four more Hudsons were loaned to CATC by CoAA on 27 May 1945. 
(Presumably Chung-12, 14, 15 & 17.) [MM 29Dec2003] 

10. "Three Lockheed Hudson twin-engine transports." [Leary TDW 
p.196] 

11. A Central Air Transport aircraft crashed at Kunming, China 
10Nov44; possibly a Lockheed Hudson. [Archive #3/1991; WDAC] 

12. Sources list two aircraft as ex-CAF s/n B-31011. 
13. Presumably "Chung 13" was not used because of superstition. 
14. Not listed or identified in Marson. 
15. The following additional information is given in RAF Aircraft BA100 

to BZ999 (2nd edition): "BW385-398; BW422; BW424-429; BW725-
727; BW729-75 (sic, 735) to China". 

16. Please see earlier short essay on Lockheed A-29 Hudsons for can-
didate aircraft. (Archive pp.2009/090-092) 

regn f/n c/n 
? CA-25 697 
? CA-26 262 
[JMD 27May2007] 
Note: One may be 
'Unidentified Type'. 

d/d p/i 
26Sep46 44-70432 
? 43-5271 

fate 
Unknown, see note 
Unknown, see note 

XT-702 but see Stinson L-5 Sentinel an 

North American AT-6 Texan 
regn 
? 

f/n 
CA-12 
CA-14 

model 
AT-6F-NT 
AT-6F-NT 

c/n 
121-42657 
121-42502 

CA-30 AT-6D-NT 88-17447 

p/i fate 
44-81935 unknown 
44-81780, VR-HDC 

has been sold, to VR-HDC 
42-85666 belonging to 
(CHT) Relief Department 

[BG 01Mar2009; DE 09Jun2002; SEA79 pp.22, 136, 137] 

Notes: 
1. Details of 'CATC-14' were given in message from David England 

dated 09Jun2002. This 'Harvard' was test flown as CATC-14 by Sgn 
Ldr A S Halls at Lunghwa Field, Shanghai on 4th August 1948. 
Imported into Hong Kong on 12th September. (A letter from MR K B 
Lee to the HKG DCA suggests that this plane was purchased from 
the FLC in Shanghai.) VR-HDC was previously registered to Mr K B 
Lee & Co, Hong Kong on 28th October 1946 as CofR No. 80. The 
construction number was given as 44-81780. It was used regularly 
by Selwyn Halls, CFI of the FEFTS until sold to Mr James H Fleming 
of Manila, Philippines on 22nd April 1948. [DE 09Jun2002; IDJ 
23Mar2003] 

2. 44-85666 was delivered to the CAF in January 1945. [BG 
01Mar2009] 

Stinson L-5 Sentinel 
regn f/n model c/n CofA p/i fate 
XT-701 CA28 L-5C 76-3698 37-1 44-17411 to VR-HEQ 

Jul49 
XT-703 L-5B 76-3322 37-50 44-17035? to VR-HEO 

2Jun49 
[IDJ 22Mar2003, 24Feb2009; SEA79 pp.22, 137] 

Notes: 
1. SEA79 gives XT-701 as a Stinson L-5 Sentinel c/n 76-3698, ex 44-

17411, to VR-HEQ (Jul49). 
2. Ian Johnson gives p/i of XT-703 as either 44-17025 or -17035. [IDJ 

22Mar2003, 24Feb2009] 
3. In theory, 44-17035 matches up with c/n 76-3322 but this clashes 

with N9877F. One of these may be frame number 3322. [JG 
26Feb2009] 

4. As XT-701 & XT-703 are both L-5s, perhaps XT-702 is one too. 
Please see 'Unidentified Type'. 

5. Please see short section on Stinson L-5 Sentinel in Part 8A (Archive 
p.2009/092). 

Unidentified Type 
regn CofA 
XT-702 37-49 
[Arch/Vep.96/112] 
Notes: 
Perhaps this is another L-5 or one of CATC's UC-64s, CA25 or CA26 
(q.v.). For XT-701 & XT-703 please see Stinson L-5 Sentinel. 

Vultee V-1A 
reg. 
XT-ATC 
? 

f/n c/n 
Chung 2 ? 
Chung 3 ? 

d/d c/s 
XC 

15Mar43 XD 

p/i 

C-2333 

fate 
cr 25Dec44 
unknown 

[Archive pp.2007/076-077; CF 30Mar2002; MM 10Jan2004] 
Notes: 
1. C/ns probably 23 & 26. (C/n 9 was XY-AAF with CAMCO.) 
2. Two Vultee V-1As served with CNAC in 1940 with fleet numbers 44 

& 45 but these were returned to the Aviation Commission (CoAA). 
[Archive p.2007/080] 
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Right: Stinson L-5B 
Sentinel XT-703 later 
became VR-HEO with the 
Far East Flying Training 
School, Hong Kong. It 
was sold to Australia and 
registered VH-BEN in 
April 1954. Its prove-
nance however is still in 
doubt. 
(via Jack Meaden 
Collection) 

Defected 9Nov49 

Schedule of CATC aircraft 
The following Schedule of Aircraft is included in Hong Kong court 
papers for Appeal No. 10, Appeal further hearing. It is certified by the 
Department of Civil Aviation, Hong Kong and dated 26.11.51. Notes are 
by the current author. 
Certificate No. Plane No. Type of Plane Notes 
1 XT-600 CV-240 
2 XT-602 CV-240 
3 XT-604 CV-240 
4 XT-606 CV-240 
5 XT-608 CV-240 
6 XT-610 CV-240 
251 XT-502 C-46F 
252 XT-508 C-46F 
253 XT-510 C-46F 
254 XT-512 C-46F 
255 XT-516 C-46D 
256 XT-518 C-46D 
257 XT-522 C-46A 
258 XT-524 C-46F 
259 XT-526 C-46F 
260 XT-528 C-46F 
261 XT-530 C-46F 
262 XT-532 C-46F 
263 XT-534 C-46F 
264 XT-536 C-46F 
265 XT-540 C-46D 
266 XT-542 C-46F 
267 XT-544 C-46F 
351 XT-503 C-47A 
352 XT-505 C-53 
353 XT-509 C-47D 
354 XT-511 C-47A 
355 XT-513 C-47A 
356 XT-515 C-47B 
357 XT-517 C-47D 
358 XT-521 C-47A 
359 XT-523 C-47B 
360 XT-525 C-47B 
361 XT-527 C-47B 
362 XT-529 C-47B 
363 XT-531 DC-3 
364 XT-533 DC-3 
365 XT-535 DC-3 
366 XT-537 DC-3 
367 XT-539 DC-3 
368 XT-541 DC-3 
[JFL 13Jul2009, Leeker Air America Japan 1Jun2009 p.255] 

Notes: 
1. This list cannot be for aircraft detained at Kai Tak, because two air-

craft that defected to PRC on 9 November 1949 are included. 
2. This list is similar to the MOC list of CATC aircraft due to be sold to 

C&W on 12 December 1949 (see p. 109) except that XT-514, XT-
543, XT-701, XT-702 & XT-703 are omitted. (XT-543 should not 
have been included in the MOC list, as it was not owned by CATC.) 

3. Of 17 C-46s listed (c.f. 18 above), 1 is a C-46A, 3 are C-46Ds (c.f. 4 
above), and 13 are C-46Fs. XT-514 defected and is not listed, 
whereas XT-610 is listed. 

4. Of 18 DC-3s listed (c.f. 19 above), 4 are C-47As (c.f. 5 above), 5 are 
C-47Bs (c.f. 7 above), 2 are C-47Ds, 1 is a C-53 (c.f. 2 above), and 

Defected 9Nov49 

6 are DC-3s (c.f. 5 above). XT-543 belonged to LWF and is not 
listed. 

5. Six DC-3s are listed, whereas only five were acquired. One of these 
may be the missing C-53 (only one of two is listed). 

6. The significance of "Certificate No." is unknown. 

Analysis ofXT-5## to N83##C 
registration hypothesis 
Generally there is little official data on the correlations between 
Chinese XT-5## registrations and CATI N-numbers in the N83##C 
sequence, so only published data has been included in the fleet list 
tables above. Nevertheless, some years ago, when we were discussing 
CNAC C-54 XT-1## registrations, Matt Miller postulated that the N-
numbers might be allocated in the numerical order of the XT-numbers 
for each airline fleet and aircraft type. This hypothesis certainly works 
for the CATC Convair 240s, as shown above. In the following sections 
we will test this hypothesis for CATC C-46s and DC-3s. Any conclu-
sions drawn for these analyses are not a substitute for facts. 

We will perform similar analyses for the ex-CNAC aircraft in a future 
article but it is worth noting here that these analyses were generally 
even less successful than those given below for ex-CATC aircraft. 

Analysis of CATC C-46 registrations 
Eighteen CATC C-46s were allocated US registrations N8306C to 
N8323C. 

Postulated 
XT-number 

XT-502 

XT-508 

XT-510 
XT-512 
XT-514 

XT-516 

XT-518 
XT-522 
XT-524 
XT-526 
XT-528 
XT-530 
XT-532 
XT-534 

XT-536 
XT-540 
XT-542 
XT-544 

CofA c/n 

37-6 

37-5 

22417 

22422 

37-7 22445 
37-102 22442 
37-104 22419 

37-105 22453 N8311C 

37-106 
37-8 
37-9 
37-103 
37-108 
37-10 
37-109 
37-11 

22435 
22436 
22415 
22455 
22410 
22423 
22418 
33674 

37-12 33641 
37-14 33595 
37-15 22265 
37-125 449 

Possible Notes 
N-number 

N8306C Impounded at Kai Tak 
Nov1949 

N8307C Impounded as above; c/n 
22422 reported as XT-524 

N8308C Impounded as above 
N8309C Impounded as above 
N8310C NOT impounded at Kai 

Tak Nov1949, fate? c/n 
22419 reported as XT-508 
Impounded as above; c/n 
22453 reported as XT-526 

N8312C Impounded as above 
N8313C Impounded as above 
N8314C Impounded as above 
N8315C Impounded as above 
N8316C Impounded as above 
N8317C Impounded as above 
N8318C Impounded as above 
N8319C Impounded as above; 

N8319Ccldon 70ct65 
N8320C Impounded as above 
N8321C Impounded as above 
N8322C Impounded as above 
N8323C Impounded as above; c/n 

449 reported as XT-522 

[MSB 01Nov2004, 05Jun2006, 28Jun2007] 
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Notes: 
1. The CofA numbers and notes re Kai Tak are only associated with the 

XT-numbers, whereas the c/ns are only associated with the N-
numbers. 

2. The total number of available C-46 XT-numbers matches the number 
of N-numbers allocated (18). 

3. For this hypothesis to be correct, published data on c/n 22453 [C-46 
monograph p. 114] and 449 [C-46 monograph p. 134] would have to 
be incorrect. 

4. For this hypothesis to be correct, N8310C would have to be can-
celled in 1965 with the defecting aircraft, but it was N8319C c/n 
33674 that was cancelled in 1965, so presumably XT-514 was c/n 
33674. 

5. Thus the hypothesis test has failed for two reasons. 

Analysis of CATC DC-3 registrations 
Nineteen CATC DC-3s were allocated US registrations N8324C to 
N8342C. 

Postulated 
XT-number 

XT-503 

XT-505 

XT-509 
XT-511 
XT-513 
XT-515 
XT-517 
XT-521 
XT-523 
XT-525 

XT-527 
XT-529 
XT-531 
XT-533 
XT-535 

XT-537 
XT-539 
XT-541 
XT-543 

CofA 

37-18 

37-110 

37-17 
37-19 
37-26 
37-131 
37-20 
37-112 
37-21 
37-113 

37-23 
37-24 
37-25 
37-22 
37-72 

37-114 
37-134 
37-134 
37-27 

c/n 

20388 

13186 

13296 
20346 
20160 
32588 
26704 
32578 
26906 
20891 

20817 
25888 
7313 
4859 
2183 

2184 
2130 
2185 
1954 

Possible Notes 
N-number 

N8324C 

N8325C 

N8326C 
N8327C 
N8328C 
N8329C 
N8330C 
N8331C 
N8332C 
N8333C 

N8334C 
N8335C 
N8336C 
N8337C 
N8338C 

N8339C 
N8340C 
N8341C 
N8342C 

Impounded at Kai Tak 
Nov1949 
Impounded as above; 
N8325C eld on 70ct65 
Impounded as above 
Impounded as above 
Impounded as above 
Impounded as above 
Impounded as above 
Impounded as above 
Impounded as above 
Defected from Hong Kong 
toPRC9Nov1949; 
N8333C eld on 70ct65 
Impounded as above 
Impounded as above 
Impounded as above 
Impounded as above 
NOT impounded at Kai 
Tak Nov1949, fate? 
Impounded as above 
Impounded as above 
Impounded as above 
Impounded as above; c/n 

'15437'to VR-HEX, N8399C 

[MSB 01Nov2004, 05Jun2006, 28Jun2007] 

Notes: 
1. The CofA numbers and notes re Kai Tak are only associated with the 

XT-numbers, whereas the c/ns are only associated with the N-
numbers. 

2. The total number of available DC-3 XT-numbers matches the 
number of N-numbers allocated (19) only if XT-543 is included. 

3. XT-543 of LWF (not CATC) became XT-811, N8399C (not a CATI N-
number) and VR-HEX, so should not have been included in the MOC 
sales list. XT-811 was cancelled on 23 January 1950 but it is not 
certain when XT-543 was cancelled. Perhaps XT-543 was not a 
current registration in November 1949. N8399C was registered on 
January 13, 1950. We will discuss the complex history of this aircraft 
in a later article. 

4. If XT-535 was not shipped to the USA, its true N-number would be 
cancelled in 1965, e.g. probably N8325C c/n 13186. 

5. There are two identifiable errors in the DCA's listing of CNAC aircraft 
at Kai Tak, so errors may also have been made with the CATC list, 
e.g. by recording XT-543 instead of XT-535. 

6. Thus the hypothesis test has failed for at least two reasons. 

Need for further research 
Generally there is little information available on the c/n tie-ups of CATC 
C-46s and C-47/C-53/DC-3s. In time, further information may become 
available, either from FAA registry file for N8300C and records other 
than the standard registry files, or from Chinese sources. It is known 
that the original XT- register remained in Communist China, possibly in 
the national archives in Nanking, which are now open to the public. 
There is a growing interest in civil aviation history in China and hope-
fully more historical information will be uploaded to the www in due 
course. Dr Joe F Leeker is currently working through the CAT/Air 
America archives at UTD, Dallas, TX and it is hoped that more valuable 
information may become available from this research. Some additional 
information may also be found in British FCO documents not yet 
released to TNA. We will review the XT- register and CATI fleet in later 
articles. 

Shipments of aircraft to the USA (2) 
Further information is given in Note 13 of Air America Japan - since the 
days of CAT within The Aircraft of Air America e-book (1 June 2009 
edition), by Dr Joe Leeker: 
"The 40 CATC planes, engines and spare parts were handed over to 
Brennan of CATI in the afternoon of July 31 [1952] when Mr A J R 
Moss, Director of Civil Aviation, and his Deputy, Mr Ralph Winship, 
accompanied Messrs A T Cox and J J Brennan of CATI and other offi-
cials in making a preliminary inspection of the 40 planes including 5 
Convairs, 18 C-46s and 17 C-47s, and all the warehouses where the 
engines and parts were stored. By late October 1952, all CATI aircraft 
had left Hong Kong. During a special meeting of the Board of Directors 
of CAT SA held at Hollywood, CA on 28 October 1952, Claire 
Chennault characterised the situation of the ex-CATC fleet as follows: 
'The C-47 and DC-3 aircraft were now in Manila at the Sangley Point 
Naval Base. Within the past few days the aircraft carrier, CAPE 
ESPERANCE and two commercial vessels had reached the Los 
Angeles area discharging the C-46 aircraft and all spare parts and 
materials. The Convairs had been taken to San Diego, and were now 
undergoing inspection at the Consolidated Vultee plant. The 13 C-46Fs 
were being moved to the Lockheed terminal in Burbank and most of 
them were there now. The three C-46Ds and the one C-46A had been 
stored at Grand Central Airport. All the C-46s were being inspected... 
and would be re-preserved as required, ... As to the C-47s and DC-3s 
in Manila, the Chairman said that he understood that the meeting was 
agreed that these should be left as they were at Sangley Point Naval 
Base and that no work should be performed on them other than current 
preservation for the time being." 

Great China Aviation Corporation 
This article by Matt Miller is based on China Civil Aviation History and 
Shanghai Civil Aviation History, kindly translated by Li Ma, and Perilous 
Missions, by Leary. (See list of references.) 

Great China Aviation Corporation (Dahua Hangkong Gongsi) was 
formed by Wu Shichang, Hu Shuchu and Lang Luxuen in Chongqing 
during the war with Japan. It was originally called Northwest Aviation 

Left: Despite belonging to the 
Lutheran World Federation XT-811 is 
seen at Kai Tak wearing CA T titles and 
was included in the CATI fleet sales 
list. Two "St Paul's were operated by 
the LWF and at least two aircraft are 
known to have used XT-811 marks. 
This example ("St Paul" rather than "St 
Paul II") should be XT-T72 to make 
correct identification even more diffi-
cult - all may be revealed later! 
(Ian D Johnson collection) 
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Service Company. The name was officially changed to Dahua on 12th 
August 1945 by its accountant, Pan Lisheng, through his connections 
with the Guo Ming Dang (Kuomintang) Social Bureau. Dahua received 
notification on 13th September 1945 that its application for service was 
under review by the Transport Ministry. The Economy Ministry granted 
a business license Number 1788 on 19th October. At the same time 
Dahua ordered three C-47s from abroad. The owners claimed to have 
capitalisation of 100 million Yuan but in reality they had no assets. 

With the exception of Hu Shuchu, the principals of Dahua had no expe-
rience of running an airline. Hu had studied aircraft manufacturing and 
business management in Germany and had spent several years 
working for Eurasia. As a result, Hu controlled both the technical and 
business management of the airline. 

Secretary of State Song Zhiwen was against the approval of Great 
China since he was a strong advocate of China National Aviation 
Corporation (CNAC). He ordered the Social Bureau to withdraw the 
registration of Dahua, and the Economy Ministry to revoke the business 
license. Also, he issued an order preventing Dahua from using any 
airport in China, and prevented the Central Bank from issuing a loan of 
$200,000. 

Despite the difficulties with the Department of State, who wanted 
Dahua to sell its planes to CNAC, they still received some support from 
other Government departments. In May 1946, Hu was introduced to Mr 
Kong of Central Air Transport Corporation (CATC). Dahua requested 
assistance from CATC for the purchase of their five C-47 airplanes from 
the US Army surplus commission. Each cost $20,000. Kong also pro-
vided $50,000 from CATC for airplane insurance and $20,000-$30,000 
for office equipment and other supplies. Dahua set up headquarters in 
Shanghai, and its employees grew to more than 200. 

In addition to the purchase of the five planes, Dahua also reached other 
agreements with CATC. One of the conditions for Dahua to begin busi-
ness was that CATC would operate and maintain five planes. Dahua 
would pay CATC for these services, use CATC logo and tail numbers, 
and fly existing CATC routes. In the agreement, it stated that Dahua 
would have the right to hire flight crew, and market and run its own pas-
senger and cargo business. This agreement was submitted to the 
Transportation Ministry for approval. 

The five C-47s were assigned CATC fleet numbers CA32 to CA36 but 
a photograph shows a GCAC C-47 marked "GCAC 101", suggesting 
that GCAC ignored the directive to operate in CATC logo. This also 
suggests that the GCAC fleet numbers may have been 101 to 105. 

From 15th July 1946, Dahua officially flew Shanghai - Wuhan -
Chongqing, and Shanghai - Guangzhou - Hong Kong. On average, 
Dahua flew one flight per day. In addition, it was claimed that business 
connections were used to engage in smuggling flights. 

During the cooperation with CATC, it was also claimed that Dahua took 
away some of CATC's cargo business illegally and also stole spare 
parts from CATC planes. For the above reasons and more, on 17th 
August the Transportation Ministry ordered CATC to buy Dahua's five 
airplanes immediately. CATC informed Dahua of the order and asked 
that it be done quickly. At the same time, CATC ordered a halt to the 
operation and maintenance of the five planes. On 24th August, the 
Transportation Ministry informed CATC that its agreement with Dahua 
would be withdrawn on 31st August. CATC was asked to complete the 
purchase of the five planes by 15th September. 

On 2nd September, CATC announced that they had complied with the 
order to stop operating Dahua's planes, and were in the process of 
arranging their purchase. Dahua ignored these orders, however, and 
continued to fly between Shanghai, Wuhan, Chongqing and Xian. On 
5th October, the Transportation Ministry and Air Force Headquarters 
ordered all their divisions and airports that as from 11th October 
Dahua's planes should not be allowed to take off from any airport. The 
planes should not be damaged in any way but should be detained. 
CATC asked its employees to monitor the situation carefully. They were 
requested to report if anything was found that ignored this order or any 
plane was damaged. As a consequence, Dahua were no longer able to 
operate. 

Soon after, American pilots Willis P Hobbs and Weldon D Bigony left 
Dahua to join CNRRA Air Transport, which later became Civil Air 
Transport (CAT). 

Above: Just good friends... The incident at Shanghai-Lungwha airport 
in December 1946 when a CNAC C-47 "67" ran into a Great China 
Aviation C-47 neatly amputating the vertical tail surfaces amongst other 
damage. (Ian D Johnson collection) 

On 21st October 1946, CATC submitted a letter to the Transportation 
Ministry informing them that four of Dahua's planes were parked at 
Lungwha Airport, Shanghai. Later on the fifth plane returned to 
Shanghai. In December 1946, a runaway CNAC C-47 collided with one 
of these planes on the ground. CNAC paid $20,000 in compensation. 
From a photograph, it is apparent that the Dahua plane was badly 
damaged and almost certainly was not repaired. Neither plane has 
been identified. The remaining four airplanes remained at the airport 
without adequate protection from the elements. In 1948, the 
Transportation Ministry advertised the four planes for sale in the local 
press. Due to internal disputes within the former Dahua management, 
however, none were sold. 

After the Communist take-over, the local Shanghai Government sub-
mitted a report to the Central Government that the condition of the four 
planes was too poor to be able to fly and they were only good for spare 
parts. Ownership was transferred to the Chinese Government on 27th 
April 1951, since no one claimed them. [MM 02Nov2004] 

Liang-yen Wen commented on the above as follows: 
"To my knowledge, there are three 'Da-Hua' Airlines, namely: 
Japanese supported one in WWII, the GCAC we are talking about, and 
the one established in Taiwan. It is true, as stated by William Leary, 
GCAC was backed by San Min Chu I (three principles of the people) 
Youth Corp, the core of Kuomintang. But I doubt there was any direct 
connection with the Northwest Aviation. 

"Mr Wu Shichang was the general manager, and the corporation was 
formed in Chongqing (Chungking) after two years of preparation from 
March 1943. It was said they had permission from Generalissimo 
Chiang, who even granted them two hundred thousand dollars for a 
start. In March 1945 GCAC was officially inaugurated. A notification of 
acceptance (this is not a permit) Number 13449 was granted by 
Ministry of Transportation on September 13th 1945 and later a licence 
No. 1788 from Ministry of Economy on October 19th. But on October 
30th, through Local Social Bureau (i.e. of Chungking City, not the Guo 
Ming Dang/Kuomintang, which was only a political body). It was said 
Secretary of State Song Zhiwen (actually he was the prime minister, 
Head of Executive Yuan, brother of Madame Chiang) gave a direct 
order to withdraw the licence. This is another political trick; why should 
a central government administration give orders through local/city offi-
cial? The Department of State (Executive Yuan, the supremacy that 
commanded five Ministries) also gave the order to Dahua to sell their 
five C-47 planes to CATC at a cost of $20,000 each. 

"Dahua officially planned to fly: 
Shanghai - Nanking - Hankow - Chungking - Chengtu; 
Hankow - Canton - Hong Kong; 
Hankow - Sian - Lanchow - Harmi - Dehwa; 
Hankow - Peiping - Shenyan - Changtwen - Harbin 
But I think this never worked out." [LYW 02Nov2004] 

"The government, for example, was under great pressure to permit 
operations by the Great China Aviation Corporation, an organisation 
backed by a coalition of influential businessmen and politicians." [Leary 
PM p.11] 

"Great China Aviation Corporation, on the verge of bankruptcy after 
several months of sporadic operations, provided former navy pilots 
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Willis P Hobbs and Weldon D Bigony." [Leary PM p.25] "The CAF, 
which did not appreciate competition, earlier had used the same tech-
nique to crush the Great China Aviation Corporation, and now it 
seemed intent on undermining CAT." [Leary PM p.31] 

"Great China had made contact with FLC concerning the purchase of 
transport aircraft, but nothing concrete developed by the time of the 
telegram" (from Col. James C Davis to General George C Marshall on 
1st February 1946) [JMD 11Nov2004] 

A photograph of a Great China Aviation Corporation C-47 shows the 
marking 'GCAC 10T, suggesting that GCAC allocated their own codes. 
The photo also shows a flying goose logo. The company's name is 
written in full below the fuselage windows. [LYW] 

When General Chennault was planning the formation of CNRRA Air 
Transport, he wanted John R Rossi to be Chief Pilot and Director of 
Flight Operations. Dick Rossi was a former AVG pilot who had spent 
the war flying the Hump. "Rossi had to tell the General that he had just 
been hired by Moon Chin, head of CATC, the second largest airline in 
China. Chennault said he was desperate, since it was essential to get 
someone responsible there to keep the operation moving. Dick was in 
sort of a bind. He was then Operations Officer and Chief Pilot for GCAC 
(Great China Aviation Corp), an airline started by a nephew of Chiang 
Kai-shek. He had arranged for the discharge from the U.S. Military of 
four pilots: from the U.S. Navy, Weldon Bigony and Bill Hobbs; and 
from the Marine Corps, Lew Burridge and Var Green. GCAC was 
having its own problems with airline certificate and landing rights, 
leading Rossi to resign in the face of an impossible situation." [Rosbert 
pp.15-16] 

"Feeling responsible for the four pilots who would soon be in Shanghai 
and unemployed, he got the General's promise to hire them. He then 
arranged with Moon Chin to delay his employment with CATC until he 
could go to Honolulu and get the first flight of C-46s off to China, and 
make provision for the rest of them to follow." [Rosbert p. 16] 

Southwestern Aviation Corporation 
In Part 4 {Archive, Winter 2007, page 2007/181) we undertook to 
discuss a number of positive indications of moves to resurrect the 
Southwestern Aviation Corporation (SWAC) after World War II. The fol-
lowing article has been prepared by Ian Johnson. 

In the southwest, the Kwangtung and Kwangsi governments took steps 
to resurrect the Southwestern Aviation Corporation with their creation 
of the "Re-open for Business Committee," that was tasked with rebuild-
ing their province's infrastructure. This preparation committee proceed-
ed to recreate SWAC at all levels with a reopening business plan that 
included the recruitment of personnel. Airfields and navigation aids 
were to be reinstated, and an office and fifty-five Japanese aircraft left 
over from the war were indeed allocated by the Chinese Air Force. A 
Chinese aviation book by a Professor Chiang claims that SWAC did 
resume operations between southern Chinese cities, Hong Kong and 
even Taiwan, but this is viewed with some scepticism. An early post-
war edition of the British magazine, The Aeroplane, does actually list 
the South-West Aviation Corporation in it annual listing of the worlds 
airlines, but gives no meaningful fleet or route details. Certainly neither 
the Hong Kong newspapers nor the government's Civil Aviation 
Department annual reports make any mention of the corporation oper-
ating flights into or through the colony. CNAC, however, resumed oper-
ations into Hong Kong very quickly after the war's end. 

The Far East Economic Revue in its 27th November 1946 edition has 
a page titled Aviation Reports in which the South-West Aviation 
Corporation is covered by the following report. 

"The Chinese Government has recently given permission to the SWAC 
to operate in certain regions of South China, connecting several cities 
in western Kwangtung with cities in Kwangsi. Extension of services in 
South China is expected. The company is half National Government 
owned; the other 50% of the capital is held by Chinese business men, 
some of them connected with the ill-fated Great China (Dah Hwa) 
Aviation Co., a private airline which, although services were started 
some time ago, could not obtain government permission, probably on 
account of political differences. SWAC has bought a number of C47 
(Dakotas) from the U.S. for eventual use on a new line making Canton 
its terminus. The company is applying at Nanking for a permit to extend 

later its services to Hong Kong. The present stock of planes consists of 
a number of Japanese bombers and transport craft which the Chinese 
government, obviously as its contribution to the company's share 
capital "in kind', removed from Taiwan and transferred to SWAC." 

Despite the Nationalist government's focus on eliminating the commu 
nists, it was also determined keep a grip on the natural tendencies of 
the south-western provinces to resurrect their pre-war power base. It 
decreed that China's air services were to be operated only by CNAC 
and CATC, both of which had close central government allegiances 
Finally in 1948 an order was issued by the Kwangtung Provincial 
Government President, General Song Ze-wen, closing down the 
Southwestern Aviation Corporation's "Re-open for Business 
Committee". [IDJ 26Feb2009] 

Lutheran World Federation 
The Lutheran World Federation (LWF) operated a C-47, XT-T72 "St 
PauT on missionary flights in China in 1946-1949. These flights were 
eventually operated in conjunction with CATC. 

With the exception of its first flights when USAAF pilots were engaged, 
CATC pilots flew St Paul almost exclusively. These pilots were almost 
exclusively Americans, and they changed often since CATC could 
never make the same pilots available. It was not until 1948 that Bill 
Dudding became the regular LWF pilot. 

"Dr Nelson ran into problems because our flight activity had not brought 
the expected success. The missionaries who required our services 
were burdened with the flight's approximate costs, but it was not possi-
ble to burden them with empty standing (positioning) flights much less 
with the empty return flights, and half our flights had no paying cargo. 
No flight activity could cover the overhead costs under such conditions. 
Dr Nelson recognized the difficulties that he had not previously consid-
ered, and he was thinking of closing down the operation. How serious-
ly he considered this I do not know. However, his decision was of the 
most extreme importance to me, for ultimately it concerned my daily 
bread. In a long conversation with him I pointed out the mistakes we 
had made, and that close coordination of the flights was absolutely nec-
essary. We could not afford to fly 50% of our flights without a paying 
cargo. Empty flights absolutely had to be eliminated. This could be 
achieved through close cooperation with CATC that would locate 
cargoes. A few other points were discussed, and I also made sugges-
tions to improve things in other respects. The conversation ended with 
Dr Nelson handing management of the missionary flights over to me. 
His words were, "I give you six months time." 

"Thanks to my knowledge of the land and people and my good rela-
tionship with CATC, especially its managers Moon Chin and Harvey 
Toy it was possible to obtain paying cargo for almost every flight, both 
outbound and return. Actually soon we had no empty flights, drastical-
ly improving our aviation activity's financial situation." [Springweiler 
pp.148-149] 

The first LWF C-47B XT-T72 c/n 20894 St Paul crashed at Kweiyang 
on 10th February 1949 but was replaced by a second C-47, XT-543 c/n 
'15437' St Paul II. A photograph on Springweiler page 374 shows 
XT-543 in Central Air Transport colours. This C-47A was later given to 
Dudding and Springweiler in February 1950 in lieu of pay and was 
registered in Hong Kong as VR-HEX. Although registered in the CATC 
XT-500 series, at no time was this aircraft owned by CATC. The history 
of the Lutheran World Federation aircraft and their air activities in China 
will be described in a later article in this series. 

Chronology - CATC 
1941 
August 1 

1943 
February 26 
March 3 

1949 
May 
June 

Eurasia taken over by Chinese government following 
break in diplomatic relations with Germany 

Eurasia declared bankrupt 
Central Air Transport Corporation formed by the 
Ministry of Communications 

CATC moved head office from Shanghai to Canton 
Hong Kong government orders CNAC to move from 
Kai Tak 
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October Most of CATC's aircraft evacuated to Hong Kong 
November 9 12 Chinese aircraft defect from Hong Kong to 

mainland China 
November 16 70 CATC and CNAC aircraft detained at Kai Tak 
December 12 CATC and CNAC airlines sold to Chennault & 

Willauer 
December 19 Former CATC and CNAC aircraft registered to Civil 

Air Transport, Inc., USA 

Abbreviations 
ATC Air Transport Command (US) 
AVG American Volunteer Group 
CAF Chinese Air Force 
CAT Civil Air Transport 
CATC Central Air Transport Corporation 
CATI Civil Air Transport, Inc. 
C&W Chennault and Willauer 
CCP Chinese Communist Party 
c/n construction number 
CNA Chinese Nationalist Army 
CNAC China National Aviation Corporation 
CNAF Chinese Nationalist Air Force 
CoAA Commission on Aeronautical Affairs 
C of A Certificate of Airworthiness (Sher Han Jen Shu) 
c/s call sign 
ex cancelled 
DBR Damaged Beyond Repair 
DCA Director of Civil Aviation 
d/d delivery date 
FEFTS Far East Flying Training School 
FLC Foreign Liquidation Commission 
f/n fleet number (Chung or CA-) 
GCAC Great China Aviation Corporation 
HK Hong Kong 
HMG His/Her Majesty's Government (UK) 
JAMCO Jardine Aircraft Maintenance Co. Ltd. 
KMT Kuomintang 
LWF Lutheran World Federation 
MAG Marine Air Group 
MOC Ministry of Communications 
MSN Manufacturer's Serial Number (c/n) 
p/i previous identity 
PLA People's Liberation Army 
POAS Pacific Overseas Airlines (Siam) Company Limited 
PRC People's Republic of China 
RAF Royal Air Force (UK) 
regn registration 
ROC Republic of China 
SCMP South China Morning Post 
s/i subsequent identity 
s/n serial number 
SWAC Southwestern Aviation Corporation 
TBC To Be Confirmed 
TNA The National Archives (UK) 
UNRRA United Nations Relief & Rehabilitation Administration 
USAAF United Sates Army Air Forces 
USCAR United States Civil Aircraft Register 
USG United States Government 
w/o written off 
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We are now able to conclude the additional material on Eurasia from 
the National Archives: 

Hankow telegram No. 198, 20th May 1938: 
"Ministry of Communications replied that purposes of HMG differ con-
siderably from Chinese government original plan and must be submit-
ted to further detailed examination. 
"Request for sanction of trial flight to Yunnanfu cannot at present be 
granted." 

FO telegram No. 483 to Shanghai, 1st June, 1938: 
"2. Eurasia have now applied to Governor of Hong Kong for permission 
to make regular landings there in connexion with a new service from 
there to Yunnanfu via Kweilin (eventually via Hanoi). It has been 
decided to grant this subject to receipt of an assurance from the 
Chinese Government on the lines indicated in paragraph 2 of my 
telegram No. 12 Tour (of 20th April.) 

"3. Subject to any hints or advice which you can obtain from Donald, 
you should inform Chinese authorities of the above and urge them to 
reconsider sanctioning of trial flight. We regard action towards the early 
establishment of this reciprocal service as important in interests of both 
countries. You should note for your own guidance that if flight is post-
poned now, it cannot, owing to rains and lack of available aircraft, be 
made before October at the latest." 

Bangkok telegram no. 171, May 3rd, 1938: 
"/ have the honour to report that the Eurasia Aviation Corporation (the 
Sino-German company operating in China) is now advertising connex-
ion by its machines between Bangkok and various Chinese destina-
tions, via Hanoi. The company has appointed as its agents in this 
country the Aerial Transport Company of Siam, Limited, and its pub-
lished schedule, as appearing in the "Bangkok Times" newspaper, is 
enclosed herewith. I understand that this schedule only became possi-
ble a few weeks ago, when the Eurasia Corporation obtained permis-
sion from the French to land in Indo-China. It will be seen that the con-
nexion between Bangkok and Hanoi is, as a matter of fact, effected by 
the machines of the French company 'Air France'. 

"2. By a coincidence which seemed too striking to be due to mere 
chance, it was announced in one of the Siamese vernacular papers on 
April 28th last that the German Lufthansa Company would, as from the 
beginning of next July, inaugurate a weekly air service via Bangkok 
between Berlin and Tokyo. This report led me to enquire at the Foreign 
Office here whether any discussions were proceeding in this matter 
between the Siamese and German Governments. Luang Pradist, the 
Foreign Minister, told me in reply that no official negotiations had been 
set on foot, but that he had received a visit some time ago from a rep-
resentative of Lufthansa, who had broached the subject with him ver-
bally. That was as far as the business had got and, in the event of an 
agreement being proposed subsequently by the German Government, 
Luang Pradist presumed that the Siamese would only become a party 
to it on suitable terms, as in the case of other countries. His Excellency 
added that he had heard nothing of a connexion between Berlin and 
Tokyo; he gathered that the idea was for Lufthansa to link up at 
Bangkok with the service to China of the Eurasia Aviation Corporation. 

"3. The above information has been confirmed to me by Mr Jackson, 
the Operations Manager of the Aerial Transport Company of Siam, who 
said that the representative of Lufthansa in question was the Kapitan-
Leutnant Schiller mentioned in my despatch No 39 (45/711/38) of 
January 26th last and elsewhere. Mr Jackson said also that his 
company (i.e. the Aerial Transport Company of Siam) hoped to obtain 
the agency of the German line if it succeeded in coming through to 
Bangkok - a contingency which, he supposed, depended upon the 
consent of the Government of India. Mr Jackson went on to explain 
that, according to Kapitan-Leutnant Schiller, Lufthansa had now aban-
doned the notion of a service from Europe to China, via Kabul and 
Sinkiang and then to Canton, on account of the unfavourable weather 
conditions prevailing along this Northern route, and that it had been 
decided to follow the Southern route from Baghdad via Karachi, 
Calcutta and Rangoon to Bangkok. Mr Jackson supported the state-
ment of Luang Pradist that the intention of Lufthansa was to join up with 
the service of the Eurasia Aviation Corporation. I pointed out that the 
establishment of such a link was not completely practicable as yet, 
since the Eurasia machines at present went no further than Hanoi, the 
gap between that place and Bangkok being filled by Air France. Mr 
Jackson thought that it would be only logical if the Eurasia Corporation 
should now ask the Siamese to allow their machines to come as far as 
Bangkok, but Luang Pradist tells me that his Department has not yet 
been approached to that end. 

"4. Mr Jackson agreed with me in judging it likely that Lufthansa had in 
mind connexion at Bangkok with a Japanese service to Tokyo in addi-
tion to that with the Eurasia service, though he said that he was without 
definite information on the subject. This assumption appeared to me so 
reasonable after what had been published in the vernacular press that 
I brought the point up in conversation with Luang Pradist which I have 
already recounted. As I have said, he informed me that he knew 
nothing of such a project, but he admitted readily that negotiations with 
the Japanese Government for a service to Bangkok had now passed 
beyond the stage of verbal discussions reported in my despatch to your 
predecessor No 8 (12/4/37) of January 4th, 1937. (See Foreign Office 
telegram to me No 1 of January 2ns, 1937). The negotiations with 
Japan, Luang Pradist said, had now reached the semi-official stage and 
the terms of a formal convention were under consideration. Luang 
Pradist gathered that the Japanese service would be one from 
Formosa via Hong Kong and Hanoi. In view of his statement the indi-
cations thus are that, subject to the Germans being able to come to an 
agreement with the Governments of India and of Siam, we shall soon 
see a Lufthansa service in operation between Berlin and Bangkok con-
necting with China through the intermediary of the Eurasia Aviation 
Corporation, and also with Japan through that of the Japanese line the 
establishment of which is under contemplation provided that landing 
facilities are accorded at Hong Kong and in Indo-China by ourselves 
and by the French. 

"5. Whilst I am about it, I would report here a recent conversation 
between myself and the French Minister, Monsieur Lepissier. My col-
league said that Air France was still operating its services via Siam 
without any formal agreement having been concluded with the Siamese 
Government. A convention was now in process of negotiation, but two 
difficulties had arisen over it. For one thing, the French company 
wished to reserve its right to fly to Hanoi by the Northern route from 
Burma, thus avoiding Siam altogether. To this the Siamese were 
making objection, as in the analogous case of Imperial Airways, and 
were insisting that the French services should be operated exclusively 
via Siam throughout the period of the Convention. The second difficul-
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ty proceeded from the desire of the Siamese to secure the right to 
operate a service of their own to Canton via French Indo-China. To this 
demand the French were agreeable, on condition that their pilots of the 
Siamese company should be of either French or Siamese nationality. 
But the Siamese would not consent to a stipulation of that kind and the 
negotiations had in consequence reached an impasse. Monsieur 
Lepissier explained to me that, in the event of a Siamese air service to 
Canton being inaugurated, the Siamese machines would pass directly 
over the Indo-Chinese lines of defence, more especially at Fort Bayard, 
and that the French were accordingly apprehensive of what might 
happen if the Siamese were to employ pilots of German, Italian or 
Japanese nationality. Photographs, he said, could be taken nowadays 
at incredible distances from the ground. He realised that it was doubt-
ful whether the Siamese would in practice ever succeed in starting a 
service on their own account, but the Government of Indo-China pre-
ferred to take no risks. I observed to Monsieur Lepissier that if this line 
were taken with the Siamese, it would be difficult for the French to 
accord facilities for flying into Indo-China to a Japanese air line, which 
would, of course, employ Japanese pilots. My colleague admitted this 
difficulty, but could only presume that the Japanese, if their application 
were entertained, would be compelled to follow some other route than 
the one via Fort Bayard." 

From the Bangkok Times of April 30th, 1938 
Eurasia Aviation Corporation 
Regular Air Services for Passengers, Mail and Freight by tri-motored 
Air-liners. 
Dep. Bangkok Wednesdays 6.00 Air France 
Arr. Hanoi Wednesdays 13.15 
Dep. Hanoi Thursdays 11.15 local time 
Arr. Yunnanfu Thursdays 15.00 Shanghai time 
Yunnanfu - Chengtu - Sianfu - Hankow Tuesdays and Fridays 
Hankow - Changsha - Hong Kong Twice weekly 
Hankow - Hong Kong (direct) Three times weekly 
For information and tickets please apply to: Aerial Transport Company 
of Siam Limited." [15/3156 1938] 

IAC Paper 451: Facilities for China Air Services at Hong Kong [9/3156 
1938] Telegram No. 103 from the Governor of Hong Kong to the 
Secretary of State for the Colonies is attached (see below) with a route 
map for Eurasia showing both previously operated and proposed ser-
vices.. 
"The Eurasia Aviation Corporation inaugurated an air service between 
Peiping and Hong Kong (via Canton, Changsha, Hankow, Chengchow 
and Taiyuan) on the 29th June, 1937, under a permit issued by the 
Governor of Hong Kong on 4th May, 1937 'on the same conditions as 
China National Aviation Corporation', whose permit was granted for an 
initial period of one year, and renewable for a further period of four 
years. (The grant of facilities to Chinese Companies in Hong Kong was 
considered by the Committee at their 21st and 22nd Meetings; Items 
5/21 and 2/22 of the Minutes refer). 

"The Eurasia service between Peiping and Hong Kong was suspended 
on the outbreak of hostilities in China, and the Company are not now 
operating to Peiping. 

"They are, however, understood to be operating services between 
Hong Kong and Hankow (on their old Peiping route); from Hankow to 
Siangfu and onwards; from Siangfu via Chengtu to Yunnanfu; and from 
Yunnanfu to Hanoi. They thus provide already a very circuitous con-
nection between Hong Kong and Yunnanfu (and Hanoi). 

"The desire on the part of the Corporation to inaugurate a service 
between Yunnanfu and Hong Kong by a direct route, when circum-
stances permit, is quite natural, and fits in with the proposal to link with 
Imperial Airways from Yunnanfu across Burma (IAC Papers 402, 515 
and 422 ... refer). 

"So far as British interests are concerned, the Corporation's intention 
that the service shall later on be transferred from the Kweilin route to 
one via Hanoi is, however, unattractive, since it is Jiable to divert traffic 
to Air France (who themselves contemplate an extension of operations 
from Hanoi to Hong Kong). 

"The views of the Committee are sought as to whether a favourable 
reply should be returned to the application of Eurasia referred to in the 
second and third paragraphs of the telegram from the governor of Hong 
Kong. 

"It may be added that the Governor recently reported (IAC 357) that 
another Chinese concern, the South Western Aviation Corporation, 
was desirous of establishing a service between Hong Kong and Hanoi. 
This company were invited to address their application to His Majesty's 
Government through the usual diplomatic channels." 

Hong Kong telegram No. 103, 28th April, 1938 (2nd & 3rd paragraphs 
only): 
"Eurasia Corporation request 12 months extension from the 1st May 
1938 permit to use Hong Kong as terminus Hong Kong-Peiping air 
service. May this be granted? 

"The Company also desire to open new service Yunnan-Kweilin-Hong 
Kong (eventually via Hanoi), and has applied for permission to make 
regular landings in Hong Kong. I should be glad of instructions." 

[18/3156 1938] Telegrams 241 & 242 from Hankow re proposed trial 
flight: 
No. 241: "...decision based on settled policy of the Chinese Govt to 
allow no foreign aeroplanes to fly over Chinese territory." 
Hankow telegram No. 242, 15th June, 1938: 
"I understand Vice Minister is replying to Mr Gage on above so it would 
have been unnecessary for me to telegraph had not Mr Donald (who is 
anxious not to be quoted) told me that this is not the right explanation. 
In fact Chiang Kai-shek was favourably disposed to project trial flight 
but Yunnan-fu Provincial Authorities objected strongly and Chinese 
Government did not feel able to insist." [Both 18/3156, 1938] 

[20/3156 1938] Three telegrams from Shanghai re proposed trial flight. 
"Trial flight authorised as 'a good will mission'." Eurasia Kunming -
Kweilin - Hong Kong air service now in operation. [22/3156 1938 IAC 
470 covers these three telegrams.] 

FO telegram No. 536 to Shanghai, 16th June, 1938: 
"Eurasia having requested permission to inaugurate on the 13th June 
service ..., the Government of Hong Kong has been informed that this 
cannot be granted until assurance has been received from Chinese 
Government on the lines indicated ..." 

Shanghai telegram No. 980, 20th June, 1938: 
"Capital of Eurasia is nine million dollars of which German interests 
hold three million dollars. All aircraft and aviation equipment has been 
purchased in Germany and senior pilots and supervising ground engi-
neers are German. Company receives no subsidy from the Chinese 
Government." 

Shanghai telegram No. 1026, June 28th, 1938: Waichiaopu reply as 
follows: 
"Communications in Kunming and Burma will be greatly benefited by 
Kunming Burma air service and China and Britain will mutually gain 
thereby; it is now proposed by Chinese and British parties to establish 
a joint Kunming Rangoon air service for operation of which each party 
will designate one aviation company. As regards British request for a 
trial flight British Imperial Airways is authorised to undertake a 'goodwill 
flight' on Kunming-Rangoon route. The Chinese propose in very near 
future to undertake a similar goodwill flight. 

"The Eurasia Kunming-Kweilin-Hong Kong air service has been under 
organisation for a considerable time and is now in operation and 
Ministry of Communications now take this opportunity to request that 
Hong Kong Government be moved urgently to consider sanctioning 
regular use of Hong Kong for departures and landings on that service." 

This message was 'interpreted' in telegram No. 1025, 28th June, 1938: 
"(1) Trial flight camouflaged as 'goodwill flight' is authorised. 

"(2) Chinese suggest proposals to be put forward for formation of a 
Si no-British joint company for Rangoon-Yunnanfu service when we are 
ready. Minister and Vice-Minister of Communications have added in 
private conversation that they do not expect this company to have 
much more than a paper existence. In any case this matter does not 
seem to be urgent work." 

IAC Paper No. 467: Proposed Air Service between Yunnanfu and 
Burma (Note by Air Ministry) [21/3156] 
"In accordance with item 8 of the Minutes of the 55th Meeting of the 
Committee, the Chinese Government were informed that H.M. 
Government were prepared to discuss with them the establishment of 
an air service by Eurasia to Burma on the basis that (a) Eurasia would 
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receive permission to fly to Rangoon orAkyab from Yunnanfu provided 
that Imperial Airways or some other British Company was allowed to fly 
to Yunnanfu using the same route as Eurasia in Chinese territory; and 
that (b) an assurance was given that, if and when extended services 
were organised by the Chinese, a British Company would be allowed to 
operate services beyond Yunnanfu over the routes to Hong Kong and 
Shanghai as soon as conditions permitted. Permission was in this con-
nection sought for Imperial Airways to make a trial flight to Yunnanfu, 
which it was hoped to carry out before the present monsoon season. 

"2. The Chinese Government have refused to sanction the trial flight to 
Yunnanfu on the ground that it is their settled policy to allow no foreign 
aeroplanes to fly over Chinese territory. They also state that they are 
considering the possibility of making a counter-proposal in the sense 
that Imperial Airways should fly to the Burma-Yunnanfu frontier only 
and there link up with Chinese services which would be altered and 
extended - thus reverting to their original proposal which is unaccept-
able for the reasons stated at paragraph IV(b) of I.A.C. paper 402. 

"3. H.M. Representative in Hankow reports, however, that Chang Kai-
Shek (sic) himself is understood to be favourably disposed towards the 
trial flight, but the Yunnanfu Provincial Authorities object strongly and 
the Chinese Government do not feel able to over-ride their objection. 

"4. It is for the consideration of the Committee whether the Chinese 
Government should not continue to prepare to accept our proposals as 
summarised at (a) and (b) of paragraph 1 above (a necessary prelimi-
nary to which is a trial flight to Yunnanfu), and whether, pending their 
acceptance, facilities for Eurasia at Hong Kong for the operation of a 
service to Yunnanfu via Kweilin should not continue to be withheld. 

"5. The contemplated trial flight to Yunnanfu must now, in any case, be 
deferred until October next on account of the monsoon." 

[23/3156 1938] Extract from minutes of 60th meeting of ICIAC, 15 July 
1938. Telegram No.252, 13 July 1938. "... a period of tension in their 
relations with Germany owing to withdrawal of German advisers ... and 
economic help said to have been promised by Germany to Japan. 
Consequently there is possibility of Eurasia contract being rescinded 
and of an offer being made to us to participate in a Sino-British 
Company which would obtain the same position as that now held by 
Eurasia.'' [24/3156 1938] 

[25/3156 1938] IAC Paper 473: Copies of telegrams in 24/3156. 
"Inauguration of service between Hong Kong and Yunnanfu. 
Kunming, 10th June, 1938 
Dear Sirs, 
We have pleasure in informing you that on Monday, 13th June 1938, 
we are inaugurating a direct air service Yunnanfu - Hong Kong via 
Liuchow, which will be operated as follows: 
Mondays }11:05dep. Yunnanfu Arr. 14:40 {Wednesdays 
& } 14:50 dep. Liuchow Dep. 11:15 { & 
Thursdays } 18:00 arr. Hong Kong Dep. 7:45 {Sundays 

Fares: Yunnanfu - Liuchow Ch.$ 205.00 
Yunnanfu - Hong Kong Ch.$ 345.00 

Excess baggage, per kilo: 1% of passenger fare 
Freight, per kilo: 114 % of passenger fare. 
We beg to enclose a few covers for the first flight Yunnanfu - Liuchow 
- Hong Kong and will be pleased to supply with further pieces if you 
should desire. The closing time for the above first mail is Sunday, 12th 
June, 7 pm. 
Eurasia Aviation Corporation" [27/3156 1938] 

[30/3156 IAC 474. Negotiations with Chinese concerning reciprocity -
not in file. Nos. 32, 33, 34, 35, 37, & 38 also missing.] 
Notes: The IDCIAC is chaired by the Air Ministry (AM), so perhaps 
missing IAC papers may be found in the PRO Air files 

The author has not yet located the National Archives file that continues 
this story into 1939 (3156/39) but, instead, has consulted the research 
of Ian Johnson on Imperial Airways activities in the Far East as pub-
lished in The Vital Link. Hong Kong's First Airline. Imperial Airways (Far 
East) Ltd. 1935-1940, by Ian D Johnson, The Hong Kong Historical 
Aircraft Association (CD) and books published in 2007 by Softrepublic 
Ltd., ISBN 978-988-99449-9-5 (English edition) & 978-988-17158-0-7 
(Chinese edition). Since this was published, Ian has undertaken further 
research in the British Airways archives. 

The results of the negotiations between the British and Chinese gov-
ernments were laid down in an Exchange of Notes on 24 January 1939 
(Cmd. 6122). This document stated that "A British company approved 
by the Chinese Government shall have permission to operate forthwith 
a service from Akyab or Rangoon (in Burma) to Kunming and vice 
versa, and from Kunming on to Hong Kong and Shanghai as soon as 
conditions permit and subject to certain arrangements." 

Perhaps the surprising thing about the announcement of this agree-
ment by H H Kung in China is that CNAC, not Eurasia, was nominated 
as the Chinese carrier on this route. "CNAC had been flying from 
Lashio to Kunming as part of its scheduled passenger service between 
Chunking and Rangoon." [Archive p.2007/064] Although Eurasia had 
taken the initiative, they were no longer in favour with the Chinese 
Government because of Germany's support for Japan. Deutsche Luft 
Hansa were very upset that CNAC were given permission to operate 
from Yunnanfu to Rangoon instead of them. 

Commander Murray, Manager for Imperial Airways in the Far East, 
wrote to the Chairman at the beginning of February 1939: 
"C.N.A.C. have permission to fly from Kunming (Yunnanfu) to Hanoi 
and are also preparing to undertake the reciprocal service from 
Kunming to Rangoon as soon as possible. Owing to shortage of aircraft 
they cannot possibly operate both these services, and I think they are 
more anxious to commence the Kunming/Rangoon service than the 
other, and with the least possible delay. ... They propose to undertake 
the survey flight to Rangoon with a Beechcraft. This is a single engine 
machine and has no wireless. Although it has a very high performance 
and a cruising speed of about 200 miles an hour, I should not care to 
think of undertaking a survey in such a machine, without wireless." 

The first proving flight was performed by a CNAC Beechcraft IT on 22 
February, 1939: 
"C.N.A.C. Beechcraft aeroplane on trial flight reached Rangoon without 
incident 5 p.m. February 22nd having left Chungking same morning. 
Flying time roughly 8% hours. Chungking - Kunming 31A hours. 
Kunming - Lashio 2% hours. Lashio - Rangoon 31A hours. Halted 
Lashio 2 hours. Pilots strongly of the opinion that present condition 
Lashio ground unsuitable for regular flights." 

The Imperial Airways AW15 Atalanta Artemis 4-engined transport did 
reach Yunnanfu (Kunming) on 2 March 1939, where the crew were 
feted by Eurasia and CNAC representatives. 

Imperial Airways were briefed on developments by the Irrawaddy 
Flotilla Company Ltd., their agent in Burma. CNAC's second survey 
flight between Kunming and Rangoon was flown by a Douglas DC-2 
piloted by Mr H L Woods on 20 April 1939. It carried two passengers 
and a consignment of 23 boxes of gold bars weighing 1,608 pounds for 
the Hongkong & Shanghai Banking Corporation, Rangoon. Two bags 
of mail, one from Chungking and one from Kunming, were also off-
loaded at Rangoon. The passengers were Mr P Y Wong, General 
Manager of CNAC, and Mr W L Bond, Operations Manager of CNAC. 
These gentlemen and Mr Woods held discussions with the Director of 
Civil Aviation. 

This aircraft left Rangoon on 23 April for the return survey flight to 
Kunming and Chungking. Three passengers for Loiwing embarked at 
Rangoon. 

"The same aircraft arrived Rangoon again on the third survey flight from 
Chungking at 10.55 hours yesterday, being again piloted by Mr H L 
Woods, with Chinese co-pilot and Chinese radio operator and two pas-
sengers were carried from Loiwing to Rangoon. A further consignment 
of 29 boxes gold bars for the Hongkong & Shanghai Banking 
Corporation, Rangoon, were brought down from Chungking. She left for 
Chungking again this morning at 00.05 hours with no passengers or 
freight on board." 

The fourth flight took place on 3 May, 1939, "when a Douglas DC-2 air-
craft, again piloted by MrH L Woods, arrived Rangoon from Chungking 
at 09.30 hrs., having called at Kunming and Loiwing en route. No pas-
sengers were brought down but a third consignment, for the Hongkong 
& Shanghai Banking Corporation, of twenty-one boxes gold bars was 
carried."The aircraft left Rangoon on the return flight at 05.00 hours on 
4 May with the intention of night-stopping at Loiwing and moving on to 
Kunming and Chungking the next day. 

Further Feedback on China will follow as space allows. 
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The Mosscraft MA.1 No.32 
HEAD-0 |N VIEW a. 

Right: The Moss 
Brothers Aircraft Ltd 
works at Chorley 
with construction of 
the prototype MA.1 
well under way. 
(Moss Brothers via 
JM Collection) 

The firm of Moss Brothers Aircraft Ltd of Chorley was founded on 1st 
January 1936 by five brothers (W H, G P, R L, R A S and B E Moss) all 
with flying experience, with the aim of producing a reasonably-priced 
cabin monoplane with a cruising speed of over 100 mph and a low 
landing speed. The result was a low-wing, plywood covered 2-seat 
tandem enclosed cabin monoplane powered by a 7-cyl 95 hp Pobjoy 
Niagara III. The single spar cantilever wing was tapered outboard of the 
centre section and fitted with split trailing edge flaps. The centre section 
contained fuel tanks totalling 21 gallons and below it was the oleo-
pneumatic cantilever undercarriage fitted with spats, wheel brakes and 
low pressure tyres. 

The prototype, designated MA-1, c/n 1, was registered G-AEST on 
18.1.37 and first flew in mid-1937. In September 1937 it went to 

Martlesham for Cof A trials and gained aerobatic approval, its first CofA 
being issued on 6.9.37. The only significant modification afterwards 
involved the fitting of mass balances to the rudder and ailerons. The air-
craft was particularly noted for its spacious cockpit, excellent visibility 
and ample luggage space. Flying characteristics were excellent and 
plans were made in 1939 to begin production. 

The aircraft was entered in the 1937 King's Cup at Hatfield and it was 
flown there with competition number '3T by W H Moss on 10.9.37 but 
some reports reveal that it arrived too late to take part in the race. 

Next the prototype was converted, by October 1938, into an open-
cockpit model - the top decking was removed and replaced by a long 
tapering headrest from the back seat while the tandem cockpits were 

Above: MA. 1 G-AEST 
shows its clean lines 
and good visibility from 
the cockpit. The mass 
balance arms may be 
seen fitted below the 
ailerons. 
(Moss Brothers via JM 
Collection) 
Right: In this view the 
twin exhausts of the 
Pobjoy Niagara radial 
can clearly be seen. 
(Aeroplane via JM 
Collection) 
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Above: The Head-on View shows the 
MA.1 in original condition as a cabin 
model. The pitot is positioned over two-
thirds of the way along the port wing 
leading edge. (Aeroplane via JM 
Collection) 

Left: MA.1 G-AEST about to touch down 
at Hanworth with the split trailing edge 
flaps deployed. The aileron mass balance 
has now been moved to the upper 
surface. (Aeroplane via JM Collection) 

Below: Entered by W H Moss in the 
King's Cup 1937 as '31', G-AEST appar-
ently arrived at Hatfield too late to start on 
10.9.37. (Aeroplane via JM Collection) 

fitted with hinged covers which enclosed 
almost everything except the pilots' 
heads. In this form the MA.1 was known 
as the Mosscraft Sports, offering a small 
increase in performance and a significant-
ly lower price tag. 

The MA.1 was not impressed during the 
war and is said to have been stored 
although it may well have been active. A 
new CofA was issued on 16.11.42 for one 
year so it could have been used as a 
company hack at first. Storage probably 
followed and it was not airworthy again 
until July 1949. 

Post-war G-AEST was flown frequently by 
William Moss as a single seater with the 
rear cockpit faired over. It was entered by 
him in the King's Cup of 1949, as spare 
aircraft for the MA.2 G-AFMS in which 
Moss actually took part. 

William Moss continued to fly the MA.1 
and entered it in the King's Cup again in 
1950 at Wolverhampton, this time with 
tragic results as the aircraft crashed on 
the opening day, 17.6.50, at Newport, 
Staffs, near Wolverhampton and Moss 
was killed. 

Above: The MA.1 prototype was 
converted in 1938 from cabin to 
open-cockpit model. Close-fitting 
side-hinged surrounds with wind-
screens attached were closed 
when the pilots were seated. 
(Aeroplane via JM Collection) 

Left: G-AEST poses in open-
cockpit form at Hanworth. Short 
exhausts have now replaced the 
original longer pipes. 
(Aeroplane via JM Collection) 
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Right: Flown with one up, 
the open-cockpit version of 
G-AEST demonstrates a 
spirited climb out at 
Hanworth. Unusually, with 
one pilot this aircraft is 
flown from the front seat. 
(Aeroplane via JM 
Collection) 

Below: The MA.1 in a 
variety . of single-seat 
guises. As '26' it has a 
headrest fairing extending 
about half way along the 
fuselage. As '25' we see 
an almost full length fairing 
- and no registration. As '4' 
at Wolverhampton in 1949 
it had only a shod head-
rest. (All: via JM Collection) 

During 1939 the company developed a second version of their design, 
this time with an eye on the market for a robust basic trainer. This was 
generally similar to the Sports or Tourer model with tandem open cock-
pits but with a 90 hp 4-cyl in-line Blackburn Cirrus Minor replacing the 
Pobjoy radial. This resulted in a slightly shorter fuselage, a higher 
empty weight and some reduction in performance in comparison with 
the more sporty MA.1. 

One example was completed in 1939, being registered with c/n 2 as 
G-AFMS on 2.1.39 and making its first public appearance on 14.5.39. 
The MA.2 was evaluated as an Air Observation Post by the School of 
Army Flying, Old Sarum between 17.1.40 and 19.2.40 but then, in a 
reversal of the modifications to the MA.1, it was converted to a cabin 
model and transfered to Canada as CF-BUB. There it was registered to 
Moss Brothers Aircraft Ltd, Vancouver, BC in April 1941. It may not 
have been coincidental that Ronald L Moss had gone to Canadian 
Airways in December 1939! While in Canada the MA.2 made a notable 
flight across the Rockies in 1941. 

As G-AFMS once more, it returned to the parent company in the UK in 
1947 and was restored to the register in August 1948. This must have 
pleased William Moss for he entered it in the 1949 King's Cup at 
Elmdon and flew it as no.'13'. The following year it was flown by G F 
Bullen in the event during which Moss crashed fatally in G-AEST. In 
1953 the MA.2 passed on to the Fairwood Flying Group but was still 
raced from time to time, as in the Welsh Air Derby on 5.6.54, held at its 
home field of Fairwood Common, Swansea. Active until the end, G-
AFMS was written off 10 miles south of Builth Wells en route from 
Lympne to Swansea on 7.7.58, fortunately without loss of life. 

Right: The MA.2 G-AFMS 
seen in its original form 
with open cockpits in 
1939. With its in-line 
engine, large flaps and 
spats it could almost pass 
for one of the Miles Hawk 
family, (via JM Collection) 
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Above: G-AFMS wearing 
race no.13 for the 1949 
King's Cup. The canopy, 
fitted in 1940, has a one-
piece sliding section behind 
the windscreen. (Blackburn 
via JM Collection) 

Left: MA.2 G-AFMS taking 
off in the Welsh Air Derby in 
June 1954, now as race 
no.'65'. Just behind the 
cowlings it wears the motto 
"Cymry yn Hedlan"= "Flying 
Welshmen" and a dragon 
on the fin for good measure. 
(Aeroplane via JM 
Collection) 

Even this was not the end of the Mosscraft story. In 1964 two partly 
completed airframes were found at Chorley and these were donated by 
R A S Moss to the Northern Aircraft Preservation Society. These were 
later passed to C V Butler for completion and were duly registered with 
appropriately dated 1938 period marks on 27.2.67. One was to be built 
as an MA.1, becoming G-AFHA c/n MA.1/2; the other as an MA.2, to 
be G-AFJV c/n MA.2/2. Neither have in fact been completed and 
remain in store as components only. 

The MA.1 and MA.2 could have been very successful aeroplanes but 
for the misfortune of their timing. Indeed they were in direct competition 
with aircraft like the Moth Minor in both open cockpit and coupe form 
and the Miles Magister but lacked the experience and resources of big 
companies such as de Havilland. 

Specifications: 

Span 
Length 
Height 
Wing area 
Empty Wt 
AUW 
Max speed 
Cruise 
Stall + flaps 
Range 
Price 

MA.1 Cabin model 
34ft Oin (10.37m) 
23ft 3in (7m) 
7ft Oin (2.135m) 
154 sqft (14.3m2) 
880 lbs (400kg) 
1400 lbs (636kg) 
130mph (208km/h) 
120mph (192km/h) 
36mph(57.6km/h) 
500mls(800km) 
£750 

MA.2 Trainer 
34ft Oin (10.37m) 
23ft 1 in (6.95m) 
7ft Oin (2.135m) 
154 sqft (14.3m2) 
950lbs (431kg) 
1400lbs (636kg) 
120mph(192km/h) 
105mph (168km/h) 
36mph(57.6km/h) 
400mls(640km) 
£690 

NB: MA.1 Open cockpit variations: Max speed 135mph (216km/h); 
cruise 122mph (195km/h); Range 560mls (896km); Price £695. 

MA.1 c/n 1 Regd G-AEST 18.1.37 to Moss Brothers Aircraft Ltd, 
Chorley. Cabin version. To Martlesham 9.37 for CofA trials; CofA 
issued 6.9.37 [No.6037]; flown to Hatfield 10.9.37 for King's Cup Race 
but did not take part "31". Converted into open-cockpit model 10.38; 
CofA renewed 13.5.39 and again 16.11.42. Probably stored 1943-
1948. New CofA issued 23.7.49. Entered for King's Cup Race 1949, did 
not take part. Regd to W H Moss 29.12.49. Entered for King's Cup 
1950 but crashed at Newport, Staffs on 17.6.50, first day of the 
meeting, killing owner/pilot W H Moss. Registration cancelled 7.7.50. 

MA.2 c/n 2 Regd G-AFMS 2.1.39 [CoR R8951] to Moss Brothers 
Aircraft Ltd, Chorley; first public appearance 14.5.39. Open cockpit 
version. Evaluated as Air Observation Post by School of Army Flying, 
Old Sarum 17.1.40, returned to owners (at Cheltenham) 20.2.40. 
Converted to cabin model, 1940. CofA issued 18.10.40. Registration 
cancelled 9.12.40 and exported to Canada. Regd CF-BUB [CoR 2797] 
to Moss Brothers Aircraft Ltd, Vancouver, BC 28.4.41; CofA No.502 
issued. Flown across Rocky Mountains, 1941. Registration cancelled 
11.47 and aircraft returned to UK. Registered G-AFMS 17.8.48 again 
to Moss Brothers Aircraft Ltd and CofA issued 20.8.48. Flown in King's 
Cup, Elmdon, 30.7.49 by W H Moss as "13". CofA extensions 8.9.49, 
30.11.49, then 26.5.50. Flown in King's Cup at Wolverhampton 17.6.50 
by GFBullen. CofA 4.3.52 and regd to TWHayhow 3.53. CofA 
16.6.53. Regd to J S Eynon & Ptnrs (The Fairwood Flying Group), 
Swansea 9.53. Named "Cymry yn Hedfan" and took part in Welsh Air 
Derby, Fairwood Common 5.6.54 as "65". CofA 3.7.56. On flight from 
Lympne to Swansea 7.7.58 crashed at Llwyngwyn Farm, Crickadarn, 
10 miles south of Builth Wells, Brecknock and damaged beyond repair. 
Pilot F G Evans and one other occupant survived. Registration can-
celled as destroyed 13.8.58. 
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F-1922 The French Civil Aircraft 
Register from 1922 Part 23 

By Bernard Martin, Dave Sparrow and Robert Esperou 

Having now reached the mid-1928 period we 
are continuing with the New Registrations in 
alphabetical order as they no longer corre-
spond to CofR Number order. Other data will 
be listed in monthly batches in each issue. 
Readers are reminded that the F-Alxx series 
continued until F-AIZZ in April 1929 instead 
of ending after one year on 31.12.26 as 
earlier series had. 

F-Uodate 6.28 to 5.28 
(contined) 

Above: The prototype Liore et Olivier H. 198 registered to Ste Transatlantique Aerienne was specially 
strengthened to enable it to be catapulted from the liner "He de France", (via JM Collection) 

New Registrations 
1894 F-AIQO Caudron 109/1 8/6193 
Ste France-Aviation, Boulogne-Billancourt (31.7.28), based Orly. 

1876 F-AIQP Liore-et-OlivierH.198 1 
Ste Transatlantique Aerienne, Paris/Le Bourget (28.6.28). 

2352 F-AIQQ Hanriot 14 
M.Vaulot, Luneville (18.2.30). 

5018 

1851 F-AIQR Morane191 1/2969 
Ste Aerienne Morane Saulnier, Puteaux (9.6.28), (based Villacoublay). 

1877 F-AIQS Morane 191 2 
Ste France- Aviation, Boulogne (29.6.28), (based Clermont-Ferrand). 

1878 F-AIQT Morane 191 3 
Ste France- Aviation, Boulogne (29.6.28), (based Angers). 

1852 F-AIQU Sopwith1.A2 5226 
Ste France-Aviation, Boulogne (11.6.28), (based Orly). 

1948 F-AIQV Farman63bis 7107 
Ste Generale des Transports Aeriens, Paris/Le Bourget (28.9.28). 

1900 F-AIQX Wibault 121 1 
SA des Avions Michel Wibault, Billancourt (14.8.28), (based 
Villacoublay). 

2024 F-AIQY CAMS 53 7 
Cie Air Union Lignes d'Orient, Paris (14.2.29), (based Marignane). 

2025 F-AIQZ CAMS 53 8 
Cie Air Union Lignes d'Orient, Paris (14.2.29), (based Marignane). 

Above: F-AIQP seen on the catapult of "lie de France" in August 1928 
prior to its first mail flight from the vessel en route from Le \Havre to 
New York, (via JM Collection) 
Below: Farman 63 F-AIQV of SGTA appears to have nosed over when 
landing in a very soft and muddy field, (via JM Collection) 

1854 F-AIRA Caudron 110 
M Caudron, Issy (15.6.28). 

1/6220 

1920 F-AIRB Morane 191 4 
Cie Frangaise d'Aviation, Boulogne sur Seine (29.8.28), (based Orly, 
later Chalon-sur-Saone). 

1896 F-AIRC Morane 191 5 
Cie Frangaise d'Aviation, Boulogne sur Seine (6.8.28), (based Angers). 

1897 F-AIRD Morane 191 6 
Cie Frangaise d'Aviation, Boulogne sur Seine (6.8.28), (based 
Clermont-Ferrand). 

1898 F-AIRF Morane 191 18 
Ste des Aeroplanes Morane Saulnier, Puteaux (6.8.29), (based 
Villacoublay). 

1879 F-AIRE Morane 191 
Ste Aerienne Morane Saulnier, 
Villacoublay). 

17 
Puteaux (29.6.28), (based 
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1889 F-AIRG Morane 191 19 
Ste des Aeroplanes Morane Saulnier, Puteaux (31.7.28), (based 
Villacoublay). 
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Left: A Farman F. 180 Oiseau Bleu 
(two 500 hp Farman 12We 12-cyl 
water-cooled engines) seen with 
the last letter of the registration 
missing. This must have been 
F-AIRZ - the other two examples 
built were F-AIMX and F-AIVR -
but F-AIRZ was actually completed 
as the F. 180T version, see below, 
(via JM Collection) 

Below: The Farman 180T F-AIRZ 
showing the additional canard 
aerofoils applied to the nose. No 
CofR number or date seems to be 
known for this aircraft built in 1928 
and which was apparently intend-
ed for SGTA. 
(via JM Collection) 

1890 F-AIRH Morane 191 20 
Ste des Aeroplanes Morane Saulnier, Puteaux 
(31.7.28), (based Villacoublay). 

1891 F-AIRI Morane 191 21 
Ste des Aeroplanes Morane Saulnier, Puteaux 
(31.7.28), (based Villacoublay). 

1892 F-AIRJ Morane 191 22 
Ste des Aeroplanes Morane Saulnier, Puteaux 
(31.7.28), (based Villacoublay). 

1911 F-AIRK Morane 191 23 
Ste des Aeroplanes Morane Saulnier, Puteaux 
(20.8.28), (based Villacoublay). 

1912 F-AIRL Morane 191 24 
Ste des Aeroplanes Morane Saulnier, Puteaux 
(20.8.28), (based Villacoublay). 

1924 F-AIRM Morane 191 25 
Ste des Aeroplanes Morane Saulnier, Puteaux (29.8.28), (based 
Villacoublay). Originally entered as F-AITM - qv) 

1853 F-AIRN Bleriot-Spad 61 13 
SA Bleriot Aeronautique, Suresnes (15.6.28), (based Buc). 

1933 F-AIRO Hanriot 35 7 
Ste des Avions Hanriot, Carrieres s/Seine (12.9.28), (based Chalons 
sur Saone). 

1913 F-AIRP Hanriot 35 8 
Ste des Avions Hanriot, Carrieres s/Seine (23.8.28), (based Chalons 
sur Saone). 

1914 F-AIRQ Hanriot 35 9 
Ste des Avions Hanriot, Carrieres s/Seine (23.8.28), (based Chalons 
sur Saone). 

1915 F-AIRR Hanriot 35 10 
Ste des Avions Hanriot, Carrieres s/Seine (23.8.28), (based Chalons 
sur Saone). 

1855 F-AIRS Nieuport 62.C1 62 
Ste Nieuport-Astra, Issy (19.6.28), (based Velizy-Villacoublay) 

1899 F-AIRT Morane 191 7 
Cie Francaise dAviation, Boulogne sur Seine (8.8.28), (based Angers). 

1881 F-AIRU Latecoere 32 82 
Cie Generate Aeropostale, Paris (31.7.28), (based Marseille). . 

1953 F-AIRV Bernard 190T 102 
Cie Internationale de Navigation Aerienne, Paris/Le Bourget (6.10.28). 

1866 F-AIRX Latecoere 25/3R 647 
Cie Generate Aeropostale, Paris (21.6.28), (based Toulouse) 

1867 F-AIRY Latecoere 25/3R 648 
Cie Generate Aeropostale, Paris (21.6.28), (based Toulouse) 

- ? - F-AIRZ Farman 180T 2 
Ste Avions H-M & D Farman, Billancourt (1928) 

1868 F-AISA Latecoere 25/3R 649 
Cie Generate Aeropostale, Paris (21.6.28), (based Toulouse) 

1869 F-AISB Latecoere 25/3R 650 
Cie Generate Aeropostale, Paris (21.6.28), (based Toulouse) 

1916 F-AISC Caudron 109/1 raid 
R Caudron, Issy (24.8.28). 

9/6194 

1978 F-AISD Caudron 125 2/5826 
M Genet, Paris (22.11.28), (based Velizy-Villacoublay). 

1883 F-AISE Morane 191 8 
Ste France Aviation, Boulogne-Billancourt (31.7.28), (based Orly). 

1884 F-AISF Morane 191 9 
Ste France Aviation, Boulogne-Billancourt (31.7.28), (based Orly). 

1885 F-AISG Morane 191 10 
Ste France Aviation, Boulogne-Billancourt (31.7.28), (based Clermont-
Ferrand). 

1886 F-AISH Morane 191 11 
Ste France Aviation, Boulogne-Billancourt (31.7.28), (based Clermont-
Ferrand). 

1887 F-AISI Morane 191 12 
Ste France Aviation, Boulogne-Billancourt (31.7.28), (based Angers). 

1888 F-AISJ Morane 191 13 
Ste France Aviation, Boulogne-Billancourt (31.7.28), (based Angers). 

1910 F-AISK Morane 191 14 
Ste France Aviation, Boulogne-Billancourt (20.8.28), (based Nimes) 
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Above: Latecoere 26 postal 
monoplane F-AISB c/n 650 was 
fitted with a strengthened under-
carriage, 450 hp Renault 12Ja 
with metal propeller, and Handley 
Page slots., (via JM Collection) 
Right: The Latecoere 32 twin 
engined flying boat was a Dornier 
Wal look-alike. Two of 
Aeropostale's eight examples are 
listed below as F-AISN and 'O. 
(via JM Collection) 

1925 F-AISL Morane191 15 
Ste France Aviation, Boulogne-Billancourt (29.8.28), (based Nimes) 

1909 F-AISM Morane191 16 
Cie Frangaise d'Aviation, Boulogne sur Seine (20.8.28), (based Orly) 

1873 F-AISN Latecoere 32 80 
Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris (27.6.28), (based Marseille). 

1874 F-AISO Latecoere 32 81 
Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris (27.6.28), (based Marseille). 

? - F-AISP Unknown. Issued to aircraft for export? 

1875 F-AISQ Peyret-Nessler Libellule 1 
M.Nessler, Nogent sur Marne (28.6.28), (based Orly). 

1908 F-AISR Caudron59 
R Caudron, Issy (20.8.28). 

824/6195 

1895 F-AISS Potez32 1301 
Ste pour le Developpement de I'Aviation, Paris/Le Bourget (31.7.28). 

1928 F-AIST Farman F.71 68/7104 
Ets H&M Farman, Billancourt (4.9.28), (based Toussus-le-Noble). 

1929 F-AISU Farman F.71 7105 
Ets H&M Farman, Billancourt (6.9.28), (based Toussus-le-Noble). 

1961 F-AISV CAMS 53 05 
Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris (16.10.28), (based St Louis de 
Senegal) 

1972 F-AISX CAMS 53 6 
Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris (14.11.28), (based St Louis de 
Senegal). 

1907 F-AISY SchreckFBA.17HT-4 82 
M de Precourt, Paris (20.8.28), (based Argenteuil). . 

2282 F-AISZ CAMS 53/1 9 
Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris (30.9.29), (based Marseille-
Marignane). 

2062 F-AITA CAMS 53 10 
Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris (6.4.29), (based Marseille). 

Right: The CAMS 53 proto-
type F-AISV c/n 05 which 
was developed from the mili-
tary CAMS 51 for trans-
Mediterranean services. It 
carried four passengers, two 
crew and mail, powered by 
two 500 hp Hispano-Suiza 
12Hbr water-cooled engines, 
(via JM Collection) 
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Above: Caudron C.109 F-AITI 
(40 hp Salmson 9AD radial) on 
take-off wearing a fleet number 
"1". (via JM Collection) 

Left: Partly-cropped view of one 
of an early batch of Hanriot 
H.410 biplane trainers, F-AITD, 
with 100 hp Lorraine radial, 
(via JM Collection) 

1931 F-AITB Hanriot 410 1 
Ste des Avions Hanriot, Carrieres sur Seine (11.9.28), (based 
Bourges). 

2038 F-AITC Hanriot 410 2 
Cie Frangaise d'Aviation, Boulogne sur Seine (8.3.29), (based 
Bourges). 

2302 F-AITD Hanriot 410 3 
Ste des Avions Hanriot, Carrieres sur Seine (16.10.29), (based 
Bourges). 

2039 F-AITE Hanriot 410 4 
Cie Frangaise d'Aviation, Boulogne s/Seine (8.3.29), (based Bourges). 

2280 F-AITF Hanriot 410 5 
Ste des Avions Hanriot, Carrieres sur Seine (26.9.29), (based 
Bourges). 

1893 F-AITG Sopwith 1A.2 5224/5250 
Ste France Aviation, Boulogne-Billancourt (31.7.28), (based Orly). 

1942 F-AITH Latecoere 25/3R 701 
Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris (15.9.28), (based Toulouse). 

2007 F-AITI Caudron 109 9/6219 
Ste pour le Developpement de I'Aviation, Paris/Le Bourget (8.1.29). 

2010 F-AITJ Caudron 109 6272 
Les Assurances Syndicales des Grands Groupements Regionaux, 
Toulouse (21.1.29). 

2026 F-AITK Caudron 59 5273 
Cie Frangaise d'Aviation, Boulogne-Billancourt (15.2.29), (based Orly). 

1919 F-AITL Morane 191 26 
Ste des Aeroplanes Morane- Saulnier, Puteaux (28.8.28), (based 
Villacoublay). 

2041 F-AITM Morane 191 27 
Cie Frangaise d'Aviation, Boulogne sur Seine (13.3.29), (based Orly). 

1923 F-AITN Morane 191 35 
Cie Frangaise d'Aviation, Boulogne sur Seine (29.8.28), (based 
Clermont-Ferrand, 

1930 F-AITO Schreck FBA.17.HT4 83 
Cie Aerienne Frangaise, Suresnes (6.9.28), (based Argenteuil). . 

1922 F-AITP Morane 191 28 
Ste des Aeroplanes Morane-Saulnier, Puteaux (29.8.28), (based 
Villacoublay). 

2035 F-AITQ Morane 191 29 
Cie Frangaise d'Aviation, Boulogne sur Seine (4.3.29), (based Orly). 

1921 F-AITR Morane 191 36 
Cie Frangaise d'Aviation, Boulogne sur Seine (29.8.28), (based 
Bordeaux). 

1927 F-AITS Morane 191 37 
Cie Frangaise d'Aviation, Boulogne sur Seine (4.9.28), (based Angers). 

1943 F-AITT Morane 191 38 
Cie Frangaise d'Aviation, Boulogne sur Seine (18.9.28), (based 
Clermont-Ferrand, 

1932 F-AITU Bleriot 165 2 
Cie Air Union, Paris/Le Bourget (12.9.28); named 'Octave Chanute'. 

To be continued. 
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Left: Air Union's second 
Bleriot 165, F-AITU named 
"Octave Chanute", seen with 
a group of passengers at 
Croydon, (via JM Collection) 
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FMA : from 1945 
The story of Fabrica Militar de Aviones, Argentina 
Michael Magnusson 

Right: An IA-34 Clen 
Antu tail-less glider at an 
event wearing competi-
tion number 1, another 
example is partially 
visible on the right. This 
would appear to be one 
of the single-seaters, an 
IA-34m; note the cockpit-
cover which lies in the 
foreground, 
(via G Pavlovcic) 

Horten and other 
activities in the 
1950s 

Apart from Kurt Tank, the other famous German designer who ended 
up in Argentina was obviously Reimar Horten. He was born in Bonn 
1915 and was attracted to gliding activities in his youth. Together with 
his brother Walter he designed his first glider in 1933, called "Ho.1". He 
was able to pursue his research work until his design office in Bonn was 
taken over by Allied forces in March 1945 after which Horten remained 
in post. He tried to continue his work but in 1947 all aeronautical activ-
ities in Germany were prohibited. Horten then decided to emigrate to 
Argentina which he did via Austria and Italy. He arrived to Buenos Aires 
at the end of 1947 on a scheduled FAMA flight from Rome, was soon 
introduced to General Peron and then settled at FMA in Cordoba. 

Horten assisted in the Pulqui II work but did not get along too well with 
Kurt Tank so he was allowed to set up his own design office with Karl 
Nickel and the German pilot Heinz Scheidhauer. They soon got 
approval to start working on new glider designs. In 1949 he married 
Gisela Hilger who he met via his gliding activities. In 1962 he briefly 
returned to Germany but did not settle down, instead he came back to 
Argentina in 1964. He continued working as a consultant and lecturer 
in Argentina until he passed away on 14th August 1993 in Cordoba. His 
relatives still reside in the city, one grandson is a Boeing 737 pilot. 

Reimar Horten did extensive research into "flying wings" and this would 
dominate his designs in the 1950s. He began with a two-seat glider 
called "IA-34 Clen Antu". The name continued the tradition of picking 
names from local Indian languages, "Clen Antu" meaning "Sun Rays". 
The prototype first flew 20th June 1949 and four were produced. On its 
first flight it was towed by a Curtiss and the IA-34 was released at 450m 
altitude and then flew for 15 min piloted by Edmundo Weiss. On the 
next day it flew 30 min as a glider. The design was an all wood con-
struction, 18m span, 4.4m length and 19 sq m wing area. It landed at 
60 km/h and max cruise speed was 200 km/h. Empty weight was 275kg 
and max take off weight 475 kg. Wing sweep was 22 degrees at 25% 
chord. 

The prototype was painted blue and white, Argentina's national colors, 
and did not carry any registration. The other three, #02 to #04 were reg-
istered LV-X12 to LV-X14 (between 1949 and 1952). Various local 
glider pilots evaluated the IA-34 and found it a challenge, special train-
ing was needed to fly it. Based on this, Horten evaluated various mod-
ifications in the four aircraft in order to improve the type's handling char-
acteristics. A small "rake" was installed on the nose and with this it 
became known as IA-34B. However it continued to be unstable at low 
speeds and no more aircraft were produced. No 2 was lost in an acci-
dent on 25th November 1951 and at that time was being flown by very 
experienced glider pilot. 

Part 8 

Above: An unmarked IA-34 prepares for flight with two pilots on board. 
(via G Pavlovcic) 
Below: In flight, with nosewheel retracted, (via JM Collection) 

Then followed a single seat version of the IA-34, known as the IA-34m. 
The intention was to compete in the World Gliding Championships in 
Spain in 1952. Two were built and flown on 19th October 1951 and 9th 
February 1952. The first was modified from the two-seater #04 and thus 
initially kept this c/n but later changed to #01. This was registered LV-
XXA on 19th October 1951 and the second #02 LV-XXB on 9th 
February 1952 (later LV-X25). Obviously the empty weight was less, 
now 250kg and max take off weight just 350kg. These did take part in 
the world gliding championships but both were damaged in Madrid and 
did not do well in the competition although they did attract much atten-
tion. One of these is currently undergoing restoration at the Museo de 
la Industria in Cordoba. 

Then came a far more ambitious design by Horten, a delta wing jet. It 
was designated IA-37 and never had any name. Horten exploited the 
difficulties Kurt Tank was having with the Pulqui II programme by con-
vincing the Argentine government to launch a new delta-wing super-
sonic aircraft. Approval was given, design work begun in 1953 and on 
1st October 1954 an engine-less full-size model was first flown by 
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Above: Two views of the 

* j | IA-37 in its original config-
uration with prone-position 
cockpit in the transparent 
nose. (A Marino collection) 

Left: The revised version 
of 1957 with conventional 
cockpit. Even this version 
only flew as a glider and 
the planned R-R Derwent 
powered version never 
materialised. 
(A Marino collection) 

:: 

Jorge Connan Doyle, towed into the air by a Junkers Ju52. In this first 
version, the pilot was lying down in a small cockpit in the air-intake. 
Various flights were conducted in 1954 and 1955 with both Connan 
Doyle and Heinz Scheidhauer as pilots as well as three others. It flew 
almost 100 hours. The IA-37 was build of wood with 63.5 degrees wing 
sweep and fixed gear. Span and length were both 10m with 48 sq.m 
wing area. 

The original intention was to fly the jet-powered prototype in 1956 but 
the project was slowed down by the "Revolution of 1955" when Peron 
was ousted. Horten managed to convince the new authorities to con-
tinue and in 1957 the model was again flown. Horten was the only 
senior German designer that "survived" the revolution, all others includ-
ing Kurt Tank left Argentina. The prototype was converted with a con-
ventional cockpit and the supersonic ambitions were dropped. Once 
again the project was stopped and it was not re-launched until 1958. 
During 1958 it flew 50 hours and plans were made to build two motor-
ized IA-37s in 1959 for first flight in 1961. These would be fitted with a 
R-R Derwent with 1632kg thrust. However in 1960 the government 
finally cancelled the project, and the motorised IA-37 never was com-
pleted. 

Horten however had more designs up his sleeve. The next was a large 
transport, again a "flying wing" design. This was called the IA-38 and 
again had no name. In 1950 Horten was approached by citrus growers 
in the western part of Argentina who wanted an aircraft capable of 
taking ten tons of fresh fruit to Buenos Aires! Apparently this is how the 
IA-38 project begun, thus it got the nick-name "Naranjero" in Spanish 
("Naranja" means orange). Design work began in 1951 but progressed 
very slowly and again was interrupted by the events in 1955. Again 
Horten managed to re-launch the construction of the prototype in 1958. 
It finally flew 9th December 1960, piloted by Rogelio Balado. He found 
the aircraft difficult to control and the flight lasted for only 20 minutes. 
By 1961 it had only flown four times as it also suffered a lack of power. 
Interest in the aircraft waned and the project was cancelled in 1962. It 
was after this cancellation that Horten decided to go back to Germany, 
probably a bit disenchanted with his work. 

The IA-38 was a large aircraft, all metallic design. Span was 32m, 
length 14m and wing area 133 sq.m. Empty weight 7,500kg and max 
take off weight 8,500 kg. Cruise speed 215 km/h and landing speed 
140 km/h. Range 1250km. It was equipped with four "El Gaucho"450hp 
engines instead of four "El Indio" engines of 750hp as originally intend-

Left; The sole 
example of the 
IA-38 freighter 
seen in the 
FMA factory at 
Cordoba, (via 
JM Collection) 
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Right: The IA-38 seen 
taxying on grass with its 
four fixed mainwheels in 
tandem pairs and 
retractable nosewheel. 
(A Marino collection) 
Below: How many 
mechanics does it take to 
fit a prop? Five in atten-
dance on one of the Rotol 
pusher propellers on the 
IA-38. 
(A Marino collection) 

Above: Standing in front of the IA-38 in December 1960, designer Reimer Hoden on the 
right and test pilot Rogelio Balado on the left. (A Marino collection) 
Below: A rear view of the IA-38 showing the cargo door wide open. Only the pod outer 
engine has a propeller fitted. 

ed. There was a surplus of the Gaucho engines as all DL22s were being phased out 
whilst the "El Indio" engine was in demand for the IA-35 Huanquero programme. During 
flight testing, the engines overheated due to lack of cooling (as happens on many 
pusher designs !). It was stored for at least two years at FMA and there were proposals 
for putting it in the museum in Buenos Aires but as it was very bulky moving it would be 
a challenge so it was scrapped, possibly in 1963. 

Above: The five mechanics are now checking the large 
retractable nosewheel! (A Marino collection) Above: Three-view drawing of the IA-38. (via JM Collection) 
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Left: The IA-38 freighter 
takes to the air. The all-
metal aircraft was under 
powered and flew little 
before eventually being 
scrapped around 1963. 
(A Marino collection) 

Below: The Argentine 
prototype of the IA-41 
side-by-side two-seat 
tail-less glider. 
(A Marino collection) 

The final design by Horten (that reached prototype 
stage) was another glider, the IA-41 which was 
named "Urubu". The background to this was the 
complaint that the tandem two-seat IA-34 could not 
be flown by a single pilot due to centre of gravity 
issues. Thus Horten designed a similar aircraft but 
with side-by-side seating. Four of these had actually 
been built in Germany using drawings supplied by 
Horten, the first flew on 20th May 1952 and the 
second on 2nd May 1953. In Argentina the first 
indigenous example flew on 29th September 1953 
with the German pilot Heinz Scheidhauer at the con-
trols. The second, known as IA-41 B flew on 7th 
March 1955. This one made numerous flights from 
Rio Tercero including one which reached 6,200m 
altitude. This gave rise to the idea of flying over the 
Andes. For this purpose, it was taken to Bariloche 
together with a Morane-Saulnier MS-502 for towing 
and another glider, a Slingsby LV-EEN with a 
Stearman for towing. After getting better weather the 
two gliders crossed the mountain range on 30th 
October 1956 from Bariloche in Argentina to Lake Llanquihue in Chile. 
The third IA-41 first flew on 17th December 1958 but the fourth was 
never finished. One was kept in Cordoba for research work. The IA-41 

Above and Below: An IA.41 being prepared for flight and beginning 
its take-off run. This example appears to be marked No. 2B. 
(Both: A Marino collection) 

had much better handling qualities than the IA-34 but still met resis-
tance at the gliding clubs. One eventually was restored and exhibited at 
the Aeronautical museum in Moron. 

Span was 18m, wing area 27 sq m. Landing speed 52 km/h and max 
speed 180 km/h. Empty weight 250kg and max take off weight 410 kg. 
Glide angle 1:24 at 74 km/h. 

During the Peron regime, the policy was to become self-sufficient and 
hence FMA was ordered to build cars, tractors, motor-cycles and light 
pick-ups as well. This they did, the first two-door car was unveiled in 
1952 and known as "Institec Justicialista". One was donated to the 
President of Chile and flown in a Bristol 170 to Santiago in 1953. Only 
179 were produced. A light pick up was more popular, 3,400 were 
made. Various designs only reached prototype stage but the 
"Rastrojero" was very successful, almost 100,000 built in the 1950s and 
1960s. Some 67,000 motor-cycles were also produced between 1952 
and 1963. A tractor known as "Pampa" was built in 3760 units. 
Examples of these are exhibited at the Museo de la Industria in 
Cordoba. 

FMA also wanted to make their own aircraft engines, the first design 
was the 450 HP 9-cylinder IAe.16 "Gaucho" which was installed on the 
DL-22s. Then came the IA R-19 "El Indo" first run in June 1947. This 
was also a 9 cylinder engine which produced 750 to 840 HP and was 
used on the IA-35 Huanquero. 

References: 
"Fabrica Militar de Aviones, Cronicas y 
Testimonios" by Angel C.Arreguez 2007. 
"Historia de la Industria Aeronautica Argentina" by 
Fransisco HAIbritter 2004. 
"Reimar Horten, Disenador de alas volantes en la 
FMA, Aeroespacio Nov/Dec 1993. 
"Decolando", an internal news-letter at FMA during 
1955 until 1960. 
"Las Alas del Peron" by Ricardo Burzaco 2007. 

To be continued. . . 

Left: The IA-41 exhibited in the National 
Aeronautical Museum at Moron. (M Magnusson) 
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Airliners in Warpaint - Warbirds in Civvies: 1 

The WWII air route to Sweden and 
Operation Sonnie Michael West 

BOAC's WWII Mosquito courier flights from Scotland across the heavily 
defended Skagerrak waters to beleaguered neutral Sweden are the 
stuff of aviation legend, often called The Ball-Bearing Run' a name 
derived from an Ernest K Gann account. BOAC had opened the route 
in 1939 with Lockheed 14s, also using Hudsons , Lodestars, Dakotas, 
the sole CW-20, Whitleys, Mosquitos and later Liberators. Of these only 
the Liberator had enough range to bypass the Skagerrak by flying the 
length of Sweden, across lightly defended Northern Norway sometimes 
at 65 degrees north, and down the North Sea to Scotland. The 
Americans funded runway extensions to Bromma, Stockholm, around 
winter 43/44 for such heavier types. 

From February 1942 the Swedish airline ABA ran a brave but intermit-
tent service to Dyce, Aberdeen at night with orange painted DC-3s. 
Though neutral civilian aircraft they were at risk from German night 
fighters over the Skagerrak and.two were shot down in 1943 (These 
were SE-BAF and -BAG:- Ed.). After negotiations with the Germans 
ABA later resumed the flights with a heavily illuminated DC-3. Towards 
the war's end the Swedes operated some flights to Prestwick with sal-
vaged B-17s converted to airliners. 

The Norwegian Government in exile in Britain also contributed to the air 
link to Scandinavia. Their crews flew Lodestars (and Mosquitos) to 
Sweden as part of the BOAC effort but with a certain amount of inde-
pendence, and their aircraft would tend to fly over occupied Norway en 
route. However later in 1943 the Norwegians were finding the British 
increasingly obstructive especially about their desire to transport to 
Britain some 2-3,000 men of military age from the 20,000 Norwegian 
refugees sheltering in Sweden. The legendary Norwegian-born Polar 
aviator Bernt Balchen, by this time a Lt Colonel in the USAAF accord-
ingly organised an airlift called 'Operation Sonnie' with support from the 
American OSS. 

King Haakon of Norway and Trygve Lie the Norwegian Foreign Minister 
tackled Churchill directly at a London luncheon and got an agreement 
(despite objections from Anthony Eden and various British Ministries ) 
for Balchen and the Americans to operate a fleet of unarmed, and ini-
tially unmarked, Liberator transports which were assigned British radio 
call-signs .G-AFYM, N, O, P, R, S, T and G-AFZC, K and L (The docu-
mentation is still viewable for some codes, e.g. G-AFYR, on the CAA's 
G-INFO website: www.caa.co.uk/ginfoV 

The first five war-weary B-24s were stripped of armaments and painted 
dull green at Bovingdon (Gee navigation electronics were retained or 
fitted). Balchen took the first aircraft to Leuchars and without delay to 
Bromma, Stockholm on 31st March 1944. The airport manager at 
Bromma, Bertil Florman was unhappy that 'the airplane did not have 
registration marks, lacked a C of A and Flight Log, had no passenger 
seating and had an extraordinarily inexperienced radio operator1. The 
American Air Attache, Colonel Felix Hardison (a hero of the Corregidor 
campaign) arranged for the Swedish ABA workshops to paint the radio 
call sign on the Liberator's side - in black, several feet high - as in the 

Above: In interesting selection of aircraft on the apron at Goteborg-
Torslanda, c. 1945, showing a USAAF B-17, US civil C-54 and US civil 
B-24. (K-G Rydelius, © Bo Rydelius) 
Below: The US Air Attache Lt Col Felix Hardison standing next to the 
rear fuselage of the clearly-marked Liberator G-AFYO at Goteborg-
Torslanda in 1944. (K-G Rydelius, © Bo Rydelius) 

photographs of G-AFYO at Gothenburg-Torslanda. On the second trip 
from Leuchars the revised marks 'G-H' were reportedly carried but from 
the third trip the American Bureau of Commerce registration NC18649 
was carried on the vertical tail surfaces (similarly the remainder of the 
Sonnie Liberators just carried the NC tail-number). 

Balchen's 'American Air Transport Service' as it was (unofficially) 
called, made around 550 flights with CB-24 and C-87 Liberators 
between the UK and Sweden in 1944-1945 with only one fatal crash, at 
Anten, Sweden on 20th October 1944. (NC18618, the B-24 which 
crashed, was reported to have used radio callsign NWK in error instead 
of NYR. Was the latter perhaps derived from radio code G-AFYR?) 

At least 2,000 Norwegians were flown out by the 'AATS'. Later as 
Germany's defeat became inevitable, but before V-E Day, the flights 
brought out interned crews of American bombers which had landed in 
Sweden as a result of damage in raids on Germany. Finally a humani-
tarian airlift to the UK of civilians and concentration camp victims was 
performed. 
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Left: It is believed that B-24D Liberator 
42-40551 made only one flight to Sweden 
as G-AFYO before becoming NC18649. 
It may have been once only to Bromma 
as it was at Torslanda on 2.4.44. 
(K-G Rydelius, © Bo Rydelius) 

Below: Upper: A genuine civil Liberator, 
G-AGFS was operated by BOAC with 
British Airways titles in 1944. 
(Luftfartsverket) 

Middle: Douglas C-54A NC31589, c/n 
7467, on 24.5.45; one of four which oper-
ated for the AATS on flights into Sweden. 
(K-G Rydelius, © Bo Rydelius) 

Lower: Boeing F-17 SE-BAH c/n 8479 of 
ABA at Torslanda, flanked by a Fokker 
F.XII of DDL (probably OY-DAJ) and an 
unidentified RAF Dakota. 
(K-G Rydelius, © Bo Rydelius) 

USAAF pilot Guy Carnine after completing 25 bombing missions with 
the 578th BS/392th BG had volunteered to fly for Balchen's Operation 
Sonnie and his recollections on the www.24.net webpage may be of 
interest. 

Carnine recalls the B-24 stripped of armament carrying up to 40 pas-
sengers on bench seats, but with baggage it was very crowded. Neither 
the crew or passengers had parachutes. Crews were issued civilian 
passports, wore civilian clothes, stayed in decent hotels in Stockholm 
and drew a 'per diem' cash allowance and ration coupons from the 
BOAC office daily. Each evening they reported to a weather office in 
the British Embassy for a decision on flying that night. Off-duty time at 
Leuchars revolved around the golf-clubs and the Sonnie crews had a 
UC-61A Norseman at their disposal . Although the Sonnie flights to 
Sweden overflew occupied Norway they saw little of the Luftwaffe. 

Carnine describes an attempt to extend the Sonnie flights to Helsinki 
and Russia in which the Liberator was shot down over Murmansk by 
the Russians. This time the crew had parachutes but its commander Lt 
Col Keith Allen failed to bale out. 

G-AFYO a much used registration. 
The first allocation was in 1939 when British Airways Ltd ordered 9 
Douglas DC-5s, paying a 25% deposit. The DC-5s were to be regis-
tered G-AFYG to -FYO and delivered by the summer of 1940 but the 
order had to be cancelled with the outbreak of WWII. Marks G-AFYM 
to G-AFYO were re-assigned to 3 Bristol Bombays but not taken up. 
Ten radio codes between G-AFYM and G-AFZL were assigned to 
Sonnie Liberators 28.3.44 but only G-AFYO got marked as described. 
Currently a Stinson Voyager wears the registration G-AFYO, legiti-
mately issued in 1977. 

Thanks to: Nils-Olaf Andersson, Ian Callier, Tony Doyle, Stig Jarlevik, 
Bo Rydelius, egsb.se website, A-B Digest, "Blockade Runners" 

Above: The only genuine G-AFYO? Stinson HW-75 Voyager c/n 7039 
was registered on 25.4.77 and is seen here at its current home at 
Westfield Farm, Hailsham on 29.6.08. (D Partington) 
Right: Another Boeing F-17 of ABA, SE-BAO c/n 7628 in wartime 
markings stands in the foreground as DDL's Fokker F.XIIM OY-DAJ c/n 
87 taxies out at Goteborg-Torslanda during 1945. 
(K-G Rydelius, © Bo Rydelius) 
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The Whole Truth: 
THE HANDLEY PAGE HERALD PART1 

Compiled by Derek King 

Handley Page Ltd took over the former Miles factory at Woodley and 
after completing the production of the Marathon decided to design and 
build a new airliner, which initially became the Handley Page (Reading) 
HPR.3 Herald. The initial design work had, in fact, been started in 1948, 
by the former Miles design team as an enlarged Marathon with four 
Alvis Leonides engines as the M.73 and including certain parts of the 
Marathon in its structure. 

In March 1952 Mr E W Gray suggested a pressurised version with a 
basically circular fuselage cross section, which, together with the high 
wing layout permitted a low sill level for ease of loading. The four 
engines were mounted in underslung nacelles with the inner pair 
housing the main undercarriage legs. In the following May, Sir 
Frederick Handley Page approved the construction of a simple mock-
up of the design, retaining the four engined layout. However, even at 
this early stage, the fitting of Rolls-Royce Dart turbo-prop engines was 
investigated by the design team. At this time the aircraft still retained 
the three-finned tail layout of the Marathon. In July 1952 Sir Frederick 
made funds available for design studies and wind tunnel testing, with a 
small design team, led by E W Gray. 

At this time other designs were appearing on the market, and Sir 
Frederick was impressed by the single-fin layout of the competing 
Fokker F.27 design (which became the highly successful Friendship), 
which was already powered by two RR Dart engines. The final version 
of the HPR.3 design had a large single fin with a very small dorsal fillet 
continuing the top line of the fuselage. In March 1953 the Alvis 
Company were asked to speed up their development programme for 
the Leonides Major engine as the selected power plant for the HPR.3, 
and the Marathon II aircraft was obtained from the Empire Test Pilots 

Above: The prototype HPR.3 Herald under construction at Woodley 
seeming to dwarf the Miles Marathon at the other end of the assembly 
shop. (Aeroplane via Jack Meaden Collection) 

School to act as a test-bed for the engine. This arrived at Reading 
where the design of the engine mountings and cowlings was progress-
ing. The RAE had agreed to undertake wind tunnel testing on the pro-
posed installation at Farnborough. 

The first signals of potential difficulties for the four engined layout were 
revealed in June 1953, when Trans Australia Airlines issued their 
requirements for a Douglas DC-3 replacement and specified two pro-
peller-turbine engines as the power source. A cruising speed of 240 
knots with a range of 2,000 miles was also specified (The HPR.3 was 
aimed at 224 knots over 1,640 miles). This caused Handley Page to 
further investigate turbine power, with the Napier Eland (October 1953) 
and the Armstrong Siddeley Mamba being studied as well as the RR 
Dart, this design study was under the type number HPR.4. (The 
Leonides Major engined Marathon II test-bed became the HPR.5). 
Further investigations were made into a potential Viscount replacement 
developed from the HPR.3 design as the HPR.6, with blown flaps and 
a laminar flow wing and Rolls-Royce RB.109 engines (to later become 
the RR Tyne). At this stage however, development was concentrated 
on the initial HPR.3 with four Leonides Major engines. 

Whilst all the studies were ongoing, On 18th January 1954, the board 
of Handley Page decided to order two prototypes of the HPR.3 to be 
built at Woodley and allocated one million pounds over three years plus 
just over a further half-million to cover the cost of jigs and tools. The 
"break-even" production total was estimated as production of 75 air-
craft. The name "Herald" was selected at the same time, and was 
chosen for its ease of translation into French or Spanish. 
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As part of the development programme for the HPR.3, Handley Page 
(Reading) built two fuselage test specimens, one used for installations 
testing and the other for water tank tests, the latter went to RAE 
Farnborough and actually remained there until 20th July 1959. No con-
structor's numbers have been discovered for these aircraft, if allocated, 
and there are no apparent gaps in the Reading numbers which could 
possibly have covered the two, or even three, test fuselages. The ulti-
mate fates of these specimens are also unknown. 

The first prototype, G-AODE was completed at Woodley (Reading) by 
15th July 1954, but was then dismantled and taken by road to Radlett 
on 2nd August and re-assembled ready for its first flight. It was painted 
in the livery of Queensland Airlines and the first flight took place on 25th 
August 1955 when it made a thirty minute maiden flight in the hands of 
test pilot Hedley G Hazelton. At this stage orders for a total of 29 HPR.3 
Heralds had been received from Queensland Airlines and Australian 
National Airways, of Australia (24), and Lloyd Aereo Colombiano (5), all 
being subject to the achievement of performance and certification spec-
ifications. BKS Air Transport also showed 'great interest' in buying two 
Heralds, but nothing came of the plan.In the following month a further 
provisional order was received from British charter operator Air Kruise 
(Kent) for six aircraft with the same performance guarantees. The 
Handley Page Herald seemed destined for success. 

The two prototypes were completely built at Woodley, and the first, 
G-AODE (c/n 147) was actually constructed in only fifteen months, 
then, as noted above, moved by road to Radlett for its first flight. The 
second aircraft, G-AODF (148) made its fifteen minute maiden flight 
from Woodley on 7th August 1956. Full details of their development 
flying and later conversion to Dart-Heralds are recorded in the follow-
ing individual histories. 

Even as development flying of the four-engined HPR.3 Herald was 
undertaken, the manufacturers became very aware of the development 

Above, left: A Herald fuselage which 
appears to be a static test model with 
main spar attached and supported in a 
rig some 10 feet off the ground. 
Particularly noticeable are the monitor-
ing devices below the spar and around 
the circular windows. (H P Test Dept via 
Jack Meaden Collection) 
Above, right: Clamshell-type cowlings 
fully open show ease of access to the 
Leonides Major 2-row radial engine, (via 
Jack Meaden Collection) 
Left: Seen leaving the Farnborough 
water tank on 20.7.59 following a pres-
sure testing regime, this Herald fuse-
lage may have returned to Woodley as 
it is being towed by a company vehicle, 
(via Ian Callier) 

of competing aircraft powered by turbo-prop engines. In the same class 
the Fokker F.27 Friendship which first flew in November 1955 was 
attracting a great deal of attention from potential operators. The Vickers 
Viscount was already hugely successful, both of these aircraft being 
powered by the Rolls-Royce Dart turbo-prop engine. Handley Page 
were not totally unaware of the potential of the Dart engine and pro-
duction Heralds were to be built as the HPR.4 Herald. These incorpo-
rated structural alterations to permit them to be converted to turbo-prop 
power plants if required. The HPR.4 type number had originally been 
allocated to the Napier Eland design proposal, but was transferred to 
this version later. 

Market research revealed a probable requirement for some 1,000 air-
craft in the "DC-3 replacement" category. Handley Page envisaged a 
potential market for some 300 Heralds and in October 1955 authorised 
production of one hundred airframes, in batches of 25 aircraft. A com-
plication arose with the loss of the initial orders for the HPR.3, the 
leading Australian operators having opted for the Fokker Friendship 
with its longer range and higher speed. The Colombian order lapsed 
because they could not arrange the finance for it and Air Kruise (Kent) 
were taken over by British Aviation Services and that order also lapsed. 
Suddenly Handley Page were faced with an empty order book for the 
four-engined Herald and it became clear that the only way forward was 
to adopt the turbo-prop engined version. The company therefore 
decided to convert the prototypes to twin-Dart power and re-market the 
aircraft as the HPR.7 Dart Herald. 

Whilst they had made some allowance for the structural needs of the 
alternative power source, further modifications were required to accom-
modate the Dart engine. Because of the larger 12ft 6in propeller diam-
eter required for the Dart engine the nacelles were re-designed to 
locate the engine 30 inches further out from the fuselage and incorpo-
rated an inboard air-intake for the oil-cooler and air-conditioning, giving 
the nacelle a somewhat asymetric appearance in plan view. The fuse-
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Right: The prototype 
Herald nearing comple-
tion, on jacks, undercar-
riage lowered, engines 
installed.. This appears 
to be a ceremonial occa-
sion, possibly the 
announcement of an 
order, the photo being 
published only a week 
before the first flight. 
(H P Ltd and Aeroplane 
via JM Collection) 

Below: HPR.3 prototype 
G-AODE in Queensland 
Airlines colours prepares 
to make a short landing 
at the SBAC show at 
Farnborough in 1955 
(Flight via Mike Hooks) 

lage was extended 20 inches ahead of the wing to give the forward 
access door more clearance from the re-positioned propellers. The 
cabin windows were also enlarged and made slightly elliptical in shape. 
Other changes were made to the flying controls and empennage to 
transform the four-engined HPR.3 into the twin-engined HPR.7. 

In May 1957 instructions were issued to convert the two prototypes to 
Dart power and the target date was met when H G Hazelden made the 
maiden flight of the converted G-AODE on 11th March 1958 at 
Woodley. He reported marked improvements in performance and 
excellent handling qualities and over the following five weeks 50 hours 
flying were completed. The only major modification required was to 
enlarge the dorsal fin fillet to prevent rudder locking in single engined 
climb. It was hoped to attain a full Certificate of Airworthiness by the 
end of the year to enable production to commence in February 1959. It 
was planned to exhibit the Dart Herald at the SBAC Show at 
Farnborough in September 1958 and to encourage sales to offer it at 
£40,000 below that of the competing Friendship. 

Hazelden left Woodley on 30th August 1958 in G-AODE for 
Farnborough with eight passengers, to prepare for the appearance at 
the SBAC show two days later. G-AODE had just reached 200 hours 
development flying and had only required the usual checks before 
departure. While flying at 6,000ft near Godalming, a loud bang was 
heard from the starboard engine, resulting in a severe engine fire, 
which the extinguisher system failed to put out. Aileron control began to 
deteriorate and the burning engine and nacelle fell away at 1,500ft. 
Hazelden had selected a flat field to make a forced landing but at the 
last moment realised that there were high tension cables in his path 
and trees at the end of the field. He managed to put the aircraft down 
with the fin only briefly touching the cables as the aircraft slid under 
them and ran on into the next field. All nine aboard managed to exit the 
aircraft unhurt through a large hole in the fuselage caused by a tree 
stump in the second field, the fire was now out, but examination 
revealed that part of the starboard tailplane had been burned away. 
The aircraft was, of course, very closely examined and it was a credit 
to the sound structure that it had survived such a severe fire. 

The Investigation revealed that the failure of the engine had been 
caused by the fracture of the hollow auxiliary gear-box layshaft, which 
prevented lubricant from reaching the turbine bearings, which then 
failed. The resulting turbine disc failure severed one of the engine 
mounting struts and the main fuel pipe. It was revealed that Rolls-
Royce were aware of the problem, which had happened twice before, 
and modifications had already been incorporated in other engines. 
However the incident was a huge setback for the Herald programme. 
Hazelden was deservedly rewarded for his supreme flying skills by the 
award of a Queen's Commendation for Valuable Services in the Air (the 
second time he had received this award). He also received a gold 
watch from a grateful Sir Frederick Handley Page. 

Despite the setback of the loss of G-AODE, the second conversion (G-
AODF) was already underway and this work was accelerated in order 
to resume the development flying programme. The first production air-
craft G-APWA was also completed as quickly as possible to assist in 
these trials. At the same time Sir Frederick had been busy obtaining 
publicity for the Dart Herald and had convinced the Minister of Civil 
Aviation (MCA) to purchase three aircraft for lease to British European 
Airways (BEA) for operation on their 'Highlands and Islands' services in 
Scotland, this order being announced on 11th June 1959. On 7th 
September 1960, Jersey Airlines agreed to buy six aircraft, with the 
proviso that Handley Page increased the length of the forward fuselage 
by 42 inches to accommodate 44 to 50 passengers. This extension 
resulted in the Series 200 (earlier aircraft being retrospectively desig-
nated Series 100) and immediately made the Dart Herald more com-
petitive in its market. In autumn 1960 North-South Airlines of Yeadon, 
Yorks, enquired about obtaining one Series 100 but the order was not 
completed, the company having closed down in 1961. 

The remaining prototype and first production aircraft made various 
sales tours around the world to promote the Herald (The 'Dart' part was 
dropped from the name in 1965), details of which are shown in the indi-
vidual aircraft histories which follow. Further orders were received in 
1961 from Nordair of Canada (2)and Aerolinee Itavia (2 plus 2 options). 
In 1962 Maritime Central Airways ordered 2 in February, these to be 
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fitted with weather radar, the first Heralds so equipped, but the order 
was later cancelled, as was a Cambrian Airways order for 1. British 
United Airways ordered 1 executive model, Eastern Provincial Airways 
requested 2, the Royal Jordanian Air Force (2, later used by Alia, Royal 
Jordanian Airlines), Globe Air (initially 2 in November 1962 with 1 
further option), and Cruz Airways (2 but the company entered bank-
ruptcy in 1963). A further unfortunate failure was that of Eros Airlines in 
1964, having earlier ordered two Heralds. In 1963 orders came from 

Above: A classic Charles 
E Brown study of the first 
prototype G-AODE on an 
early test flight in 1955. 
Note the auxilliary tail-
wheel fitted as a protective 
measure, later removed 
and excluded on later 
Heralds. (Aeroplane via 
JM Collection) 
Left: Forward door being 
closed as G-AODE prepares 
for another flight. "Herald" 
titles were strangely omitted 
from the paint scheme. 
(Aeroplane via JM Collection) 

Globe Air adding another 2 options, the Royal Malaysian Air Force (a 
total of 8 series 401s), and Arkia - Israel Inland Airlines (2 plus an 
option). During 1964 Bavaria Fluggesellschaft ordered two with one 
option, Itavia took up their first option and added another, while Derby 
Airways negotiated for two but did not place an order. As noted above 
several orders were not completed, but in 1965 successful sales to 
Sadia de Transportes Aereos of Brazil (5), FEAT (2) and Air Manila (2) 
went ahead. After 1965 some earlier options were taken up and some 

Above: A fine air-to-air view of the second prototype G-AODF wearing house colours in 1957. (Flight via Mike Hooks) 
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Right: G-AODF makes a low 
pass during its display at 
Farnborough in September 
1957. Visible in this and the pre-
vious photograph is an amended 
rudder shape with what appears 
to be a pitot tube attached at the 
top. (Flight via Mike Hooks) 

Below: Head-on view of the 
Herald G-AODF in mid-1957 on 
a grass airfiled and with star-
board engines only running. 
(Aeroplane via JM Collection) 

WZW ^R 
7 

second-hand sales made but a large order for 10 from VASP was can-
celled in 1966 and the Swiss company Globe Air failed after having 
ordered three more. Earlier, in August 1960, discussions had been held 
for the sale of two Heralds to the Austrian Government for a new 
domestic operator, but progressed no further than the talks. 

Herald production lines were not as simple as some previously pub-
lished histories have stated. Some sources state that a second pro-
duction line was arranged at Cricklewood because there was no room 
for expansion at Woodley and the airfield was in demand for industrial 
expansion and housing, so Handley Page were required to vacate the 
site by the end of 1962. Although this was mentioned in contemporary 
historical records, it was equally likely that Woodley was closed in order 
to keep original Handley Page workers active at Radlett and 
Cricklewood at a time when Victor production was running down. 
Rationalisation would also help to reduce Herald production costs 
although initially it made the production history more complex. The first 
six production aircraft, G-APWA to G-APWF (149 - 154) were built and 
flown from Woodley. They were laid down as HPR.4 Heralds (four 

Leonides) but completed as shown in the chart below. The fuselages of 
c/n's 153 and 154 were built at Cricklewood as Series 200 and were 
clearly finished ahead of the Woodley built fourth example (152), 
because they were the first 200 Series examples (for Jersey Airlines) 
and were needed more urgently. These were then taken by road to 
Woodley for assembly. C/n 149 G-APWA was, as mentioned earlier, 
advanced rapidly in order to share the development programme with 
G-AODF,explaining the long gap before G-APWB (150) was completed. 

The production lines were then transfered to Cricklewood (where fuse-
lages were built) from January 1961 and Radlett (wings and engine 
nacelles, commencing later in 1961); final assembly then being under-
taken at Radlett. The nose sections continued to be built at Woodley, 
the last completed there was for c/n 162 in mid-1962. The Woodley 
factory was then closed down and sold for housing although none was 
built on the site until 1975. Handley Page(Reading) Ltd. officially closed 
on March 31st 1963. They actually moved to Cricklewood on January 
7th 1963 leaving only about 30 or so staff of the Sales Department and 
some others to clear up at Woodley. 

Specifications for the 

Power Plant 

Wing Span 
Wing Area 
Crew 

Length 
Height 
All-up Weight 
Cruise speed 
Range 
Ceiling 
Passengers 

Herald variants 

HPR.3 
HPR.7 

All series 
All series 
All series 

HPR.3 
70ft 3in (21.4m) 
23ft 4in (6.9m) 
37,500lb(17,009Kg) 
224mph (360.5kmh) 
1,640 ml (2,639km) 
19,900ft (6,065.5m) 
44 

Four 870hp Alvis Leonides Major 701/1 
Two 2,105 eshp Rolls-Royce Dart 527 (All series) 

94ft 9.5in (28.8m) 
886ft sq (270m) 
2 

HPR.7-100 
71ft 10in (21.9m) 
24ft 2in (1.2m) 
41,0001b (18,597Kg) 
275 mph (442.6kmh) 
1,730 ml (2,784km) 
26,700ft (8,138.2m) 
47 

HPR.7-200 
75ft 6in (23m) 
24ft 2in (1.2m) 
43,0001b (19,504kg) 
275 mph (442.6lmh) 
1,635 ml (2,631km) 
27,900ft (8,503.9m) 
56 
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The aircraft completed at Woodley were thus as follows with the first 
flight dates clearly indicating the order of completion. Only first cus-
tomer listed here, full details in the following individual histories):-

C/n Regn Series F/F Date First customer 

149 G-APWA 100 30 Oct 59 

150 G-APWB 101 6 Jul 61 

151 G-APWC 101 2 Nov 61 

152 G-APWD 101 19 Apr 62 
153 G-APWE 201 13 Dec 61 
154 G-APWF 201 29 Mar 62 

Company demonstrator, 
Isd to Jersey 17.5.61 
Leased Jersey Airlines 
27.7.61, did BEA 8.3.62 
Leased Jersey 28-31.12.61 
for crew training; BEA 1.62; 
Royal tour of S America 
BEA did 27.4.62 
Jersey Airlines did 4.1.62 
Jersey Airlines did 4.62 

Note that c/ns 149 and 150 were for BEA but were leased to Jersey 
Airlines pending delivery of their Series 200s c/ns 153 and 154. 

The production line was then moved to the Cricklewood and Radlett 
factories as described above. The sequence of the early Cricklewood 
and Radlett production lines can be shown as follows. Again the first 
flight date indicates order of completion. 

C/n 

155 
156 
157 

158 

Regn 

G-APWG 
G-APWH 
G-APWI 

G-APWJ 

Series 

201 
201 
201 

201 

F/F Date 

27 Apr 62 
23 May 62 
8 May 63 

29 May 63 

First customer 

Jersey Airlines 
Jersey Airlines 
Jersey Airlines / 
by then BUA(CI) 
Jersey Airlines / 
by then BUA(CI) 

159 

160 

161 

162 

CF-NAC 

CF-NAF 

CF-MCK 

CF-MCM 

202 

202 

202 

202 

15 Jan 62 

2 Mar 62 

5 Jul 62 

8 Aug 62 

Above, left: The Chairman of BO AC, Mr Gerard d'Erlanger (right) took 
a one hour flight in the Herald on 160ct56 to help to evaluate its poten-
tial for the Associated Companies. Also seen in this picture are (from 
left) Mr J Allan, Chief Designer of Handley Page (Reading) Ltd; Sqn 
Ldr H G Hazelden, test pilot; Gp Capt R C M Collard, Sales Manager; 
and Sir Frederick Handley Page. (Handley Page via JM Collection) 
Above, right: Mr D G Anderson, Australian Director-General of Civil 
Aviation (right) examines the Herald with Sir Frederick at Woodley on 
30.9.57. (Central Press via JM Collection) 
Left: HRH The Duke of Edinburgh inspected the Herald at Woodley on 
8Apr57 and in 1962 flew Dart Herald G-APWA on the Royal Tour of 
South America, (via JM Collection) 

[157/158 were not immediately required by Jersey and were set 
aside until after c/n 168 to enable more urgent export orders to 
be completed.] 

Maritime Central for Nordair 
did 13.2.62 
Maritime Central for Nordair 
did 13.3.62 
Maritime Central 
(NTU - to Cruz) 
Maritime Central 
(NTU - to Globe Air) 

(Final Woodley built nose section) 

Production then began to accelerate at Radlett, the first aircraft to actu-
ally be completed there was c/n 159, which became CF-NAC for 
Nordair as shown above. The 48 Heralds completed were not built in 
c/n order, even later in the sequence their positions on the production 
line were dictated by the urgency of customer delivery. 

INDIVIDUAL HISTORIES: THE TWO PROTOTYPES 
Note - All ownership details in the histories which follow are repro-
duced here exactly as stated in the official registration documentation. 
Where the actual operator differs this is duly noted. 

147 HPR.3 HERALD - Later HPR.7 DART HERALD 
G-AODE Regd 14Jun55 (CofR R.5026/1) to Handley Page (Reading) 
Ltd as a HPR.3 Herald with 4 x Alvis Leonides 800hp 14-cyl radial 
engines. Built at Woodley (Reading) and transferred by road to Radlett, 
where it was reassembled in just 150 hours. 

F/F 25Aug55 of 30 minutes duration by H G Hazelden, painted in livery 
of Queensland Airlines and demonstrated as such at the SBAC, 
Farnborough in September. CofA issued 20Jul56 (number A4077) to 
Handley Page Ltd, Woodley. Conversion started May 57 and F/F 
11Mar58 as HPR.7 Dart Herald with 2 x Rolls- Royce Dart 527 turbo-
prop engines. CofA issued 22Apr58 (number A4077) to Handley Page 
(Reading) Ltd, Woodley. Completed 50 hours development flying over 
the next five weeks. Painted in house colours. On 30Aug58 when en 
route to Farnborough made a forced landing at Milford, near 
Godalming, Surrey, after in-flight fire in starboard engine resulted in it 
breaking away from the wing. Damaged beyond repair but no injuries 
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Right: G-AODF in house 
colours following conver-
sion to Dart Herald at the 
end of 1958. Apart from the 
engines a notable feature is 
the greatly increased size 
of the dorsal fillet. (Handley 
Page via Mike Hooks) 

Below: Dart Herald G-
AODF at Blackbushe 
before departure on its 
South American tour in 
June 1959, with two 330 
gallon underwing tanks 
fitted and BEA red square 
logo painted on the fin. (via 
Mike Hooks) 

to the nine occupants. Remains returned to Woodley and scrapped. 
Regn eld 30Nov59 as PWFU. 

148 HPR.3 HERALD - Later HPR.7 DART HERALD - Later 
Series 200 
G-AODF Regd 14Jun55 (CofR R.5027/1) to Handley Page Ltd, 
Reading. F/F 7Aug56 by H G Hazelden at Woodley (15 mins), on 
8Aug second flight at Woodley (handling - 1 hr), 9Aug third flight at 
Woodley on 45 minute demonstration flight. On 9Aug fourth flight 
ferried to Radlett (20 mins); 10Aug fifth flight ferried back to Woodley 
(15 mins); 13Aug sixth flight at Woodley (handling - 1 hr 40 mins); 
16Aug seventh and eighth flights at Woodley (handling - 2 hrs & 1 hr 
45). All flights by H G Hazelden. CofA issued 27Aug56 (number A5027) 
to Handley Page Ltd. Demonstrated to Jersey Airlines in October 56. 
CofA renewed on 12Sep57. Conversion started August 58 and F/F 
17Dec58 as HPR.7 Dart Herald and CofA (A5027) issued 31Dec58 at 
Woodley. 

Undertook three sales tours in 1959 to 44 countries over 26 weeks in 
1959 with H G Hazelden in command, details as follows. 
On 10th April departed to tour India and Near East, demonstrated in 
Delhi, India (16/17 April), Srinagar (19/20), Calcutta (22), Jorhat (25), 
and Bangalore (1 May), flying into major airports and to unprepared 
strips at up to 11,000ft altitude such as Leh in the Himalayas. Then flew 

Right: Now in full BEA 
colour scheme, Dart 
Herald G-AODF takes 
off from Woodley past 
the famous Falcon 
Hotel, probably in 
1959 prior to its 
appearance at the 
Farnborough Show 
and its Far East Tour. 
(Handley Page via 
Mike Hooks) 

to Ceylon (now Sri Lanka) visiting further outlying airstrips and 
Colombo (4/5 May). On to Karachi, Pakistan (7) Teheran, Iran (10/11), 
Ankara, Turkey (14), Athens, Greece (16) and Crete, arrived back in 
England on 20th May, having flown 18,500 miles in 123 hr 30 min flying 
time and visited 35 airfields. 

On 26th June left for South American tour via Dakar in French West 
Africa (now Senegal), carrying underwing long range fuel tanks (330 
gallons each) for the South Atlantic crossing to Recife (Brazil). 
Demonstrated in Georgetown, British Guiana (6 July), Caracas, 
Venezuela (8/9/10), Bogota, Colombia (14/15), Quito, Ecuador (18), 
Lima, Peru (20/21). Thence to Cochabamba, Bolivia for three days of 
demonstrations (24/25/26), Santiago, Chile (30), Buenos Aires, 
Argentina 2/3 August), Montevideo, Uruguay (6/7) and on to Porto 
Alegre, Brazil (9/10), remaining in Brazil and shown at Sao Paulo (13) 
and Rio de Janiero (16/17/18). Returned to England on 28th August to 
prepare for the for SBAC Show at Farnborough in September 1959 for 
which it was painted in full BEA colours. Covered 32,000 miles in 163hr 
45min flying time and made 202 landings in ten countries. 

In October toured the Far East and Australasia, visiting Auckland, New 
Zealand (Oct 19), Christchurch (Oct 20), Rongotai (Oct 24/25 for 
opening of new Wellington Airport), leaving via Norfolk Island on Nov 
1st for Australia, calling at Canberra, Melbourne and Sydney. Then to 
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Left: G-AODF was re-registered 
G-ARTC in 1961 and appeared as 
such in the Farnborough Show that 
year wearing the colours of first 
overseas customer Maritime 
Central Airways. In fact the first two 
ordered by MCA went to their then 
subsidiary company Nordair while 
MCA's own order was cancelled. 
(Aeroplane via Mike Hooks) 

Wabaga, Goroka, Mount Hagen, Port Moresby, and Lae in New Guinea 
(the first three all being at over 5,000ft altitude). Manila, Philippines, for 
the Manila Air Week. Singapore; Kuala Lumpur, Malaya; Djakarta, 
Indonesia; Saigon, Vietnam; Bangkok, Thailand and Rangoon, Burma 
(Dec 15), returning to Woodley on 18th December after visiting 49 air-
fields in 229hr 15min flying time and making 137 landings. 

CofA renewed 29Apr60 and commenced conversion in late 1960 to 
Series 200 and FF as such 8Apr61. CofA issued Uun61 as Series 200 
at Woodley. Sales tour of Middle East to Rome, Athens, Cairo, Aden, 
and Teheran, returning via Beirut, Amman (Where it was flown by King 
Hussein of Jordan) and Cyprus. To Martlesham in July 1961 for trials 
for RAF tactical transport contract (which was lost to the Avro 748, 
tested in Feb 62). 

Re-registered G-ARTC 22Aug61 (CofR R.5027/1 - Ledger states 
history continued from G-AODF from 22Aug61) to Handley Page Ltd 
and painted in livery of Maritime Central Airways. Appeared as such at 
1961 SBAC Show, Farnborough, then toured Southern Europe, the 
Near East and East Africa from November 1961, beginning with 
Aerolinee Itavia (who had ordered two), visiting Rome, Ancona and 
Taranto. On this tour visited some two dozen airfields. Returned to Italy 
in early 1962 for proving flights over the routes of Aerolinee Itavia and 
after its return was WFU in May 1962 and stored outside at Radlett until 
it was dismantled there in 1969. The complete wing was acquired by C 
F Taylor, "Dart Herald Support Ltd" at Wokingham and was still extant 
there in November 76. Regn eld 23Mar67 as destroyed. 

To be continued... 

Herald Colour Gallery: 
Thanks to Mike Hooks we have colour views of the Herald prototypes 
performing at Farnborough in different guises. Clockwise from above: 
G-ARTC in MCA colours 1961; G-AODF in company colours in 1957 
(Photo Tom Pharo via Don Clayton, ABCSL DCC0365A); G-AODF in 
BEA colours 1959; and G-AODF again in 1959 parked with the Fairey 
Rotodyne XE521 and Vickers Vanguard G-APEB. 
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CallAir Production 
COMPILED BY BARRY COLLMAN & RAYMOND DEERNESS PART 6 

SMALL IMCO CALLAIRS- (CONTINUED) 

Continuing the production listing begun in a previous issue we again 
remind readers of the proviso that only the actual aircraft's file ought to 
enable the truth to be ascertained with any degree of accuracy. 

IMCO CALLAIR A9 / A9A / A9B SPARROW / QUAIL 

C/n 

1573 

1574 
1575 
1576 
1577 
1578 
1579 
1580 
1581 
1582 

1586 
1587 

1588 
1589 
1590 
1591 
1592 
1593 
1594 
1595 
1596 

1597 
1598 
1599 
1600 
1601 
1602 
1603 
1604 

1605 
1606 

1607 
1608 

1610 
1611 
1612 
1613 

1614 
1615 

Model Regn 

A9B N7957V 

A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 

1583 A9B 

1584 A9B 

1585 A9B 

A9B 
A9B 

A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9 

A9 
A9 
A9 
A9 
A9 
A9 
A9 
A9 

A9 
A9 

A9 
A9 

1609 A9 

A9 
A9 
A9 
A9A 

A9A 
A9A 

N7965V 
N7966V 
N7967V 
CP-938 
VT-EAR 
N7976V 
N7980V 
PT-DVS 
PT-DWS 
PT-DMS 
PT-DWD 
PT-CYD 
N17340 
N17340 
N8225H 
N42288 
N7989V 

YS-

N7991V 
N7992V 

N7996V 
N7998V 
N8008V 
N8021V 
N8023V 
N8025V 
N8026V 
N8028V 
N8029V 

N8030V 
N8031V 
N8032V 
N8400V 
N8401V 
N8402V 
N8403V 
N8404V 

N8405V 
N8406V 

N8407V 
N8408V 

N8409V 

N8410V 
N8411V 
N8412V 
N8413V 

N8414V 
N8415V 

Dates 

xxxx-221173 

Fate/notes 

w/o 290872 
Samson, AL 

0271-xxxx 
0171-

0771-xxxx 
0771-

w/o 260275 

0771-

xx74-
xx71-
0789-

170970 
220970-301170 
xx70 

xxxx-151172 

xxxx-0697 

xx71-010272 
xxxx-140973 
xxxx-201081 

xxxx-070275 

xxxx-250573 

(Marks assigned) 
Exported 
El Salvador, marks 
unknown 

dbr241271, 
West Palm Beach, FL 

w/o 130670 Devine, TX 
w/o 040872 Vienna, GA 
w/o 210678 Rigby, ID 

w/o 261074 Bartow, FL 

dbr 130972, 
Garland City, AR 

xxxx-170876 w/o 070776, Nampa, ID 

xxxx-150872 

xxxx-071071 

xxxx-131172 

xxxx-200573 

w/o 200572, 
Leesburg, GA 

w/o 050871, 
Aliceville, AL 

w/o 200871, 
Gasparillo, Trinidad 
w/o 290872 
Whitakers, NC 

0171-
0171-051187 w/o 120786, 

Pleasant Dale, NE 
xx71-
xx71-

Above: Our listing moves on to the larger Callair B1 production, as 
illustrated by SE-EWA c/n 10002. (via JM Collection) 

AAMSA A9B (Built by Aeronautica Agricola Mexicana SA, Pasteje, 
Mexico 

1616 
1617 
1618 
1619 
1620 
1621 
1622 
1623 
1624 
1625 
1626 
1627 
1628 
1629 
1630 
1631 
1632 
1633 
1634 
1635 
1636 
1637 
1638 
1639 
1640 
1641 
1642 
1643 
1644 
1645 
1646 
1647 
1648 
1649 
1650 
1651 
1652 
1653 
1654 
1655 
1656 
1657 
1658 
1659 
1660 
1661 
1662 
1663 
1664 
1665 
1666 
1667 

A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 

XB-BAV 

XB-DET 

XB-JIE 
XB-SAN 
XB-AEN 
XB-AEO 
XB-EAJ 
XB-EIN 
XB-EUZ 
XB-GAA 
XB-EUX 
XB-EUY 
XB-GOE 
XB-QIB 
XB-QID 
XB-CAH 
XB-XEC 
XB-IAM 
XB-IAN 
XB-IAO 
XB-IAP 

XB-BAO 
XB-DAH 

XB-QIG 

XB-ANB 
XB-QIM 

XB-QOP 

XB-CAN 
XB-ACO 

XB-ACQ 

XB-ADG 

XB-ADI 
XB-ADJ 

XB-ADY 

XB-GOE 

XB-EUZ 
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1668 
1669 
1670 
1671 
1672 
1673 
1674 
1675 
1676 
1677 
1678 
1679 
1680 
1681 
1682 
1683 
1684 
1685 
1686 
1687 
1688 
1689 
1690 
1691 
1692 
1693 
1694 
1695 
1696 
1697 
1698 
1699 
1700 
1701 
1702 
1703 
1704 
1705 
1706 
1707 
1708 
1709 
1710 
1711 
1712 
1713 
1714 
1715 
1716 

A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 

XB-AFB 
XB-AFC 

XB-AHN 

XB-AHO 

XB-AHQ 
XB-AHR 

XB-ALS 

XB-BCB 
XB-BGE 
XB-BGM 

XB-BKK 

XB-BMP 
XB-BLM 
XB-BSY 
XB-BST 
XB-BMQ 

XB-CDY 

XB-CTJ 

XB-CXQ 
XB-CXC 

XB-CXL 

AAMSA A9B-M (Built by Aeronautica Agricola Mexicana SA) 

3001 
3002 
3003 
3004 
3005 
3006 
3007 
3008 
3009 
3010 
3011 
3012 
3013 
3014 
3015 
3016 
3017 
3018 
3019 
3020 
3021 
3022 
3023 
3024 
3025 
3026 

A9B-M 
A9B-M 
A9B-M 
A9B-M 
A9B-M 
A9B-M 
A9B-M 
A9B-M 
A9B-M 
A9B-M 
A9B-M 
A9B-M 
A9B-M 
A9B-M 
A9B-M 
A9B-M 
A9B-M 
A9B-M 
A9B-M 
A9B-M 
A9B-M 
A9B-M 
A9B-M 
A9B-M 
A9B-M 
A9B-M 

XB-BRA 
XB-BRS 

XB-BWW 

XB-CLO 
XB-CLM 
XB-CLN 

XB-CRX 

XB-CRZ 
XB-CRV 
XB-CVK 
XB-CVL 

XB-CZM 

3027 
3028 
3029 
3030 
3031 
3032 
3033 
3034 
3035 
3036 

A9B-M 
A9B-M 
A9B-M 
A9B-M 
A9B-M 
A9B-M 
A9B-M 
A9B-M 
A9B-M 
A9B-M 

XB-CZN 

XB-EKC 

AIRCRAFT PARTS A9B (Built by Aircraft Parts and Development 
Corporation, Laredo, Texas) 

5001 

5002 

5003 

5004 

5005 

5006 

5007 
5008 
5009 
5010 
5011 
5012 
5013 
5014 

5015 
5016 

5017 

A9B 

A9B 

A9B 

A9B 

A9B 

A9B 

A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 
A9B 

A9B 
A9B 

A9B 

N9082A 
N9089A 
(N9083A) 
N9087A 
N2268X 
XB-
N9046Z 
XB-DXE 
N90462 
XB-BYT 
N9047C 
XB-BYU 
N1064G 
N1064B 
N1064L 
N1064S 
N1064Y 
N10640 
N1064Z 
N1065B 

N1065D 
N1065E 

N1065G 

XB-DXC 

BIG IMCO CALLAIRS 

0378-
xx78-

xx78-0392 
0678-

1278-020786 

0179-020283 

0179-190880 

0679-
0679-0880 
0380-
0181-0686 
0381-0686 
0381-0686 
0381-0686 
091081 
xx-140689 
0282-0686 
0282-0686 

xx-120184 

0284-0686 

XB-

XB-DXG 
XB-DXH 
XB-DXF 
XB-DXB 
Assigned 
Exported (to ?) 
XB-DXA 
XB-DXC 

"Marks void" (presumed 
error for N1065S) 

IMCO B1 / B1A CALLAIR 400 

1000 
10001 

10002 

10003 
10004 

10005 

10006 

10007 

B1 
B1 

B1 

B1 
B1 

B1A 
B1 

B1 

B1 

N7200V 
N7254V 
F-OGCS 
C-GOCS 
N26B 
SE-EWA 
G-AWPT 
ET-ADE 
N7256V 
CF-UZO 
C-FUZO 
N6203X 
N26B 
OH-CAB 
N26B 
ZK-CRC 
N7260V 

0866-

0966-040168 
160968-030769 
220769-

xx-0596 
0596-

0866-211066 

0666-0581 

damaged, wfu 1080 

w/o 091096 

w/o 240966, Utajarvi 

w/o 290177 

To be continued. 

Above: Callair B1 ZK-CRC c/n 10006. (R W Kerr) 
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Casualty Compendium PART 112 

Right: DC-3 VH-MAE of 
Ansett-MAL which transferred 
to Ansett-PNG in 1968, was 
written off at Wapenamanda 
airstrip on 12.7.72. 
Below, right: Boeing 707-321 
YU-AGA of J AT was damaged 
as a result of an aborted take-
off at JFK on 13.8.72. 
(Both: Wim Zwakhals 
collection) 

As usual we detail below the identities of the aircraft and 
circumstances involved in the accidents listed last time. 
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5.7.72 Aviaco DC-8-52 EC-ARA c/n 45617 on approach to 
Las Palmas fell into the sea 14 miles off the coast. 
Accident occured at 02.50 local time on 6.7.72. The 
DC-8 was on a ferry flight to pick up passengers for a 
flight to Hamburg when it crashed into the sea. All 10 
crew killed and cause of accident never determined. 

9.7.72 Indian Airlines Hindustan-built HS 748 VT-DXJ c/n 
HAL/K/515, landed down-wind on wet runway at 
Belgaum (India) and seriously damaged in resulting 
ground loop. The 4 crew and 12 passengers were 
unhurt. The 748 was rebuilt later. 

12.7.72 Ansett PNG DC-3 VH-MAE c/n 11917 on a cargo flight from Madang fell into ditch at Wapenamanda airstrip when its starboard under-
carriage failed on landing due to a fatigue crack. The two crew were unhurt. The wings were cut off and the fuselage pushed to one side 
of the strip where it became home to some locals. 

14.7.72 Orient Air System DC-3 PI-C40 c/n 12529 on cargo flight failed to take off at Roxas, Philippines, and crashed into rice fields and houses 
beyond the runway. Pilot in command abandoned the take-off due to excessive vibration when V1 was reached. 

19.7.72 British Caledonian BAC 1-11 G-AWYS c/n 175 "Isle of Bute" ran through standing water on the runway at 15.30 local time during take-off 
run at Corfu (Kerkyra) airport, Greece for Gatwick, causing the Captain to think that No.1 engine had failed and to abort the take-off, but 
too late to stop the aircraft overrunning the runway into the lagoon. One elderly lady died of a heart attack, but the remaining 78 passen-
gers, Capt R. Shilton, and 5 crew survived. The aircraft was salvaged and later became 5N-ESB. 

20.7.72 Aero Transportes Entres Rios Canadair CL-44-6 LV-JYR c/n 007 "Argentina" reported missing on flight from Montevideo, Uruguay to 
Santiago, Chile with a cargo of cattle. Capt Sosa, 4 crew presumed killed, aircraft never found. 

21.7.72 Acme Leasing / K. Knight DC-3 N39393 c/n 4943, attempted an emergency landing on a short 850m runway at El Paraiso airfield, Pivajai 
due to a smell of burning and smoke in the cabin. Hit a fence attempting to overshoot after landing long and came to a halt in a depres-
sion 200 metres beyond the end of the runway. Two crew unhurt but the aircraft was destroyed. 

29.7.72 Northeast Airlines Viscount 806 G-AOYR c/n 266 prepared to land but, although lowered, the starbord undercarriage showed as not locked 
and collapsed on touch down at Belfast (Aldergrove) at 11.38 GMT. The starboard wing, propellers and engine cowlings contacted the 
runway and the aircraft veered off onto the grass. Passengers and crew evacuated safely and there were no serious injuries among the 
77 on board. Investigations revealed that the undercarriage jack had not been properly secured during the last major service although the 
Viscount had made 1,257 safe landings since. It was repaired and returned to service 20.8.72. 

11.8.72 Indian Airways Fokker F.27-100 VT-DME c/n 10175, on Gwalior to Delhi service descended too low and crashed at Maqsoodpur near 
Delhi after a missed approach. Cause was an incorrect flap setting on overshoot when the aircraft was too low on the second approach 
at 22.45 local time. The aircraft was destroyed and Capt J M Thapar, 3 crew, all 14 passengers killed. 

13.8.72 JAT Boeing 707-321 YU-AGA c/n 17601 aborted the take-off at JFK when the co-pilot's window blew out explosively at c01.00 EST, a few 
seconds after V1. The 707 overran the runway and hit a fence which started a small fire in No.1 engine. Capt Konstantin Spasotevic, 10 
crew and 175 passengers survived, 24 of the passengers were slightly injured during the evacuation. The aircraft's braking system was 
found to be degraded, limiting its ability to stop within the runway distance available. 

14.8.72 Interflug llyushin II-62 DM-SEA c/n 00702, on a charter flight from Berlin-Schonefeld to Burgas, Bulgaria, crashed near Konigs 
Wusterausen when a leaking hot air tube at 300°C in the No.4 cargo bay caused a short circuit in the wiring and started a fire. This caused 
elevator control problems and weakened the structure of the the tail which broke off and the aircraft crashed out of control killing all 8 crew 
and 148 passengers. 

16.8.72 Burma Airways DC-3 lost when it took off at night from a coastal strip near Sandoway and then fell into the sea. There is no reported 
explanation of the crash in which Capt Khin Maung Ky, 3 crew and 24 of 27 passengers were killed. There is some confusion about the 
identity of the DC-3, Lloyd's and the local "Working Peoples Daily" both give the registration as XY-ACM, c/n 15543/26979, but other 
sources claim it was XY-ACN, c/n 12073, was rebuilt after the crash and had a long career 

21.8.72 Travelair Taxi Ford 4-AT-B Trimotor N7684 c/n 4-AT-42, operated by Island Air Lines. On take-off at Port Clinton the right engine lost 
power at about 150 ft and the pilot, Dave St Clair attempted to turn back, but the port wing struck the ground and the Trimotor crash-
landed in a nearby field. He and 15 passengers survived, one passenger being injured. 

27.8.72 LAV DC-3 YV-C-AKE c/n 4705 had No.1 engine failure shortly after take-off from Canaima, Venezuela for Ciudad Bolivar and crashed 
during attempted return at 16.30 local time. Capt Eduardo Lagarde, 2 crew and 22 (31?) passengers killed. ) 

1.9.72 Ansett PNG Short Skyvan 3 VH-PNI c/n SH.1840 struck the 13,346 ft Mt Giluwe, PNG at 10,250 ft while apparently in straight and level 
flight in good weather above a broken cloud layer. As a 10,000 foot VFR flight it should have diverted from the direct track to avoid the 
peak. The pilot and his 3 passengers were killed. 
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Left: Short Skyvan VH-PNI 
which crashed on Mt Giluwe, 
PNG on 1.9.72, was a demon-
strator at the Farnborough Air 
Show in September 1968. 
Below, left: DC-3 CP-565 of 
Aerolineas Abaroa seen in 
1970 at La Paz where it was 
written off on take-off on 
17.9.72. 
Below, right: Fokker F-27 
Friendship PK-GFP of Garuda 
which crashed at Jakarta-
Kemajoran on 26.9.73. 
(All:- Wim Zwakhals 
collection) 

10.9.72 Ethiopian DC-3 ET-ABQ c/n 4325 crashed 35 minutes after take-off on an internal flight between Axum and Gondar when the right wing 
separated. All 3 crew and 8 passengers were killed. 

13.9.72 TWA Boeing 707-331CN15712 c/n 20068 on a mail and cargo flight to New York, aborted the take-off at 22.48 after V1 when 2 tyres on 
the right undercarriage failed, causing vibration. The aircraft over-ran the runway and a breakwater, coming to rest about 50 feet into San 
Francisco Bay. The aircraft was a write-off, with broken fuselage, part of left wing missing, etc but Capt Richard C. Bogatko and 2 crew 
on board were not seriously injured. 

17.9.72 DC-3 CP-565 c/n 19236 of Aerolineas Abaroa took off from an emergency runway at La Paz - El Alto airport after an engine change. 
Lacking power, it lifted off at too low a speed and crashed 1135 metres beyond the runway while attempting to return. The aircraft had 
landed on the emergency runway a few days earlier with an engine failure, hence the change. It was destroyed in the subsequent fire but 
the three crew and sole passenger survived. 

24.9.72 Air Vietnam DC-4 XV-NUH c/n 10588 from Vientiane to Saigon crashed in marshland at Ben Cat 23 miles from destination after an engine 
fire. Date was 23.9. Was said to have been attempting to make an emergency landing. Four of the five crew and six of the eight passen-
gers were killed, the survivors were seriously injured 

26.9.72 Garuda Fokker F.27-600 PK-GFP c/n 10462 "Sibajah" on training flight from Kemajoram banked right immediately after take-off at 08.45 
local timedived in and was destroyed. Instructor Capt Kadarus Yudhabrata and 2 trainee pilots were killed. 

With thanks to Tom Long, Peter Quade, Vic Smith, John Withers, Wim Zwakhals and 'Pirry Midd' of Oxford.. 

Now for a new batch of casualties to be identified all details of which will be revealed next time: 
30.9.72 Aircraft of Spantax on training flight stalled and crashed on runway at Barajas airport. 
1.10.72 United Airlines aircraft with 97 on board made emergency return to San Francisco but crashed when right mainwheels collapsed. 
13.10.72 Aeroflot airliner crashed and burned at Sheremetyevo on third attempt to land. 
15.10.72 Turboprop airliner of Cruzeiro landed long and skidded off the wet runway at Sao Paulo. 
21.10.72 Olympic Airways aircraft crashed into sea on approach to land at Athens Airport. 
27.10.72 Aircraft of Air Inter crashed on wooded hill while on approach to Clermont Ferrand in turbulent conditions. 
30.10.72 Aero Transport Italiane aircraft crashed into high ground near Poggiorsini en route from Naples to Bah. 
17.11.72 Canadian-registered private DC-3 ditched in North Atlantic out of fuel on Keflavik - St Johns Newfoundland flight. 
28.11.72 Japanese Airlines aircraft stalled from 100 metres and crashed on take-off at Moscow. 
5.12.72 Egyptian airliner on training flight crashed and destroyed about 60 miles south east of Cairo. 
8.12.72 Aircraft of United Airlines crashed in residential area 1.5 miles short of the runway at Chicago Midway Airport. 
8.12.72 Pakistan International aircraft on internal flight crashed on hill top near Maidan in poor visibility. 
8.12.72 Ethiopian airliner holed by grenade explosion during attempted highjacking near Addis Ababa but landed safely. 
13.12.72 Yemen Airways aircraft crashed on landing due to wind shear at Taiz airport. 
20.12.72 Aircraft of North Central Airlines on take-off run collided with Delta Airlines aircraft crossing the runway at Chicago O'Hare. 
23.12.72 Braathens SAFE airliner on flight from Alesund-Vigra crashed in forest on approch to Oslo Airport. 
28.12.72 Iberia cargo/training flight overshot runway on landing at Bilbao and destroyed. 
29.12.72 Airliner of Eastern Airlines with nosewheel malfunction crashed ito the Everglades 18 miles from Miami International. 
31.12.72 American Air Express cargo aircraft suffered engine failure and crashed into the sea following take-off from San Juan, Puerto Rico. 
2.1.73 Pacific Western Airlines freighter crashed on approach to Edmonton Airport in blizzard and power blackout. 
19.1.73 BEA aircraft on test flight from Glasgow airport crashed near summit of 1,500 ft Ben More, Perthshire. 
22.1.73 Jordanian airliner chartered to Nigerian Airways for return Haj flight from Mecca to Lagos diverted to Kano crashed on landing there. 
27.1.73 Honduran airliner of TANSA crashed and caught fire ten miles from Tegucigalpa airport. 
30.1.73 Airliner of SAS aborted take-off from Fornebu, Oslo but failed to stop and ran onto ice-covered sea, passengers escaped, aircraft sank. 
19.2.73 Aeroflot aircraft crashed and burned 200 metres short of the runway at Prague-Ruzyne inbound from Moscow. 

To be continued 
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Formerly LQ-JFG, the last production IA-46 
Super Ranquel c/n 216 as PG423 seen under-
going maintenance at the Escuela Aviacion 
Militar, Cordoba in June 2004. The IA-45 and 
IA-46 production lists are featured in this issue. 
(Photo: Michael Magnusson) 
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HEAD-ON VIEW - WHAT IS IT? Number 34 
This fabric-covered metal-framed truss-braced sesquiplane appeared in three versions, this being 
the final model, one example of which flew in the 1931 King's Cup. (via JM Collection) 

In this issue 
Although we do not normally make much 
comment here about the proceedings at the 
Air-Britain AGM, there were nevertheless a 
couple of items which may be of interest. 

One concerns the proportion of this magazine 
taken up by the Commercial Aviation in 
China series. This was raised privately with 
the Editor and also at the AGM but it is the 
case that those present at that meeting were 
almost entirely in favour of the series and 
unanimous in their praise for the material fea-
tured. It has to be said that this series involves 
in-depth research of such a complexity of 
sources that few of us would even know where 
to begin to get at the overall picture. 

Even experienced aviation historians of a 
certain age have admitted that their knowledge 
of the political machinations in China in the 
period covered so far is somewhat dilute. The 
aviation history of the region however does not 
simply consist of a series of tables or lists 
(important as these are for reference and 
summary purposes) but it does require some 
significant context within which it can be 
explained. There is no attempt here to indoc-
trinate readers - although interestingly the 
editor recalls that in the early days of Archive 
he received a letter from a reader threatening 
to unsubscribe because the original masthead 
contained the registration CCCP, amongst 
several others! 

While some sections are long and a couple 
have been split into two, we are of the opinion 
that to divide them into 'bite-size chunks' as 
educationalists now do, would make the story 
that much more difficult to follow at quarterly 
intervals. It may be coincidence, but in this 
issue the Whole Truth, Head-on View and 
FMA articles are each a couple of pages 
longer than is usually the case, thus squeezing 
the two register features - but they will be back 
to full strength next time. 

Talking of the other articles brings us to the 
second AGM matter. We were delighted to 
hear that a writer's award this year went to 
Michael Magnusson for his series on the FMA 
aircraft in Argentina. Congratulations Michael 

for this and for the previous work on the early 
Argentine civil register. While the FMA series 
has had a military leaning it must be coinci-
dence that this quarter's episode concentrates 
on the largely civil IA.46 Ranquel ! 

Of other content this time; we are now able to 
move into the post-war period with the 
Yugoslavian civil register. This issue may be 
dominated by DC-3s but the former 
Yugoslavia contained an interesting mix of 
East European, Western and indigenous types 
for making it well worthy of study. May we 
repeat our earlier request for photos of YU-
registered aircraft (pre-1991 allocations)? If 
you have something which may be of interest 
please let the Editor have a note or email first 
to avoid possible duplication. 

Another of Jack Meaden's advance selections 
for Head-on View subjects was the Short 
Mussel, from all accounts a very significant 
aeroplane even though only two were built -
though we might be forgiven for thinking that 
there were more when the number of develop-
ments and experiments are taken into consid-
eration! It was also a well-illustrated type and 
numerically we had to reject almost as many 
photos as were finally selected! 

The Whole Truth feature on the Handley Page 
Herald now begins to gather pace as produc-
tion gets under way, though the complexities 
of ownership, operators and colour schemes 
of the initial UK batch must be sufficient to 
have given Derek King some sleepless nights. 
We should at this stage thank Barry Collman 
and Raymond Deerness for their great efforts 
from opposite sides of the globe to compile the 
Callair listing which comes to a close in this 
issue. Not to be put off, we gather that Barry 
has another topic in sight which has not previ-
ously suffered much in-depth research. 

Finally we have to bite the bullet and report 
that this edition of Casualty Compendium will 
be the last. There may be other forms of acci-
dent material in future but this feature has run 
since Archive began and thirty years ago you 
could not access reports in books or by email 
with the ease that you can today. More details 
about this decision will be found in the final 
episode on page 191. 
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COMPLETE CIVIL REGISTERS: 15 

X- UN- YU- YUGOSLAVIA 
With thanks to the following 
for their contributions to this 
issue: 
John Wegg, Jack Meaden, 
Vojislav Jereb and Jennifer 
Gradidge's "The DC-1, DC-2, 
DC-3 - The First Seventy 
Years". 

The post-war Yugoslavian Civil Aircraft Register -

Following World War II, in 1946 the former Kingdom of Yugoslavia, with 
the addition of Istria and Rijeka, was renamed the Federal People's 
Republic of Yugoslavia and a communist government was established. 
In 1963 it was renamed again, becoming the Socialist Federal Republic 
of Yugoslavia (SFRY). The six Socialist Republics and two Socialist 
Autonomous Provinces that made up the country were: SR Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, SR Croatia, SR Macedonia, SR Montenegro, SR 
Slovenia and SR Serbia (including the autonomous provinces of SAP 
Vojvodina and SAP Kosovo). Starting in 1991, the SFRY disintegrated 
in the Balkan Wars which followed the secession of most of the 
country's constituent republics. In 1992 only the republics of 
Montenegro and Serbia, still including Vojvodina and Kosovo, 
remained as the FRY until on February 4th 2003 it was renamed the 
Union of Serbia and Montenegro, the name "Yugoslavia" then being 
officially abolished. In June 2006 Montenegro and Serbia themselves 
declared independence. 
The Government took over the equipment and personnel of Aeroput in 
1946 on the formation of Jugoslovenski Aero-Transport (JAT). The 
Jugoslav-Soviet airline 'Justa', formed in 1947, went into liquidation in 
8.49. 
In this series we intend to cover YU- registrations up to the 1991 seces-
sions, since beyond that date they no longer apply to Yugoslavia as a 
whole. We now commence the post-war YU-register in alphabetical 
order, initially allocated in blocks according to aircraft engine type and 
number. 

YU-AAA to AAZ series: No aircraft known. 

YU-ABA to ABZ series: 2-engined piston aircraft. 

YU-ABA Douglas C-47A-5-DK 12366 10.6.47 
Ex 42-92553, KG357. JAT, supplied via Fokker. Wfu 
10.6.70. TT in JAT service 17,376.26 hours. Cld 1970. 

Above: The first registration alphabetically in the post-war series, but 
not chronologically, was JAT's ex-RAF Dakota YU-ABA. 
(Maurice Wickstead) 

YU-ABB Douglas C-47A-25-DK 13713 .47 
Ex 42-93765. JAT. Delivered 4.3.47. Was first C-47 in 
JAT service. Damaged in severe storm when en route 
from Sarajevo to Belgrade 12.9.67. Wfu and cancelled 
19.12.67 (or 11.4.68?). TT in JAT service 17,649.24 
hours. To Muzej Jugoslovenskoy Vazduhplovsta, 
Belgrade-Surcin; now Muzej Vazduhplovsta; displayed 
in open without outer wings or titles (2009). 

YU-ABC Douglas C-47A-25-DK 13254 .47 
Ex 42-93352. JAT. Wore'06'on fin. Delivered 12.8.47. 
Crashed in fog near Zagreb 21.9.50 when en route from 
Belgrade to Zagreb. 10 killed. TT in JAT service 
1,629.33 hours. 

YU-ABD Douglas C-47A-25-DK 13311 .47 
Ex 42-93403, KG588. JAT. Delivered 19.7.47 (but also 
quoted as 19.12.46). TT in JAT service 18,050.54 
hours. To Yemen as 4W-ABH 7.69, to Ethiopian as 
ET-AHR 29.5.81, cr Kombolcha airport, Dessie and 
destroyed on ground there 12.81, regn cld 18.8.82. 

YU-ABE Douglas C-47A-5-DK 12381 .47 
Ex 42-92566, KG372. JAT. Delivered 30.8.47. Crashed 
at Wittelsbach near Miinchen 8.6.51 -force-landed after 
in-flight fire and burned, no lives lost. TT in JAT service 
1,424.43 hours. 

YU-ABF Douglas C-47A-30-DK 13849/25294 .47 
Ex 43-48033, KG750, G-AHLY (cld from British register 
23.12.47.) JAT. Delivered 17.6.48. Wfu 23.3.70 and 
regn cld. TT in JAT service 18,531.39 hours. 

For sheer nostalgia we found it hard to resist this view of the apron 
at Zurich on 22.9.57 with DC-3 YU-ABK in basic JAT titles alongside 
a Convair 440 and a DC-6B of Swissair. (Mike Hooks) 
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YU-ABG Douglas C-47A-30-DK 14035/25480 .48 
Ex 43-48219, KG803, G-AHLX (eld from British register 
23.12.47.) JAT. Del. 7.9.48. DBR on t/o at Skopje 
16.4.66. TT in JAT service 9,856.43 hours. Cld 1968, 
transported to Surcin and parts of airframe stored at 
Muzej Vazduhplovsta. 

YU-ABH Douglas C-47A-30-DL 9488 .48 
Ex 42-23626, FD870. JAT. Delivered 4.7.48. Damaged 
6.12.50 Zagreb, repaired. Destroyed by fire in forced 
landing on Mt Prenj, near Mostar, 25.8.62. No fatalities, 
32 on board. TT in JAT service 10,257.56 hours. 

YU-ABI Douglas C-47A-30-DK 14008/25453 .48 
Ex 43-48192, KG776, G-AHLZ. (cld from British register 
23.12.47.) JAT. Force-landed at Pas en Artois, near 
Lille, France on delivery flight 20.12.47. Repaired. 
Delivery date quoted as 20.1.49. Withdrawn from service 
1970 with TTin JAT of 17,936.31 hours. Proposed sale 
to Yemen 1971, fell through. Stored Belgrade. Proposed 
sale as N94480, ntu 1973. Proposed sale to Monarch 
Aircraft Co 2.74 as N94437, ntu. Remained in open 
storage at Belgrade-Surcin and last noted there, 
unmarked, in 2009. 

YU-ABJ Douglas C-47A-20-DK 12823 .48 
Ex 42-92964, KG501. JAT. Delivered 15.12.48. Wfu in 
1968 and used for cabin staff ground training at Surcin. 
TT in JAT service 15,121.19 hours. Sold to Yemen Arab 
Airlines 27.1.70 as 4W-ABR, renamed Yemen Airways, 
w/oatTaiz 13.12.73. 

YU-ABK Douglas C-47B-35-DK 16529/33277 3.53 (?) 
Ex 44-76945, KN624, RPakAF H-709, AP-AFK. JAT. 
Delivered 1.4.53. Crashed in forced landing attempt 
8.1.68, St. Florian, nr Linz, Austria, on freight service 
from Munich to Zagreb. The four crew suffered minor 
injuries, aircraft reported burnt out . TT in JAT service 
12,849.58 hours. 

YU-ABL Douglas C-47 unknown .51 
JAT. My data: JRV machine (serial 73xx ?), used 7.51 
and 8.51, then returned to JRV. 

Above: JATs 1960s colour scheme well displayed in this view of 
DC-3 YU-ABG at Zagreb in 8.65. (R Braun via P J Marson) 
Below: YU-ABI served with J A T for over 20 years and is seen here with 
an intermediate colour scheme. It still exists at Belgrade. (John Wegg) 

YU-ABM Douglas DC-3-194C 1980 .53 
Ex PH-ARB, G-AGBD, NL-202, PH-TBD, G-AGBD. (Cld 
from British register 31.3.53.) JAT, delivered 20.7.53. 
Sold to Yemen Arab Airlines as 4W-ABG, 5.7.69 (TT 
25,285.57 hrs with JAT). Renamed Yemen Airways. Wfu 
1979 and reported to Ethiopia - as spares?. Noted 
derelict at Aden still as 4W-ABG in 11.85. 

YU-ABN(1) DH.104 Dove 2B 04432 6.53 
H/o to Jugoimport 18.9.53 for JAT. Cld c.1955, to JRV 
with serial 9751, then re-serialled 72201. Wfu, to Muzej 
Jugoslovenskoy Vazduhplovsta, Belgrade-Surcin; now 
Muzej Vazduhplovsta; in outside storage 2009. 

YU-ABN(2) lkarusType214-D unknown ? 
Ex JRV 61006. ZLOS Slovenia, Ljubljana .68. 

YU-ABO(1) DH.104 Dove 1B 04423 6.53 
H/o to Jugoimport 18.9.53 for JAT. Cld , to JRV with 
serial 9752, then re-serialled 72202. 

YU-ABO(2) Ikarus Type 214-D unknown ? 
Ex JRV 61008. VSM Makedonija, Skopje .68. Cld 1970. 

YU-ABP Ikarus Type 214-D unknown ? 
Ex JRV 61019. VSM Makedonija? VSS Serbia, Vrsac 
.68. WFU, to Muzej Jugoslovenskoy Vazduhplovsta, 
Belgrade-Surcin; now Muzej Vazduhplovsta; still dis-
mantled and stored 2009 for eventual preservation. 

To be continued . . . 

Left: This Ikarus Type 214-D 
in open storage at Belgrade-
Surcin was wearing its JRV 
serial 61019 and civil registr-
ation YU-ABP. It is currently 
dismantled awaiting preserv-
ation for the museum, 
(via Mike Hooks) 
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FMA: from 1945 
The story of Fabrica Militar de Aviones, Argentina 
Michael Magnusson Part 9 

Right: Assembly of the Beech Mentor under 
way at the FMA factory at Cordoba, 
(via argothypermedia) 

The IA-45 & IA-46 Programmes 

Following the fall of the Peron regime in 
1955, FMA entered a somewhat unstable 
period until things settled down again. As 
has been described earlier, the Pulqui II and 
IA-35 Huanquero programs continued. 

In the late 1950s, the Argentine AF was in 
need of a new trainer. They were still using 
the DL-22 (described previously) as well as 
the Percival Prentice. They chose the Beech 
Mentor as the new basic trainer (and later 
the T-28 as the advanced trainer). An agree-
ment was made with Beechcraft for 90 
Mentors of which the last 75 would be 
assembled by FMA in Cordoba. The local production was initiated in 
late 1958 and the first locally assembled Mentor emerged in October 
1959. Eventually FMA assembled 82 Mentors, the last being finished in 
1962. The Mentor still serves as the basic trainer within the Argentine 
Air Force, the surviving airframes having gone through a modernization 
program in the late 1990s. The local licence-building of the MS.760 
Paris has already been described in Air-Britain "Aviation World' (Spring 
2009 issue) and had a connection to the Mentor program as well, as 
Beechcraft was marketing the MS.760 in USA at this time. 

However, two other programmes also survived this period, namely the 
IA-45 and the IA-46, both having been launched in 1953. During cele-
brations of civil aviation on November 20th, 1953, General Peron 
declared that two new general aviation projects would be launched to 
meet the needs of private flying and air-taxi. Work on the IA-45 "air-taxi" 
aircraft was begun early 1954 and it was decided to make a six-seat air-
craft under the programme manager Jose Elaskar. The project halted 
during 1955 and re-started in 1956. The first prototype was begun late 
1956, it was a pusher with two Lycoming O-320 of 150hp each. It made 
its first flight in Cordoba on 23rd September 1957 flown by Pedro 
Rosell. During the 30th anniversary of FMA in October 1957, it was pre-
sented officially for the first time. It was named the "Querandi" again 
using local Indian language. 

Above: The prototype IA-45 during construction with an engineer fitting 
the port undercarriage assembly. The cut-out in the wing trailing edge 
was to house one of the 150hp Lycoming pusher engines. 
(V Cettolo collection) 
Below: The IA-45 prototype about the time of its first flight in 1957. 
(A Marino collection) 
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Dimensions were span 13.54m, length 8.84m, height 2.8m and wing-
area 19 sq.m. Empty weight 1,084kg and max take-off weight 1,650kg. 
Max speed 284 km/h, cruise 260 km/h, ceiling 6500m and range about 
1000km. The second prototype was slightly larger, span 13.75m, length 
8.91m, wing area 19.3 sq.m with empty weight 1,170kg and max take-
off weight 1,800kg; it cruised at 245 km/h. It is interesting to compare 
this to the Piper PA-23 Apache which was designed at the same time. 
The PA-23 had the same engines, same length and a span of 11.3m 
although the wing area was almost identical. Its empty weight was 
slightly less at 1,034kg and max take off weight also less at 1,725kg. 
Instead it flew a bit faster (thanks no doubt to less weight and span) and 
it could fly further (2000km). It became popular in Argentina with no 
less than 40 having been imported by the early 1960s and many more 
would follow so FMA was correct in identifying this market opportunity. 

However the programme progressed slowly and the payload was poor 
due to the aircraft being under-powered. The experience accumulated 
with the first prototype was used in the construction of the second. This 
became known as "IA.45-X-II". It flew for the first time on 15th 
November 1960 piloted by Roberto Stare and was powered by two 
Lycoming O-360 of 180hp. Some sources refer to it as the IA-45B. The 
first prototype continued flying as "IA.45-X-I". The second prototype 
was painted in a slightly different scheme to the first although both had 
an overall blue/white livery. 

Above left: The 
prototype IA-45 
at Cordoba with a 
Meteor visible 
behind. (A Marino 
collection) 
Above right: As 
IA.45X-linablue 
colour scheme at 
Buenos Aires. 
(A Marino coin.) 
Left: The second 
prototype I.A.45 
X-ll with name 
Querandi on the 
nose. (V Cettolo 
collection) 

FMA never put much energy into marketing the IA-45 and local air taxi 
operators preferred to import aircraft such as the PA-23 Apache or the 
new Aero Commander 500. In 1962 the programme was cancelled. 
The prototypes continued flying until 1965 at the factory. At this late 
stage of the programme the first prototype was properly registered as 
LV-X29 on 14th May 1965. However both aircraft were grounded in 
1966-67 and unfortunately neither was saved for posterity. 

By the early 1960s FMA was a busy place with licence-production of 
the Mentor and MS.760 under way and the launching the IA-50 Guarani 
programme. As always there was a steady flow of DC-3s, DC-4s and 
IA-35 Huanqueros for overhaul. On top of that, FMA was still making 
cars and motorcycles. The total workforce in 1962 was 7,745 people 

Above: The 
fuselage of an 
IA-45 being 
stripped at the 
FMA plant 
around 1967. 
(A Kelemen) 

Left: Air-to-air 
view of the 
second IA-45 
showing its 
clean lines with 
undercarriage 
retracted. 
(V Cettolo col-
lection) 
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and of the almost 5 million man-hours worked in 1962, only 
about 30% was on aviation, 40% was on cars, 9% on engines 
and the rest on motor-cycles, tooling etc. By 1965 staffing had 
grown to almost 8000 people. 

In the late 1950s, a Fiat G.46 (Ea-443) was assigned to FMA 
for liason duties. From 1957, a Bristol 170, T-38 (later TC-380) 
was also assigned to FMA in Cordoba for general cargo use. 
It soon sported a special blue cheat-line with " Fabrica Militar 
de Aviones" titles. TC-380 was replaced by a DC-3 TC-27 in 
1965 and this was in turn replaced by F-27 TC-79 in 1979. 

In 1962, with the increased activity, it was decided to set up a 
separate flight test facility at FMA and a special logo was 
created which was used on most of the prototypes. In the fol-
lowing years this facility conducted the flight testing of the new 
FMA designs and it also evaluated new aircraft types for the 
Argentine Air Force as well as new civilian aircraft imported 
into Argentina. In its first year, 1962, it obviously was involved 
in flight testing the new IA-50 as well as the MS.760 and IA-46 
and it also evaluated the new Aero Boero LV-X20. In 1965 it 
evaluated Beech 18 LQ-GYS, Turbay LV-X24 and the Max 
Holste Broussard LQ-FZN. In 1967 it tested the new YS-11 
and the newly-arrived Aero Commander A500 and Beagle 
206. In 1968 it was turn of the Short Skyvan (later purchased 
by Coast Guard) and Cessna 402 (on behalf of Cordoba 
province). 

The IA-46 was announced at the same time as the IA-45. The 
idea was to produce a general aviation aircraft suitable for the 
Argentine domestic market, both as a trainer but also in the 
agricultural role. The programme manager for the IA-46 was 
also Jose F Elaskar who chose the same 150hp Lycoming O-
320 engine as for the IA-45. 

The prototype of the IA-46, "P1", made its first flight on 23rd 
December 1957, flown again by Pedro L Rosell. The aircraft 
was named the "Ranquel". As usual at FMA, the prototype 
continued test-flying without a registration, simply being 
known as "I.A.46 X-1" until it was finally registered LV-HOG on 
3rd October 1962. 

The IA-46 project progressed well and production was initiat-
ed in 1958. FMA launched a marketing campaign to sell the 
aircraft within the country and, as it was expensive to import 
aircraft, they managed to sell quite a few. FMA delivered 12 
aircraft to the government in October 1959 and these were 
assigned to various aero clubs. 

In order to develop it as a good towing aircraft for gliders, FMA 
launched a more powerful version of the IA-46 with a 180hp 
Lycoming O-360 engine, this was soon renamed IA-51 
"Tehuelche". It was assigned the marks LV-X-26 and flew for 

Above: The IA-46 Ranquel prototype seen as I.A.46 X-1 was later given civil 
registration LV-HOG. (A Marino collection) 
Below: Production of the IA-46 ongoing at FMA, Codoba in 1964 
(A Marino collection) 

wss 

Above: The first production example of the Ranquel, c/n 001, seen as LV-ZNF 
post-1965. (A Ferretti via A Marino collection) 
Below: The same aircraft, c/n 001 shown post-1970 wearing the military serial 
PG-421 presumably while still with FMA as no Air Force markings are apparent. 
(M Magnusson collection) 
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Above: The IA-51 Tehuelche in its original marks as LV-X-26. 
(via JM Collection) 

the first time on16th March 1963. It was given the registration LV-IMF 
on 5th January 1965 but the aircraft was never put in production. In 
1970 it was transferred to the Air Force as "PG-416", and flew for the 
Air Force in Cordoba until 1981 when it reverted to LV-IMF with the 
Club Planeadores Los Tucanes in Tucuman. An accident on October 
20th 1988 ended its flying career. 

Meanwhile the IA-46 was in production and being sold to domestic cus-
tomers. FMA decided to launch an improved variant with an 180hp 
engine which first flew in December 1965. This became known as the 
"Super Ranquel". FMA produced a total of 116 Ranquels and 16 Super 
Ranquels. The last example emerged in 1968 but was not registered 
until 1972. Part of the reason for the decline in sales was the launch of 
the licence production of the Cessna 182 in 1966. Four Ranquels 
ended up with the Argentine Air Force as PG-421 to PG-424 operated 
mostly at the flying school in Cordoba, towing gliders. 

Many Ranquels are still active in Argentina, flown by private pilots and 
Aero Clubs. Some were later modified with a new rounded windshield 
which improved visibility and reduced cabin noise. It launched FMA 
into general aviation and this was followed by extensive licence pro-
duction of Cessna 150s, 182s and 188s to be described later. 

It should also be mentioned that FMA evaluated the possibility to 
licence-build the MS.880 Rallye. Obviously as a result of the MS.760 
production in Argentina, FMA had established close ties with Morane 
Saulnier in France. As Morane Saulnier was also busy launching the 
MS.880 they were keen to have it evaluated by FMA. Thus MS.880 c/n 
6 was brought to Argentina and registered LQ-HJH on 13th March 
1962. It was evaluated for possible licence production but rejected. 
Instead it was turned over to the flight test department of FMA and used 
for general liaison duties until 1967. At that time it was sold off to a 
private owner and thus reregistered LV-HJH on 15th December 1967 
as "LQ-" was only used by government owned aircraft. It was most 
recently seen at the annual EAA fly In at General Rodriguez in March 
2009 in excellent condition. 

IA-46 Ranquel Production List: 
C/n Regn. Regn date Remarks 
P-01 LV-HOG 3.10.62 Mfd 1957. FF 23.12.57. DINFIA 

(FMA), to AC Chamical 3.2.66. 
001 LQ-ZNF 28.10.59 FMA (used 1965-67). Incident 

Palomar 28.8.61. 
LV-ZNF 5.65 Rereg 
PG-421 .70 Arg AF (but still FMA until 1984 when 

tfd EAM). Incidents 6.5.70 & 12.10.93. 

Above: From 1957 to 1965 a Bristol 170, T-38 (later TC-380) was 
assigned to FMA in Cordoba for general cargo use. It wore a blue 
cheat-line with " Fabrica Militar de Aviones" titles. (A Marino collection) 
Below: Morane Saulnier provided a Rallye for evaluation by FMA. This 
was c/n 6 LQ-HJH, later LV-HJH, which appears to be a MS.885 model. 
FMA-assembled MS.760 Paris E-231 on the left dates this picture 
between 1962 and 1964. (A Marino collection) 

002 

003 

004 
005 

006 

007 

008 
009 

010 
011 
012 
013 

014 

015 

016 

017 

018 

LV-ZNG 

LV-ZNB 

LV-ZNC 
LV-ZND 

LV-ZNE 

LV-ZNH 

LV-ZNI 
LV-ZNJ 

LV-ZNL 
LV-ZNM 
LV-ZNN 
LV-GZL 

LV-GZM 

LV-GZN 

LV-GZO 

LV-GZP 

LV-GZR 

28.10.59 

28.10.59 

28.10.59 
28.10.59 

28.10.59 

25.11.59 

25.11.59 
25.11.59 

25.11.59 
25.11.59 
25.11.59 
11.9.62 

17.1.63 

2.8.62 

7.12.62 

11.1.62 

3.9.62 

Sec de Aeronautica. Accident 14.1.61, 
30% dam. 
Sec de Aeronautica. Accident 28.1.60 
Est.Las Margaritas 35%. 
Sec de Aeronautica. 
Sec de Aeronautica. W/o 2.7.63 10km 
Wof Alcira, pilot killed. 
Sec de Aeronautica. Accident 29.6.61 
Los Bajadas, 25% dam. 
Sec de Aeronautica. Accident 22.11.60 
20% dam & 18.7.63 15% dam. 
Sec de Aeronautica. 
Sec de Aeronautica. Accident 21.12.63 
40% dam & 6.11.68 20% dam. 
Sec de Aeronautica. 
Sec de Aeronautica. 
Sec de Aeronautica. 
Private. Accident 31.5.74, 75%dam, 
pilot killed, w/o? 
Sec de Aeronautica. W/o 12.1.68 San 
Geronimo (SFe) 
Sec de Aeronautica. Accident 2.10.82, 
pilot killed, w/o? 
Sec de Aeronautica. Accident 5.1.07, 
repaired ? 
Sec de Aeronautica. Accident during 
spraying 13.1.79, pilot killed. 
Club Planeadores Mar del Plata*; now 
AC Colonel Pringles. 

Left: Ranquel c/n 
021, the former 
LV-GZU, in 2000 
became PG-424 
with the Argentine 
Air Force flying 
school at Cordoba. 
(G Pavlovcic col-
lection) 
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Left: LV-GZU c/n 021 in its 
original form served for 
many years as a glider tug 
with the Club Planeadores 
Quilmes. 
(A Ferretti via A Marino 
collection) 

019 LV-GZS 3.9.62 

020 
021 

LV-GZT 
LV-GZU 
PG-424 

3.9.62 
3.9.62 

.00 

022 LV-GZV 3.9.62 

Club Planeadores Santa Rosa*; now 
Club Planeadores Rausch 
Club Planeadores Pehuajo*, 
Club Planeadores Quilmes*. 
Argentine AF (EAM: Escuela de 

Aviacion Militar, Cordoba) 
Club Planeadores La Plata*. Collided 
17.2.07 with LV-MFV.w/o? 

Entries marked * 

023 

024 

025 

026 

027 

028 

029 

030 

031 

032 

033 

LV-HLS 

LV-HLT 

LV-HLU 

LV-HLV 

LV-HLW 

LV-HLX 

LV-HLY 

LV-HLZ 
LQ-HLZ 
ZP-EAF 
LV-HMA 

LV-HMB 

LV-IAE 

donated by 

18.10.63 

18.10.63 

18.10.63 

18.10.63 

18.10.63 

18.10.63 

21.10.63 

21.10.63 
24.10.67 

6.69 
21.10.63 

21.10.63 

26.10.62 

034 LV-HOU 21.10.63 

035 LV-HOV 21.10.63 

036 

037 

038 

039 

040 

041 

042 

043 

044 

LV-HOW 

LV-HOX 

LV-HOY 

LV-HOZ 

LV-HPA 

LV-HPB 

LV-HPC 

LV-HPD 

LV-HRU 
LQ-HRU 

21.10.63 

21.10.63 

21.10.63 

20.12.63 

16.9.63 

8.8.63 

26.9.63 

24.9.63 

23.7.64 
7.5.65 

donated by Secretaria de Aeronautica, Sept. 1962. 

Club Planeadores Trenque Lauquen-. 
Accident 23.12.67 30% dam. 
Mfd .62. Club Planeadores La Rioja-; 
now AC San Rafael. 
Mfd .62. Club Planeadores San 
Rafael-
Mfd .62. AC Lujan-; Cuerpo Cadetes 
FAA; private. Accident 17.1.64, 
55% dam, 3 injured. 
Mfd .62. Club Planeadores Bolivar-. 
W/o 19.1.69 Bolivar, pilot killed. 
Mfd .62. Club Planeadores Ceres-; 
now private 
Mfd .62. Club Planeadores 
Rivadavia-; now private 
Mfd .62. Club Planeadores Mby Yui, 
Regn eld 14.8.69 
to Paraguay (Club Plan. Mby Yui) 
Mfd .62. Club Planeadores Zarate-
seen active Nov 2000. 
Mfd .62. Club Planeadores Junin-, 
now AC Oliva. Incident 23.10.70. 
Mfd .62. DINFIA/FMA/Sec Estado 
Aeronautica. 
(Special reg, "Instituto Aeronautico") 
Mfd .62. Club Planeadores Condor-, 
seen active Nov 2001 
Mfd .63. Club Planeadores 
Cordoba-.W/o 16.4.65 
Quilmes,pilot killed 
Mfd .62. Club Planeadores Cordoba-, 
now AC Morteros 
Mfd .62. Club Planeadores Parana-. 
Accident 17.1.85, repaired ? 
Mfd .62. Club Arg. Planeadores 
Albatross-, now private 
Mfd .63. Private. Accident 20.1.65, 
50km McKenna, pilot killed, w/o? 
Mfd .62. Private. W/o 5.10.63 nr 
Lincoln, pilot killed. 
Mfd .63. Private. Accident 12.1.66, 
80% damage, not repaired ? 
Mfd .63. Private. Accident 22.10.64 
Berruti 60% dam, pilot injured, w/o? 
Mfd .63. Private. W/o 11.11.67 
Barradero, pilot killed. 
Mfd .63. Commando en Jefe, FAA. 
FMA (rereg) Accident 9.11.68, 50% 
damaged, w/o? (Note: Used by FMA 
flight test dept for liaison flights and to 
test new modifications in 1964-67.) 

Above: LV-HMA c/n 031 at Rosario in 1965 wearing '9' on the front 
fuselage. (N Mendiburu via M Magnusson) 
Below: Result of the accident to c/n 044 LQ-HRU in November 1968. 
(A Marino collection) 

Mfd .62. Club Planeadores Rosario-. 
W/o 12.2.74. 
Mfd .62. Club de Planeadores Los 
Caranchos-. Accident 15.7.73 
60%dam, 2 injured. 
Mfd .62. Assoc Aeron.Azul-; private. 
Accident 16.3.03, not repaired? 
Mfd .63. AC Carlos Casares- Seen 
dismantled Zarate, Nov 2000. 
Mfd .62. AC San Martin-. To Club 
Planadores Ceres 
Mfd .62. Club Planeadores Otto 
Ballod-
Mfd .62. Club Planeadores Cordoba-; 
private 

All entries marked with - were donated by Secretaria de 
Aeronautica and registered in October 1963. 

045 

046 

047 

048 

049 

050 

051 

LV-HRV 

LV-HRW 

LV-HRX 

LV-HRY 

LV-HRZ 

LV-HSA 

LV-HSB 

25.10.63 

25.10.63 

25.10.63 

25.10.63 

25.10.63 

25.10.63 

25.10.63 

052 LV-HSC 29.7.65 

053 LV-HSD 24.2.64 

054 LV-HXX 5.1.66 

055 LV-HXY 27.9.65 

056 LV-HXZ 23.12.65 

Mfd .64. AC Las Varillas 
Mfd .63. Private; to Serv Aereos 25 de 
Mayo 
Mfd .65. Club Planeadores Alta 
Gracia; private 
Mfd .64. AC Santa Cruz.W/o 10.10.74, 
pilot killed 
Mfd .64. AC Ing Jacobacci, Accident 
5.12.75, 50% damaged 
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Left: LV-HSC c/n 052 in the wet at 
Rosario in 1965 was fitted with an 
under-belly pesticide tank. 
(N Mendiburu) 

Below left: LV-IIN c/n 078, also fitted 
with a belly tank, is now one of many 
privately-owned Ranquels. (A Marino 
collection) 

Owned 
Provincial Government of Tucuman, 
LQ-IJH c/n 092 was written off in May 
1972. (V Cettolo collection) 

057 LV-HYA 15.11.65 

058 

059 
060 

061 
062 

063 
064 
065 
066 

067 
068 

069 

070 

071 
072 
073 
074 
075 

076 

077 

078 

079 

080 
081 

LV-HYB 4.10.65 

LV-HYC 
LV-HYD 

LV-HYE 
LV-HYF 

15.11.64 
22.1.65 

17.9.65 
10.11.65 

LV-HYG 30.3.65 
LV-HYH 9.11.65 
LV-HYI 2.7.65 
LV-HYS 11.8.65 

LV-HYT 
LV-HYU 

LV-HYV 

LV-HYW 

LV-HYX 
LV-HYY 
LV-HYZ 
LV-HZA 
LV-HZB 

LV-HZC 

LV-IIM 

LV-IIN 

LV-IIO 

LV-IIP 
LV-IIR 

082 LV-IIS 

10.6.65 
10.11.65 

12.5.66 

6.10.65 

9.9.65 
29.10.65 
21.7.66 
3.2.66 
26.11.65 

15.12.66 

23.12.65 

13.9.66 

21.7.66 

13.9.66 
22.9.66 

29.9.66 

Mfd .64. CATA S.A. Accident 10.5.68, 
85% damaged, w/o? (Note: This air 
craft was used by FMA flight-test dept 
in 1962 as LV-HYA for spraying tests 
with ventral tank.) 
Mfd .64. AC Marcos Suarez. Accident 
1.3.74, 20% damage 
Mfd .64. AC Junin; private 
Mfd .64. AC Cosquin. Accidents 
19.9.65 & 30.11.80. 
Mfd .64. AC Trelew; private 
Mfd .65. AC Rio Gallegos. Accident 
4.7.71, 2 killed. Accident 12.10.01, 
w/o? 
Mfd .64. AC La Consulta 
Mfd .65. AC Pampeano, Arufe Sri. 
Mfd .64. AC Chacabuco, private 
Mfd .65. AC Bariloche; CATA. W/o 
10.2.71, 3 killed. 
Mfd .64. AC Darrefueira; private 
Mfd .65. AC Choele Choel. Accident 
26.1.83, 65% dam, pilot killed, 
repaired? 
Mfd .64. AC San Martin de los Andes; 
private 
Mfd .65. AC Villa Maria. W/o 29.2.84, 
pilot injured. 
Mfd .64. AC Plaza Huincal; private 
Mfd .64. Chanilao S.A.; private 
Mfd .66. AC Carmen de Patagones 
Mfd .65. AC Maquinchao; private 
Mfd .65. AC Concordia; private. 
Incident 6.2.66. 
Mfd .66. Club Planeadores Aquilas 
Blancas 
Mfd .64. AC Argentino. Incident 
22.2.69. 
Club Planeadores Trenque Lauquen, 
private 
Mfd .66. AC Villa Regina; private. 
Accid 7.11.66, 20% dam. 
Mfd .66. Club Planeadores Junin 
Mfd .65. Centro Universitario de 
Aviacion. Accidents 1.5.69 & 6.5.73. 
Mfd .65. Private 

083 
084 
085 
086 
087 

088 
089 
090 
091 

092 

093 
094 

LV-IIT 
LV-IIU 
LV-IIV 
LV-IIW 
LV-IIX 

LV-IIY 
LV-IJE 
LV-IJF 
LV-IJG 

LQ-IJH 
LV-IJH 
LV-IJI 
LV-IJJ 

095 LV-IJL 

14.10.66 
3.11.66 
3.11.66 
3.11.66 
10.5.67 

15.12.66 
7.4.67 
24.4.67 
7.4.67 

24.1.67 

5.5.67 
26.4.67 

29.5.67 

096 

097 

098 
099 

100 

101 

102 

103 
104 
105 

106 
107 
108 
109 

LV-IJM 

LV-IJN 

LV-IJO 
LV-IJP 

LV-IJR 

LV-IJS 

LV-JET 

LV-JAD 
LV-JAG 
LQ-JEU 
LV-JEU 
LV-JEV 
LV-JEW 
LV-JEX 
LV-JEY 

29.5.67 

22.5.67 

29.9.67 
26.6.67 

20.7.67 

21.7.67 

12.2.68 

13.9.67 
15.12.67 
25.1.68 
2.8.73. 
25.1.68 
5.12.67 
25.2.69 
18.6.69 

110 LV-JEZ 8.10.69 

Mfd .64. Private 
Mfd .65. AC Curuzu Cuatia; private 
Mfd .65. AC Bell Ville; private 
Mfd .65. AC Dolores; private 
Mfd .66. Centro Univ. de Avn, CATA 
W/o? Matanza 1.5.70, 70% dam, pilot 
killed 
Mfd .66. AC Com. Rivadavia; private 
Mfd .67. AC Villa Maria; private 
Mfd .66. AC San Fransisco; private 
Mfd .67. Private. Accident 21.2.81, 
75% dam, w/o? 
Mfd .66. Gobern. Provincia Tucuman 
AC Chacabuco. W/o 3.5.72 
Mfd .66. Private 
Mfd .66. AC Reconquista; CAC San 
Juan 
Mfd .66. AC Argentino; private. 
Accident 12.10.67, 70% dam. 
Matanza, w/o? 
Mfd .66. AC La Paz; private. Accident 
9.3.74, 50% dam. 
Mfd .66. Club Planeadores Los 
Tucanes. Accident 24.12.73, 50% 
dam. 
Mfd .66. AC 9 de Julio; private 
Mfd .66. AC Mercedes; private. Seen 
dismantled 3.06. 
Mfd .67. AC Cosquin. W/o 5.8.72, 
75% dam, 3 killed. 
ETA S.R.L., Trabajos Aereos 25 de 
Mayo. Being rebuilt 3.06. 
Mfd .67. AC San Luis; AC Villa 
Mercedes 
Mfd .67. AC Suboficial Dalale, 
Mfd .67. AC Junin; private 
Mfd .68? Gobern. de la Prov. Cordoba. 

Mfd .67. Gobern. de la Prov. Cordoba. 
Mfd .67. AC Concepcion 
Mfd .68. AC Oran, private 
Mfd .68. AC Parana; private. Accident 
20.2.70, 35% dam. 
Mfd .68. AC Argentino. Cld 3.7.78. 
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Right: Super Ranquel c/n 204 
LV-HYN was fitted with spray 
bars under the wings and a tank 
in the cabin when photographed 
at Gral. B Aigoria airfield in 
1977. (N Mendiburu) 

Below: Late production 
Ranquel c/n 110 LV-JEZ was 
exhibited at Rural in 1968 with 
IA-35 Huanquero A-305 just 
behind. (V Cettolo collection) 

Below, right: LV-JAI c/n 214 
seen at its home base Marcos 
Juarez in June 1972. 
(V Cettolo collection) 

111 LV-JFB 9.10.69 
112 LV-JFC 26.1.70 

113 
114 
115 

LV-JFD 
LV-JFE 
LV-JFF 

Super Ranquel 
201 

202 

203 

204 

205 

LV-HYJ 

LV-HYL 

E-301 

LQ-HYM 

PG-422 

LV-HYN 

LV-HYO 

1.10.70 
24.8.72 
7.8.72 

15.5.65 

15.5.65 

.65 

25.3.66 

.70 

2.7.67 

11.8.65 

Mfd .68. Private 
Mfd .69. Club Paracaidistas 
Catamarca; Club Planeadores 
Condor. Accident 11.7.70. 
Mfd .67. Private 
Mfd .67. Private 
Mfd .68. Private 

Mfd .64. FF 25.6.64?. AC Com. Rivad; 
AC San M de los Andes. Cld 9.2.68. 
Mfd .64. AC Alto Parana; Club de 
Planeadores Cutral Co 
Mfd .64. Argentine AF (Escuela 
Aviacion Militar) for evaluation. 
Secretaria de Aeronautica (FMA used 
1969). OrLV-HYM?? 
Arg AF (Esc.Av.Militar), w/o 14.8.84 
Cerro Champaqui (Cordoba) 
Mfd .64. AC San Julian; private. W/o 
24.6.79, pilot killed. 
Mfd .65. Club Planeadores 
Esperanza; private 

206 
207 

208 

209 

210 
211 
212 
213 

214 
215 

216 

LV-HYP 
LV-HYR 

LV-IIZ 

LV-IJA 

LV-IJB 
LV-IJC 
LV-IJD 
LV-JAH 

LV-JAI 
LV-JAJ 

LQ-JFG 
PG-423 

IA-51 Tehuelche 
P01 LV-X-26 

LV-IMF 
LQ-IMF 
PG-416 
LV-IMF 

26.10.65 
6.9.65 

15.12.66 

8.6.67 

22.8.67 
21.12.66 
21.7.67 
5.12.67 

5.2.68 
7.2.68 

7.11.67 
.70 

3.4.63 
5.1.65 
16.1.68 

.70 

.73 

Mfd .65. AC Jujuy; private 
Mfd .64. Club Planeadores Carancho. 
Accident EAM 9.4.66 & 22.1.99. 
Mfd .66. AC Salta; Club Planeadores 
Catamarca. Accident 21.6.69. 
Mfd .66. Used by FMA for testing .67. 
AC San Martin 
Mfd .66. Club Planeadores Catamarca 
Mfd .66. AC Rio Tercero 
Private, w/o - when??? 
Mfd .67. AC San Martin. Accident, 
date unknown 
Mfd .67. AC Marcos Juarez 
Mfd .67. Club Paracaidistas Alta 
Gracia 
Argentine AF 
ArgAF (IV Brigada, Esc. Av. Militar). 
Accident 21.6.93 EAM, repaired. 

Mfd .63. FMA 
FMA 
FMA 
Arg AF (FMA) 
Club Planeadores Los Tucanes. W/o 
20.10.88. 

References: 
"Historia de la Industria Aeronautica 
Argentina" by Fransisco Halbritter 2004 
LV-8 Summer 2004/2005 by Fransisco 
Halbritter 
Argentine Civil Register 
Accident research Gabriel Pavlovcic 

To be continued. . . 

Left: A view of the FMA hangar in about 
1960 showing, from front to back, the IA-
45 Querandi prototype, the IA-46 Ranquel 
prototype, the IA-27 Pulqui I and the IA-38 
freighter. (V Cettolo collection) 
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CallAir Production 
COMPILED BY BARRY COLLMAN & RAYMOND DEERNESS PART 7 

BIG IMCO CALLAIRS- (CONTINUED) 

Continuing the production listing begun in a previous issue we again 
remind readers of the proviso that only the actual aircraft's file ought to 
enable the truth to be ascertained with any degree of accuracy. 

IMCO B1 / B1A CALLAIR 400 (continued) 

C/n Model Regn Dates Fate/notes 

10008 B1 

10009 B1 
10010 B1 

10011 B1 

10012 B1 

10013 B1 
10014 B1 

B1A 

10015 B1 

10016 B1 
10017 B1 

10018 B1 

10019 B1A 
10020 B1 

10021 B1 

B1A 

10022 B1A 

10023 B1 

B1A 
10024 B1 

B1A 
10025 B1A 
10026 B1 

B1A 
10027 B1 

B1A 
10028 B1A 
10029 B1 

B1A 

10030 B1 

10031 B1 
B1A 

N7278V 
VH-BEB 
N7278V 
N7262V 
N7263V 
(YV-E-KPH) 
N17131 
CF-WVT 
N94483-
N7264V 
N26B 
ZK-CRA 
N7265V 
N26B 
ZK-CRB 
N7266V 
(N7267V) 
N26B 
VH-BEC 
N9488 
TC-NAF 
(N7268V) 
XB-MAG 
N7269V 
N26B 
ZK-CRD 

N26B 
ZK-CRI 
N7272V 
N26B 
ZK-CRJ 
(N7274V) 
N26B 
(ZK-CRS) 
N7274V 
TC-NAG 
N7277V 
HC-AOC 
N26B 
(ZK-CRT) 
N7280V 
N7281V 
N7281V 
N7283V 
N7285V 
N7285V 
N7287V 
N7287V 
N7289V 
(N7291V) 
N26B 
ZK-CRU 
ZK-CRU 

(N7293V) 
N26B 
ZK-CRV 
N7295V 
N7295V 

1066-0667 

0566-

0566-

xx68-0174 
0274-

010766-140581 cr Otari Gorge 300977 

010766-290175 w/o Te Wharau 200167 

1266-1067 
1167-
170569-XX70 

0966-

wfu 

010766-270269 w/o 140269 
Hunterville 

280766-051175 w/o 280674 
xx66-

280766-051175 cr 030975 Dunback 

xx66 
xx66-
250768-

0568-

xx66 
xx66-
xx67-

xx67-
0667-

xx67-

0667-
w/o 150687 

080966-
1167-290368 w/o 160368 

Whangaehu 

080966-140581 w/o 190673 Oamaru 

0572-

Above: Of the 17 Callairs of various models registered in Turkey we 
have come across only one photograph - B-1A TC-NAF c/n 10014 is 
shown here, (via O Nikolajsen) 
Below: Another rarity, this B-1 F-OGCS c/n 10001 is a refugee from the 
last issue but one for which we have been unable to trace any owner-
ship or date details in French records. (Peter Keating) 

10032 

10033 
10034 

10035 

B1 

B1A 
B1A 

B1A 

N7297V 
CF-XFU 
C-FXFU 
N7299V 
N7221V 
C-GSQY 
N7241V 

0967-0468 
0468-
0582-1299 
xx67-
xx67-
0586- w/o 190780 

w/o 100669 

End of Callair production 

Above: Callair B1 ZK-CRJ c/n 10020 has a well-worn look about it! 
(RWKerr) 
Below: A final look at an A9B which appears to be N7687V, making it 
c/n 1436. (JM Collection) 
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The Short S.7 Mussel No.32 
HEAD-OlN VIEW 

Right: The Short 
Mussel I in original 
form unmarked and 
moored to a jetty 
outside the No. 3 
Shop at Rochester 
in May 1926. 
(Short Brothers via 
JM Collection) 

Only three light aircraft were designed and built by Short Brothers, a 
company best known for large flying boats, these being the Cockle, 
Satellite and the Mussel. The Mussel was a dual-purpose experimental 
craft; a light tandem two-seat dual-control trainer/tourer with land or 
water applications. One aim was to evaluate the use of dural stressed-
skin fuselage construction for water-borne aircraft, another was to trial 
various float designs. 

Construction began in 1925 using a semi-monocoque fuselage of 
curved duralluminium stressed-skin panels with internal V-section stiff-
ened. The low monoplane wings, of RAF 33 section, had two dural box 
spars to which spruce ribs were attached and were fabric-covered as 
were the tail surfaces. The streamlined bracing struts provided support 

for each wing and the tailplane was strut and wire braced. The proto-
type was fitted with a partly-exposed 4-cyl 60 hp ADC Cirrus with a 
wood propeller and a 14.75 gal fuel tank was fitted behind the firewall. 
The aircraft was mounted on a pair of dural floats, initially with two steel 
tube struts each side and wire bracing. 

First flown on April 6th 1926 by John Lankester Parker, c/n S.678 was 
unmarked at first although the registration G-EBMJ had been allocated 
on October 30th 1925. Early results were disappointing but the problem 
was soon diagnosed as wing root interference and fabric root fillets 
were installed to good effect. In July 1926 a metal propeller was fitted 
resulting in a further improvement in performance, a top speed of 85 
mph being recorded, with an initial rate of climb of 350 ft/min. 

Above: The Mussel makes a fast take-off run on the Medway. The uncowled portion of the Cirrus engine gave ease of access, particularly when 
on water. Entry to the cockpits was gained over the leading edge of the wing, using the two steps on the front port leg of the float. 
(Short Brothers via JM Collection) 
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Left: In this view the Mussel can 
be seen during early tests before 
the fillet was fitted between the 
oval fuselage sides and the wing 
root, (via JM Collection) 

Below: By July 1926 the Mussel 
was wearing its registration 
G-EBMJ and nationality letter G 
on the rudder. The fabric fillet at 
the wing root is clearly visible, 
(via JM Collection) 

Reports indicated that the Mussel had light and 
effective controls, was stable in all axes and could 
be flown 'hands-off - indeed on one ocassion this 
happened accidentally when both pilots believed 
for some time that the other had control! It was 
capable of a take-off run on water of 17 seconds 
and lifted off practically unassisted at just above 
the minimum speed of 42 mph. 

The Mussel was then converted to landplane in 
order to compete in the Grosvenor Challenge Cup 
on September 18th 1926 at Lympne. G-EBMJ was 
issued with CofA No. 1040 on the 16th but was 
unsuccessful in the race when Parker had to make 
a forded-landing and withdraw. 

In October it was fitted with a new float design and 
later with an experimental dural propeller consist-
ing of two separate single blades bolted together. 
In March 1927 it again became a landplane for the 
Easter Air Race meeting at Bournemouth after 
which a revised land undercarriage was fitted 
although it was back on new floats by 20th July. 

The next improvement involved fitting a fully-
cowled 85 hp Cirrus II engine in place of the orig-
inal Cirrus I. With the extra performance G-EBMJ 
was climbed to 13,400 ft piloted by Lady Heath 
with passenger Sicele O'Brien on July 10th 1928. 
This would have set a new FAI record for sea-
planes up to 500kg but the Mussel was found to 
be 30kg overweight and the record was rendered 
void. 

Above: By January 1928 the Mussel had been fitted with a fully-cowled Cirrus II and a new 
set of floats which featured extra support struts, (via JM Collection) 

A few days later, back on wheels again and with a new CofA dated July 
13th, John Parker and Eustace Short undertook an eight-day tour of 
British flying clubs but no sales resulted. The floats were re-fitted on 1st 
August and G-EBMJ was being flown solo by Eustace Short on the 
24th when it struck the mast of a barge on approach to a landing on the 

Medway. The Mussel crashed into the water, tearing off the wings and 
tail, but Short was rescued uninjured. The aircraft was declared a write-
off and the remains were later taken to RAF Halton Apprentices' School 
as an instructional airframe. According to some reports a rebuild was 
attempted there but seems to have been abandoned. 

Above: The Cirrus II engined Mussel in landplane configuration at Gillingham in July 1928 following its tour of British flying clubs, flown by John 
Lankester Parker and Eustace Short, (via JM Collection) 
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Above: The Mussel II just 
above the Medway after 
take-off, showing the long 
exhaust pipe of the Cirrus 
III and three struts to each 
of the floats which were 
fitted with water rudders, 
(via JM Collection) 

Right: Our original Head-
on View of the Mussel II on 
the Medway with the Short 
Brothers factory beyond, 
(via JM Collection) 

Nine months after this accident a second Mussel took to the air. 
The Mussel II was powered by a 90 hp Cirrus III with a metal pro-
peller and had all-metal wings on NACA M.12 section. The mod-
ified flat-sided fuselage did not require wing-root fillets and the 
floats had water rudders fitted - otherwise this variant looked 
much like its predecessor. As G-AAFZ c/n S.750 it was registered 
on April 6th 1929 and first flew on May 17th with Parker at the 
controls. The following month, on June 28th, it was converted to 
landplane but only for ten days and it was back on floats for the 
Olympia exhibition in July. 

Right: Almost head-on, the Mussel II out of the water. A promi-
nent pitot head has been fitted on the starboard wing bracing 
strut. (Aeroplane via JM Collection) 
Below: The straight-sided Mussel II had no need of a wing-root 
fillet. (Aeroplane via JM Collection) 
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At this event Short Brothers also showed a DH.60G with a single-float 
amphibious undercarriage. Inevitably perhaps, a version of this was 
fitted to the Mussel II which first flew with it on March 8th 1930 in 'B' 
conditions marks as M-1. This undercarriage consisted of a long central 
dural float - almost as long as the fuselage but projecting forwards well 
ahead of the propeller - which carried a cross axle on which the land 
wheels were mounted. This enabled the wheels to be lowered for land-
plane use or rotated upwards for water landings. The float was fitted 
with a water rudder and a pair of fixed strut-braced wingtip floats was 
added for stability. 

The Mussel II retained this amphibious format even after development 
work on it ended and it was flown frequently as such by Eustace Short. 
The next modification was the fitting of a 120 hp DH Gipsy II engine and 
Moth cowlings, flown as such from August 29th 1930. On August 4th 

Above: G-AAFZ in 
classic fly-by mode 
The large pitot head 
can be seen, fitted 
well forward of the 
wing leading edge and 
beyond the propeller 
arc. (Aeroplane via JM 
Collection) 

Left: Photographed in 
early March 1930, the 
Mussel II is seen with 
the single amphibious 
float fitted and the B' 
conditions markings 
'M1' in addition to reg-
istration G-AAFZ. John 
Lankester Parker, the 
Short Bros test pilot is 
half out of the front 
cockpit and Eustace 
Short is climbing from 
the rear cockpit. 
(Aeroplane via JM 
Collection) 

1932 Eustace Short was returning alone to the Medway in G-AAFZ but 
after a normal landing the Mussel continued to run forwards until it 
grounded on a mud bank. Short was found to have died of a heart 
attack following the touchdown and had not even had time to switch off 
the engine. 

After this tragedy the Mussel remained in use and further modifications 
and experiments took place. In June 1932 it briefly became a single-
wheel landplane on the Loening principle but the single float was soon 
reinstated and in October 1932 the amphibian wheels were finally 
removed. In this form the Mussel was raced by J L Parker against a 
speedboat at the Rochester Regatta on August 12th 1933 and again at 
Sheerness on September 6th. This was one of the aircraft's last flights 
and after September 15th it was taken out of use, sadly being scrapped 
in January 1934. It never aspired to a full CofA. 

Right: The Mussel II in 
Head-on View with the 
amphibious float fitted in 
March 1930. The raised 
wheels can be clearly seen, 
as can the well-braced 
wingtip floats. The pitot 
tube is much smaller and 
has been moved further 
outboard. 
(Short Brothers via JM 
Collection) 
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Above: The amphibian on chocked wheels and 
tied down on the slipway outside Number 3 Shop 
at Rochester. The two-piece Short metal prop is 
clearly visible and the float is obviously newly-
constructed. (Short Bros via JM Collection) 

As experimental machines the two Mussels 
played a significant role in the development of 
light float design and dural construction. They 
were also successful designs in their own right -
from all accounts being docile and satisfying to fly 
in any configuration. There was no further pro-
duction or sales interest but the value of the 
Mussels lay in their contribution to later and larger 
Short designs. 

Above: On the siep. Mussel amphibian G-AAFZ / M1 on an early test flight, March 1930. 
(Short Bros via JM Collection) 
Below: Once airborne the amphibian appeared somewhat ungainly with floats, wheels and 
bracing struts all on show. (Short Bros via JM Collection) 
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Above: Mussel II G-AAFZ, with 
DH Gipsy II engine, still wearing 
M1 on the fin and rudder, taxying 
on the Medway. Dated October 
1930, this photograph again 
shows Parker in the front cockpit 
and Eustace Short in the rear 
cockpit. (Short Bros via JM 
Collection) 

Left: The unoccupied Mussel II 
amphibian tied to a bouy on the 
Medway. 
(via JM Collection) 

Short S.7 Mussel specifications 

Model Engine 

Mussel I 60hp Cirrus I 

Mussel I 85 hp Cirrus II 

Mussel II 95 hp Cirrus II 

Length 

25ft Oin 
7.62 m 
25ft Oin 
7.62 m 
24 ft 11 in 
7.59 m 

Span 

36ft Oin 
10.97 m 
36ft Oin 
10.97 m 
37ft 3.5 in 
11.36 m 

Wing area 

200 sq ft 
18.58 sq m 
200 sq ft 
18.58 sq m 
214sqft 
19.88 sq m 

Empty Wt 

907 lbs 
411.4 kg 
1,135 lbs 
514.8 kg 
1,061 lbs 
481.2 kg 

All-up Wt 

1,400 lbs 
635.0 kg 
1,636 lbs 
742.0 kg 
1,640 lbs 
743.9 kg 

Max 
Speed 

85 mph 
136.8 kmh 
82 mph 
131.9 kmh 
102 mph 
164.1 kmh 

Cruising 
Speed 

65 mph 
104.6 kmh 
68 mph 
109.4 kmh 
75 mph 
120.7 kmh 

Stalling 
Speed 

42 mph 
67.6 kmh 
42 mph 
67.6 kmh 
48 mph 
77.2 kmh 

Range 

360 mis 
580 km 
400 mis 
644 km 
300 mis 
480 km 

Left: On the edge. "Top 
Gear" would love this! The 
Mussel II with Gipsy II 
engine and with the wheels 
removed from the single 
float being flown by John 
Lankester Parker in a race 
against Arthur Bray in a 
speedboat at the Rochester 
Regatta 12.8.33. 
(via JM Collection) 
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The Development of Commercial 
Aviation in China PARTS 

The Lutheran World Federation 
EDITED BY MARTIN S 
BEST, CHINA HISTORY 
RESEARCH GROUP 

Right: The Lutheran World Federation C-47 
XT-T72 "Saint Paul" at Gothenburg-Torslanda 
airpod on 11.8.47 during its return journey from 
Oslo to Shanghai, (via Rolf Larsson) 

Introduction 
This continuing study of early commercial aviation in China has focused 
on identifying the aircraft fleets of the Nationalist Chinese airlines. 
Related to this project has been the study of the operation of Douglas 
C-47s in China by the Lutheran World Federation (LWF) in the period 
1946 to early 1950. 

The LWF air operations in China were closely associated with Central 
Air Transport Corporation (CATC), as discussed in Part 8B (Archive 
p.2009/114), and later with Civil Air Transport (CAT). 

The current article is based in part on an English translation of the auto-
biography of Max Springweiler, who previously flew in China with 
Eurasia (see Part 3a, Archive, Autumn 2007). The background to this 
story is the Chinese civil war, which has been described in Part 8A (see 
Archive pp.2009/075-081), and the start of the Korean War in 1950. 

This LWF story mentions the operations of Macau Air Transport, which 
used Catalina amphibious aircraft to link Macau with Hong Kong, so 
this airline is also discussed together with Amphibian Airways, another 
of Roy Farrell's airlines that operated Catalinas in South-East Asia. 

The Lutheran World Federation in China 
Missionary flights 
Following the Sino-Japanese War, Soviet troops occupied large parts 
of Northeast China and Manchuria. These territories then came under 
the control of the Chinese Communists; later parts were taken over or 
conquered by the Nationalist armies of Chiang Kai-shek. Railroads, 
highways, and bridges were for the most part destroyed, and any roads 
that still existed were generally unsafe. 

The Christian missions saw that their tasks were not only in spreading 
the word of God but also in helping the poor, who had been cut off from 
outside aid for many years. Many of the missionaries were sick due to 
a lack of food, medicine, and medical help. These were primarily 
Danish missionaries. Dr Daniel Nelson, director of the Lutheran World 
Federation in China, decided that air transport was the only possible 
means of improving the situation. In Shanghai he contacted a German, 
Pastor Mann, and told him he intended to establish an emergency air 
service for missionaries in the interior of China, if he could find the 
appropriate technical experts for the project. He was recommended to 
hire Otto Hoefft and Max Springweiler, who had previously flown in 
China for Eurasia. [Springweiler p.147] 

"Saint Paul" 
On Monday, 13 May 1946, Otto Hoefft and Max Springweiler drove to 
Kiangwan Airport, about 20 km west of Shanghai, with passes from the 
American military authorities giving access and permission to select an 
appropriate aircraft from amongst 1,200 surplus American military air-
craft parked there and no longer required. They chose a Douglas C-47. 

The C-47 was a transport aircraft with 27 passenger seats (all bucket 
seats) placed along both cabin walls that were not insulated. 
Springweiler says: "we selected a C-47 on which the latest improve-
ment specifications had already been introduced." (This suggests that 
the C-47 may have been a C-47B model.) Their C-47 was set up for a 
3-man crew but they wanted to fly with only two men as Max 
Springweiler would combine the roles of co-pilot and radio operator. 
The radios were moved from the cabin to the cockpit, so that Max could 
use them simultaneously with his other tasks. [Springweiler p.148] 

Otto and Max needed about four weeks to recondition the aircraft for 
their needs. Early every morning they went to Kiangwan Airport, where 
the guards checked their papers and allowed them to enter the airport 
and work on their C-47. One morning they discovered that a compass, 
a turn indicator, and the servo unit of the automatic pilot had been 
stolen during their absence. From that day they drove to the airport at 
4 am, before the great majority of engineers and mechanics from other 
organisations arrived, and were able to replace their stolen instruments 
and gather sufficient spare parts, which were taken home for safe 
keeping. (See Part 8B, Archive p.2009/102, for a description of securi-
ty at Kiangwan Airport.) 

After Dr Nelson had engaged the service of an USAAF pilot, their C-47 
was ready for takeoff completely outfitted for its transfer from Kiangwan 
to the civilian airport at Lungwha, Shanghai. It was registered in China 
as XT-T72. The first flight of "Saint Paul', as the C-47 was christened, 
took place on 4 July 1946. It flew from Shanghai to Haichow, a port 250 
miles north of Shanghai and about two and a half hours away in Kiangsi 
Province, with a cargo of hospital and medical supplies. The same day 
the aircraft returned to Shanghai with good marks from both American 
pilots. [Springweiler p.149] 

In the middle of July they were assigned to Tsingtao, from where, in the 
course of 14 flights, they transported a complete set of hospital equip-
ment for the Cheloo University of Tsinan, capital of Shantung Province. 
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Tsinan, at that time, was isolated as a result of the civil war, and it was 
only through their flights that the hospital could be equipped and 
opened. Shortly thereafter they were summoned to Weihsien where the 
Presbyterian Hospital was suffering from a critical shortage of supplies. 
Thanks to their assistance, the power plant there was put into working 
order in a short time, in addition to which many lives were saved by the 
medical supplies they flew in. This was the beginning of their activities 
and it was not long before they undertook flights for a large number of 
missions as well as the British Red Cross, CNRRA, UNRRA, and IRC. 

Reports from Manchuria had been very sparse and contradictory. 
Attempts had been made as early as April 1946 to secure information 
on landing possibilities at Antung in Manchuria, and also to obtain the 
necessary permits. Unfortunately, all these attempts were in vain; offi-
cial red tape and fear on the part of authorities to assume responsibili-
ty proving insurmountable obstacles. In view of the obvious futility of 
obtaining permission to fly to the disputed areas of Antung, the Danish 
missionaries were advised to proceed to Peiping on their own. In July 
1946, sixty of them managed to reach Peiping by the land route after 
an arduous trek. From there, St Paul took the first load of missionaries 
to Shanghai in the same month. Later on they flew a second batch to 
Shanghai. At the end of August, a full load of passengers were taken to 
Hong Kong where they were transferred to a Scandinavian mission air-
craft and then transported home. 

Not much flying was done during the summer and autumn of 1946. In 
the six months from July to 31 December 1946, they only flew the Sf 
Pau\ for 300 hours and 30 minutes, a minimal use of aircraft and crew. 
[Springweiler pp.149, 356] Their flights were already taking them to 
Hankow and Sian. The principal 'customers' were: Cheloo University of 
Tsinan, Language School of Peiping, Presbyterian Hospital in 
Weihsien, British Red Cross, Danish Lutheran Mission, and the 
Presbyterian Mission. (See also Appendix 2 below.) 

1947 started off with flights to Peiping (Peking/Beijing). They were 
called to Peiping to pick up a group of American missionaries because 
strong Communist bands were causing problems south of Peiping. As 
this group was unable to flee over land to the harbour at Tientsin and 
travel from there to the USA, they were obliged to fly to Shanghai and 
ship out from there. About 50 minutes after leaving Peiping on 16 
January, in the course of one of these flights, the right engine failed and 
the propeller had to be feathered. The aircraft was completely full and 
the crew were concerned that excessive weight could damage their 
good port engine. It was necessary to lighten the aircraft by throwing 
out about 600 kg of the missionaries' baggage. They turned back to 
Peiping and managed to land safely on the South Airfield, where they 
were provided with a reconditioned engine (worth about $2,500) by 
CATC from Shanghai that they installed outdoors in very cold weather. 
They were able to resume the flight from Peiping to Shanghai with a full 
load on 8 February 1947 with no further incidents. 

That same winter their operational zone included Taiyuan, in Shansi 
Province, as well as Canton and Hong Kong. Meanwhile, the demand 
for flights constantly increased. They were already planning to fly the 
Chinese delegates to the World Youth Congress in Oslo in July 1947 
(see below) and St Paul had to be put into top condition, but before this 
flight St Paul flew several thousand more miles to Peiping, Canton and 
Hong Kong. 

The Missouri Mission requested LWF to fly to Enshi, situated amid pic-
turesque mountain ranges 250 miles west of Hankow in a large bend of 
the Yangtze River. They were handicapped by extremely adverse 
weather and it was difficult to locate the place. Upon landing, they were 
told by the Chinese Air Force that their permit was not in order and that 
they had to await instructions from Nanking before taking off on their 
return journey. They eventually received permission to return to 
Shanghai after eleven days. Meanwhile the crew spent a wonderful 
time in Enshi with the mission people, who did everything they could to 
make their enforced stay as pleasant as possible. A few flights to 
Peiping, Weihsein and Chengcnow rounded off the months of May and 
June. They were left with just sufficient time to make the necessary final 
preparations for their flight to Europe. [Springweiler pp.355-357] 

Further flights took them to military airfields that were also being used 
by US military aircraft. The USAAF was well supplied with spare parts, 
and if the LWF needed any, they turned to the maintenance sergeant, 
explained their need, and were usually helped. In this manner they 
obtained spark plugs, magnetos, generators, and many other things 
free of charge. They were only unsuccessful once. When they needed 
a new engine, they had to ask a 5-star general, who turned down their 
request. (The engine had a list price of $5,000.) 

The LWF bought another surplus C-47 in 1947 to relieve any spare 
parts problems that might develop later (this preventative measure later 

proved wrong). In any event, they bought the aircraft to make spare 
parts available. [Springweiler p. 150] (See also text by Felix Smith 
below.) 

CATC 
With the exception of the first few flights, when USAAF pilots were 
engaged, CATC pilots flew Sf Paul almost exclusively. (CATC was the 
successor to the Eurasia Aviation Corporation and had taken over its 
available property and traffic rights.) These pilots were almost exclu-
sively Americans, and they changed often since CATC could never 
make the same pilots available. It was not until 1948 that Bill Dudding 
became the regular pilot. 

Dr Nelson ran into financial trouble because LWF's flight activity had 
not brought the expected financial success. The missionaries who 
required LWF's air services were burdened with the flight's approxi-
mate costs, but it was not possible to burden them with empty posi-
tioning flights, much less with the empty return flights, and half their 
flights had no paying cargo. No flight activity could cover the overhead 
costs under such conditions. Dr Nelson recognized the difficulties that 
he had not previously considered, and he was thinking of closing down 
the air operation. How seriously he considered this Max Springweiler 
did not know. However, his decision was of the most extreme impor-
tance to Max, for ultimately it concerned his income and livelihood. In a 
long conversation with Dr Nelson, Max pointed out the mistakes they 
had made, and that close coordination of the flights was absolutely nec-
essary. They could not afford to fly 50% of their flights without a paying 
cargo. Empty flights had to be eliminated absolutely. This could be 
achieved through close cooperation with CATC, who would locate 
cargoes. A few other points were discussed, and Max also made sug-
gestions to improve things in other respects. The conversation ended 
with Dr Nelson handing management of the missionary flights over to 
Max Springweiler. 

Thanks to Max's knowledge of the land and people and his good rela-
tionship with CATC, especially its managers Moon Chin and Harvey 
Toy, it was possible to obtain paying cargo for almost every flight, both 
outbound and return. They soon had no empty flights, drastically 
improving their aviation activity's financial situation. 

Demand increased in 1947 and 1948. Flights no longer involved only 
evacuating, but increasingly the transport of new missionaries to 
Western China. Though the Communists were constantly advancing 
from the north, Americans, especially in official levels, believed that 
Western China and particularly Islamic areas would never fall to the 
Communists. [Springweiler pp.150-151] 

Felix Smith 
Felix Smith was in China waiting for a job flying with General 
Chennault's new airline, CNRRA Air Transport (CAT), when he was 
contacted by the Reverend Daniel Nelson with an offer of a job flying 
for LWF. Felix accepted the offer but left LWF once General Chennault 
had obtained funding to start his airline. 

Felix Smith describes XT-T72 as follows: "The olive-drab fuselage of 
the ecclesiastical C-47 was brightened by a red heart with orange 
flames licking around the edges. Bold lettering underneath announced 
Lutheran World Mission, and the plane's nose read Saint Paul." 
Reverend Nelson explained the name: "As you know from reading your 
bible, Saint Paul was the first missionary. This is the first missionary air-
liner." 

Next to Saint Paul another airliner, Saint Peter, minus a propeller, listed 
on a flat landing-gear strut. "This one's for spare parts", Dr Nelson said. 
" We'll rob Peter to pay Paul." [See also Springweiler p.150] Smith says 
that the C-47s were offerings from a devout Air Corps supply officer 
who had declared them war surplus but it is more likely that they were 
purchased from the Foreign Liquidation Commissioner (FLC) at 
Kiangwan air base, near Shanghai. If this conversation took place at 
Kiangwan, one can wonder about the fate of Saint Peter, given the 
pressure put on the FLC to dispose of all aircraft by the Chinese author-
ities. (See Part 8B, Archive pp.2009/103-104.) 

The cargo of the first flight with Felix Smith was four thousand bibles for 
Kunming and a carton of surgical instruments for Chengtu. Max 
Springweiler, who had attached a telegrapher's key to the arm of his 
co-pilot seat, was the co-pilot/flight engineer/radio operator/mechanic. 
Chengtu was the capital of Szechwan Province far to the north of 
Kunming. The recipient of the cargo there was an American, Dr Laube, 
a brain surgeon and the leader of Chengtu's medical school. He had 
kept classes in session during the entire war with Japan. 
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Above: Another view of passengers waiting to board "Saint Paul" at 
Gothenburg for the flight to China on 11.8.47. 
Right: Max Springweiler (left) standing by the tail of XT-772, possibly 
with a Swedish engineer at Gothenburg. The tail markings are 
described below. (Both photos via Rolf Larsson) 

On Smith's second flight they returned families to provinces they had 
fled during the Japanese invasion. On another flight from Shanghai 
they carried two middle-aged American women to a mountain strip in 
Szechwan Province. They were replacements for their missionary 
sisters who had served a year in some remote village. Their onward 
journey to the village would take six days by mule. 

Their next trip took them to a steamy southern town called Henyang. 
Springweiler said he had been there before and described it as "the end 
of creation" but, surprisingly, they were met by an American woman, 
Betty Newman, who was married to the surgeon at the hospital. She 
was a registered nurse, attended patients at the mission hospital, ran 
an orphanage, and was happily raising two of her own children. 

On one of Felix Smith's last missionary flights they landed at Tientsin in 
northern China and parked alongside an olive-drab C-47 that belonged 
to General George Marshall, who was on a diplomatic mission to per-
suade President Chiang Kai-shek's Nationalists and Mao Tse-tung's 
Communists to form a coalition government and cooperate in the 
reconstruction of China. They joked with Marshall's aide, Colonel 
Barrett, suggesting that he was also in the conversion business. 

In mid-December 1946, General Chennault's aide gave Felix Smith 
instructions to fly to Honolulu to collect a C-46 for CAT. Smith was able 
to find another pilot for the missionaries after rushing around Shanghai 
for a couple of hours. [Smith pp. 13-18] 

Trip to Oslo 
The assistance flights in China had to be reduced in the middle of 1947, 
because it was necessary to fly 27 or 28 (sources differ) young Chinese 
women representatives of the Christian Youth Congress to Oslo, 
Norway. After seemingly endless difficulties with the authorities, Dr 
Cornehlsen (Dr Nelson was already in Europe) managed to finalise all 
arrangements in preparation for the flight. A last minute hitch almost 
prevented them from leaving but this was resolved thanks to the con-
siderate cooperation of Mr Tai En-Kuo, Director of the CAA. 

The flight took off from Shanghai on 4 July 1947 with pilots Dick Rossi 
and Bob Conrad, and Max Springweiler as chief engineer and radio 
operator.'' Along the 12,000-mile route they landed in Hong Kong, 
Bangkok, Calcutta, Allahabad, Karachi, Sharjah, Baghdad, Cairo, 
Athens, Naples, Rome, Cannes, Nice, Amsterdam, and Copenhagen. 
They arrived on 18 July 1947. 

A photograph taken of St Paul at Gothenburg on 11 August 1947 
(above) shows the following markings on the fin: 
LWF 
41 
XT-T72 
With the Republic of China flag below. 

On 10 August they began their return flight from Oslo to Shanghai. The 

^ A photograph of the crew on page 220 of Springweiler's book shows 
four men but one of these appears to be Dr Nelson. 

flight took them through Goethenburg, Paris, Geneva, Rome, Athens, 
Lydda (Israel), Sharjah. They got back to Shanghai on 24 or 25 August. 

In September 1947 St Paul made a few trips to Peiping but was ground-
ed on 1 October as a result of the termination of the agreement with 
CATC. Although CATC immediately granted an extension to this agree-
ment, this had to be confirmed by the CAA and this procedure required 
three full months. On 28 December they were able to resume opera-
tions. In 1947 Sf Paul had flown for 260 hours. 

After resumption of operations on 28 December 1947, St Paul had 
flown 109 hours by 25 January 1948 and new customers were added 
to their list: CIM Friends Service Units; CATC; Southern Baptists, and 
the Cannossian Institute (Italian Catholic Sisters). Nine-tenths of the 
time they were carrying capacity loads. [Springweiler pp.151-153 & 
357] 

Evacuation flights 
At the beginning of January 1948, urgent appeals were received for the 
evacuation of Scandinavian missionaries from Laohokow, 200 miles 
northwest of Hankow, in which district three missionaries had been kid-
napped and murdered by ruthless bandits. The American missionaries 
seemed to be especially concerned, so the LWF immediately made 
strenuous efforts to obtain the necessary permits. All the missionaries 
from the neighbouring areas of Honan, Hupeh and Shensi had fled to 
Laohokow, where they awaited rescue by St Paul. The LWF was 
unable to obtain a CAF permit before 17 January. The first evacuation 
flight was made on the same day. As Laohokow had no radio commu-
nication, the aircraft had to circle over this small Han River town a 
couple of times before landing. Even before alighting the crew received 
a minor shock when they noticed that the soldiers approaching the air-
craft carried red armbands and advanced with bayonets affixed to their 
rifles. Fortunately these turned out to be Nationalist troops, who later 
were extremely helpful. The level of anxiety was raised further by the 
sound of gunfire nearby. On the first two flights, on 17 and 18 January, 
they evacuated mostly Americans, but later they also brought out 
members of the Norwegian and Catholic Missions to a safe refuge in 
Hankow. In all they made fourteen evacuation flights to Laohokow. 
[See also Springweiler p.372] 

From this time on the demand for the services of Sf Paul rose by leaps 
and bounds, so they were soon unable to fulfil all requests. 

In March 1948, the first requests were received from besieged Mukden 
(Shenyang), principally from Germans remaining there who were suf-
fering as a result of the fast-deteriorating economic situation. Max 
Springweiler obtained Dr Nelson's permission to fly to Mukden to evac-
uate these Germans. Some Germans had remained after the occupa-
tion and later withdrawal of the Russians. By contacting the Red Cross 
and other national Red Cross organisations, Springweiler was able to 
fill the flights from Peiping to Mukden, more or less balancing out the 
non-lucrative flights from Mukden to Peiping with the relatively impov-
erished Germans. 

Later on, requests came from the Korean churches, Scottish Mission, 
Presbyterian Mission and YMCA. In Mukden there were many thou-
sands of Christian Koreans who, fearing the continually approaching 
Communists, wanted to make the 3-hour flight to Peiping in St Paul. 
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Naturally these Koreans also had no means to pay for the flights, but 
churches, the YMCA, and other religious organisations were prepared 
to contribute towards the cost of the flights. Altogether on 83 flights 
between Mukden and Peiping, they brought 4,000 Korean men, women 
and children to Peiping, Tsingtao and Shanghai. The return loads from 
Peiping to Mukden consisted of relief supplies, primarily of rice, 
donated by the Red Cross or missionary organisations. On average 
they carried 2,300 kg of rice or kaoliang on each flight; this was distrib-
uted free of charge in community kitchens by Rev John Flemming 
(Church of Scotland Mission) on behalf of IRO. 

Later in December 1948 they received requests to carry passengers 
from Peiping to Mukden. This seemed strange, as it appeared that 
Mukden was about to fall to the Communists, but stranger still that 
some of the Koreans wanted to go back, preferring the risks posed by 
Communists in Mukden to the certain suffering of living in Peiping. 

In the course of the year, the LWF was summoned for flights through-
out China, but they always reserved periods of their schedules for trips 
to Mukden. The military situation in Kaifeng and Chengchow turned crit-
ical at the start of the year, making necessary flights on behalf of Free 
Methodists, Southern Baptists and Catholics, for whom they carried 
heavy loads to Shanghai, Hankow or to Western China, where a few 
missions had expanded their activities or established new quarters in 
Sian and Chengtu. It took many flights to transport the entire hospital 
equipment as well as the personnel of the Southern Baptists Hospital 
in Chengchow. From there further transportation was provided by rail to 
Kweilin. They also evacuated the CIM from Kaifeng to Sian and 
Shanghai. [Springweiler pp.157-158, 358-359] 

Sichang 
In view of the increasing difficulties they faced in Central and North 
China, many missions, like the CIM, Conservative Baptists, Christian 
Church of China, Border Mission and others, were forced to move their 
fields of operation to West China. The first of these requests called for 
flights to the Tibetan border area, when Dr A J Broomhall (CIM) 
decided to open a mission hospital in the independent Lolo territory. 
They carried 5,500 pounds of medicines and hospital equipment on 
their first trip on 28 February 1948. That same day they had carried a 
full load for the Brethren Mission (Mr Wendell Flory) from Peiping to 
Chungking. In Chungking they took on Mr Broomhall's cargo and flew 
it over the first chain of the 15,000 ft mountains to scenic Sichang, 
which in the spring is favoured with the most ideal weather imaginable. 
It was almost impossible to reach Sichang by the land route. Attacks by 
bandits along the highway had made road travel extremely precarious 
and many instances had been reported of vehicle columns being 
waylaid and plundered. One of these victims was the Friends Service 
Unit (FSU), whose transport was attacked, its passengers robbed and 
assaulted. Due to unfavourable weather and commercial conditions, 
the Chinese airlines had suspended flights between Chungking and 
Sichang, so St Paul became the sole link between these two places. 

In the course of the year Sf Paul carried out 15 flights to Sichang, either 
from Chungking or from Chengtu. On each occasion, the aircraft 
carried 6,600 pounds of freight or the equivalent in passengers. When 
flying from Chengtu to Sichang, it was always a pleasure to point out to 
the passengers the imposing sight of Omei Shan (9,500 ft). Its steep, 
precipitous east side, in contrast to the seemingly miniature temples 
and houses built on the rear slope of this granite mass, never failed to 
inspire the passengers with awe. On taking off from Chengtu, they gen-
erally maintained sight of the ground up to the foot of the mountain, 
after which they opened up to put the aircraft into a steep climb to carry 
them over the 15,000 ft high peaks. At this altitude they were usually 
engulfed by a thick bank of clouds, which was pierced only by a few of 
the higher mountain peaks. Covered with perpetual snow, majestic and 
unconquerable, the Minyagongka was always visible with its peak 
rising to a height of 23,000 ft. They were not always blessed with 
favourable weather, however; strong air currents at times made it 
extremely difficult for them to find our bearings during blind flying at alti-
tudes of up to 17,000 ft. Ice formation on the propellers and on the air-
frame was a source of great concern, and on such occasions flying was 
anything but a pleasure. 

CNAC had a beacon at Sichang's airfield that could be used by the 
LWF with prior notification, but it had only a very limited range. On 6 
November, however, they were unable to make contact with the field. 
St Paul, encrusted with ice, circled for hours over Sichang, while chips 
of ice broke off the propellers and crashed against the fuselage with a 
nerve-wracking noise. After a series of unsuccessful attempts, they 
were finally compelled to return to Chungking, as under the prevailing 
weather conditions it was impossible to make a let-down without the 
long-wave beacon. In the following days they had more luck and all 
their flights were completed without a hitch. A large proportion of these 

assignments were for the Conservative Baptists. [Springweiler pp.358-
360] 

Changchun 
In March 1948, the LWF received urgent appeals from Changchun 
(Hsingking), 200 miles north of Mukden. Changchun was the last 
remaining Nationalist outpost north of Mukden except for a few small, 
isolated pockets, and was being besieged by Communist forces. 
Reports from Changchun were coming in at a trickle but they were able 
to learn from the US attache in Mukden that the situation there was 
secure, so a landing there could be carried out safely. The LWF 
secured the necessary permits from the CAA and the Chinese Air 
Force in Nanking. The local military authorities in Manchuria also gave 
the LWF their consent. The US authorities in Mukden were extremely 
interested in these flights but refused to give permission for US nation-
als to take part. 

The first trip to Changchun was flown on 28 April 1948 with Captain Y 
H Chen, a CATC pilot, in command. The entire route between Mukden 
and Changchun was in Communist hands and it was with great care 
that St Paul climbed to an altitude of 12,000 ft immediately after take-
off but they still attracted the attention of anti-aircraft guns. One hour 
twenty minutes later they were over peaceful-looking Changchun. They 
called the control tower on VHF but only received an answer after 30 
minutes. They were advised that everything was in order and were told 
to land at the small airfield close to the city. Many of their passengers, 
who were mostly Korean, were waiting there. The Chinese Air Force 
sent out a truck to refuel St Paul but then the bursting of two shells shat-
tered the silence. Further away shells could be seen exploding near the 
beginning of the runway. The first shell frightened the CAF soldiers and 
the fuel truck took off at high speed, dragging the hose, funnel and one 
soldier behind even before the second shell had exploded. The shelling 
continued and one exploded about 60 yards from Sf Paul. Although the 
passengers and crew had taken refuge from the shelling, they all 
decided not to wait any longer. Otto Hoefft had the unenviable task of 
having to climb onto the left wing to replace the fuel tank cover. In the 
meantime, Chen and Springweiler started the engines and headed for 
the runway amid the smoke of bursting shells. Their over-eager 
attempts to turn the aircraft and take it to the starting position resulted 
in the jamming of the tail wheel locks. They did not have time to taxi all 
the way to the eastern end of the runway, so took off using only about 
half of the strip but just managed to clear the edge of the field. They 
immediately banked to the left and climbed to an altitude of 12,000 ft, 
where they were comparatively safe. After an hour and a half they 
reached Mukden with all of their intended passengers. This was the first 
and last attempt to evacuate Changchun. 

Appeals came for help from Yenchow, in Shantung Province, in May 
1948. The Southern Baptists and the Steyl Mission appeared to be in 
danger there. There were conflicting reports from the city, some saying 
that Yenchow was being besieged by the Communists but others that 
it had already fallen. The LWF tried to obtain permission to carry out 
about five flights but their appeals were constantly rejected. After six 
weeks of strenuous efforts, they were able to obtain a general permit to 
proceed to Tsinan, where they were to contact the local Air Force 
command. They started out on this flight on 29 June and reached their 
destination after three and a half hours. They tried unsuccessfully to 
obtain a permit from the CAF and to arrange for fighter escort to cope 
with Communist gun-emplacements near Yenchow airfield. The situa-
tion at Yenchow was described as "extremely serious". As they were 
getting nowhere at Tsinan, they decided to fly to Tsingtao instead but 
were equally unsuccessful there and they were obliged to return to 
Shanghai on 30 June. Meanwhile their would-be passengers had spent 
days waiting hopefully at the airport. The Communists were still far off 
and the situation was safe. When the city eventually fell into Communist 
hands, the missionaries were further imperilled by the Nationalist 
bombing of Yenchow. Some of the missionaries later managed to cross 
the fighting lines and make their way to Hsuchow, leaving all their pos-
sessions behind. 

The LWF also took part in evacuation operations at Hsuchow, rail 
centre on the Lunghai railway and the Tientsin - Pukow line. The evac-
uees were principally Sisters of the Catholic Steyl Mission and a few 
Fathers, whom they took to Shanghai and Nanking in two trips on 24 
July. 

Not all the LWF flights were evacuation operations. New missionaries 
coming from the USA and Europe had to be flown to West China. Also, 
there were always a half-dozen loads from IRC and the China Bible 
House waiting transport to Kankow, Sian, Lanchow, Chungking, 
Chengtu and Kunming. They also flew schoolchildren to Kiukiang for 
the CIM and later fetched them back. [Springweiler pp.360-361] 
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Right: Map showing internal flight destinations for 
"Saint Paul". (Mapping: Sue Bushell) 

The Mukden airlift 
The Mukden operation still remained their foremost task, 
however. The military situation there had taken a turn for 
the worse for the Nationalists. After occupying 
Changchun and other points along the Manchurian 
railway, the Communists had broken through to the 
south and were attacking the areas of Ishien and 
Chinchow with strong forces. At the same time, they 
concentrated on the flanks of the approaches to 
Hulutao, the port for Chinchow. 

On 1 October they were on one of the LWF flights from 
Peiping to Mukden when suddenly anti-aircraft shells 
burst all around the aircraft and it started to rock and the 
crew realised that the aircraft had been hit. They passed 
on warnings to all other aircraft on the airlift. Upon 
landing they discovered that the right wing of the aircraft 
had been slightly damaged but this did not deter them 
from continuing the airlift. 

In the first 16 days of October they made 29 flights to 
Mukden. On 16 October, they returned to Shanghai, 
flying direct over the Gulf of Chihli, via Tsingtao. 
Preoccupied with flights in the North, they had neglect-
ed their Lutheran friends. They made amends and on 22 
October they flew a capacity load of Lutherans from 
Shanghai to Kiukiang, Hankow, Liuchow and Kunming. 
The flight to Kiukiang was made at the behest of Dr T S 
Outerbridge (Methodist Missionary Society) of the IRC 
and Mr A E Philips (Brethren Mission) of CIM. 

On 23 October, St Paul returned to Shanghai and five days later it was 
flying for the Conservative Baptists. Their destination was intended to 
be Sichang but because of exceptionally bad weather, they were 
obliged to unload their cargo in Chungking, whereupon they returned to 
Shanghai by way of Chengtu, Liuchow, Kanhsien, Amoy, Kanhsien 
(again) and Foochow. During October they flew for 194 hours with just 
one aircraft and crew. Other considerations were that at practically 
every airport, an aggregate cargo of three tons had to be unloaded and 
a fresh load taken on board, and the crew members had to maintain the 
aircraft themselves. Sometimes a magneto, carburettor or tyre had to 
be replaced without interfering with their flying schedule of 13 hours per 
day. They always carried a complete set of tools and essential spare 
parts. 

The Mukden airlift was a project for an indefinite period. When they left 
Mukden on 16 October, they intended to return north after completion 
of their urgent missions in West China. Arrangements had been made 
to transport 90,000 kg of IRC foodstuffs since nobody foresaw that 
Mukden would fall in a few days. The fall of this city at the end of 
October came as a surprise. Just before the fall, they received an 
appeal from Rev John Rasmussen of the Danish Mission to evacuate 
him, as he was seriously ill with typhoid. At the time they were busy 
shuttling between Chungking and Sichang and when they were finally 
free, it was too late. [Springweiler pp.361-363] 

The evacuation of Peiping 
In the meantime the situation in Peiping was becoming critical. They 
began evacuation operations there on 12 November 1948. On dis-
charging a consignment of bibles for the Bible House in Peiping, they 
took on a full load for the Southern Baptists back to Shanghai. On 13 
November they flew to Peiping with another consignment for the Bible 
House and returned to Shanghai with a group of Southern Baptists. 

On 14 November an important flight to Nanking was scheduled for the 
Lutheran United Mission (LUM). They took off for Nanking but the LUM 
consignment was not there. A telegram had been sent to Shanghai the 
previous day to say that arrangements for evacuation had been made 
with the US Navy, so St Paul was no longer needed in Nanking, but the 
telegram had not been delivered. St Paul returned to Shanghai with a 
cargo hastily assembled by CATC. 

The LWF resumed their flights to Peiping in 15 November, when they 
brought a load of Presbyterians to Canton. Miss Pedersen's party was 
taken in a non-stop flight to Chungking. Mr Bruinooge (Christian 
Reformed Church) and a group of his mission were flown to Shanghai, 
while members of the American Board Mission of Peiping were flown to 
Foochow. When they returned to Shanghai they discovered slight 

traces of metal shavings in the sump. They discussed the matter with 
technical experts of CATC and CNAC, who predicted that serious 
damage could be caused to the engines sooner or later and the LWF 
could not afford to take that risk. They therefore had to ground the air-
craft and tried to buy two new engines. Their engines had only been 
used for 450 hours, whereas they had previously averaged 800 hours. 
No engines were obtainable in China but offers were received from 
Hong Kong. 

The crew of St Paul needed to be present in Hong Kong to supervising 
the changing of engines but the British authorities consistently refused 
them visas. Their only alternative was to cable to the British groups 
concerned, asking them to appeal to the Governor of Hong Kong. 
Assisted by the British consul, the Peiping groups dispatched the fol-
lowing telegram: 

"Saint Paul plane belonging Lutheran World Federation active recent 
months relief work and evacuation British Protestant missions in North 
China and Manchuria. Planes engines require urgent changing in 
Hongkong to enable work including evacuation isolated British mis-
sionaries to continue. Springweiler copilot and Hoefft mechanic should 
accompany plane to expedite repairs but both are German citizens who 
have applied for visas to British Consul General in Shanghai without 
success. Local representatives Anglican Mission London Mission 
China Inland Mission Canadian Australian and Irish Presbyterian 
Missions and Lutheran Federation have requested me to approach you 
in this matter. 

"I should be most grateful if you would urgently telegraph authority to 
British Consul General Shanghai to issue necessary visas - BUXTON". 

The Scandinavian Alliance Mission, also awaiting evacuation by St 
Paul from Sian to Canton, likewise addressed an impressive appeal, 
whereby the necessary visas were immediately granted. On 3 
December 1948 they flew the empty aircraft to Hong Kong and instal-
lation of the new engines was completed on 7 December. The next day 
they flew to Peiping and returned the same day to Shanghai via 
Tsingtao with a well-organised load of passengers consisting of North 
China Presbyterians and members of the Danish Missionary Society 
(Mr & Mrs A Christensen). 

On 9 December they transported Norwegian and German missionaries 
to Shanghai from where they were taken to Taipei, Taiwan two days 
later. Before the return flight from Taipei to Shanghai they received an 
urgent cable summoning them to proceed to Peiping immediately, as 
the situation there had suddenly got worse. Before dawn the next day 
they were on their way to Peiping with a hastily assembled cargo of the 
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IRC. When they arrived at their destination at 11 am, they discovered 
that the passengers assigned to them were not at the airport. Yenching 
University and a few private individuals now thought the situation was 
no longer alarming. Also, they had not expected St Paul to arrive so 
early. Nevertheless, they discovered an entirely different load of pas-
sengers, consisting of Dr Henry Fenn (President of the College of 
Chinese Studies) and members of the Presbyterian Mission, who were 
assembled at the airport awaiting St Paul. It transpired that Dr Fenn as 
well as the Yenching party had independently cabled urgent summons 
for evacuation but Dr Fenn's cable had not been received. St Paul 
returned to Shanghai the same day. On December 13 & 14 they 
worked on engine maintenance. 

Mr A Christensen, who had been on the flight to Peiping on 12 
December, had remained there in order to supervise the difficult task of 
assembling the cargo to be transported. Meanwhile, the situation was 
rapidly deteriorating from day to day. The West Airport was destroyed 
and heavy fighting was taking place in the western sectors of the city. 
The West Airport fell into Communist hands on 13 December. The 
Chinese Air Force tried to bring their personnel and aircraft to safety by 
taking off from the South Airfield but soldiers remaining behind stripped 
the passengers of their belongings before they were able to take off. At 
least three loads awaited transport as did Mr Christensen. On 14 
December it was reported that Peiping had fallen but three hours later 
a denial was issued followed by confirmation of the earlier report. Soon 
LWF received word from Mr Christensen that the city was still in 
Nationalist hands and that it was possible to land at the South Airfield, 
which was not yet in Communist hands. 

On 15 December, St Paul returned to Peiping with a capacity load. 
They took off at 0650 and were over the South Airfield (Nan Yuan) 
shortly before 10 a.m. The field was abandoned but seemed to be in 
good condition. Flashes of exploding shells were clearly visible as St 
Paul landed. The taxiway was littered with debris and the Air Force 
building had been partly razed. Firing was audible in the eastern and 
western sectors and the fighting seemed to be getting nearer. There 
was no sign of the expected passengers. Eventually Mr Christensen 
arrived with his cargo and so did members of the Yenching University. 
The cargo was hastily loaded aboard St Paul. 

The load was quickly taken to Tsingtao from where they returned to the 
South Airfield to collect the next load. They had taken off at 1035 and 
were back at the abandoned airfield at 1720. The previously arranged 
code signs of white sheets had been carefully laid out and their load 
was waiting on the airfield. They collected their consignment and 
returned to Tsingtao for a night landing, promising to return for the third 
load early the next morning. 

On 16 December, St Paul arrived over the South Airfield at 0845. Prior 
to landing the crew had seen numerous columns on the march from 
Yung Ding Men to the airfield. These columns arrived almost simulta-
neously with Mr Christensen and his load. They had two loads awaiting 
transport to Tsingtao but decided to take the passengers away first and 
leave the baggage for the next flight. Mr Christensen and two young 
Germans volunteered to remain behind to guard the baggage. 
Meanwhile the head office of CATC radioed to ask about conditions at 
the South Airfield, to which the crew of XT-T72 replied that conditions 
were okay that morning but very uncertain. This encouraged other air-
lines to dispatch aircraft to the South Airfield. While returning to the 
South Airfield and over Taku Bar, the port entry to Tientsin, St Paul 
received the following radio messages: 

"All Planes - Communists shelling and firing on field firing inside field -
all planes take off." 

"All Planes - Shells exploding approximately 100 yards from XT 515-
all planes take off empty Z H Wong 515 160625." (Times are in GMT.) 

Undeterred, they continued on their course and were over the South 
Airfield at 0330 GMT but there was no trace of their load or Mr 
Christensen. Another aircraft said that Mr Christensen had taken his 
load back into the city, so St Paul returned to Tsingtao after circling the 
airfield a few times and returned to Shanghai the same day. The South 
Airfield fell into Communist hands a short while later. Peiping was now 
surrounded up to the limits of the city walls. Preparations for the con-
struction of an airfield within the city would have to be completed before 
any landings within the city proper could be considered (see below). 

The next day Sf Paul flew over Hankow and Chungking to Kunming on 
a flight undertaken mainly for the Augustana Mission. The following 
day, another trip was made to Hankow and then back again to 
Kunming, whence they returned on Sunday via Nanking to Shanghai. 
St Paul was then chartered by the IRC and China Bible House for a 
flight to Sian in which the Stely Mission also took part. On 23 

December, they transported the Scandinavian Alliance Mission from 
snow-covered Sian to the sunny south. 

After a short Christmas holiday, St Paul resumed operations again on 
28 December, flying to Tsingtao and Canton and back to Shanghai on 
29 December. A log of St Paul's flights from 1Sep48 to 1Nov48 is 
included below at Appendix 1. During 1948, Sf Paul logged a total of 
1,480 flying hours, which corresponded to about 222,000 miles. 75% of 
this distance was flown with a load of 6,000 lb, which gives the equiva-
lent of 450,000 ton miles. Five hundred and sixty-one landings were 
made with no emergency landings and on only one occasion did they 
have to feather an engine in flight. [Springweiler pp.363-368]. 

Max Springweiler 
Airfields that had been occupied by Americans were all now in Chinese 
hands and so under the administration of the Chinese Air Force. 
Chinese personnel occupied the control towers, so during approaches 
or takeoffs the required announcements were made in Chinese. All, or 
at least very many of the airline pilots were Americans who could not 
speak Chinese, but all the co-pilots were Chinese and naturally could 
make themselves understood in Chinese with the tower personnel. 
Within the LWF, Dr Nelson decided that Max Springweiler should speak 
Chinese. During the evenings when the crew got together with other 
crews in Peiping, Hankow or less well known airfields in the interior of 
China, the Chinese pilots were usually willing to train Max in Chinese 
cockpit language, so he was soon able to follow the directions given by 
the Chinese air traffic controllers. 

The next problem was that Max Springweiler sat in the right hand seat 
in the cockpit and under Chinese law he needed to have a pilot's 
licence. Bill Buell, a CAT pilot with whom he flew a great deal at that 
time, saw no great difficulty in this requirement. They practiced a few 
blind approaches and several landings over Lungwha, then Max got in 
touch with Dai An-go, the Chinese Director of Civil Aviation, and a few 
days later he had his pilot's licence. The American flight surgeon who 
examined his eyes on 5 June 1948, forbade him from ever making a 
solo flight with passengers, as his vision did not meet the required stan-
dard. 

Now that Max Springweiler possessed a pilot's licence and could speak 
Chinese with the Chinese air traffic controllers all the problems were 
lifted and flight activity increased significantly in 1948 and 1949. Max 
compared their flights with the Berlin Airlift and claimed their accom-
plishments were about twice those achieved in Berlin. In addition, they 
had to put up with being shot at while flying over Communist occupied 
areas, fly practically without weather reports, air traffic control, or any 
other ground organisation, and the airfields they used were in poor con-
dition. 

Among the American pilots who flew the St. Paul were Felix Smith, Bob 
Conrad, Dick Rossi and Jim Moore. Felix Smith wrote about his expe-
riences in Chapter 3, Missionaries, of his book, China Pilot. (See above 
for notes from this book.) Sowles and Bill Buell were both pilots on the 
flight from Peiping to Shanghai when the right engine quit over 
Communist occupied territory and they had to throw out the luggage of 
their missionary passengers. [Springweiler pp. 154-158] 

The death of Dr Nelson 
Dr Daniel Nelson and his entire family: wife, Esther Idso Nelson, and 
their two children, Marguerite and Danny, died during a criminal attack 
on a flight between Macao, the Portuguese Colony in South China, and 
Hong Kong. It happened on Friday, 16 July, 1948. Only a single pas-
senger lived to tell about the catastrophe; one of the hijackers who 
caused it. 

The Nelson family had flown to Macao to visit the grave of the 
Reverend Robert Morrison, an evangelical missionary pioneer with the 
East Indies Trading Company, who translated the New Testament into 
Chinese and died there as a young man in 1846. With other passen-
gers the Nelsons went to the flying-boat harbour and boarded the flying 
boat that was to take a total of 26 passengers on a 25-minute flight to 
Hong Kong. Gold was also being transported. Among the passengers 
were a group of very wealthy Chinese, a few Europeans, and four other 
Chinese men who had boarded the aircraft intending to force the pilot 
to land the aircraft at their chosen location near some islands not far 
from Macao. There they intended to steal the gold and hold the other 
passengers for ransom. The plan went awry; a fight developed on 
board. The pilot and co-pilot were shot dead, and the Catalina flying 
boat crashed vertically into the sea 10 minutes after takeoff. With the 
exception of a Chinese hijacker everyone on board was killed in the 
crash in the Pearl River estuary. The bodies of Dr Daniel Nelson and 
his son were found and buried in the same cemetery as the Reverend 
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Right: The ill-fated 
Catalina VR-HDT 
"Miss Macau", seen 
here at Kai Tak, 
was the subject of 
the fatal hijacking 
en route from 
Macau to Hong 
Kong on 16.7.48. 
(Ian D Johnson 
collection) 

Robert Morrison. The bodies of Mrs Nelson and their daughter were 
never recovered. [Springweiler p.155] 

The aircraft involved was Canadian Vickers OA-10A Catalina VR-HDT 
c/n ? (CV?) "Miss Macau" registered to Cathay Pacific Airways Ltd. This 
Catalina was possibly the first airliner to be hijacked. Catalina VR-HDT 
is illustrated on page 252 of Airlines of Asia since 1920, where it is 
described as a Consolidated PBY-5A (but see below). This photograph 
shows that it was an amphibian. 

"The first [incident] involved Catalina VR-HDT. On 16 July 1948, it was 
operating a charter, and, after taking off from Macau, was taken over at 
gunpoint by some of the passengers. When the captain, Dale Kramer, 
resisted, a fracas developed during which the hijackers fired a number 
of gun shots, as a result of which Kramer slumped dead over the con-
trols. From a height of some 1,000 ft, the Catalina dived into the sea, 
killing all on board except one of the Chinese pirates. This first known 
act of aerial piracy was without legal precedent, and eventually the sur-
vivor was released from custody, only to die in suspicious circum-
stances upon his release to China a few years later. After this incident, 
Cathay stopped Catalina operations and they were henceforth flown 
under the Macau Air Transport banner." [Legg p.139] 

The LWF flights continued, and Dr Arthur S Olson took over Dr 
Nelson's position as Director, China Branch. [Springweiler p. 155] 

In November 1948 Sf Paul flew for 194 hours and 5 minutes but flight 
time generally varied between 180 and 190 hours per month. 
[Springweiler p.348] 

Crash of "Saint Paul" (1) 
XT-T72 was damaged beyond repair at Kweiyang on 10 February 
1949. There are accident reports by Bill Dudding and Max Springweiler 
in Appendices Nos.18 and 19 respectively of Springweiler's autobiog-
raphy. [Springweiler pp.376-380]. The crew consisted of Captain 
William Dudding, co-pilot and radio operator Max Springweiler, and 
flight engineer Otto Hoefft. 

Before takeoff at Chungking, Dudding received the latest weather 
report for Kweiyang (KYG). The weather at that time was reported as: 
broken 10/10 2,500 ft; 7/10 1,500 ft, scattered; visibility 3 miles, lower 
in the west. This weather, although not good, was above minimum, so 
they took off as scheduled. 

St Paul took off at 00:25 GMT and arrived over KYG at 02:05 
GMT, flying at an altitude of 10,000 ft. They received the fol-
lowing weather report: light snowing 10/10; 1,500 ft; visibility 
one mile (below the minimum). The ground was not visible and 
a normal instrument let down was started at that time. The pro-
cedure used called for a spiral down over the city to 7,000 ft 
and then continue on a heading of 240 deg for 5 minutes, 
which should bring the aircraft directly over the airport. They 
could see the ground clearly at 6,500 ft over the city and all the 

Right: The accident scene at Kweiyang where "Saint Paul" 
was damaged beyond repair on 10.2.49. The nose of the air-
craft is clearly marked 'CATC. 

way out on the final leg of the let down, although the visibility decreased 
as they flew to the west. At the end of the 5 minutes the airport was 
nowhere to be seen, although it should have been almost below the air-
craft. 

Although they tried two different letdowns, they could not locate the 
Ching-cheng field as it was obscured by low scattered clouds and haze. 
In order to wait for better weather at the Ching-cheng field, they landed 
on the city field. While landing they observed a wire across the field 
about 20 ft above the ground. In order to avoid this wire, they had to 
add power. Although they had the wheels on the ground immediately, 
the end of the field with mounts and ditches was approaching rapidly. 
Captain Dudding only partly succeeded in making a ground loop. They 
hit with the right gear the first mount and the aircraft came to a stop 
about 20 yards beyond the field. The damage done to the aircraft 
included: right gear and engine torn off, right wing and wing tip badly 
deformed, centre section damaged and the fuselage visibly twisted. 

Springweiler stated: "... this plane would be beyond repair even if it 
would not be at an inaccessible place like Kweiyang." It was insured 
with the International Insurance Corporation, who promptly paid for the 
damages. 

In order to preserve what was still considered useable, they removed 
all removable instruments and radio equipment. For the first day, they 
engaged the police to watch the aircraft and also made an arrangement 
with the Yemen to have soldiers safeguard the wreck by day and night 
until further notice. [Springweiler pp.376-380] 

The accident to XT-T72 has been discussed before in Archive. First is 
in Issue 1, 1993, page 2. This merely states that a C-47 crashed 
Paiyang, China on 10 February 1949. This is mentioned again in Issue 
2, 1993, page 53. Here it says the C-47 at Paiyang is unidentified but 
notes a Lutheran Mission DC-3 XT-T72 crashed on this date at 
Kweiyang in Kweichow Province, not seriously damaged but inaccessi-
ble. It goes on to note that Paiyangho is in Sichiang Province. [MM 
21Sep2002] 

"Saint Paul II" 
The LWF aircrew planned to fly to Manila as soon as possible to try to 
acquire a used C-47 from Philippine Air Lines (PAL). One problem was 
that Max Springweiler and Otto Hoefft still had German passports with 
swastikas in them and these could not be used. Nevertheless they 
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received Chinese passports that carried the notation "nationality 
German". They booked tickets on PAL from Shanghai to Manila, where 
their passports were accepted without difficulty. After arriving at Manila 
they immediately set out for the main office of PAL, where they 
announced their desire to buy a well-maintained C-47. They were taken 
to the airport where the American director left them to choose an air-
craft from among those parked there. The price would be US$24,000. 

They inspected about a dozen of the aircraft offered for sale that were 
in more or less poor condition. They had been damaged by seawater 
while transporting fish among the many islands. The expense of 
preparing an aircraft for service was hardly calculable, and the repairs 
would take more time than was available. They wanted an aircraft 
immediately for, in addition to the evacuation flights from northeast 
China, requests for evacuation flights from Tibet had come in just 
before they left Shanghai. They could not decide to buy any of the 
C-47s they had inspected. 

In the meantime another C-47 [PI-C54] had landed on the airfield, and 
they found it was the best maintained machine there. Perhaps it had 
never been used to haul fish. The damaging effects of seawater could 
not be found anywhere. The aircraft had probably been used to trans-
port passengers. They decided immediately to take this aircraft for the 
price of US$24,000, but the American owner resisted. He did not want 
to sell this aircraft at that price because he too could tell it was in good 
repair. He wanted US$30,000 for it. So haggling began and finally they 
agreed that the price should not be more than US$25,000 but not less 
than US$24,000. The price was agreed by a toss of a coin, which Max 
lost, so they had to pay the higher price. Nevertheless, they were sat-
isfied that they had obtained a good aircraft. 

Otto and Max remained in Manila to take care of the formalities of pur-
chasing the aircraft and also waited for Bill Dudding to come to Manila, 
so that they could fly the new Saint Paul back to Shanghai. 

This was flown to Shanghai on 16 March 1949. Documentation includ-
ed in Springweiler's book shows this as "type C-47A, Army serial no. 
43-15466, factory serial number 15437" and this contradictory informa-
tion has caused a lot of confusion. C-47B-20-DK c/n 15437/26882 was 
s/n 43-49621, whereas C-47A s/n 43-15466 was c/n 19932 (see 
below). In view of this confusion, as much detail as possible is includ-
ed in this article. 

A photograph on page 374 of Springweiler's book shows XT-543 in 
Central Air Transport colours. The caption refers to St Paul II but the "II" 
of this name was not painted on the aircraft. Although registered in the 
CATC XT-500 series, at no time was this aircraft owned by CATC. 

On 16 March 1949, after they had flown their newly reconstituted C-47, 
the St Paul II, to Shanghai, they had to reconfigure the aircraft to meet 
their needs, get it registered, and obtain the necessary flight permits. 

It was also necessary to reconnect with the heavy flight schedule of 
their good, departed Sf. Paul. A more or less general flight by Chiang 
Kai-shek's government to Formosa (Taiwan) began at that time. 
Foreign firms, including German ones, were moving to Taipei. For 
example, Gerhard Kuelps, a director of Siemssen [Siemens?], and his 
wife and children were among the passengers on their first flight to 
Taiwan on 11 December 1948. This was also Max's first visit to Taipei. 
The aircrew found accommodation in the Friends of China Club. 
[Springweiler pp. 171-175] 

Fall of Peiping 
Their evacuation flights from Peiping continued. The airfield west of 
Peiping, practically in the shadows of the summer palace built by the 
Empress, had been captured by Communist forces. The LWF had then 
used Nan Yuan airfield, which was closer to the city on the south side 
of Peiping. As it was not possible to hold this airfield for long against the 
oncoming Communists (see above), they landed on the glacis instead, 
on the polo field inside the city walls, for the first time on 11 January 
1949 and for the last time on 19th. In about ten flights they carried a 
large number of missionaries and members of the university to safety. 

This polo field was about 700 metres long and stretched from south to 
north along Hatamen Street. Because the wind generally blew from 
south to north, for landings they would fly low over the southern city wall 
between the Hatamen Street gate and the legation quarter, toward 
Reitzig, the former saddlery, and then past the German drugstore, 
Apotheke Goering. The German hospital was to the left behind the wall 
of the legation quarter. The famous Nordhotel was on the other side of 
Hatamen Street. The dangerous approach, the shortness of the field, 
and other factors naturally did not leave much time to reminisce about 
events and happier times long past. 

It was winter and as usual there was hardly any snow so the brakes 
worked, and the tires held the frozen ground with no problem. Only their 
St Paul flew to this field. (It was too small for C-46s.) 

When south winds prevailed they flew to the city from the north with the 
Lama Temple to their left, and not far away to the right was the accus-
tomed, impressive view of the Forbidden City, Nan-Hai, Be-Hai, and the 
Coal Hill. 

The flights to the glacis also ended when the city was handed over to 
the Communists on 23 January 1949. 

From now on Northern China was closed to the LWF. The scope of 
their aviation activity had become much smaller, yet their services were 
still much in demand. At times when they responded to such calls those 
requesting help were not there when they arrived in Sian or in Peiping. 
Possibly the people had received reassuring news from some official 
American source stating that the situation was no longer very danger-
ous, and so they decided on the spot to hold out longer and wait. 
Suddenly in March 1949, however, everyone came to the same con-
clusion: escape as quickly as possible. 

Flying became more and more difficult now with the Communists 
before Nanking. There were very few places in Central China not occu-
pied by Mao Tse-tung's army or by Communist bands. Airfields such as 
Chengtu or Kunming were no longer available for emergency landings 
on their flights to the west, neither were the radio stations they used to 
determine their position. Many times they flew more than a thousand 
miles over rice fields or high mountain ranges with no navigation aids, 
but by April these assistance flights became less important. They had 
to think of saving themselves, their wives and children because follow-
ing their victorious battle in and around Nanking, the Communist 
Armies were now at the gates of Shanghai. 

These armies were not the only source of fear; the city was also threat-
ened by infiltrating spies and saboteurs. Four-metre high wooden 
fences were built around the city presenting a somewhat ridiculous 
defence. [Springweiler pp. 175-177] 

Canton 
Everyone in the mission, including a few dozen Americans, had to get 
ready to depart, and on 25 April 1949 they made their first flight to 
Canton, their new refuge about 1,000 kilometres away in south China. 
A strong head wind from an approaching typhoon increased their flight 
time. The typhoon was heading for Taiwan (Formosa) from the South 
Pacific. It would soon show its power and had already cut speed over 
the ground by about 70 kilometres per hour. Bill and Max, with growing 
concern, tried to determine if their fuel supply would get them to 
Canton. The flight lasted nearly nine hours, and with the last drops of 
fuel they reached Canton late in the evening. 

Max and Ruth Springweiler tried to obtain permission for their family to 
enter the British Crown Colony (Hong Kong), Ruth with the British con-
sulate in Canton and Max with the Hong Kong immigration authorities. 
They tried untiringly, but in vain. Only their daughter, Barbara, was 
granted permission thanks to her British birth certificate, but what could 
Barbara do alone in Hong Kong as an eleven-year old child while Max 
was constantly flying around China? As an aircraft crewman, Max could 
naturally enter at any time; also crews on ships required no visas. They 
were automatically allowed in under "ship's articles" whenever a ship 
was at anchor or in the roadstead. 

They flew continually from April to December. Most flights were to Hong 
Kong, and often Max was able to see his family for a few minutes during 
transit through Canton before continuing on the half-hour flight to Hong 
Kong. 

Max used most of his brief stopovers in Hong Kong, where they 
dropped off their passengers and occasionally had their aircraft ser-
viced, to contact influential people who might be able to help them 
obtain permits to enter Hong Kong. 

Flight to Suchou 
At the beginning of September 1949, the Hong Kong government 
approached the LWF for help. Max had a great deal of influence in 
setting their flight plans. Naturally he was pleased to have the opportu-
nity to provide the Hong Kong government with an important service. 
This is the task that was presented to them. A sick English consul from 
Urumchi in Chinese Turkestan named Fox was to be picked up in 
Suchou (Kansu-Sinkiang area on the edge of the Gobi), and they were 
to take his successor from Hong Kong to Suchou. 
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Right: Catalina 
VR-HDT at Macau, 
operated the inau-
gural Macau 
Hong Kong service 
for MAT in mid-
January 1947. 
(via Martin Willing) 

British and Chinese airlines declared themselves unable to undertake 
such a task. There were hardly any navigation aids; the airfields en 
route were occupied by the Communists; there were no emergency 
landing places available, and worst of all, there was no fuel in Suchou 
to fill up the aircraft for the return flight. Nevertheless, Bill Dudding was 
willing to undertake the flight. 

On 10 September they took off with the three government passengers, 
one of them the new consul for Urumchi, and guests of the World 
Mission Prayer League and the Evangelical Alliance Mission Society. 
They flew from Hong Kong over Liuchou (Kwangsi Province) to 
Chengtu in Szechwan Province. Szechwan was only partly occupied by 
the Communists, but Lanchou in Kansu had already fallen and was not 
available for an intermediate landing or to assist in navigation. As they 
approached Chengtu a thick cloud blanket that stretched majestically 
away to the west from the Omi-Shan Mountains covered the ground. 
The passengers from the mission left the aircraft in Chengtu. 

The distance to their destination at Suchou was about 1,200 kilometres, 
which considering their load, represented about the maximum range of 
their C-47. They had to carry fuel for the return flight, so along with the 
intended Urumchi consul and the two other English officials, the cabin 
was loaded with six barrels of aviation fuel. 

For the first 40 minutes out of Chengtu they were in blind flight heading 
north, then with good visibility they turned onto a direct course for 
Suchou, crossing the individual ranges at 5,000 metres altitude. Neither 
the cabin nor the cockpit were pressurised, and a quick drop in air pres-
sure within a few hours can become very uncomfortable for sensitive, 
older passengers. However, it was an entirely different matter for their 
fuel barrels that had been filled and loaded in Chengtu at an altitude of 
1,000 metres. At 5,000 metres, they were bulging, wanting to be rid of 
their excessive internal pressure. Gasoline leaked freely from the screw 
caps on the six barrels. Heavy gasoline vapour fouled the air in the 
cabin and cockpit, not a happy situation, for they feared that the engine 
exhaust flames would ignite the vapours blowing their St Paul into thou-
sands of pieces. It was also possible that the internal pressure would 
burst open the seam weld on one of the old, rusty, banged up barrels 
making the danger of an explosion even more probable. 

After flying past Lanchou the Richthofen Mountains stood clearly before 
them with their peaks reaching over 5,500 metres high, and later they 
could see Suchou in the desert dust. Communist bands could have 
captured the Suchou airfield, and until they taxied up to the primitive 
airport building, a bamboo hut, and got out of the aircraft, they did not 
now what would happen to them. 

Their concerns were unnecessary, however. They received a friendly 
reception, and as their three British diplomat passengers exited the air-
craft, they were greeted joyfully by the Englishmen from Urumchi who 
had been at the airfield for three days waiting for them. They were able 
to unload their six barrels of fuel and fill the aircraft's tanks. They took 
care of everything in an orderly fashion. After thoroughly airing out the 
cabin, and letting the consul from Urumchi and his party board, they 
took their seats in the cockpit, taxied across the stony desert landscape 
for the takeoff and were soon airborne, leaving behind a thick cloud of 
dust and sand. 

The consul told in detail of his extremely interesting experiences trav-
elling from Urumchi through Turfan and Hami to Suchou. 

They flew a more southerly route over Koko-nor with its famous 
Buddhist Monastery, Kumbum, and with no further notable experiences 
arrived in Hong Kong with additional cargo from Chengtu. Naturally at 
this point Max expected that permission to live in Hong Kong would be 
issued promptly, but he miscalculated. The immigration officials 
remained steadfast in their denial. 

Later with the Communists standing before Canton and capture only a 
matter of days or hours away, fearing for his family, Max approached 
the officials again and yet again was turned down. Even the Bishop of 
Hong Kong and missionary organisations spoke up for them, all in vain. 
The same day Mrs Ruth Springweiler talked to the British consul in 
Canton about a visa to Hong Kong. He had always been sympathetic 
to their concerns and on his authority issued entrance permits for Hong 
Kong to Ruth, the children and Mrs Hoefft. That was on 9 October 
1949. Ruth called Max and gave him the good news, and within the 
hour they prepared the machine, took off for Canton, and flew their fam-
ilies to Hong Kong. The engines had not yet completely cooled off after 
the short flight when the news arrived that Canton had fallen to the 
Communists. [Springweiler pp.177-182] 

Macao 
On 30 October 1949, Springweiler's family had to leave the British 
Crown Colony of Hong Kong and moved to the Portuguese Colony of 
Macao, 40 miles away. Max Springweiler was still based in Hong Kong 
but visited his family in Macao every week or two generally by ferry but 
also using the air connection between the two colonies a few times. 
The trip on the Yu Men ferryboat lasted about four hours. Besides the 
comfortable ferries, there were the frequent flights of Macao Air 
Transport's flying boats. These were amphibious aircraft [Catalinas, 
see below] with room for about 25 passengers. 

About this time the Hong Kong government announced a humanitarian 
consideration, allowing the families to spend the Christmas holidays in 
Hong Kong, making them very happy. Again they all stayed in the 
Lutheran Centre. Actually Max was on more assistance flights during 
this time. It was quite clear that their aviation activities would soon end. 

Almost all of China's huge territory was under Communist domination, 
and things were seething even in those cities not yet occupied by the 
Red Armies. Many cities changed loyalty overnight, and people found 
themselves, without Red Army intervention, under the command of offi-
cials who changed their politics from Nationalist to Communist without 
warning. The LWF crew were caught by this surprise when they landed 
the St Paul in Kunming and were told that they could not take off again. 
Advice from higher authority had to be obtained. 

What had happened was that the crews of about 12 aircraft belonging 
to the two Chinese airlines, CATC and CNAC, had decided overnight to 
leave Hong Kong and fly their aircraft to Communist China on 9 
November 1949. LWF did not operate the St. Paul with their own flight 
permit but under charter as a CATC aircraft. The license and registra-
tion [XT-543] were painted on the tail and wings of the aircraft. XT-543 
was one of the CATC registrations suspended by the Nationalist CAA 
on 13 November 1949. (Archive p.2009/087; Leary p.92.) XT-543 was 
also listed as one of the CATC aircraft to be sold to Chennault & 
Willauer on 12 December 1949. (Archive p.2009/086) [Springweiler 
pp.183-185] 

XT-811 
At this point the LWF was obliged to dissolve their connection with 
CATC and seek out a contractual relationship with CAT that would 
allow them to continue their missionary flights. CAT agreed, so LWF 
was able to continue their work, as CAT aircraft registrations had not 
been suspended. 

After the war in 1945, CNRRA Air Transport (CAT), the third Chinese 
airline, was established. American General Claire Lee Chennault was 
its founder. Chennault agreed to the re-registration of St Paul. This was 
the only way for LWF to maintain limited flights to Chinese cities still in 
Nationalist hands. 
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Left: Shown for the 
second time, XT-811 
was the second 
"Saint Paul" and its 
complex history is 
described below. 
(Ian D Johnson 
collection) 

Beginning on 10 November 1949^ they flew under a CAT registration 
[XT-811]. The quick change from CATC to CAT was possible because 
an old friend from Springweiler's days with Eurasia, Dai An-go, the 
Chinese Director of Civil Aviation, was coincidentally in Hong Kong and 
could immediately authorise a new registration. On 8 December 1949, 
LWF made their last flight to far away Chengtu. A report on this flight 
by Margit S Grytting is included at Appendix No.20 of Springweiler's 
book [Springweiler pp.381-384], A photograph of XT-811 "St Pauf in 
'CAT' markings was shown on Archive page 2009/112 and is repeated 
above. 

The LWF missionary flights were then over. The missionary leadership 
was appreciative and grateful. Otto Hoefft decided to return to Germany 
and was satisfied with a cash settlement. Bill Dudding and Max 
Springweiler were offered the St Paul as separation pay, and they both 
accepted it, thereby together becoming the St Paufs new owners. It 
was now necessary to establish an aviation corporation so they could 
operate under a British flag, initially being content with charter flights. 
[Springweiler pp. 185-186] 

The Hong Kong DCA file for VR-HEX includes a letter from the Chinese 
CAA, dated 23 January 1950, advising determination of the licence for 
XT-811, in consequence of the termination of the agreement between 
CAT and LWF. The translation of the letter to CAT reads as follows: 

"Subject: Cancellation of Certificate of Registration of plane XT-811 on 
expiry of Agreement with L.W.F. 
Your application ref:3679 dated 11.1.50 noted. 
As the Agreement between Civil Air Transport and the Lutheran World 
Federation has expired, the Certificate of Registration No.38-18 and 
the Nationality and Registration Marks of plane XT-811 of the Civil Air 
Transport is hereby cancelled with effect from today's date. Besides 
making official announcement and reporting to the Ministry, you are 
informed to forward the Certificate for cancellation. 
Sd. C. C. Cho, Director 
Copy to: Lutheran World Federation." 

During January 1950 and following the civil war in China, the Lutheran 
World Federation decided to terminate the operation of St Paul and the 
aircraft was donated to Captain William Dudding and Mr Max 
Springweiler in lieu of pay on 13 February 1950. The transfer of St Paul 
to Dudding and Springweiler is recorded in a letter from the Lutheran 
World Federation, China Office, dated 13 February 1950: 

"This is to certify that ownership of the Lutheran Mission Plane - "St. 
Paul" has been transferred from the National Lutheran Council, 
National Committee of the Lutheran World Federation to Captain 
William Dudding and Mr Max Springweiler. 
The one (1) airplane is more particularly described as follows: 

Aircraft Type - C-47A 
Army Serial No. - 43-15466 
Factory Serial Number- 15437 

Signed: Arthur S Olson, China Director, 
Lutheran World Federation, 
February 13, 1950." 
[Springweiler, Appendix No.23, p.391] 

Note that no civil registration is quoted in this letter. In fact, at this time, 
St Paul was on the US Civil Aircraft Register as N8399C. 

^ This date may be too early. Twelve CNAC & CATC aircraft defected 
from Hong Kong to mainland China on 9 November but the fleets of 
these airlines, including XT-543, were not grounded until 16 November 
following suspension of their registrations by the Nationalist 
Government on 13 November. 

N8399C 
The FAA (CAA) aircraft record for N8399C includes the following Deed 
of Sale of an Aircraft: 

"Know All Men by These Presents 
"That the Lutheran World Federation, a Federation duly registered 
under the laws of Switzerland with head offices at Geneva and repre-
sented in this act by Mr John L Benson, President of the Board of 
Directors of the Lutheran World Federation for and in consideration of 
the sum of Twenty Nine Thousand Five Hundred U.S. Dollars 
($29,500.00) paid and duly receipted for by these presents by the 
National Lutheran Council, U.S. National Committee of the Lutheran 
World Federation, said National Lutheran Council being duly registered 
under the laws of the State of New York, U.S.A. with headquarters at 
231 Madison Avenue, New York City, New York, U.S.A. and repre-
sented in this act by Mr Arthur S Olson, duly appointed by the National 
Lutheran Council as China Director of the Lutheran World Federation, 
China Branch, does hereby sell, transfer, and convey by these presents 
to the said National Lutheran Council, its successor and assigns (1) 
one airplane, more particularly described as follows: 
Aircraft Type C-47A 
Army Serial No. 43-15466 
Factory Serial No. 15437 
License No. PI-C54 
Of which it is the sole and absolute owner free and clear from liens and 
encumbrances whatsoever. 
In witness whereof, the Lutheran World Federation has caused these 
presents to be signed by the President of its Board of Directors. 
Lutheran World Federation (China Branch) 
Signed by John L Benson, President, Board of Directors" (and wit-
nessed). 

This deed is certified by Robert E Van Deusen, Washington Secretary, 
National Lutheran Council: 
"Sworn to before me, a Notary Public in and for the District of Columbia 
this 27^ day of January, 1950. My commission expires 9-1-51." 

The Application for Registration (Form ACA-500) in the name of 
National Lutheran Council, U.S. National Committee, Lutheran World 
Federation is dated January 13, 1950. The Certificate of Registration 
(Form ACA-500-1) has the same date. This registration was cancelled 
on 4-7-50 (i.e. 7 April 1950) as Exported to China. 

The file also contains a Western Union telegram from Hong Kong to 
Administrator Civil Aeronautics Administration (date not visible): 

"Please be advised that Aircraft C-47A factory serial no 15437 license 
no N8399C previously owned by National Luthern (sic) Council address 
New York has been sold in presence of American Consulate Hong 
Kong to International Air Transport Ltd British Company Registration 
Certificate was lost by Overhaul 
C-47A 15437 N8399C=" 
A hand-written note says: State Dept is dispatching cable today - per 
Mr Calaway - JR-500, WM 4-19-50" (i.e. 19 April 1950). (See below for 
similar information in the DCA file for VR-HEX.) 

Although the N-number of LWF C-47A N8399C, registered on 13 
January 1950, is sandwiched between a block of ex-CNAC aircraft 
acquired by Civil Air Transport, Inc. registered as N8343C to N8393C 
on 19 December 1949, and a block of ex-CAT aircraft of CAT. , Inc. 
registered as N8400C to N8425C on 5 January 1950, there is no con-
nection between N8399C and CATI, despite the potential for selling XT-
543 with the CATC aircraft (N8300C to N8342C). This coincidence 
arises simply because these were the N-numbers allocated by the CAA 
at that time. (N8394C to N8399C were not CATI aircraft.) 
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International Air Transport Company Limited 
Bill and Max faced the task of obtaining a Hong Kong registration for 
their aircraft. The first requirement was proof of airworthiness, not an 
altogether simple matter since the aircraft would have to go to a quali-
fied and recognised aircraft maintenance facility in Hong Kong, and that 
cost money. The work was entrusted to the Pacific Air Maintenance and 
Supply Company (PAMAS). 

Then a British aviation company had to be established. Their attorney 
said Max could not participate in the registration of this new enterprise 
since as a German he belonged to a hostile nation. He feared that Max 
could be threatened with the confiscation of his property, his share of 
the company. When war broke out in 1939 German property in Hong 
Kong had been confiscated, and in 1950 it still had not been returned. 
It was held by the "Custodian of Enemy Property". So officially Max was 
neither a participant nor co-founder of their company. However, he 
owned fifty percent of its shares.^ 

When they founded their company, Blair and Company was a big help 
taking care of all the paperwork for them. The boss and sole owner of 
this commercial firm was Mr Dalziel. Other leading men in the 
company, Mr van Helden and Mr Turvill, were also helpful, cooperative, 
and friendly. It seems that Blair & Co. Ltd. acted as agents of IAT in 
Hong Kong. Letters were signed by E C Van Helden, a director of Blair 
& Co., Ltd., and lAT's registered address at Windsor House was also 
the address for Blair & Co. 

Their company also had to have a name so in the absence of anything 
more appropriate they decided on International Air Transport 
Company, Limited. (IAT) [Springweiler pp.228-229] [See Springweiler 
Appendices Nos.25 & 26] 

The DCA wrote to IAT on 29 March 1950: "With reference to your appli-
cation for registration of a C-47A aircraft please note that it is not pos-
sible to register an aircraft in Hong Kong which is registered in another 
state. You should therefore take steps to cancel the U.S.A. registration 
and then return the attached form to me with Item 7 duly amended. This 
aircraft has at one time been registered by the Chinese Civil 
Aeronautics Administration as XT-543. I shall therefore require evi-
dence that this registration has been cancelled." 

The American Consul General in Hong Kong, Karl L Rankin, cabled the 
US Secretary of State in Washington on 31 March 1950: "March 31 for 
CAA aircraft C-47 registered number 8399C National Lutheran Council 
now sold to International Air Transport Ltd Hongkong registered British 
company requests cancellation American registration to permit 
Hongkong registration telegraph confirmation." Subsequently the 
American Vice Consul certified that the following telegram was 
received from the Department of State, Washington, D.C. on 21 April 
1950: "823 April 20 your 797 April 14 - CAA RPT CAA advises U.S. 
registry number 8399C assigned Douglas aircraft No.15437 cancelled 
April 7." (These documents are included in the DCA file for VR-HEX.) 

Mr A G Daziel also signed letters as a director of International Air 
Transport Ltd. For example, a letter to the DCA dated 30 March 1950 
says: "We wish to notify you that Aircraft XT-811 is now the property of 
this Company, and all matters concerning this Aircraft should be 
referred to our office in Hongkong." 

A Chinese employee of the Blair firm designed their letterhead and doc-
uments that in addition to the registered English name, also had to 
have a Chinese name because they wanted to present themselves to 
Chinese customers too. On inspecting the prepared letterhead Max 
noticed their company name in Chinese symbols. The word "Wan" (ten 
thousand) was placed before the word "Go" (land). There is no Chinese 
equivalent to the word "international". Instead any number may be 
placed before "Go", so in this case Wan Go, meant Ten Thousand 
Countries. Their Chinese name could be translated as the "Airline of 
Ten Thousand Countries", which always amused Max. 

In the meantime PAMAS was working on their aircraft. One day Max 
was informed that the refurbishing was complete, and it was ready to 
be handed over to IAT. Max immediately went to Kai Tak Airport, 
inspected the aircraft, and was shocked and surprised to find seven-
teen rivets loose or altogether missing in the airframe and wing roots. 
He refused to accept the aircraft, and though three days later these dif-

* A share certificate at Appendix No. 25 [Springweiler p. 393] shows that 
the company had share capital of $1,000,000.00 divided into 100,000 
shares of $10.00 each. Certificate No.8, dated 20 January 1954 (!) is 
only for 30 shares, numbered 19,971 to 20,000. Presumably in 1950 
Springweiler had another certificate for 50,000 shares. 

ficulties had been resolved to his satisfaction, his trust in the quality of 
the PAMAS work had suffered a severe shock. On earlier jobs PAMAS 
had always performed well. [Springweiler p.229] 

On 21 April 1950 the DCA wrote to International Air Transport Co. Ltd. 
and said: "With reference to the attached copy of a certificate from the 
American Consulate General stating that the U. S. registry of aircraft 
No.15437 has been cancelled will you please amend and sign para-
graph 7 of your application for registration of this aircraft in Hong Kong, 
which is forwarded herewith. As pointed out in my letter of 29™ March 
the aircraft in question appears to have been registered in China as XT-
543. A Chinese document dated 23rcl January which you have sent me 
purports to cancel the registration XT-811. I shall be grateful if you can 
show me any evidence that this is the same as XT-543." 

On 2 May 1950, the DCA wrote to International Air Transport Co. Ltd. 
to say that "Yesterday I inspected your aircraft and the only serial 
number I could find thereon was 43-15466. There was also an order 
number AC32725. I cannot trace the number 15437 which was used for 
the registration of this aircraft in the U.S.A. and an additional number 
given on the Chinese Certificate of Registration and I shall be grateful 
if you can elucidate this matter." (C-47A-85-DL 43-15466 was c/n 
19932.) 

VR-HEX 
On 3 May 1950, IAT received their Certificate of Airworthiness. They 

handed in the appropriate application, and a few days later Max was 
called to the office of the Director of Civil Aviation (DCA), where he was 
informed that nothing stood in the way of issuing a permit to operate 
their aircraft under the British flag. Their aircraft registration letters were 
VR-HEX. Max was asked if this rather odd name was agreeable to him, 
and after consulting Bill, Max agreed to it. (In German Hexe means 
"witch".) Now that they had a Hong Kong registration, they had cleared 
the first hurdle. [See Springweiler Appendix No.27] 

After the first flight of their Ten Thousand Country Airline they suc-
cessfully made many more charter flights. They carried ping pong 
players, football clubs, and perhaps a singing group to Singapore or 
Bangkok, but financial success kept them waiting, and Max's efforts to 
obtain loads for their charter flights were not exactly successful. 

Because of the pressing work finding loads for their charters, Max no 
longer had time to fly, so they had to hire at least one man to take his 
place in the cockpit. If they hired a pilot then he could not handle the 
radio and if they hired a radioman, he did not know anything about 
flying. That was not good business because it cost them money to pay 
a salary and flying hours to keep their not especially lucrative business 
going. 

Max's efforts to arrange charters concerned flights to and from Hong 
Kong, Bangkok, Singapore, and Taipei. General Chennault had used 
his influence and good connections with the Chinese government in 
Taiwan to prevent IAT from making flights between Hong Kong and 
Taipei. The basis for his protest was that CAT and Hong Kong Airways 
had enough capacity to handle any increase in traffic, and that a third 
airline was absolutely unnecessary. He could not object, however, to 
charter flights between the two countries. It was interesting for Max to 
learn that their airline was regarded as a rival considering that they had 
problems paying for the fuel for their modest charter flights. 
[Springweiler pp.229-230] 

Memo from General C L Chennault to Director of Operations dated 1 
May 1980: 
"Dudding and Springweiler have registered the St Paul in Hongkong 
under the British flag. They are also trying to get entry into Taipeh. 
Please oppose their entrance on the grounds that Hongkong Airways 
and CAT have far greater capability than the business justifies at the 
present time and that a second British airline is not consistent with the 
reciprocity policy established by the Director of Civil Aviation, 
Hongkong." [Springweiler Appendix No.27, p.395] 

The DCA file for VR-HEX contains a hand-written note to DDCA dated 
17/8/50: "On 13th July we were advised by S.A.T that VR-HEX was 
undergoing a conversion of its cabin and that an additional fuel tank 
was being fitted. We have not received any notification from them that 
this work has been completed but won't it affect the CofA before 
another flight is made? We also want to know the date on which repairs 
were finished as the aircraft was put on reduced accommodation rates 
while they were being carried out." 

The DCA wrote to IAT on 17 August 1950: "On 13th July you advised 
me that your aircraft VR-HEX was undergoing cabin and fuel tank mod-
ifications. I should be glad to know on what date this work was com-
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Above: VR-HEX with CAT titles photographed in Korea in 1950. 
(Ian D Johnson collection) 

pleted and to receive your application for amendment of the Certificate 
of Airworthiness, which would appear to be necessary. The modifica-
tions must be certified by an aircraft maintenance engineer holding a 
licence in Category B for Dakota aircraft. The Certificate of 
Airworthiness is at present not considered valid for passenger carrying 
flights." 

Max Springweiler replied on the same day: "We refer to your letter of 
even date ... and wish to inform you that the work on our Aircraft will be 
concluded today, the plane being now in JAMCO area for the check 
and for work on the undercarriage hydraulic and brakes. We shall 
approach you in the matter of "airworthiness" tomorrow." 

On 10 October 1950 the DCA wrote to I AT asking them to "confirm that 
the nationality and registration marks affixed to your aircraft VR-HEX 
are in accordance with the provisions of the Colonial Air Navigation 
Order, 1949. and that the name of the registered owner is displayed." 
A copy of the ANO was then requested and sent to IAT on 31 October 
1950. 

In a reply dated 14 November 1950, IAT wrote: 
"As far as we are able to determine the aircraft bears marks, which are 
in accordance with and which do not conflict with the order received 
from your office. The letters VR-HEX are clearly marked and we 
contend that this shows that it is a British Aircraft registered in a British 
possession. In accordance with the terms of the Charter under which 
this aircraft is at present employed, the letters CAT are also marked. 
These letters have substituted the name of International Air Transport 
Co., Ltd.. and we point out that the letters CAT are very necessary for 
identification in Japan and Korea where the aircraft is, most of the time, 
at present employed. We hope that the marking of CAT does not, in 
your opinion, conflict with current regulations." 

Photographic evidence (above) shows VR-HEX in Korea with CAT in 
large letters on the cheat-line ahead of the tail-plane and "CIVIL AIR 
TRANSPORT" above the windows. This correspondence suggests that 
perhaps CAT chartered VR-HEX in October 1950 rather than 
November - as stated by Springweiler. 

Lease agreements with CAT 
Everything changed on 1 November 195QA Chennault needed IAT, 
especially their C-47 (and they needed him). They rented their aircraft 
to CAT, and a little later they sold it to CAT, Chennault's airline, since 
registration in the Republic of China (Formosa/Taiwan) made every-
thing simpler. The sale price of a single US dollar may cause some 
question, but naturally at the same time a further contract was signed 
giving them the right to buy the aircraft back at anytime for one US 
dollar. [Springweiler pp.230-231] [See Springweiler Appendices Nos.28 
&29] 

International Air Transport wrote to the DCA, Hong Kong on 21 
November 1950 to report that aircraft VR-HEX, which was then in 
Japan, had been sold to Civil Air Transport Inc. In a reply dated 23 
November 1950, the DCA asked for the return of the Certificate of 
Registration, duly signed, so that the aircraft could be struck off the 
Hong Kong Register. This letter was acknowledged on 24 November 
with the assurance that the Certificate of Registration would be 
returned on receipt from Japan, but there had been a change of plan by 
4 December 1950: 

" There has been a certain change of plans and we are at present 
uncertain of the exact position. When the aircraft left here, it was under-
stood by both this company and the Civil Air Transport Co.. that the air-
craft would be sold to Civil Air Transport Inc., on its arrival in Japan. Mr 
Springweiler accompanied the aircraft to Tokyo and on receipt of your 
letter dated 23r° November, we wrote requesting him to return the 
British Certificate of Registration. In reply he has indicated that many 
issues which we thought satisfactorily settled in Hongkong have been 
the subject of further protracted negotiations in Japan, and now not only 
is the aircraft not finally sold to the Civil Air Transport, it is quite possi-
ble that the sale will not, in fact, be effected. Pending clarification of the 
situation, we request that action to strike this aircraft off the Hongkong 
Register be postponed." 

These complications (possibly regarding Bill Dudding's flying, see 
below) were finally resolved in December, as stated in a letter from the 
DCA dated 14 December 1950: 

"This is to certify that documentary evidence has been produced before 
me to the effect that aircraft Dakota Type C-47 A registered in Hong 
Kong as VR-HEX and formerly owned by the International Air Transport 
Co. Ltd. of Windsor House, Hong Kong has now been sold with effect 
from 18™ November, 1950, to Civil Air Transport of No. 11 Section 1 
Chungking Road. Taipeh, Formosa. The British Registration of the 
above named aircraft has now been cancelled with effect from the 18™ 
day of November, 1950, on it ceasing to be owned by British Nationals." 

Now St Paul had a Chinese registration* again. The contract with CAT 
was extremely good for IAT. They were mainly needed for flights 
between Japan and Korea. CAT referred to this effort as "Operation 
BOOKLIFT"; it consisted of carrying armaments, supplies and even 
personnel to the US Army in Korea. 

From Taipei they flew VR-HEX first to Okinawa, an island between 
Formosa and southern Japan. In accordance with the Armistice 
Agreement, the Americans had annexed the island, but later with inten-
sification of the cold war between the USA and Russia and severe 
unrest in Japan it was returned to Japan. 

Okinawa was not equipped for the sudden influx of USAF and CAT air-
craft. Takeoffs and landings were barely coordinated, and collisions on 
approach and takeoff were a constant possibility. 

From Okinawa they flew on to Tachikawa, an American supply base 
practically at the foot of the picturesque and extremely beautiful 
Fujiyama (3,776 metres high). Their flights to Korea left from 
Tachikawa. 

On 25 June 1950 the North Koreans attacked the South Koreans, so 
the Americans hurried to the rescue since all of Korea could not be 
allowed to come under Soviet Russian or Red Chinese influence. The 
Americans greatly underestimated this task. In victorious battles strong-
ly supported by the Red Chinese, the Americans were driven back from 
the demarcation line between North and South Korea right to the tip of 
South Korea. 

They landed in Pusan, South Korea, under the strictest of military con-
ditions. To the best of Max's recollection they flew the St Paul to Pusan 
four times. When they landed in Tachikawa after the fourth trip CAT 
Operations Manager Joe Rosbert approached with a look of foreboding 
on his face and gave them a chewing out that they could not ignore or 
forget. 

After taking off from Tachikawa they flew a direct course to Fujiyama 
that had not erupted since 1707, so hardly represented a danger. They 
had flown over the mountain at low elevation, violating military regula-
tions in the process, as it was a closed military zone. The Air Force 
protested and demanded a strong reprimand for the offending pilots. 
But that was not all. 

As they had done so often, the Americans had put down steel matting 
at the Seoul Airfield to secure the surface of the taxiway and runway. 
Nevertheless the runway still had significant depressions causing air-
craft to bounce along on taxi and takeoff. The automatic pilot built into 
the cockpit had to be caged, in other words its gyroscope had to be held 

4 Evidence suggests that CAT actually chartered VR-HEX during 
October 1950. 
5 The Chinese registration at this point is not stated. By November 
1951, this aircraft was registered as B-809. Some B- registration pre-
fixes did not get applied until mid-1951, although probably assigned by 
ICAO in 1950. Evidence suggests that VR-HEX was probably re-regis-
tered as B-809 in December 1950 but with backdated paperwork. 
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down by a button so it would not be damaged during taxiing and 
takeoff. Bill Dudding almost always operated the aircraft during takeoff 
and until it reached the intended altitude. Then he would put the aircraft 
on automatic pilot, but he forgot that the gyroscope was arrested. He 
was talking with the passengers through the connecting door to the 
cabin as the aircraft stalled and began to dive. He corrected the situa-
tion by quickly moving the elevator, throwing the passengers, some Air 
Force officers, against the cabin ceiling that was neither insulated nor 
padded. One of the officers received a bloody cut on the head. It was 
not serious, and it should not have happened, but that was not all. 

In Pusan on another flight Bill Dudding offered an Air Force officer the 
co-pilot's seat. Bill obviously wanted to do the man a favour. Max 
agreed and took a seat in the cabin. It was only a short flight across the 
strait to the Japanese town of Shimonoseki. The weather was good. It 
was a night flight, and they saw the lights of the Japanese cities and 
towns soon after takeoff. Bill wandered off course but corrected himself 
after a few moments. The flight lasted a little longer. He was slightly late 
landing at the Japanese military airfield. The Air Force officer com-
plained that "he got lost". This little incident was built up, and a report 
was filed, but that was still not the end of it. 

Bill Dudding was further reproached for having told an Air Force officer 
that the aircraft he was flying was his personal property. In addition he 
said that they were under contract with CAT, so besides their salary 
and flight pay they were receiving rent for the use of the aircraft. The 
officer, who perhaps risked his life daily flying against the enemy and 
whose reward was little more than primitive living conditions, was very 
upset. His report to CAT reflected his feelings. 

That sealed Bill Dudding's fate. He was fired on the spot; he left Japan 
the next day and went to the Lebanon, where Middle East Airlines hired 
him immediately as a captain. Now Max was alone in Japan with his 
C-47 but without a qualified pilot. 

One must bear in mind that during the years they worked together Bill 
and Max had developed their own style. The USAF's strict procedures 
controlling them in Japan were quite foreign to them. They had been 
their own bosses for too long. [Springweiler pp.231-232] 

This story is also reported by Leary [Perilous Missions, pp. 118-119]: 
"In early October Rosbert worked out an arrangement with Monson W 
Shaver, operations manager of Trans-Asiatic Airways, to charter five 
C-47s, complete with crews. He made a similar agreement with Max A 
Springweiler and William A Dudding, owners and operators of 
International Air Transport, to lease their single C-47. Painted with CAT 
insignia, the six aircraft were flying BOOKLIFTmissions by October 10." 

"Unfortunately, charter operations lasted only a week. Following takeoff 
from Taegu, Korea, in marginal weather, Dudding immediately 
switched to autopilot, a questionable technique that was observed by a 
ranking Air Force officer who happened to be on board. When this 
officer's damning report reached Tokyo, FEAF cancelled CAT's author-
ity to carry passengers, charging the airline with violation of several 
safety regulations. Willauer responded by terminating the C-47 charters 
on October 17." [Leary pp.118-119] 

The termination of Max's brief stay in Japan and Korea was by no 
means a disadvantage for him. Soon he became Chief of Maintenance 
for CAT in Indochina and together with Felix Smith, opened the Hanoi 
- Saigon route with their aircraft. That was why Max was transferred on 
short notice to Hanoi. For many reasons he was happy to have turned 
his back on the Korean War. A bitter war was also raging in Indochina, 
however. The war was not felt in Hanoi and Saigon at that time and the 
Viet Minh under Ho Chi Minh had no air force to shoot Max down. 
[Springweiler pp.232-233] 

Hong Kong 
After a brief stay in Indochina, Max returned to Hong Kong where he 
was introduced to General Chennault, the founder of the American 
Volunteer Group (AVG) and CAT. Max was made Assistant Manager 
responsible for traffic and sales for Southeast Asia, including the cities 
of Hong Kong, Manila, Bangkok, Singapore and Taipei, with headquar-
ters in Hong Kong. His direct supervisor was Don Donaldson. 

Max's previous experience with charter flights was appreciated. 
Requests for charters arrived frequently, seeking flights not only in the 
Far East but worldwide. So Don and Max organised charters for phil-
harmonic orchestras, elephants, artists, and even return flights for ship-
wrecked crews. Most of this was done using only CAT aircraft, but often 
foreign charter carriers were engaged, for example to fly racehorses to 
Caracas in Venezuela. 

A high point of Max's activity with CAT came with the Haj, the great 
annual pilgrimage to Mecca and Medina in Saudi Arabia. 

In February 1951, their company, the Ten Thousand Country Airline, 
still existed, but with neither aircraft nor personnel. With CAT, their C-
47 came under the care of Hugh L Grundy^, CAT's Chief Engineer. 
Their aircraft was given a general overhaul and outfitted with comfort-
able seats. The aircraft was placed in regular service between Okinawa 
and the other Ryukyu Islands (Nansei Shoto), and the rent calculated 
on the number of hours flown was paid to Bill and Max. 

By this time Bill Dudding had been in the Middle East for an extended 
period. He had given Max his power of attorney, which he later expand-
ed on 16 November 1954, so Max had complete authority in their 
somewhat adventurous undertaking. [See Springweiler Appendices 
Nos.30&31, pp.402-403] 

On 17 May 1951, permission to move to the colony of Hong Kong had 
been granted. The Hong Kong immigration authorities gave the 
Spingweilers German passports newly issued in Salzuflen. Max was 
enjoying his work, making good money, and in addition still receiving 
his share of the hourly rent for their C-47. [Springweiler pp.233-238] 

B-809 
Their aircraft was still being rented under a so-called dry charter. Max 
Springweiler no longer had to be concerned with transport rights, 
country permits, maintenance of the aircraft, or spare parts. Everything 
was taken care of by CAT. All Bill and Max had to do was take the 
money. [Springweiler p.238] 

On 11 January 1955, Max A Springweiler (also on behalf of William A 
Dudding) wrote to CAT Incorporated as follows: 
" We hereby agree to sell, assign and transfer to you all of our right, title 
and interest of, in and to a certain C-47 type aircraft bearing 
Manufacturers Serial number 15437, and currently registered in your 
name by the Republic of China under the designation B-809. In con-
sideration therefore you agree to pay us the sum of US$61,600.00 
(United States Dollars Sixty-one Thousand Six Hundred). Pending the 
opportunity to properly document this agreement, we have no objection 
to your use of said aircraft at your risk. It will be appreciated if settle-
ment may be made at your earliest convenience." 

This letter was signed as accepted by Hugh L Grundy, Acting President 
of CAT Incorporated. [Springweiler p.406] This negotiation resulted in 
the Quitclaim Agreement at Appendix 4 below. 

The following is the text of a letter from J J Brennan, Executive Vice 
President, CAT. Incorporated to International Air Transport Company, 
Limited, Hong Kong, dated November 16, 1950: 
"By Aircraft Lease Agreement dated 23rcl 1950 [no month stated but 
probably October] between you and the undersigned, you leased to us 
subject to the terms and conditions therein described, C-47 aircraft 
Number VR-HEX. You also on the 18tn day of November, 1950, exe-
cuted a bill of sale transferring the said aircraft to the undersigned. 

" The said bill of sale was executed by you for reasons well known to 
yourselves and us and the object thereof was not intended as an out 
and out transfer of the ownership of the said aircraft, but it is at all times 
intended that you shall be entitled to reclaim ownership of the said air-
craft at the termination of the Lease Agreement. 

"We understand that in spite of the execution of the aforementioned bill 
of sale, the undersigned's use of the subject aircraft shall be subject to 
the terms and conditions of the Aircraft Lease Agreement and any mod-
ifications or amendments thereto, it will transfer and assign to you, your 
successors or assigns, by appropriate bill of sale, the subject aircraft, 
upon payment by you to the undersigned of US$1.00." [Springweiler 
p.401] Note: James J Brennan was the representative of CATI respon-
sible for the shipment of former CATC and CNAC aircraft from Hong 
Kong in 1952 and 1953. 

A transcript of the Bill of Sale dated 18Nov50 is given below at 
Appendix 3. 

The following clauses are included in the Lease Agreement dated 
1Nov51: 

" 1 . IAT hereby leases to CAT C-47 aircraft formerly designated VR-
HEX, now designated B-809, hereinafter referred to as the 'aircraft', for 

" A short autobiography of Hugh L Grundy is included in the CNAC 
website at http://www.cnac.org/qrundy01.htm . 
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a period of one year commencing on the 1st day of November, 1951, 
renewable thereafter for successive quarter-annual periods unless 
either party notifies the other to the contrary at least 30 days prior to the 
termination of the first annual period or 15 days prior to the termination 
of any quarter annual period thereafter. 

"2. CAT will pay to IAT US$15.00 per hour for every hour that the air-
craft is flown hereunder or US$1,500.00 per month (or a pro rata 
portion thereof, as the case may be) representing 100 hours of flying 
(whether or not actually flown), whichever is greater. CAT shall pay IAT 
US$1,500.00 per month in advance each month. Otherwise, all monthly 
accounts shall be settled and payment made within 15 days after the 
termination of any monthly period. 

"6. The number of hours on the engines of the aircraft at the time of the 
commencement of this agreement are as follows: 
Left Engine 75:25 hrs 
Right Engine 75:25 hrs 
It is agreed at the termination of this Agreement CAT will pay IAT 
US$3.00 per each engine hour for any number of hours that engines 
may have over and above the aforementioned hours." Note: these new 
engines were installed at Hong Kong in December 1948 (see above). 
[Springweiler Appendix No.28, pp.396-399] Note: presumably there 
was a similar Lease Agreement in November 1950. 

The following is the text of a letter from A T Cox, President of CAT 
Incorporated to Messrs Max A Springweiler and William A Dudding, 
Hong Kong, dated January 12, 1954: 

"We refer to a certain agreement dated the 1st day of November 1951, 
between the undersigned and International Air Transport Company, 
Ltd., as amended by the undersigned's letter to International Air 
Transport Company, Ltd., dated March 14, 1952., concerning the lease 
of C-47 aircraft, formerly designated VR-HEX, now designated B-809. 

"We hereby confirm our agreement to an increase in the hourly rate 
provided in paragraph 2 of said agreement from US$15.00 per hour to 
US$20.00 per hour with a corresponding increase in the minimum 
monthly guaranteed rental from US1,500.00 per month to US2,000.00 
per month, this increase to be effective from and after January 1, 1954. 

"For your part, as successors in interest to International Air Transport 
Company, Ltd., you agree that you will negotiate with the undersigned 
on or after April 1, 1954, for a lease purchase by the undersigned of the 
subject aircraft, and to sign such an agreement at the option of the 
undersigned on terms mutually agreed to. 

"If the above conforms to your understanding, please sign the duplicate 
hereof at the place provided and return the same." [Springweiler 
Appendix No.32, p.404] 

The final sale of B-809 is addressed in the Quitclaim Agreement dated 
18Jan55, which is given below at Appendix 4. 

Future articles in this series will describe mainland operations by Civil 
Air Transport (CAT), the court cases involving Civil Air Transport, Inc. 
and operations from Taiwan by Civil Air Transport Company Limited. 
We also intend to consider the fleet of VIAT. 

Max Springweiler lived in Hong Kong and worked for CAT from 1950 to 
1955, when he was transferred to CAT's main office in Taipei, Taiwan. 
He resigned from CAT employment with effect from 15 January 1962 in 
order to take up a post with Lufthansa in Australia as representative for 
Australia and New Zealand. In 1972 he returned to live in Waldkirch, 
West Germany, where he died in 1983. 

Identity of Relevant Aircraft 
XT-T72 St Paul (1) is identified in Part 8B (Archive p.2009/107) as ex 
43-16428, i.e. C-47B c/n 20894. This aircraft crashed at Kweiyang on 
10 February 1949 and was damaged beyond economical repair. (See 
Gradidge p.516) 

The identity of C-47 "Sf Peter" (used for spares) is currently unknown. 

XT-543 / XT-811 / N8399C / VR-HEX / B-809 St Paul (2) is identified 
as "C-47A c/n 15437 ex 43-15466". These identities are incompatible, 
which has led to a lot of confusion and speculation. C/n 15437 (26882) 
was C-47B 43-49621, KK185, whereas 43-15466 was C-47A c/n 
19932. The latter is believed to be the correct identity. (See Gradidge 
p.484) XT-543 had MOC CofA 37-27, which dates from 1948, whereas 
XT-543 was acquired in 1949! (See Archive p.2009/086) (The Chinese 
C of A was dated 7May49.) The DCA file quotes a C of R of 38-18 (see 
above), which is consistent with 1949. 

Ian Terry's records show Douglas C-47A-85-DL PI-C54 as registered 
on 13May46 with c/n 19932. Brian Austria-Tomkins Philippines register 
shows PI-C54 owned by Philippine Air Lines, Inc., Manila and cancelled 
on 31Mar49. [IT 07Feb2006; PY 11Oct2009] 

The FAA card for N8399C reportedly shows c/n 26882 but 15437 and 
43-15466 are also written on it. [MM 11Oct2002] We cannot explain the 
origin of spurious s/n '15437'. This seems to have originated in China, 
not the Philippines. 

The FAA file cancellation sheet for N8399C c/n "15437" gives "now 
2900B", which had a previous identity of SU-AHO. This is thought to be 
the true c/n 15437/26882. (See Gradidge p.576) [MM 07Feb2006] 

The DCA's correspondence log relating to aircraft XT-811/VR-HEX 
includes the following (edited) hand-written notes: 
"D.C.A. 
The Hong Kong office of the Lutheran World Federation state that they 
received a telegram from The National Lutheran Council in the USA 
saying that aircraft no.15437 was registered by U.S.C.A.A. on 13 
January 1950 as 8399C (presumably preceded by N). It is accepted 
that XT811 is the same aircraft, previously registered as XT543. 
The Chinese registration XT811 was cancelled by #1 on 23 January, 
i.e. 10 days after American registration and therefore the American reg-
istration was illegal; but this has now been cancelled by #6 on 7 April. 
I am not sure we can accept #1 as it is from a department of a govern-
ment not recognised by the UK since 6 January. 
I have inspected C of A issued by the Chinese CAA on 7 May 1949. 
This shows that XT543 has Serial No.15437 (43-15466) i.e. the same 
asXT811. 
Lutheran World Federation agreement with C.A.T.C. was terminated on 
17 November 1949 (CATC letter 0058 of 21 November). This was 
replaced by agreement with CAT . for aircraft XT811 which terminated 
on 28 December 1949. (CAT letter of 2 January 1950). Paragraph 4 of 
CATC agreement states that the registration number shall be with-
drawn and cancelled on termination. Similar terms is (sic) said to be in 
a CAT agreement but then was not produced. 
XT543 or 811 is not listed in the letter from C.A.T.C. stating that certain 
aircraft have been requisitioned by the Central Peoples Government. 
But XT543 is in the list of aircraft which we told CATC were prohibited 
from flying. 
To sum up, the aircraft (a) is not registered in the U.S.A.; (b) is not reg-
istered in Nationalist China; (c) there is no evidence of registration by 
the Central People's Government. 
Submitted for your decision and registration in Hong Kong. 
Signed by M 24/4. 
D.D.C.A. I think we have explored every avenue and can now grant 
registration. 26.4.50." 

B-809 was finally bought outright by CAT Incorporated on 18Jan55 
(see Quitclaim Agreement at Appendix 4) and was transferred to Air 
America, Inc. before sale to Vietnamese Air Transport (VIAT) on 9 June 
1961. It was shot down in Ninh Binh Province on 1 July 1961 without 
re-registration in South Vietnam. The remains of this aircraft were 
picked up by the Government of North Vietnam and the tail surface of 
B-809 is exhibited at the Air Defence Museum at Hanoi. [Leeker] (VIAT 
was formed by the Central Intelligence Agency for deniable operations 
into North Vietnam.) The ROC CAA report that C-47A B-809 c/n 15437 
was registered to AACL (Asiatic Aeronautical Company Limited) on 
24Feb55. [CAA 02Jul2007] 

There is photographic evidence of VR-HEX operating in Korea in full 
Civil Air Transport/CAT markings, which, in theory, should only have 
been possible between 1 and 18 November 1950. The DCA file shows 
that there were complications in the sale of VR-HEX, however, and the 
Change of Ownership document was not signed until 13 December 
1950, although backdated to 18 November 1950. As a result, VR-HEX 
was cancelled by the DCA on 14 December 1950 but also backdated 
to 18 November, so there was more time for VR-HEX to be pho-
tographed in CAT markings. Also, there is evidence to suggest that 
CAT chartered VR-HEX in October 1950, probably on or before 23 
October. 

Previous authors have assumed connections between XT-809 and 
B-809, and between XT-811 and B-811 but there is clear documentary 
evidence that XT-811 became B-809 via N8399C and VR-HEX. This 
anomaly may have arisen when the ROC civil aircraft register was left 
behind in Nanking, so the CAA in Taiwan would not have reliable 
records of previous identities. The normal practice with CAT aircraft 
was to issue completely new XT- registrations in 1950 (after cancella-
tion of N-numbers) with the prefix being changed to B- (with same 
number) in 1951. (C-47 XT-801/B-801 was an exception to this rule.) 
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Left: MATCO Catalina 
VR-HDS being loaded 
with gold in Macau for 
Hong Kong. Note the 
armed guards and the 
gun on board the 
armoured truck. A gold 
shipment such as this 
was believed to be the 
target for the hijacking of 
VR-HDT. 
(Ian D Johnson 
collection) 

Below: VR-HDT seen 
from an approaching 
launch. Captain Dale 
Kramer and his crew on 
board. (Ian D Johnson 
collection) 

There is often confusion between XT-811/B-809 and 
B-811. The latter was Douglas C-47A c/n 18947, 
which ditched in the Gulf of Thailand off Hau Hin on 
20Oct54. (See Gradidge p.456) An Equipment List 
for CAT in February 1954 is included at Appendix D 
of Leary's Perilous Missions. B-809 is listed as MSN 
15437 but no MSN is given for B-811. Both of these 
C-47As are shown as leased aircraft. B-801 & B-809 
are listed as having "plushed" seats ("ordinarily used 
as passenger plane"). We will discuss these aircraft 
again in later articles about CAT. 

Macao Air Transport Company 
(MATCO) 
Roy Farrell had realized the potential for healthy 
trade between Hong Kong and the nearby 
Portuguese Colony of Macao. As Macao did not 
posses a conventional airfield7, Farrell acquired four 
Consolidated Catalinas amphibians in late 1946 from 
the huge Foreign Liquidation Commissioner (FLC) 
dump at Tacloban in the Philippines. They were 
flown to Hong Kong, where three of them were converted into passen-
ger carriers and operated by Cathay Pacific Airways (CPA) on their new 
route to Macau. They began to ply between the two colonies twice a 
day and often more frequently on demand. On 1 July 1948, these air-
craft were transferred to Macao Air Transport Company (MATCO), pre-
sumably as a matter of financial, rather than operational convenience. 
Unfortunately, only two weeks later, on 16 July 1948, Mss Macao was 
hijacked soon after taking off from Macao; the hijacker shot the pilot, 
and the Catalina crashed. Twenty-six passengers and the three crew 
perished, but one passenger survived, as reported above. The sched-
uled service from Hong Kong to Macao was then suspended. [Davies 
pp.252-253; MJW] 

It should be noted that there was a very close relationship between 
CPA and MATCO, and on many occasions crews and aircraft were 
interchanged between these companies. [MJW] 

The identity of Catalina VR-HDT is currently unknown but it is thought 
to be an ex-USAAF OA-10A built by Canadian Vickers. (Roy Farrell 
bought four Catalinas from FLC: VR-HDH, VR-HDS, VR-HDT and one 
for spares. Both VR-HDH and VR-HDS have been identified as OA-
10As.) [RJR 10Oct2009; Davies p.252] One remote possibility is that 
VR-HDT may have been OA-10A 44-33910 c/n CV-392 but this was 
reportedly destroyed in a typhoon at Manila on 28/29 December 1947, 
when it collided with 44-34082 and caught fire, both being reported as 
total losses by Lloyds. [RJR 11Oct2009] 

7 Macao had a race course that was occasionally used as a landing 
field, e.g. by C-47s of Cathay Pacific Airways. 

Fleet list: 

VR-HDH Canadian Vickers OA-10A. c/n CV-592, ex44-34081. 
CPA Nov46, op. MATCO. Sold to TAA as VH-SBV 

VR-HDS Canadian Vickers OA-10A, c/n CV-593, ex 44-34082, 
PI-C258. CPA/MATCO Jul47. To Eastern Air Associates 
Ltd Aug50, VT-DEX, SE-XAD, SE-BUB,VP-KKJ, N1508V 

VR-HDT Canadian Vickers OA-10A, c/n CV-392? ex 44-33910? 
CPA Dec47. Hijacked & crashed 16Jul48 Pearl River 
estuary en route Macau to Hong Kong 

VR-HEG Canadian Vickers Canso A? c/n CV-309? ex 11027, 
N1358V? Air Hoe Nov48. Sold to CNAC 22Dec50 (see 
notes) 

VR-HEV Canadian Vickers OA-10A, c/n CV-386, ex 44-33907, 
XY-ABX. MATCO Sep49. To S H de Kantzow (CPA) 
Nov50 & Mr Sun Chung-liang in late 1950. Impounded in 
China, cancelled 15Dec50 
44-33910? Used for spares, scrapped 1949 

[Legg pp.140, 146; MJW 08Apr2008; SEA79 pp.103, 136-137, 193] 
Notes: 
1. C/n CV-309 is often quoted for VR-HEG. If this is correct, it is the 
former RCAF Canso A s/n 11027, as shown, but this does not seem to 
tally with the remaining Cathay Pacific fleet that were all acquired from 
USAAF surplus stocks in the Philippines. [Legg p.140] S/n 11027 was 
registered as N1358V after being declared surplus by the RCAF on 
6Dec47. (The FAA file on N1358V will be ordered.) [RJR 18Oct2009] 
Alternatively, VR-HEG may be OA-10A c/n CV-583 ex 44-34072, XY-
ABW. [MJW via DL 08Apr2008] 
2. RJR wrote: "/ have a problem with VR-HEG being ex RCAF Canso 
A #11027 (CV 309). First of all a surplus RCAF aircraft had no business 
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at all being in an USAAF bone yard in the Philippines and. secondly, 
having been surplused in Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, and issued to the 
War Assets Corp. for disposal on 06Dec47, I don't think it was flying 
from the Philippines to Burma in that same month. A good number of 
OA-10As assigned from the USAAF's FEA (Far East Air Force) to FLC 
(Foreign Liquidation Commission) in the Philippines (Tacloban) have 
yet to be accounted for, and I suspect VR-HEG is one of those." [RJR 
07Apr2008] 
3. Martin Willing's book From Betsy to Boeing describes VR-HEG and 
VR-HEV as Consolidated PBY-5As, whereas others are Canadian 
Vickers OA-10As. Page 21 therein, however, identifies VR-HEG as 
Consolidated PBY-5A Catalina c/n CV-309, which is the c/n for a 
Canadian Vickers Canso A. [via IDJ 14Apr2008] 
4. About VR-HEG, Willing writes (p.21): "Although this aircraft was 
never used by Cathay Pacific, she was in the batch of four purchased 
and flown to Hong Kong from the Philippines in the early summer of 
1947. She was largely used for spares before being refurbished and 
sold to Air Hoe, about which little is known. This company later sold her 
to China National Aviation Corporation on June 22, 1949, and her fate 
is unknown." [via IDJ 14Apr2008] 
5. 44-33910 may have been the fourth Catalina Farrell bought for 
Amphibian Airways (sic). This was never registered but cannibalised for 
parts. [RJR 20Feb2009] 
6. Lloyds records an incident involving VR-HEV on 15Dec50. This may 
have been the incident that led to it being abandoned and falling into 
Chinese hands. The aircraft's registered owner at the time was San 
Chong Liang or Mr Sun Chung-liang. [MJW; RJR 18Oct2009] 
7. VR-HEV had departed Chittagong in East Pakistan (now 
Bangladesh) at 2:28 pm Hong Kong time for a 13 hour flight to Hong 
Kong. She had enough fuel for a 23 hour flight, and was heard circling 
Hong Kong in the early morning of 15Dec50 It then reported a failure of 
its main radio transmitter and its Radio Operator, Bill James, brought 
his auxiliary equipment into use. The next report from the aircraft was 
that it was sinking and that the crew were being taken on board a 
Communist Chinese gunboat. The crew were returned to Hong Kong 
by the Chinese authorities in the summer of 1952. [MJW] 
8. A Chinese source records that work started to restore a PBY in 
Communist China in early 1951. "The maintenance team began their 
work on 21 February 1951. The PBY was originally discarded in the 
Zhu Jiang River at Huang Pu, Guangzhou by a British airline." This 
appears to refer to VR-HEV, which was abandoned in the estuary of the 
Zhu Jiang or Pearl River. Huang Pu is in the suburbs of Guangzhou. 
[MM 21May2007] We will discuss this CAAC Catalina again in a future 
article. 
9. These USAAF OA-10A Catalinas were ordered by the US Navy as 
PBV-1 As and were allocated BuA numbers that were not taken up and, 
for simplicity, are not shown here. 
10. In Nov60 a Piaggio P-136-12 VR-HFP c/n 243 was registered to 
MATCO (Hong Kong) Ltd., which had very different directors to the 
Catalinas owned by MATCO, except for Rogerio Lobo, who was a 
director and shareholder in both companies. This aircraft is illustrated 
on page 179 of Wings over Hong Kong. The Piaggio's registration was 
cancelled on 210ct67 on sale to Portuguese Timor as CR-TAM. [IDJ 
18Oct2009;SEA79p.138] 

Amphibian Airways 
In January 1948, Roy Farrell, co-founder of Cathay Pacific Airways, 
was forced out of the Hong Kong airline, because he was an American 
and not a British citizen. He retired to Manila but soon decided to form 
a new airline, called Amphibian Airways, using Catalinas. He went back 
to the FLC aircraft store at Tacloban, where he apparently purchased 
another four Catalinas. Once the aircraft had been overhauled, they 
commenced charter flights and other non-scheduled work, apparently 
without Philippine registrations. (It seems that they operated with their 
USAAF serial numbers preceded by 'NC'.) These activities eventually 
drew hostile reactions from PAL and other Filipinos. Farrell spotted 
better business opportunities in Burma, so moved the four Catalinas to 
Rangoon, where they were registered as XY-ABV to XY-ABY inclusive. 

By mid-1949, there was less work for these four Catalinas in Burma, so 
Amphibian Airways was closed down and three aircraft were flown to 
Hong Kong, leaving only XY-ABW in Burma. XY-ABX joined MATCO 
(see above) and XY-ABY was sold to Air Hoe and possibly later to 
CNAC as XT-147. XY-ABV languished at Kai Tak until the early 1950s, 
when it was scrapped. XY-ABW was sold to Jimmy Bo Setyka for 
US$40,000, which may not have been paid to Farrell. [Legg pp.136-
137; MJW] 

A list of candidate OA-10AS, compiled by Ragnar Ragnarsson, is 
included at Appendix 5. We will have more to say on Asian Catalinas in 
later articles. Errors in source material add to the difficulties. As usual, 
feedback will be most welcome. 

Fleet list: 

NC 44-33910 Canadian Vickers OA-10A c/n CV-392, ex 44-33910 
Damaged in typhoon 28/29Dec47; used for spares? 

NC 44-34082 Canadian Vickers OA-10A c/n CV-593, ex 44-34082 
To PI-C258 (q.v.) 

PI-C258 Canadian Vickers OA-10A c/n CV-593, ex 44-34082 
Transferred to Cathay Pacific as VR-HDS (q.v.) 

XY-ABV Canadian Vickers OA-10A c/n ? ex? 
Cancelled 1950. Sold to Hong Kong and scrapped 

XY-ABW Canadian Vickers OA-10A c/n CV-583, ex 44-34072 
Sold to Jimmy Bo Setyka. Cancelled. To VR-HEG? 

XY-ABX Canadian Vickers OA-10A c/n CV-386, ex 44-33907 
Transferred to MATCO as VR-HEV (q.v.); impounded in 
China Dec50 

XY-ABY Canadian Vickers OA-10A c/n CV-588, ex 44-34077 
Sold to U Bo Setka/Air Burma. Cancelled. To Air Hoe & 
later CNAC as XT-147? 

[Legg pp. 136-7, 146; MJW 17Oct2009; SEA79 pp.103, 136-137, 193] 
Notes: 
1. According to Lloyds reports, two Amphibian Airways Catalinas col-
lided, caught fire, and were lost in a typhoon at Manila on 28/29Dec47. 
Both aircraft were identified with an NC prefix to their respective 
USAAF s/ns, namely 'NC 44-33910' and 'NC 44-34082'. Apparently 44-
34082 was not lost in the typhoon, as it became PI-C258, VR-HDS, VT-
DEX, SE-XAD, SE-BUB, VP-KKJ and N1508V, so perhaps 44-33910 
survived too. [RJR 20Feb2009, 11Oct2009] 
2. XY-ABW suffered substantial damage on 13Apr49, when its port 
undercarriage collapsed at Moulmein in Burma, but it was soon 
repaired and back in service. [Legg p. 136; MJW] 
3. According to Lloyds records, XT-ABV and VR-HDS were both 
damaged by gales at Hong Kong on 08Sep49. The extent of the 
damage is not stated, so presumably they were repairable. [RJR 
18Oct2009] 
4. Willing's caption in The Flyleaf says that "XY-ABW" (sic) was 
damaged by a typhoon in Hong Kong in late 1949. It was sold to Air 
Hoe and registered as VR-HEG but never flew again. A photograph 
shows the aircraft tilted over onto its port wingtip but major damage is 
not visible. (There is no Lloyds report on XY-ABW, so perhaps this was 
XT-ABV, as per note 3.) [RJR 18Oct2009] 
5. Another photo/caption shows XY-ABV sitting derelict at Kai Tak after 
being flown in by a freelance crew from Rangoon. Wearing the faded 
colours of Roy Farrell's Amphibian Airways, she was never to fly again 
and was scrapped at Hong Kong in the early 1950s. [The Flyleaf, 
Summer 1992, p.24] 
6. Air Hoe briefly owned the former Amphibian Airways Catalina XY-
ABY. It had been purchased when Amphibian ceased operations in 
Burma, and was possibly later sold on to CNAC as XT-147. Air Hoe 
was also involved with the one-time CPA Catalina VR-HEG. [Legg 
p. 137] The Hoe family is the subject of on-going research. 
7. From the above, it is not clear which Catalina (VR-HEG or XY-ABY) 
became XT-147 with CNAC. We will consider this question again in 
Part 10 (CNAC). 
8. Jimmy Bo Setyka acquired one of the former Amphibian Airways 
Catalinas, XY-ABW, when Roy Farrell transferred his other aircraft to 
Hong Kong. Setyka used it for Burmese government work. [Legg p.137] 
Willing says that U Bo Setka (sic), the founder of Air Burma, used the 
aircraft until it became totally unserviceable and abandoned it at 
Mingaladon. [MJW] 

Chronology 
Please see Part 8A (Archive pp.2009/082-083) for a chronology of the 
Chinese civil war. 
1946 
May 13 Selection of St Paul at Kiangwan Airport 
July 4 First flight of St Paul (XT-T72) 
1947 
July 4 to 18 St Paul's flight from Shanghai to Oslo, Norway 
August 10 to 24 St Paul's return flight from Oslo to Shanghai, China 
1948 
July 16 Death of Dr Daniel Nelson in Catalina VR-HDT 
1949 
February 10 Crash of St Paul (1) (XT-T72) at Kweiyang; DBR 
March 16 St Paul (2) (PI-C54) flown to Shanghai from the 

Philippines 
May 7 C of A for XT-543 issued by Chinese CAA 
October 1 Declaration of the People's Republic of China (PRC) 
November 9 Twelve CATC & CNAC aircraft defect from Hong 

Kong to Communist China 
November 10 St Paul (2) flew under CAT registration (XT-811) [date 

too soon!] 
November 16 CATC aircraft (including XT-543!) detained at Kai Tak 
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November 17 
December 14 
December 28 
1950 
January 13 
January 23 
February 13 

March 20 

March 28 

April 7 
May 3 

June 25 

November 1 

November 13 

November 18 

November 18 

1951 
November 1 

1955 
January 18 
February 24 
1961 
June 9 
July 1 

LWF agreement with CATC terminated (XT-543) 
Last LWF trip, to Hainan Island with Chinese refugees 
LWF agreement with CAT terminated (XT-811) 

Douglas c/n 15437 Sf Paul registered as N8399C 
XT-811 cancelled by ROC CAA 
Ownership of St Paul (XT-543/XT-811/N8399C) 
transferred to Bill Dudding & Max Springweiler 
Certificate of Incorporation issued to International Air 
Transport Company Limited 
C-47A 43-15466 c/n 15437 sold to Dudding & 
Springweiler by National Lutheran Council [deed] 
Registration N8399C cancelled by US CAA 
VR-HEX received Certificate of Airworthiness No.59 
and Certificate of Registration No. 126 
Start of Korean War; North Koreans attacked South 
Korea 
St Paul rented to CAT as VR-HEX for operation in 
Japan and Korea on BOOKLIFT contract (or possibly 
on 23 October) 
ROC CAA suspended registration certificates of 
CATC & CNAC aircraft 
St Paul (VR-HEX) 'sold' (leased) to Civil Air Transport 
Incorporated (BoS) (notified on 13 December 1950) 
VR-HEX cancelled by Hong Kong DCA (retrospect-
ively on 14 December) 

St Paul (VR-HEX/B-809) leased to CAT Incorporated 
as B-809 

St Paul (B-809) sold to CAT Incorporated 
B-809 registered to AACL 

B-809 sold to Vietnamese Air Transport (VIAT) 
B-809 shot down in Ninh Binh Province, Vietnam 

Abbreviations 
AACL Asiatic Aeronautical Company Limited 
ALM American Lutheran Mission 
ANO Air Navigation Order 
AVG American Volunteer Group 
BoS Bill of Sale 
CAA Civil Aeronautics Administration (ROC & USA) 
CAF Chinese Air Force 
CAT Civil Air Transport 
CATC Central Air Transport Corporation 
CATI Civil Air Transport, Incorporated 
CIM China Inland Mission 
CNAC hina National Aviation Corporation 
c/n construction number 
CNRRA Chinese National Relief and Rehabilitation Administration 
C of A Certificate of Airworthiness 
C of R Certificate of Registrations 
DBR Damaged Beyond Repair 
DCA Director of Civil Aviation 
DMS Danish Missionary Society 
FAA Federal Aviation Administration 
FLC Foreign Liquidation Commissioner 
IAT International Air Transport Company, Limited 
IRC International Relief Committee 
JAMCO Jardine Aircraft Maintenance Company Limited 
LAM Lutheran Augustana Mission 
LUM Lutheran United Mission 
LWF Lutheran World Federation 
MATCO Macao Air Transport Company 
MSN Manufacturer's Serial Number (c/n) 
PAL Philippine Air Lines 
PAMAS Pacific Air Maintenance and Supply Company Limited 
p/i previous identity 
ROC Republic of China (Formosa/Taiwan) 
s/n serial number 
UNRRA United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration 
USAAF United States Army Air Forces 
VIAT Vietnamese Air Transport 
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Appendix 1: St Paul flights log book, 
1 September - 1 November 1948 
date flight (purpose) 
September 1948 

(Engine change) 
7 Hong Kong - Hong Kong 
9 Hong Kong - Canton; Canton - Shanghai (Test flight) 
11 Shanghai - Hanchang; Hanchang - Kiukiang; 

Kiukiang - Hankow; Hankow - Chungking; 
Chungking - Kunming (IRC, LAM, COM) 

12 Kunming - Liuchow; Liuchow - Shanghai 
14 Shanghai - Tsingtao; Tsingtao - Peiping; 

Peiping - Shenyang; Shenyang - Peiping 
(IRC, Koreans, Chinese) 

5 Peiping - Shenyang; Shenyang - Peiping; 
Shenyang - Peiping 

S) Peiping- Shenyang; Shenyang - Peiping; 
Shenyang - Peiping 

1 / Peiping - Shenyang; Shenyang - Peiping; 
Shenyang - Peiping 

i >") Peiping - Shenyang; Shenyang - Peiping; 
Shenyang - Peiping 

19 Peiping - Shenyang; Shenyang - Peiping; 
Shenyang - Peiping 

20 Peiping - Shenyang; Shenyang - Peiping 
21 Peiping - Sian; Sian - Chengtu; 

• Chungking (Brethren) 

25 

26 

29 

Peiping - Shenyang 
Peiping - Shenyang 
Peiping - Shenyang 
Peiping - Shenyang 
Peiping - Shenyang 
Peiping - Shenyang 
Peiping - Shenyang 
Peiping - Shenyang 
Peiping - Shenyang 
Peiping - Shenyang 
Peiping - Shenyang 
Peiping • 
Chengtu 
Chungking - Chengchow; Chengchow - Shanghai 

(Southern Baptists) 
Shanghai - Hankow; Hankow - Kweilin; 
Kweilin - Hankow 
Hankow - Chungking; Chungking - Kunming; 
Kunming - Hankow; Hankow - Shanghai (LAM) 
Shanghai - Tsingtao; Tsingtao - Peiping 

(IRC, Koreans, Chinese) 
Peiping - Shenyang 

[mileage] 

[795] 

[1,430] 

[10,320] 

30 
October 1948 
1 Shenyang - Peiping; Peiping - Shenyang; 

Shenyang - Peiping; Peiping - Shenyang; 
Shenyang - Peiping 

2 Peiping - Shenyang; Shenyang - Peiping; 
Peiping - Shenyang; Shenyang - Peiping 

3 Peiping - Shenyang; Shenyang - Peiping; 
Peiping -Shenyang; Shenyang - Peiping 

[1,145] 

[2,365] 

[2,081] 

[22,822] 
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4 Peiping - Shenyang; Shenyang - Peiping; 
Peiping - Shenyang; Shenyang - Peiping 

5 Peiping - Shenyang; Shenyang - Peiping; 
Peiping - Shenyang; Shenyang - Peiping 

7 Peiping - Shenyang; Shenyang - Peiping 
8 Peiping - Shenyang; Shenyang - Peiping 
9 Peiping - Shenyang; Shenyang - Peiping; 

Peiping - Shenyang; Shenyang - Peiping 
10 Peiping - Shenyang; Shenyang - Peiping; 

Peiping - Shenyang; Shenyang - Peiping 
11 Shenyang - Peiping; Peiping - Shenyang; 

Shenyang - Peiping; Peiping - Shenyang 
12 Peiping - Shenyang; Shenyang - Peiping; 

Peiping - Shenyang; Shenyang - Peiping 
13 Shenyang - Peiping; Peiping - Shenyang; 

Shenyang - Peiping; Peiping - Shenyang 
14 Peiping - Shenyang; Shenyang - Peiping; 

Peiping - Shenyang; Shenyang - Tientsin; 
Tientsin - Peiping 

15 Peiping - Shenyang; Shenyang - Tientsin; 
Tientsin - Peiping 

16 Peiping - Shenyang; Shenyang - Tsingtao; 
Tsingtao - Shanghai 

22 Shanghai - Kiukiang; Kiukiang - Hankow; 
Hankow - Liuchow; Liuchow - Kunming 

(CATC, IRC, LAM, Mo. Luth, 
Eng. Bapt, DMS, ALM) [2,770] 

23 Kunming - Liuchow; Liuchow - Kweilin; 
Kweilin - Hankow; Hankow - Shanghai 

28 Shanghai - Hankow; Hankow - Chungking 
29 Chungking - (Sichang) - Chungking 

(no landing at Sichang, bad weather) 
30 Chungking - Chengtu; Chengtu - Kunming 
31 Chungking - Liuchow; Liuchow - Kanhsien 
November 1948 
1 Kanhsien - Amoy; Amoy - Kanhsien; 

Kanhsien - Foochow; Foochow - Shanghai 

Total mileage: 
[Springweiler pp.349-350] 

[46,903] 

Appendix 2: LWF 'Customers' 
In China LWF airlifted relief supplies and personnel for the following 
societies in the year from July 1946: American Advisory Committee; 
American Lutheran Mission; Augustana Synod Mission; Baptist 
Mission; British Red Cross; Catholic Mission; China Inland Mission; 
Cheeloo University, Tsinan; Christian & Missionary Alliance; Church of 
Christ in China; Church of Sweden Mission; CNRRA; Danish 
Missionary Society; Finnish Missionary Society; Friends' Service Unit; 
International Red Cross; Italian Sisters; Jesuits; Lutheran Church of 
China; Lutheran United Mission; Lutheran World Federation; 
Methodists; Missouri Synod; Norwegian Missionary Society; Oslo 
World Youth Conference Delegates; Pocket Testament League; 
Presbyterian Hospital, Weishien; Presbyterian Mission; Seventh Day 
Adventists; Steyl Mission - Catholic; Stuttgart Deaconesses; Swedish 
Missionary Society; UNRRA; Yenching University, Peiping; YMCA & 
YWCA in Burma, Ceylon, Indo-China, Hongkong and Siam. 
[Springweiler p.373] 

Appendix 3: Bill of Sale 
"This Bill of Sale is made the 18th day of November one thousand nine 
hundred and fifty, between Max Springweiler (hereinafter called 'the 
Vendors') of the one part and Civil Air Transport (hereinafter called 'the 
Purchaser') of the other part. 
"Whereas the Vendor is the owner of the C-47 Aircraft Number VR-
HEX, factory serial number 15437 (Army serial number 43-15466) 
(hereinafter referred to as 'the aircraft'); 
And Whereas the Vendor has agreed to sell the aircraft and appurte-
nances thereto belonging to the Purchaser; 
"Now this Deed Witnesseth as follows: 
In consideration of the sum of $1.00 United States Currency now paid 
by the Purchaser to the Vendor and other good and valuable consid-
eration (the receipt whereof the Vendor hereby acknowledges), the 
Vendor as beneficial owner hereby assigns unto the Purchaser the 
aircraft and appurtenances to hold the same unto the Purchaser 
absolutely. 
The Vendor covenants with the Purchaser that he the Vendor has 
power to transfer in manner the premises hereinbefore expressed to be 
transferred and that the same is free from incumbrances (sic). 
In Witness whereof, the Vendor and Purchaser have hereunto set their 
hands the day and year first above written." 
[Springweiler p.400, Appendix No.29] 

Appendix 4: Quitclaim Agreement 
"This Agreement made this 18th day of January, 1955, between Max A 
Springweiler and William A Dudding, represented by Max A 
Springweiler, his attorney in fact, (hereinafter called Vendors) and CAT 
Incorporated, a Corporation organised and existing under the laws of 
the State of Delaware, U.S.A/ (hereinafter called Purchaser) 
WITNESSETH: 
"That the Vendors for and in consideration of the sum of One Dollar 
United States currency (US$1.00) as well as other good and valuable 
consideration in hand paid by Purchaser, the receipt whereof is hereby 
acknowledged, have bargained, sold, delivered and quitclaimed, and 
by these presents do hereby bargain, sell, deliver and quitclaim unto 
the Purchaser, its successors and assigns for ever, all the right, title, 
interest, claim, and demand which the Vendors have in and to a certain 
C-47 aircraft bearing Manufacturers Serial Number 15437, and cur-
rently registered by the Republic of China under designation B-809. To 
have and to hold the same and all of the right, title, interest and claim 
whatever, of the said Vendors, either in law or equity, to the only proper 
use and benefit of the Purchaser, its successors and assigns, for ever. 
The Vendors hereby agree on behalf of themselves, their heirs and 
assigns to execute any and all writings which may be reasonably 
required by the Purchaser to effectuate the terms of this Agreement. 
"In Witness whereof this Agreement has been executed on behalf of the 
Vendors the day and year above written." 
[Springweiler p.405] 

Appendix 5: USAAF OA-10A (Catalina) aircraft 
assigned from Far East Air Force (FEA) to 
Foreign Liquidation Commission (FLC) 

Serial No. MSN Disposal/Location 

44-33907 CV 386 Condemned/Salvage, 
cause unknown, 
Guam, 30Jun46 

44-33910 CV 392 Condemned/Salvage, 
cause unknown, 
Guam, 11Jul46 

44-34072 CV 583 Sold Guam, 06Feb47 
44-34077 CV 588 Sold Guam, 07Feb47 

44-34082 CV 593 Located FEA, Guam, 
30Sep47 

FEA-FLC Civil regns 

XY-ABX; 
VR-HEV 

21Aug47 
possibly to 
VR-HDT 

21Aug47 
20Aug47 XY-ABW 
20Aug47 XY-ABY; 

possibly to XT-147 

20Aug47 PI-C258; 
VR-HDS; 

VT-DEX; SE-XAD; SE-BUB; VP-KKJ; N1508V 
44-33930 CV 432 Sold Tacloban, 07Nov46 20Aug47 
44-33933 CV 438 Sold Tacloban, 07Nov46 20Aug47 
44-33942 CV 453 Sold Tacloban, 07Nov46 20Aug47 
44-33952 CV 463 Sold Tacloban, 07Nov46 20Aug47 
44-33961 CV 472 Sold Tacloban, 07Nov46 20Aug47 
44-34031 CV 542 Sold Tacloban, 07Nov46 20Aug47 XY-ABH 
44-34032 CV 543 Sold Tacloban, 07Nov46 20Aug47 
44-34087 CV 598 Condemned/Salvage, 

Tacloban, 08Nov46 20Aug47 
44-34088 CV 599 Sold Tacloban, 07Nov46 20Aug47 
44-33944 CV 455 Excess to requirement, 

Manila, 01 Dec47 20Aug47 
44-34043 CV 554 Located FEA, 

Manila, 07Oct47 20Apr48 
44-34060 CV 571 Located FEA, 

Manila, 07Oct47 20Apr48 
44-34074 CV 585 Located FEA, 

Manila, 24Dec46 20Apr48 
44-34081 CV 592 Located FEA, VR-HDH; 

Manila, 07Oct47 20Apr48 VH-SBV 
44-34092 CV 603 Located FEA, 

Manila, 07Oct47 20Apr48 
44-33977 CV 488 Condemned / reclamation, 

Okinawa, 06Nov46 20Aug47 
44-34015 CV 526 Located FEA, 

Okinawa, 19Dec47 20Apr48 
[Source: USAAF Individual Aircraft Record Cards] 

VR-HDT - identity unknown 
VR-HEG - identity unknown 
XY-ABH- identity unknown 
XY-ADA- identity unknown 
Compiled by Ragnar J. Ragnarsson, 4/2008, updated 10/2009 
rjr@centrum.is 
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F-1922 The French Civil Aircraft 
Register from 1922 Part 24 

By Bernard Martin, Dave Sparrow and Robert Esperou 

Having now reached the mid-1928 period we 
are continuing with the New Registrations in 
alphabetical order as they no longer corre-
spond to CofR Number order. Other data will 
be listed in monthly batches in each issue. 
Readers are reminded that the F-Alxx series 
continued until F-AIZZ in April 1929 instead 
of ending after one year on 31.12.26 as 
earlier series had. 

F-Uodate 8.28 to 12.28 
(confined) 

New Registrations 
1952 F-AITV Latecoere 32 83 
Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris (4.10.28), (based Marseille). 

1951 F-AITX Latecoere 32 84 
Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris (4.10.28), (based Marseille). 

1917 F-AITY Potez32 32/1302 
Ste des Aeroplanes Henri Potez, Paris (25.8.28), (based Meaulte). 

1918 F-AITZ Potez 32 1361 
Ste des Aeroplanes Henri Potez, Paris (25.8.28), (based Meaulte). 

1926 F-AIUA Breguet19.B2 1741 
Ste L Bregeut, Paris (4.9.28), (based Velizy-Villacoublay). 

1945 F-AIUB Morane 191 39 
Cie Frangaise d'Aviation, Boulogne sur Seine (26.9.28), (based 
Angers). 

1979 F-AIUC Caudron113 
Rene Caudron, Issy (26.11.28). 

1/6231 

unkn F-AIUD Schreck FBA.21/4 5 
Societe Lorraine, Argenteuil (10.30). Built 1925. 

2036 F-AIUE Morane 191 30 
Cie Frangaise d'Aviation, Boulogne sur Seine (4.3.29), (based Orly). 

1959 F-AIUF Morane 191 40 
Cie Frangaise d'Aviation, Boulogne sur Seine (12.10.28), (based 
Clermont-Ferrand). 

1962 F-AIUG Morane 191 41 
Cie Frangaise d'Aviation, Boulogne sur Seine (18.10.28), (based 
Lyon). 

1941 F-AIUH Latecoere 25/3R 702 
Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris (15.9.28), (based Toulouse). 

1934 F-AIUI Latecoere 25/3R 703 
Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris (15.9.28), (based Toulouse). 

1940 F-AIUJ Latecoere 25/3R 704 
Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris (15.9.28), (based Toulouse). 

1938 F-AIUK Latecoere 25/3R 705 
Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris (15.9.28), (based Toulouse). 

1937 F-AIUL Latecoere 25/3R 706 
Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris (15.9.28), (based Toulouse). 

Above: This extract features a batch of Latecoere 25/3R four-passenger 
monoplanes (500 hp Renault 12Jb) for Aeropostale for use on their 
routes from Toulouse to North Africa. F-AIUL is seen overhead 
Casablanca on the Dakar service, (via JM Collection) 

1939 F-AIUM Latecoere 25/3R 707 
Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris (15.9.28), (based Toulouse). 

1936 F-AIUN Latecoere 25/3R 708 
Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris (15.9.28), (based Toulouse). 

1935 F-AIUO Latecoere 25/3R 709 
Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris (15.9.28), (based Toulouse). 

1944 F-AIUP Potez 32 1362 
Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris (21.9.28), (based Toulouse). 

1949 F-AIUQ Amiot122.BP2 1 
Ste d'Emboutissage et de Constructions Mecaniques (SECM), 
Colombes (29.9.28), (based Villacoublay). 

1946 F-AIUR Latecoere 25/3R 711 
Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris (26.9.28), (based Toulouse). 

1954 F-AIUS Latecoere 25/3R 710 
Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris (9.10.28), (based Toulouse). 

1955 F-AIUT Latecoere 25/3R 712 
Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris (9.10.28), (based Toulouse).. 

1956 F-AIUU Latecoere 25/3R 713 
Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris (9.10.28), (based Toulouse). 

Above: The Amiot 122.BP3 with side radiators, rear gun turret and 
650hp Lorraine 18 Kd engine, was to be registered F-AIUQ for sales 
demonstrations, in Romania for example, (via JM Collection) 
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Above: The tiny Albert TE-1 
single-seat monoplane was 
powered by a 40 hp 
Salmson radial. F-AIVA c/n 6 
wore number 14 for a 
contest at Orly but is said to 
have been written-off in 
December 1928. The type 
was presented in the USA by 
Bellanca as the Baby 
Columbia but without sales 
success, (via JM Collection) 

Left: Potez 29-4 F-AIVD of 
CIDNA (480 hp Gnome-
Rhone Jupiter) was also a 4 
passenger aircraft, 
(via JM Collection) 

1957 F-AIUV Latecoere 25/3R 714 
Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris (9.10.28), (based Toulouse).. 

1963 F-AIUX Morane 191 42 
Cie Frangaise d'Aviation, Boulogne sur Seine (24.10.28), (based 
Villeneuve/Orly). 

1964 F-AIUY Morane 191 43 
Cie Frangaise d'Aviation, Boulogne sur Seine (24.10.28), (based 
Clermont Ferrand). 

1977 F-AIVJ Morane MS.147P 1 

1990 F-AIUZ Farman F.60 Goliath 
M Moreau, Paris/Le Bourget (6.12.28). 

7108 

1989 F-AIVA Albert TE.1 6 
Pierre Fisbach, Versailles (5.12.28), (based Orly). C/n quoted else-
where as 05. 

1960 F-AIVB Potez 32 1387 
Cie Miniere du Congo Frangais, Lyon (14.10.28), (based Mindouli). 

1950 F-AIVC Potez 32 1388 
Ste d'Etudes et d'Entreprises Aeriennes en Indo Chine et Extreme-
Orient, Paris (3.10.28), (based Saigon). 

2004 F-AIVD Potez 29/4 1365 
Cie Internationale de Navigation Aerienne, Paris/Le Bourget (5.1.29). 

1973 F-AIVE Potez 32 1389 
Louis Tamme, Paris (15.11.28), (based Meaulte). 

1965 F-AIVF Morane MS. 147 5 
M Bailly, Nancy (10.11.28). 

1995 F-AIVG Lioreet Olivier LeO 213 3 
Cie Air Union, Paris/Le Bourget (17.12.28). 

2021 F-AIVH Morane MS.180 1 
Ste des Aeroplanes Morane-Saulnier, Puteaux (1.2.29), (based Velizy-
Villacoublay). 

1958 F-AIVI Hanriot 14 
P Blanchet, Marseille/Marignane (12.10.28). 

Cie Generale Aeropostale, Paris (19.11.29), (based Toulouse). 

2037 F-AIVK Morane MS.191 31 
Cie Frangaise d'Aviation, Boulogne sur Seine (4.3.29), (based Orly). 

1970 F-AIVL Morane MS.191 44 
Cie Frangaise d'Aviation, Boulogne sur Seine (13.11.28), based 
Clermont Ferrand). 

1971 F-AIVM Morane MS.191 45 
Cie Frangaise d'Aviation, Boulogne sur Seine (13.11.28), (based 
Angers). 

1996 F-AIVN Nieuport390 3 
Cie Aerienne Frangaise, Suresnes (17.12.28), (based Le Bourget). 

2013 F-AIVO Nieuport390 4 
Cie Aerienne Frangaise, Suresnes (21.1.29), (based Le Bourget). 

1968 F-AIVP Farman F.190 1 
Ste Generale de Transports Aeriens, Paris/Le Bourget (12.11.28). 

unkn F-AIVQ Nothing known 

5020 

unkn F-AIVR Farman 180T 3 
Ste Generale de Transports Aeriens, Paris/Le Bourget 

1974 F-AIVS Bleriot-Spad51C 56/4223 
Ste Bleriot Aeronautique, Suresnes (16.11.28), (based Buc). 

1966 F-AIVT Bleriot-Spad 91/2 1 
Ste Bleriot Aeronautique, Suresnes (12.11.28), (based Buc). 

1967 F-AIVU Breguet280T 2 
Cie Air Union, Paris/Le Bourget (12.11.28). 

1969 F-AIVV Potez 32/4 1364 
Cie Internationale de Navigation Aerienne, Paris/Le Bourget (13.11.28). 

2028 F-AIVX Potez 29/2 1497 
Ste des Aeroplanes Henri Potez, Paris (19.2.29), (based Meaulte). 

To be continued. . . 
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The Whole Truth: 
THE HANDLEY PAGE HERALD PART 2 

Compiled by Derek King 

This part of the Herald story deals with some of the developments pro-
posed by Handley Page Ltd to widen the sales prospects of the aircraft. 
During the period of transition in moving the production line to 
Cricklewood and Radlett, the company also merged the design depart-
ments at Park Street to co-ordinate future projects. 

HPR.8 
One of the first variations of the basic Herald design to emerge was the 
proposed HPR.8, which was offered in late 1959 to Silver City Airways 
as a replacement for the venerable Bristol Freighter then operating the 
Lydd to Le Touquet car-ferry service and also for the company's longer 
routes. Silver City proposed a drive on/drive off payload of at least four 
large or six medium sized cars, plus a cabin for up to 25 passengers, 
with a few bicycles and passengers' luggage. Requirements were very 
stringent and the proposed aircraft had to be very strong and fatigue 
resistant to undertake flights of less than twenty minutes duration, with 
high frequency of take-offs and landings. The design had to be fully 
controllable at low altitude and cope with bad weather and poor visibil-
ity, even after the loss of one engine. The HPR.8 would have to operate 
economically not only over those very short stages, but also on longer 
flights such as Lydd or Manston to Basle or Marseilles. It also had to be 
easily converted to an all-passenger layout. 

In response to this project, the HPR.8 would have been a larger aircraft 
of 120 foot (36.6m) wingspan, with a flatter, oval section fuselage to 
provide a loading deck 45ft 6in (14m) long, 15ft (4.6m) wide and 7ft 
(2.1m) high. Clam-shell doors would be provided in the nose with a 
loading height of just 3ft (0.9m) with portable loading ramps used (as in 
the Bristol Freighter) for loading cars. The passenger cabin was in the 
rear fuselage and the flight deck was raised above the cargo hold and 
accessed by a ladder or stairway (again in Bristol Freighter fashion). 
The basic Herald wing was retained with suitable strengthening modifi-
cations and there was to be a new 30ft 6in (9.32m) centre-section, 
which carried the engine nacelles. The Herald landing gear was 
retained, but could be fixed down and fitted with fairings for the very 
short-haul routes. The tail unit was enlarged with the tailplane moved 
up onto the fin with a marked dihedral. An all-passenger version was 
also proposed, which was to be fitted with a "bay-window" in place of 
the nose-doors to give passengers an excellent field of view from a 
front saloon. Passengers would not have been permitted in this section 
during take off and landing, for obvious safety reasons. Sadly this fas-
cinating project was not put into production, meanwhile Silver City 
Airways became part of British United Airways in 1962, and they 

Above: Cutaway model of the HP. 124 military transport proposal 
showing the raised rear fuselage and loading arrangements, on show at 
Farnborough in September 1961. (Flight via Mike Hooks) 

ordered the ATL-98 Carvair for their British United Air Ferries operation 
at Southend. 

HP.124, HP.124/3, HP.125, HP.131, HP.132 and HP.133 
The second proposed variation was for a military transport version, 
aimed as a Vickers Valetta replacement for RAF Transport Command. 
Design work began in 1960 at Cricklewood under the designation 
HP. 124. The Air Staff had issued a requirement for 45 such aircraft and 
the basic Herald shape was retained except for the rear section of the 
fuselage being raised to accommodate direct loading through ramp 
doors under the tailplane. The doors would have been split, with the 
lower part acting as a loading ramp and the upper part opening inwards 
into the rear fuselage. 

It was at this period that certain political ramifications began to affect 
the Handley Page company. The then government insisted that all 
British aircraft manufacturers must merge into two large conglomerates 
(which evolved into the Hawker Siddeley Group and the British Aircraft 
Corporation). However, Sir Frederick Handley Page refused to accept 
what he considered to be derisory offers for his company. Thus no 
merger had taken place at the time of his death on 21st April 1962. This 
political situation coincided with the RAF requirement for a new military 
freighter. The Herald 200 G-AODF and the Avro 748 Series 2 demon-
strator G-ARAY had separately taken part in MoD performance trials on 
the rough airstrip at Martlesham Heath in 1961/62. Neither aircraft was 
then in military freighter form, design work still being ongoing. The 
Herald was allegedly preferred by the Air Staff but the then Minister of 
Aviation, Peter Thorneycroft, refused to order the HP.124, it is said 
because Handley Page had (so far) refused to join one of the two con-
glomerates. The Avro design was built as the HS.780 Andover for the 
RAF and, admittedly, served capably for many years. Short-field per-
formance of the HP.124 could also have been enhanced by the provi-
sion for fitting two turbojet engines (such as the Viper) in underwing 
pods. 

After their failure to gain the RAF order, Handley Page offered the 
design for the NATO Basic Military Requirement No.4 (NMBR.4) as the 
HP.125. Requirements for this proposal included the installation of 
eighteen Rolls-Royce R.B.162 vertical lift engines in underwing pods to 
provide wertical take off, climb, hovering and landing capability. The lift 
engine pods could be removed for 'normal' operations and could also 
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be ferried inside the aircraft until required. A similar proposal, as the 
HP.124/3 was offered to NMBR.22. In 1965 improved versions of the 
design, as the HP. 131, 132 and 133 were offered to the Belgian Air 
Force, all three being powered by Dart R.Da.12 engines of 3,245ehp, 
but the HP.132 was to be fitted with two General Electric CF700 turbo-
fans in wing-tip pods to give full STOL performance. The HP. 133 was 
similarly equipped but with the extra engines in retractable pods in the 
Dart engine nacelles. Again, these exciting projects failed to gain pro-
duction orders. 

The Herald faced severe competition from both the Avro (Hawker 
Siddeley) 748 and the Fokker F.27 Friendship, and this was intensified 
when Fokker proposed their jet-powered F.28 Fellowship design. 
Handley Page countered this with a Jet Herald design as the HP.127. 
A model of the proposed aircraft was displayed at the 1962 SBAC show 
at Farnborough and showed that this version was stretched forwards by 
some 11ft (3.5m) to balance the rearward shift of the centre of gravity 
due to the new engine installation and to accommodate 70 passengers. 
Wing span was reduced to 80ft (24.3m), the fin area was increased but 
the tailplane was cropped and raised to a point about half-way up the 
fin. Power was to be provided by two Rolls-Royce RB. 183/1 Spey 
Junior engines of 8,850lb.s.t. for take-off. A variation of this project was 
the 'Mini-Herald', a smaller aircraft offered with the same engines to 
carry 30 passengers in a shortened fuselage over shorter stages at 
higher speeds. Wing span was again reduced, to 57ft 4in (19m). 
Although both of these projects were offered at very competitive prices, 
with full equipment, neither attracted any firm orders. 

Series 300 and 400 
Further variations were offered with fewer modifications, allowing them 
to be built on existing jigs. The first was the Series 300, modified to gain 
certification in the USA (this was granted by the FAA in May 1962), but 
none of this version were built. The next was the Series 400 for military 
use, with a strengthened floor, rearward-facing seats and a side door 
opening inwards to facilitate paratroop dropping. It could also under-
take aero-medical duties and a separate navigator's station was 
installed aft of the flight deck. This version was ordered by the Royal 
Malaysian Air Force. A further development as the Series 500 was 
fitted with Dart R.Da.12 engines, with lift spoilers and nosewheel 
braking also to be fitted. 

Series 600, 700 and 800 
The next design to be offered was the Series 700, with 2,320ehp Dart 
R.Da.9 engines, an extra 280 gallons (1,273 Itr) of fuel in integral tanks 
in the wings and seating for 60 passengers. Maximum take-off weight 
was increased to 45,000lb (20,411.6kg). The Series 800 was the mili-
tary version (based on the Series 400) of the Series 700. The Series 
600 was a short-haul high-capacity variant with the cabin interior 
extended by 5ft (1.4m) into the galley area to accommodate 68 pas-

Above; Artist's impression of the HP. 127 Jet Herald project issued in 
September 1962. The streamlined nacelles contained the undercar-
riage, air intakes and Spey Junior turbojet engines. (Handley Page Ltd 
via Jack Meaden Collection) 

sengers, with a combined crew/passenger entrance on the port side 
forward of the wings. The only version to obtain orders was the Series 
700, with Globe Air ordering three, Far Eastern Air Transport one and 
VASP (Viacao Aerea Sao Paulo) ordering ten. The VASP order also 
resulted in a proposal to build the Herald in Brazil but in the event, none 
were actually built. The Globe Air order lapsed, Far Eastern Air 
Transport were satisfied with a second-hand Herald and the Brazilian 
Treasury were unwilling to finance the VASP order which was then can-
celled. Thus it was that several very enterprising and original projects 
were offered but sadly none of them achieved production, except for 
the Series 400. 

Structural problems 
During 1965 a problem with the Herald structure was revealed when 
CF-NAF (160) crashed on 12th February 1965 in Canada after possi-
ble structural failure. Then on 5th April an Alia Royal Jordanian Airlines 
aircraft JY-ACQ crashed near Damascus. Initial reports suggested 
structural failure and the Herald fleet was immediately ordered to 
reduce cabin pressurisation from the recently permitted 4.2 pounds per 
square inch (psi) to 3 psi in aircraft up to six months old and to 2 psi in 
those six to twelve months old and to zero in all older aircraft. 

Subsequent investigations revealed the cause to have been the fuse-
lage splitting open longitudinally along a spot welded underbelly 
stringer in the plane of the propellers. All Heralds in service were 
recalled to Radlett to have their inter-chine belly structure renewed, re-
skinned and treated with an anti-corrosive heat-cured epoxy resin. 
These modifications were satisfactory and no further similar incidents 
occurred. The actual cause of the structural failure was discovered to 
have been "bilge fluids" which consisted of a mixture of nicotine, bar 
and urine spillage, the accumulation of which created a corrosive sub-
stance to eat away at the stringers. This setback may have been a 
factor in the refusal of the Brazilian Treasury to finance the VASP order 
for Series 700s. 

We now continue with the second batch of individual aircraft histories. 

149 HPR.7 HERALD-Later Series 100 
G-APWA Regd 28Sep59 (CofR R.6668/1) to Handley Page Ltd. First 
production aircraft, built at Woodley (Reading). F/F 30Oct59 and CofA 
issued on 25Nov59 (number A6668) to Handley Page (Reading) Ltd. 
Used as company demonstrator. On 3Dec59 flew to Nice for demon-
strations to Aristotle Onassis, Prince Ranier & Princess Grace of 
Monaco. Leased Dec59 to British European Airways for three days 
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Above: The first production 
Dart Herald - still using the 
'Dart' title on top of the fin -
c/n 149 G-APWA in full BEA 
colours. (Flight via Mike 
Hooks) 
Right: G-APWA in BAF 
colours at Blackbushe on 
31.7.77. (D Partington) 
Below: Still in basic BAF 
scheme but with Air Ecosse 
titles, G-APWA stored without 
engines or control surfaces at 
Southend in 1982. 
(D Thompson collection) 

proving flights at Inverness to Orkney, Shetland and Stornoway. 
Returned to Woodley on 18Dec for servicing prior to a 30,000 mile tour 
of South America. 

Left Blackbushe on 16Mar60, calling at Kumasi, Ghana and Jos, 
Nigeria and thence to Dakar for the Atlantic crossing to Recife, but was 
diverted to assist with flood-relief missions in the Fortaleza District of 
north-east Brazil, after a dam burst in heavy rains. Demonstrations to 
Cruziero do Sul, Lloyd Aereo Colombiano, LADE (Lineas Aereas del 
Estado), NAB (Navegacao Aerea Brasileira), Panair do Brasil, REAL 
Aerovias Nacional, Transcontinental, VARIG (SA Empresa de Viacao 
Rio Grandense) and VASP (Viacao Aerea Sao Paulo SA). Then visited 
Argentina for demonstrations to Aerolineas Aregentinas, and to visit 
many smaller airstrips. Returned to England via Dakar and Malta after 
217hr 45min flying time and 158 landings. The only faults requiring 
repair being a burst tyre and a faulty microswitch. 

Demonstrated to the Air Ministry for the RAF and Royal Australian Air 
Force at RAF Upavon in July 1960. Returned to Woodley in time for the 
1960 SBAC Show at Farnborough. Deld 4Jan61 on loan to Jersey 
Airlines for route proving. CofA renewed 18Jan61. In February demon-
strated to a Venezuelan business delegation. Demonstrated in April to 
Cambrian Airways and then to Sweden later that month to show its 
paces to the Swedish Air Force (Flygvapnet). Leased 17May61 to 
Oct61 to Jersey Airlines. CofA renewed 18Jan62 (extended to 
24Jan63). Leased 20Jan62 to Feb62 to British European Airways. 

G-APWA was then furnished in 21-seat executive layout by Handley 
Page Ltd for the Royal Tour of South America with HRH Prince Philip. 
Aircraft selected by Prince Philip himself and operated by BEA. Two air-
craft were required, the other being G-APWC (c/n 151), which left 
London (Heathrow) on 11 Jan62 en route to the West Indies. G-APWA 
departed 16Jan62 via Las Palmas and Dakar. Both aircraft carried 330 
gallon underwing fuel tanks and met up at Mackenzie, British Guiana 
on 9th February and the tour flew down the west coast of South 
America through Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia and 
Chile, crossing the Andes Mountains and returning up the east coast, 
through Argentina, Paraguay, Uruguay and Brazil, then returning to 
Argentina. The tour ended at Grand Cayman, where the long range 
tanks were re-fitted for the flight home via Port of Spain, Antigua, 
Bermuda, Gander and Keflavik. G-APWA completed some 62 sectors 
on the tour, accumulating 126hr 46min flying time, of which Prince 
Philip flew the aircraft for 99 hours. The two aircraft achieved 470 flying 
hours and 100,000 miles in total. On its return visited Saudi Arabia for 
demonstrations to Saudi Arabian Airlines. 

Leased 15May62 to 90ct62 to British United Airways (remaining in 21-
seat executive layout, pending delivery of their own, similarly config-
ured, aircraft on order). Chartered in July62 by King Hussein of Jordan 
and his bride Princess Muna for their honeymoon tour of Morocco. 
Regd 8Nov62 (CofR R.6668/2) to Handley Page (Leasing) Ltd, and 
leased Apr63 to Aug63 to Autair International Airways as result of 
delayed delivery of ex-Globe Air Ambassadors to them. CofA renewed 
on 24May63 and leased 31Aug63 to Jan64 to the Royal Malaysian Air 
Force for crew training by 4 Sqn Kuala Lumpur. Painted with inscription 
"Tentera Udara Diraja Persekutuan" (the Malay title for the RMAF) but 
last word mis-spelt as "Persekutnan". The title became "Tentera Udara 
Diraja Malaysia" from 16Sep63. 

Regn eld 25Mar64 as sold in Brazil and regd as PP-ASV on lease from 
20Feb64 to Oct64 to Sadia de Transportes Aereos. Returned to UK 
and regd 1Mar65 (CofR R.6668/3) as G-APWA to Handley Page Ltd. 
CofA renewed 15Sep65 and again on 16Apr66 but was leased 
14Apr66 to Sep66 to British Midland Airways. Deld 18Nov66 to Sadia 
de Transportes Aereos, regn eld 25May67 as sold in Brazil and regd as 
PP-SDM. Transferred Jun72 to Transbrasil S/A Linhas Aereas (on 
change of company name). Leased during 1975/76 to Transportes 
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Left: G-APWB served with 
Autair International from 1966 
to 1969. (via Mike Hooks) 
Below: After Autalr's scheduled 
internal services were closed down 
in 1969, Heralds G-APWB (in the 
foreground) G-APWC (behind) and 
G-APWD were stored at East 
Midlands Airport, as shown on 
26.4.70. (D Partington) 
Below, left: The three Autair 
Heralds were sold to la Urraca in 
Colombia, one becoming this 
unidentified example, (via I Callier) 

Aereos de Bacia Amazonica - TABA. Carried TABA/NOTA titles when 
NOTA, Norte Taxi Aereo, merged with TABA. Wfu and stored in 1976 
at Congonhas. Deld 27Jul76 to the UK and regd 27Jul76 as G-APWA 
(CofR G-APWA/R4); arrived 12Aug76 at Southend for British Air 
Ferries, BAF, and entered service 11Apr77 named "Mandy Keegan". 
The aircraft was then leased on the following dates to Touraine Air 
Transport, TAT, 3Apr79 to 30Apr79; 5Jun79 to 29Jul79; 3Sep79 to 
20ct79 and finally 8Jan80 to 9Feb80. Leased Feb80 to 12Mar80 to the 
British Government for the Zimbabwe Elections. Leased Mar80 to 
9Nov80 to Nile Valley Aviation, Cairo. Leased 20Nov80 to Jan81 to 
AGIP Oil Co (Azienda Generale Italiane Petroli). Leased during early 
1981 to American rock group "Styx" who were touring UK (on their 
"Paradise Theater" tour). Then leased Oct81 to Jan82 to Air Ecosse. 
Returned to BAF, wfu and stored in 1982 at Southend. British Air 
Ferries officially renamed Panavia Air Cargo on 18May83. Impounded 
Sep83 by Southend Council in lieu of unpaid airport charges, if not paid 
by 5Jan84 the aircraft was to be sold. Receiver appointed for Panavia 
Air Cargo on 8Sep83, however, regn certificate amended 4Jan84 to 
read Panavia Air Cargo as owner. Ownership transferred Feb86 to 
General Aviation Spares but remained in storage at Southend. Regn 
canx 29Jan87 as PWFU. Deld 28Aug92 to Woodley and preserved by 
the Herald Society. 

150 HPR.7 HERALD 101 
G-APWB Second production aircraft, built at Woodley (Reading). Regd 
28Sep59 (CofR R.6712/1), F/F 6Jul61 and CofA number A6712 issued 
on 27Jul61 to Handley Page Ltd, Radlett. Leased from 27Jul61 to 
Dec61 to Jersey Airlines. Sold 5Jan62 to the Ministry of Aviation for 
lease to British European Airways (BEA) regd 8Mar62 (CofR R.6712/2) 

and deld 10Mar62 to BEA. CofA renewals were made on 6Mar each 
year from 1962-66. As of 30Apr65 TT 5,050 hr with 8,858 landings. 
Regn eld 18Nov66. Deld 17Nov66 and regd 28Nov66 (CofR R.6712/3) 
to Autair International Airways of Luton. CofA renewals were made on 
27Nov67 and 27Nov68 (this last being extended to 11Dec69). As of 
August 1969 TT 10,465 hr with 15,640 landings. Ledger amended 
5Dec69 to Court Line Aviation Ltd as owners and tfd Uan70 to Court 
Line Aviation, Luton. Wfu and stored by late April 1970 at East 
Midlands Airport in Autair livery. Regn eld 5Nov70 as sold in Colombia. 
Deld 10Nov70 to Lineas Aereas La Urraca and regd to them as HK-
718. Damaged 30 Jul73 when starboard main undercarriage leg col-
lapsed on landing at La Macarena, whilst on scheduled service 
Villavincencio to La Macarena. Caused by incorrect installation of star-
board side down lock mechanism, repaired. 

On 2Nov73, after a broken hydraulic hose was replaced at Aracua, en 
route to Cucuta a burning smell was noted and the undercarriage was 
still extended although indicated as retracted. Crew elected to divert 
and after visual check passes for landing at Villavicencio, no.1 propeller 
had feathered but on touchdown the pilot opened both throttles, 
causing the aircraft to swing to port, wing hit the ground and fire broke 
out, destroying the aircraft. 3 of 4 crew and 3 of 12 passengers killed. 
Cause quoted as lack of maintenance and poor training procedures. 

151 HPR.7 HERALD 101 
G-APWC Third production aircraft, built at Woodley (Reading). Regd 
28Sep59 (CofR R.6713/1), F/F 23Nov61 and CofA number A6713 
issued on 28Dec61 to Handley Page Ltd, Radlett. Leased 28Dec61 to 
31Dec61 to Jersey Airlines. Sold 5Jan62 to the Ministry of Aviation for 
lease to BEA, deld 5Jan62 and regd 9Jan62 (CofR R.6713/2) to BEA. 

Above: C/n 151 G-APWC was sold in 1970 to Lineas Aereas la Urraca, Colombia, as HK-715 seen here at Bogota in March 1972. 
(Jean Magendie via Michael Magnusson) 
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Right: G-APWC in Autair 
International colours 
about to touch down at 
what appears to be 
Biggin Hill Air Fair, May 
1967. ( via Mike Hooks) 

Below: G-APWD during 
BEA operation, parked 
on the apron at sunny 
Sumburgh. 
(BEA via Mike Hooks) 

Bottom: G-APWE was 
first operated by Jersey 
Airlines and is seen here 
in their yellow and white 
colours with blue trim. 
(Handley Page Ltd via 
Mike Hooks) 

Used on Royal Tour with HRH Duke of Edinburgh with G-APWA (149), 
(refer to that aircraft history for full itinerary). Returned 18May62 to 
BEA. CofA renewals were made on 28Dec each year from 1962-65. 
Regn eld 16Nov66, deld 18Nov66 and regd 28Nov66 (CofR R.6713/3) 
to Autair International Airways, Luton. CofA renewals were made on 
22Mareach year from 1967-69. As of August 1969 TT 11,154 hr with 
15,929 landings. Ledger amended 5Dec69 to Court Line Aviation Ltd 
as owners and tfd 1 Jan70 to Court Line Aviation, Luton. Wfu and stored 
by April 1970 at East Midlands Airport in Autair livery. 

Regn eld 26Oct70 as sold in Colombia. Deld 30Oct70 to Lineas Aereas 
la Urraca and regd to them as HK-715 named "Bochica". Damaged 
17Mar74 in wheels-up landing at Villavicencio, after tyre of port outer 
wheel had burst on take off from Cacuta, damaging wheel bay services. 
Port undercarriage destroyed and propellers bent, repaired. As of 
24May75 TT 18,845 hr, landings 18,409. Dbr 23Jun75 at La Libertad in 
emergency landing on grass, after failure of No.2 engine. Two crew and 
one passenger safe. Removed and stored in 1976 at Villavicencio. 
Noted 12Dec77 at Villavicencio without engines or undercarriage being 

parted out. Noted completely stripped by 23Sep78. Broken up Oct82. 
Regn eld 30Jun83. 

152 HPR.7 HERALD 101 
G-APWD regd 28Sep59 (CofR R.6714/1), sixth Woodley (Reading) 
built. Completion of this aircraft slowed down to allow Series 201 c/ns 
153 and 154 to be completed and certified in time for early 1962 deliv-
ery to Jersey Airlines. F/F 19Apr62 and CofA number A6714 issued on 
27Apr62 to Handley Page Ltd, Radlett. Sold 5Jan62 to the Ministry of 
Aviation for lease to BEA. Regd 30Apr62 (CofR R.6714/2) and deld that 
day to BEA. CofA renewals were made on 27Apr each year from 1963-
66. Regn eld 14Nov66. Deld 16Nov66 to Autair International Airways, 
Luton and regd to them 28Nov66 (CofR R.6714/3). The CofA was 
renewed on 16May67. Damaged 3Sep67 at Luton when blown back 
onto runway by high winds after take off and following undercarriage 
retraction, repaired and returned to service by Nov67. Further CofA 
renewals made on 15May68 and 15May69. As at Aug69 TT 10,494 hr 
with 15,563 landings. Ledger amended 5Dec69 to Court Line Aviation 
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Left: G-APWE towards the 
end of its career in the 
colours of Air UK, its final 
operator, post-1980, as part 
of the succession of name 
changes shown in the panel 
on the left. 
(D Thompson collection) 

Below: Throughout the 
1970s G-APWE was operat-
ed by British Island Airways, 
seen here in their red colour 
scheme. 
(D Thompson collection) 

JERSEY AIRLINES 
NOTE - The following dates are record-
ed for the various name changes affect-
ing the Jersey Airlines fleet and its suc-
cessors. Most Jersey Airlines aircraft 
were registered to the Alares 
Development Company Ltd or to Airlines 
(Jersey) Ltd -

20May62 bought by Air Holdings Group 
1Nov62 became British United 

(Channel Islands) Airways, 
BU(CI)A. (Some aircraft regd 
to Transair Ltd [also part of Air 
Holdings Group]. Operations 
as BU(CI)A commenced on 
1 Jan 63) 

1Nov68 became British United 
Islands Airways, BUIA 

20Jul70 became British Island 
Airways, BIA 

16Jan80 became Air UK 
All dates (and names) listed in histories 
are those recorded in the official ledger. 

Right: G-APWFseen in a 
new British United colour 
scheme at Jersey. The 
photo notes add that it is 
the first Herald in this 
scheme, dated 11th 
November, but the year is 
missing - 1966? 
(I MacFarlane via Mike 
Hooks) 

Ltd as owners. Tfd Uan70 to Court Line Aviation, Luton. WFU and 
stored by April 1970 at East Midlands airport in Autair livery. Canx 
24Nov70 as sold in Colombia and deld 30Oct70 to Lineas Aereas la 
Urraca and regd to them as HK-721. Crashed 7May72 near Valledupar 
in unknown circumstances. 

153 HPR.7 HERALD 201 
G-APWE Regd 28Sep59 (CofR R.6715/1), fourth production aircraft, 
fuselage Cricklewood built, completed at Woodley, F/F 13Dec61 and 
CofA number A6715 issued on 29Dec61 (validity extended to 12Jan63) 
to Handley Page Ltd, Radlett. Regn eld 30Dec61 and regd 15Jan62 
(CofR R.6715/2) to Alares Development Co Ltd, for operation by Jersey 
Airlines and deld to them 3Jan62. CofA renewed on 13Jan63. Tfd 
1Aug63 to British United (Channel Islands) Airways but not regd to 
them. CofA renewed on 13Jan64. Flew inaugural service on 1Nov65 

Southampton-Exeter-Belfast and on 6Nov65 Southampton-Exeter-
Dublin. CofA renewals made on 13Jan65 and 13Jan66. Regn eld 
30Jun66 (but not notified until 9Sep66). Regd 12Sep66 (CofR 
R.6715/3) to Airlines (Jersey) Ltd, but still operated by BU(CI)A. CofA 
renewed on 13Jan67. Tfd 3Mar67 to British United (Channel Islands) 
Airways. Ledger amended 17Mar67 to British United Airways (C.I.) Ltd 
as owners. CofA renewed on 13Jan68. Tfd 1Nov68 to British United 
Island Airways but not regd to them (but noted at Southampton on 
190ct68 in full BUIA livery). Ledger amended 2Jan69 to Jersey Airlines 
(Channel Islands) Ltd but still operated as BUIA. CofA renewed on 
13Jan70. Ledger amended 5May70 to British Island Airways (Jersey) 
Ltd. Tfd 20Jul70 to British Island Airways. CofA renewals on 13Jan71 
and then 20Jan each year 1972-75. As at 310ct78 TT 27,325 hrs and 

Left: G-APWF in original 
British United colours at a 
Biggin Hill Air Fair in 1964. 
(Mike Hooks) 
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Above: Only a minimal 
change of title letter-
ing was required on 
Herald G-APWF follow-
ing the switch from 
BUA to BUIA in 1968. 
(BUA via Mike Hooks) 
Right: Not the best of 
angles but this photograph 
of G-APWF at a very wet 
Exeter Airport in May 1971 
does show the British Island 
titling on the fin/rudder in yet 
another colour scheme vari-
ation. (K Butcher via D 
Thompson collection) 

34,459 landings. Ground incident 18Apr79 when struck by a truck at 
Gatwick, damaging tail. Tfd 16Jan80 to Air UK and regd as such 
8Apr83 (CofR G-APWE/R4). Damaged 13May80 in landing accident at 
Manston, repaired by Invicta Airways at Manston. Flown to Norwich 
19Jul80 for overhaul. Noted in Jan81 being stripped down then WFU 
and stored Nov82 at Norwich. CofA lapsed 30Mar83 with TT 32,122 hr. 
Broken up Nov85 at Norwich. Cld 14Nov84 as "destroyed". Used for fire 
training and scrapped by end Oct85. 

154 HPR.7 HERALD 201 
G-APWF Regd 28Sep59 (CofR R.6716/1), fifth production aircraft, 
fuselage Cricklewood built, completed at Woodley, F/F 29Mar62 and 
CofA number A6716 issued on 6Apr62 (but time extended to 5May63 
and renewed 6May63 to Handley Page Ltd, Radlett. Regd 9Apr62 
(CofR R.6716/2) to Alares Development Co Ltd for operation by Jersey 
Airlines and deld on same day to them. Tfd 1 Nov62 to BU(CI)A (but not 
regd to them). CofA renewals on 6May64, 6May65 and 6May66. Regd 
12Sep66 (CofR R.6716/3) to Airlines (Jersey) Ltd but operated by 
BU(CI)A. Ledger amended 17Mar67 to British United Airways (C.I.) Ltd. 
CofA renewals on 6May67 and 6May68. Tfd 1Nov68 to BUIA (but not 

regd to them). Ledger amended 2Jan69 to Jersey Airlines (Channel 
Islands) Ltd but still operated by BUIA. CofA renewed on 6May69 and 
6May70. Ledger amended 5May70 to British Island Airways (Jersey) 
Ltd, again still operated as BUIA. Tfd 20Jul70 BIA. CofA renewals on 
6May each year 1971-72 and again on 1May73. Damaged 4Sep73 
when nose gear slowly collapsed after parking at Gatwick, caused by 
failure of front pressure bulkhead, allowing downlock to disengage; 
repaired. CofA renewals 2May74 and 2May75. On 20Jul75 the under-
carriage collapsed during take off from Gatwick bound for Guernsey, 
aircraft settled on runway 26 and was 'considerably' damaged but 
without injuries to the 49 occupants; repaired. As at 310ct78 TT 26,667 
hs and 33,375 landings. Tfd 16Jan80 to Air UK (but not regd to them). 
Wfu and stored November 1981 at Jersey after CofA lapsed on 9Jul81. 
Cld 9Feb84 as PWFU. Broken up April 1984 at Jersey and nose 
section to Mr P Sturgess, Jersey. 

NOTE: 
Production at this point was transferred to Cricklewood (fuselages) and 
Radlett (wings/engine nacelles) with assembly and test flying from 
Radlett. Nose Sections were still built at Woodley up to c/n 162. 

Right: G-APWF was 
to be found in Air UK 
colours for less than 
two years, being with-
drawn from use after 
its CofA expired in 
July 1981. 
(D Thompson 
collection) 
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155 HPR.7 HERALD 201 
G-APWG Regd 28Sep59 (CofR R.6717/1), third Radlett built aircraft; 
F/F 27Apr62 and CofA number A6717 issued on 17May62 to Handley 
Page Ltd, Radlett. Deld 22May62 to Jersey Airlines. Damaged 
23May62 whilst crew training near Jersey, starboard main undercar-
riage would not lower, made belly landing at Radlett with only slight 
damage. Problem caused by incorrect assembly of main door jack. 
Regd 31May62 (CofR R.6717/2) to Alares Developments Co Ltd but 
operated by Jersey Airlines. CofA renewed on 17May63. Tfd 1 Aug63 to 
BU(CI)A (but not regd to them). CofA renewals on 17May each year 
1964-66. Cld 30Jun66 (but not notified until 9Sep66). Regd 12Sep66 
(CofR R.6717/3) to Airlines (Jersey) Ltd, still operated by BU(CI)A. 
Ledger amended 17Mar67 to British United Airways (C.I.) Ltd. CofA 
renewals on 17May67 and 17May68. Tfd 1Nov68 to BUIA (but not regd 
to them). Ledger amended 2Jan69 to Jersey Airlines (Channel Islands) 

Above: G-APWG making a fast 
and low fly-past at an airshow, date 
and place unknown but presumably 
during the late 1960s, 
(via Mike Hooks) 
Left: G-APWH in BUA colours 
sharing the apron at Ringway 
Airport. Manchester with a pair of 
Dan-Air Ambassadors, probably 
in 1964. (D Partington) 
Far Left: G-APWH again at 
Ringway, in BIA colours on 
25.7.71. (D Partington) 

Ltd, but operated as BUIA. CofA renewed on 17May69 and 17May70. 
Ledger amended 5May70 to British Island Airways (Jersey) Ltd. Tfd 
20Jul70 to BIA (but not regd to them). CofA renewals on 17May71, 
17May72 and 14May each year 1973-75. As at 310ct78 TT 26,864 hr 
34,047 landings. Tfd 16Jan80 to Air UK (but not regd to them). By 
Sep81 had made 39,386 landings. CofA lapsed on 5Jul81; wfu and 
stored Nov81 at Jersey. Cld 9Feb84 as PWFU. Broken up April 1984 
at Jersey. Nose section to Mr J Cronin, Jersey and used for a time as 
a play item at Longueville. 

156 HPR.7 HERALD 201 
G-APWH Regd 28Sep59 (CofR R.6718/1), fourth Radlett built aircraft, 
F/F 23May62 and CofA number A6718 issued on 6Jun62 to Handley 
Page Ltd, Radlett. Deld 6Jun62 to Jersey Airlines. Regd 18Jun62 
(CofR R.6718/2) to Alares Development Co Ltd for operation by Jersey 
Airlines. CofA renewed on 6Jun63. Tfd 1Aug63 to BU(CI)A (but not 
regd to them). CofA renewals on 6Jun each year 1964-66. Cld 30Jun66 
(but not notified until 9Sep66). Regd 12Sep66 (CofR R.6718/3) to 
Airlines (Jersey) Ltd but operated by BU(CI)A. Ledger amended 
17Mar67 to British United Airways (C.I.) Ltd. CofA renewed on 6Jun67 
and 6Jun68. Tfd 1Nov68 to BUIA (but not regd to them). Ledger 
amended 2Jan69 to Jersey Airlines (Channel Islands) Ltd, but operat-
ing as BUIA. CofA renewed on 6Jun69 and 6Jun70. Ledger amended 
5May70 to British Island Airways (Jersey) Ltd and tfd 20Jul70 to BIA. 
Further CofA renewals made on 6Jun71, 6Jun72, 5Jun73, 12Jul74 and 
12Jul75. As of 310ct78 TT 26,682 hr 33,127 landings. Tfd 16Jan80 to 
Air UK (but not regd to them). WFU and stored 16Oct80 and broken up 
December 1980 at Norwich. Cld 1Feb82 as PWFU. Fuselage to 
Norwich Fire Training Section April 1982 until at least April 1997. 

To be continued. 

Left: G-APWH operated with 
BUIA between late 1968 and 
mid 1970. 
(D Thompson collection) 
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Casualty Compendium PART 113 

Right: Air Inter Viscount 724 
F-BMCH, seen here at Orly on 
20.7.72, was the subject of the 
crash in central France on 
27.10.72. (Wim Zwakhals) 
Below, right: This photo was 
used in the Greek register 
series in 1990 but has come 
round again to illustrate the 
crash of YS-11 SX-BBQ in the 
sea off Athens on 21.10.72. 
(via Andrew Stamatopoulos) 

As usual we detail below the identities of the air-
craft and circumstances involved in the accidents listed 
last time. 
With thanks to Tom Long, Peter Quade, Vic Smith, J E 
Wilson, and Wim Zwakhals for support, data and photos 
for this issue. This is the last time that Casualty 
Compendium will appear in this form. We have a lot of 
accident data in other forms however, so we may look at 
specific types or countries, or perhaps some one-off arti-
cles that do not rely on working through an accident 
website - or in Vic's case spending hours in the 
Newspaper Library. Ideas and contributions are welcome 
of course, especially if anyone would like to research and 
write up investigation details of particular events, as in the 
"Accident Investigation" articles that we published a few 
years ago. 

30.9.72 Spantax DC-3 EC-AQE c/n 14196/25641 crashed at 16.30 local time on the runway at Barajas airport during a training flight. The student 
pilot pulled the control column back quickly on take-off, the No.1 engine lost power and the aircraft stalled. One of the six on board was 
killed, the other five injured and the DC-3 was destroyed. 

1.10.72 United Airlines Boeing 727 N7035U c/n 18327 was returning to San Francisco due to a heat warning in a cargo compartment which 
occured immediately after undercarriage retraction and again on application of power. The landing, at 09.35 local time, was normal but 
after applying reverse thrust, but before braking, a fatigue fracture in the right main landing gear caused it to collapse. The right wing hit 
the runway and the aircraft skidded to the right onto the grass, destroying a VOR installation in the process. All 97 occupants, Capt D.W. 
Phillips, 5 crew and 91 passengers were evacuated within 40 seconds with only a frew minor injuries. There was no fire. 

13.10.72 Aeroflot II-62 SSSR-86671 c/n 70301 crashed into a lake 6 km east of Sheremetyevo airport at 21.50 when the ILS was not working. 
Inbound from Leningrad, this was its third attempt to land. Ten crew and 163 (164? 168?) passengers were killed. 

15.10.72 This appears to be an incident reported as 18.10.72. Cruzeuiro NAMC YS-11 A-200 PP-CTG c/n 2063 touched down too long and skidded 
off the wet runway under hard braking when landing at Sao Paulo-Comgonhas. No injuries, but the aircraft was damaged beyond repair 
having hit a small concrete building and an embankment. 

21.10.72 Olympic Airways NAMC YS-11A-500 SX-BBQ c/n 2155 from Corfu crashed in shallow water off Voula beach on approach to Athens 
airport c21.30 local time in reduced visibility. One of 4 crew and 36 of 49 passengers killed. 

27.10.72 Air Inter Vickers Viscount 724 F-BMCH c/n 50 crashed on 1,100 metre Mont Picdu Picon c19.20, having descended too early for Clermont 
Ferrand in turbulent conditions and possibly because a thunderstorm affected the ADF. The wreckage was found over 30km east of its 
supposed position. Capt Robert Bonnet, 4 crew and 55 of 63 passengers killed. 

30.10.72 Aero Transporti Italiane Fokker F.27 l-ATIR c/n 10301 descended below minima on a visual approach and crashed near Poggiorsini en 
route from Naples to Bah. Capt Guiseppe Cardone, 4 crew, 24 (22?) passengers killed. 

17.11.72 Canadian-registered private DC-3 CF-FOL c/n 14038/25483, one time G-AJLX, was owned by S & H Aviation Sales. A forecaster had 
suggested to the pilot that he should route from Keflavik to Goose Bay or Gander where the head winds were lower, but he headed for 
St John's Newfoundland, ran out of fuel 100 miles short and ditched in North Atlantic. Pilot Issac Stefansky and the 2 passengers killed. 

Right: EC-BVC, Fokker 
F28 of Iberia visiting 
Rotterdam in January 
1972, ran off the runway 
when landing at Bilbao 
on 28.12.72, 
(Wim Zwakhals) 
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Left: Fokker F28 LN-SUY 
"Sverre Sigurdson" of 
Braathens SAFE at Oslo-
Fornebu on 9.8.72, crashed 
into a nearby forest on 
23.12.72. (Dave Partington) 

Below, left: Alia Boeing 707 
JY-ADO which crashed on a 
Haj flight at Kano, Nigeria on 
22.1.73. (Wim Zwakhals col-
lection) 

right: Another acci-
dent at Fornebu, on 30.1.73, 
involved SAS DC-9 LN-RLM 
"Reida Viking" running into an 
icey lake. 
(Wim Zwakhals collection) 

28.11.72 Japan Airlines DC-8-62 JA8040 c/n 46057 "Hida" stalled from 100 metres and crashed on take-off at Moscow crashed at 19.51 local time. 
The aircraft entered a steep climb, possibly due to inadvertent spoiler extension or an engine failure caused by icing. Fire broke out after 
the impact. Nine of 14 crew and 52 of 62 passengers killed 

5.12.72 EgyptAir Boeing 707-336C SU-AOW c/n 19845, on a training flight crashed d 5.05 at Beni Suef about 60 miles South East of Cairo, prob-
ably following the seperation of No.4 engine. A rumour suggesting it had been hit by a missile fired in error was denied. Capt Kamal Abau 
and 5 crew killed. 

8.12.72 United Airlines Boeing 737-222 N9013U c/n 19069 "City of Lincoln" crashed at 14.28 CST in a residential area 1.5 miles short of the 
runway at Chicago Midway Airport. The aircraft stalled as a missed approach was ordered by ATC due to a slower aircraft ahead. Capt 
Wendell L. Whitehouse and 2 of 6 crew, 40 of 55 passengers and 2 people on the ground were killed. Mismanagement by the crew during 
a nonprecision approach was however cited as the main cause of the accident. 

8.12.72 Pakistan International Fokker F.27-600 AP-AUS c/n 10314 on internal flight from Gilgit to Rawalpindi crashed on hill top near Maidan in 
poor visibility when attempting to turn out of a valley. Capt Javedullah Khan, four crew, 28 passengers killed. 

8.12.72 Ethiopian Boeing 720-060B ET-ABP c/n 18977 holed by grenade explosion during attempted highjacking near Addis Ababa after depar-
ture for Paris. Seven highjackers were shot and killed by security guards on board. An exploding grenade caused damage to an inboard 
engine and the rudder controls. Capt Ketsela Haile landed the aircraft successfully at Addis Ababa. Two crew, 5 passengers and 2 secu-
rity guards were injured. Aircraft repaired and returned to service. 

13.12.72 Yemen Airways DC-3 4W-ABR c/n 12823 crashed when undercarriage collapsed on landing due to wind shear at Taiz airport. 
20.12.72 North Central Airlines DC-9-31 N954N c/n 47159 collided with Delta Airlines Convair 880 N8807E c/n 22-00-29 which was crossing the 

runway as the DC-9 took off at 18.00 CST. Ten passengers of the 4 crew and 41 passengers in the DC-9 were killed, but all 7 crew and 
81 passengers in the Convair survived. The accident was caused by poor ATC instructions when there was thick fog at the airport. 

23.12.72 Braathens SAFE Fokker F.28-1000 LN-SUY c/n 11011 on flight from Alesund-Vigra was 4 miles off course and below the Minimum Safe 
Altitude when it crashed in forest on approach to Oslo Airport. Capt Jan K. Henriksen, 2 crew and 37 of 42 passengers were killed. 

28.12.72 Iberia Fokker F.28-1000 EC-BVC c/n 11023 overshot runway on landing at Bilbao at 13.10 due to ineffective brakes and destroyed. 
29.12.72 Eastern Airlines Lockheed L-1011-385-1 TriStar N310EA c/n 1011 crashed in the Everglades on approach to Miami International at 23.42 

local time while the Capt Robert Loft and the crew were distracted by a nosewheel problem, accidently disengaged the autopilot and 
ignored an altitude deviation warning. Five of the 13 crew and 94 of 163 passengers were killed 

31.12.72 American Air Express DC-7CF N23N (N500AE also quoted) c/n 45130 crashed into the sea following take-off from San Juan, Puerto Rico 
at 19.23 local time when No.2 engine failed and No.3 engine lost power due to poor maintenance. It had a 4,000lb overload on a flight to 
deliver relief supplies to Nicaragua after an earthquake. Capt Jerry Hill, 2 crew and 2 passengers killed. 

2.1.73 Pacific Western Boeing 707-321C CF-PWZ c/n 18826 crashed 3 km south east of Edmonton airport at 08.34 UTC, Capt Arthur E Young, 
4 crew killed. An inexperienced first officer was making the approach in severe conditions. The power blackout may have been caused 
by the 707 hitting cables. 

19.1.73 BEA Vickers Viscount 802 G-AOHI c/n 15 on VFR flight from Glasgow airport in marginal weather to test the autopilot; crashed near 
summit of 1,500 ft Ben More, Perthshire at 14.31 UTC. Capt Walter Durward, 3 crew killed. 

22.1.73 Alia Royal Jordanian Airlines Boeing 707-3D3C JY-ADO c/n 20494 chartered to Nigerian Airways for return Haj flight from Mecca to Lagos 
diverted to Kano crashed c09.30 when the right main gear collapsed on landing and the 707 skidded off the runway. Six of 9 crew and 
170 of 193 (196) passengers killed. 

27.1.73 TANSA DC-6A HR-TNO c/n 45476 on a cargo flight crashed and caught fire ten miles from Tegucigalpa airport. Capt Enrique Escobar, 
and his two crew were killed. 

30.1.73 SAS DC-9-21 LN-RLM c/n 47304 aborted take-off from Fornebu, Oslo at 23.19 due to a stall warning activation but it failed to stop and 
ran onto ice-covered sea. Capt Fridtjof Glertz, 3 crew and 29 passengers escaped before the aircraft broke through the ice and sank. 

19.2.73 Aeroflot Tu-154 SSSR-85023 c/n 72A-023 crashed and burned 200 metres short of the runwayat 09.06 UTC at Prague-Ruzyne inbound 
from Moscow. Four of 13 crew and 67 of 87 passengers were killed. Turbulent conditions were a possible cause. 
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